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THE IRISH AND LEICESTER, 0841 TO c1891: 
A STUDY OF A MINORITY COMMUNITY 

ABSTRACT 

The central aim of this thesis is to pioneer an in-depth study of the Irish in the 
largely unstudied east midlands town of Leicester, and to do so across the half-century 

c. 1841-9 1. The Irish migrant and settler experience in Leicester is contextualised against 
current historiographical debates about the Irish in nineteenth century Britain; and the 
Leicester Irish experience is contrasted with that of Irish settlers elsewhere, including 

where relevant the wider diasporic framework. The work addresses social, economic, 
political and cultural agendas, and attempts to do so within a wide-ranging analysis 
which locates local developments within a national context. The thesis examines both 
direct and indirect patterns of migration, with reference to diachronic decennial analysis 

and the issue of transience. The thesis addresses: the centrality of prejudice experienced 
by the Irish via a prejudiced media and the mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism; the 

social structure of the migrant and settled community (re: housing, health and poverty); 
occupational patterns in relation to class, gender, ethnicity and generation; the important 

but ignored contribution of Irish males and females to local Catholic growth, especially 
in terms of leadership, personnel, infiwtructure and resourcing in education; patterns of 

criminal behaviour, including variations occasioned by differing religious and gender 
backgrounds and the situation of second as opposed to first generation Irish-, and finally 

the community's political development vis-i-vis both local as well as national agendas. 
The Irish community is identified in a wide sense, as this is felt to be a more valid way 

of evaluating progress or lack of it. This approach also facilitates comparisons between 

the Irish-born sector and the wider (or "effectively") Irish community when appropriate. 
The analysis presented is based on an extensive and specially compiled database 

which includes relevant identifiable entries from the censuses for Leicester from 1841 to 

1891 inclusive. The data includes all the census fields, and deliberately conjoins not just 

the Irish-bon-4 but spouses and siblings bom outside Ireland. Extensive integrated use 
is made of data from prison, poor law, corporation and other sources. 

The thesis concludes that, whilst the Irish were, and remained, a minority, with 



very little expansion in relation to the host community's growth, this did not deter 

positive developments in the areas identified above. Whilst a Protestant and anti- 
Catholic culture permeated the town, and probably intersected with economic factors to 
limit in-migration, it was not powerful enough to deter the models of religious and 
political internal community development that were taking place in other Irish 

communities in Britain at that time. By c. 1891, the Leicester Irish had not been 

assimilated; they did achieve levels of integration which in employment terms reflected 
the situation of c. 184 1, when there had been some small representation in jobs outside 
the unskilled sector. In ethnic and cultural identity terms the Irish in Leicester 

experienced upturns and downturns throughout the period. This was especially the case 
via formal education, Which materially assisted the processes of incorporation and 
denationalization, and took pLace despite the hibernophilic attitude of the local Catholic 
leadership from c. 1875. An identifiable Irish Protestant dimension existed, and this 

group may have been more widely represented in Leicester than elsewhere. 
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(a) Alms and Issues in the Thesis 

This thesis examines Leicester as a non-traditional centre of Irish migration from 

1841-1891; it is intended as a contribution to serious historiographical debates on the 

Irish in Britain in the nineteenth century; it aims to explore a wide range of the central 

experiences and contexts which shaped the fives of Irish migrants in that period. As a 
key historian of Irish migration to Britain has noted (Swift, 1992), there are three 

outstanding areas needing further debate, and this research aims tocontribute to these 
debates. ' 

First, apart from works by Lees (1979), Finnegan (1986) and Lowe (1989) there 

are few comprehensive analyses of the Irish experience in individual urban centres, and 
this is especially true of Irish settlement in the Nfidlands. Second, most of the analysis 
to date has centred on the early and mid-Victorian periods; more attention needs paying 
to the descendants of this first generation and to later arrivals from Ireland. As the 

census data for 1891 became available while this thesis was in gestation, the decision was 

made to attempt to study Leicester across the M half-century. Third, this research aims 

to achieve a balance between the usually less well explored area of the economic and 

political agendas and the more frequently examined issues around social and religious 

affairs. 
Thus this thesis attempts to explore aspects of settlement and demography, 

migration inwards and outwards, social mobility, occupational patterns and mixed 

marriages. The evolution of the Irish community in Leicester is evaluated, where 

possible, through diachronic decennial analysis, and the issue of transience as opposed 
to settlement is discussed. ' The dynamics operating amongst the Irish in Leicester are 

explored in relation to community leadership, clerical as well as lay, and to community 

organisation at formal and informal levels? However, significant individuals and 

organisations have been identified in Leicester and these are included in the analysis. 

'SWIFT, R., The Historiography of the Irish In 19th century Britain, in O`SULUVAN, P. (ED)(1992). The k1sh h U* New 
Communkbs, Val. 2. The kish Wodd Wde, Hi%tory, Hentwe and Idanity, p. 52-8 1. 
2 Ftqx&ick disc Ows issue; however, ftre is a paucity of surviving correspondence in the British conte4 even transient 
migrants were not devoid of sbWural contacts, as much of Irish community life was lnf0m*W and at "8traer leval. See 
FITZPATRICK, D. The Irish in Britain, Settlers or Transients?, In BUCKLAND, P. & BELCHEM, J. (Eds)(1 992). The kish 
il Brfth Labour History, pp. 1 -10. 
*Tha ddk*m d"oommunity' as used thmughout the Thesis is from the Oxjad ErVW Dktbnary. "Often applied to those 

IIaI to of a CM communky, who how ca tai circumstances of na&Ay, religion, or pursuit comrrm to thern but not Shared 
bYth0seana wtantheyliviK as the British orChinese communily Ina foreign city, the marcantilecommunityawywhere, 
the Rcrnen C, **5c coTrnLr*y in a Protestant city. ' ThrougloA a distinction is drawn between the Irish-born, and the 
or "~ Irish community, which includes spouses and siblings as per ttle census. 
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Gender, religion and class roles issues are addressed; womens' experiences, Protestant 

migrants and the middle class Irish are dealt with in context. 
The thesis also aims to situate the Irish in Leicester in the context of three broad 

issues which usually feature in these studies, such as Finnegan (1982) on York, Lees 

(1979) on London and Fielding (1993) on the north west. First, why did the Irish 

migrate, where from and to where, and with what outcomes? Second, how far was the 

range of attitudes displayed towards them negative, and was it uniform throughout the 

study period? Third, how far along the continuum between arrival, integration and 

assimilation did those Irish settling in Leicester actually travel? These three fields are 

examined, with reference being made to the themes of poverty, nationalism, ethnicity, 

and both the Catholic and Protestant traditions, throughout the half century under 

study. 
Leicester is not typical of those locations normally associated with Irish 

settlement in the nineteenth century. Situated virtually in the centre of England, it was 

a county and market town with an active Protestant profile, and with a slowly decaying 

domestic industry based on the fi-amwork knitting of hosiery goods. " Evenso, byl851 

there were 877 Irish-born residents in the town, comprising 1-4 per cent of the 

population. This compares, for example, with Stafford, where at this time the 496 Irish- 

bom comprised 4 per cent of the populace, and with Nottingham, where 1,686 (2-8 per 

cent) were Irish-born. (See Tables 1,2a and 2b) 

Leicester is an appropriate location for the proposed thematic study for several 

reasons. Firstly, it had a reasonably substantial representation of Irish-born, especially 
in 1851 and 1861. (See Table 2(a)) Secondly, although actual numbers of Irish 

remained broadly static across fifty years, they did not keep pace proportionately with 
the towifs increasingly rapid population increase, whereas in many other urban expansion 

situations the Irish elenxmt increased correspondingly. (See Table 3) Thirdly, the town's 

geographical situation permits us to be reasonably certain that migration patterns 

represented genuine social movement and not just short term relocation. Fourthly, such 

a small town model can be usefiffly compared with more well-known studies of larger 

cities and conurbations. FifWy, apart from Sliney (1980) on Leicester 1850-60, Murphy 

993) on NottkWbm in 185 1, and Minns (1996) on Derby 1850-70, very Httle else has 

'Reference vvill be made to Rudandshire, the "l, mainly agricultural neighbouring county. From 0974 to 1997 it was 
formally incorporated within Leicestershire, and two are historical links between to 2 counties. 
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TABLE 2(a): POPULATION OF THE CITY OF LEICESTER AND 
THE NUMBERS OF IRISH-BORN AT ALL CENSUSES FROM 1831 
TO 1901. 

Date Population of 
City of Leicester 

Number of 
Irish-born 

% of Population 

1831 38,904 300* 0-77 

1841 50,853 477 0-93 

1851 60,642 877 1-44 

1861 68,056 855 1-26 

1871 95,220 876 0.90 

1881 122,376 948 0-77 

1891 174,624 792 0-45 

1901 211,579 977 0-46 

Notes: (1) general source is the Census, 1841 to 1901 inclusive. 

(2) Fig. for Irish-born in 1831 is from Report on State ofirish Poor in Great 
Britain, 1836, App. G. 

TABLE 2(b) Figures for the Non-Irish born in the wider Irish 
Community (Males and Females, <20 and 20>) in 
Leicester 1841-91, from Author's Census Database 

Males Females 

under 20 20 or over Total under 20 20 or over Total Grand Total 

1841 105 72 177 98 39 137 314 

1851 170 95 265 195 96 289 554 

1861 212 83 295 202 20 97 299 594 

1871 340 131 471 367 150 517 988 

1881 287 150 437 287 142 429 866 

1891 252 184 436 236 195 431 867 

Note: Overall total = 4,183 person in wider Irish community 

I 
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been researched to date on Irish settlement in the East Midlands? Sixth, Leicester 

was a town with a high and historic Protestant profile playing host to Irish migrants 

who were mainly Catholic. The interplay of prejudice and proselytism, sometimes 

mutual, but predominantly anti-Catholic, was a long-term trait. Finally, a study of the 

Irish in a midlands county town offers an extra dimension to the existing research picture, 

which is based mainly on major studies of larger, and often more industrialised, 

locations. 

This thesis aims then to give a overview of the sociaL economic, political and 

cultural developpient of the Irish community in Leicester in relation to the Irish in Britain 

generaUy, from c. 1841 through to c. 1891; it will also emphasise those aspects where the 

experience of the Irish in Leicester is particular and unique. 

(b) Sources 

Leicester has to date not featured in major research on the Irish in Britain; 

therefore material has of necessity had to be extracted from a variety of archives, many 

outside the locality. Main sources are discussed below, and listed in the Bibliography. 

Sources indigenous to the Irish community are, usuaUy, few in number, due 

mainly to povertyand. the tendency to geographical mobility. There is, however, the 

unique memoir of a self educated and articulate second generation Irishman, Tom 

Barclay (1852-1933). Bom in Leicester to parents from Limerick and Mayo, from 

urban and rural Irish settings, ' he, Was brought up a Catholic. 

Barclay's Memoirs explore his childhood in the Irish "rookeries" of Leicester, a 

town of strong Protestant opinions and traditions; graphic descriptions of a Catholic 

education and upbrmiging, and of attendant anti-Irish prejudice; the significance of the 

use of Irish Gaelic by the community in Leicester; and views of current affairs from the 

Fenians through to the c=paign for Home Rule; ' and a positive appreciation of the 

&I-here are very few studies of the Irish in smaller towns, especially those outside those areas most well associated with Irish 
in-migration. A recent PhD thesis on the Irish in Derby, by MINNS, H., concentrates on education and folldore, (1997); 
MURpHy, p. j. (19m) has produced a study of the Irish in Nottingham in the 185as as Part of an MA skidy; #* only work 
on Leicester was by SUNEY, T., Irish Irnmigrants in Leicester (1850-1860), as Part of an MA (11980), which usefully e)plored 
some areas but was limited in terms of the time scale covered and the agenda for discussion. HERSON, J (1988) My the 
Irish Went to StEdibrd in a useful case study On settlement in the 1830-71 period. MacRAJLD (1998) exarnines the Cumbrian 
Irish across the 1841-91 period. 
I See Memoirs and Medieys - The AutobiograPhY Of 0 BOtt18 Washer. (1934); the 1995 edition has new introductions an 
Barclay's political and intellectual development, and his ethno-mitural profile as a second generation Irishman. 
'He learned Irish in London in the heyday of the League, r; ýýeting leading personalities such as PkNw Beasley, W. P. Ryan, 
P. T. Mcginly, Fionan MacColm, Sean O'Cahan and Dr. Henry. 

8 



place of traditional Irish music, song and dance in the fife of the Irish community in 
Britaim 

The recollections do not teU the entire story of the Irish in Leicester in the 

nineteenth century; Barclay's secularist stance, and his radical socialism, set him apart 
from many of his fellow-Irish. There is nothing on the Irish contribution to Catholic 

development in Leicester; not once is the parish of St Patrick mentioned, despite its 

existence at the vexy core of the Irish settlement. Most historians have either ignored it 

or used it selectively; where it has been used, the Irish dimension has been either 
marginalised or ignored. 8 Barclay wrote regularly for a fiinge local journal, The 
WYvern, in the period c. 1890-1900; there is useful information here also concerning 
Leicester's Irish. ' 

Other biographical material has concerned external views of the Irish; usually 

marginal, but refreshingly sympathetic. Most of this material concerns the Ellis flimily, 

the father John and the two daughters, Isabel and Eliza, who were Quakers of tolerant 

disposition. Detailed and uniformly negative coverage of Leicester's Irish c. 1846 to 

c. 1877 comes from the Annual Reports of the Rev. Joseph Dare's Unitarian Mission. 

The bare and bleak view of the Irish held by local historians owes much to their 

use of Dare's Reports of the Leicester Domestic Mission Society as a primary source; 

a recent analysis by Haynes uncritically accepts Dare's view of the Irish: 

Worst of all, however, were the 'dangerous and neglected denizens of 
Wging-houses and dwellers in overshadowed and overcrowded places 
not fit for human habitation. "O Into this category, Dare placed the 
permanent mendicants, many of whom were Irish. 

Haynes lauds Dare for his ability to empathise with the poor and the working class; there 
is no evidence at all of any sympathy or empathy from Dare for the Irish. Indeed, a recent 

summary of the ripple effect of Kay's stereotype vision of the Irish in Manchester can 
be applied justifiably to Dare's perorations on the Leicester Irish: 

*Only one local historian has used Barclay to any adent; am HAYNES, J-13; in Bibliography, neither d his 2 articles aDplore 
the Irish factoi 
OThe most inforrrm&e work is BwcWls. In a series of articles on Laicestees main simu, Barclay ao0ored perceptively the 
Irish area of 'Abbey Strad and Green Strear, In The V, 54ý, 28 june 1895. No. 192, Vol. %All, P-149-150. This is ft best 
single source. 
'OHAYNES, B. (1991), Kbr*kV C4ws Lib jr; Vx*)dan LAteSW, p. 89, citing DaM 1873, RLDMS, p. 6. 
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Repetitive recycling of his most graphic passages removed them from the 
context of his argument, gave respectability to revived atavistic 
prejudices, and played a powerfid role in the articulation of a long-lived 
adverse stereotype of the Irish immigrant in Britain which recent work is 
only now bcginning to modify. " 

In regard to matters of Irish settlement across virtually a twenty year period 
(1847 to 1865 approximately) Dare's views Primed Leicester opinion, and his Annual 

Reports were regularly covered in the local press as well as being published 
hxkpendently. Dare's chapel, the Unitarian Great Mecting, was also a focus for opinion- 
formation amongst the local power bloc of Liberal Politicians on the CorNration. 12 

Dare's emphasis on the negative aspects of I-libernian migration was worsened 
by his constant anti-Irish editorialising and his use of denigrating terminology. Like 

many other critics, Dare saw the occupants, and not the overcrowding, as the problem. 
In 1850, when the "Farnfie'was in its third year of impact, commenting on beggars and 

rag and bone merchants crowding into Irish private dwellings, Dare pronounced: 'They 

should be sent home to grow flax and corn in their own beautiful island. " Again, in 

1865, Dare reported that: 

A respectable housekeeper informs me that the lower portion of the Irish 
who five in the back streets, from the Old Cross downwards, spend the 
after part of the Sabbath in utter disregard of its sacred character. Pitch- 
and-toss, drinking and brawling, make the neighbourhood another 
Donnybrook Fair. " 

lbe fiict that by 1865 Dare had, apparently, divided the Irish into a "lower portion! ' and 

some other untitled segment suggests that there may have been a grudging admission 

after two decades that some of the Irish constituted a vaguely defined "uppee, portion. 
Dare had formed his opinions early on, and was not thereafter easily dissuaded. 

"BUSTEED, M. & HODGSON, K Made in Manchester the Articulation and Diffusion of Irish stereotypes In 19th C. Britain; 
P. 29--33 In DANAHER, N., (Ed. ) k1sh Dinensbns IMP ft Educ, 'Report on 10th Corif , 1993, Irish Studies Workshop. 
"See ELUS, I. C. (19M), Rocads of Ift Cordury Leicester, P. 305; quotas one source thus; the first 7 ffwyas after the 
Reform Bill vvere members of the Great Meeting. 
"DeM Rev. J., RLDMS; 2nd of 1647, p. 21-2; 5th of 1850, p. 20-21; 20th of 1865, p. 1 3-14. The choice of Donnybrook Fair 
by Dare as a performance Indicator of Irish malfeasance W-11006 similar earlier stereotyping In the local press; see chapter 
on Leicester Media attitudes to the Irish. 

10 



TABLE 4(a) 
I 

RISH-BORN IN SELECTED ENGLISH TOWNS IN 1851 

122.3% LIVERPOOL 

113.1% MAN & SALFORD 

173% 1 CHESTER 

17.0% WTON 

15A% YORK 

14.6% LONDON 

14.1% i STAFFORD 

14.0% 1 BTAM 

13.4% = BRISTOL 

12.8% = NOTTINGHAM 

1.4% LEICESTER 

0.8% WORCESTER 

0.7% Fj READING 

Notes: (1) In 1851,2% of population of England & Wales were Irish born. 
Source: 1851 Census Data; JACKSON (1963) 

(2) Diagram adapted from HERSON (1988) 

TABLE 4(b) The Irish-born in Nottingham and Leicester compared, 1 
1841-1891 and as percentages of the overall population 

Census Year 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Irish-born in Leicester 477 877 855 876 948 792 
1.0% 1.0% 1-2% 0.9% 0-8% 0-5% 

Irish-born in Nottinghwn 781 1,686 1,633 1,216 ý 
E 

1,537 1,332 
1-4% 2-8% 2-1% 0 4 yC 1 Ob 0*8% 0-6% 

Notes: Source for Nottingham data: MURPHY, P. J. (1993), p. 49 & 63; for Leicester, see A CD, 

1841 to 1891. 
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The great bulk of the evidence regarding the Irish in Leicester has been 

researched, extracted and processed from the records of both individuals and agencies 

who had contacts with the Irish; much of this material is in the Leicestershire Records 

Office; other sources include both regional and national archives. The main source was 
the decennial census, data being gathered for all Irish-born people, their spouses, 
(whether Irish or otherwise) and their children from the 1841 to 1891 censuses 
inclusively. This rendered a total of 3,655 different individual entries for the Irish-born 

and a total of 4,183 for the wider Irish (or effectively Irish) conununity. (See Tables 1, 
2(a) and 2(b)) 

Jkc. other reseuchers have noted, the enumerators found the spelEng of Irish 

nanrs, of both people and places, to be problematical. Birth places feature for less than 
20 per cent of each census group (none at all for 1841). Ages given are inconsistent; but 

they are nonetheless broadly correct. Occupational descriptions could suffer from 

subjectivity from both subject and recorder. Generally, the census appears reliable and 

consistent. Data for 1841-91 was entered on D Base III; original data by hand was 

compiled over two years by the author, who supervised and checked the subsequent 

entering on to the database. The intention was to study the widest possible timespan - 
a half-century - so that more long-term comparisons could be made than is generally the 

case with Irish migrant studies. 14 

As well as data for Leicester, the database also contains separately the same 
information for the main urban areas inhabited by the Irish elsewhere in the county (viz. 
Loughborough, Whitwick and Hinckley). This is Useful, obviously, for purposes of 
comparison between the city and the county situations, and for acknowledging those 
interactions that did take place. 

(c) Leicester's existing connections with Ireland 

In terms of communications, Leicester was reasorably weU equipped by c. 183 0. 

Coach services linking London mjjoyed new local turnpiles; new canal schemes became 

operational; in 1832-3 the first mechanical public railway in the Midlands linked 

Leicester with the nearby coalfields in Swamington and Whitwick. 11 Whitwick became 

-The dgw ym ew dwded meta SSRC Stwdefd CkK aMI Ow transfermd onto Lotus A; proaCh to WWbIe 11101 Spaedy 
andysis. Haerinafter. ACD nwns A~$ Cwsus Databae. 
isSee SIMMONS, j., CaTminicat"s and Trimsport PYE, N. (EdX1 91n), Lakes1w ard ts Reow. p. 31 I-W4. 
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a magnet for Irish seeking work. A sophisticated rail network spanned the county by 

c. 1850. As well as providing job opportunities, this network made both county and town 

more accessible. Contacts between Ireland and Leicestershire certainly pre-date the 
"Famine". Irish people travelled to or through Leicester as gypsies, and as cattle drovers; 

conversely, Leicester dealers had contacts with Ireland and the Irish via import-export 

arrangements, especially of foodstuffi and other agricultural products. References in the 
Borough Records for the period c. 1100- 1500 suggest that Irish merchants had contacts 

with Leicester. 16 Trade between Leicester and Ireland was obviously ongoing; local 

merchants traded with Ireland before c. 1700. Leicester imported Irish foodstuffs 

throughout the 1700-1900 period. 17 

Ireland supplied food even during the 'Vireat Famine". The finportant cattle trade 

was two-way, Leicestershire importing in bulk, and exporting specific breeds for rearing. 
Both county and city were noted entrepots for regular cattle fairs and markets, and Irish 

livestock has featured since c. 1680. " 

In 1862, for example, a serious accident to a cattle train carrying 60 Irish beasts 

in 4 trucks occurred near Manton (Rutland): II wagons were derailed, with men and 

cattle hurt: 

The Irishmen declared that they and the poor beasts were all 'kilt' and 
were quickly seen rolling in the field smiging out to the top of their voices 
that they had broken backs and were 'kilt' downright; another hollering 
out "my poor beast, " but the Irishmen's fears were worse than the facts, 
although bad enough. " 

There was a mutual traffic in livestock, such as pedigree sheep. " "Throughout 

those parts of Ireland where sheep rearing became important after 1815, the Leicester 

ram was crossed with the Roscommon ewe ..... in fact, the Leicester cross effected a 

minor revolution. "' The trade was reciprocal; "by 1866 the order of preference in 

eastern Leicestershire" included the Kerry Cow as one of the six equally fitvoured 

10SW BATESM, M. (1899 and 1901), Records offt Borough o(Laicaster Vor. 1 32 Id and 1103-1 7, p. 312 a 322; VoL 11, 
1327-IW p. 464. 
"DARE, P. (1927), OkPTvw Law keepws, Comstables ofAylestorm, 1671-1710, p. 12,13.14 & 15. 
"See JENVJNS, W. A. & SMITH, C. T., Sor- & Adrnin Hist 1680-1835, In VCHL (1%0 (1958). P-80- 
`rRAYLEN,. kF; L (EdX1980), Rahveys j7 Rudlanct VoL 3, p. 10 + 11. FINNEGAN (1982) ex; "ned the use by the Irish of 
to mad lar (p. 50): To quote Maria Edgwoorth: 'Then a English ; from a Similarity of sound between the words kR 
and kW might be kxb to suppose that their meanings am similar, yet they am not by any means in Irelai synorrymous 
larms. Thus you may hear a man claim - 'rm kit &. 1d mLgdvg&,. W he frequently means only that he has received a black 
OP. or a slight contusion, 'Casib Raduarit (1800), p. 85. 
"THIRSK J. Agrarian History, 1540-1950, p. 231, in VCHL, Vol. 11. 
21 DONNELLY, J. S. Jnr (1975), The Landandft poopis offt 19M C; @ntury C01*, p. 44. 
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breeds. P There was a developed inter&ce then between Leicestershire and Ireland in the 

pedigree stock trade. 

The long-term importance of Irish food imports into Leiccster2' -A-as remarked 

on by an educated working class observer in 1838 who articulated the problem that was 

the explode after 1845: "1 would ask you if the great exports in cattle made by Ireland 

to England is a proof that the poor of that country have plenty of meat. Does it not 

prove the reverse? Are the poor of Ireland pining forwant of that meat which they 

export? " A decade later, and the exports from Ireland to Leicester would include 

increasing numbers of Irish people. 
The movement of Irish gypsies locally is well documented from around c. 1650, 

eg at Stathern and Waltham on the Wolds. ' Waltham held a celebrated horse fair each 
26 1* Michaelmas (September). These Irish gypsies experienced discrImInatory and 

son-etimes exemplary treatment, passes being issued only after physical punishment had 

been administered. Irish travellers reached Branston in 1654, Stathern in 1663, and 

Aylestone c. 1680. " The Journal in 1794 drew attention to an Irish gypsy deserter; 

James Donovan of Cork, and gave an interesting depiction of his wife: 

..... . Whe is an Irish wonwi, wears a cotton bed-gown, shawl handkerchie& 
green petticoat, a man! s hat, and an old grey woollen cloak. 21 

From c. 1850, Hinckley was regularly visited by a gypsy group selling besom brushes and 
brimstone matches. " Gypsies therefore had long-term associations with Leicestershire, 

where some obtained temporary work as migrant farm labourers. 

There were other, more formal, travellers between Leicester and Ireland. vrlniam 

Gardiner, the noted Leicester businessman, musician and raconteur, provided positive 
images of his Irish contacts in his memoirs of c. 1838. InLiverpoolhemeta "Gentleman 

'*THIRSK J. In VCFX, VOI- 11- P-245- 
"During the turbulent 17Ws, hunger and poverty forced the tovm's authorities to irnpod ernergency coi igrcnwft d Irish 
food: -an OW occasion, a Mr. Akierrnan Phipps bought a ton of salUd butter from Irelard and relmled it aj pre* cost, The 
Me=ry, for exwypW, daWled butter and becon Irnports In the Sumner of 1 W6. togedw with price mernents In the Irish 
butter nwW W-d in Waiwford bacon prices. EWS, C., Hblory In Leicester (1 90W), p. 97; LC, 3 March 18W; LM. 2 June 
1866. 
24 LC, 31 March I WS. letter Of J81bu Weston- 
24 am indebted to Dr. D&w Smith of Ler- PdyWyk, an e)W on trmveliars. Sources: LCRO, Stathem parish C. Onst"'s 
Accounts, DE1605/56, Folio 17 ard Waltharn on the Wods P. C. Accrts, DE615ffiO, Folio 69. 
26LCRO, W&Ww on 90 WOW P. C. ACCnIS, DEr"I 5160 and f -54- 
vLCRO, Bransion Constables Acý DE72OW, folio 84. LCRO, Stadwn PCAccnt DE1605/56, folio 180. Sao DARE, 
p., (I W7) Ojdr#w Law kespem, Ayiestorm, 1671-1710, p-23. 
29W, a August 1794, p. 3. 
29Fp. MCIS, H. J. (1MO), History of Hir, &*, p. Q. - 
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who belonged to one of those Irish fianilies of rank that settled in France about the year 
1700. " Gardiner described the "unprecedented hospitality and politenese' he was met 

with by a Dublin businessman- Gardiner met Irish notabilities, such as the historian 

O'Connor Don (ie Charles O'Conor, 1764-1828, of Belanagare). He observed 

approvingly Daniel O'Connell in the Commons. " O'Connell featured regularly on the 
invitation lists of the Liberal d1fte in Leicester in the 1820's and '30, S. 31 Thus prior to the 

"Famine" migration, contacts existed betwen Leicester and Ireland involving traders, 

travellers, and the political and cultural dlites on both sides of the Irish sea. The 

TamiW'migrants, however, were to draw out rather different reactons, from their hosts 

in Leicester in the decades from c. 1845 to c. 1870. 

Organisation of the Thesis 

The thesis confronts key issues in current research on the Irish in Britain. It does 

so, for example, by analysing small scale settlement, by moving the spotlight onto non- 
Catholics as well as Catholics, and by researching beyond the normal 1830-60 focus . By 

tackling these questions, the "ethnic fade" interpretation is countered; yet, the analysis 

of the Leicester experience will show that not all of the Irish were integrated or 

assimilated post-c. 1860. Leicester's Irish are worthy of study for two important reasons: 

they maintained a type (or types) of distinctiveness despite their limited numbers, and 

they experienced serious ongoing communal ethnic tension over issues of religion and 

politics, which theme is a major product of this study. 

The 8 chapters are organised into two main sections. The first (chapters 2,3 and 
4) deals with the socio-economic experiences of the migrants: why Leicester was 

selected, the structures of their developing community after arrival, and the occupations 
they entered into. The second section (chapters 5,6,7,8 and 9) addresses the broad 

cultural formation of the Irish in Leicester, and their impact on the host community, 

concerning questions surrounding the related issues of religion, education, anti- 
Catholicisn-4 crime and politics. 

Whilst factors such as housing, health and employment are frequently discussed, 

dimensions such as crime and educational development are less frequently analysed, 

'LCRO; GARDINER, W. (1&38), Music and Frbnds, p-213,435,323-4,568-9. His po6bA8ndsYffPSd*iccOnyn8rb 
about the Scottish language and farrine distress In Scodand (p. 736,75") suPPort ft Ides Of his prooeftc PrccIMtles* 
'"LCRO, DE 1274/13, PV9 lefters; Darid CYConnell, London, to T. PageL 25 March 1836; ftwO am sOv" such OOTPles- 
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(other than in works such as Finnegan's (1982) on York and Swift's (1985) on 

Wolverhampton). In addition, Catholic infiwtructural development, the manipulation 

of anti-Catholic prejudice and the political agenda of the Irish in Britain all tend to be 

dealt with either in broad national or narrow local studies. 

Certain questions are posed by the evidence from Leicester which concern issues 

of interpretation in regard to the migration and settlemcmi processes, and considerations 

of the notions of community and integration. An analysis of the periodisation of 

migration helps to avoid the tendency to over-simplify the actual situation existing 

c. 1845-50. For example, large numbers of the Irish-born women who were involved 

in Leicester's staple fi-amework knitting industry were, in the 1840's and 1850's, 

married to English husbands, which has obvious implications for migration patterns and 

questions of integration and religious toleration. 

The census data, obviously, lifts the curtain only once in a decade. This 

means, therefore, that rates of mobility, both short and long distance, are hard to define. 

Where possible, the censual turnover has been identified and quantified, so that as 

realistic as possible a balance can be struck between the more settled and less settled 

sections of the migrant body. This in turn raises issues surrounding the question: how 

many or how few became integrated, and why. What patterns emerge relating to 

departers and stayers; what was the ratio between the two, and did it fluctuate, and 

when, and why? Did long-term settlers lose or maintain their identities? Was there ever 

an Irish ghetto in Leicester? Why, indeed, did only relatively few Irish come to 

Leicester? (See Tables 2(a), 2(b) and Chapter 3). 

Motives for migration often explain settlement patterns, and for this reason an 

alaysis of such motives forms the second chapter. Irish migration to Leicester became 

discernible c. 1830, and statistically significant by 1841. As well as "push" and chain 

migration, Leicester's central location assisted both the inflow of Irish first-time settlers, 

as well as subsequent re-locating nigrants. An important "pull factoe, also operated: 

textile work opportunities, particularly in framework knitting, attracted those with 

transferable skills to leave Ireland (where British protectionism was steadily crippling 

Irish industries). The domestic system, then still pertaining in both'England and Ireland 

in that sector, offered a further incentive to whole families from Ireland. 

The third chapter aims to examine the significance of changing occupational 

patterns. The decades 1851-81 saw the emergence of a preponderance of the unskilled 



amongst the Irish in Leicester. Vy7hilst in the 1840's and '50's agricultural opportunities 

still existed, by the 1860's, there was an increasing presence in textiles and to a lesser 

extent in heavy industries. Irish men and women, first and second generations, were 

participants in the industrialisation of Leicester's hosiery and footwear trades from 

c. 1865. There were very few Irish in the recognised n-fiddle and upper classes; social 

mobility seems largely to have been confined to those of the working class who aimed 

to be lodging house owners, marine store dealers and small retail traders. With 

municipalisation post c. 1880, opportunities existed for an increased but nonetheless still 
limited number of white collarjobs. The one area with Irish middle-class representation 

was medicine, and most of the males involved were of Protestant Irish extraction. 
The fourth chapter of the thesis aims to examine a range of socio-economic 

indicators: housing and settlement patterns; health; and the impact of poverty. 
Settlement c. 1840 was concentrated in key areas, some of which came to have long-term 

associations with Irish families, especially in the Green Street-Abbey Street area. By 

c. 1900, however, settlement was far more diffuse, with no real numerically significant 

core areas of Irish left in the city. Poverty was endemic; the socio-economic profile of 

the Leicester Irish was better balanced in 1841 than for 40 years thereafter. Poverty 

conditioned the Irish just as it conditioned the views of most contemporary local social 

observers who saw the Irish as instigators and carriers of poverty, and not as victims. 
Chapter five ainis to evaluate the importance of the Irish dimension in Catholic 

development in Leicester. Local sources either marginalise or ignore the Irish, as a 
traditional English gentry hegemony stiff pontificates over other interests. The structure 

of formal and informal Catholic practice is examined; the role of the Irish both as priests 

and as the people is scrutinised, especially in relation to sacramental observation. 
Questions surrounding marriage in particular are explored. The contribution of the Irish 

religious, both male and female, is critically evaluated. The Cistercians of Mount St 

Bernard's were an Irish offshoot, despite the claims of their own historian; many of its 

personnel during the study period were Irish, and it became a centre of welfare relief for 

Irish migrants. 
Proselytismý a bitterly contested issue of the period, with a definite Irish agenda, 

is examined; from Leicester, indeed, Irish speaking Protestant missionaries journeyed to 

bring their fight to the benighted papists of the Connacht shoreline. The Church's 

answer to internal backsliding was the missioner, put in to work his magic at parish level. 
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Perhaps the most significant input of Catholic effort was that put into education, 

and an analysis of how local education issues developed forms the basis of chapter six. 

The curriculum was limited, and reflected externally finposcd aims and objectives. Ile 

wider needs of first and second generation Irish children were not recognized. This %-as 

true of the small Irish Protestant sector also. The local infirastructure %N-as impoverished4 

reflecting the scarcity of financial resources. Both patronage and grants from the 

Catholic Poor Schools committee tended mainly to operate in the interests of rural and 

mainly English Catholic pupils, and to the detriment of those urban Irish pupils in schools 
like St. Patrick's. The social agenda utDised to boost Catholic fiinds nevertheless 
involved the local Irish community. The Irish child shouldered the added disadvantage 

of prejudice. Parental priorities fluctuated, and attendance and therefore attainment 
frequently suffered. 

Irish male and female personnel played a significant role in Leicester's Catholic 

education service; teacher and student achievernent was United by the training and 

resources available. only from c. 1875 was teacher training a priority, and even then few 

appeared interested or willing to work in the ghetto school of St. Patrick's. 

The efforts of leadership elements in the Irish community were hampered 

throughout the period, especially in the 1830-60 period and again in the 1890's, by the 

mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism. Leicester still saw itself as "the metropolis of 

dissent" as late as c. 1895. 

Leicester's crusading Protestant tradition dated from Lollardy-, during the 

Reformation and after it reflected the extremes of Protestant action and opinion. It is not 

surprising then that Orangeism. found its supporters in the town in the 182040 period. 

Anti-Catholic action and agitation were ongoing processes: Leicester's protestants 

participated in national anti-Catholic campaigns; nationally known Protestant activists 

frequently visited the town; and both national and local anti-Catholic organisations, were 

well organised and influential. Leicester's Catholic Irish did on occasion come into 

direct confrontation with their Protestant critics, and Irish Protestants participated in 

Protestant action in Leicester. Even if campaigns were intermittent, they were 

sufficiently ongoing to assure a strong local legacy of anti-Catholic attitudes and practice 

which can only have served to harass, intimidate and inhibit at least part of the Irish 

Catholic population. 
Criminal attitudes and beliaviour amongst the Irish were exploited by critics who 

is 



were in the main Protestants. Leicester's Irish population experienced the new style of 

policing from the early 1830's. Vagrants and the owners and inhabitants of common 
lodging houses were fiequent targets for police and local authority criticism and control. 

Crime patterns amongst the Irish of Leicester are analysed here in relation to both 

summaryjurisdiction and quarter sessions procedures. Catholic representation is further 

analysed in relation to Irish and non-Irish practitioners. Juvenile and second-generation 

patterns are explored, as in the role of Irish women in local crime. Media conceptions 

of Irish criminality played an important negative role, particularly in relation to those 

classified riot situations in which the Irish became involved in the town. Whilst it was 
clear that the Irish were over-represented in Leicester's crime statistics, their 

trangressions most frequently concerned minor offences. Irish criminal behaviour in 

Leicester therefore needs situating against a background of poverty, deprivation and 

working class disadvantage generally. 
If the Irish were over-represented in crime figures, they were, again like many 

others, under-represented in terms of political civil rights. The ninth chapter analyses 

political development amongst Leicester's Irish community. The Irish in Leicester 

participated, to a limited extent, in local working class politics. In Leicester there was 

a numerically significant involvement of Irish (women as well as men) in Chartism, a 

pattern denied by historians. 

Working class politics and class interests sometimes clashed with the political 

expression of Irish nationalist aspirations. There is evidence of support in the Irish 

community for Fenianism, and for Home Rule and the Land League. Local Liberals 

supported Home Rule, whilst Conservative elements promoted the pro-Orange Primrose 

League. These issues divided the Leicestershire Catholic body. The sympathetic role 

played by the local Catholic Bishop, Bagshawe, from 1875, is analysed and evaluated; 
for an English-born Catholic incumbent to develop such a high profile supportive role 

on an Irish agenda must have assisted the development of a sense of organisational 

maturity and communal self-confidence amongst the Irish in Leicester. The tenth and 

final chapter summarises the main findings of the research and the conclusions based 

thereon. 
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(0) Conclusion 

Leicester had then, by the 1840's, connections with Irehind which went back to 

the fiffeenth century at Jeast. Irish traders, travelling gypsies, migrant farm workers, and 

soldiers both British and Irish had all helped in the development of contacts between 

Ireland and Leicestershire. Before c. 1840, Leicester enjoyed a varied series of 

connections with Ireland, in particular, the local Liberal dlite corresponded and met with 
Daniel O'Comell; and local Catholics, both Irish as well as English. co-operated with 
local Non-Conformists in a radical reform agenda. The social emergency of the late 

1840's and early 1850's, together with the politics of religion, upset this positive 
interface. Leicester's profoundly Protestant profile and traditions, allied with media 
distortiori, would have to some extent been a cultural disincentive to many Irish to settle 
in Leicester, and this must in part account (together with economic factors) for the 
limited numbers of Irish settling in the city across the period of the study. The 1836 

Report on the Irish poor in Britain noted that, in the case of Leicester, "they were not 

sent for, " a statement revealing in its simplicity. " 

'RepW on Staft of ft fthftorb G. B. (16W), AM. G. p. 164. 

-. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WHY DID THE IRISH COME TO LEICESTER? 

You and mother and the rest of the wretched emigrants, victims of the 1848 potato blight, I often 
think of your condition - the sad exodus - penniless - trade-less - never to return to Erin! Did the 
fimine-J* bring you over fi-ce? Brother was separated fiom brother - whole families broken up: 
one remained in Liverpool, one in the Potteries, and one went to America. Women as well as men 
tramped every foot of the road after leaving the boats: no trains for mere emigrants. Stick selling, 
mal, making, rag and bone dealing and farm-hibouring; no possibility of learning a handicraft, and 
no hope of ever returning to your own country, "Exiles without defence and without shelter, 
lamenting their fatherland and their inheritance. " 

from Memoirs and Medleys, the Autobiography of a Bottle Washer (1934), p. 11, the 
autobiography of Tom B=Iay, (1852-193 3) a second gencmfion hishman, born in Leicester, 
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CHAPTER TWO 

WHY DID THE IRISH COME TO LEICESTER? 

Ibis chapter to explore the reasons for Irish in-migration to Leicester, and 

attempts to show how these several factors varied in importance across the period 

c. 1841 to c. 189 1. In particular, it is also intended to demonstrate why Irish in-migration 

to Leicester was relatively limited when compared to that occurring in other areas of 
Britain. 

The reasons why the Irish might have come to Leicester are a mixture of "pusW' 

and "pull"flictors: to escape from social and economic disadvantage, and especially the 

'Tamie'; to join reWives, and fiim& already in the town; to seek employment, generally 

and specificaRy in the textile trades; to serve in local British Army locations; to utilise the 

emerging Catholic hiftastructure; and to take advantage of Leicester's central location 

geographically. The quest for work was acknowledged in the Leicester annexe to the 
1836 Report on the State of the Irish Poor, when -the occasion of their coming7 was 
described as "surmised from want of employmentý" it was noted also that "they were not 

sent for" and were prepared to work in "whatever departments they can procure 

employment. "' 

This summation was accurate only in part: whilst the generality of in-migrants 

were often desperate or not too particular, analysis of the 1841 census indicates a small 
but sigOcant group of skilled workers of Irish birth, many of whom had backgrounds 

in the textile trades, especially fimnework knitting, whilst in Ireland. 

(a) The Great "Famine" as a "Push" factor In the Migration Pattern 

There is ample contemporary evidence to explain why Galway, Mayo, 

Roscomnjon, Dublin, Cork and Down featured so higbly in migration to Leicester. This 

"push" Ictor is important because it spans the half-century c. 1790 to c. 1850, providing 

a pattern in time as well as space- These localities, marked in the series of Maps I (a), 

(b) and (c), are discussed below. 

Tir poor western counties of Galway, Mayo and Roscommon provided the bulk 

'ReW on StWe o(kish Poorb Grad Bdah, (1836), App&Wix G. p. 164. 
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of migrants across the periodL De Latocnaye (1798) and Thackcray (1842) both 

described the endemic poverty of Galway. ' By the Great "Famine", Galway %ras set to 

be a disaster zone? Many of the worst affected locations such as Tuam, Gort and 
Athenry, are listed as places of birth of some of those Gabmay-born Irish arriving in 

Leicester. From 1845, Galway, Mayo and Roscommon experienced virtual total failure 

of the potato crop. 
A Leicester Protestant Eimily, the Frewens, were aware of distress in the west 

of Ireland even pre- 1845. Selina Frewen, writing of rural disorder, commented on the 

severe famine conditions: 

..... by the way, there is great distress in Mayo and Donegal and large 
subscriptions being raised here for them, famine of both men and beast as 
both the potato and hay crops failed in those counties last yearý 

T'l- Tocqueville in 1835 described Castlebar as "a harsh and desolate sight; " thus 

migrants from numerous areas around Castlebar (see Map I (a)) were to terminate their 

exodus at Leicester. 5 This was a mere prelude to the 1840's disaster. In 1846, objective 

opinion in Swinford, Ballyhaunis and Ballina concurred on near starvation in those areas; 

the destitution in Ballinrobe, Castlebar and Westport was "unbelievable. " Maps 1,2 and 
3 show a pattern developing from all of these locations. 

Tellingly, ahnost all of those Mayo locations identified by O'Rourke as disaster 

zones were cited as places of birth of Irish in-rnigrants to Leicester in 1851 and 61. (see 

Maps I a/b/c) The parish priest of Swinford described the unwHfingness to help of non- 

resident landlords. In 1847, correspondents stated: "fever is committing fearful ravages 
in BaUindine, BaUinrobe, ClaremOrris, Westport, BaUina and BehnuUet, aU in the county 

of Mayo. " 

In 1847, a Protestant cleric compared the harrowing scenes in BaUa, Clarernorris, 

Baflyhaunis and HoHyrnount, aU areas sending migrants to Leicester, with the equaUy 

notorious Sklibbereen. BaDyglass was cited as a place where the ending of public works 

I. DeLATOCRAYEý(1796), AFrwxhman'sWakP. 145- THACKERAY, W. M. (1842). The kth Sketch Book, p-223,242, 
207-8. 
3AU data re the "FarnirW, is fMm WOOMLAWSM1717H. C (19W). The GmMHLrw- kDkvd 1845-49, p. 74.71-Z 204-5. 
110,137,202,317.3219'285,205 wd 271 wd fmm vmll meardod OCCOurt d 1874. The Grad kth Farr**, byCancn 
John O'ROURKF, PP. 40, W, 149,181,185-6,1,91-1196,231 and 242-5 
4 LCRO, Martin Mss, DGWWi); Selina Frww's ktW to her brothw Thmm; March 1831 

De TOCQUENALLE, A (1 8W), Tour of Grad Britain ard Arobnd, p-1 82-4. 
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6 
equated to a death sentence. 

Corresponding evidence of distress explains the migration from Dublin and Cork. 

Poverty in Dublin was explicit, ingrained and endemic. ' ORourke noted of December 

1846 the 700 starvation-induced dysentery cases in a Dublin Workhouse; ' in June 1847, 

massive numbers of fever victims totally overwhelmed existing facilities. " This re- 

occurred in 1848, and was reinforced by typhus in 1849. Dublin's harbour was 

convenient for those departing for Britain, and many of Leicester's Irish in-migrants 

would have sailed from it. 

Cork became infitmous in "Famine" reporting. Like Dublin, it had the advantage 

of not just one but several points of departure for migrants to Leicester (see Map 2). 

Contemporaries emphasised Cork's economic inertia and endemic poverty. 10 The 

honifying impact of the "Famine" catastrophe on west Cork is very well documented, 

and helps account for the presence of Clonakilty-bom persons (as well as migrants from 

Timoleague and Kinsale) in Leicester's census of 1851. 

O'Rourke's 1874 account covers those specific areas of Cork which decanted 

their population towards Leicester. In late 1846, the leading citizens of Clonakilty 

stressed inmediate food provision as an "urgent necessity. " At Kinsale (another listed 

birth-place of the Leicester Irish), the local Union witnessed 240 out of 250 fever cases 

relapsing. At Fermoy, some survived on cabbage leaves. 

The last of the main areas of origin of Irish persons settling in Leicester in 185 1- 

61 was County Down (see Maps 3 a1b) and in particular the Newry area. In 1845, a 

local rector reported on a one-third loss of potatoes both in store and still undug. In 

1846, corpses lay on the streets of Newry; a dysentery epidemic following famine fever 

decimated the old and in&m" 

It is abundantly clear then that by co-relating known birth-places of the Irish-born 

in Leicester, at county and locality level, with well documented and relevant 'Tamine" 

sites of the 1840's, that the catastrophe of the 1845-50 period acted as a "Push" factor 

"O'ROURKE, J. (1874), P. 149,243,191 wid 231. 
? De LATOCNAYE, p. 75-6; ard De TOCQUEVILLE, A, p. 155. 
ITHACKERAY, W. M. (1842), p. 81. 
'O'ROURKE, J. P. 181,133,244 and 126 
"MMES, S. (Ed), (1806/1980), InAwd J? 1804 (anon journal) p. 20; De TOCQUEVILLE, A, p. 113. WOODHAM SMITH, 
C. (1962), p. 202. 
"O'ROURKE, J., p. 40,80,242. The most mcwt and wAlafthm anslysis of the wFamine underlines the evkWce cited 
rak*V to BakA Bdivabe. Casdebw, Swhford, Fwnoy, Kmale, Boyle, Tuam. Dt"in and N&mY, see VJNEALY, C. (1994). 
This Great Cakvn#y: The kish Fambe 184,5-52. 
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in decisions made by resklents of Galway, Mayo, Roscommon, Cork, Dublin and Down 

to migrate to England, enAwl* onjourneys which, sooner or later, involved residence 

in Leicester. In some of these situations, underlying long-term economic disadvantages 

also played their part. Statistics indicate that emigration was not highest from the worst 

hit areas (partly because of poverty, deaths, and the factors of finance, motivation and 

information). Paradoxically, emigration was lowest from Down (6 per cent), Dublin (3 

per cert) and N1ayo (8 per cent), all of which were important contributors to Leicester's 

Irish population growth. This probably helps also to account for the concentrations of 

these migrants in certain streets in Leicester (see settlement and housing sections). " 

(b) Chain Migration: Joining Family and Friends. 

Leicester bad already experienced an inflow pre- 1847, as the 1836 Report and 

the 1841 census indicate; the "Famine" further stimulated chain migration. 17hese 

assertions can be measured against the census analysis pertaining to the birth places 
(where known) of the Leicester Irish. Although limited, the data is sufficient, and has 

been summarised in Tables I and 2: Known Birthplaces ofthe Leicester Irish 1851-91. 

These indicate that one province, Connacht, was pre-eminent throughout the 

1851-91 period. Over 40 per cent of Leicester's Irish migrants between 1851 and 1871 

were natives of the west of Ireland; this proportion dropped to around 29 per cent of the 

total pre-1881 and did so again in 1891. Tom Barclay, born in Leicester in 1852, 

referred to his mother as being "brought up in the wilds of the County Mayo, God help 

US! fol3 In 1881, the Dublin proportion peaked at 34 per cent; in the same year the 

connacht contribution dropped (see Table 2). 

The key supplier county in Connacht was Galway, which provided around 19 per 

cent of migrants from c. 1851 to c. 1871, and still provided 15 per cent in 1891. 

Roscommon and Mayo each provided roughly half those provided by Galway right 

across the period. The only other noticeable "bulges" were Provided by Down and Cork, 

which showed the highest representations for their provinces (Ulster and Munster 

12 KINEALY, C. 0994). P-299- 
'3aARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 3; FITZPATRICK D (1984) notes MA"from the Famine orwrords. depwon Wnded to be greatest 
In the CorwwVM rlBgW; me Idsh Ernoifion 1861-1921, p-9; in Stucles in k1sh Econorydc ard Socid History No. 1. 
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respectively) across the period. " 

It is evident that around 60 per cent of Leicester's Irish appear to have come from 

the four counties of Galway, Dublin, Mayo and Roscommon. It seems to have been the 

case that many of the Connacht migrants came from several smaller areas of 

concentration which, from c. 1850 to c. 1900, developed and maintained clear patterns 
of movement. Even though the enumerators rarely gave specific localities, and 
considering that those localities recorded were spread across a wide range of counties, 
concentrations nonetheless clearly emerge. (See Maps I a/b/c). 

TABLE I INCIDENCE OF SPECIFIC LOCALITIES RE: 
BIRTHPLACES OF LEICESTER IRISH ENUMERATED 
BETWEEN 1851 AND 1891 

YEAR 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 TOTAL FOR 
1 EACH COUNTY 

TOTAL per census 33 6 51 30 49 

Mayo 8 2 11 2 4 27 
Roscommon - 1 2 1 9 13 
Galway 12 2 1 2 17 
Dublin -- 2 - 9 1 12 
Cork 3 6 2 6 17 
Down 10 1 2 41 4 20 

Notes: (1) "Incidence" includes multiple mentions of certain locales. 
(2) Roscommon and Dublin featured heavily in 185 1. despite lack of locality details. 

(3) 1861 was virtually bereft of detail; none was offered for 1841. 
(4) The 7 Irish farm servants in Leicester Workhouse in 1881, from Galway (3), Sligo (2), 

Roscommon (1) and Dublin (1), again reflect Connacht's pre-eminence; ACD. 

The Connacht map sequence helps explain push migration to Leicester from the 
West. Map I(a), showing birth places in 1851 and 1861, identifies three main 

concentrations: two in Mayo, around Swinford, and in the region of HoUymount and 
Ballinrobe; and one in Galway around Tuam. The locations of Claremorris, Knock and 
Boyle emerged only in the 1861 data; the Knock reference provides a closer link between 

the two main Mayo areas indicated in 185 1. Mayo locations were mentioned more often 
than Galway locations, although Galway provided twice as many migrants for most of 
the period; (see Map I (a)). The incidence of areas possessing links straddling county 

"NcteAl to T"2 prmoides II1 11, as to regionalproportions of birthplaces In Ireland for each yew from 1851 t01891- See 
MacRAJLD, D (1998), re Irish in Cumbria 1851-91, where by far the greatest numbers of Irish came frOm DOwn. 
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borders becomes very clear indeed; (see Map I (c)). Concentrations emerged mi Gabmay 

and Roscommon, whilst there would appear to have been cross-county links between 

Mayo, Roscommon and Sligo. Significantly, the earliest reference to Irish harvest 

workers in Leicester, for c. 1830, mentions the pattern of annual visits by a family called 
Quin(n) from Roscommon. " Leicester's pattern was typical, for it reflects those both of 
york16, and of Stafford, wbere the three counties of Mayo, Roscommon and Galway all 
featured prominently in 1851-71, with a cross-county concentration centred around 
Castlerea (Roscommon). " 

The existence of chain migration to Leicester is supported by important evidence 

of concentrations based on surnames in 1841, when the enumerators gave no details 

other than "Ireland" as place of birtb. " 1851 was rather more precise. Predictably, there 

is firmer evidence of grouping based on regional origin in the 1851 data, where 

enumerators gave 33 places of origin (see Table 1). There were in 1851 in Leicester two 

families each of Prendergasts, Hanleys and Tierneys, and three each of Maloneys, 

McKennys, Dixons and Underwoods. (Dixon is a northern Protestant name). " They 

all lived in the core Irish area of Abbey St. - Green St. - Royal East St., and all fitted 

Hcinrick's broad description of the Irish in Leicester as being predominantly "hcwers of 

wood and drawers of water. "" The McKennys lodged with an Irish grocer, Ann 

Dempsey, providing a Unk with the pre-Famine Irish, for in 1841 she lived in Abbey 

Street. " 

The Underwoods offer a contrasting perspective. Irish-born Eliza (41) in 1851 

was married to Leicestershire-born William (45), a glove manufacturer employing 25 

men, originally from Gaddesby. They lived in Free Lane. Mary Underwood, a widow 

of 77 born in Dublin, together with her daughter Elizabeth, a "persian cotton" winder, 
lived at No. IS St. Margaret's Street, as did a grand-daughter, Charlotte (27), a hosiery 

mender. Mr. Underwood became involved in the Home Rule movement agitation in 

'GELUS, M. (1883), Letters and Memoda's o(Eha Els, p. 1 I and 12. 
'%ee FINNEGAN, 196Z pp 69,94 and 95. Connacht, and especially LiWO, featured heavily In the census returns for 1851. 
161 and 71. As In I tees case, both Dublin and Cork also ProVided significant inputs, with Dublin being ranked second 
after Map, with Galway in third place in both 1861 and 1871. 
"HERSON, J. (1988). p. 28-33. By contrast in Bristol in 1851, the majority (around 60%) of Irish4x)M came from Cork; see 
LARGE, D., p. 42, in SWIFT, R. & GILLEY, S. (EdsX1 965). Cork migrants also Predominated in London at this time; see 
LEES, L. H. (1979). P. M. 
"There is tentathe surname Wdence in 1841: eg two families each called Kelly, Richmond, Cherry, the Hubbard, and 
Dempsey. ACD pp. 2.4,8.12 and 19. 
"'MeLYSAGHT, E (1985), Surnarr*s of keAwd, p-81 & 83. 
"AC Q, Leicester 1851, p. 2,15,16,19,26,29,30,32 and 33. 
2'ACD 1841, p. 13. 
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Leicester in the later part of the period. 
Whilst the 1861 census is very limited indeed as to inforrnation on regional 

origins, 1871 is far more useful. A clear concentration emerged in the Lower Garden 
Street - Green Street - Lower Green Street - Back Garden Street area. Nine households 
in Lower Garden Street and ten in Green Street showed clear evidence of grouping by 

place of origin in Ireland (refer Table 3). 

TABLE 3 PLACES OF ORIGIN IN SELECTED STREETS IN 11871 

COUNTY GALWAY ROSCOMMON MAYO WATERFORD 

Number of 
Persons 

42 19 15 5 

Specific 
locations 

Tuarn 
Athenry 

Ballaghadereen -- -- 

Source: A. CD 1841-91. 

By 1881, migration to Leicester from Connacht was being overtaken by 

movement from Leinster (including Dublin), which provided 41.4 per cent of migrants 
(on named county data) in that year, and 35.5 per cent in 1891. Ulster people also 

graduafly but steadily increased their representation in Leicester; whilst accounting for 

just 12.2 per cent in 1851, by 1891 21.3 per cent (over one-fifth) were arriving in 

Leicester from Ulster. These trends are reflected in a much greater diversity of 

occupations (see discussion on occupations) and are probably also a reflection of the 

attraction to Northern Irish Protestants represented by Leicester's historic and resurgent 
Protestant ethos. As late as 1891, although there was clear evidence of dispersion of 
the Irish by this time (see section on housing) a total of 28 persons from Roscommon, 

Mayo and Galway still resided in Abbey Street, and 13 out of 27 Irish in the Workhouse 

were from these same three counties. ' 

(C) The Attraction of the Textile Trades 

The range of domestic textile trades generally, and particularly framework 

2'See full discussion in Chapter on AntiuCatholicism; the Increase In Ulster in-migration may help act=rd for the resurgent 
Protestant fundarrientalesm of Vie Kansits in. Laicester amnd the turn of the century. 
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knitting, acted as a "ptO flictor to draw Irish migrants to Leicester. Women left Ireland 

in greater numbers than men for two main reasons: the "push" Wor of economic change 

underrnining their traditional work patterns at home, and the "pulr' factor of the labour 

demands the English industrial market. ' This male-female gender ratio applied to the 
Leicester situation; see Table 4 which examines the numbers of male and female Irish- 
bom migrants in the city of Leicester for 1841 to 1891. 

t 

TABLE4 MALE & FEMALE IRISH43ORN MIGRANTS IN CITY OF 
LEICESTER (FROM CENSUS RETURNS), 1841-91 

MALES FEMALES 

<20 20> I SUB- 
TOTAL 

<20 20> I SUB- 
TOTAL 

TOTAL 

1851 See note(]) See note (1) 877 

1861 66 338 404 85 368 453 857 

187 1 57 341 398 72 406 478 876 

1881 See note (2) 453 See note (2) 495 948 

1891 See note (3) 
-J 

- See note (3) 792 

Notes: (1) Re 185 1, all <20 = 214; all over 20 = 663; total = 877. 
(2) Re 18 8 1, no age breakdown available. 
(3) Re 189 1, total only available. 
(4) a preponderance of females over males is evident in 1861,1871 and 188 1. 
(5) the census data actually gives 2 figures for 1861: 855 and 857; the latter appears to be correct 
(6) Source = Census. 

Clear evidence is available for 1861,1871 and 1881, when in all instances the number 

of Irish females (20+) enumerated in Leicester exceeded the numbers of men registered 
(ie by 6% in 1861; by 8% in 1871; and by 4% in 1881). This evidence is replicated in 

the database constructed from the census when more Irish-born women than men were 
identified from 1861 to 1891 inclusive (see Table 4). Leicester's gender and Irish birth- 

place patterns therefore reflect Fitzpatrick's contcntion that , it may however be shown 

that female majorities were most commoý amqng en*ýrants from Connaught and the 

north midlands, while from the 1880's onwards the largest proportions of children and 

2'Se. WAL. TER B. (1M), cw)d9rand*thmorvUontDBi*ain. p. 14-21. 



married emigrants came from the more prosperous eastern counties. q124 

In Leicester's case, the staple of hosiery framework knitting remained on a 
domestic or workshop basis until the mid century, and it may therefore have had a double 

attraction for Irish women migrants. It offered work the same as, or similar to, textile 

occupations traditionally theirs in Ireland; and it did so in an apparently more congenial 

environment - home and workshop, rather than factory, based. Male textile workers 
from Ireland would have been similarly attracted; Redford remarked that "Scottish 

framework knitters were also employed along with Irish in the Midlands hosiery 

districts"' in the period 1800 to 1850.2' Fitzpatrick has noted that: "Irish emigrants, 

particularly those from Ulster to New England, were also prominent in the textiles 
industry, one sector in which skills were exported. Textile skills were also exported to 

certain British cities such as Bradford and Dundee. " As demonstrated above, Irish textile 

workers from Ulster and other locations settled in Leicester. " 

Before and after 1800, most Irish women in fioning communities were regularly 
involved in regionally specialised domestic cloth manufacture (eg. frieze, wool, linen and 
flannel). It is contended here that Leicester's hosiery tradition had the effect of drawing 

in some of those Irish women, who saw logical possibilities for gainful employment. 
Coarse stocking making was especially important in the western counties of Connacht 

after c. 1800; the linen industry was increasingly concentrated in the north-east; " both 

of these and especially Connacht, were important areas providing Irish migrants for 

Leicester. " 

There is historiographical evidence to support the idea of Irish migrants coming 
to Leicester from a variety of Irish textile centres. Murray's (1903/1970) study of 

modem Anglo-Irish commercial relations established that in Dublin by c. 1760 a wide 

range of quality woollen clothes was being produced. The extensive woollen 

manufacture of Cork was concentrated in a radius of 8 to 10 miles around Cork city. " 

Both Dublin and Cork then, had flourishing woollen trades; both sent substantial 

numbers of persons to Leicester; eg. in 1851,17.5 per cent of Irish-born migrants to 

24FI I PATRICK D (1984), Irish Emowtion 1801-1921. p. 9, In Studies in Irish Econ. & Soo. Hist NO. 1; the second W of 
his conclusion is being acoqAW in the canted of the general figures for Lainster in 1881 and 1891 In Table 2. 
UREDFORD, A (11926176), Labour Moration h EjVA&nd, I SM-1 8500, p. 137. 
"FITZPATRICK, D (1984), p. 32. 
2? See O'TUATKAIGH, G, The Role of Wmm, in MacCURTAJN, M. & O'DONNCKA, C. 0 978). P-27- 
2'Laionster's wool trade cot** fm Irish convatition as a threat see LCRO, 10D 7ZSMI/624; letter from JP. Hungerford 
to Sir Edward Hartopp, 23 April 1800, re petitions to Parliarnent from Harborough protesting at Irish wool axMU. 
NURRAY, A. E. (190311970), A Hisloty of the, Cornmerviarand Fkmrx1WRejafiOn3 Between Engkind and k9kind, P. 106-7. 
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Leicester were from Dublin and 5.9 per cent were from Cork; (see Table 2). Maxwell 

(1946) also noted Cork's woollen manufactures, as well as cotton mills at Bandon; by 

1830, both industries were in decline, and local people may have looked for similar 

openings abroad. " O'Brien, G. (1918/1977) in his economic history of Ireland also 

emphasised the inWrtance of the woollentrade (for Dublin in particular)? ' O'Brienand 

others pointed to the prevalence of militant trade unionism and strike action in both 

Dublin and in Cork; this resulted in lock-outs and closures, both of which may have 

propelled the migration process. " 

Recent analysis (Mokyr, J. 1985) suggests that by c. 1780, as most of the 

economically repressive legislation was suspended or repealed, the Irish economy began 
33 to rapidly expand. Even so, both Mokyr and O'Grada "have given realistic prominence 

to rapid de-industrialisation as a source of poverty; " from self-sufficiency in woollen 

textiles in 1800, Ireland by 1838 produced only one-seventh of its former output. "The 

roll-call of casualties of regional Irish domestic industries was appalling: cotton weaving, 

stocking production, hand knitting, homespun tweed ..... (etc. ). "' Cobbett toured 

Ireland and drew attention to the economic plight of workers in Irish textiles. " 

Irish workers in these industries were not (despite contraction) facing seriously 

lowered wage rates; O'Briien quotes Arthur Young, for example, on wage rates for 
31 

woollen fabric manuficture in Cork. If this was generally the case, then Irish workers 

would have sought and expected, if possible, matching rates in British counties such as 
Leicester. Before c. 1850, the Leicester trade was cyclical and often poor; after c. 1850, 

it was subject to mechanisation. A local Catholic magazine noted "the vast increase in 

the staple trade of Manchester, in consequence of the introduction of machinery for 

spinning cotton ..... induced very many Irish weavers to settle here ..... the maJority of 

them were Catholic in persuasion. M As well as in the North West of England, there is 

the compelling evidence relating to intentional Irish settlement by female workers with 

wMAXWELL, C. (1946), County end Town lin Irviand Under Me Georges, p. 244-5. 
" O'BRIEN, G. (1918/1977), The Economic History Of Ireland In 0)0 18th C&*". P- 46-7.1 W9,370-1, and 431. 
32CHAMBERS, W. (EdX1861). Tkaob LticM Shkas and Look-otits, No. 3. p. 7; a" of this was pro-ýarqplqyar propagwW& 
Also, there is complanwtary ovkience of this in the form of the support given by Irish fernale bade knitters for Leicester 
Chartisrn; see Politics chapter. 
"MOKYR, j. (I WS), My hviard Starved., p. 287, 
84 RICHARDS, E. (1988) Regional IffbaLance mid Powrty in early I 9th C. Britain, in MITCHISON, RA. & ROEBUCK, P. 
(I 988)(Eds), Eoorx)fny end Society in Scodand and kWand 1500-1939, p. 1 99. 
3404IGHT. D. (EdX1954). Cobbeff in k9jand -A Warning to Ehglenct, App. \11, Address, of to Manufacturing wd Operative 
Weems of Vilkenny, 30 September 1834, p-292-3- 
"O'BRIEN, G. (191811977), p. 290-293. 
'BDA, The Ceff)ok Magarkv, 1832, p. 523; Monthly Intelligence, OcL 1831, In otA. for Rev. Broonv*ead of Manchester. 
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transferable skiUs in the Dundee jute mills. ' Is there a fink between Leicester's textiles 
industries, in particular framework knitting, and Irish in-migration? 

There is convincing evidence that the fiwnework knitting areas in Ireland were 

also areas from which the Irish chose to migrate to Leicester. One of the two standard 
histories of the industry (Henson, G., 183 1) indicates Dublin as a location as early as 
1686; by c. 1750, "the trade in Ireland had rapidly flourished, " especially in Dublin (500 

frames), Cork (ahnost 200) and Belfast (100+). By c. 1780, Dublin had 700, Cork 300, 

and the overall Irish total exceeded 1,500 fi-ames. There is a clear co-relation between 

these three areas and the centres for Irish migration to Leicester. " English entrepreneurs 
bad tried to open up the Irish fi-amework trade. There were contacts between Leicester 

and Ireland; the famous Biggs ffimily (investors in framework knitting for 30 years and 

successfid Liberal Politicians) "travelled widely in Ireland" in search of orders, thereby 

publicising the industry in Leicester. "' In 1813, early attempts to unionise the knitters 

embraced workers in both Leicester and Ireland. " 

The other standard history of fi-amework knitting (Felkin, W., 1867), supported 

the main dmist of Henson's work, and pointed out that in 1844, on the eve of the great 

TABLES DISTRIBUTION OF HOSIERY MACHINES (FOR HAND 
FRAMEWORK KNITTING) IN IRELAND 0844 

Belfast 35 Lurgan * 8 Drogheda* 6 

Coleraine 12 Limerick 10 

1 

Enniskillen 12 

Dublin * 44 Balbriggan 100 Lisburn * 22 

Dungannon 6 Cork* 10 otal = 265 

Notes: (1) Source is FELKIN, W. (1867); see footnote 42, & p. 400401,468; 
Balbriggan is in Co. Dublin. 

(2) Felkin also stressed the development of lace manufacturing in Limerick, 
which spread to other parts of Ireland once women and girls were 
trained. 

(3)* Signifies an area of origin for Irish-born in Leicester (see Table 2& 
Maps) 

Irish exodus to Britain and USA, there were 265 fiwms operating in Ireland, "nearly half 

3'C=NS, E3. (1981), Irish Emigration to Dundee and Paisý during the first haff of ft 19th C. In GOLDSTROM. J. M. & 
CLARKSON, LA (EdsX1981), fthpopulation, Economy and Society. Essays k) Honour of ft late KH. Connat P-195- 
21Z 
3`HENSON, G, (1831/19M), fi*W of Me Framework Kim'Vers, p. 60,106,236-7.416; Hanson was a pro-1&32 trade union 
leader, with sound proletarian credentials. 
40EVANS, R. H., The B4W Farnily of I ter, TLAHS, Vol. XLV1II. 1972-3, p. 32. 
4'HAMMOND. J. L & B., (1919). The Sq~ Labourw, 1760-183Z p. 230. 
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of which were employed in the specialised manuflicture of Balbriggan hose which still 

retained their celebrity. 12 Of these 265 fimnes, 237 (89 per cent) were shed in those 

areas of the east and north-east which sent Irish settlers to Leicester. Indeed, if 

Coleraine and Dungannon (approximately 40 and 50 miles respectively from Belfast 

port) were added, the proportion would be 96 per cent. There is one clear consideration 
here: that a goodly number of Irish-born fiwwwork-knitters who came to live in 

Leicester may have been Protestant, because of the sometimes urban and generally 

eastern and north-eastern locations they departed from. Conversely, many of those 

with experience of the domestic manufacture of textiles in the west and south- 

west were probably in the main Catholic; (ie those from Cork, Galway, Mayo and 
Roscommon). The Dublin city and county area (including Balbriggan) accounted for 

144/265, or 54.3 per cent, of hosiery machines. 

The 1841 census data also supports the proposition that Leicester's textile trades 

were a "pull"flictor. This also confimis that the Dublin area was particularly prominent 
in its representation amongst the Irish in Leicester. The clear centrality of textiles 

occupations to those pre-'Tamine" Irish-born in Leicester in 1841 is obvious. Of 148 

males and 50 females enumerated as having jobs (198 in all) no less than 97, or 49 per 
cent, were in the various branches of textiles, from production through to making up. 
(See Table 6a). 

It is also possible to show, by linking individual survivors from 1841 with 
extrapolated information about their Irish backgrounds taken from the 1851 census, 
something of the roots of the 1841 cohort. Of 20 instances (amongst both families and 
individuals), 9 (almost halt) could be identified with named Irish birth-places. Of these, 
7 were from Dublin, and one each from Co. Wexford (Enniscorthy) and Co. Fermanagh 
(Enniskillen). These proportions co-relate very closely with the distribution of hosiery 

machines in Ireland in 1844 (see Table 5), where just over half of the machines were 
concentrated in and around Dublin, with a rather smaller segment at Enniskillen. The 

occupations of the nine in the 1841-51 pattern were as follows: 4 knitters, 3 fi=ework 
knitters wives, I seamstress and I woolcomber. This evidence is suggestive of a definite 

personnel connection between the textile trading areas of Leicester and of Ireland. Some 

"FELYJN, W. (1867/1967), History offt MachiwwnxjghtHasi9ryandLace Manufactunws, p. 4U. 3. 
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ABLE 6(a) IRISH--BORN MALES AND FEMALES (ALL AGES) ENGAGED IN I F 

TEXTILES AND ASSOCIATED TRADES IN LEICESTER IN 1841 

f T TYP4 0T ype of Trm. do No's Employed Notes: 

FWKs/Stocking Makers 48 (1) Source: ACD. 
Weavers 8 (2) Most categories were associated with 
Woolcomber3 5 woollenL 
Spinners (mainly wool) 9 (3) The jobs were spread across 37 single 
Winders/seamers 7 persons (23 males and 14 females) in 
Miscellaneous (eg gloves, 21 addition to 41 family units, 38 of which 
lace, linen steamers, were married couples. 
tailors (4) See Box below for ethnic breakdown of 

these couples. (ie Table 6(b)) 
(5) Only 12 of these were aged U-20. 
(6) FWK3 - Framework Knitters. 
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TABLE 6(b) ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF FRAMEWORK KNITTERS' MARRIAGES 
INVOLVING I OR MORE IRISH-BORN IN LEICESTER'S WIDER IRISH 
COMMUNITY IN 1841. 

Ethnic origins of partners in the 38 marriages Total % ages 

English males wed to Irish-born females 32 84.2 
Irish-born males wed to non-Irish females 2 5.3 

0p ers Irish-born 4 10.5 

38 100.0 

of Leicester's Irish hosiery workers were sufficiently well established to survive the 

exigencies of the late 1840's and to reappear in the census of 185 1. 

A second consideration supports framework knitting as a "puT' factor. Of 

Leicester frmnework knitters' marriages in 1841 (see Table 6(b), and Table 7, ) an 

overwhehning proportion (32/38, or 84.2 per cent) involved English males marrying 
Irish-born females. " Whilst some of these marriages involved single Irish females 

coming to Leicester, it seems more likely that most of the English males had completed 

military service in Ireland, where they met with young Irish women. From the latter's 

point of view, a soldier (or sailor) was a good catch as regards long-term economic 

security - in the form of a pension. " (See next section re-relevance of military posting). 

'9n 1851,21 na, krdvad English male FWKs married to Irish females; je out of 223 couples, (9.4%); in all there ware 
66 mbed marriages (English male. Irish ferrWe) in 1851, or 29%. 
'Theinporho ofmilitarypensionsisclearlyindine-P, In contemporary Irish street ballads; ag 7heKGrFYReMf, ideryffied 
by READ (1880) as tx*V sung by the Leics. Regiment concluded: "They gave me a medal, mid 10 pence a day; Contented 
with Shelagh I'll lhe on half-M In 7he Enniskilbn Dragoons,, the last verse declared: 'The/ve gtvan us a pension, boys, 
of 4d each day ..... * See O'LOCHLAJNN, C (1939), Irish Street Bakids p. 2; and 229. 
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Ctrtainly the Leicestershire Reghnent had served in Ireland: from 1826-29 in Dublin, the 

midlands, and the west; and from 1850-54 in the west, in Dublin agah and in Cork. ' 

The puU of Leicester's textile trades operated from c. 1841 to c. 186 1, after which 

the old fi-dmework became virtually extinct, and women took an increasing share of the 

newly industrialised hosieryjobs in Ictory situations. There were 25 Irish-born persons 
identified in framework/hosiery knitting in 185 1; 9 women and 16 men. Of these 25,14 

had specified places of birth: Dublin (7); Mayo (4) and I each in Cork (Clonakilty), 

Tyrone and Galway. This evidence underlines the same nexus of key areas already 
identified in 184 1. The link with Dublin was clear again in the 1861 data. ' 

When the 1851 data is examined in relation to the wider community (ie Irish. 

born, their spouses, and children), a total of 56 persons emerges as engaged in the 

framework/hosiery trade, and again there is repeated the 1841 inter-marriage pattern; 
(see Table 7) a clear majority of married partners consist of English-bom males, with 

Irish-born wives. Only in 1861 does this picture radically alter (see Table 7) but by this 

TABLE7 FRAMEWORK KNITTING AND HOSIERY : ETHINIC COMPOSITION OF 
MA11RIED COUPLES (INVOLVING I OR MORE IRISH-BORN) IN LEICESTER'S 
WIDER IRISH COVAUNITY, 1841,1851 AND 1861. 

1841 1851 1861 

Ethnic origins of Partners Total % age Total % age Total % age 

English-born males and Irish-born females 15 75.0 21 75.0 8 40.0 
32 84.2 

Irish-born males and English-born females 3 15.0 5 17.9 6 30.0 
2 5.3 

Both partners Irish-born 2 10.0 2 7.1 6 30.0 
4 10_5 

Total Numbers of Couples in FWK and 20 ... 28 20 
Hosiery 

Notes: (1) Source-AM 
(2) For 1841, a wide sample was also taken, 

across all Wile trades, because the whole 
of 1841 was smaller and therefixe more 
manageable (see 2nd fipre in each box); 
the proportions are still similar nonetheless. 

*SM WEBB, EAH (1912), H& of Seryk8s of 17th (Lots) ROO for details; whilst(rather Ironically) 55% of one unit of the 
171h ware Irish-bom in 1 &52, they had had, since 1782, a cultivated recruiting policy re their ham base; see JENKINS, FL, 
FLRO AAw*sbW Sepl 1995, No. 15. p. 8.11; m 17th's Squad Roll Book of 1 IM52; and CANNON, FL (I U13), Hist. Record of 
17th RW. P. 28. 
"The 1861 data for Irish-born FWKs was very limited re-Irish birth places; only 2 Dubliners were listed, the third being 
extrapolated from the 1851 data; fernaim from Belfast (Antrim) ware listed., No other lorý- vvere identifiled. 
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time the structure of the hosiery trade was changing radically also. If anything, the 1861 
figures suggest that English husbands were removing themselves from a contracting 
occupation, whilst Irish male partners, and Irish couples, were moving in, probably in 

part because of the gaps being created the movement out of the first group. 

(d) Settlement due to Military Postings and to Catholic foundations 

Data from the Census and baptismal registers contributes essential evidence on 
the early nineteenth century settlement of those Irish in Leicester who were involved in 

militaryservice. The pattern was built up over the years c. 1790 to c. 1850, in line with 

postings and demobilisations arising from the French Wars and imperial forays of that 

time. This unacknowledged elernent in Irish settlement in the Leicester area is important, 

for it created a religious infrastructure which could support, and be expanded by, future 

in-migrants. 

Of 8 Irish surnames listing births to military families prior to 1815,4 re-appear 
in the 1815-35 baptismal registers. This suggests that around half of the pre-1815 Irish 

Catholic families listed may have either settled, or returned to settle, in Leicester in the 

twenty year period post-Waterloo. "' This is supported by an entry in the complete 
Leicestershire census returns. The enumerators' report for St. Margaret's parish in 1821 

stated: "Increase partly attributed to the return of discharged soldiers together with a 

continuance of public tranquility. "' 

It is s4pificant too that of the 16 baptismal entries with one or more Irish parents, 
13 occur between 1800 and 1805, indicating a concentration of troop movements 
involving men of Iih ongiin. "' The Leicester annexe to the 1836 Report on the Irish 

Poor noted how the Irish influx commenced: 
"At what time did the Irish first come to Leicester and its neighbourbood; and has 

Chere been an influx of them since that time, progressive' or otherwiseT 
"About A. D. 1815, since which year the number has graduaUy increased. "" 

Various factors explain this pattern of military mobility: certain Irish units were 

"LCRO, WF W and Brit. Mus. Add. Mss. 32.632, hi* C4m Bap&maf RegisWs, 1785.1814. 
'HOMNS, W. G. & McIONLEY, RA (EdsXI955), VCHL (Vd. 111). A History of Laics; T" of PopuWbon 1801-1951; P-203. 
4"LCRO, NVF 144. hbY CMS BOPfismal Registffs, 1785-1814. 
5*1836 RePort on kish Pbor ki G. B., Vol. )OMII, P-164, Appendb(G, Qu. 3. mid Ansvmr, respondard was Rev. L O)dey, of 
Holy Cross. 
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moved out of Ireland after the 1798 rebellion; troops were needed for the European War, 

and as English units went overseas, Irish units could be used to plug the gap; in Britain, 

there was considerable political, social and economic unrest from c. 1790 until c. 18 10 

requiring a military presence. Leicestershire was the scene of food riots and serious ii 

Luddite unrest. 51 

The county offers evidence of significant Irish military-related settlement pre- 
1850; eg at Loughborough c. 1833-38, Fr. Benjamin Hulme recorded Irish military 

fimuffies, in his care. " In - 1841, of 90 Irish-born persons enumerated in Loughborough, 

10 were soldiers of the 3rd Dragoons, whilst an Irish woman was married to one of the 

English Soldiers liSted. 53 In 1ýlay 1852, the 8th Hussars were stationed in Loughborough; 

20 were Irish-54 

Many Irish Catholic recruits served in the Leicestershire Regiment (17th Foot) 

in 1852. The extant Squad Roll of the Light Company details 91 soldiers. More than 
half (50) were Irishmen, and hailed from diverse areas (Cork, Clonmel, Carlow, Dublin 

and Galway);, 52 privates were Protestant and 39 Roman Catholic. (Only 2 out of 8 

NCOs were Catholics, although 7 of the 8 were Irish-born). Therefore a total of 41 men 
(or 44.4 per cent) were Catholic; a high proportion. " 

A typical example'of Irish military settlement in Leicester is provided by the 
Riley flunily. David Riley, born 1824, married in Leicester in 1866, had, prior to being 

wed, served in the 73rd Highlanders at Limerick. By 1869, the couple had moved to 
Leicester, to Stableford's Row, a shabby courtyard dwelling of one up-one one-down 
back-to-backs. This was off Mansfield Street, and therefore situated in the 

predominantly Irish quarter centred on the Abbey Street - Green Street nexus. 
The fianily bad two children christened at Holy Cross; the sponsors were in part 

Irish; the two boys, David and James Patrick, attended St. Patrick! s SchooL Here, in 

microcosm, is a typical example of Irish settlement in Leicester related to military 

service, and necessitating a Catholic infrastructure. 56 

"EVANS, R. H, (1958), in VCHL, Vol. 4, Poll. Hist 
62CUMMINS, J. (1949), The Church In Loughborough, p. l. 
$'ACD, Uboro 1841, Real 4, H 107-594-596; In all, 42 soldiers were listed; the Irish therdore ccffvfiw 25%. 
"HIRST, T. (nd. cl 8W), Life of ft Rev. Andrew Egw, p-80 (in RCAL). 

JNS. R. P., 'History, Hebb, Disý etc, 'in Fbr ihe Record Mfe"19tter of Un LCRO) SepL 1995, No. 15. pp. 9-1 0. , '*JENK 
GKom ow tha tallest mid strvVast man, for O"iC01 Prmmss, were In the Grenadier CcffWW, there may 
hambeenmenna Irish in out section. 
! 41SWIOHA; Inkrview with Mr Pat Riley, July 1987, and P. Rs own written farnity history 1987 (revised 1991), (LCRO). 
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TABLE8 THE WIDER IRISH CONINIUNITY IN LEICESTERSHIRE - POPULATION 
STATISTICS 1841-1891 : Is all Irish-born, their spouses - whether Irish 
or not, and children [Source; ACD) 

YEAR LEICESTER WHITWICK UBORO HINCKLEY 

1841 621 20 155 35 

1851 1,320 135 243 96 
1861 1,311 387 222 108 
1871 1,695 427 240 100 
1881 1,468 375 197 80 
1891 1,428 286 176 62 

Notes: The definition of Ifish community is a full one, as the title implies. For a similar interpretation, 
see FINNEGAN, F. (1982), Introduction. 

This Irish military flictor could often be irdirect, in that an English soldier married 

to an Irish woman returned together to the maitiland. In 1851 in Loughborough there 

were seven such military fiLmilies; in two of these, the husband was a military pensioner, 

a good economic investment for a nineteenth century wife. A Leicester welfare worker, 

when visiting lodging houses in 1849, noted that "a widow with a small family, recently 

come from Ireland, married there an Englishman who was a soldier .... another widow, 

in similar circumstances, resides within a few doors. "" There were many such military 

families which benefited from the regular pension. In Leicester by 1851,3 of the 15 

Chelsea Pensioners either married to Irish women, or with I or more children born in 

Ireland, were in the framework trade. " 

It is clear then that the need for religious provision for Irish Catholics was a 

primary factor in the establishment and development of the Irish and Catholic 

infrastructure in the Leicester area. For example, Fr. William Foley of Northampton 

proactively sought to assist Catholic soldiers at Northampton barracks. " Foley had 

worked in Leicestershire, servicing a gentry chapel at Husbands Bosworth in 1824-25. 

Clearly, the Irish Catholic sokliers of both Leicester and Loughborough provide evidence 

"DARE, Rev. J., RLDMS 4th of 1849, p. 21. 
"ACD 1851, p. 36 (Jai - Taý4or) and p. 40 William Hokler and Thon-L VirdW). Not all ax-rnilitarY man ware necessarily of 
the 17th Fact, such as Isaac Twy*y, of the 12th Foct, In 1861 (p. 55). In 1861, thwe vwe 31 military PonsiOners, most of 
whom ware English with Irish whm. 
OGILLOW, J. (1885), BbbgrqxWDtgywyc)fftEngi$hCaft*cs, Vof. lip. 306. FoWsnan isindicatNedprob" 
Irish ancestry. (See also YOUNG, Fr. U. (1933), Lie of St Jgnaffus Spencer, C. P, p. 33 (ki DCAL); and TRAPPES-LOMAY, 
T. B., In HOSKJNS, W. G. (Ed)(1 954), V C. H., Vol. 11 p. 63. 
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of pre- 1840 Irish settlement in the county. 
Fin- 

I Ly-- other index of Irish settknrnt around Leicester relates to parents' surnames, 

in the baptismal registers of St. Marys, Loughborough, for 1833-38: 60 63childrenin, 38 

familieswere baptised; 12 couples and 15 separate partners had Irish surnames. one 

parish historian commented: "it is quite clear that the Irish element in the mission 

was strong. " A later pamphlet concurred: "his quite clear that the Irish element in the 

mission was strong in these foundation fianilies of the present church. " Loughborough 

Protestant activists in 1844 noted "about thirty Eirnifies of Irish Rornan Catholics ..... 
the priests have taken due advantage of these their natural allies. "" Only 5 of the 36 

Irish surnames appear in the 1841 census data, just 14.7 per cent of the total. This 

suggests a very high turnover of Irish-born persons in the years between 1833/38 and 

184 1. Clearly then, part of the Irish settlement in the Leicester area was due to the 

pattern of regular military postings, and their attendant supporting Catholic 

infrastructures. 

Settlement due to Lelcester's Central Location 

The central location of Leicester, in the east midland counties, means that it is 

easily accessible from all points. In terms of Irish migration, the Leicestershire area was 

virtually equidistant from the two main points of entry: Merseyside and the Bristol 

Channel ports. Also, for agricultural labourers who regularly worked their way across 
61 

central England either from or towards the vast acres of Lincolnshire, Leicestershire 

was for some an unavoidable area to be crossed, and evidence exists of Irish migrants 

working in the county. 
Communications had developed apace with the area! s economic and industrial 

development. By, c. 1765, Leicestershire had developed a good network of internal 

coach services on the new turnpike trust roads, with an east-west road axis centred on 

the Loughborough-lýbrket Harborough new road. From c. 1765 Leicester had effective 

regular coaching links with London, Nottingham and Derby-, by 1800, the network 

extended to cover Manchester, Bhi*Wjml, Sheffield and Carlisle. Therefore, the main 

"See CUMMINGS, J. D. (1949); Baptismal Register Data 
@1 LAPTS, 1844 Report pp. 5 & 6. 
I'Sele 
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north-south mutes existed for paying passengers, and could be followed on foot by those 

without the means to pay fares. " 

Steam power came early to Leicestershire for worsted spintiffig, and fromc. 1850 

for framework knitting. The need for coal drove the canal and railway initiatives in 

Leicester. The Ask Canal of 1804 and the Leicester-Swannington railway of 1832-3, 

as well as providing jobs, allied improved transport opportunities to economic growth; 
both were "pull" fiLctors. The Swannington fine served the new Whitwick coalfield, 

already attracting Irish families in the 1840's, which maintained a steady Irish growth 

until the end of the century, and the gradual decline in Britain's staple coal and iron 

industries. This line also brought further labouring opportunities, with granite from 

Groby, and brick and tile manufacture in Whitwick and Ibstock. 

Leicester's Midland Counties Railway (1839-40) linked the town with London 

and Birmingham, Nottingham and Derby, and Leeds and London: 

Tbe railway did much for Leicester, helping it to realise, for the first time 
in its history, the fiffl advantages of its position, so close to the very 
centre of England. ' 

By the 1870's Leicester had direct rail links with East Anglia, Yorkshire, Scotland, 

Lancashire, Bristol and South Wales. Migrants with the means were able to travel by 

train to Leicester not only directly from ports of entry, but also from other areas of Irish 

settlement in the country; most probably walked. Evidence points to such movements 
in census data, in oral history, and in the autobiography of Tom Barclay. Barclaye' 

account reflects his second generation viewpoint, one that deals only briefly with his 

parents' Irish roots and their geographical transition. 

Clearly impacted on Barclay's mind was a series of factors accompanying the 

migration process, compounded of poverty, a lack of preparedness, exodus and exile, the 

awfiflness of the "Famine", the disintegration of families and the sheer physical demands 

of transition and resettlement; (see quote on title page). The finality, and the social and 

economic degradation of the often involuntary resettlement, are effectively transmitted. 

His mother, brought up in the "wilds" of the County Mayo, was nonetheless to 

OSae SIMMONS, J. (1974), LabostarPasf and Pýsý VoL 1, Anci&# Borough p. 1 16.7 old p. 15" and NEAL, F. (1998), 
Black '47. on rrignwd mtAes lnlwd. 

SIMMONS, J. (1974). Vol 1. p. 155. 
61BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 1 1. 
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demonstrate social skills as a focal point in the community, and eventually came to run 

a small business of her own. 
Whilst Barclays brief account is the only direct one relating to Leicester, there 

is an oral history account by the Geraghty (Sharratt) &mily which also settled in the east 

midlands area. " Unlike the Barclays c. 1848, the Geraghtys (Sherratts) were able to 

exercise some degree of foresight and pre-planning, and their experience, although 

stressK was less stark. "" 

The Geraghtys lived near Gort (Co. Galway), an area associated with Irish 

migration to Leicester (see Map I c). In 1866, when potato blight reappeared, the 

married members left for Britain, the unmarried (with less responsibilities) for the USA. 

The three married brothers, Michael, Stephen and James, had to decide their respective 
futures. James, married with one son, decided to stay with the parents, Dan and Mary 

Anne Geraghty, on the grounds that the smallholding would just support this small 

group. Both Michael and Stephen were married, each with six children, and they decided 

to move their entire families to Britain rather than be forced apart. 

The parents had preserved the wife's dowry, and L40 in gold coins were carefiffly 

stitched into the childrens' underclothes, as a security measure. This practice was 

obviously reasonably common amongst Irish migrants, for the Unitarian Missionary in 

Leicester, Joseph Dare, described in 1854 an Irishman with gold similarly hidden about 
his person. 11 To avoid robbers en route to Dublh the Geraghtys travelled on an indirect 

route "in their oldest, ragged clothes ..... the two fimilies posing as penniless gypsies, 

and carrying thdr few possessions which inclýded Sunday best clothes and food for the 
journey, in two wagons. " Believing in what is now termed'1he myth of returný'none 
in fact ever retraced their steps homewards. The 4 adults and 12 children travelled with 
their "pots and pans, spare harness, tools, ropes, clothing, homespun blankets and rugs. " 

Their diet comprised "bacon, smoked fish, oatmeal, corn, wheat flour, eggs carefully 

packed in buckets, butter and baked bread. " 

The children used the wagons for resting during the day and night; the men had 

careffil1y waterproofed the f4bric wagon covers with multiple layers of mutton fat, Whilst 

"The ShwngjC-Anghty fwnily everdually arrived in Derby, and appew tocal of many who moved to the east midlwds or 
eaft, coLrdin, wtoo n**WrdusbW and agriciAural opportunities respectWy scisted. Their account is used ex**Wy 
In BASTOw, j. (Ig7o), The Devakpmed of Caftk EducAftn, kv ft 19th Century b the Dkxwe of Noffirqhwn, pp. 38-9. 
"BARCLAY, T. (1934). p. 3. 
"DARE. J., RLDms, ah of I&M. 
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beeswax was used to damproof the wooden chassis. Raw wool was collected from 

hedgerows en route and spun into rough and ready waterproof hooded cloaks. In 

Dublin, the wagons and horses were sold for cash, and f 10 was spent on a passage in a 

cattle boat. On arrival in Liverpool, the two families were split up amidst the noise and 

chaos of the quayside, and they never met again. TIAs account so far echoes Barclay's 

comment that "Brother was separated from brother - whole fianilies were broken up 

one remained in Liverpool, one in the Potteries, and one went to America. " 

The bustle of Liverpool, the vast numbers of Irish and the visible evidence of 

poverty was their first major shock. Advice about railway work was given to Stephen 

Geraghty in a pub. Despite the expense, and hoping still to be reunited with Michael 

Geraghty's fim-Aly, they bought a handcart for the remaining luggage and the young 

children. They met with both good and bad experiences as they headed for the east 

midlands, then with an expanding mining, industrial and railway influstructure. Again, 

this narrative reflects Barclay's stark observation that "women as well as men tramped 

every foot of the road after leaving the boats: no trains for mere emigrants. " 

Both the Geraghty and the Barclay narratives point to Liverpool as the port of 

entry for at least some of the Leicester Irish. " Census analysis of the Irish in Leicester 

throws some further fight on this aspect of migration patterns. Whilst the Bristol 

Channel seems to have been the entry point for some, in most cases migrants to Leicester 

entered via the north-western ports of Merseyside. The 1851 census for Green Street 

showed that Michael Madden (30) was married to Sarah (26) from Liverpool, both their 

children Bridget and Mary, (aged 6 and 3) being born in Leicester. Similarly, in 1874, 

James Moylett (38) from Mayo, a shoehand living in Garden Street, had married 
Catherine (36) who was also Liverpool born, and they had 4 children all born in Kendal 

(Westmoreland) before their move to Leicester. These wives may well have been second 

generation Irish, given the preponderance of Irish settlement in Liverpool. By 

comparison, Maurice Conroy (46) of Sash Row, was married to a wife (Elizabeth, 50) 

from Bristol, all 3 of their family being identified as "English. ', 

As well as probably marrying in Liverpool, some retums indicated that the early 

children of some marriages were bom in the area of the probable port of entry, indicating 

"BAIRCIAY, T. (1934), p. 1 1. The DubkVB&YW4JYerpool sea mutes were vvell established by 1833: see wMence of Samuel 
Perryof Dubin Skwn Packet Co WasseW figures DLkVUpool 1826-33: 18a, 988 persons enhim ; Rep? on State ofirish 
PbwhGB, PP. (1836), App. II, pp-8-9. See also Ist Rep? o(S. C. on Emoraof Shos, PP. (1854) Evid. of S. Radmord re 
passage from Dublin to Uvarpool, p. 88-9; re-dWering sowanic status of Irish ard cheapness of fares. 
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settlement elsewhere prior to moves to Leicester. Richard Chambers (39), Irish-born 

manager of Uicester's Gas Works in 1861, married a Liverpool woman (Sarah, 43); the 

first two of their five offspring were Liverpo0l-bOrn, the remainder from Leicester. 

In 1871, Daniel (42) and Ellen (34) Carey, both Irish-born of Abbey St, had the 

first of their five children born in Lancashire (Manchester), with the next three born. in 

Staffordshire. ' A more upwardly mDbile fitmily, registered in 1871, also exhibited the 

Liverpool fink; Connell Lougbnan, Irish-born medical assistant (29) was married to Sarah 

(25) from Liverpool, and their first two children were born there also. A more diverse 

geographical pattern developed in the case of the Smith fitmily. The husband William, 

Irish-born (45) married Mary (36) who was Gloucester-born; their children were born, 

respectively, in Northamptonshire, HamPshire and IA)ndon; this suggests early settlement 

based on entry via the Bristol area. " However, this evidence notwithstanding, only a 

minority of migrants at any of the censuses analysed viewed Leicester as their primary 

destination. 

Son-& migrants came to Leicester only after sojourns of varying lengths in other 

locations in England, and indeed Wales and Scotland. Some evidence for this is 

dLwmu-ble from an analysis of the birthplaces of children born in Britain to Irish people 

eventually settling in Leicester. Table 9 shows a clear pattern of development, and one 

which is noticeably consistent. ' 

The rnain conclusion to be drawn here is that Leicester was rarely the priority 
destination for most migrants. At every census from 1851 to 1891, between 60 per cent 

and 70 per cent of settlers in Leicester had had children born previously in the east 

midlands, the west midlands, or London and the southern counties (in roughly equal 

proportions most of the time). In other words, two-thirds of the, fimlilies had already 

spent some time in the wider midlands and the south. 

Only a very smaH number (never more than 5 per cent) moved to Leicester from 

, Rofland; slightly more fimuffies travelied onward from the north-eastern counties, as they 

also did from Wales and the South-west. The north-western English counties, often 

correctly associated with Irish migration, witnessed Iess than 10 per cent of these fiunffies 

in both 1851 and 1861, but accounted for 17 per cent of these settlers in both 1871 and 

'OACD 1851, p. 31; IM, pA4 and 42,1871, p. 5 & 6,21 O'ld 52. 
"ACD 1871, p. 52 WW 6. 
'2AW. srwý" re birthpkWn d EnolWh4X)M chNdW Of thO LSicWW Irish, 1851-91. 



TABLE 9 BIRTHPLACES OF ENGLISH-BORN CHILDREN OF THE II 
LEICESTER IRISH, 1851 TO 1891 

AREA OF UK YEAR 
1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Scotland 4 4.7 4 4.6 4 2.0 3 1.7 7 3.5 
N. W 6 7.0 8 9.2 35 17.1 1 31 17.4 1 29 14.7 
ME 14 16.5 7 8.0 15 7.4 12 6.7 18 9.1 
E. Mids 22 25.8 12 13.8 44 21.6 30 16.8 38 19.2 
W. Mids 15 17.7 21 24.1 27 13.2 33 18.5 37 18.7 
London +S 22 25.9 28 32.2 55 26.9 47 26.4 52 26.3 
Wales + SW 2 2.4 7 8.0 23 11.3 22 1 .3 17 8.6 
Totals 85 - 87 - 204 - 178 198 

Notes: 
(1) Definitions of Areas of UK: 

(a) Scotland = all counties included (not islands) 
(b) North-West = Lancs, Cheshire (including Liverpool and Manchester) & Cumbria 
(c) North-East = Yorkshire, Durham & Northumberland 
(d) East Midlands = Notts, Lincs, Derbs and Northants 
(e) West Midlands = Warks and Staffs 
(0 London and South = London, Kent, Essex, Wilts, Herts, Surrey, Hants, Bucks, Oxon 
(g) Wales and South-West = Wales (all areas), Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset and Avon. 

(2) Pictorial format: see pie diagrams following. 
(3) % ages in this Table are to I st d. point; they are rounded off in pie diags. 

I KEY: 
I 
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TABLE 9 BIRTH PLACES OF ENGLISH-BORN CHILDREN OF THE 
continued LEICESTER IRISH, 1861-91 

1851 

1861 

1-4 %-- ý 

1871 1 
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TA13LE 91 Continued 

1 
1881 1 

17.0% 
2.0% 

17.0% 

I. 

1891 

LIP 

Scotland NW W. Mid 

Wales+ SW London +SE. Mid 

NF 
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1881, and 15 per cent in 1891. This increase in families moving towards Leicester 

directly from the north-west suggests that in the last three decades of the century 

Leicester's increasing economic growth, especially in regard to the newly 

mechanised footwear and hosiery industries, did have some effect on attracting Irish 

families away from their initial area of settlement around the region of the north-westem 

points of entry. Economic decline and stagnation in older northern industries may partly 

also account for this. 

The other main area with a pattern of large and regular movement of Irish families 

into Leicestershire was that of those counties immediately surrounding Leicestershire, 

the east and west midlands. At all the Leicester censuses between 1851 and 1891, 

between 35 and 40 per cent of Irish families were re-locating from other parts of the 

midlands. Only in 1851 and 1871 did the east midlands contributions dominate that of 

the west midlands; by the last quarter of the century the input from the two midlands 

areas was quite evenly balanced. Therefore, it is in general probably true to say that the 

majority of those Irish settling in Leicester did so only after living in London and the 

South, or the wider midlands area. This calls for some consideration of the duration of 

the period of residence of the Irish in Leicester. If the town was only rarely a priority 
destination, then this should be reflected in the figures for the turnover of Irish-born in 

the town across the study period (see section (d) above). 

One Catholic historian quotes without evidence 1826 as the key year for Irish 

arrivals, this can be backed by data from the Catholic baptismal and marriage registers, 
73 

and the 1836 Report on the Irish Poor in Britain. (See section (d) above). Another 

Catholic historian, Canon Sweeney, indicating the tenfold increase in Catholics in the 

Diocese from 2,160 in 1773 to approximately 20,000 in 1850, noted that: 

The main factor in this'increase was Irish immigration. It had been a 
steady trickle before 1826 ..... and this figure was doubled by 1850. They 
came in through Liverpool, settled in the cotton towns of south 
Lancashire and thence spread to the textile valleys of north-west 
Derbyshire. Very few seem to have penetrated into Leicestershire, but 
there was a great demand for them in the Notts and Derby coalfield 
where their fine physique made them ideal for the heavy work of sffikftig 
pits and ofpuddling in the new ironworks ..... In Lincolnshire there was 
a great seasonal demand for Irish harvesters, but some of them settled, 

73'See dvpW on the Irish contribution to Catholic growth in Leicestershire. The source for the 1826 estimate is TRAPPES- 
LOMAX, T. B., (19rA), VCHL, Vol. 11, pp. 55-73, 
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and the new missions of the Great North Road were largely indebted to 
them' 

Sweeneys contention that "very few Irish seem to have penetrated into Leicestershire" 
is an exaggeration needing revision. The two factors he cites to explain Irish in- 

nAption elsewhere in the diocese, namely coal-minin and seasonal harvest labouring, 

were both rekwant to Leicestershire; (see Occupations). The county also offered the old 
staple of fi-arnework knitting, an attraction to those Irish with textiles experience. De 
Lisle descnibed the local mfi* opportunities in 1860: 

....... in our neigbbouring Parish of VVhitwick there are actually 900 
Irish, all come within the last 6 years, attracted by the demand of labour 
in the coal mines of the district ..... when I open mines in the next Parish 
of Shepshed ..... we shaU want many more Irish to aid use in working 
them ...... 

7, 

Tbe figure for the Irish proportion aroongst the county's Catholics c. 1820-1840 is in fact 

around 30 per cent, rather more than a "very few. " 

In Leicester, census data hdicates that the Irish-born fixTeased in absolute ternis 

fromjust 300 in 183 1, to 477 in 1841, with a leap to 877 in 185 1; in proportional tenns, 

TABLE 10 THE IRISH43ORN AND EFFECTIVELY IRISH COMNIUNITY IN 
LEICESTERSHIRE, 1841-1891. Population data re: hish-born, their 
spouses and children (19 total numbers of entries on database) 

YEAR LEICESTER WHITWICK LOUGHBOROUGH HINCKLEY 

1841 688 20 155 35 
1851 1,333 135 243 96 
1861 1,304 387 222 108 
1871 1,687 427 240 100 
1881 1,478 375 197 80 
1891 1,419 286 176 62 

Notes: (1) SOURCE: ACD 1841-91 
(2) The notion of being "effectively Irish" comes from CLAPHAM (see footnote); it refers to 

the locally-born children of migrants. The data here includes all children, spouses and 
thereby broadens the category to that used by FINNEGAN (1982) and also for the Irish in 
York2' 

they fixTeased from coniproing 0.8 per cent ofthe to, "Ws population in 183 1, to forming 

"SWEENEY, G. D. (1950), A Shod HAdwy offt Diocom cfNoMr~, p. 30. 
"Llnockahwe finns were a pqxdw work location fbr bw*W Irish le1w, and Loics. hod tD be crossed an tude; see 
BARBER, S., Irish MWwt AgrieLfturai Ubmwa In Ift car" Lincoinshim, In Sao0w, No. 8.1902, p-10-23. See 
PURCELL (1900), A do Lisleto M Spencer, 25 Feb. 1960, p. 185-7. 
"CLAPHAM, J. H., Irish hnnig-9b ktoG. B. inlgthCw", In&aghoftheintwn@L Onteeo(HistSclonow, 20.1uty 
1933, p. 603; cited In HERSON, J. (1988). pp. 81-3 and a9. See also FINNEGAN, F. (19M). p. l. 



1.4 per cent in 1851. Using the figures from the manually researched census 
database, which includes second generation and non-Irish spouses for the 1841-91 

period, the pattern which emerges is presented in Table 10. Irish migrant community 
growth, and its peaks, are evident in Leicester, and (for purposes of comparison) in 
Whitwick, Loughborough and Hinckley. In all cases (except Hinckley) the peak year 
was 1871. 

(0 Conclusion 

The evidence offered above suPPOrts the five main reasons advanced for Irish 

inigration to Leicester. Detailed analysis of the census data shows that in the 1850's and 
1860's especially, there were three main areas in Ireland which decanted migrants to 
Leicester: Galway, Mayo and Roscommon. Other important sources for in-migrants 

were the south and east of County Cork; County Down in Ulster; and the general Dublin 

area. Whilst the bulk of Irish in-migrants settled in Leicester City, there were sizeable 
proportions in county towns such as Loughborough and Hinckley and in the industrial- 

mining area of Whitwick, as well as smaller numbers scattered in villages in rural 
occupations. 

These waves of settlement were responding to different stimuli over time as 
regards the pattern of Irish settlement in Leicester. The pre-'Tamine" migrants c. 1841 

were not necessarily responding to a serious emergency situation; numbers of skilled 

workers, especially in framework knitting and textiles, targeted Leicester specifically, 
bringing transferable skills organised on a fianily basis. The period c. 1851 witnessed the 

more recognisable refugee-qW influx of distressed persons. Untilc. 1881, the Leicester 
Irish reflected a preponderance of the unskilled. The increase in migration from Ulster 

c. 1881-91 probably included a greater proportion of Protestant migrants, which would 
explain the level of local support expected from Leicester by the Wyckliffitc preacher 
agitators who attempted the deliberate provocation of Irish Catholics virtually on a 
nationwide basis c. 1890-1905. " 

'"The Wyddine fador was especialty krpatant In Cuntria and Mersepide; us MacMLD, (1998), mid WALLER, P. J. 
(1981). 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE WIDER IRISH COMMUNITY (PART 
OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS 

I cannot here omit one other feature of the agricultural life of those days. Every summer the children at 
Beaumont Leys were accustomed to notice the arrival - regular as that of the swallows - of certain small, 
spare, active men, clad in grey frieze coats, with lapels and brass buttons, and they knew that the Irishmen 
had come again to help in the great work ofthe com reaping. They settled steadily to their work by day, and 
at night the hay barn was their sleeping room. I wish I could give you a true idea of the devotion of these 
labourers to your grandfather, or of his trust in their honesty, and his appreciation of their characters. One 
family of Quins, from Roscommon, came to Beaumont Leys for a period of many years, growing at last too 
old and infirm to undertake the long journey. Your older aunts can remember an incident which always 
delighted our father, and which illustrated the sympathy existing between himself and genuine Irishmen. 
A party of reapers arrived one night at our home, asking for permission to sleep in the barn. Their request 
was granted, and I have little doubt that a supper was also supplied to them. Your grandfather was ever an 
early riser, but on this occasion he was not prepared for a diligence surpassing his own. When he went out 
in the early morning to superintend the work of the day, the barn was empty, but the gratitude of the poor 
Irishmen had expressed itself with palpable, irresistible eloquence. They had reaped part of a field of oats 
before continuing their journey! 

From ELLIS, M. (1883ý Letters and Memorials ofEliza Ellis, paM 11 & 12. 

And now I went to work: this would be about the year 1860.1 was eight years of age and I went to work, 
turning the wheel at Browett's Rope-walk where Taylor Street now stands. Unwashed4 ill-clothed, ill-fed, 
untaught, worried by vermin, I worked in all weathers, and not without scolding and threats of violence, 
seventy hours a week for - how much? One shilling and sixpence. About a 6fthing an hour, think of it. 
There was no clock in the house, and many a morning have I dressed hurriedly at about five am. and run 
out into the street enquiring the time lest I should be late for six am. Oh what a happy land was England! 
Later still I wound yam for cardigan jacket weavers in Curzon Street, and I forget what time I started in the 
morning, but I know I worked until ten o'clock at night. At that time there was no legal restriction as to 
what age a child might go to work, nor to the number of hours a day you worked him. I remember I 
turned the wheel a spell at Colton's RoPe-walk which was situated on the very ground occupied by Cooper 
and Corah's place - St. Margaret's Works. When father came home boozed, there was a row in the house; 
singing and shouting and abuse: we were all frightened and upsetý and I used to be late at work through 
having my sleep curtailed, and so got the sack. Consequently I worked at a number of places. I was a boot- 
finisher's sweater, and peeled osier-rods on a plantation close by St. Mary's Mount in the Newarke: here 
I fell into the canal (or the Soar, I forget which) and was rescued from drowning. Finally I managed to learn 
something of the Hosiery Trade through being a Rotary Hand's helper . 
From: BARCLAY, T. (1934), Memoirs and Medleys. The AuloblographyofaBottle-Washer, pages 14 and 15. 
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CHAPTER 3 

(a) Introduction 

This chapter will analyse the Occupation patterns of the Irish in Leicester across 

the 1841-91 period. It will be seen that, despite their mixed occupations c. 184 1, the 

Irish came by 1851 to reflect a preponderance of the unskilled, a pattern which persisted 

until c. 1891, by when the pattern of 1841 re-asserted itself TherolesoftheIrishas farm 

and general labourers, in the developing hosiery and footwear trades, and in heavy 

industries, is examined. Despite their minimal representation, the upwardly mobile and 
bougeois Irish are also analysed. 

The earliest reliable evidence as to their occupations Hes in the 1836 Report on 

the Irish Poor in Great Britain. ' The Irish had arrived "from want of employment", and 
had not been requested to come. They were not concentrated in any particular 

occupation, but involved wherever opportunities existed. They received the going rate 

of wages if they exercised the necessary capabilities. "Very few, if any" were involved 

as bricklayers' labourers, (and this remained true in ensuing censuses). ' 

This minimal picture is supplemented by the data from the 1841 census, which 

reflects a relatively balanced Irish male workforce, especially when compared with the 

post"Famine" pattern of the 1851 census. ' As Hickey (1967) pointed out in regard to 

Cardff, the profiles of jobs for the pre-"Famine" Irish of 1841 was much more of a 

cross-section than those exhibited by the 1851 and '61 data, which reflected a 

preponderance of the unskilled. 4 

The Leicester census data for 1841 to 1891 inclusive has been analysed here, 

using the modified occupational status classification (Groups I to V, with no sub-groups) 
based on the Registrar General's descriptors. (See note 3 to Table 4, and Tables 1,2, 

3,4,5 and 6). As is standard in similar research, the age patterns used are over 20 and 

under 20, for both males and females (although many youngsters of both sexes were 

working as early as 8 years of age. 5 At all censuses there were more Irish-born men than 

'ERJCI(SON, E. L (Ed), 1836Repcdong*kMFboriiG&, App-G., p. 156 and 164. The resporKient was Fr. Henry Lewis 
O)dey, OP., of Holy Cross. 
2The question assumed that Brkish-born bricklayers labourers were being forced at by Irish competition. 
'Ail census data in this chapter is from this ACD 1841-91, unless otherwise indicated. 
4HICKEY, J. (1967), Urban Caftlias ki Engkind and Wales from 1829, pp. 64-80. 
'HERSON (1988) an Stafford, for example, , the 5 major groupings, plus their sub-units, as kWW'ad by the generally 

11 standard of WA Armstrong in 1972. Here, I have opted for the 5 basic categories without Identified sub-units, as 
used by L. H. LEES (1979) p. 98 on the Irish in London. Analysis is ghm in notes and In the te4 Both HERSON and 
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women enumerated as working but this usuaUy ignored womens' heavy domestic 

responsibilities. 

(b) The Irish in the local labour force and the emergence of a 
preponderance of the unskilled from c. 1851 

Im- 
I he situation as revealed in 1841 showed that almost half (47 per cent) of Irish- 

males in Leicester had a skilled occupation (Category III); around a quarter of this group 
were fi-mrwork knitters - the staple of Leicester since Tudor thms, and a further quarter 
was made up of tailors, carpenters and joiners, and weavers. There were only 4 

agricultural labourers (in group M, but there was a total of 37 general labourers, just 

over 35 per cent of the whole catchment. Only 10 males featured in Category II, 
including 2 school imsters, a publican, and a cartographer, "Master of the Maps to Her 
Majesty, " who may well have been employed on an Ordnance Survey project. " Just 2 

men qualified for the status of Category I: a surgeon and a civil engineer. There were 
no Irish-born apprentices listed in 1841. 

This general picture is reflected in the evidence of the key local source of the 

period, Rite's Directory of 1846. The only relevant entries are listed in Table 7 below: 
Although that the numbers of Irish-born in Leicester by 1851 had virtually doubled, there 
are proportionately more Directory entries reflected for 1841 rather than 185 1, which 
underlines furtlier the conclusion reached above about the nature of the 1841 CatChment. 7 

The post-Tamine" picture supplied by the 1851 data gives a very much altered 
picture of Irish-born male employment patterns in Leicester, mainly at the expense of the 
skilled men's sector. Whilst a surgeon, two clerics and a soda water manufacturer 
emerged in group 1, and the representation of group II increased to 10 persons, 4 of 
these were lodging house keepers and another 4 were grocers or victuallers. The skilled 
trades (group III) contained 12 framework knitters, 7 tailors and 4 bricklayers (68 in 

total); the serni-skilled and unskilled sector, however, contained 149 persons: 49 of those 

were agricultural labourers, a further 12 being "chip sellers" or "wood hewere' (je 

providers of firewood), with 25 being hawkers. The 2 main trends in the 1851 data were 

*FINNEGAN (igV) an York In 1851 noted that 29 lriah4= man worked in Varylng capacifia on OS work; this may also account for the civil enginear's presence in Leicester In 1841. 
10thOr1rishent In MIrM(1846) Included Henry Quinn, Shoarriekar of Woodboy St Richard Day, publican (am Chapter 
On Prejucks ard Daniel O'Connell meeting); Jarrm Riley, shoernaker d Bedford St and William Riley brazier Cj Catawww L&* (dome to the chapel of SL MdvW see chapter an RC church growth). 
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ITABLE4 

BOTH IRISH-BORN AND NON-IRISH BORN IN WORK IN 
LEICESTER'S IRISH COMMUNITY, 1841-91 

YEAR LILA LE FEMALE 

<20 20> <20 20> 

1841 14/105 69/72 6/98 13/39 
11/40 137/142 10/39 42/144 

1851 100/170 92/95 106/195 46/96 
94/119 269/277 56/80 '158 138/ý 

1861 127/212 83/83 120/202 55/97 
49/60 286/289 56/70 173/284 

1871 224/340 126/131 199/367 95/150 
33/41 281/284 51/59 191/311 

1881 191/287 146/150 
1 

200/287 88/142 
32/36 248/253 28/34 150/263 

1891 178/252 173/184 177/236 117/195 
28/31 248/250 27/32 137/237 

NOTES: (1) Includes all second generation Irish children. 
(2) * Irish-born = lower figure in each box. 

*Non-hish-bom = upper figure in each box. 
(3) Registrar General's Social Groups: 

1. Professionals, large employers, top-ranking administrators. (Red) 
11. Shopkeepers, clerks, teachers, lower ranking 

administrators, small business people. (black) 
111. Skilled workers. (blue) 
IV. Semi-skilled workers. (green) 
V. Unskilled workers. (orange) 
(as used by LEES, 1979) 
The colour codes for groups I-V refer to pie diagrams on Tables 
5 and 6. 
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r2T=ABLE7 

IRISH-RELATED SKILLED AND MIDDLE-CLASS ENTRIES IN WHITE'S DIRECTORY OF 1846 

Ethnicity Name OccupaUon Address Census 
of 1841 

Census 
of 1851 

Irish Wife John James COX Pipernaker (clay) Bedford St. (P. 195) V p. 7 V P. 10 

Scots or Irish James ANDERSON Surgeon 94 Churchptc (p. 198) V/P. II 

Teacher (at St 
Patricks later) 

John MEE Teacher RC School, Wellington St. 
(p. 169) 

/p. 20 

Irish James MITCHELL & Son Teacher Silver St. (p. 169) Vp. 22 

Irish James CAIN Cordwainer, boot & 
shoe maker 

Church Gate (p. 172) Of p. 20 

Irish wife John TAYLOR Tailor Sanvey Gate (p. 198) /p. 41 

Irish George WEBB Jnr Manager, Leics 
Banking Co. 

Granby St. (p. 17 1) V/p. 41 

Irish John FENNING Butter Dealer 81 Belgrave Gate (p. 13 7) V/ P. 9. */E. 16 

NOTES: (1) Source for 1841/51 = ACD. 
(2) Source fbr While's Directory of Leicester, 1846 = LCRO/Leic Libraries. 
(3) The surgeon's 1841 entry is unclear on birthplace; could be either Ireland or Scotland. 

then the large increase in agricultural labourers and the notable decrease in those in 

skilled occupations, reduced by a third from 1841. The 1851 figures were to set the 

pattern for the next two decades, and this is confirmed by the internal evidence of both 

Barclay and Heinrick. 

Speaking of his parents c. 1855, Barclay showed the typicality of their 

occupations: 

We were commanded to remain shut in, father and mother being out 
most of the day earning a living. Father knew no trade and to dig was 
not able: he collected rags and bones, rag-bag on back, without as much 
as a truck (or handcart): mother worked at a rag-shop or marine store 
dealer's, or she got blocks of wood from the woodyards, chopped them 
small and sold the chips in pen'norths for fire-fighting round the 
neighbouring streets! 

He was strongly aware that the Irish migrants were "trade-less": 

Stick selling, mat-making, rag and bone dealing and farm labouring; no 
possibility of learning a handicraft. 

He noted that most of the Irish had "no regular trade; " they were coming to an 

OBARCLAY, T. (1934), pA and 11. The signjificanoe of marine store dealing is discussed below. 
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employment situation "where labourers are already plentiful; " and they knew little or 

nothing of England's "trades and callings. " As a result: 

Those that couldn't get nawying and farmers work, took to "chip- 
chopping, " 'ýmat-rnaking, -" and "swagý" A swag basket is a hawker's 
basket, and is Sed with tapes, matches, cotton, laces, buttons, pins, and 
so forth. ' 

Barclay's observations are confirmed, by the judgement of the census enumerator of 
1861, who described the occupations of those dwelng in the Abbey Street-Grcen Street 

area thus: 

This district comprised chiefly of the lower order of the Irish such as 
lodging house keepers, pedlars, rag collectors, bone collectors, hawkers 
of small wares, beggars etc, and it is difficult to get at the proper 
description of some of the parties. ' 

TABLE 8 NUMBERS OF IRISH-BORN HAWKERS, PEDLARS AND "CHIP99 
(FIRE-WOOD) SELLERS, MALE AND FEMALE, 1841 TO 1891 

Age 20 + Aged U=20 

Male Female Male Female' 

1841 8 1 

1851 31 9 17 5 

1861 12 10 2 

1871 15 6 1 

1881 4 3 

1891 6, 4 --- 
Source: A CD 

"on 

Further confinnation came from the local Unitarian missioner, Rev Dare, a keen critic ý-- 

of the Irish newcomers who congregated in "nightly rendezvous after their wandering 
for rags and bones, and such things - or for the sale of wood in all directions. "" (See 

OBARCLAY, T. Ukesterslun-4 -Abbey St. mid GmenSt. in The VYýNwn, 28 June 1895, No. 192, Vd. Vlll. P. 149. 

, 
10 1861 Census; Laimtec Red 100. ED 68. The rather clesPerate fif&4iýe of 'Bone-Grubbers and Rag-Gatherers' is 
eDq)lomd in MayheWs London (1851, Quennal Edtn; P-201-206). 
"DARE, Rev. J 7th RLDMS (1852). p. 9., 
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Table 8). 

Indeed, the "sale of wood" by "chip sellers" fired the Rev. Dare to several of his 

more powerful indictments of Irish trickery and marginal criminality across a period of 
10 years, 1852 to 1861. He described the general approach of Irish 'limber merchants" 
thus: 

"rimber Merchants. " These, chiefly Irish, split wood for sale and hawk 
it from door to door. The children sent to seH it are designedly turned 
out shoeless and in rags to secure purchasers or charity; they are tasked 
as to the quantity they must seU; if possible they are a worse description 
of beggars than the classes already enumerated. " 

In 1861, Dare strongly denounced Irish fraudsters: "They came from Ireland and began 

business in the 'wood line, ' which is generally a pretence for indolent and irregular 

habits. " After being provided with 2 hundredweight of wood on credit, "they then gave 

up wood selling and left the debt unpaid. "" Their dishonesty and chicanery were 

underscored anecdotally: 

Some idea may be formed of the low cunning of the Irish from the 
following fact which came under the notice of my informant, who keeps 
a wood yard, and often supplies these people with wood which they split 
up for sale in small quantities. An Irishman, one day, came for a certain 
quantity of wood for which he wanted trust. He tried every art of 
persuasion, stating how much it would accommodate him -how he was 
foodless and penniless, &c., &c., - but as the wood merchant was 
inexorable, and he found if no money there would be no wood, he asked 
"if the mistress could lend himjust a pair of scissorsT The scissors being 
produced he proceeded to take off his waistcoat and then carefully 
opened a pipe Eke formation in the inside of the back of the garment. 
From this secret hoard he produced from four others a sovereign to pay 
for the wood. On being remonstrated with, for telling such an 
hypocritical tale, he merely replied he didn't want to "disturb the 
craters, " and he could soon have turned the wood into money that should 
have paid for it. And thus there is no believing any of their statements. " 

That there was an ethnic ffictor injob patterns is evident from a close look at the 

English and Irish residents' occupations for Abbey Street and Green Street (see Table 

12DAFJE, FZSV. J. 10M RWMS, (1855), p. 13. 
"DARE, Rev. J. 16M RLDMS, (1861), p. 8. 
14DARE, Rev J. 9M RLDUS, 0 854). There is an alernent of s tic wit In the wood choPPWs insincere insistence on not 
vAshjngtoldisýtheaatm *; thereis also, in the secreted gold, an echo offt migration account of the Geraghty-Shaffetts 
(see aboye). 
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10). The juxtaposition of occupations in order of "preference7 shows a concentration 

of rmre skilled trades at the top of the English workers' Est, Whilst the less skilled work 
features most prominently in the column of Irish residents. (It is interesting, however 

that framework knitting is not at the bottom of the Irish columns; see section on that 

trade). Tables 8 and 9 bear out Barclay's comment; Table 8 shows clearly that street- 

selling peaked, as would be expected, in around 185 1, with fitnimie, disorientation at its 

most impactive. It is interesting that females were always less well represented, and that 

virtually no under-20s were involved in this unskilled sector by 1871, an indication of 

opportunities offered by compulsory education and in the hosiery and footwear trades. 

Barclay's opinions are reflected in the 1851 and '61 census data. In 1851 

amongst Irish males, for example, there were 25 hawkers, 12 wood choppers and 49, 

agricultural workers; a decade later no less than 82 farm labourers were enumerated, 

together with 52 general labourers, comprising together around 47 per cent of the total 

Irish-born male workforce. In 1871, the situation for males was still dire: 126 of 273 

males over 20 were general labourers, although the agricultural sector had shrunk to just 

13; together (139) these made up 51% of the Irish male workforce. (referTablesS, 6, ý 

and 9). 

Those men in the skMed sector declined from representing 47 per cent in 1841 

to 25 per cent in 1851 and just 20 per cent in 186 1. By 187 1, an element of recovery 
had set in in this sector, when 28 per cent of men were in skilled occupations; this 

recovery continued into 1881 and 1891, when levels of 31 per cent and 35 per cent 

respectively were recorded. Even so, the 1891 figure of 35 per cent was still markedly 
less than the 1841 figur e of 47 per cent. (Refer Tables I to 6 inclusive). 

, 
The mixed picture of skilled and unskilled Irish exhibited by the 1841 data 

was reflected in the development of Mount St Bernard's monastery. Irish labour was 

used for its construction; the need for an ordinary church arose from the presence 

of the Irish Catholic construction workers. The 1841 census for Whitwick showed 
Irishmen working at the monastery she as architect, bailiff, tailor, gardener, wheelwright 

and locksmith, together with 4 agricultural labourers and one "domestick. " By 185 1, 

there were 14 farm workers, 5 servants, 5 labourers and a "cow boy", all Irish-born, at 

the abbey-15 

'6Aa), WhkwicK 1841 mid 1851 p. 27(HO. 107.5961/5971)ardHO. 107.2084. This church opened in 1837, doubling as 
a school unfil 1843. 



TABLE 9 PROPORTIONS OF GENERAL LABOURERS (AGE 20+) AS SHOWN IN 
FIGURES FOR IRISH43ORN MALES AND FOR ALL MALES IN LEICESTER 
1851-1871 
% age of Irish-born Gen. Labe % age of Gen. Labs In All Leicester 

1851 31.6 4.1 
1861 29.2 3.8 
1871 1 46.0 1 4.7 

NOTES: (1) Figures for Irish-born are from ACD. 
(2) Figures for all Leicester are from Census summaries (see Bibliog). 

TABLE 10 OCCUPATIONS IN RANK ORDER OF THE ENGLISH AND 
IRISH RESIDENTS OF ABBEY ST. AND GREEN ST. IN 1851. 

Order of Irish Residents English Residents 
Precedence 
I Agricultural Labourer Framework Knitter 

2 Chip Seller Glove Stitcher 
3 Hawker Seamstress 

4 Seamstress Bricklayer's Labourer 

5 Rag & Bone Collector Shoe Maker 

6 Framework Knitter Agricultural Labourer 

7 Washerwoman/Charwoman Blacksmith 

8 Matmaker Coal Dealer 

9 Bricklayer's Labourer Gardener 

10 Glove Stitcher Hawker 

A usefid contemporary viewpoint came from Hugh Heffinick in 1872, during his tour of 

Irish communities in EngbM. He contextualised the Leicester Irish against the national 

picture: 

Proceeding northward, we first met at Leicester with evidences of that 
Irish fife which afterwards becomes such a marked and powerful element 
in the population of the midland and northern towns. Here, as chiefly 
elsewhere in England, our countrymen bear the brunt of toil, and clear 
away the ruder obstructions in advance of the great army of labour. With 
few exceptions they are literally the hewers of wood and drawers of 
water. The English working man in the towns is generally skilled in some 
craft, or attached to some calling. The Irishman comes unskilled to 
England, and hence his destiny has doomed him to the most dreary 
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drudgery. " 

Hcinrick suggests that the situation of the Irish in Leicester was in certain respects 
typical of the community in the midlands and the north: most of the Irish were in 

unskilled or scmi-skilled jobs, having arrived with inappropriate skills or experiences for 

Britah Both Barclay as local observer, and Heinrick with his national overview, stress 
the importance of these factors for the life chances of Leicester's Irish community.. 
Heinrick did, however, note that there were "exceptional cases" which he described as, 
"shidng and creditable", and that there existed "a limited number who have risen from 

the ranks of labour. "' Heinrick averred that "the wage rate is good,, " and that if it had 

not been for the "one vice of drunkenness ..... which degrades and disgraces our people 

all through England - the social condition of the Irish in Leicester would rapidly 
fiWrove. "18 The pattern emerging in 1881 and 1891 showed a slowly increasing middle 

class element. 

- Class I in 1881, barely 2 per cent of the total, contained 2 clergymen (one 

Catholic and one Protestant )a workhouse Master and a doctor; a decade later Class' 

I reflected 3 per cent of the total of Irish-born males over 20 in work, with 3 doctors, I 

dentist, and a priest listed. A similar growth pattern existed in regard to Class II, which 

comprised 19 per cent in 1881 and 21 per cent in 1891. In 1881 this group was 

composed of printers, small businessmen, military pensioners and clerks; in 1891, it 

contained "independents" and pensioners, tax officials, small businessmen and 
managers. "' 

In these last two censuses, changing trends were very evident in relation to Class, 

the skMed sector, where representation fixTeased from 28 per cent in 187 1, to 31 per 

cent in 1881, and to 35 per cent by 1891. The main pattem was the decline in domestic 

fiwnework knitting (which by c. 1875 was largely industrialised), and the corresponding 
increase in oppomýnities in industrialised boot and shoe tnanufacturing. The Irish were 

participating in this major shift in Leicester's industrial pattern. In both 1881 and '91 

"HEINRICK, H. (1872), p. 39. 
"Possibty Heindck met Barclay, or others, with seff-confident and leducateT vaWoints. 
"HEINRICK (1872), p. 39. His idenWication da small minority Of uPwOr&Y mobile Irish fits well with the evidence (discussed 
above) In the 1871 census. 
"The opportunities presented by the British civil service and gOwmment bureaucracies are perhaps most vmll4uwwn re Michael Collins, London GPO desk man turned IRA leedlec Barclay, who joined the Gaelic League in London In the late 
1 8Ws, at the height of the Irish cultural renaissance. remarked On those fellow members *employed in the Customs, or the 
Poet Office;, Memoirs, P-96. 
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only I Irish male described himself as a framework knitter; in contrast, in the same two 

years there were 35 and 38 involved respectively in the footwear industry. In 1894, 

Denvir noted of Leicester that: "the staple industry is boot and shoe making, a branch 

of trade in which Irishmen are tolerably numerous in most places. "" This rather 

reserved judgement suggests a community still mainly perceived as working class, yet 
there was some limited evidence of Irish upward social mobility; but on the whole the 

community remained rooted in the working class until the post-1944 social and 

educational reforms and a wider socio-economic spread of in-migrants from c. 1970. 

Ahnost a century later, sufficient community self-confidence amongst first and second 

generation Irish began to alter the overall picture presented by the Irish in Leicester in 

1891. 

(c) The Roles of the Agricultural and General Labourer 

There is ample evidence of Irish involvement in agriculture in Leicester from at 
least as early as c. 1800; by c. 1900 it was in general and steady decline. Redford 

(1926/76) described the general context within which Leicestershire was situated 
between c. 1800-1850; the census data gives some indication of numerical representation; 

certain inferences can be drawn from the evidence relating to neighbouring Lincolnshire; 

and lastly, oral history and biographical testimony help to round out the picture. " 

Redford's evidence portrays Irish involvement in agricultural fife in the eastern 

and east midlands counties. He described Irish migrants in 1774 reaping in 

Hertfordshire, Huntingdon, Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire; Irish (and Scottish) 

casuals worked in the'%1idlands hosiery districts. " He described how Irish and English 

merged their economic interests as mowers and haymakers respectively around 
middiesex and Hertfordshire, apattern which lasted until 0875. Redford suggests that 

Irish ffirmworkers (as opposed to urban workers) "earned a good character as being 

sober, well conducted, and inoffensive . ..... living hard and labouring hard. " Yet, 

throughout the 1830's, there were rural riots, which started in Cambridgeshire and 

"DENVIR J. (1894), p-430; the trand was countv-wide. 
21 See 0, DOWD, A4 Sweden that to your Lilting - Irish Seasonal Workers in Fact and Fx: fion; In Fbk Lis -A JWmej of 
EV-, Cjtgi: 'ShjcbsVd. )Oý 1981-8Z pp. 76-90; she fternises 2 main sources; docurnentaryMstOrial 8r'dbWibonal material 
(jefoldo, andonilhistory). Them, and other sources, are used hem. She includes a Mayo labourerwhostievidencetothe 
1835 Report on Uia Poorer Classes In IreAnd underlined the Irriportance and mdent of begging, 8 factor comrnented on 
adversely by Joseph Dare in Leicester, see section re-poverty. 
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Lincolnshire, and developed later in Leicestershire, as a result of resentment at Irish 

intrusion and competition. " It is hard to distinguish whether friction was due to 

economic competition, to prejudice, or to male machismo; often several elements seem 
to have been present, as Leicestershire evidence indicateS. 23 

The census material can assist in two ways: by detailing directly those involved 

in farm labouring, and by indicating the proportion of those so doing in relation to the 

total numbers of Irish in the whole county. In the early years of the century, before the 

massive urban expansion, some towns were still sufficiently small in size to permit 

migrants to commute daily to the countryside. York still contained vestigial large urban 

gardens, and orchards from earlier centuries as weU as new outWg market gardens. 
Leicester figured on both these counts. " Joseph Dare recorded in 1852 a visit he had 

made "at the request of a benevolent gentleman, so see to the requirements of an 
,, 25 Irishman, who had been taken ill in one of his fields. 

An early pull factor existed in the attractive wage rates (compared with Irish rates 

and job opportunities) on offer in the Leicestershire area. In Rutland in 1794, wage rates 

were consistent throughout the area and it was noted that: 

A great many farmers board their labourers in hay time and harvest; if 
they are hired for the whole time then their wage is from 6 to 8s. a week, 
and if only for the harvest month, from 34 to 38s. for the time. " 

In Leicestershire itself the wage rate situation was rather more complex; even so, by 

c. 1807, all the rates bad improved (eg in piece work, the rate for threshing had increased 

from Is. Od. per quarter in 1786 to around 2s. 6d. in 1807). As well as field work, there 

were opportunities for male and female farm servantS. 27 The Irish worked in 

Leicestershire across both categories. Push factors operated also; the 1836 Report on 
the Irish poor instanced low Irish wage rates, bitter poverty, and the resulting 

12REDFoRD, A. (1926176), Labour MOvdw in EngWd 1800-1880, pp. 133,137, W, 145 and 162. 
mSee Incidents cited in airne chapier bdween Irish mid English agricultural labourers in Leicestershire, and similar axernples 
are commonplace. 
"See LCRO reproduction map of Leicester in 1828, for numerous green spaces; and BARCLAY (1934), p. 61: *the whole 
spgce between Dorset St and ft Belgrave turn was, about 1885, occupied by gardens. ' See FINNEGAN (1982) on Insh 
In York mA their annual Involvament in local chicory cultivation by daily con w, uting from the city, pp. 28-32. 
26DARE, Rev. J., 7M RLDMS 1852. P . 9. 
'LMO; 'Gen. Vow of ft Agric. o(Ov Co. o(Ruffand by John Crutchley c. 1794; Finch Mss-, pp. 16-17. In1861jnUncs, 
weekly wages svaraged 12s. to 156, compared with just 6s. In 5 Irish counties (kiriuding Ljoyo); see BARBER, S, Irish 
Migmt Agricultural I. Abourers In 19th Century Uncolnshire, in Saodw, No. 8,1982, p. 19. 
VLCRO,, Review and Abstracts O(V* County Reports to ft Board of Agrtufure by William MARSHALL (1818); re Leics. 
P-220. 
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mendicancy as factors pushing Irish people into seasonal migrational farm work in 

Britain. 28 

In 1845 the Chronicle reported: 

IRISH REAPERS - While employed in this country at the time of harvest 
these persons generally earn from 1/8d. to 2/6d. a day and from their skill 
and industry in plying the rake and the sickle, they well deserve their 
wagcS. 29 

It is clear that Leicestershire had become used to a I-hibernian workforce prior to at least 

1837, when the Chronicle carried a brief trade notice referring to a temporary shortage 

of Irish labourers in the south. Barber noticed the same drop in Irish numbers in 

Lincolnshire c. 1833, and put it down to the effects of new farm machinery. Leicester 

presumably was similarly affected. ' 'I'lie implication was that Irish labour had, probably, 

first made its appearance felt in the 1820's. 31 

The most informative local source Res in the memoirs of the Ellis family, Quakers 

who lived at a prosperous farm (still standing) in Beaumont Leys (now a suburb of 
Leicester). John Ellis was a successful large-scale dairy farmer who possessed the 

entrepreneurial skills necessary to simultaneously invest in local railway expansion. " A 

daughter, Eliza, kept a useffil diary of fitrm fife pre- 1850; the Irish arrived annually, "as 

regular as swallows, " the Quin fitmily from Roscomnion doing so until they were too old 

to undertake the journey from Ireland (see fiiU quotation on title page). In particular, the 

Ellis memoirs pay tribute to the diligence and honesty of these Irish migrant workers. 

One, Patrick O'Gara, became a permanent servant, being accepted, literally, into the 

bosom of the family, attending the family Bible readings every Sunday evening. " 

O'Gara, who "lived in7". was not a lone example of an Irish servant in 

Leicestershire farms. In 1881, a group of 7 elderly Irish, all except one aged 70 or over, 

and described as "farm servants", were inhabitants of the Leicester workhouse. 34 

"ad Rep I Royal C4nssn an Coxition of the Poorer Muss j7 kab7d, Parksmentary Pqpers, XXX (1836). 

"LC, 4 Oct 1845. 
'*LC, 16 Sept. 1837. See BARBER S., in Seodw, No. 8,1982, p. 1 1. 
"O'DOWD, A (1981-2) and others point to the Importance of cheaper, easier and more frequent travN post-I 816 as a result 

of new stearner fary services. 
12THIRSK, J. Agrarian History, 1540-1950, in VCHL, Vol. 11 (1954) p. 231 + 237. 
"ELM, PA (1883), Letters and Mismodals ofElize Els, P-1 I+ 12. As late as 1891, a 36 year old Irish form worker, Martin 

Cassidy, was 1 of 3 workers an Daniel Brig's form at Beaumont Leys; s~s us database (mss- Item). See also Flora 
THOWWN (1939), La* Rise lo CarxWbirt wtio describes similar regular annual ýAsb by a family called O'Hara, pp. 257-8 

aid DENV1R (1894) on same pattem in Uncs, p. 153-4; 412-4. 
14ACD, 1881, Real 128, Leicester Workhousp, p. 47. 
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Predictably, almost all. were from Cormaught (3 from Galway, 2 from Sligo, I each from 

Rosconunon and Dublin). A 15 year old boy living in Lower Green St. in 1861, John 

Colenmi, whose Irish father was an agricultural labourer, was enumerated as a "flimer's 

boy. " At Tilton (12 miles from Leicester), Michael O'Bern, an Irish-born widower of 

48, was a cowman. " As well as the descriptive incidents about Irishmen with their 

sickles (refer, Crime Chapter), an incident in 1854 highlighted the Hibernian workforce 

at Wing in Rutland, when an Irish reaper dropped a broken match which almost led to 

the destruction of 13 acres of standing wheat. " 

The censuses detaill those Irish agricultural labourers living in the city: 

TABLE 11 

'ABL 

Numbers of - Irish-born Agricultural Labourers Living 
. 
in 

Leicester 1841-91 

Y ear ear -, ' year 

F 

1841, 1851- 1861 1871 1881 1891- 

0. No. 4 49, 82 12 11 8 
I 

Source: A CA 1841 to 1891. 

. 37 
The massive growth- in 1851 an, d 1861 is to be expected, the steep decline in 1871 is 

perhaps partly explained by Hugh Heinrick's comment of 1872: 

The wandering Irish labourers in the agricultural districts have become 
an extinct institution. Landlord law and the "Crowbar Brigade" have 
made the source from whence they were supplied a desert. The groups 
that did the hay and harvest work for the English farmer and for a period 
enlivened their dull homesteads are no more to be met with, or are seen 
only like late and deserted birds of passage who have been left behind by 
the flock. Even mi agricultural England we can see traces of the ruin 

38 inflicted on the Irish people by the "curse and crime' of the alien rule. 

Whilst a recovery of sorts operated in the 1889s, by the turn of the century a marked and 

permanent (though not to tal) decline locaUy had set in; around 1891-190 1, "the flow of 

Irish labourers, making annual visits_ at harvest time, dried up for lack of demand. "" 

ACD. 1881, Real 90. P&S. Item)- 
"LC. 23 Dec. 1891; CIMY OP06 "m being $MOW. 
vCy DOWD, A (1901-2), SweeW TW p. 7&, cited O'GRADA re the 18Ws seeing the greatest number of seasonal workers 
(IDO, 000) anteing GB annualy, In seasonal Migration and Post-Famine Acgustrnent in the West of Ireland, In Studia II 
Hber? ýca. 13, (1973). P-61. 
"HEINRICK H. (1872); (Ed. ODAY, 1990); A Surveyofd* hish k7Engkv)d, p. 114. 
*MIRSK J., Aqadan History. 1540-1950, in HOSKJNS, W. G. (Ed)(1954), VCFX, Vol. 11, P. 250. DENVIR, J. (1894), p. 412 
noted aslight Increase In nurnbent entering Uncs also in 1865, which Possibly benefted Leicester. 



The Leicester figures for Irish seasonal migrants seem to partly buck the major 

trends identified by J. H. JOHNSON (1965), who argued from statistics that "the Great 

Famine of the 1840's, which struck the poorer sections of the rural population with 

particular severity, brought a sharp decline in the movement. "' If 1847 is accepted as the 

worst fianine year, with gradual recovery continuing until c. 1852, then the county figure 

of 63 for 1851 seems generous. Johnson notes that the decline continued throughout the 

century, with odd upward fluctuations related to agricultural rrwket forces, 

mechanization and British rural depopulation. Again, Leicestershire defied Johnson's 

general end-of-century trend, with a sharp decline from 1881 to 1891, and no apparent 

turn of the century recovery. 40 

Both Leicester memoirs and oral history accounts refer to migrant farm labourers 

with Roscommon roots, which links well with the census evidence. Virtually all 

Leicester references across 1851-91 refer to just three counties equally: Roscommon, 

Galway and Mayo. These three counties also feature very prominently in criteria used 

by Johnson (1967) who compared by county for temporary labourers (c. 1834), for 

temporary emigrants (c. 1900), for migratory agricultural labourers, by poor law unions, 

and in relation to the Congested Districts (c. 1902). Connacht clearly supplied virtually 

all of those seasonal agricultural migrants visiting Leicestershire, in line with national 

patterns. 41 

A residual element of migrant Irish did continue to come to Leicestershire for 
r- -- farm work, as oral history accounts testify. In the mid-1 890's, gangs from Roscommon 

travelled by train to the borders of Leicestershire and Warwickshire (around Anstey) and 

worked their way back across Leicestershire farms, cropping potatoes, mangolds, beets 

and turnips, and living in barns. As late as c. 19 10, Irish worked at Great Casterton (and 

during World War H there was a temporary revival in respect of the east midlands sugar 

beet crop). 42 

"JOHNSON, J. H., Howst Movhion ftorn 19fh C-edury kekvxt, in Trans. of Inst. of Brit. Geographers, Reprint No. 41 
(Wn. p. 97-11Z Johnson Haim s point; *the social groups which supplied the migrants woe decreasing in size. * 
P. 98. 
"See JC*#4SON, J. H. (196'7). Harvest Migration; p. 100-107. In the Leicester data only those labourers cWarfy enwrarated 
as farm or agricultural were Included; none featured for 1871,22 were identified. BARBER (1ge2) on Uncs. noted that the 
Idshtherein1851can from MiyA Sligo, Fermanagh and Roscommon (mainly Mayo). DENVIR, J-0894), p. 412, stressed 
the Meyo-Uncolnshim ods and its long history. 
4'ISW/ORA; interview on 27.12.1990 with Thornes G. Fin, aa, of Solihull, re his father, bom 1880, near Ballinasioe, who 
can tolhemidlands aged 14; HASBACH, W. (1908), AhW Offt ErVfthAgric. Labourer, notes Irishwomen field workers 
in Warle, and also low wages mid Ung standards for agricultural labourers in Uics. by 1908. Farmer King of OL Casterton 

used Irish labour, cited by Lis. J. Bicim of the Vaughan Archaeological & Hist. Soc. Laic; ISW/OHA interview with Mrs B 
Greasley (summer 1988) re-beet crops. See also JACKSON, JA (190). p. 100 + 104: 1,398 man from S. Ireland were in 

seasonal sugar-beat work as We as 1947. 
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Leicestershire therefore did host Irish agricultural workers, but in decffiling 

numbers after c. 1870. The Agricultural Commission Report of 1867 highlighted the 

relevant fitctors. ý Western Leicestershire had extensive coal minin , as well as stocking- 

making and seaming; the eastern portion was mainly laid down in grass, apart from an 
arable sector in the Vale of Belvoir. Labour opportunities were therefore limited from 

the outset, for both h4enous and migrant labour. As a result of these factors, and the 

prevalence of snmU finns, throughout the county, few required private gangS. 43, 

Leicestershire was therefore of limited attraction compared with Lincolnshire and 
Warwickshire. 

As well as transient labourers, there were, of course, substantial Irish elements 
who settled pemmently into the Leicestershire rural situation. In 1851, there were in 

total 1,734 Irish-born enumerated as Leicestershire residents; 857 lived outside the 

county town, (in comparison with 877 in Leicester itself). It is possible to break these 

figures down (See Table 12). 

Apart from in the county town, and in the larger market towns such as Hinckley, 

Loughborough and Ashby, the Irish presence in 1851 was diluted, being less than one 

per cent (0.75) across the whole, county. In the village of Quorn, for example, in 185 1, 

them were just 5 Irish-born of a total of 1,899 people. " All were female, and related by 

marriage to their households; three were seamstresses by occupation. At Exton village 
(Rutland), there was just one Irish-born woman, married to an agricultural labourer, with 
2 children. ' In Rearsby in 185 1, there were just 5 Irish-born enumerated: 3 females, a 

young servant, ' and a married framework knitter with 6 children. ' This sparse 

representation is reflected, for example, in, the slow and insubstantial growth of Catholic 

structures outside the main towns of the county. By 1891, with an Irish presence of 
1,697 in the county, the representation of Irish relatively was much less than in 

1851, with the increase in the size of the county's population considered. 
Whilst agricultural labouring involved some minimal skills, the same could not 

be said of general labouring, which was omnipresent, however insecure. (See Table 13). 
7 Agricuhural and general labouring have been combined here for analysis. " There 

41P. P. Royal ComiWtim on AgrtLdture (W), p. 75; Mr StanhWe's repoft. 
"Pdvde Datalmse set up by Hist Dept at Quorn Rawlins School; J. Kelly. 
*PrM*e Database A Rulland Museurn; P. Drinkall, ref. 00221. 
"AM. p. 52. 
4? This Is for sirnplifia6on; mg. labs. ware serni-skilled; calagaY IV does include a rninority (in overall terms) of odw semi- 
skilled men. 
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TABLE 12 NUMBERS OF FUSH-BORN IN RURAL AREAS OF LEJCESTERSHIM 1851-71 

DATA FOR 1851 

NameofTown Total No. Of Irish Aged U-20 Aged 20+ 

Lutterworth 32 8 24 
Mkt Harborough 72 22 50 
Billesdon 19 5 14 
Blaby 38 7 31 
Hinckley 104 21 83 
Mkt. Bosworth 21 2 19 
Ashby de la Zouch 196 43 153 
Loughborough 202 53 149 
Barrow on Soar 76 23 53 
Leicester* 877* 214* 663* 
Melton Mowbray 97 10 87 

Totals for whole 1734 408 1326 
county 
County Total less 857 194 663 
Leicester City 
Notes: (1) Source. - Census of 1851, Vol. 9; pp. 599-601. Re Leicester City in 185 1; 214 persons = U20; 663 

persons 20+. There were 82 Irish-born in Rutland in 1851,21 = U2 0 and 61 =20+. 
(2) The comparatively high numbers in Ashby and Loughborough are reflected in the anti-Catholic agitation 

in that area c. 1835-60; see chapter on prejudice, and references to the LAPTS. 
(3) By 1861,1,784 (0.75%) of the 237,412 persons in Itics. were Irish-born; 1861 Census, Vol. 15 p. 154. 
(4) In 1871, there were 1,722 Irish-born in the whole county- 

Males U20 - 151 Females U20 115 
Males 20+ = 725 Females 20+ 731 
Source: 1871 Census, Vol. 18 pp. 397-8 

were very few Irish-born agricultural labourers in 1841 (4/10 in Class IV); in 185 1, 

however, farm labourers comprised 49 out of 65 in their class; in 1861 they formed 82 

out of 98 in that group. By 1871, and from then on, agrarian labour ceased to be 

anywhere near as important for male Irish workers. General labouring, nevertheless, 

remained important through to and including 1891. (Refer Table 13). At all censuses 

it included 30 per cent or more of Irish males over 20, reaching its apogee in 1871 (46 

per cent) and thereby justffying Heinrick's observation of 1872 of the Leicester Irish as 
'%ewers of wood and drawers of water. " Barclay's stress on the fact that Irish migants 

were fleeing to a "country where labourers are already plentifur, underlines the 

precarious nature of general labouring in terms of steady income and long-term 
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security. ", In fact, Table 13 indicates that labouring and semi-skilled work was more 
prevalent in 1861 (at 63.7 per cent) than it was in 1871, when it approximated to 

the 1851 figure. Taking the census figures for Leicester for 1851,161 and '71, the 

TABLE 13 IRISH-BORN GENERAL LABOURERS AND SEMI-SKILLED 
WORKERS (MEN 20+) IN LEICESTER 1841-91 

YEAR 1841 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Gen. Lab 48 35.2 84 31.6 83 29.2 126 
1 

46.0 81 32.0 80 33.0 

Semi- 10 7.3 65 24.4 98 34.5 26 
1 

9.5 45 18.0 19 8.0 
skilled 

Totals 
1 

58 
1 

42.5 
1 

149 
1 

56.0 
1 

181 
1 

63.7 152 
155.5- 1 

126 
150.0 199 141.0 

Notes: (1) Semi-skilled here includes all (not just Agric. Labs) in Reg. Gen Category IV. 
(2) The percentage is taken from the general breakdown of census returns (see pie. diagrams) 

across the period; Table 5&6. 

proportion of general labourers (male, 20+) respectively at each census were 4.1 per 

cent, 3.8 per cent and 4.7 per cent; the Irish equivalents were 31.6 per cent, 29.2 per cent 

and 46.0 per cent. Across the decades, then, the number of general labourers (males 
20+) in the Irish community was between 8 and 9 times greater than in the general 
population. " 

A small but regular number of Irish 
. came to Leicester as cattle drovers. " These 

were tough, unruly, and generally lodged in the core Irish area, where most of the 

agricultural labourers also congregated. Thomas Doyle lodged (I of a group of 10) at 
Bedford Street in 1851; in the same year John Harris, drover, was 1 of 5 lodgers at 
Abbcy Street. 'A decade later (186 1) one Anthony Docherty, drover, stayed at Bedford 
Street. Both streets contained numerous Irish, often in lodging houses, throughout the 
studypcriod. Fromc. 1875, a few Irishmen prospered as cattle dealers. John Flanagan 

appeared in 1881 and 1891 as a cattle dealer, which indicated that, together with his 

lrýsh-born wife and son, he had become a permanent resident in the town, and one with 
more staturc than just a drover. By 1891, there were, in fact, 2 Irish cattle dealers in the 

"Although an ow-sirnplil'ication, the gist of Heirwrick's coment tx*is: HEINRICK, H. (1872). p. 39. BARCLAY, T., 77)e 
ftmrn. 28.6. IM. ' 
"COmus, LaicesW, 1851.1861 wd 1871; am bibliography. 
'%a cti on Crinw re cam kwoMng Irish dmvem, mft are also mentionml in ROPY On Poor in GB, (1836)App. 1l. p. 8+9, 
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town, the second being one Owen Iliggins, with his Irish-born wife and daughter. " 

(d) Gender roles in occupations, especially In the hosiery and footwear 
trades 

The migration of Irish females to Leicester would have shared similar 

characteristics with other female migration patterns, but with some important differences; 

for example, some concentrations in certain local industries; and a notable absence of 

women in the servant capacity. 
Connolly (1915) noted that 'b Ireland the female worker has hitherto exhibited, 

in her martyrdom, an ahnost damnable patience ..... the daughters of the Irish peasantry 
have been the cheapest slaves in existence ..... to their own &mily ..... and to all social 

parasites of a landlord and gombeen ridden cornmunity. "" The novels of Patrick 

MacGill also explore the theme of working women's servitude. " O'Tuathaigh has 

stressed of Irish women up until the Great 'Tamine" that their's was a subject and 

subsidiary role to the male, mainly domestic. 54 Paradoxically perhaps, women migrating 

might have been expected to have low expectations due to subjugation; or alternatively, 
high expectations as a result of liberation. In practice, whilst some single women 

migrants may have enjoyed partial independence, marriage and fiunfly led to similar 

obligatory responsibilities, with the only difference being within an urban rather than a 

rural context. 
The migration process was tough from the outset: "Women as well as men 

tran4)ed every foot of the road after leaving the boats, "noted Barclay. " He described 

a typical middle-aged Irish female in Abbey Street -a picture akin to Mayhew: 

I miss the old calaighs in plain shoulder-shawls and bordered caps, who 
used in these parts, years ago, to squat on their hunkers and smoke 
dudheens -I miss them. " 

61ACD, 1841-91; DENVIR (1894), p. 413, noted similar concentrations In certain streets aind lodging houses In Uncs. 

62CONNOLLY, J. (1915), The RecorKILOst of kvb7d (Women) In EWS, P. B. (1973) j&T93 Ccvvvbf4ýý WrbVs, 

pp. 189-195. 
" Writing from a later time POrSPOcM for this Particular study period, his basic contentions hold true for the earlier period 
" the nineberth cerbiry dm SeA for esypieý his nmels Chkten of V* Dead End, aid The Rat F1 Modem compilations 
" Irish fen migrant stperiences bow witness to the continuity of bei ; eg. See SCHWEnUER P. (Ed)(1989) Across 

o* kish Sea - Memories of Laxbn kish Pwmbws, p. 3-7; 12 "; 74-75; W 100. 
$407L)ATFIAIGH, G., The Role of Womien In Irelanid and the now English Order, in McCURTAJN, M. & O'DONNCKA, C, 

(Eds)(1 978), Women k) k1sh SOci*- The Hisfý DkywLsb?, p. 26. 

"BARCLAY, T. (1934), p-1 I 
"BARCLAY, T., Lebester Sbms In 7he Voyvem, 28 June 1895, a c&W was an old woman, &*sd a oludieen a clay pipe. 
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He depicted realistically the world of Irish migrant working women. Census data 

analysis relating to the occupations of Irish-born women in Leicester from 1841 to '91 
is our starting point. 

Enumerated male Irish workers outnumbered enumerated female Irish workers 
at every census; this was not because male migrants automatically outnumbered females 

for the opposite was in fact the case; many women, occupied full-time in demanding 

family situations, were not described as working persons. The picture which emerges 

of women at work is therefore of limited accuracy; even so, it provides an interesting 

contrast with the pattern for Irish-born. males (20+) in Leicester across the period. (See 

Pie Diagrams, Tables 5+6, Occupations) and Tables 1,2,3 and 4; and also Table 14 and_ 
15 showing occupations of Irish-born Males and Females broadly grouped in Rank Order 

for 1851'and 1861). 
As with males, the 1841 figures for Irish women (20+) were quite different from 

the 1851 analysis. Over one-third (38 per cent) of Irish-born women in 1841 were in 

skilled trades; only 21 per cent were in unskilled occupations, and 13 per cent were semi- 

skilled. Far more. women than men in 1841 were in Class 11 (27 per cent). There were 

no women in Class I at any of the censuses býetween 1841 and 191 - an indicator of the 
historic prejudice and exclusion shown towards women at all levels of society. 

A decade later (185 1), the percentage of semi-skilled women was still virtually 
the same (14 per cent). I"be representation of both skilled females and of those unskilled 
(47 and 34 per cent 

' 
respectively) had increased, mainly at the expense of those women 

in Class II, which was down by four-fifths to just 5 per cent. 
These proportions roughly pertained until the century s end; unskiUed work 

involved approximately one-third of the Irish-born women at each census; the numbers 
classified as semi-skilled (class IV) dropped from almost 20 per cent in 1861 and '71 to 
just 10 per cent in 18,81 and 19 1. The proportion in group H remained stable (at between 

10 and 13 per cent) whilst those women in skiUed occupations stabilised at 37 and 38 per 

cent in 1861 and '71 reTectively, jumped quite dramaticaUy to 51 per cent in 188 1, and 
feU back sfightly to , 44 per cent in 1891. 

The percentages give a very, bald picture. of the Irish-born womens, world of 
work. it was the case that greater diversification of employment opportunity, and the 

opportunity to be upwardly socially =bile, were evident from the statistics analysed; the 

main bar existing was to categorisation in Cs1. (However, even for Irish-born males, 
/ 
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Class I designation was elusive, being 1.5 per cent in 1841, only 0.1 per cent in 1871, 

and rising rnarginally to 2 and then 3 per cent in 1881 and '91 respectively). 
Several historians of women's migration have noted the large numbers of Irish 

women in household servant situations, and the occasional positive concomitants of this 

(Finnegan, 1982; Lees, 1979; and Diner, 1983). 17 Very few Irish indeed, female or male, 

entered servant positions in Leicester at any stage. Two probable reasons for this trend 

were the visible poverty among the Irish, and deep-rooted prejudice amongst employers. 

Prejudice was pervasive in Leicester (see relevant chapter); a local English lady told in 

1835 of how her nurse had used a "monstee' Irish figure to frighten her into good 

behaviour. " The agitator Gavazzi specifically warned of the dangers of having Irish 

Catholics as servants in a well publicised speech in Leicester in 1854. "' 

Those Irish coming to Leicester from c. 1830 onwards had then a limited 

number of choices regarding domestic, workshop or industrial occupations. These 

centred around the framework knitting of hosiery - already well established - but in 

decline; the slowly developing (from 1835) boot and shoe manufacturing trade; worsted 

ii in ring is yam spinning, elastic web weave production, and light eng ee . Those Ir h settling 

in the county had the additional, and much taken up option, of labouring in local 

collieries (especially in the Whitwick/Coalville area). 

Hosiery bad lured migrants from as far away as Ireland. The trade was relatively 

eaV to learn; with equipment usually rented, capital outlay was unnecessary; its domestic 

basis kept fianilies free of factory regimentation; and the tasks of winding, seaming and 
footing offered all family members, young and old, opportunities. The temptation for 

such workers was to many young and raise large families. The reality by the 1840's was 

so different however that "as poor as a Leicester stockinger" became an oft-quoted local 

adage. 

"FINNEGAN, F (1982), p-101 and 104; LEES, LH. (1979); P. 93; and DINER, H. (1983), Ch. 4: Moon, Loom and 
School, oon : Work and Wages in the Life of Irish Women, P. 70-94. 
"See LakesterConseryatiim Stanclard (1835)'Early Prejudices Against the Irish, ' by Mrs Head; p. 501-3. 
OLC, 22 April 1854; Fr. Gavazzl's 2nd Lecture! The Poverty factor was noted in nearby Nottingham in 1836: the children of 
the poor Irish -osing d=ned to a scanty arid precarious living ..... from their poverty, shabby dress and precarious habits, (are) 
rarely ..... become domestic servants. ' Leicester would seem to have been no different in this respect. 1836 Rep. On State 
of k-ish poa in G. B, App. re Nottingham by Rpv. R. Wilson, Cp. 
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The decline continued up until c. 1850, and had serious effects on all involved, 

including Irish migmts. The main problem was periodic chronic underemployment and 

unemployment, with fluctuations in labour demand, and resulting low wages. ' The 

apparent ease with which framework knitting could be taken up by whole families was 

misleading. The Parliamentary Report of 1845 into the trade listed the problems: the 

truck system; the long-term irregularity of work; overcrowding, and the exploitation of 

cheap labour; and inflated fiame renting. The trade cycle from c. 1800-50 was frequently 

irregular, trade unions were ill organised and purely local; and the framework machines 
61 were in any case on the fringe of obsolescence. 

Only with the post-c. 1850 developments of a buoyant domestic market, new 

railway networks, to exploit 
_ 
Leicester's central position, and the diversification of 

industry and modernized techniques, was the comer turned. The demand for female 

labour increased so much that by 1900,3 women were employed in hosiery for every I 

man. (See Table 16). 

The trade picked up from c. 1860, but problems of rationalisation remained. 
Whilst general economic stability led to better overall economic conditions, other 

changes occurred with the gradual introduction of steam technology, and the gradual 

withdrawal of child labour, especially after the 1870 Education Act. " By 1890,95 per 

cent of the knitting industry bad enih-aced steam mecbanisation; this, and female sweated 
labour, led to seriously decreasing opportunities for older men. " These changes are 

reflected in'the data concerning both the Irish-born (20+), and the wider Irish 

community, in Leicestees textile trades. (See Tables 17 and 18). 

A complementary relationship existed between the hosiery and footwear trades: 
by 1881 women outnumbered men in hosiery by 5: 3 and men outnumbered women in 

footwear by 9: 4. " These'figures can be contrasted with Irish male and female 

involvement in both industries in 1881. 

"See wdamV, Aft & SMITH, C. T, Social and Adrn1nlsUvM History since IM5, in VCHL Vol. 4, pp. ý51-=. Alsofor 
a highly detailed analysis of local Industrial growth In 19th C. re hosiery. footwear and elastic web manufacture, see 
ASHWORTH. C. HODGE. V-W- and MARTIN, J. D.. VCHL. Vol. 4, p. 303-327. For a useful shorter analysis, see 
EVMS, R. H. and PYE, N. (EdX1972). Lskester and fts Regions; ch. 12, Leicester and Leicestershire 1835-1971, 
P. 288-310. 
"From ASHWORTH, C. (JW) Hwimy Manufacture In VCHL, rV P-303-314. Only I Irish, -born person at each census 
appeared as a f, an srv*h, probskily a rniddlerwrarting out frarnes to cows. 
"See figures for scholars In Education chapter 
"ASHWORTH, In VCHL., IV. p. 311 D-314. 
64SIMMONS, J. (1974). Lekostef Past and PUSOnt V01 I/. MOCII)fn CAJ6 1860-1974, p. 4. 
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TABLE 16 (a) RISH43ORN WORKERS AGED 20+ (IN DATABASE) IN THE FRAMEWORK 
KNITTING/HOSIERY TRADE AND BOOT & SHOE TRADES 1841-91. 

YEAR Numbers of Males (20+) Numbers of Females (20+) 

FWKIHOSIERY FOOTWEAR FWK/HOSIERY FOOTWEAR 

1841 12 3 7 3 1 --- 
1851 12 21 9 2 9 2 

1861 10 8 9 2 10 4 

1871 9 -3 35 6 4 13 

1881 2 1 34 5 9 9 

1891 1 3 42 11 7 

Notes: (1) FWKs are assumed to be domestically organized; "hosiery" implies factory work. 
(Seamers, woolcombeTs etc not included). 

(2) From c. 187 1, it is clear from the enumerators' entries that mechanisation of both the 
hosiery and the boot and shoe trade was underway. 

(3) Re FWK; it is sometimes difficult to judge from enumerators' entries about numbers of 
females in the trade; hence only those women listed as actual FWKs and hosiery workers 
have been added in this column. 

(4) The third column shows clearly how the domestic sector in knitting contracted whilst 
the industrialised factory sector expanded. 

'Mese figures (in Table 19) hxficate that in ho siery by 18 8 1, the concentration of 
Irish-born women over men was even greater than that in the "aH Leicester" figures, 

which underlines the general assumptions made about Irish women entering lighter and 

more varied occupations than Irish mm Also, although those occupations were in 

sweated trades with lower wages, 65 the tTends of preponderance are replicated in the 

footwear industry by 1881, where the same emphasis was repeated, with shghtly fewer 

Irish-born females involved than in the city's overall gender pattern. This supports 
Denvir's claim that, by 1894, in Leicester, "the staple trade is boot and shoe-making, a 

branch of trade in which Irishmen are tolerably numerous. 1,66 

Women and young people were more likely to be exploited, both within and 

outside the Irish community. Lees noted of London that "it was only in industries 

"Sawners/MaTsbOBSCS were BffvWt the most commonly 000ited (see LEES, LH., (1970)) p. 95 on Irish needle women 
in London; In Leicester, sawnStTSUM comprisad only 2142 women in 1841, but 29/135 In 1851; from 1861 ormwds they 

actually comprised a much Was significant ftection of the Irish farnale worldoroe. 
"DEWR, J. (1894), p-430. 
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TABLE 17 I IRISH-BORN FPJVAEWORK KNITTERS AND GENERAL TEXTILE WORKERS 
IN LEICESTER (AGED 20+), 1841-1891. 

1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Males 25 22 18 16 7 10 
15 x FWKs 14 x FWKs all= FWK/hose 12=FWK/hose 3xFWK/ 3x FWK/ 

hose hose 

Females 11 37 47 31 40 25 j 

4x FWKs 15 x FWKs 20 x hosie 16 x FWKs 17 x FWKs No FWKs 

TABLE 18 NON-IRISH BORN FRAMEWORK KNITTERS AND GENERAL TEXTILE 

WORKERS IN LEICESTER COMMUNITY (AGED 20+), 1841-1891. 

1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Males 33 39 18 24 20 19 

29 x FWKs/ 29 x FWKs 13 x FWKs lSxFWK 10 xFWK 14 x hosiery 

Hose (4 x FWK: 

I 10 x hose) 

Females 6 23 15 21 31 40 

5x FWKs 10 x hosiery 6xFWKs 6x FWKs 17 x FWKs 27 x hosiery 

No FWKs 

Notes: 

(1) Abb. FWK = Framework knitters; includes framesmiths, glovers, hosiery, woolcombers*, 

seamers, rotary and overlockers. 
(The definition is wider than that used in the previous table q. v. ) 

(2) Textiles = all branches, including FWK (ie worsted, lace, muslin, cotton, spinners, weavers, wool 

pickers, and elastic web weaving. 

(3) Textiles here excludes dressmakers, seamstresses and general factory hands. 

(4) It is clear that FWK was at the physical core of Leicester's Irish community, for The 

Woolcombers'Arms was next to St Patrick's Church/School until demolished by Fr. Hawkins in 

the 1890's. 

(5) The chapter on 'Why Irish Came to Leicester' details non-Irish bom spouses and second 

generation Irish at that particular census. 

offering a high proportion of low skilled jobs or artisan trades having large munbers of 

sweated workers that more than a small number of Irish were employed. " Unlike the 

London Irish, however, there were very few opportunities for Irish young people to enter 

apprenticeships: only 2 Irish-born males under 20 were identified across the period. " 

"LEES, LH. (1979), P. 94. 



TABLE 19 RATIOS OF MEN TO WOMEN FOR PJSH43ORN AND FOR ALL LEICESTER 
IN THE HOSIERY AND FOOTWEAR TRADES IN 1881 

1881 HOSIERY FOOTWEAR 

Female Male Female Male 

All Leicester 5 3 4 9 
(16) (12) 

Irish-born only 5 1 3 9 
(16) (3) (12) (37) 

NOTES: (1) The numbers in brackets for Irish-born refer to those identified arithmetically on the 
1881 database. 

(2) See footnote for source of All Leicester figures. 

Otherwise Lees's general judgement holds true for Leicester. 

Denvir's judgement on the boot and shoe industry is over-simplified. The trade 
becmne of real significance in 1871, with around half of all Irish skilled men involved; 

this pattern remained almost precisely the same into 1881 and 1891 in percentage terms, 

whilst at the same time fiwnework knitft decIffied rapidly. (See Tables 16-19) (eg only 
im Irish men (20+) were involved in hosiery in 1871, and involvement declined even 

more steeply in 1881 and 1891). 

The income of young persons (ie under 20) was vital to the average family 

economy. Barclay's account is typical for the comprehensive picture it gives of 

childens' work (see title page to this chapter). Between the age of 8 (in 1860) and his 

middle teens (when he left home, which again was fairly common) he worked 

successively as wheel-tumer at a rope walk, as a weaver's yam-winder, as a boot. 

finisher's sweatert as an osier rod-peeler for a basket maker and as a rotary hand's help 

in hosiery. 61 His working week was 70 hours, his hourly rate 1/4d (0.25p). Only as the 

century progressed did this economic degradation graduaUy become ameliorated, with 

reform legislation and compulsory schooling. 

There were comparatively far fewer Irish-born. youngsters (U-20) than there were 

second-gcncration Irish (see Tables 16a and l6b), and this is true of all the censuses from 

1841 to 1891. Table 16 (b) compares the involvement of Irish-born under-20s, as 

opposed to non-Trish-bom under 20s in the textfle and footwear trades. In 1841, of the 

O'BARCLAY, T. (1934), P. 14-15. 
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Irish-born more than half the young males and almost two-thirds of young females were 
involved in textiles; from 185 1, however, this pattern changed, with male involvement 

reduced drastically whilst the involvement of young females basically halved in 

proportionate tenns. For those Irish-born working youngsters, there was, conversely, 

an increased presence in footwear manufacturing, a presence especiaBy rnarked in the 

case of young males. 
In the case of the non-Irish bom under-20s, the decline in textile occupations was 

far more gradual, especially amongst young females. There was a corresponding 

increase in job opportunities for young males in the boot and shoe trades, which was 

again more noticeable in the case of male under-20s as opposed to female under-20s. 
Probably the biggest single change to the pattern involved the numbers who 

entered the job market later who are returned as "Scholars. " Although compulsory 

education became the norm only from 1870, figures for the Irish community show altered 

trends from as early as 1851 (see Table 20 and discussion in Education chapter). 69 

TABLE20 MALES AND FEMALES UNDER 20: WORKERS AND SCHOLARS AMONGST THE 
IRISH-BORN AND THE WIDER IRISH COMMUNITY, 1841-1891 

YEAR Males Females Males Females 

Scholars Worker Scholars Worker Scholars Worker Scholars Worker 

1841 ... 11 8 ... 14 --- 13 

1851 27 65 12 44 47 53 57 49 

1861 16 34 18 38 86 41 69 51 

1871 14 27 22 37 110 114 109 115 

1881 14 22 15 17 122 165 115 85 

1891 9 31 12 20 111 141 111 125 

Notes: (1) Source: A CD. 
(2) 20 is a rather high cut-off point for an analysis involving scholars, but the overall pattern is 

generally correct. 

"See Educgion Chapter for a breakdown of male and female scholars by ages, and by implication the ages of entry into the 
job mariwit at different periods; also, the problem of "half-fiffmW is cmemd in that section. 

93 
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(0) The Irish Presence In Railways and Heavy Industries 

Some railway construction and nawying work was available, mainly in the 
70 

earfier and later decades of the study period. In the Whitwick coleries from 1851,72 

Irish W*urers were at work. An increase in numbers in Buckmbister was "attributed to 

the presence of a number of Irish labourers employed by Lord Huntingtower. " Railways 

were "employing a few labourers" at Leicester St. Margaret's, the parish which came to 
host the great majority of Leicester's Irish up until c. 1881. All nawying work was 

nomadic and transitory, information being passed by word of mouth. " Some Irish soon 

realised the earning potential of servicing labourers by lodging house keeping, an 

opportunity open to Irish women as weU as men. ' 

The population of Barrow in 1841 "had included several persons employed on 

the works of the Midland Railway": 

It was in these years that Catholic worship came back to Barrow. The 
Mdland Counties Railway as it was first named, was built between 
Leicester and Loughborough from 1838 to 1840. Among the navvies 
were a number of Irish Catholics. Mr. Worswick, whose finfly later on 
lived at - Birstall Hall, bought land and supplied materials, and the 
workmen'did their share -gratuitously in erecting St. Albes chapel in 
1839.73 

This example of Irish self-help was not an isolated one (see Education Chapter). The 

Wommi k's philanthropy represented an indirect subsidy from the Irish and the working 

class generally, 'for most entrepreneurs then had, no hesitation in keeping wages minimal 

and in using the Irish on occasion to regulate the wages of others. 74 

RAway worý continued to present opportunities: around 1871, at Ashby de la. 

Zouch and Dadlington; at Keyham and Scraptoft (on the outskirts of modem Leicester) 

"Unless Indicated otharMw all of the Information recounted In this section Is from the 'Coffmmtery section, ch. an 
, populatw by SMITH, C. T. In HOSKJNS, W. G. & McKINLEY, RA, (EdsX1 955), VCHL (vol. 110, p. 203-209. 
"See, for ownple, Donal Mw~s Dkvyofan kMNevvy for 20thC; and also SULLIVAN, D (1983), Nevvymarr, 
COLEMAN, T. (1966), The R&N*W Nowl" and HANDLEY, J. E. (1970) The Navvy in ScoUand, for the historical 
perspectift 
"See discussion re Wnd Jacle'Corbed In Crirne Chapter, aid cm us data analysis in this chapter. 
"See BASTOW, J. (1970), D0v0kWn0W0fRCEdX- In 19M C. k1 5 COundes ofDi0cm of AbMir#w, p-61. EMERY, 
Rev. A., (109), St Abans, Banvw-orkSw, 1=41W: P-7. STEVENSON, P. (Ed), (1989), 7b&Mk1andCour*qs 
RWWW p, 38: Womwick hinvelf cwbkty earned vast sum, ag EW, 619. for 6 rniles of the MCR In Laics. The 1831 census 
noted at Glenfleld: 80 Waim were arnployed mccavating it* tunnel and Wng b-wm; in St. Margarees parish Leicester, 
as wall a& factory wodý ormi6wo we mentioned so empk7fing a few labourws; " sft VCHL. Vol. III (1955), p. 204. 
"for Irish rail Wmrws wor" In 0001tNtIVO situations, sea COLEMAN, T. (19W). p. 70 for poor cwdwons and p. 98 for 
IOW PW W*Ar)00. 
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and Hungarton in 1881 and at Edmondthorpe in 189 1. There was always the temporary 

alternative of agricultural labouring on a seasonal basis. " Only a few Irish found 

permanent railway jobs; from 1841-9 1, only 12 unskilled, 7 semi-skilled and 4 "blue 

coW'jobs went to the Irish-born in Leicester. These limited opportunities came with 

rail expansion; after 1850, Leicester was part of the Birmingham midland network. ' 

By the time the Midland Counties Railway commenced work on the Manton 

(Rutland) to Kettering line in the mid 1870's, navvies arrived, enfamille, in organised 

train loads. Miniature settlements developed; temporary but solid hutments were 

erected, and service proviclers (including clergy) followed. 2,500 men lived in temporary 

habitation; another 1,500 in nearby villages. 77 The tunnel at the Corby section required 

20 million bricks, and 1,000 men; with "knock-on" development, this section alone 

required a range of workmen, including brickmakers, bricklayers, blacksmiths, 

carpenters, fitters, miners, mechanics, and navvies and labourers of all descriptions . 
71 

Rev. Barrett, author of a detailed history of the construction, on seeing a turf sod walled 

hut, reacted thus: 

It appeared to Mr Barrett that all these huts needed was the hills of 
Connemara in the background and Paddy and his pig at the door to make 
the scene complete - and then you could have imagined yourself in what 
he called the wild regions of the Emerald Isle. Indeed, he said, the pig 
was often there. ' 

The stereotype does not detract from the reality of Irish involvement. Barrett represented 

the Nawy Mission, inspired by the Irishman Conor Magee, local Anglican Bishop at this 

tinle. The Mission atternpted useful reform in 1889, by introducing the 'Leicester Plan, ' 

designed to decasualise labouring. The attempt failed (probably because it struck at the 

freedom of choice element in navvying). '* 

In 1892, workmen on the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway 

extension presented a beautifally executed illuminated address to the Liberal MP for 

? 'see BASTOW 0 970), who quoted a letter In the DarbY kbrC&Y Of I &% on this bwW aniongst Irish nevvies. 
"ENGELS, F., (184511984 C4ndilbn of dw Woficirig Class k) Engkind p. 61; ACD 1841-91. 
? 'Some physical remains of this Wal line still wdst, ranging from to mufti-aý viaduct Harringworth, to nawy buildings 

such as a woooden hut at Oddw (wm a hen run) and the corrugated iron mission chapal still in use, at Abbey Lam (am LM, 
10 July 1993). 
? %ARRErr, Rev. W. D. (188D), LAb ard Ktrk Amongst Via Newiss, this was by a WE cleric, who cmered the missicriary 
%at wriong the mem lwgely cwried out at the behest of Magee. The mission appears to hme had genuine chat" as vvell 
as religious intanfions; the grateful newies made a formal presentation to Magee in April 1879. 
"COLEMAN, T. (1965), p-84- 
wpabick MecGa, the'nmW poor vwas bitterly opposed to rerigicius missions, and his attitude may have been quite widespread. 
See Chidvn of ft Dead Erd, (1914) whom it. is a major theme. 
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Harborough (Lcics), John Warn Logan, describing him as "a true friend of the working 

class. " Logan, like his father, a railroad magnate, was genuinely solicitous for his 

workforce, some of whom had been employed by the firm for 30 or 40 years. The 

address was signed by 14 men; 6 had Irish names: James Kavcn (Chairman), Jim 
Kinahan, James Kelly, Coleman Neale, Edward Hopkins and Fred Collins (Treasurer). 

These railrwn had reasons for admiring Logan: he was sympathetic to labour; 
he keenly supported Irish Home Rule (see Politics); and finally, he had sympathised with 
the railway gangs in the unusually severe winter of 1891-2, when - instead of laying off 
the work force, without pay, as was usual - he. kept on the men on full pay for 6 weeks 
until wcathcr conditions improved. Given Logan's humanitarian and political 
proclivitics, it is not surprising that so many Irish rail workers were willing to participate 
in the presentation. " 

In Leicestershire generally, there was still a legacy of Irish activity in heavy 
industrial work. The 1891 Census observed the Irish migrants' preference for the "big 

towns and the centres of industry ..... which ..... are most accessible to him, -" Leicester 

was specifically mentioned here as being "a mining and industriar' county. " By 1900, 
heavy industries were in declie, and their communities becoming derelict. The reformer 
Mary Booth wrote to Beatrice Webb from the rural tranquility of Graccdieu in 
Leicestershire: 

"We have a fearfully poverty stricken population, left behind in the race, 
t1xir special industries being partly superseded, partly done elsewhere 
a violent Irish element, disorderly. " 

Some Irish in the Wbitwick colliery district were so affected. For the Irish in Leicester, 

the miployment pattcm was more varied, with noticeable opportunities for entering an 
cnhanccd variety ofjobs and doing so at several levels above basic labouring. The old 
hnage lingcrcd on well past 1900 in ka tradition. A road near Coalville and Whitwick, 
built by Irish labourcrs c. 1890, is still known as "Irish Hilr' locally. " 

During Lckcstcr's carly industrial growth, unregulated building usually occurred 

amongst the poorcr area of low quafity housing, areas attractive to new arrivals such as 

11CRO. Wft-, Pkinkided MmnLnaO Presented to John Willmn Logan, MP; 25th Jan. 1892. The Irish signatories ffwy not 
h&m been im or evm second, gerwmion; btA v* mtAuw byetty isdor sm holft good. 
"COnsus 189 1, Goa Report VOL IV P-62. 
"Qu*d Irl JACKSON, JA, (1963). P-87. COW was being ChWWrQW bY eleWicitY. NXI foreign Irnports. For *Irish Hill, " see 
CARSWELL, J. fA W (19M). Ows toDe*-d. y. 10.11 & 117, inen rsofFrankSaundem. 
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the Irish. Leicester had a network of heavy, pollutant industries based on canal transport 

and coal, in the Belgrave Gate-Navigation St-Wharf St-Gas St. area. There were 

personnel links between the Beffist and the Leicester gas companies. However, whether 
in labouring or administration, numbers of Irish in gas remained negligible. " 

Two iron foundries were sited nearby to the gas works and the canal Wharf 8s 

Many Irish lived in the surrounding area (see Maps in Settlement and Tables 1-6) only 

minutes away from St. Mchael's chapel in Causeway Lane and St. Patrick's in Royal 

East Street; some obtained employment. From 1841-91, only 13 men were involved in 

the iron industry, 3 Irish-born and 10 from among the wider Irish community, in trades 

such as dresser, turner, mulder, fitter, and labourer. Irish representation in this sector, 

as in gas, was minimal. Irish migration to industrial locations outside the city, at 
Measham, Whit"rick and Coalville, helps to explain then the growth of Irish settlement 
in Leicestershire. 

Some Leicestershire Irish took to coal mining. Whitwick grew from 500 persons 
in 1830 to 1,449 by 1851. In 1841, there werejust 5 Irish, by 1851 there were 125 Irish- 

born, of whom 34 were colliery labourers. '6 This represented a large increase in a short 

timespan. De Lisle saw the manifold connections between Irish migration, industrial 

exploitation, and Catholic growth in a letter he wrote in 1860 to George Spencer: 

It surely must be for some providential purpose that God has inspired so 
many Irish to settle in England of late years. Thus in our neighbouring 
Parish of Whitwick there are actually 900 Irish, all come within the last 
6 years, attracted by the demand of labour in the coal mines of the 
district. 

De Lisle, who exaggerated his figures, had mixed motives: 

Later please God when I open mines in the next Parish of Sheppeshed, 
wbere we are now boring with fair prospects, we shall want many more 
Irish to aid us in working them, for our own population will not suffice, 
but we must have good ones, who will really help us to Catholicize our 

OIISWIOýK Interviews with Ms. K McDonagh. See Bill Naughton's autobiography One Smal Boy (I 9W) for reference to 

Irishmen in coal and gas jobs c. 1890 in Lancashire. 

"See RIMMINGTON, G. T., Leicester Foundries 1845-1914, in TLAHS, Vol xL, 1964-5, p-64. 
'16OWEN, C. (1984). The Leics & S. Derbs Coaffield 1700-1900, p. 202. This figure Includes 33 personnel at Mount St 
Semaids; I these are remo%ed from the calculation the remaining figure of 87 is sfill quite impresshe. The figures for 1861 
had doubled to 169 Irish-born in Whitwick, not including 23 staff at mount St. Bernairds, or the 72 Irish4xxn innuites of the 
boys, penal colony, ACD, Whitwick 1841, HO 107,6961/End and 5971/End. 
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HarbOrough (Leics), John William Logan, describing him as "a true friend of the working 

class. " Logan, like his father, a railroad magnate, was genuinely solicitous for his 

workforce, some of whom had been employed by the firm for 30 or 40 years. The 

address was signed by 14 men; 6 had Irish names: James Kavcn (Chairman), Jixn 

Kinahan, James Kelly, Coleman Neale, Edward Hopkins and Fred Collins (Treasurer). 

These railmen had reasons for admiring Logan: he was *Wathetic to labour; 

he keenly supported Irish Home Rule (see Politics); and finally, he had sympathised with 

the railway gngs in the unusually severe winter of 1891-2, when - instead of laying off 

the work force, without pay, as was usual - he kept on the men on M pay for 6 weeks 

until weather conditions improved. Given Logan's humanitarian and political 

proclivities, it is not surprising that so many Irish rail workers were willing to participate 

in the presentation. " 

In Leicestershire generally, there was still a legacy of Irish activity in heavy 

industrial work. The 1891 Census observed the Irish migrants' preference for the "big 

towns and the centres of industry ..... which ..... are most accessible to him, " Leicester 

was specifically mentioned here as being "a mining and industriar' county. 92 By 1900, 

heavy industries were in decline, and their communhies becoming derelict. The reformer 

Mary Booth wrote to Beatrice Webb from the rural tranquility of Gracedieu in 

Leicestershire: 

"We have a fearfully poverty stricken population, left behind in the race, 
their special industries being partly superseded, partly done elsewhere - 
a violent Irish element, disorderly. " 

Some Irish in the Whitwick colliery district were so affected. For the Irish in Leicester, 

the employment pattern was more varied, with noticeable opportunities for entering an 

enhanced variety ofjobs and doing so at several levels above basic labouring. The old 
image bgered on well past 1900 in local tradhion. A road near Coalville and Whitwick, 

built by Irish labourers c. 1890, is still known as "Irish Hip locay. 93 

During Leicester9s early industrial growtk unregulated building usually occurred 

amongst the poorer area of low quality housing, areas attractive to new arrivals such as 

11LCROr, Vmq lkrrkiod Mamwipt presented to John Williarn Logan, MP; 25th Jan. 1892. The Irish signatories May not 
haw been first or even second, germ*10n; but the mutual loyalty factor still holds good. 
"Census 189 1, Gen. Report Vol. IV p. 62. 
"moled in JACKSON, JA, (1963), p. 87; coal was being challenged by elecVr4, and foreign irnports. For *Irish Hill, * see 
CARSWEU, J. at of (I M). ours fo Defend, p. 10,11 & 17, nwnoirs of Frank Saunders. 
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the Irish. Leicester had a network of heavy, pollutant industries based on canal transport 

and coal, in the Belgrave Gate-Navigation St-Wharf St-Gas St. area. There were 

personnel links between the Belfitst and the Leicester gas companies. However, whether 
in labouring or administration, numbers of Irish in gas remained negligible. " 

Two iron foundries were sited nearby to the gas works and the canal wharf. " 

Many Irish lived in the surrounding area (see Maps in Settlement and Tables 1-6) only 

minutes away from St. Michael's chapel in Causeway Lane and St. Patrick's in Royal 

East Street; some obtained employment. From 1841-91, only 13 men were involved in 

the iron industry, 3 Irish-born and 10 from among the wider Irish community, in trades 

such as dresser, turner, moulder, fitter, and labourer. Irish representation in this sector, 

as in gas, was minimal. Irish migration to industrial locations outside the city, at 
Measham, Whitwick and Coalville, helps to explain then the growth of Irish settlement 
in Leicestershire. 

Some Leicestershire Irish took to coal mfiling. Whitwick grew from 500 persons 

in 1830 to 1,449 by 1851. In 1841, there werejust 5 Irish; by 1851 there were 125 Irish- 

born, of whom 34 were colliery labourers. ' This represented a large increase in a short 
timespan. De Lisle saw the manifold connections between Irish migration, industrial 

exploitation, and Catholic growth in a letter he wrote in 1860 to George Spencer: 

It surely must be for some providential purpose that God has inspired so 
many Irish to settle in England of late years. Thus in our neighbouring 
Parish of Whitwick there are actually 900 Irish, all come within the last 
6 years, attracted by the demand of labour in the coal mines of the 
district. 

De Lisle, who exaggerated his figures, had mixed motives: 

Later please God when I open mines in the next Parish of Sheppeshed, 
where we are now boring with fair prospects, we shall want many more 
Irish to aid us in working them, for our own population will not suffice, 
but we must have good ones, who will really help us to Catholicize our 

14ISW/OWý intwA@ws with Ms. K. McDonagh. See Bill Naughton's autobiography one Smal Boy (1988) for reference to 
Irishmen in coal and gas jobs c. 1890 in Lancashire. 
"See RIMMINGTON, G. T., Leicester Foundries 1845-1914, In TLAHS, Vol XJ, 1964-5, p-64. 
"OWEN, C. (1984), The Laids & S. Derbs Coaftid 1700-1900, p. 202. This figure Includes 33 personnel at Mount St 
Bernard's; 9 these are removed from ft calculation the remaining figure of 87 is still quite impressive. The figures for 1861 
had doubled to 169 Irish-born in Whitwick, not including 23 staff at mount St. Bernards, or the 72 Irish-born inmates of the 
boys' penal colony; ACD, Whk*ick 1841, HO 107,6961/End and 5971/End. 
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Anglo-Saxons. 87 

Hinckley also experienced Irish settlement, despite the towds pauperism pre- 

1850. Hinckley's stocking-knitting industry was seriously hit in the 1840's, which may 

account for only 18 Irish-born enumerated in 1841. This increased to 58 in 1851, but 

declined steadily thereafter, from 44 in 1861 to 33 in 1871. " This contraction was 

shared to a lesser extent by Loughborough, where the Irish-born, 90 in 1841, peaked at 
151 in 1851, and thereafter declined from 109 in 1861 to 87 a decade later. The Irish 

presence in small Leicestershire towns rose and fell with the employment market. 

(0 The Upwardly Mobile and the Middle Class 

A small minority of Irish-born persons bad attained both lower and upper middle 

class status by the 1881 census, especially doctors, almost all of whom were of northern 

Irish extraction. Some, apparently Catholic Irish, entered the civil service, especially the 

Inland Revenue. Other Irish males and females (probably Catholics) made their way as 

minor entrepreneurs in three fields: lodging house keeping, marine store dealing, and the 

second hand clothes and rag trades. 

The elite was undoubtedly the medical profession, " which featured as early as 
90 1861. Invariably aged around 30, they resided at respectable premises, and were 

Protestant. Possibly Leicester's Protestant cultural profile was an attraction. Dr. John 

Sloane, a GP, was resident in 1861, and by 1871 was married with 3 children (and 

employing 3 servants), all of which suggests a degree of acceptance and attendant career 

success. A Belfitst man, Dr William Johnston, married with 2 servants in 1881 lived in 

Upper Chamwood Street, a new area of "respectable"Middle class hornes. By 189 1, the 

town boasted 4 Irish-born doctors, one each of whom were from the Counties Down 

and Tyrone-91 This trend was not a temporary one, for in 1902,3 Irish medical 

professionals appear in local authority posts. One became M. O. and Public Vaccinator 

vDeLP., Latter, 25 Feb. 1860, in PURCELL, E. S., (1900). Lie and Letters of Ambrose PhApps do Lisle, Vol. 1& 11, p. 186. 
The figure of 900 1$ Incorrect 
"BEAVIN, H. (1983), The Book C(Hkx4d&A P-32. 
"For a survey of Irish In medicine see LYONS, J. B. (1978), BW LAW of kish Doctors, 16OD- 1965. 
w, M entry for g -$uW run by & Lir Annison In Church Gate In 1841 Is doubtful, as the *whore born* mark Is uncim, being 
either Scodand or Ireland. 
9'Doctors; data 1861.91 from aumor's census database. A Dr. John SIoane was house surgeon at the LR Infirrnary from 
IM-9; see FRIZELLE, ER (1971). Tha Lob. Royal k*mary 1771-1971, P. 105; this nwy be the one listed in 1861, 

9t 
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for the Shardlow Union; a second emphasised that he was "of Scottish descent, ulster 

Plantation! ' and described himself as a 'Medical Electrician and Physical Methods 

Theraupeutist; " the third, born in India, was educated and trained in Dublin and Belfast. ' 

Protestant, northern Irish doctors continued to be represented at Leicester's Royal 

Infirmary in the new century. " 

The Protestant profile of Leicester's medical profession was then the rule, to 

which th= were only a few exceptions. On name evidence, one Connell B. Loughnan 

described as an "Accoucheur, Medical Assistant, " may have been a Catholic. " A dentist 

from Cork, William O'Hara, may also have been a Catholic. 

It would seem that a Protestant profile was evident regarding most of those Irish- 

born in middle class positions outside medicine. The evidence is based rather loosely on 

surnames, and more precisely on the fact that until reforms were finally enacted Catholics 

were debarred from a wide range of civil and administrative positions. " Clergymen of 

any denomination will generally be excluded here, although it could be argued that some 

Irish Catholic males were substantially elevated in status after ordination (see careers of 

priests in chapter on RC church growth). " Some examples are worth relating briefly to 

exemplify the Protestant supremacy in occupations., 

The Chaplain ofthe County Jail in Leicester in 1851 was one Rev. William Fox, 

from Dublin; his wife was Indian-born, a link with the imperial Raj, and this is reinforced 

by the different birthplaces of their two teenage children, Liverpool and Hampshire (Fox 

may have previously been a military chaplain, posted at Aldershot). The chief officer at 

this Jail in 187 1, Sir Edward H. Meredyth, 'Saronet, late Captain in the Army, " was also 

from the same Irish mould. A decade later, it was the Governor's wife, Elizabeth 

Walker, who was Irish-born. Such opportunities, then, could benefit Protestant Irish of 

either gender. 97 

The only other Irish-born amongst the professionals were recorded in 1851: 

Edward McKenna (35), Clerk to Her Majesty (apparently re-Ordnance Survey) and 

42PIKE. T. W. (1902), Leics & Rutlend'ContemporaryElbgraphiss, P. 128,124. 
O'Eg Prof. E. FL FRIZELLE, an Ulsterrnan, became one of the most PrOrninent and senior of LRI, s k)rV4wm appointments, 
and also the"official histaW of the hospital. 
OIACD 1871, p. 52; his 65 year old fmin-law was a Michael Corcoran. 
06Discussad in the Leicester con in the Chapter of Prejudice; see DeLA A Few Remarks on the Soc. & Pbl. Condition 

of &fth Cadx)ks, (1847). EARL OF ARUNDEL; p. 24-29 re occlusion from posts in prisom wriftXses, hospitals, ft 
armed forces, and as servants. See MacLYSAGHT, E (1985), 77)e Sumames of liviand 
"Protestant opponents coi istently harped on this theme; see analysis of Leits. ConserveM Standard refenyxies, in 
prejudice dMOOr. 
"Aw, 1851, p. 54; 1871, p. 73,1881, p. 64,1841, p. 22+23. 
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Frederick Rowan (24), a civil engineer. These may have been CathoUc (as the surnarnes 

are quite common ones); otherwise, Catholic middle class representation until 

c. 18 81/1891 is sparse. Tbree Irish women achieved some occupational status as nurses 

with the post-Cri'mea reforms, working in asylums and hospitals. In 1881, the first more 

senior nursing appointment for an Irish woman was recorded: Fanny Davys (33, 

unmarried) from Sligo, was a Hospital Sister at the main Infirmary. By 1891, three Irish. 
bom nurses were employed as 'Trairied Nurses7' at the General Infirmary, 91 and a trickle 

of Irish nurses continued post c. 1900. ' Ilie real break-through of the Catholic Irish into 

health professions came only after c. 1940 with expanding nursing and medical 

opportunities in the 1939-45 War and in the NHS. "O The professional contributions of 
significant numbers of nuns to education is acknowledged elsewhere (see Education). 

Despite the spread of Irish across the socio-economic classifications evidenced 
by the 1841 census data (ana4rsed above), from c. 1850toc. igoo the predominant image 

observed by both insiders and outsiders was one rooted in poverty and economic 
deprivation. Hemirick noted c. 1872 of Leicester that; 

..... hem, even amid the most adverse and depressing influences, we met 
with evidences of the force of Irish genius and the power of Irish 
patriotism The educated intelligence is limited, because of the position 
of the people; but the exceptional cases are striking and creditable. 101 

The adversity referred to is presumably the prejudice, on grounds of race and religion, 

observed by Barclay. Only a "limited number"had "arisen from the ranks of labour, " and 
this development was linked, in Heinrick's view, with a commitment to Home Rule. 

Barclay must have been prominent in this grouping, with his self-confident autodidactic 

profile, but his serious leftist perspectives would have precluded success as an 

cntrcprcncur. 
Less didactic coHeagues, such as the Irishman DoMM*lC McCarthy, achieved 

"Aca. I a6l, p. 53,1871. p. 73; 1881. p. 62 and p-67; 1891. p. 67. 
uOKA11SW; ktryig" with L4s M. McDonagh, March 1991, and with Mrs. E. Brennan, July 1991; the latter, twNiever, noted 
#A in ft serly dwya she was the or*y Irlsh nurse on the staff at Groby Rd-Her family sent her to UK for training as OW could 
not afford to few Irrxived In Ireland. The Dominican Sisters offered cam nursing from 19W; See KIMBERUN,, kH. 
(1946), p. 56-9. 
MC)neRCIdshdoctortornskehismin In Leicester as a neuro-specialist was Dr. Aithur Coholan post-1918 who carnevia 
a Brkish Army P- cam - tA*W kr many Irish doctors4xA who Is more widely known as the writer of the 1930s hit song 
Gaiway Bay. The Vfts Kft in Lakesw (1935) list& 2 interesting axarnOes of Irishmen who ware ex-rnilitary. Dr. John E. 

. onnorxo. Corkin Iffig, bob Id=x and ()'C -dTCD, becan MOofHforLaics&RutI In 1902, s"d in both the Bw 
and the Grad Wars; Major 

, 
Thomse WG Kelly was of Co. Dublin eAraction, trained at TCD, became MO of H for Ltd. 

Bosworth, served In the same wars, and was ex-RAMC; p. 124 and p. 99. 
101HEINRICK H. (1872) p-39- 
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success in terms of economic power - not as capitalist exploiters, but as highly successful 

organisers of a boot and shoe manufiLcturing co-operative. McCarthy, a Mayoman who 
became a national organiser in the Boot and Shoe trades union, was by 1910 a member 

of the General Committee of the Leicester Industrial Co-operative Society"' Unlike the 

ascetic and rather down-at-heel Barclay, the McCarthys represented a confident, aspiring 

flunily, rising into lower middle-class respectability and security. Dominic's daughters 

became clerical employees of the Co-op, and sufficient capital was accumulated to 

purchase a property, which was left to his son John. In 1915, John Senior was still active 

on the Leicester Co-op Management Committee. 10' 

Perhaps the outstanding example of a local Irish entrepreneur turned politician 

was Michael McCarthy (no relation to Dominic McCarthy) of Whitwick. He left West 

Cork in 1868 for the post of deputy head at the Cistercian Boys Reformatory; he 

eventually settled, surviving varied ffimcial fortunes, and fathered 13 offspring. The 

local Irish of Whitwick, mainly miners, supported his business and political endeavours. 

He became surveyor and town planner for Coalville, Local Board member, and Liberal 

Councillor for the span of 32 years. He was an important subscriber to most local 

CathoHc funding initiatives, and an "exceptional case" as defined by Heinrick. " 

Another Irish publican, James Commons, married with 6 children, had settled in 

Whftwick, had prospered commercially, and emerged as an articulate defender of Home 

Rule. 105 Commons represents a strong strain of an emerging Irish community self- 

confidence. 
The Leicester McCarthy's burgeoning bourgeois self-confidence came out in a 

variety of ways: as well as organising Irish Language and dance classes, the flunily built 

up a reasonably extensive h1rary of Irish works, covering politics, current affairs, history, 

111(*wSW; Intarviews with his son John W. McCarthy 19W87 and con pwdvm; the whole farnify know Tom Barclay 

very well, 1 of John's sisters, Florence Kathleen, being taught Irish by Barclay and his English friand Dick Hancock (see 
BerclWs Mwmis, p. 102); sea THOMSON STEPHEN, J. (1911), Sociaf Redm"m, or Me 50 Yom Stofy of Vie Lakester 
coqwa&e Soci* Lkr*W, IWO-1910, p. 30 and 40. 
103ANON. (1915), Leicester, A Souvenir of MeVfhCo-oýe Co-Vws-KVSuntdq 1914 kxAxftsOmewpecfS of 
co. cpwadon in V* Mdands, P. 155 photo; p. 166 McCarthy listed. 

%VO**jck Hist. Group fks, 7he Caftk Sb-dard (Dubin) 7 Fab 1969. McCarthyls's public house gloried In its own bowed 

boom, with the clear message of a sharnrock embossed as a bade mark on the glass battles, I of which Is om-md by the W 
H Oup The 1881 census, in fact, described him as *Shopkeeper and Aerated Water Manufacturer. * (ACD, p. 79); ACD, 

WhftwIck 1891, p. 77. 
1*6ACD, M*wIck, 1881, p. 1; 1891, p. 1; H. R. parriphlet courtesy of WHG. 
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literature, poetry, drama and song. " This collection profiled the leading works of the 

cultural renaissance and nationalist revival of the 1890-1920 period, and both the 
McCarthys and Barclay were at the centre of this development. Barclay spent 18 months 
in London in the 1890's, immersing himself in Gaelic League cultural activities around 
traditional music, dance and language. In Leicester, he formed a branch of the Gaelic 

League at St. Patrick's School, and a supplementary Gaelic class for Irish colliers at 
Whitwick. Twice before c. 1910, Barclay visited Ireland to hone up his ethno-cultural 

credentials. 'O' 

Barclay's mother, however, was more representative of that group of ambitious 
Irish who elevated themselves economically by keeping a lodging house, or by running 

a small business such as a marine store or a second hand clothes operation. Barclay 

eventually took his mother out of the rag and bone warehouse to keep house for him. 

"She was not satisfied, however, simply to do that, and turned the front room into a 
second hand clothes shop. " He went on to refer to her as a "kind", shrewd, practical 

Woman. filos 

Money was to be made as rag and bone merchants and as marine store dealers. 
The trade involving the collection of various type of surplus derivative and "scrap" 

materials (ranging from animal fats to metals) which would be re-processed, recycled or 

sold on; it could include illegal fencing. Denvir (1894) underlined three key aspects to 

marine store dealing, and its economic attractiveness to Irish migrants: it was a popular 

trade amongst the Irish migrant community; it crossed generations and was therefore 

self-evidently of economic importance; and it became an internally recognized path to 

social mobility amongst the Irish. "9 

11w number of IrLsh-owned marine shops in Leicester steadily expanded from just 

I in 1851 to a high point of 8 in 1881. In all the censuses from 1871 to 1891, it is 

noteworthy that fernale rather than male ownership predominated (on paper at least), 

suggesting that despite the nature of the trade, it was seen as conferring both 

'"%K ISW. hWA@wvAh J. "INVY. V* sOlf"COnfidOnCS nvmnt, for OwTV18, that after Easter 1916, this farn0y oWized 
local cdkb" for the relathm of those Insurgerb Irnprisoned or shot The farnily book collection was donated to ft ISW 
by John (Jnr). 
"'See BARCLAY, T. (1934), CK VI, The Gaelic LOW and Irelancl. P. 954 10. Through BarrJay, to Irish In Wooster c. I goo 
had soms to this works and Influences of cultural revivalists such as Pierce Beasley, W. p. Ryan, P. T. Macginly, Micý 
Smrm Fbw MscColm, Seen (YCahm, Dr. Henry. KU. Agnes McHaK Dr. Annie Peterson, 'Prof. 'Reidy, Jac* O'Brien, 
L% Edkh Drury, pgtrick O, connor, Art O'Brien mid Francis Falwy (creator of the Southwark Irish Junior Uterary Club In the 
I M). Bamlay higmelf felt ladead aa WicllancW at this London gattaing of an 61ite. 
'"BARCLAY. T. (1934), p. 51 and 46. 
'"See quotation from DENVIR, J. (I W) ex"ning these f In Note (3) to T" M. 
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TABLE 21 
M 

A PROLETARIAN ELITE : IRISH-BORN LODGING HOUS90KKEE ER EEPERS, P 
MARINE STORE DEALERS AND CLOTHESIRAG TRADERS IN LEICESTER 
1841-91 

YEAR Lodging Marine Second-Hand Clothes & Main Locations of 
House Store Rag Traders Irish owned or 
Keepers Dealers managed Lodging 

Houses 

1841 M 0 M 0 M I rag dealer Bedford St. (1) 

F I F 0 F I "rag Woman" 

1851 M 5 M 0 M 11 (4 dealers; I labourer; Bedford St. (1); 
(6 rag & bone Abbey St. (5); 

Green St. (2) 
F 3 F I F I rag dealer 

1861 M 10 M 2 M 3: 1 picker/sorter/dealer Abbey St. (2); 
Green St. (1) 

F 2 F I F 9 (3 clothes dealers 
(6 rag sorters 

1871 M 4 M I M 10 Abbey St. (5) 
Bedford St. (1) I 

F 4 F 3 F 8 (7 rag sorters 
II waste dealer 

1881 M 0 M 3 M 0 Lower Garden St. (1) 

F I F 5 F 6 (1 clothes dealer 
(3 rag sorters 
(2 waste dealers 

1891 M 0 M I M 3 (1 clothes dealer 
(2 rag sorters 

NIL 
F 0 F 3 F 10 17 rag sorters 1 1 

13 waste sorters 

Notes: (1) M Male; F Female; LHK lodging house keeper; MSD marine store dealer; all 
are aged 20+; source =A CD. 

(2) Re - M. S. Dealers, in both 1871 and 188 1,1 of the females listed was a "labourer", and 
not -dealer. " 

(3) In 1861, there were also enumerated 3 second hand clothes dealers, another apparently 
fringe economic activity which could involve exporting old clothes to Ireland. 

(4) A marine store dealer is described in DENVIF, J. (1894), p. 454: "He becomes a 
conector of rags, old ropes, bones, old metal, rabbit and hare skins, and other apparently 
waste materials, for which trade has its uses. Sometimes, he gives ready money for his 

purchases, sometimes he adopts the barter system, and gives, in exchange, crockery, or 

other articles usefid in a household, and in this way, realises a double profit. By dint of 

pinching and screwing he is able to leave the hawking to others and to set up what is 

temed a 'marine store', wh 
, 
ere, instead of trudging about in search of trade, the trade 

comes to him. Along with this, in consequence of the barter system, many of these 

marine store dealers develop large businesses in china and crockery ware, hardware of 

every kind, fur, wool, and every conceivable article of trade and commerce. " 

I 
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respectability and economic indcpendcnce. 110 

Female enterprise was also to the fore in the second hand clothes and rag trades. 
In 1894, Denvir noted the economic significance of Irish involvement in the trade, 

remarking that "there is still good business done (by) proprietors ..... over which you not 
unfrequently see an Irish name. "' Mayhew observed the Irish input into the enormous 
London trade in old clothes, and export activity to Ireland, where urban and rural 
poverty created a notable demand (until c. 1950, and economic regeneration). 112 Handley 

also pointed to the economic significance of the trade amongst the Irish in Scotland, "' 

especially the export side. The Leicester Irish presumably benefited accordingly. Table 
21 hidicatcs the scale of the operation: fromjust 2 dealers in 1841, there were 12 in 1851 

and 1861, and 13 in 1891. Apart from the 1851 enumeration, when desperate men 
clutched at employment straws, from 1861 women easily predominated in the second 
hand clothes and rag sorting trades. ' 14 

The third main outlet for Irish entrepreneurial growth was in lodging house 
keeping. "' The Irish in Leicester were prominent in two respects: for management 
and/or ownership of such premises, and for questionable standards of operation. The 
issues over overcrowding and health are dealt with elsewhere; here the concern is with 
the business nature of the activity. Again, Mayhew's London Irish informants identified 

sorne owners as ex-travellers (ie vagrants) who bad saved sufficiently, so that "a few of 
the proprietors may be classed as capitalists. " Cheap furniture and sometimes a small 
salary for a "deputy", were the only investments needed. The only snag was local 

authority inspection and registration, where and when that existed. In Leicester, town 
council inspection commenced in 1848. 

Leicester had its own Irish rookeries, defined locally in two ways. "Loosely, it 

could refer to any houses in which numerous separate tenants lodged. Strictly, it meant 
those that accommodated tenants constantly on the move, often staying only a night at 

"OA I isb kcb on kish Scrap 1, :11m: a farrily from Annagh, the Murphy brothers, who cam to Leicester c1M, wid 
who dug in sicrop, OOPOciMY ffmW, 811W 1945, * in PmP" WICI were, by 1993, the 28th richest farnily In Britain. worth CM mffw; see LM, 5.4.19M, 13.4.1991,18.9.1967; 13-9.1995. By 1995 indeed, the heir, Me. Freddie Murphy, was 2nd 
richest women In the UK (afterthe Queen) Wro ing tothe Sunday Tkm list of the 'Richest 5W., 
... DENVIR J. (1894). p. 454. 
"'See Penguin EdIriEd. NEUBERG, V (Ift), re. "Dolly Shops" aid Clothing$ and footwear and the Irish, p. 493. 
4; also the OUENNELL Edtn (1950), MayfwWs London. p. 211-2 and 220 re wholesale clothes exchange and "Erse - spoWdng dealers, and Lonalon's UWwworld, p. 307. 
"'HANDLEY, J. E. (1943). p. 272-3. 
"Orhe nvie invdvernent in 1851 Is reflected In the high numbers of man now Involved (11 9W) In b*qaid service industries 
(such n school old ofrm clewing), previously f&rWe Purlieus. 
I "This dose not Include smalkirre opmviors who took In just 1 or 2 persons. 
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a tiMe., '116 All migrant casual labour utilised such facilities, especially Irish seasonal 
harvesters. Barclay remarked on Leicester's Irish thus: 

The more thrifty took larger houses, and began to lodge the new arrivals 
and the greeceens. The greeceens were the raw recruits that came over 
every summer to reap the harvest, before the advent of the reaping 
machine. They had never been out of Erin before, and were regarded as 
greenhorns by our Anglicised Irish. "' 

There is some confirmatory evidence for Barclays assertion in the poor rates data (refer 

Table 22); (ie. if any person owned property, he or she could be obliged to meet poor 

law tax levies). In 1834, one Margaret Doyle was registered as an occupier (not owner) 

of a house in Orchard Street, an area heavily Irish by 185 1, and John and Mary Lynch 

of Abbey Street also featured, as they had 4 lodgers by 1841. "' Table 22 attempts to 

cross-relate those Irish registered as liable for the Poor Rate in 1847 with the census 

returns for 1841 and 185 L"' 

In general, the evidence from the poor rate record for 1847, when linked with 

census data from both 1841 and 1851, suggests, not surprisingly, a paucity of entries for 

the post-Famine period c. 185 1. Although 8 entries were traced for 1851 as opposed to 

7 for 1841, the Irish population was far wider in the latter year. Also, certain key Irish 

locations, such as Abbey Street and Garden Street, show no Irish-born or relatives at all 

as being liable for this charge. Fraud and deliberate avoidance aside, the picture is 

reinforced of a relatively more wealthy Irish community existing in 1841 compared with 

the vastly expanded product a decade later. 

However, if legal ownership eluded many Irish, occupation and sub-letting did 

not. Leicester may have offered a parallel to London, where there too many of the in- 

migrants were cottars from Mayo, Galway and Roscommon who patched up derelict 

properties and added sheds for extra room space. 120 'V; hilSt Some Irish owners or 

deputies were no doubt ready to exploit their own ethnic market, standards were not 

especially high for the mass of indigenous inhabitants of the same social strata. The Irish 

i isSIMMONS, j. (I 97s), Lie in Vviodan Leicester, p. 12. 
WThe Wyvwn, No. 192, Vol. VIII, 28 June 1895, p. 149. 
1sLCR0 7D67 poor Rates St Mwgamts, No. 218,2nd Qu. of 1834; after the 1834 Municipal Corporation Act some non- 

vmrws opted to pay rates In order to got the vote. Lynch was a labourer, it a not clear that he was the owner. 
II *Only a limited number of Poor Rates Books survhe in LCRO, therefore the data for comparison Is also lirnited, but still 
usefiA. 
1xGAC, F, j., The Rise w-d Fell d the St. Gks Rookery - an Account of the notorious slums In the parish of St. Giles; Camden 
Hisý Review, No. 12,1984, P. 20. 
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TABLE23 NUMBERS OF RISH43ORN LODGERS IN LEICESTER'S IRISH COMMUNITY 
1841 TO 1891 

Census No. Of OAage of Notes to each census year 
Year Irish-born Irish-born 

Lodgers Community 

1841 90 18.9 Most were under 30, and male; males predominated at all 
censuses. 

1851 151 17.2 excluded 8 -visitors". 

1861 117 13.7 included significant numbers of whole families, not just single 
men. 

1871 96 10.9 excluded a small number of boarders. 

1881 103 10.9 33 more were boarders, who were often relatives or in-laws; 
lodgers were not necessarily poor. 

1891 77 7.9 48 boarders need considering here. 

Notes: (1) Source of numbers of lodgers is A CA 
(2) Source of numbers of Irish-born is Census. 
(3) See chapter on housing for further analysis 

appeared, because of other differentiating factors (race, religion, language, dress) more 

noticeable. That some could at times be villains, such as "Blind Jack7' Corbett, there is 

no doubt (see references in Crime chapters to court case); most were merely generating 
income, but doing so at a time when local authority rules were being enacted and 

enforced, based increasingly on legitimate sociological research approaches. 121 Lees 

(1979) stresses the earning capacity that a home represented for Irish women struggling 

to balance their domestic budgets. As well as bed, there was board, laundry and mending 

to contract for; women cut off from external jobs during their family's developmental 

cycle, when children bad to be fed and were too young to earn - when therefore expense 

was greatest - readily accepted the limitations imposed by lodgers for the ensuing 

economic advantages. " Barclay's mother kept a lodger, and the adolescent Tom 

himself, after crossing swords with his father, found lodgings with another Irish family 

in the town. 12' This pattem was typical. 

12ISeepEWNG, H. (1965). The OrtftofftLabourParty, p9; Dam of the LDMS, and the successheMOHs in Laicester, 

examplified this trend. 
111 LEES, LH. (I 979), P. 115. Corbeft beers out the birth of BarcWs observation re the 'more thrifW Irish as being 

ar*vpdskV. Corbeft was himsaff a mere Abbey St. lodger in 1841 (A CO, p. 15) unfil he moved Into Uv business himself, for 

several decades (see below) 

123BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 51 and 36-9. 
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Outside of the trinity of marine store dealing, second hand clothes and lodgi g 
house management, some expanded opportunities for Irish Catholics emerged from 

c. 1881 onwards in terms of lower middle classlupper working class economic roles. 

Both the census and local directory evidence point to this conclusion. "' The 1846 data 

here is misleading, for Whilst very few Irish were registered in the selected streets, 8 

appear in Table 7 dealing with Irish entries in "ite's 1846 Directory. Frorn1861, with. 

the initial posWTami)e" settling down period, entries increased steadily for these streets 

diately surrounding St Patrick's School-ChapeL 

This upward trerid contimed untfl the late 1880's and the turn of the century, 

but after c. 1890 the number of Irish entries declined, a direct indication of the break- 

up of the Irish core and the increasing dispersal of Irish fimiflies to the new artisan, 

TABLE24 IRISH SOCIAL MOBILITY IN LEJCESTERfrorn C. 1846 TO c. 1904 FROM LOCAL 
DIRECTORY EVIDENCE (Source: LCRO) (*see Footnote 124) 

Selected streets (io around 
St Patrick's schoot-chapel) 

Numbers of Upwardly Mobile Irish In selected Years based 
on Entries. 

1846 186, 1877 1882 1887-43 1904 1911 

Abbey Street - 2 2* 4* 2* 2 ... 

Royal East Street ... 1 3 6* 6* 3 2 

Wharf Street 3 4 7* 2* 5 3 

Woodboy Street ... ... 2* 3** 2** 1 1 

Bedford Street 2 4** 3 11*** 4* 1 

Burley Lane 
ý1 

4*- 3 

terraced developments. The incidence of the asterisk syrribol (see footnote) indicates 

the centraUty of the Bedford Street area to the Irish, and more fimortantly if offers 

evidence of stability setting in during the 1870's and consolidating throughout the 1880's. 

Even so, the types of occupations considering themselves worthy of Directory status 

were still somewhat humble in status and limited in number. 
SrnaU shopkeepers were most evident in 1877-8; 8 of the 14 entries concerned 

the r4ahbis Cb casur 04 White's for I, 1877 and 1882. vd were WrWs for 1861,1867-8 arid 19 ; mid 846 lpt. CRO'. 
The asw*ks reprowt the mrrtff of enbies which req)w In sLbWLwd years. SummrTm were selected an basis of 
Wdonyvw visual recognitim ord MmcLYSAGHT (1985). 

t 
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either food or tobacco shops. In 1882,11 of the 32 entries related to these two same 
trades, with the addition of 5 clothes dealers, 2 publicans and 2 marine store (waste) 

dealers. By 1887/81, the food and tobacco retail interest had contracted noticeably, to 
just 5 entries, Whilst 4 clothes dealers and 3 bootmakers still operated, and 2 new small 

concerns, newsagents, were listed. Some of the other businesses reflected that of Mrs 

Sarah Conlon of No. 2 Abbey Street, whose entry of "coal dealer, greengrocer, 

shopkeeper/Court C" indicated the continued location of many of the Irish in the alleys 

and courtyards off Belgrave Gate. The entries for 1904 and 1911 decreased in number, 
but qualitatively represented the earlier pattern. A lodging house keeper still operated 
in Woodboy Street in 1904 and 1911. Self description illustrated an "Up-market" 

tendency; by 1911, one tobacconist was wholesale as well as retail, whilst another 
business advertised itself as "refreshment/confectioner. " 

One other Irish family enjoying commercial longevity was the Coxes, who were 

notable Leicester clay pipe makers. "' John James Cox, aged 50 in 1841 appeared with 
his Irish-born wife Esther (40) and 5 children in the census of that year. The family 

remained resident in Bedford Street at all three censuses between 1841 and 1861; Mr. 

Cox appeared also in Hile's Directory of 1846 and in the Poor Rates Books for 1847. 

One local authority on clay pipe manufacturing puts the arrival of the Cox family as early 

as 1823,126and suggests that their unerring concentration on their original product was 
due to the flict that they made their pipes at their house in Bedford Street, away from the 

consumer shopping centre of the town. Business was good, for son William termed 
himself "Gentleman7' in his 1851 census return. Another cogent incentive would have 

been the Irish market in situ in Bedford Street and the surrounding area. Barclay 

reminisced in 1895 of '1he old calaighs in plain shoulder-shawls and bordered caps, who 

used in these parts (ie Abbey St. and Green St) years ago, to squat on their hunkers and 

smoke dudheens. 9027 As well as the culture of smoking in bars and at wakes and other 

social settings, th= was the political partisanship exhibited by one's choice of decorated 

bowl motif (see chapter on Politics). 

The other Leicester pipe maker with Irish connections (through his father) was 

126ACD. 1841, p. 7; 1851, p. 10; aid 1861, p. 8. 
121 See DANIEU, JA, 7he MakiV of Clay P#ns ki Lakes* In TLAHS, Vol. XL, 1964-0. (p. SM2) on both Cox arW 
Flanagan. 
12IThe Kyvem. No. 192, Vol. VIII, 28 June 1895, p. 150; a cailsigh was an old wonw, arid a dudleen a PiPe (Gaelic). One 
d the ammitions in M*m (of ft fe, Irish strad sailer) exKIly mirrors this itriage; see MayheWs London (QUENNELL 
Edtn, 1969), p-36- 
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Willim Flanagan (of Shropshire) who came to Leicester c. 1885, working first at Frog' 

Island and then Bath Lane, where he ended trading in 1919 (and died in 192 1). Flanagan 

produced in bulk (around 40 gross per firing); his wife's input was essential, covening 

packing, transport and retailing. This mode of economic organisation reflected the old 

structures of domestic production. Both families represented successful small scale,, 
business enterprise in action, and, whilst there were Irish connections, they were not 

always typical of the wider community. "' 

(g) CONCLUSION 

The Irish in Leicester then enjoyed a varied cross-section of occupations in 184 1, - 
with noticeably more skilled persons, which was followed in 1851 and 1861 by a pattem 

where labouring of one sort or another was the dominant strain. Evidence suggests, 
however, that a sigrfficant proportion of male and fernale workers were attracted by and', 

to textiles, in particular framework knitting. As this became mechanised, and as the boot 

and shoe industry similarly reorganised itselt increasing numbers of Irish were to be seen 
in these trades from c. 1871. 

There was very little in numerical terms to represent a significant middle class; I 

although a tiny minority of Irish professional men found situations, progress generally 
took the form of movement from unskilled to semi-skilled and skilled jobs in the artisan 
sector, with some men and women entrepreneurs making good as lodging house keepers, 

marine store dealers and small shopkeepers. 
Lees (1973) spoke of the London Irish as "an extreme case of a group that - 

clustered at the bottom of society. " This judgement would be to some extent valid for 
Leicester's Irish population from c. 1851 to c. 1881, after which the skilled sector began 

to expand again. By the 1890's there was undoubtedly a wider variety of occupations 
engaging the Irish, and firm evidence of some upward mobility in progress. Lees's 

conclusion regarding London has a general application to the Irish in Leicester. 

Some persons were better fixed than others to rise within this 
hierarchical structure. The lack of access of training and to education 
clearly blocked many fromjom*mg the favoured few in the "aristocracy 
of labour" as in the ranks of the middle class. 129 

'"Flaragan was Involved In connection with proselytism, q. v.; his pip&fnaldng equorot is now In Laics. Museurns. 
'"LEES, L, Mebwolitan Types, In DYOS, & WOLFF (1973), The Vcbrian C#y, Vol. fl. p. 425. Also, see HMI afticAm Of 
cuniculum delhared at St Pdricles School cl 900-cl 915. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMMUNITY (PART 11): 
SETTLEMENT AND PROBLEMATIZATION 

The private abodes of the Irish especially demand superintendence. It is a custom with them in 
taking a house, for one responsible person to rent it, but ten or a dozen others also make it their 
nightly rendezvous after their wanderings for rags and bones, and such things - or for the sale of 
wood in all directions. I went myself to one of these houses at the request of a benevolent 
gentlernan, to see to the requirements of an Irishman who had been taken ill in one of his fields. I 
called on a Sunday morning, and then counted nine men, two women without shoes or stockings, 
and several cbildren; all inniates; of a place scarcely large enough for a single family. It is probable 
that more than these crept in hem "under night's sable cloak, " for Paddy Cardimugh was brought 
in from the street to answer my inquiries. Ile Scripture-reader whose especial business is to visit 
the Catholic Ifish, informed me that as many as twenty grown-up persons may be often found 
herding together in these private houses. Filth, degradation, and disease are the sure results. 

Rev. Joseph Dare, 71h Report ofthe Leicester Domestic Mission Society, 1852, p. 9. 

The two worst cases were amongst the Irish. Two or three Irish children were observed by a 
benevolent lady on the race-course the Sunday before last; these children were in such a "mgged 
filthy condition as to be a disgrace to a Christian country. Could anyNng be done for themT' I 
made inquiries of a respectable neighbour whom I have known for twenty years, and who has 
known these seine Irish families four or five years. The mother of two of the said children lives in 
that respectable locality, "Pork-shop Yard. " She has offspring by several men - is "enceinte" and 
perpetually drunk. She sends out her children in this condition on purpose to excite commiscration; 
ifthe children were dressed up tidy to-day, the clothes would all be stripped off, sold for drink, and 
the children driven forth naked to play the same game tomorrow. The other Irish case is that of a 
man, a widower, who shortened his wife's existence by ill-treatment. He fives, himsel& by gathering 
rags and bones and begging. He takes no care whatever of his children. They am sent at large in 
rags and dirt to obtain subsistence in any manner they are able. A better garment or a pair of shoes 
would be immediately taken from them for drink: - the boy seen on the race-course was recently in 
prison for theft. Should not the Irish generally be referred to their own priest9 They are a great 
calarnity to our large towns. VVherever they locate they introduce crime, disease, and wretchedness. 
There is scarcely an hish case deserving of relief. The police should have, orders to clear the public 
walks and race-course especially on a Sunday of all such objects as referred to above. They are sent 
them for the express purpose of preying on the unwary. 

Rev. Joseph Dare, 9th Report of the Leicester Domestic Mission society 1854, p. 10 

1 know personally that much evil was done last winter by indiscriminate giving at the door. A 
benevolent but inexperienced, person stated that he had given eight or ten sixpences daily for some 
time to parties calling at the door, and that they chiefly came from B Street and neighbourhood. 
Now nearý the whole of these would consist of hish, and our less reputable poor ..... 

The majority 
of begging cescs come from the common lodging houses and the resident Irish. Except in extreme 
c&ws, these latter are not allowed, and very properly, any out-door relief, for the smallest out-door 
allowance would be an inducement for the recipients to send for their relations by the hundred to 

come and share their good fortune. But they will not submit to the necessary regulations of the 
Union HouA so they have recourse to mendicancy. They are encouraged to pursue this course by 

their faith. 

Rev. Joseph Dare, 10th Report Leicester Domestic Mission Society, 1855, pages6&10. 
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(a) Introduction 

This and the preceding chapter deal with the broad social structure of the Irish 

community in Leicester cl 841-91. This second chapter deals with issues of settlement 

patterns and the problematization of the Irish in terms of housing, vagrancy, poverty and 

health. ' 

The pattern of Irish settlement altered between c. 1841 and c. 189 1; this section 

will identify reasons for this change. Even before 1851, a core of settlement had, 

developed around the foci of Green Street, Abbey Street and Bedford Street, and these 

were accompanied by a whole series of smaller clusters, virtually all the Irish being in the 

poor and most proletarian parish of St Margarets. By 1881, it was clear that this pattern 

had changed: much wider despersal was underway, yet, paradoxically, the old core areas 

still had a significant Irish'representation. The implications of this for questions of 
integration and assimilation will be discussed; evidence is apparently contradictory, for 

dispersal and some cultural dilution co-existed beside the maintenance of community 

religious, political and cultural structures, both organisational and physical. 
A recent study of the Irish in Liverpool and Lancaster by Pooley (1989) raises 

four key points relevant to LeicesteO He points out the problems surrounding usage of 

terminology (eg the subjectivity generally involved in definitions of segregation and 

clustering. In this study the terms "ghetto", "core'. and "colony" have all been used, but 

clearly still leave problems whether in primary or secondary sources). Second, Pooley 

demonstrated that Irish-born migrants were widely distributed throughout the urban 

hierarchy in mid-Victorian Britah often being drawn to small towns with specific labour 

opportunities, and Leicester features in this sense (see Occupations). Pooley's third 

point related to the domination of the conventional stereotype (ie a ghettoised class of 

poor) in the face of evidence relating the existence of some Irish in skilled and middle- 

class jobs, and these same living in more geographically dispersed and socially disparate 

situations. His final point was that all the Irish, not just a bourgeois minority, had 

opportunities to significantly interact with non-Irish elements (outside of marriage). 

Both of these latter considerations are relevant in Leicester's case. 

'occupations are intrmluced separm*. 
'POOLEY, C, Segregation or Integration? The residential ODPOrience of the Irish In Mid-Vctorkm Britain, in SWIFT, R. & 
GILLEY, S. (EdsXlM9), pp. &M. 
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I'll- 
I... evidence regarding Leicester is supportive of Pooley's general conclusions 

in regard to housing and settlement issues. The problems of terminology are self- 

evident. The second suggestion, that Irish migrants were widely distributed throughout 

the urban hierarchy, will be shown to be true of Leicester in the 1841-91 period (see 

Tables in Occupations chapter). The second half of this chapter deals with the 

problematization of the Irish in Leicester. They were usually viewed as carriers rather 

than sufferers of disease, and as "pariahs" rather than paupers. This fear of contagion 
helped account for the segregated patterns of residency in the town. Hall (1998) 

demonstrates that the Irish were viewed as "disordered" families in need of regulation; 

whose savage and barbarous habits "demoralized" their English neighbours. ' 

Housing and Seftlement Pafterns 

For this section, all Leicester streets hosting Irish-born persons were tabulated 

alphabetically and numerically, being entered on the record as they appeared as "Ifish" 

streets on each successive census. Broadly speaking, the lower a street's position is on 

the list has two irnplications: it was usually built later, and the Irish began to move there 

after c. 1861/1871. In other words, the lists reflect the expansion of consecutive and 
increasingly newer artisan suburban terraced housing, and the gradual movement 

outwards of the Irish spatially and in the. This pattern holds true for all the streets 

analysed 4 (including Abbey Street, Bedford Street, Belgrave Gate, Green Street and 

Garden street), not just those with minimal Irish representation. ' (See Map 2 and Table 

7) 
Housing and community health were closely inter-related factors in Victorian 

Leicester. Whilst not numerous, the Irish were weU represented in the various stages of 
local urban development. ' Of 4 growth areas available, the Irish tended towards the 

poorest: St Margaret's and the Wharf Street district. By 1846, this central area saw the 

'See HALL, C, A Family for Nation and Empire (P. 26-31) and HICKMAN (p. 15o-2) In LENS, G (1998), (Ed), Fom*V 
Nation, Frami7g Wefte- 
4See this authoes Disbbution of kish Jri Leibesterby Sbeets (Aofmý 1841-91 and ACD 1841-91. 
68arclays piece on the Abbey St -Grew St slum in his 1 W5 series in The Vvyvwn Is in part ratrOsPectiva. 
dFor hoLnkV in Labstv see CALL, R, (1985), 777e Book o(Leicester, Ch. on Vkftrian Growth, p-47-U, and also In EVANS, 
R. H, Expansion in the I 9th C., In BROWN, EA (EdX1 9TO), The Grow1h of Leicester. p. 68. For meftal provision, see 
HEyDON, S,, The PoNtion of Afedical Care for the Poor In Leicester in ft 183LYs, In TL4HS, Vol. LV, 1979-80, pp. 6s. 71; 
aid FRUEU. E, E. R. & MOSS, B. J. L (pp. 551-564) in The Devetpment ofhfedick)eý Heath and Social Swykes in PYE, 
N. (Ed)(1972), Leicester arid Is Region. See also SIMMONS, J. (1976) Lie in Victorian Lates1w, pp. 10-20. 
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MAP I THE CORE IRISH STREETS IN N. E. CENTRAL LEICESTER, cA836: the town still 
had ample green spaces, with speculative inexpensive terrace housing 
beginning to develop along both sides of Belgrave Gate. (Source; LCRO, 
Fowler's Survey Map of '1828) 
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MAP 2 THE STREETS OF N. E. CENTRAL LEICESTER c. 1900; the area has now 
become totally built up; an Irish presence remains even though dispersal has 
been underway since the i87O's. (Source OS MAPS of Leicester N. W. (1902) 
and N. E (1913). 
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rapid growth of narrow streets, such as Gravel Street and Sandacre Street (see Map 1). 

Between c. 1820 and c. 1870, growth also centred around those streets built off Belgrave 

Gate on the Britannia Street-Woodboy Street side. 7 In the 1830's the Bedford Street and 

the Russell Square district were developed. 

One modem account gives the flavour of these areas: 

in some streets, specifically those between Bedford Street and Wharf 
Street there were dozens of brothels, lodging houses, pubs, tiny lock-up 
shops and squalid little courts, where several families shared a single tap 
in a communal yard. 

It is important to note that from c. 1870, with new suburban artisan housing, the Irish 

began to redistribute themselves, although a reduced core remained in the older areas 

until the 1930's; one observer noted in c-1945 that "the humble dwellings of the early 

Irish settlers have all been cleared. "' 

Little was to change for many of the Irish in terrm of unhealthy living conditions 
in the half-century from Barclay's birth in 1852. He described his various childhood 

homes. The fmily lived in such well known Irish and proletarian locations as Burley's 

Lane and Woodboy Street, all with problems of overcrowding, inadequate ventilation 

and poor sanitation. ' In 1857, Bishop Ullathorne remarked at length on the problem's 

of the absence of decent accommodation for the Irish: "The poor have come, through 
force of circumsuýrices, to be a nugratory race, and especially the poor Irish ..... terribly 

in want of a home are our poor, dear Catholic Irish. "" 

Leicester's Irish in-migrants were not only moving into speculative low-cost, low 

standard housing units, but these were situated in an industrial blight zone, amongst the 

canal wharves, the gas works and the iron foundries. " In 1895, Barclay noted: "The 

Irish settled in Green Street - perhaps attracted by the narne ..... in the 'back lanes' ie 

Lower Garden Street, that opens out of Abbey Street, some property has been 

condemned ..... I went into'Abbey Street, where, leaving out the Slaughter houses, 

'McKINLAY. RA & SMITH, C. T. (Eds)(1958), VCHL, VOL IV, Housing, p. 291. 
$GILL, R., (1985) The Book o(Loicester, p. 48; KJMBERUN, (1946), p. 53. 
'BARCLAY, T., (1934), pp. 3,4 w4 11. In the 18Ws the Corporation had d*CtOd to single a" units in Damw Street 
and Wtwf Street. am LCRO, 20D 7255, X*xjbs of Local Board of Heam, re SepL 1653; the writer noted "I am sorry in any 
cam to see houses so closely congregated as 0"s vvill necessarily be in such a k>-, wky. - 
'*UUATHORNE, (1857), Notes on 6* Edwafiw Ques", p-48-53- 
"EVANS, R. H., E)pwWm In the 19th Century, in BROWN, EA (Ed)(1970), The Growjh of Lek-estar, p. 68. Anot1w typical 
exarnple concerned a chemical waft - cornplaint of hn i caused by Varnish making In Belgrave Gate an 22.2.1 &54; see 
LCRO, 20D 72-55, MOH Report of Local Bd. pf H, 1853-6. 
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,, 12 
marine stores and bakeries, the remainder are public houses and lodging-houses. 

y small numbers of professional and middle class Irish, and Irish servants, lived Only ver 

outside St Margarets, in the Newarke, and St. Martins. (See Tables I and 2). 

Retrospectively, Barclay noted that 'b Leicester the Irish are as nothing compared 

with such towns as Sheffield, Leeds, Bffinhigham and Manchester; " he nonetheless 

discussed Leicester's Abbey Street-Green Street area as "an Irish colony" similar to 

those found elsewhere. 'To show the fondness of the Irish for the same spot, " declared 

Barclay, "I may mention that one man has lived in Green Street 40 years, and before the 

building of the present house lived in a previous one on the same spot. "" His 

judgement is borne out by the preference for long-term settlement within a certain 

district (even if not in the same premises) shown by the data on Table 3 and 4, indicating 

streets with long-term Irish residency (from c. 1841 to c. 1891) with numbers of 

effectively Irish ranging from 50 up to 668 persons. Of Abbey Street and Green Street, 

Barclay was quite correct in using the term "colony, " and it is clear that Abbey Street's 

81 effectively Irish of 1841 shows its importance before the "Famine" influx. Green 

Street boasted numbers similar to those of Abbey Street in 1851,1861 and 1871 (see 

Tables 3 and 4). Using the slum clearance plans in archives, it is possible to reconstruct 

part of Green Street's Irish population as it was in 1871. It provides an excellent 

microcosm of the whole; in particular it offers evidence of self-selected grouping by area 

of origin in Ireland (principally Galway and Mayo); (Map I and Table 6). 14 

Other Irish slum areas detailed by Barclay were Bedford Street and Britannia 

Street. Bedford Street housed around 80 persons of Irish birth or extraction at every 

census from 1841 to 1871, and 46 such still resided there in 1891; on an average of 

census totals, it was superseded only by Green Street and Abbey Street. (See Table 3) 

Like Abbey Street, Bedford Street was an Irish centre before the 'Tamine" (78 

effectively Irish in 184 1). Barclay described its 'Iniserable" courts and lodging-houses, 

marine stores, factories, pubs and secondhand clothes shops. " In 1895 Barclay lauded 

the new model lodging house in Britannia Street, a location always with a good 

sprHding of Irish (see Table 3). He compared it with the mean streets of his childhood, 

121877 saw ow first Model Bye-lsw anfidW: Series IV, Now Streets and Buildings; 1875 w4nessed ttw first of a number 
of Public Health Acts, Kty BuA*V Catvl Leic City Council. 
"The Wyvern, 28 June 1895, No. 192, Vol. \All, p. 149-150. 

"City Council Swveyors MaM, ACO, 1871, p. 12-17; 1871 was chosen as the anum"or had identified Irish bintplaces; 

ft street was just as Irish in 1851,1861 and 1881. 

16BARCLAY, T., In The Wyvern, 31-5.1M, No. 188, Vol. VIII p. 85. 
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with their I'dismalest, squalidest, worst hovels. " 

Very little attention has been paid to Irish settlement in local secondary accounts; 

one confined itself in purely negative tenns to the briefest of descriptions: 

Irish fimigrants, in Leicester as elsewhere, were a source of trouble. They 
tended to concentrate in one part of St Margaret's parish, around Belgrave 
Gate and Abbey Gate, and the houses they occupied there were often 
overcrowded. " 

Most primary and secondary sources are heavily influenced by Rev. Dare's negative 

outlook on the Irish; (see sources, Chapter 1). 

In 1852, at the hei& Of the "FwniW'fiIf[ux and dislocation, Dare propounded his 

basic theme on the effect of the Irish on Leicester's housing problems; (refer title page 

quote). The tone is dismissive, such as his use of "herding" to describe the overcrowded 

Irish lodgers. Dare was re-emphasising a message he had first propounded in 1842: "A 

closer surveillance must be brought to bear on the lower classes of dwellings, the abodes 

of the newly-arrived Irish, and especially those pest holes called ready fWmished rooms. " 

He echoed his thernes in 185 1: "Our worst localities are in Belgrave Gate, and are chiefly 

inhabited by Irish people, and the frequenters of lodging hoUSeS.,, 17 

Irish householders and Irish lodgers increasingly featured on official gendas. The 

proportion ofIrish-bom lodgers was highest in 1841, when the Irish-born population was 

only around half of what it was to be for the rest of the period. (See Table 5a)'8 The 

proportion remained broadly similar in 1851, and from 1861 to 1891 it dropped, until it 

was less than half the proportion for 185 1. Ibis indicates a gradual contraction in socio- 

economic disadvantage through these decades. York exhibited a similar pattern. 19 

There was much public criticism of the Irish and their lodging house habits in 

Leicester from c. 1845 to c. 1865, directly in Dare's regular annual Reports of the 

Leicester Domestic Mission Society, and indirectly in the unsavoury reporting of crimes 

and misdemeanours. (See Crime chapter). From the critics' point of view, overcrowding 

was insanitary and conducive of immorality; from the lodging house keeper's view it 

represented profit; from the Irish lodgers' view it offered cultural &miliarity and a 

"Mer(INLEM FL A (EdX19W), VCHL, Vol IV, p. 263 and EWOTT, M. (1979). MoHm LebwW. P-1 18-121. 

"DARE, Rev. J., RLDMS, 7th (1852) p. 9; 2nd (1846) p. 11; eth(1851), p. 7. 
1"s 1841 dea may refled the availability of subi* pmffftft, as SL Margarefs parish, aid Ow areas to be popular with 
the Irish, wwO SO b6ing d&mk*ed bY SPOcul0fivO buiklsm. 
"FINNEGAN, F. (1962), p-77-78. 
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TABLE 5(a) NUMBERS OF LODGERS AMONGST THE IRISH 
COMMUNITY IN LEICESTER, '1841 TO 1891 

YEAR Total No. 

of 

No. of 
Irish- 

Irish-born 
as % of all 

Whole 
community 

Lodgers born lodgers Male Female 

1841 95 90 95% 70 25 
1851 165 151 92% 123 42 
1861 133 117 88% 84 49 
1871 . 117 96 82% 79 38 

1881 130 103 79% 85 45 

1891 127 
1 

77 
. 

61% 7T r 48 

Notes: (1) Visitors and boarders, who were very few in number, are not included here. 

(2) in 1891,60% were aged under 25. 

TABLE 5(b) I NUMBERS OF ENGLISH, AND IRISH AND EFFECTIVELY IRISH, IN 
SELECTED CORE STREETS FROM 180-71 

Residents Street Name 1841 1851 1861 1871 

All Residents Abbey Street 165 469 647 
'954 

Irish only Abbey Street 8109) 132(28) 150(23) 130(14) 

All Residents' Green Street (+ Lwr) ... 248 236 504 

Irish only Green Street (+ Lwr) 25(-) 146(59) 169(72) 179(35) 

All Residents Bedford Street 806 1115 1156 989 

Irish only Bedford Street 78_(10) 83(7) 83(7) 88(g) 

Notes: (1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Sources Census Leicester City, enumerators tally pages; and A CD, Irish in Leicester. 
Irish here includes effectively Irish/wider Irish community. 
Fig. in brackets %age of Irish/effectively Irish (rounded) 
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modicum of shelter. Council inspection threatened income; police monitoring was akin 
to harassment; (see Crime chapter). Tberefore small operators were inclined not to 

register, but rather to camouflage their activity from public view. Ultimately, some of 

the Irish operators came to accept local authority registration. 
The "carmuflage" fitctor is attested to by Dare's Report of 1850: 

The private dwellings of the Irish should be examined as well as the 
Lodging Houses. Many of these, I understand, are crammed at night by 
beggars and rag and bone collectors, though ostensibly held by single 
families. The influx of these people is a great nuisance. 10 

The emphasis on "Private" was Dare's own. As early as 1847 Dare identified the Irish 

as a problem: 

There is a house also in Abbey-gate, occupied by an Irishman, his wife, 
and six children; there is one room on the floor, and one up-stairs - and 
yet twelve or fourteen men crowded in here during the harvest. What 
must be the'consequence of such disgusting habits? " 

Dare's focus on the Irish was unrelenting; in 1853 he reported: 

A much closer surveillance must be brought to bear on the lower classes 
of dwellings, the abodes of the newly-arrived Irish, and especially those 
pest-holes called ready furnished rooms ..... these places realise 
exorbitant rents ..... 

, 

By the mid- 185 O's, local authority pressure was in fact being exerted, and some 

Irish landlords (or their deputies) were in trouble. The licensed common lodging house 

at No. 15 Abbey Street, registered to one Louise Quinn, was faulted under health 

regulations. Thomas Mitchell of Green Street, however, was reported for being 

unregistered and overcrowded. Mrs Mitchell attended the Corporation office and was 

cautioned. Thomas (40) who lived at No. 22 in 1851, was married to Ellen (40), with 

four children (one of whom was disabled); they had 2 lodgers. All 6 of the Mitchell 

"DARE, Rev. J. 5th RLDMS, 1850, p. 20-21. In his 10th Report I&SA Dare estimated that Leicestees corywrion lodging 
houses dealt with 587 persons nightly 4,109 weekly , and 213,668 annually, p. 10. 
"DARE, Rev. J, 2nd RLDMS, 1847, p. 21-22. 
=[)MkEý Rev. J., a MDMA 1853, p. 16. A perusal d the sur%Mng Poor Rates Books for this early pedod Shows a non-Irish 
rentier C1863 OWning large taCtS Of terraced housing; these we the real beneWaries, the actual slum landlords, and it 

appms that many d the Irish Okaepers" were probably deputies. 
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21 family were Irish-born, as was one of the lodgers. The private rented sector avoided 

reform because of implied increased costs; nonetheless, the pressures of reform led to 

slow change in the Irish rented sector. 
By 1871, the core area for Irish lodging houses, Abbey Street, had just 2 

registered premises out of 6 enumerated. By 1891,4 of the Abbey Street premises were 

registered. The Hanleys maintained the trade across forty years, operating successively 
in Green St, Abbey St, Lower Garden St. and finaUy AbbeySt. 2" The majority were 

small operators, with only a few lodgers, often family or persons from the same area of 

Ireland, who continued in business throughout the period. Barclay, echoing Mayhew, 

described a typical Irish landlady: 

I went into Abbey-Street, where, leaving out the slaughterhouse, marine 
stores, and bakeries, the remainder are public houses. Enter we a 
lodging-house kept by a quiet widow, who will not have the drunkard 
and the rowdy inside her door if she knows it. The rooms are plentifully 
furnished with drawers and crockery; on one wall is a picture of the 
Cruciffidon, on another the ascension of Mary into heaverL Rosary beads 
hang over the mantlepiece, and St. Patrick, mitred and crozier in hand, 
banishes the snakes. " 

One Irish &mily enjoying long-term careers as keepers were the Corbetts, Mary 

and "Blind Jack, " or John. From 1851 to 1871 they ran businesses in Abbey Street. 26 

As Table 5(a) indicates, the Irish lodging houses were, as would be expected, in those 

core Irish areas of Abbey St., Bedford St., Green Stand Lower Garden St. Thedecline 

in professional lodging house keeping amongst the Irish, which began c. 1885 was 

attributable not only to' registration enforcement, but to higher consumer expectations 

and competition from the vastly improved "moder' lodging houses of the last two 

nt 27, decades of the ce ury. (See lodging house keeping in Occupations chapter). 
One particular 'ýmoder' was built in an area with Irish migrant associations, 

in Britannia Street. The Victoria Model Lodging house was efficiently run and we U 

21LCRO. 20 D7Z55, Reports of A#OH b Local BOH 26 Od 1855; also p. 208,35 and 79. Mr. Mitchell had appiied pr&Amaly 
(29 Sept, 1864) for a I= fbr Na II Gram St, but the officials reported OW he no IOW pad there. This may have been 
an mwrpb dtu -d Irish artepreneurship. See also AM, 1851, p. 30, re L49 Quinn. The MOH entry fOr 1 Dec. 1854 re: 
15 Abbey SL Cal IN -I thet the Quir" *06 St! reaklent, an Interesting S*fr4* Of cOn1PSrStKm lardiord Iongevity. This Wfter 

pessed No. 15 as "fisfactory. 
DOAC[ý. to picb" v" not consWat In but sorne keepers at a particular oansus id gKO a occupation vw an Wou nother e wh 
bdpm were enurnerateci at their address. 
"The Wyvem, No. 192, Vol. VIII, 28 June IM, P. 149; arfide* Wooster Skzns: Abbey Street and Green Strad, see 
Msyteds 1856 description In NEUBERG Edtn, London Labour and U* London Poor; p. 57. 
NOY, Nos. 5+ 13 Abbey St In 1851; No. 3 In 1861; and No. II% In 1871, by which Ume Jack Corbeft was deceased. 
2'See $action on Heath. 
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provided with basic fiLcilities; an Irish travelling workman would immediately recognize 
the dancing figure with the hat, the shillelagh and the frieze tail-coat carved on the 
facade. " 

With standards improving, Irish lodging houses had to improve also. Even so, 
the picture painted by Barclay towards the turn of the century was not entirely problem- 
free: 

inspectors have been turning certain lodging-houses in Abbey Street 
upside down ..... In Green Street rents are rather high and improvements 
rather low, if not absent altogether. In the "back lanes, " ie., Lower 
Garden Street, that opens out of Abbey Street, some property has been 
condemned. "' 

Barclay's survey indicated the longevity of the problems of rented accommodation in the 

Green Street/Abbey Street Irish environment. 
Tables 5b focuses on the 3 streets most associated (numerically, in folk memory 

and in local history) with the Irish: Abbey Street, Green Street and Bedford Street. In 

2 of the 3 streets, the Irish, their spouses and children, lived alongside significant 

numbers of non-Irish at every census between 1841 and 1871. The greatest proportional 

concentration of Irish in Abbey Street was in fact in 184 1, before the 'Tamine" influx; " 

from 185 1, in relative terms, it was halved. In Bedford Street, the Irish proportion varied 

between around 7 and 10 per cent at all censuses examined. Only of Green Street, which 

boasted 58.9 per cent Irish in 1851 and 71.6 per cent in 1961, could the term "ghetto" 

be conceivably used; and even here, by 187 1, the proportion was reduced to 3 5.5 per 

cent. Abbey Street certainly approached "ghetto" status in 1841, but declined in absolute 

terms thereafter. Local recall, however, indicates that whatever the limits to be noted 

after statistical analysis, the impact on collective memory and popular culture was still 

exaggerated. 31 

To conclude therefore, it is clear that whilst a few core streets acted as ethnic 

heartlands, such as Abbey Street, Green Street and Bedford Street, even these by 1891 

were suffering a loss of Irish. Conversely, a much larger number of streets held smaller 

21The Kymm, 5 July I M. This building still gets nws covarage even todef see LM of 30 Jan. 199 
1993, and Leicester Link, Oct 1991, No. 80, Diswwring Lakmster. 

5 (History File); 15 Jan 

"The Wyvem, No. 192, Vol. \All, 28 June IM, p. 149. 
IOE\en though Abbeys S"Ks Irish corrmunily mcpanded in 1851 and '61, so too did the owall population of the stnwA. 
"See Crime Chapter, and referwom to policing Wharf St In strength. 
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proportions of the Irish community by 1891, which suggests that levels of integration 

and assimi1ation were being reached. Barclay noted, sadly, of Green Street: "more than 

half the inimbitants of the street are English, and the rest, - the Irish, - are (allow me the 

bull) "quite English, you know. " 

Barclay suggests, probably accurately, that some of those Irish first came to 

Leicester not long after the 1798 Rising. " By 1898, there is a sad litany of cultural 
desertion and erosion, and especially cited are the second and third generation, who 

neitl-cr knew about nor cared about their etbnicity, the language, their political traditions, 

their music and dance inheritance, even their very names. In defence of these, the' 

Protestant and Anglo-centric profile of the town, the effects of the Catholic education 

system, so strongly emphasised throughout the nineteenth century, must have had an 

effect. Paradoxically Barclay makes no mention of religion suffering such 

margina1isation, and the evidence suggests that substantial numbers of Irish Catholics still 
identified and practised (as witnessed by attendance at St Patrick's Church and Schools - 

see Education and RC development chapters). " A local journal in 1900 noted that 

In the heart of Leicester slumdorn you will find St Patrick's Church ..... for years it has performed a splendid mission, particularly amongst the 
Irish ..... element of the town. It is round this little temple of the church 
of their native land that the Hibernian section of our community loves to 
five ..... you find them there foregathered in considerable numbers any 
Sunday morning. - 

Despite then the solid evidence of locational and numerical dispersion, the perceived 
image c. 11900 of the Irish in Leicester stressed their central place in "Leicester slumdom,,, 

and their retairted desire to reside as close as possilble to their own Church of St. Patricks. 

(c) Families and Community: Questions of Transience 

Household analysis is useK but does not address the external relations entered 
into by the Irish in Leicester. Key questions present themselves: how cohesive was the 

Irish community? How segregated was it? How did they interact with their English 

OThey did to perhaps a sons Old Claught" of Irish political (efugm, which would mplain the close early Iir*S with the 
Lberals and " joint Catholic . proWtant civil rights defence association of the late I SWs, see Politics chapter. 

The Kyvern, 26 May '1900. 
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TABLE6 I DISTRIBUTION OF IRISH COMMUNITY IN LEICESTER 1841-91 BY 
STREETS (SAMPLE) 

Street Names starting with Year of Census Total of Irish 
community 

A 141 15, 161 71 '81 '91 
resIdant 
across the 
; mbriod 

ARCHDEACON LANE 15 6 10 8 3 11 53 

ABBEY ST 81 132 150 130 124 51 668 

ALEXANDER ST (AS) 5 5 5 15 

ALBERT ST 14 1 8 
15 28 

ALBION ST 2 4 7 6 19 

ALBION HILL 3 2 5 

ALLENS YARD 2 2 

ARTHURST 4 2 6 

ARNOLDST 3 5 6 14 

ASHWELL ST 5 6 11 

AYLESTONE ST 9 5 14 

ATKIN ST + GEORGES YARD 2 5 7 

1 

ASYLUM ST 4 3 8 15 

ALICE ST 3 9 12 

ASYLUM 3 3 

ANN ST 3 4 7 

ARGYLLST 9 7 16 

AYLESTONE RD 4 4 

ALL SAINTS RD 5 2 7 

Notes: (1) Source: A. C D; 1841-91 and author's Distribution ofIrish in Leicester by Streets 
1841-91. 

(2) - Archdeacon Lane includes Gunton's Yard 

- Abbey Street includes Cresswell's Yard 

- Atkin Street includes George's Yard 
(3) Streets were added to list as they appeared as locations of the Irish in each 

successive census 
(4) All are in St Margarets, except for AS (All Saints). 
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neighbours? How transient was the corrimunity? Lees pointed to a dichotomy of 

analysis: migrant dislocation led to a loss of familW and social ties, and could tend 

towards social disintegration; group cohesion and mutual support could assist the 

retention of ethnic and psychological identity. 34 Lees advanced the view that: "Rather 

than adopt the beliefs and customs of their host population, they adapted their Irish 

heritage to life in foreign cities. " This is perhaps a little over-optimistic, especially in the 

case of Leicester. Famine dislocation, econornic incentives requiring mobility, moonlight 
"flite' to avoid the rent man, one9s next door neighbours, the distance from a Catholic 

chapel, an external cultural climate of hostility, all these factors affected the style and 
depth of cultural identity and practice. 

The totals of Irish-born from census to census do not vary very greatly (see 

Tables I and 2, and introductory chapter); this fact, however, disguises rates of mobility 
(see Why the Irish Came to Leicester). In 1851, on surname evidence, 15.75 per cent 
(49/311) of the 1841 Irish group remained in Leicester. " In 1861 there were 154 Irish- 

bom who had been in residence in 185 1, around 21 per cent of those traced. " Many of 
the 1851 arrivals would have been victims of economic force majeure, and once 

recovered, would have moved on to other locations. Also, in 1851, (as in 1841), Irish 

male in-migrants outnumbered Irish females, which is generally an unexpected 

conclusion, given the wider statistical propensity for female migration. " 

A detailed diachronic decennial analysis of the wider Irish community database 

for all decades 1841 to 1891 inclusive was undertaken, with interesting results. The 

pattern of settlement and transience which emerged (see Tables 7,8,9,10) is very 

significant in that at each inter-census decade (apart from 1841-51 and 1861-71), a broad 

average of a quarter of the Irish community stayed on in Leicester. In 1861-71, this 
figure actually exceeded 40 per cent; this may be explained by three factors: a lessening 

of social disruption after the famine period dislocations of c. 1845-c. 1855; an increase in 

migrant confidence in Leicester's economy, with the modernisation of textiles production 

and the expansion of footwear manufacture; and the end of the bitter inter-religious 

disputes of the "second Reformation7' period of c. 1 835-c. 1860, which culminated in a 

'LEES, LH. (1979), p. 46. 
"AM, surname comparison analysis; note, haAever, that just 25149 were families. 
"Them Is a rnargin of error here In that most, but not all, Of each catchryvsnt of IrisN-born could be traced; eg 733/877, or 
83.6%, In 1651. See main Introduction. 
"See NOLAN, JA (1989), OurseWs Abv, P-91-92. 
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gradually decreasing degree of antagonism towards the Irish as Catholics. 

At every census, apart from 189 1, the vast majority of settlers comprised nuclear 
families, often with 4 or more chi1dren. By 1881/91 a few surviving aged family 

members, and second or even third generation units, were identified with younger and 

newer elements arriving. (See table II re: age and gender structure) 
In a clear majority (80 per cent plus) of married couples, the wife was Irish and 

the husband Engl& Presumably, therefore, many of the Irish wives may have migrated, 
independently, and may have been Protestant and co-existed in mixed marriages (which 

reflects other local evidence; see marriage section in chapter on RC growth); and may 
have met English husbands whilst the latter were on nifitary service. 

In a large number of cases, it was possible to trace families across more than one 

generation; it was not possible to trace English-bom females who married. This data 

suggests that the Protestant Irish presence may have been higher than the usual assumed 

small margin; and also that, despite group and personal dislocation, significant numbers 

of Irish-born in their family contexts remained, thereby providing a residual skeletal 
infrastructure for arriving migrants to lock into. 

What was noticeable, and not predicted, were two other factors; that the long- 

term residing Irish were spread across all sections of the community, and not 

concentrated in any one socio-economic sector; also, whilst nmy lived in the recognised. 

core areas of Irish settlement in Leicester, the numbers who stayed on were in fitct spread 

across all the areas of Irish settlement, not just in the core streets. Whilst all levels of 

occupation were represented amongst transferring residents, the key occupations listed 

were probably those of lodging house keeper and marine store dealer, for both of these 

provided services (accommodation and commercial) to the migrant community, and were 
therefore community focL as indeed were the churches and the schools. 

The numbers transferring decennially did not vary wildly vis-i. vis longevity 

patterns. The rate was re 
' 
asor 

- 
mbly constant for 1841 to 1871, when it peaked; it dropped 

successively by about 15 per cent in 1871 and 30 per cent in 1891. (See Table 9). Even 

so, as Table 10 indicates, the longevity pattern showed that the longer the time span, 

the Mullff were the number of units crossing over. The main motive for nuclear families 

to remain appears to have been the fact that a large family (2 parents and 4 or more 

children) represerAed a stakeholding in the communit3r, and that as older children married, 

pFCntS fch disinclined to move away from them in much the same way that modern Irish 
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migrant parents feel obliged to stay when their children are being educated, and later 

create families and homes, in Britain. 

As the section on housing and residence shows, part of the Irish did concentrate 
throughout the period in the core area around Abbey Street-Green Street-Bedford 

Street; it is also clear that these never at any stage comprised all the Irish in the town; 

and after 1871 the rate of dispersal into other streets increased (see Table 6). Even with 
"Famine" dislocation, a pattern existed, which had its roots in the 1841 settlement and 

probably predated even these. 

Lodging houses existed on main routes, and the poor and needy were drawn 

towards charitable resources. Davis has shown that tranVs and vagrants, who included 

Irish workers, were drawn to the double attraction of cheap lodgings and charities in the 

Avon Street slum district of Bath. " Barclay notes that in Leicester, Cockmuck Hill was 

similarly attractive during the early decades of Irish in-migration: 

I went up higher, towards Belgrave-gate, and had a look at 
the slab that tells the why and the wherefore of the alms- 
houses in the "Cock-muckill yard" founded 1782, and 
managed by the guardians of the parish of St. Margaret. 
These are small two-roomed huts. " 

And he added for good measure that he missed the old Irish women with their clay pipes 

who used to squat for a smoke "in these parts. " A local historian referred in 1891 to 

"Cock-muck-Hill Housee'as "wretched tenements ..... The demolition of which the well- 

to-do residents of that quarter bad subscribed to procure, as they were a nuisance to the 

neighbourhood. 940 

"DAVIS, G., Beyond theGeorgian Facade: The Avon Strad District of Bath, in GASKEU, M. (Ed)(1900) Slums, P. 153. 
" The Wyvem, 28 June I M, No. 192, Vol. VIll, p. 150. 
MýSae FIELDING., 044SON, T (1891/1908), Gknpses o(Andent Leicester, p. 272, who noted their original location now the 
Bedford SIA3algise GL junction, and that they vvere of pro-Reformation foundation, demolished and rebuilt in 1782 in Abbey 
St see photo of stone name tablet, LCRO, City Council photos, DE 3763 series; (slum ckwance data). 
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TABLE 12 THE WIDER IRISH COMMUNITY IN LEICESTER '184`14891: STREET 
SETTLEMENT PATTERN ANALYSIS FOR THE WHOLE PERIOD 

Total Numbers from Irish No. of No. of Supporting data 
Community resident Streets Irish 

Streets with 400> 3 1,573 Green St. (502); Abbey St (668); Bedford St (403) 
(21%) 

Streets with 90> 10 1,294 Lwr Garden St. (164) Garden St (91) 
(17-31/6) Gravel St (157) Oxford St (99) - 

Mansfield St (99) Jewry Wall St (95) 
Belgrave Gt (234) Britannia St (105) 
Baker St (91) Lwr Green St (159) 

Streets with 50> 9- 581 Woodboy St (72) Humberstone Gt (50) 
(7.8%) Wharf St (66) Dover St (86) 

Sanvey Gt (61) Burleys Lane (48) 
Royal East St (73) Archdeacon Lane (53) 
The Newarke (72) 

Streets with 25>49 32 1,189 (15.9%) 

Streets with 15>24 68 1,167 (15.6%) 

Streets with < 14 314 1,683] (22.5%) 

Notes: (1) Source General Censuses 1841-91; ACD. 
(2) Some minor variations occur from year to year because the exact location of Courtyards 

to Streets tended to vary. 
(3) The Newarke featured more in 1871-91 as the local HQ of the Leics Regiment, which 

held significant numbers of Irishmen. 
(4) The overall total in this tabulation = 7,487 persons. 
(5) The figure, in brackets'is the percentage of Irish in that street band. 

Given this ahns-giving shelter provision factor, the popularity of the locale 

with the affivig Irish is better understood. Paradoxically, core concentrations 
developed, with a fairly rapid turnover of Irish within them Farnily finances, new 

arrivals, deaths, Mnesses, and various other factors led to constant mobility, removals, 
64monlight W' and so on. Concentrations of Irish tended to be in certain streets rather 

than in whole neighbourhoods, "Iand in certain houses rather than in whole streets. In 

185 1, when 207 Irish-born fived in Abbey Street-Green Street, only 6 resided in nearby 
Mansfield Street, and 4 in Girden Street. Similarly, 99 Irish-born lived in Green Street 

but only 12 in Lower Green Street. Therefore, communities, or a sense of community, 

existed in separated enclaves, rather than in large sectors of streets. Possi'bly, some of 
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those Irish in more isolated enclaves, such as in Crab Street and Britannia Street, leaned 

more heavily on each other despite (or because oO being in a sea of English neighbours. 
Others would submerge themselves culturally, or become themselves submerged. 

The Barclays, for example, were in Abbey Street in 185 1, and in a court off 
Woodboy Street by 1861. Barclay discussed the anti-Irish feeling he experienced as a 

child growing up in this area, where there were few fellow Irish. " Yet, one fimily of 
Irish neighbours, the Dillons, provided a fink with"things Irislf'; even in a residential unit 
as small as a courtyard, the Irish lived at the opposite end from the English. 

"I'he street pattern analysis for the wider Irish community across the entire 184 1- 

91 period is quite revealing (see Table 12). Whilst 3 core streets hosted 21 per cent of 

the Irish, and 10 streets hosted another 17.3 per cent, 51.8 per cent lived in streets 
boasting Less than 50 Irish, and 22.5 per cent lived in streets with less than 14 Irish and 

effectively IrisIL Whilst it is true that most Irish lived in St. Margaret's parish, this was 

equafly true, to approximately the same extent, for the English in the town. 

Individual street totals vary across the decades. Between 1851 and 1861, 

Belgrave Gate and Royal. East Street both witnessed a diminution (from 90 to 18, and 
from 28 to 13 respectively). By 1871, no Irish were recorded in Royal East Street, 

whilst Belgrave Gate was semi-restored with 39. Tables 5b & 12 clearly show the 

physical distnibution process of the majority of the Irish over time, many fitmilies ending 
in areas completely detached spatially from the core centres. 

That mvenxnt existed even witbin the core areas is also evident. One &mily, 

the Rileys, moved often, but always within the core area. 42 The Riley history stressed 

the central importance of St Patricks for regular observance and education; many of the 

Irish lNing in more isolated streets would be similarly drawn together with the School- 

Chapel as a focus. This describes the side of the ethnic identity coin which Barclay, 

because Of his commitment to secubrism, ignOred and underrated. The external pressure 

of Protestant, indigenous mass culture, and the perceived racial differences of the Irish, 

both visual and linguistic, ensured the survival amongst a large number of a ghetto 

mentality, especially in terms of religion. " 

"See Educatim chWtw, sw6m On kW44- 

421SW/OfW intenr; &As with Mr Pit Riley. 
4sSee BarcWs comnwt in The Kyvvm, 1896, quoted above, about the sty4e of celebration an i7th March. 

.. 
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(d) Health and "Contagion" 

Joseph Dare cited the Irish as harbingers of disease; the charge was also leveUed 

by a prominent local doctor in 1843 in an influential treatise delivered formally to the 
Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society. It was also "printed in extenso" in the 

Leicester Journal. Amongst the chief causes of the deterioration of sanitary conditions, 
Dr. Shaw. cited "the evil example of Irish immigrants of the lowest class. " The Irish 

factor was then, proferred to the governing elite of Leicester as a serious and "evil" 

example even before the panic reaction and social dislocation of the "Famine" migration 

took place. ' This possibly represents the first Leicester manifestation of the scene- 

setting negative stereotyping described by Busteed et al (1992) in relation to the Irish in 

Manchester, when Kay-ShuttlewortlYs report on the Irish in 1832 depicted them, in 

negative terms, in the wider cultural and socio-economic senses as criminals, as 

professional parasites, ad infinitum. Adopted by middle-class elements with a raciaL 

political and social agenda, this depiction of the Irish also suited extreme conservative 

elements in the working class; and Leicester like Manchester had its Orange Lodges, its 

strong Anglican power base, and a rabidly conservative press element. (See chapter on 

popular anti-Catholicism). Hall (1998) explains the political misuse made of Irish ill 

health patterns; ill-health (like poverty) was a moral problem. The Irish were a 
"demoralized", and therefore separate, ethnic group, an'enemY withirP who should 90 
back home. " 

Medical professionals and local government officers were preoccupied, rightly, 

at this time with the seven "zymotic" diseases: smallpox, measles, scarlet fever, 

diphtheria, whooping cough, simple f evers, and diarrhoea. " Whilst the Irish, together 

with the wider working class, endured all these diseases, they were in particular 

associated with the three then most dreaded health hazards: fever, tuberculosis and 

smallpox. At all health, stFveys across the period, the Irish were well represented in 

"LCRO, Abstract of Dr Shads PWK on The MaWarld ftstal Caxftn of ft Wor" Class; TLLPS, 9th Session, 1843. 
4, p. 9". 
"BUSTEED, MA. at al, The Myth and Reddy of Irish Migrants In mid-19th Century Manchester A Preliminary Study, In 
O'SULLIVAN, P. (Ed), (1992) 7he Irish WbW Wide, Vol Z The Irish ki ft Now Communi6es, p. 26-34. See HALL, C. in 
LEWIS, G. (ED)(1998). P-150-6. 

cc4r hon. 'ENGGS, J. T. (1912), LokesterSanitaUon VOMUSVe 18 , this was a WngthY case against conVulsoryvmdnation. 
The corporation in I w, in a survey of "Zyrnofic disease, " rePorted an WhitvMrs Yard In Denman SbW thus; Vv state of 
this yard has been repeatedly before the BOOT because Whitwall. the owner, Insisted on running a piggery on the site; see 
LCRO, 20 D, 72-55, Rep? of MOH 10 LDca/ Bd Oh, 1853-6,9-6-18ý54, the figures for Irish in Denman St were 7 In 1851. 
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those streets identified as serious problem areas. "' Barclay made numerous references 
to iff-health in Leicester's working-class areas. " 

Fever was associated with the Irish in two main ways; specifically the 'Tamine", 

and generally with migrants seen as carriers. "Black 47" stands out in local health 

records for references conjoining the Irish and the threat of fever. Dare's Mission Report 

for that year noted: 

Taking the whole of the year, it has been very sickly; but, excepting the 
fever, not perhaps of a fatal character ..... I found fever in the depth of 
winter; and the Irish introduced it again in the bay-making season ..... I 
had called, by request, at a lodging-house in Abbey Street, where fever 
was raging. The Irish congregate here in a manner that must generate 
disease. There is a house also in Abbey-gate, occupied by an Irishman, 
his wife, and six children; ..... and yet twelve or fourteen men crowded in 
here during the harvest ..... The guardians have judiciously made the 
Bridewell a fever-house for them; when recovered they should be taken 
home. They are spreading disease in all our larger towns. In lodging 
houses they are frequently put in the same beds in which others, who 
have had the fever, have lain or even died. 

It is clear that a lack of hygiene and health consciousness was not the sole prerogative 

of the Irish; the Irish served as a focus, as a communal scapegoat. Some offered help 

and synVathy. " ..... a poor widow, with many children, gave part of her scanty clothing 

to an Irish woman who was lying totally naked in a fever, of which she died in a few 

days. "" Dare's observations were reflected in local authority reports. In September 

1856, in Royal East Street, home of the newly opened St Patrick's School-Chapel, "fever 

and diarrhoea prevail to a considerable extent ... the channels (in Wood St) are in a very 
bad state and are always stagnant and offensive. "10 

The Irish dimension was also reflected in Loughborough: "In 1847, the Board 

was faced with the necessity of erecting a fever ward, because of the cases of typhus 

brought in by vagrants (mainly Irish). " The Catholic Chapel used by the Irish in 

Loughborough (on Ashby Road) suffered from being in a location with defective 

"See LCRO, Hadth COMISS list of ̀ WMt kx: WiV StFSGtS re sewage 1854,20D 72155, minutes 16 June, MOH reports for 
1868-73, grd 1880. See RK>WCWN, C., The Irish In Victorian Bradford (1976), who uses same technique for klendfyft 
Irish health Patterns, p. 155-17. 
4lSee BARCLAY, (1934), p. 3,7,9 & 10,71. 
IODARE, Rev. J., 2nd RLDMS, 1847, pp-20-23. 
"LCRO, 20 D, 72-55, ROPOll O(MOH 10 LoCaf Sdof H, 1853-t date reft 14.121M 29,9. I&W, 19.9.18W. 
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sewerage and drainage. " 

The fear of scarlet fever was outpaced only by the utter dread of smallpox. 
Barclay starkly recalled: 

We all had smallpox, and one of us died, and then father began to drink 
mre; and as if dirt and dinginess and bickerings and hidings, and rags and 
assaults of vermin were not hell enough ..... 52 

Barclay, bom in 1852, was obviously speaking of his cbildhood, and the association of 

the Irish with this disease was rnade locaUy in the Leicester press in 1857: 

Several deaths took place in Whitwick from that "fearful malady" the 
smapox, two of which were in a confined court or passage called Irish- 
Yard, and it is feared that the epidemic is increasing. " 

In Leicester, smallpox deaths doubled, from 52 fatalities in 1852 to 104 in 1864.54 An 

flunvaccinated child of vagrants" died in 1856. The 1864 outbreak was blamed on a' 
"traveller" who stayed in a common lodging house. In 1865, one death occurred in a 
lodging house in Abbey Street, at the very core of Irish settlement. 55 

The great Leicester child killer, acute diarrhoea, remained locally endemic until 

the Great War. In 1870, of 220 children and 20 adults identified, parental occupations 

were shown to be a relevant factor. 51 children were from hosiery and textile families, 

56 from shoenvking households, and 32 from labouring backgrounds; all of which were 

occupations with heavy concentrations of Irish workers. ' 

The connections between &mily health and occupational hazards had been aired 

formally in Leicester at a Literary and Philosophical Society meeting of 1860. An expert 

speaker noted that "towns connected with the hosiery and lace manufacture Eke 

Leicester, usually showed a high mortality in pulmonary diseases. In th6se engaged in 

the shoe manufacture gastric affections were very prevalent. "" The Irish in Leicester, 

adults as well as childreiý were prominent in both of these industries (see Occupations 

LCRO; StCHERAND, A.. The Poor ard The English Poor Lem h Ow Loughborough Union of Parishes, 1837-1860, p. 
76 &)d 104. 
"BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 12. 
"M 20 May ̀1 B57.16-26; 

BIGGS (19`12), p. 375. "LCRO, ROPOrt Of MOH, 18W, P- 
isSe. DA\As (19w) who sbvwm the link made between the Irish, vagrarts, and inooming diseases; p. 153., and HALL 

"LCRO, MOH Report, 1871, p. 13-14. The Abbey Sewage Pumping Station helped the skustion from 1891. 
vVV00D. FLH, Sankary Scknoe: b rebatial to the Masses; in 7LLPS, 2pd session, 1859. -W, p. 211-12; speerh of 23 Jan. 
MO. 
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analysis). 

In fact, the local MOH reports make the relationship between work and health 

abundantly obvious. This was especially so in the case of consumption, or tuberculosis, 

TABLE 13 TUBERCULOSIS MORTALITY STATISTICS FOR SELECTED TRADES IN 
LEICESTER IN 1859,1861 AND 1866 (MOH REPORTS) 

Year Hosiery & Boot & Shoo Labouring & Source Ref 
Textiles trade Building trades 

1859 35/43 7/43 33/99 186 1, p. 21 
(age 2 +) 

1861 51/70 9/70 18/98 1861, p. 22 
(age 2 +) 

1866 14/29 12/29 6/42 1866, p. 16-17 
(age 15 +) 

I 

Source: LCRO MOH Reports, the bw fig = total of deceaw; top fig = no. in ftud trade. 

as Table 13 graphically indicates. 

Again, in three economic spheres in which the Irish were weH represented, in the case 

of labouring - very weH represented, there was a dramatic pattern in the numbers 

reported as succumbing in those three industries (Refer Table 13, T. B. Mortality 

Statistics for selected Trades in Leicester, 1859-66). 

The Irish settlers were not only prone to illness and occupational disease, but 

equally susceptible to industrial accidents. In agriculture, an apparently open-air, healthy 

activity, risk was a factor. Dare recorded in 1852 a request for help "from a benevolent 

gentienmn, to see to the requirements of an Ifishman who had been taken iu in one of his 

fields. "58 
AQ 
As might be expected, those Irish in Leicestershire coal mhiing were especially 

at risk. " Heavy underground work, such as coal hewing, was suited ideaUy only to those 

in the 20-50 age range. Irish mining fianilies not only endured xenophobic violence, but 

also blame as the carriers of smallpox and typhoid in the 1857 outbreak. In midlands 

coalfields in 1868, one man was killed for every 131,034 tons of coal raised. ' Not 

"DARE, Rev. J., 7m RLDMS, 1852, p. g. 
"See OWEN, C. (1984). The Leics. & S. Deft. Coarad 1700-19W, p-202. 
"PALMER, R. (I 974)(Ed), Poverty Knock, quqbng SIMONIN, L., (1868), Mines and Miners; p. 55. 
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surprising, therefore, was the presence of an Irish-born collier in the Leicester Royal 
61 

Infinnary at the censuses of both 1861 and 1871. 

The great "Whitwkk Pit Fire"of April 1898 was a temible conflagration, reported 
, 962 

nationally: "Seven more Bodies Recovered - Inquest and Funeral - Pathetic Scenes. 

35 miners died, leaving 27 widows and 34 children under 14 years of age. The family 

of Patrick OMara, aged 49, consisted of his wife and 12 children, aged from I to 23 

years. "O'Mara was identified by his lamp, candle box, strap, knife and other articles. 

The body ..... by the decreased mads son. " Patrick OMara was second generation. 13 

The O'Maras were not unused to misfortune, for the flimily had experienced a 

road accident death in 1853, at the hands of the mine owning farnily. On a "pitch dark" 

night, on 31 January, a de Lisle fimii1y coach "knocked down and drove over an Irish 

labouring nmn, Omeara, 'and broke his leg; " on 9 February Mrs de Lisle's diary recorded. ' 

"Poor Omeara died from injury caused by iron tyres having driven over him and broken, 

his leg. "" There was n'o'mehtion at all of compensation. The deceased was James, 

Patrick's father. 

The underlying reality of any form of labouring was the sheer physical strength 

necessary for survival. ý Heinrick in 1872 computed that the work duration of men in 

"general labour" was just 15 years; after that, lighter work was essential. " In1864, one 
Thomas Cassidy. of Leicester "began working in a frame at 10 years old, and then 

66 
worked about 10 hours; would not pass 12 hours" (ie. per day). 

Some idea of the Irish mortality rate c. 1825-60 is discernible from burial register. 

data for the nearbytown of Hinckley. Of a total of 261 names, 14 (5.4 per cent) are 

clearly identifiable as being Of Irish descent or birth. Five of the Irish list belonged to one: 
family, the Quigleys; all were children, who died between the ages of 6 weeks and 5Y2 

years in the decade 1838-48. The Quigleys in 1841 comprised the father, William, a 

tailor, and his wife Margaret, both Irish-born; they had 6 children, 5 of whom survived. 

In fact, apart from 3'adults, two of whom died in their twenties, all of the deceased 

"A CD, 1861. p. 52, Richard Gester, aged"15; 1871, p. 73, M"4xxn Bartholomew Burke, aged 38. 
ImSee ComMb Tirms, 13 JaM 1 M9. re Inquest; The Kyvem of 6 May 1 8W, No. 341, Vol. XIV. p. 47, re detailed report. See 
also JONES, C.. & STOKES. A H. (1898). W**ft CoEmy-Uinderground Fka-Report to H. m. Sac of State for Horne Dept 
(p. 28)' , MW The Wbtwfck Co1bry Disaster-Partibukifl! of 0* Vx*ns and Descendants); Whitwick Historical Group. 
"A. C, D., whitwick, 1851, p. 2. HO/107/2084- 
uDo Lp; Diary c(Laure do Lbb, 31 Jan IW Wd 9 Feb. 1853- The de UsWs we charitable, but the diary reveals no furti-w 
details. 
"HEINRiCK H. (1872). p. 92. 
ssCt*ftn-s Empbywwlt Cwwnissbn, 2nd Report 1864, P=M re Hosiery In Leicestw, Cassidy Is an Irish summm; not 
In oensus for 1861M. The quote is strang0Y worded, In Out kundemtate. s the rigorous working day. 
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Catholics with Irish names were children. This affords some measure of the high level 

of socio-economic deprivation in both Hinckley and Leicester, where framework knitting 

was the staple in both cases. "' 

Particularly poignant then was the extreme vulnerability of the young. Sick 

children, both Irish-born and second generation, are regularly listed in the School Log 

books. " Parental ignorance was a factor: at St. Peter's (Hinckley) in 1876 they 

demanded that the newly installed zinc ventilation tubes be closed up. " 

Apart from basic charitable provision and local philanthropy, adults could resort 

only to faith healers and to folk practices. 70 Barclay described one of his mother's 

tactics, employing the sacerdotal and sacramental powers of the Catholic Church: 

What is "chin-cough"and how should it be cured? I suspect chin-cough 
was whooping-cough: mother's cure for it was a drink out of the chalice. 
I and my brother were taken to the chapel, and kneeling before the altar- 
rails, the kind priest gave us a drink out of the sacramental chalice: I 
don't know was the liquor wine or water, or whether it cured us. 71 

There is little doubt about the commitment of many clerics to helping the sick and poor; 

Leicester had its own hero-cleric figure in Irish-born Fr. Cyril Bunce (O. P. ). At St 

Patrick's from 1872 to 1885, he went to Holy Cross in 1890, and in 1893 aged just 51 

"died of typhoid fever caught attending the sick poor. "72 

Real improvements, would come only with systematic welfare provision and slum 

clearance after c-1920. As late as 1895, Barclay profiled Abbey Street's "slaughter- 

houses, marine stores, bakeries ... Public houses and lodging houses; " food production 

was still being conducted alongside abattoirs, and their accompanying reffise, and living 

accommodation was intermixed with industrial enterprises. It is not surprising, then, that 

han volunteers and professionals were still busily engaged amongst the inhabitants of 

"ACD, HincklaY, 1841-91: RAW 16; fiches 2503/4, and Hixfty Burials ftm 1827 to Feb 1858, in St PeWs parish 
AjaWkv, Na 399, Sept. 1960; the complate list contains 261 nernes. In Hinckley Library Local History section. 
"With the sole exception of St Pa&Ws, whose 19th C. Log Books appear lost. 
"BROMLEY, Ft. (1974). hW Cross School, p. 23. BURPJLJ, M. B. (1986), Sacred Heart Schoo( pp. 2.3 + 6. HARRISON, 
Fr. pA (1958), St ~s Hkx*by, p. 35,39 and 42; the building records of St PabWs (Leicester) show that the installation 

of wTobin Tubes' for vantilebm was 8 necessity there also. 
mDffe mentions momm being had by stricken parsons in Leicester to'the wise wornen of Wing* (a vvillage in Rutland); see 
RLDmS, im p. 8-1 1. See HEYDON, S; Medical Care for Poor in Leicester in 183(Ys; TLAHS, LV, 1979-80. 
"BARCLAY, T. (1934), P-9. 
72GUMBLEY, W. (1955), Obluary AbWes offhe Engish Dominkms, 155.5-1952, entry No. 209. 
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the Abbey Street area right through the 1920's and 1930's. " As late as 195 1, a special 
local rnedia feature on sIwn bous4 in St. Margarets, entitled 'Leicester's Black Spots, ' 

featured a Mrs Flanagan sharing an outside water tap with several other households in 

Wheat Street. A century after Barclay's birth in the slums, an Irish presence was stiu 

evident, until the clearances which started c. 1930 and were completed by c. 1960. ' 

(0) The Impact of Poverty: Paupers or Pariahs? 

Irish migrants were amvmg in a town beset with long term economic problems, 

a town where the press and infortned opinion soon concurred in isolating the Irish from 

the care agenda. By 1846 in Lekester, the average He span was 25 years. By 1847, the 

arrears of poor rates in St Margaret's parish, where most Irish would reside, totalled 
0,000. The mayor headed an emergency committee, and in the first fortnight of its 

S. 7 
existence raised L3,480 to help 1,700 bmihe ' Leicester was to be no "bed of rosee' 
for migrants. 

Concern about the numbers of Irish poor appeared in Leicester as early as 1836 

when the respondent to the government questionnaire on the proportion of Irish migrants 

who were poor noted that of around 300 then in the town, "about 200 are of the class- 

ofpoor, but not receiving pay as paupers. "6This was an early indication of a prejudiced 

and differentiated approach locally to the Irish poor. 
The attitude of Leicester's newspaper-reading population and opinion-fonners 

towards the TamW serves fix1irectly as a gauge oftheir opinion towards Irish migrants 

entering the town. - Views about the starvation in fact varied, from supportive and 

*npathetic to negative'and hostile. In 1838, an articulate working man wrote an open 
letter to the LRx-ral Thomas Paget, prematurely denouncing the exporting of foodstuffs 

from Ireland despite the need of the Irish populace. ' 

r-councillor Emily Fortey (St Mergarat's Ward), JP, an RC local government Labour actMst and fighter for www's rights, 
worked from C. 1918 In aft ttm dreadful streets wd houses d Belgreve Gets, * especially m mother and baby health wd 
nunwy PrOv*icn; s" 'A TcrrJtsGrGe (1946), P-37--48- 
T4jjUS&gW LAKbq3tar C4vo**, 25 Aug. 1951, P-1 - Photo feature wd report shavving surviving I ft C. slum interiors W4' 
aDderloM. 
YISEARSON, G. F; L, (1850), LA*rahminLakOStsr, P. g, 145,88.136-7. 
7sRaplon ShdOC(kMpoCrh GS, pp. (1836), App. G. p. 164 (Vol. XX\nll). Also, The 3rdReplof ft R. C, on 0* COý 
O(ft poorer Cjs&"s ki Ireland pp. XXX (IBM) sbw*W the utter PO\WV d many of the peasantry ad ft \wt eAwd of 
ffmkovy stisting. The forn a Report stW 1: 119 fINTAII of English camm by reteirring to Irish mendicants in BrUn Nvho 
roam WW the country for the purpose of collecting SIMS' (P. Ali -AAH). Also, ft Ist Rep't of SC on Einow# st*S, pp 
(j&rA), EW. ofS. Radrriond, rafw, toUvdwUtutionwWPM"Ofscrneoftýelfthmowb; pp. 88-9. 
'ILC, 31 Mar 1 M. Jobez Wastods iettOr. 
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On 29 November 1845, The Chronicle carried news of the scarcity of and 

pestilence in the Irish potato crop, " together with a sympathetic account of the 

Corporation's attitude towards Ireland; it described government parsimony as "an 

outrage upon humanity ... deserving of the utmost execration. " 

A year later, however, a certain ambivalence presented itself. Although the 

Chronkle was broadly Liberal (in comparison with the rabidly Tory Journao it began 

to feature contradictory analyses. A piece entitled 'Irish Pigs and Irish Men' noted 
ironically the good physical condition of the Irish hogs imported at Liverpool and 

compared them with the emaciated human cargoes offloading to escape starvation. Yet, 

in the same edition, it carried a piece defending market forces and noting "that alms had 

so smange a fimination for the Irish peasant, that he would prefer a charitable sixpence 

to a well-eamed shilling. " It went on thus: 

..... the spirit of low jobbing was so ingrained in the Irish character, that 
the relief intended would seldom reach the cases of genuine distress, but 
be absorbed by the lazy, the crafty, and the turbulent; and that the 
government works would speedily degenerate into one vast gigantic 
mischief and abuse. 79 

it concluded with the wild clafin that financial aid to date was being spent on arms to use 

in murdering landlords and administrators. Local gentry and aristocrats like the Herricks 

certainly were informed on conditions in Ireland by Irish relatives: 

It is a moderate calculation to say that in this country the poor are dying 
at the rate of one hundred per day, Hoping Sir that you may never pass 
a Christmas surrounded by such misery. "80 

A letter of 1849 was cold hearted in its economic objectiveness: 

our grain harvest. has been good and in well managed farms is now 
secure but the potatoes are in many places nothing ..... there is neither 
church nor parson in the parish and the Roman Catholic priests are 
starving ..... hoping Sir that your more fortunate country may never 
furnish such a tale ....... 

Herrick wrote again from Cork in 1854: "the Famine taxation and other matters 

7$LC, 29 Nov 1845; presclarft ft also offered a discussion on the suitability of Indian com as a food substitute. 

"LC. 19 Doc I W. 
80h*rk* Mss, C482, Bodleian Lib, Oxon; fols. 311-3213, JEH to WH from 69 Lwr Baggot St Dublin 26 Doc 1 s46. 

slHeftk mss, Bcx1gian LAb; C48Z fols 318-320; letter from BellmouK Crookstown, Co. Cork, 28 SepL 1849. 
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... has deprived my fiunily of many comforts to which they had always been 

accustomed. "" Herrick was typical of a number of Leicestershire gentry families with 

estates in Ireland at this period. " Such families also articulated their fears and concerns 

regarding Irish politics. Herrick denounced"that ridiculous donkey Smith O'Brien, "'of 

the Young Irelarid movement in his letter of 1849. In April 1847, Lord Bentinck wrote 

to the Martins, an Anglican family at Anstey, near Leicester, denouncing public works 
for the stricken hish, and advocating absohrte use of workhouses. " Some few reactions 

were positive. James Ellis of the local Quaker fimifly, "deeply sympathising with the', 

sufferers" in Ireland in, 1849, bought a large fim at Letterfrack (Co. Galway). to, 

regenerate the local economy. He stayed for eight years. Laura de Lisle, of the key 

Catholic county family, 
Inoted 

that 24 March 1847 was the "Day appointed by Queen 

Victoria for a general Fast on account of the Famine in Ireland and Scotland. " There 

appeared no ftuther reference to the plight of their Irish fellow-Catholics; this mirrors 
their later la4l of interest in assisting the Irish in Leicester. " 

In January 1847 in Leicester, the Mayor and prominent Liberals set up a fund to 
deal with "Irish, Distress and Destitution. " However, a plethora of negative and 

unsympathetic articles more than counterbalanced any sympathy off ered. In general, the 

gist was that the Irish bad only themselves to blame; the "one cause" was "the total want, 

of self-reliarice and self-respect which the Irish evince as a people. " Even the norrnally 
tolerant Chronicle joined in:,, 

But there is no forethought, not even a grain of the commonest prudence 
instilled into'the Irish mind to induce it to look forward to the 
consequence of the insanity which draws all labour to public and useless 
works, instead of confining itto useful agricultural purposes, although 
the pay for the one is less than that for the other. The cause of this is an 
inherent defect in the Irish character - the love of an easy indulgence, the 
satisfaction of today and the reckless indiflerence to the events of the 
morrow..... And if the dream of Ireland was to the effect that England 
was an El Dorado of wealth, then surely, the Ministerial measures are of 
a character to foster the national Irish constitutional improvidence and to 
render Ireland henceforth the great word pauper-house of England - the 

"Hwtk MSS, BOC#Ww Lb, C. 482, fols 329; VM to WH, from Shopool, Co. Cair, II Feb. IBM. 
usee flies in LCRO re the Herricks, to Mettins. Ow Hatopps, the Frowens, and cow locW gentry. 
mLCRO, Msft Mss DG. 600, SerbxK 3 April 1847. Bentinck vm a Tory who OppmW whig Policy on Irsianci. 
"ELIA E (1883), Asemoirs, p. 93-97; H. L from Co. GaWft. 19 May 1856. Ellis may have prAW from the lxýmftions of 
the EnCumbGrOd Est" Aa NLP, Us Diary, 24 Mmh 1847. 
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natural colony of ease, indolence and poverty. " 

Here again, the public view reflected the private view: concern over cost. The same 

edition, in a piece on Irish Mendicants, declared "send all back who apply for relief 

without having been residents. " 

It was left to the Rev. Dare, in November 1852, to offer the most damaging of 
labels for the Irish, a description recycled in the press coverage, which referred to "the 

Pariahs of English Towns - the Irish. "" With this agenda in place, it is no surprise to 

discover that outdoor relief for the Irish in Leicester was seriously discouraged. The 

Irish were forced to seek economic amelioration elsewhere, at Mount St Bernards 

monastery. 
There is then conflicting evidence as regards the attitude of the host community 

to poverty and relief Dare habitually isolated examples of extremes involving the Irish, 

and publicised them As early as 1850, Dare remarked: "The influx of these people is a 

great nuisance. They should be sent home to grow flax and corn in their own beautiful 

island. " He detailed graphically Irish cases involving fraudulent claims, degenerate and 
drunken women, and the misuse of children. 

Dare deplored fraudulent supplicants; and highlighted two cases involving the 

Irish in the town of 1854; (see title page). " Both the women and the men in the first 

and second accounts respectively are accused of negative acts they '*ould" do given the 

opportunity; it is suggested by Dare that the Irish should be excluded from care 

programmes; let their own priest be responsible. Dare concludes sweepingly "There is 

scarcely an Irish case deserving of relief. " He followed with an item about the , low 

cunning" of the Irish wood chopper who sought his raw materials on credit whilst he 

carried several gold sovereigns secreted in his clothing (see Occupations chapter for full 

quotation); here too hisjustifiable annoyance spilled over into wholesale condemnation: 

,, And thus there is no believing any of their statements. " There is little sympathy to be 

found here, let alone support. 

Soon, Dare featured the Irish again; in 1855 he used Irish cases to illustrate his 

I'M 5 Sept 1846, to Oct 1846,23 Jan 1847,5 Fab 1847,13 Nov 1852; and Leicester Journal 7 Aug 1846 (attacking 
O'Connell and the Young IralarKlers), 12 Nov 1847,5 Fab 1847. 

1177le Chronk*, 13 Nov. 1852 
"DARE, Rev. J. 5th RLDMS, 1850, p-21; this was written at the time of the anding of the great 'Famine trauma. 

'*DARE, Rev. J., go RLDMS1854, p. 10. 'Enceinte is a now disusW term for being pregnant. 
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oPPOsition to urregulated prime charity because it became habit-forming for recipients; 
(see quotation on title page). Dare's comments make it absolutely plain that at this time. ' 

c. 1855, the official local authority policy towards the Irish was one of total refiLsal of 

outdoor reliet with assistance being granted only inside the regulated and segregated 

confines of the workhouse. Here are all the elements of current social debate today: the 

deserving and the undeserving poor, and the threat perceived from destitute immigrant 

scroungers. Dare was nothing if not consistent, and his new suggestion that the Irish ' 

adopt self-help, and that their own church should assess and monitor need, was -a 

recuning dwme in his influerAial conmwntaries. His account of the pregnant Irish beggar 

woman of 1854 (see above) asked "Should not the Irish generally be referred to their 

own priestsT A decade later he mused thus: 

These resident beggars are supplemented by the lodging-house strollers, 
and the least reputable of the Irish immigrants 

..... the Irish who beg 
should be kindly directed to the Priest, not on account of their faith, but 
because it is almost impossible to arrive at just conclusions as to their real 
conditions. There could be no objections to act under his advice. ' 

In 1861, Dare had again finked his concern over "indiscrininate alms giving" with Irish 

h-npostors, and both of his cases featured Irish families in well known locations, Orchard 

Street and Abbýy Street. 

They cam from Ireland and began business in the "wood line, " which is 
generally a pretence for indolent and irregular habits ..... She supplied 
them with a hundred weight, on credit ..... They then gave up wood 
selling, and left the debt unpaid. The wife broke up her private abode, 
and took her husband and children into a common lodging house. The 
man did no work of any kind, and the woman actually maintained four or 
five children, herself and her husband, by begging. She went out daily on 
her predatory rounds, decei i the unwary by all manner of bare-faced IvIng 
fabrications'..... But the Irish woman whiningly and impudently denied 
the whole of the circumstances. 91 

These portrayals of the Irish poor by Dare exhibit an obsessive long-term 

preoccupation with Irish miscreants. Paradoxically, however, Leicester received far 

fewer Irish proportionately than did other towns. Furthermore, Dare's analyses were 

toDARE, J., M RLDMS, 1863, p. 5. 
@'DARF-, J., lft RLDMS 1861, p. 7+8: 

. 
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never brieý but disproportionately lengthy. In 1855 he noted "we have in "our midst" 
an organised system of vice and beggary ..... 

02 The constant critical reiteration, in a 
respected, widely circulating, semi-official local journal, only enhanced an already 

negative image. The local press regularly used Dare's Reports, thus ensuring a wider 

readership. " The task of emerging from the nether regions of public opinion was to be 

long-term and difficult for Leicester's Irish. A century later, local government officials 

were still echoing Dare's SentiMentS. 94 

Positive attitude and action came from only a very few of their English fellow- 
Catholics in Leicestershire. The Cistercians and the Rosminians were the only agencies 

to be proactive. T1x Rosminians were organising refief for Ireland from December 1846, 

with effective fund raising in Italy and effective liaison with the Catholic authorities in 

Ireland. " The Rev Joseph Dare may not have known it, but some in the Catholic Church 

were in fact trying to address the problem of the Irish poor. 
The main work on the ground locally was carried by the Cistercians of Mount St 

Bernards', only 12 or so miles, a relatively easy walking distance, from Leicester. 

Numerous references in the Abbey archives attest to the monks, charitableness, 16 such 

as that to "24 Irish reapere' assisted one day in 1846. In 1846, the Abbot made 

reference to the Irish needy who had been assisted: 

..... 
We have numbers of the Poor Irish who after having been out of the 

Church for 5,10,20 or even 50 years, stay for a week or a fortnight, 
make their general Confession and go away blessing us and Providence. 
We have at present 4 little orphan children (Irish) whom I am having 
filstructed. Last night one or two and twenty slept here without a home 

,, 97 and in the greatest distress. 

Between 1846 and 1850, the Abbey served 128,269 portions of food, and provided 
lodgings for the homeless poor for 29,773 individuals. 'Tour parts out of five of those 

"DARE, J., 10M RLDMS, 18M p. 13. 
wag see LC of 13 Nov 1852 re 71h RLDMS- 
"'See JACKSON, JA (1963), The kth J7 Britairl, p. 156-7. There were a few instances whom to benefit of the doubt was 
gftndadtothelnoaT*VIdsh. These all tended to Invohe the Ellis Qualw family, see Letters o(Eraa Ellis (1883), P-1 1-12. 
"RCAI, at Rosminl House In Durham; see Letters ofAntonio Rosmkd SerW, Founder 
"MMA; sea film The Poor In Laics.; eg. Edmond Lafond's visit of 24 June 1848; the Farn0y Herald, 21 April 1849; Notes of 
a %isk, 1&ro. in 1848 M St B. "Relimed with food 32,000 persons, and gme occasional lodgings to 7,000 more. 0 For 1847, 
the figures were 36,000 and 12,000 respectively. Not sit of these could haw been Irish. 
OIMSWý J. B. Palmer, Prior to Lady Shrewsbury, 22 September, 1846. 
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who have received this relief have been natives of Ireland. "' 

Clearly, many "h were helped; and many of those must have been close t1o 

expiry, due to the distances covered on foot. " These impressive figures would suggest 

that the Abbey was seen as the centre of charity in the region, whereas the nearby to. wn 

of Leicester was not. What was the attitude of Leicester's town council to the poor.? - 
i Under the 1834 Act's provisions, Leicester's Board of Guardians was set up Mi 

1836 to administer the Poor Law Union. "' Voting was on party lines, the Conservatives 

ruling until 1845. Little attempt was made to enforce the principles of the new law, until 
1837, when out-relief was withheld. In the severe conditions of 1841-42, a new labour 

test led to riots which necessitated military intervention; the labour test in May 1848, 

when 19,000 of a population of 60,000 were seeking reliet led to almost a week of 

riots, centr, ed on the Irish, core streets, but apparently involving very few Irish (see Crime, 

chapter). Although there was much political opposition to the new Poor Law, by 1851 

the massive co'sts, of outdoor relief led to the construction of a new workhouse with 

capacity for 1 . 000 persons. "The policy of refusing out-relief in all except a few cases" 

was successful M* reducing expenditure. As a result, only 202 out of 1.3 78 applicants for 

relief in January/February 1858 accepted workhouse conditions. 

Table 14 concerns the Irish dinension to Poor Law relief in Leicester in the study 

period. In 1,841 and 1851 they constituted significant proportions of those-in, 

workhouses; this situation was less pressing in 1861 and 1871, despite rising again in 

1881; it was'much redu ced (0.4 per cent) by 1891. In 1851,4.6 per cent of those in 

workhouses. were Irish-born, which co-relates closely to the 4.9 per cent of paupers in 

Leicester's population at. that time. By 1861, however, only 1.8 per cent of all paupers 

were Irish-born, whilst the overall percentage of paupers in the population was 3.3 per 

cent. Roughly speaking, about half of those Irish who were pauperized were entering 
the workhouse. 

There was in fact a historical pattern pertaining to local authority treatment of 
the Irish poor in the Leicesterarea. The Leicester Settlement Books reveal a few Irish, 

cases. Andrew Flym,, a pauper living in Green Street in 1835, was removed to 

so MSBA setter to The Tablet IS March 1851, from 'A Friend to Charity. * It cwId be argued that do Usle was indiractty 
chart" tawards the Irish In that he heiped fund MSB- 
"See chapter Why ft Irish cam to Laicestee re GeWhty fami1y. 
imOL&* dawk here we from 'Sor. & Admin. Hitt. Since I SW In McKINLEY, RA & SMITH, C. T (Eds)(1%8), VCHL, Vol. 
tv. pp 251-302. 
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Hereford. "' The amounts spent by the parishes in the 1830's remained typical until the 

workbouses opened, with St Margaret's easily facing the highest costs. 'O' For example, 

as of 20 May 1836, St Margaret's parish, where most of the Irish settled, spent E5,703 

on poor refieý out of a total for all Leicester of f 12,274; this represented 46.5 per cent, 

TABLE 14 NUMBERS OF RISH43ORN PAUPERS ENUMERATED AT CENSUSES FROM 
1841 TO 1891 (MALE & FEMALE) 

CENSUS YEARS 

1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

1 1 2 10 4 9 9 7 18 10 16 11 

Annual Total 2(39) 12(263) 13(700) 16(715) 1 28 (910) 27(704) 

As % of all Paupers 5.1% 4.6% 
_ 
1.8% 2.2% 3.12L_j 3.8% 

Notes: 
(1) Source= Leicester Censuses, 1841-9 1. 
(2) Inl85l, totalof263 includes Union (143) and Infirmary (120). 
(3) From 1871-9 1, the figures refer to Leicester Union Workhouse (Sparkenhoe St). 
(4) In 1881, the Workhouse Master/Bookkeeper was a northern Irishman, Charles Gardiner, from 

Portadown, who was almost certainly a Protestant. 

or almost laY, of all city rehef expenditure. As the 1836 Report on the Irish Poor noted 
(see above), 200 of Leicester's estimated 300 Irish were classed as poor; the great 

majority of Irish, around 67 per cent, were therefore perceived as a burden from their 

earliest days of settlement. One local historian has remarked that "in Bradford about a 

third of the outdoor poor were Irish who were more subject to poverty than English 

workers. However, this does not openly appear as a problem in Leicester. " This was 
because as the 1836 Report indicated, those Irish were -not rece- - 99 iving pay as paupers, 

presumably because of official discouragement. The 'Tamine" arrivals coincided with 

Leicester's worst levels of poverty, in 1848-49.1111 In fact, one study of poverty in 

'O'LCRO, 18D62115; SefflomedBookof183& and 18 D 62/16; SOftmed Book c(1837p. 118,21/1211837): In 1837, the 
cmdMoryWsbwasmisW. Maried to a Troop Saigeent Mejor ofthe Ist Dragoon Guards In 1813 at the parish church 
of TkTdin In Co. Kildare, Mary lived In Wirble Street with her four chikhw, her husband having died in 1833. Presurnably 
mmy was of Irish birth, her husband an English serving soldier. This case was kift unresolved. 
102LCRO, 26 D 6&2, Poor Law WOO BoOkS 09 for 20/5118M. 
'qjCM, THOMPSON, KM. (1982), The Latwier Poor Law Uniwý 1836-71; p. 112. Bishop Ullathome (1857) noted that 
in one midlands town, the Idsh famed 50% of the w6waly poor but only 5% of those rec&*V help (p. 9), Catholics were 
ockided fran most English charttable foundatiom. Source. CFLAMBERLAJN, B. G. (1961), ROW as to Me Admi7isftthri 
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Leicester in the 1834-71 period asserts that "there were raigrants, to the Borough from 

outside the county, but they were few in comparison with the majority, who were mtive-, 

county paupers who on average had travelled 10 miles from home. -x9104 Dare's histrionic: 

strictures seem unnecessary exaggerations against such a background of relatively 

modest Irish representation, even though in 1844 the Town Council drew attention to 

earlier legislatilon for the removal of the Scotch and Irish Poor in relation to its serious 

concern over the outcomes in settlement cases, which it described as "a complete' 
lottery. ""' An example from Loughborough amply illustrates this point: 

7.8.1849 - case of Catherine Callaghan: 
"The Guar ý dians are desirous of departing from the Regulations and 
Customs relative to out relief she being an able-bodied inmate of the 
Workhouse and, being 

- 
desirous of getting to her relatives at Newport in 

Wales, the Guardians have agreed to allow her sufficient to pay her 
expenses'there if the Poor Law Board will sanction them in doing so. " 

In February 1851 the Leicester poor law authority received a letter from the Select 
Vestry of Liverpool enquiring about the impact of Irish pauper immigrants, and 

requesting a return of the cost of such paupers to Liverpool. " The Leicester Board 

speedily replied thus: 

From some cause this Union has not been burthened with any great 
number of these persons, but the Guardians still are of opinion that it is 
a system most I oppressive to certain localities, and fraught with very 
serious evils. I am directed to state for your information that the total 
number of Irish relieved in this Union since the 26th March last 
(excepting those permanently resident) has been but 176 persons, of all 
classes; and, our expenditure upon them, including the cost of removing 
two fisnifies to Ireland is E61 5.0.107 

In point of fact, - the writer was referring to the period from Lady Day 1850 to 19 

February 1851. In 1850 the Leicester Union dealt relief to 3,883 persons; in 1851 it 

offered relief to 2,949 cases; 176 Irish was a rather marginal figure within these sorts of 
limits. Removals to Ireland continued; in the August of 1852 it was "also ordered that 

C(FbOr Low kj #*Labets* Lhan (Vd. 73), in LCRO. Into 10 years 1848-58, the worst yeers for poverty In Laimterwere 
1848 (20.2%), 1649 (9.6%) mr-4 1858 (7.1%). (parontap d population religmd). 
ININNOCENT, G. (19R, Aspects of 0* Practical WO*kv ofthse Now poorLsw in Leic. & in Lots., 1834-1871, MA, Univ. 1 
Of Laic. 
IOILCRO, Rep? on ft Low of P&vd'W SOt*m0n1, L0i'-- Council, 23 Oct 1844 &-4 Uboro Workhouse Min. Ek 
'"LCRO, Leicester Poor Law Union, G/12W-59- 
'O'LicRo, G11257@19 " 26 D W244; Poor Low, Laic. C4. Gen. Out letters, May 1850 - July 1851; No. 261,19 Fab. 1851. 
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Thomas Talbott be appointed to convey Mary Hall and her 2 children to Liverpool in 

order to effect their removal to Ireland. ""' The Poor Removal Act, however, 

undermined the non-resident system by making many former non-resident paupers 
irremovable. " In Leicester the poor rates doubled, and irremovability prevented the 

actual removal of non-settled and Irish paupers. Boards became more concerned about 

the loss of the deterrent value of removals, especially with respect to the Irish poor, and 

some ignored this Act, successfiffly bluffing Irish paupers into accepting removal (eg 

Bradford). The Removal of Irish Paupers Act of 1861 charged the removing union with 
the responsibility of conveying the pauper to his ultimate destination in Ireland. 

Analysis of the inmates of the workhouse in 1881 indicates that 34 were Irish 

born (3.73 per cent), which was a considerably higher rate than any of the other 

dispersed regional areas listed. 28 (3.1 per cent) were actually paupers, 18 males and 

10 females. This proportion was similar to that for all of the S. Midlands, and two- 

thirds of that for the N. Midlands; and this writer noted that "the Irish population in the 

Workhouse was often seen as a major migrant group in many English towns. " In 

Leicester the Irish formed 12.76 per cent of unskilled labourers, a lower proportion 

than in the north western entry ports of Manchester and Liverpool. This research 

concluded that the poor in Leicester were organically of the working class, and that 

impersonal economic forces rather than "moral" failings were the causes of their 

impoverishment-' 10 In particular, household fortunes were tied to the vagaries 

occasioned by the decline in hosiery and the emergence as a new staple of the footwear 

industry. The Irish were as vulnerable to such changes and fluctuations as were the host 

community (see Occupations). Heinrick offered a somewhat prejudiced view, blaming 

Irish impoverishment on association with the English poor. Heinrick would have been 

more accurate to question employer attitudes rather than the example of the English 

poor. 
Cztainly by the turn of the century, whilst Irish employment patterns were more 

varied, there were still 27/704 (or 3.8 per cent) Irish born in the Workhouse-"' The 

records of a local police-aided clothing charity offer evidence of the vulnerability of 

'"LCRO, 26 D 6W6, Poor Law Min. Ek 3 Aug. 1852, p. 370. 
119'rbe effects of this Act on I tar am ghm In THOMPSON, KM. (1982), The Lek. F'oor Law Union. 1 &16.71. p. I 19. 
120. 
'"See PAGE, S., P&4mftm and the Leicester WoNIOL" in 1 Sal, In TLAH.. S, Vol. bdii, (1989). p. 92-93. 

"'HEINRICIIý H. (1872), p. 36; and APD, 1891. 
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children as late as the 1890's, (on the basis of Irish surnames; see Education chaper). 112 

Bishop Bagshawe's sharp critique in 1885 of current capitalist economics hit hard at 
those with "accumulated land or wealth": 

'Unhappily in England the State, governing chiefly in the interest of the 
wealthy and land-owning classes, leaves this unjust and barbarous power 
almost uncontrolled ..... So too it has robbed the poor, or allowed them 
to be robbed, of vast quantities of recreation and conunon land, necessary 
both for their maintenance and their health of body and mind ..... The law, 
moreover, allows the poor to be worked without regard to rest or 
health. "' 13 

Recording the problem was one thing; serious amelioration lay in the Mure. 

(f) Conclusion 

The Irish conununity in Leicester then tended to share the generaUy rather low 

standard of living enjoyed by the English working class in the period c. 1840 to c. 1890. 

Across all the indices examined, housing and health conditions tended to reflect those 

which pertained in Irish communities in locations such as Bradford and London. As is 

still a worldwide pattern poor in-migrants to towns tended to become located in 

affordable areas, and thus the association between the Irish newcomers and the slums 

became a commonplace. The very real factor of poverty amongst the Irish, especially 

the Famine migrants, is attested to sympathetically in the record of those who tried to 

help, especially the Catholic authorities (the Cistercians on the ground at Mount St. 

Bernard, and the Rosminians by international fund collecting). Long-term poverty 

associated with poor and low quality housing and limited job opportunities, was very 

difficult to eliminate. Questions of diet, nutrition and overall health remained problems 

until the 1890's and beyond. As well as physical deprivation, the Irish suffered lasting 

damage from their unsympathetic portrayal locally as allen parasites by the Rev. Joseph 

Dare, whose influentional Reports affected public opinion via the press and local 

government. Dare said nothing positive about the Irish, his detailed negative portrayals 

112 LCRO; Charity Records, Applic; ation Forms for aid from the Police-aided Assen for Clothing the Destitute Children of 
Leicester. 
"$NDA and DOLP; BAGSHAWE, (1885), Afercy and Justhe fo blie Fbor, p. 17-19. He Sda(*9d especially the evils of 
IN Kfa In Ireland. His perogtion has, sacly, a conternporary ring to it, a century later. Bagshme was an ernbarr8ssnwlt 
to astadishrrient Caffidics of the Do Lisle type, and was rnarginalised toý the erd of his episcopate. 
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racialized and problematized the Irish community. Only with the gradual dispersal from 

c. 1875 from the core streets of settlement around Abbey Street and Green Street into 

newer areas of artisan housing did the Irish concentration begin to dissolve, and this 

process cuhninated in the slum clearances c. 193 5. Tbis, together with mixed marriages, 
led to the gradual development of the integration and assimilation processes for many of 

the migrants and their descendants. 
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CHAPTER5 

THE IRISH DIMENSION TO CATHOLIC DEVELOPMENT IN LEICESTER 

_- th= is we Barney Branagan in the greet, without shoes or stockings, and the whole number of his tattered 
gammds amounting to two, quietly going to be entrapped into some establishment where he will be taught to 
swear at the Pope and laugh at the Blessed Virg4 

From The Rambler, Vol. IH, March 1855, Part XV, p. 159; held in the DomWcan main archive. 

Meanwhile Prayer your work of sanctifying the Irish People is undoubtedly an incalculable auxiliary fDr the 

general object. If only the Irish were but true and vital Catholics in their lives and practice, as they already so 
gWriot* am in the integrity and the heartiness oftheir Faith, they would indeed be a standing, evidence ofthe 
truth ofCatholicity to their Anglo-Saxon fellow subjects and fellow-countrymen. The Irish am a noble people, 
brave WLe lions, generous to a fault, bearty, affi: ctionate and full ofgratitude for kfix1ness. Ifthey would crown 
all these noble qualities with a hemy cmvasion to God, their example would be overwhelming and omnipotent - 
as it is, I often bear Anglican clergymen who have made tours in Ireland say how chaste the young women and 
men ofIrdand are compared with those oftheir own country Parishes here in England, w1we alas! vice is now 
nearly as general as ifthe people were heathensl It surely taust be for some providential purpose that God has 

. somany"h1c) settle in England oflate years. Thus in our neighbouring, Parish ofWhitwick there are 
ally 900 Irish, all come within the last 6 yews, attracted by the dernand oflabour in the coal mines ofthe 

district. Wappily these Irish am sadly given to drinking. and as they earn from 15 to 25 shillings a week they 
have plenty ofmcans to Va* this nd pas*n, and the result is much scandal, quarrelling and fighting 

..... 
Later 

please God who I open mines in the next Parish ofSheppesh4 whem we are now boring with fair prospects, 
we shall want maq more Irish to aid us in working thern, for our own population will not suffice, but we must 
have good ones, who will malty help us to Catholicize our Anglo-Saxons. 

Ambrose de We to Rev. Ignatius Spericer, 25 Feb. 1860, in PURCELL, E. S. (1900), Life and 
Letters ofAmbrose de Lisle, Vol. L p. 186-7. 

in the been ofuicestar slumdomyou will find St Patrick's Church. Like the neighbourhood in which it stands, 
it is a seedy4ooking place, but for years it has performed a splendid mission, particularly amongst the Irish and 
fbreign element of the town. It is round this little temple of the church of their native land that the Hibernian 
section of our conununity loves to live, and it is within the walls of this little place that you find them there 
foregathered in considerable numbers any Sunday morning ..... The people who trooped into St. Patrick's last 
Sunday morning were for the most part very poor. There was a distinctly Irish look about the entire 
congregation .... Most of those present had made themselves smart before coming to worship, but them 
were those there who, not havmg the wedding garment, still did not absent themselves from the worship of 
the great Bridegroom ..... It was very pretty to we these poor people, waifs of society many of them looked, 
bowing reverently to the altar as they entered die church, and again as they entered their seats; very impressive 
to see them devoutly kneel down in prayer for several minutes before seating themselves. 
SL Patrick's is only an epitxne of a church. Everything is on a small scale. The place is only about as big as 
a couple of good sized drawing rooms joined together, and with the hundred and fifty or so worshippers that 
assembled on Sunday moming, it looked quile full. Although it is probably the very poorest church in Leicester. 
much nim has evidently been spent on decoration, an pictures, effigies, &c., to make the place attractivcý and 
this has been achieved, though, of course, the whole looks cheap and tawdry cornpared With the grandeur of 
%valthy Catholic churches in this Wid other countries ..... Considering the neighbourbood in which St Patrick 
is, the poverty of its finances, and the difficulty of rendering the best musical settings of the Mass, it was 
surprising to find a very creftble perfixtnance given by the organ and choir ..... At the usual break in the 
middle of the Mass, the officiating priest, a young man with a very devout and pleasant mum, stepped into 
the pulpit and made a few announcatnents. He has a brogue which distinctly Proclaims his nationality, but he 
spoke in prvq and musical tones. 

'Round TIle Cbumbml The Leicester Guardian, Saturday, May 26,1900 
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INTRODUCTION 

(1) Recognising the Irish dimension 

This chapter will identify and evaluate the Irish contribution to Catholicism in 

Leicester, which has, to date, either been marginalised or ignored. ' It wiU criticaUy 

examine sources; discuss informal as well as formal observance; and evaluate the 
leadership and personnel contributions of Irish males and females. 

The most recent survey (Lacey, 1985) of the Catholic revival in the east midlands 

selects a traditional agenda: the Cistercian and Rosminian initiatives; and the aristocratic 
families, especially the de Lisles. The Irish dimension receives attention only in terms 

of a brief coverage of poverty-stricken migrants. This replicates Kimberlin's (1946) 

study of Catholicism in Leicester. The only inclusive work on the Irish, by the diocesan 

historian, Garrett Sweeney, was written half a century ago and is unpublished. ' A recent 
thesis unquestioningly echoes older accountS. 3 Leicestershire was more accessible to the 
Irish than is acknowledged; statistically significant Irish in-migration pre-1850 into 

Leicester, Loughborough and Hinckley took place (see Chapters I& 2). Mount St. 

Bernard's Abbey had Irish constitutional roots and numerous Irish personnel, but it is 

outside the scope of the present study. ' 

Trappes-Lomax (1954) produced a lengthy account of county Catholicism in the 
1550-1950 period. WHe dealing extensively with numerically negligible English 

recusant gentry, he "discussed" the Irish dimension in just seven succinct fines: 

The Irish immigration, which began about 1826 and increased rapidly 
from about 1840, has contributed to the number of Roman Catholics in 
the cou nty. The most obvious and important manifestation of all this is 
found in the creation of Mass centres. In consequence there has been 
both an absolute increase in Roman Catholic numbers from some 800 
about the year 1830 to over 22,000 in 1950, and an increase relative to 

tTwo useful surnmeries are JONES, G. (Ed) (1989), The Descent Of Dissent -A Guide to a* Non-conformist Records at 
U* Lqjcqsmrst*e Record Office, pp. 54,55,71 and 73; aid in THOMPSON, D. M. (1969). The Churdms and society in 
LsiogstgrMire, 1851-1881 p. 294-9. The standard works am BECK, GA (Ed) (1950), The Erobh Caftics, 100- 1950, 
K4SnNGS, A (1906) A Hbkvy of English Chrtbbr* 1920-1985, BOSSY, J, (1975), The English CaUnk Community, 
1570-18517, and NORMAN, E., (1984) The EiVish Calhok Church in the Nh&teenjh Cwwry. 
2See LACEY. A. C. (IN5), The Second Spr*V In Charnwood Forest, p. 9, and VJMBERLIN, A. H. (1946), The Return of 
CaMokig" b Lebasier 1746-190. A brief acm by SWEENEY, G. CA 950 Is A Short History Of St BamabBS Cathedral, 
Ab&#)8nj850-jW. kaddresses the Irish dirnension to East Midiarids Cwdidicisrn; his most useful work is a typed mss 
In ND& unpublished: A History of ft Diocese of Nottingham In Me Episcopate of BLshcp Bagshavve, 1874-1901. 
3HOLT, E. (19m) Catholic Conversims In MkPl9th Century Leicester (dissertatýn, Cantab. ) p-2- NDA SeeGANDYM. 
(1993), Cidtxk Missions and Regisim 1700-1850, Vol Z The Mdands and East Ang#a p. 16-19. 
4The Abbey is just 12 frdles from Leicester. . 
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the county's population from just over 0.4 to 3.5 per cent in the satne 
period. ' 

These brief observations do not reflect adequately the contribution of those Irish 

migrants, male and female, lay and religious, who in their respective ways made real 
inputs into Catholic development in city and county. (see Table 1). A recent history 

noted: 

The establishment of Holy Cross Priory in 1817 undoubtedly encouraged 
the growth of Catholicism in Leicester, but perhaps of even more 
importance to the growth of the Roman Church was the steady stream 
of Irish immigration especially after the Great Famine of 1845/6. " 

ahe., only historian to deal adequately with the Irish input locally is Sweeney, who 

observed: 

Before this year (1850) there had already been an immense increase in 
the numerical strength of the Catholic body. And this increased by 
another 50 per cen 

,t 
with the ffill tide of Irish immigration in the years 

1840-50. It is possible to give approximate figures for the counties of 
the present Nottingham Diocese: 2,160 in 1773; 4,000 in 1826; 16,000 
in 1840 and 20,000 in 1850. Very few seem to have penetrated into 
Leicestershire. 

Sweeney's latter observation is revised above (see Chapter 2). The Whitwick coalfield, 
ffamework knitting, and seasonal farm work all attracted the Ifish. ' In 1860 de Lisle, 

Leicestershire's Catholic leader, admitted that he viewed the Irish as the spear-head of 

an anticipated Catbolic revival; "we shall want many more Irish ..... who will really help 

us to Catholicize our Anglo-Saxons. "g 

Kimberlin's (1946) study, is informative but stereotypical. Kimberlin, a 
Conservative councillor, justified his Catholicism in an English context, emphasising 

defensively (and misleadingly) the Englishness of the Donuinicans. ' His account brought 

in the Irish briefly as Famine refugees, drunken and rowdy, but nonetheless amenable to 

their pastors; he also'marginalised women. The recent LCRO publication over-, 

olWpES. I. OMA)ý T. B.,, Rorw cawiciswin HOSKINS, W. G. (Ed), (M4), VCM, Vol. 11, pp. 55-73. The total entry 
Coll ir/s x A4 pages. This at least contedualises the Irish arrivds In a reasonably accurate firnescale, p. 70. 
OEUJOTT, M., EWief wW DisbeW In Victorian Leicester, in TLARS Vol. LV1,1980-81; p. 88. This observation erner9w 
in a nor"dgbA jwyW, wtare perhaps them eidsted a greater possibility for advowledging the Irish dimension than a)dstad 
in okW, local, Anglo-centric Catholic aa=rft. 
IswEENEY. (1950). P-30. 
$See title Page. 
friMSERUN, (1946), pA2. 
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emphasises the role of the gentry. A useful critical view comes from John McCabe, 

Franciscan turned secularist, a man of Irish roots, resident in Leicester and a colleague 

of Barclay. Barclay's autobiography is, of course, a key local source. " 

Ambrose de Lisle (1809-1878), the key local gentry Catholic, had serious 

problems in relating to Irish migrant Catholics, despite having other Irish connections. 

He was to relate positively with Holy Cross; less so with Irish incomers at St Patricks. 

Similarly, whilst de Lisle is intimately associated with the Cistercians' county base, that 

Abbey's Irish associations are generally ignored. It will be argued that the power 

groupings in Leicestershire Catholicism did little to relate to the needs and aspirations 

of incoming Irish arrivals until Bishop Edward Bagshawe's incumbency from 1874. Until 

then, response was minimal and basic. The Leicester Catholic experience mirrored a 

paradoxical combination of Gallican gentry influences intermingled with ultramontane, 
Itafianate celebration, both trends personified in the powerful de Lisle fiunfly. Exactly 

how the Irish made their influence felt is discussed below. 

(I! ) The Clash of Interests pro-c. 1860 

To understand the significance of the Irish input, it is necessary to look at the 

foundations laid by the Irish from c. 1815. Matthew (1936) pointed to the underlying 

significance of the Pugin-de Lisle-Shrewsbury English Catholic aristocratic nexus in the 

midlands in the 1830's. 1' De Lisle, who effectively was the most powerfid layman in 

Leicestershire, had experiential limitations. A recent biographer notes that he "had no 

experience whatever" of Irish migrants. " 

This is however inaccurate, as De Lisle had several contacts with Irish migrants 

at ffiWrtant stages of his early conversion from Anglicanism, to Catholicism: 

In 1824 Father Thomas McDonnell (00 Bminigham, came to 
Loughborough to see ..... de Lisle who was preparing to be received 
into the Church. TheY met at the home of an Irish woman. We do not 
know her name or where she lived, but it would seem that her house was 

"JONES, G. (Ed. ) (1989), p. 54-5,71 and 73. See BARCLAY, T. (1934), Afemoks andMedeYs. and abo McCABE, J. 
(jaw), Twove Yms ih a hibnastaty. McCabe entered the navitiate in Killarney c. 1850; he was second gara*jon Irish, 

spending his early yoLith in Mardweler, p2O. He a0 the Franciscans in 1886, spending much time In London. He spent 
time in Leicester, became a secularist and a colleague of Barclay. 
II MATTHEW. D. (1936/55), CaV*kbm ki Erxjkvid - The Portral of a Mkwty: Its cL&urw and Tradtfon, p. 195. 
12. PAWLEYý M. (1993) FAM and Farnly, Me Lila and Civb ofAmbrose PtAilliDps de Usla, p. 21. P&Mey too is keen to limit 
the aDft, of the Irish cortibution. 
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a point of contact between the few Catholics of the neighbourhood and 
priests of the Nfidland area. Fr. McDonnell came again in 1825, and ..... 
received De Lisle into the Church at the house of an Irish paviour 
outside Loughborough. " 

De Lisle then experienced three early points of contact with the Irish. It is surprising that 

on such an auspicious occasion the names of his Irish religious benefactors are not 

recorded. " Also, whilst his munificence to the Cisterians indirectly assisted materially 

those masses of poor Irish congregating at the Abbey c. 1847-55, the Irish in Leicester 

received little support 
It was the O'Connellite demand for repeal of the Union, and the harsh impact, of 

the culture clash between Irish incomers and English "hosts", that forced de Lisle to 

clarify his thinking on the Irish and Irish issues. They were, in his mind, at best. 

embarrassing fellow-Catholics, and at the worst, political adventurists of a type both, 

alien and repugnant to a seigneurial Catholic country squire of Conservative mien. - 
Matthew (1936) has emphasised the urban-rural Catholic culture clash in the 1830-60 

period. " He defined, the "new Catholic lifd" as "those great masses of town, 

populations, largely Irish in origin, who gradually transformed the Catholic scene. " 

Leicester exemplified Inglis's conclusion that: 

Social exclusiveness and spiritual introversion, the natural deposit of 
history on English Catholics, made it difficult for them to remember that 
they and the Irish newcomers were one body in Christ. 16 

The Catholic question and Irish settlement in Leicester were reflected strongly in local 

politics as early as the 1820's. Leicester's Catholics were represented at the inaugural 

meeting in BimiWbam in 1824 of the new Metropolitan British Catholic Association led 

by Rev., McDon-nelL. which openly looked to the Irish model and experience. 
The Association's new committee contained Messrs Lynch, Honan and Flynn. 

An three, prestýly of Irish background, re-appear as activists at the Leicester branch 

of the Friends of Civil and Religious Liberty in late 1826. In fact, 6 out of 13 activists 

13NDA, C-81110k Refowne BoOk, 1,949. CUMMINS, Rev J. D., SL MmYs Loughborough (no pef), See also pAWLEy 
(190) pp. 20-21, wA WARD, B. (1912), Via Eve of CO&Ook Emancoation, Vol. 111,1820-29. 
14GLI. OW, J. (I W5), A Bibiographicaf Dictionary of the Engish Cadxhm, Vol. IV, p. 372-8. McDonnell had an Irish feew. ' 
osee MATTHEW, D. (1936), P. 187. -1 
isMATTHEW, D. (1936). p. 186. INGUS, KS. (1963), ChurO)G3 and ft Working Classes in Victorian Erqbnd, p. 134. 
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were apparently Irish, almost half. There is clear evidence of liaison and active co- 
operation between these Catholic Irishmen and Leicester Protestant dissenter interests. " 

For example, Richard Seal was not only a Friend's committee member but also part of 
a framework knitters' delegation which publicly demanded support for Catholic 

emancipation in Leicester's election of 1826.1' 

These facts put Leicester on a par with Cardiff, whose similar experience was 
charted in a seminal work by Hickey (1967). 19 Irish settlement, whilst limited, was 

extant and increasing before the "Famine"years. The migrants contained class divisions, 

and were not a monolithic bloc of the socio-economically deprived. Leicester's Irish too 

were involved in systematic political co-operation with English dissenters in the 1820's 

and 1830's, and had recognized the importance of education by creating in 1824 the 

Catholic infant school near Belgrave Gate. Clearly, numbers of these early migrants 

were certainly not illiterate, and had ambitions for their families and their community. 
This leadership grouping could have played some role in mobilising community 

responses in the 1840's and 1850's (such as the building of the new St. Patrick's School). 

Again, like the Cardiff Irish, they supported pastors for their community, not only 
in the core Irish area around Abbey Street, close to the small chapel of St. Michaels 

(causeway Lane) but also at Holy Cross main church. If this strata of support had been 

absent, the waves of arrival post- 1845 into Leicester would have entered into an even 
bleaker context than to a town which experienced the large scale mobilisation of popular 

anti-CathoRCiSM. 20 

De Lisle, via Mc Donnell, flirted very briefly with the O'Connellite Friends; the 

sustained support of Leicester Liberals for O'Connell's agenda and for Irish reforms, 
however, meant that natural Tories, such as de Lisle, soon stopped empathising with 
Irish aSpirationS. 21 O'Connell's Leicestershire profile was enhanced by frequent visits 

to Leicester's Liberals. 22 He was the "star" speaker in the 1841 campaign to free the 

jailed William Baines, a Dissenter who refused to pay his church rates . 
2' De Lisle hoped 

"DAE, The Truth Tabr; 25.9-1824, p. 1-4; 14.10.1M, p. 67; aid 16-12.1826, p. 394-5. 
"PATTERSON, A. T. (1954), Radical LabasW p. 150,162. 
"HICKEYý J. (1967), Urban Catholics: p. 61,65,87 and 95. 
"PATTERSON, A. T. (1954), p. 152, descrilm graphically the 1826 Ekcficn, when 'the Catholic religion was presented, or 
rather misreprosenW, In the darkest colours. ' 
21 PURCEU, E. S (1900). Vbf. I and//, p. 291, p. 302-9. 
"La 9 April 1836, on aconneirs, s visit to Loughbaugh. LCRO, Paget Wars, DE1274113; D. O'Connell to T. Paget, 26 
March 1836, and SEARSON, FL (c. 1 1*0), A Quarter Century of Lbarafsm In I p. 19,66 
"SIMMONS. J., (1974), LeicesterPast and Fýrvssnt, Vol. 1, p. 167-8; LQ 30 Jan. 1841. 
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(quite unrealistically) for a Rome-Canterbury rapprochement. This, together with his', - 

transcendant belief in British imperialism, meant that any identity with the aims and 

aspirations of Irish migrants was foredoomed . 
2' The open sympathies of some Leicester' 

migrants for Fenianism, would have finther eroded any sympathy he had for proletarian 

Irish emigrdS. 2' De Lisle was determined to prevent an Irish storm of disestablishment 

from rocking his English boat of re-unioO 
This hardening of attitude against migrant political causes in Leicester'was 

compounded, ironically, by other Irish influences on de, Lisle's thfilking. William Monsell 

(1812-94), Aubrey de Vere (1814-1902) and Lord Adare all converted to Catholicism 

They exhibited sympathy for the Irish peasantry and empathy for Celtic culture, bu't'in 

the long run all remained politically conservative, becoming influenced by the liberal 

Catholicism of the European Catholic philosopher Montalembert who was anti-, 

I . 
27 Irish Catholics arriVdS theref Ultramontane, Anglophilic and pro- laissez fidre bre 

fired a double obstruction: Conservative Catholics as well as establishment Protestants., 

De Lisle was presumably unaware of the contradiction in his symbiotic 

understanding of Irish migrants: they could be servants of God's will as missionaries, and 

of Ambrose's will as labourers. " (See title page). Norman has commented that: 

Phillips de Lisle was not unique in his distaste for the link of Catholicism 
and national politics among the Irish, another cause for their poor 
reputation in England. Of the Famine he wrote, "God has visited that 
wretched and untameable race with those chastisements which are'" 
inseparably the lot of all Catholic nations that disgrace the Name of the 
Church. "" 

Irish Catholics in Leicester were in a "no wilf' situation. 

(b) The Irish dimension develops, c. 1851 to C. 1875 

Most conumntators, now agree that an Irish presence was felt in English 

B. Ambrose Phillipps de Lisle 1809-1878, in TLAHS, Vol. LV, 1979-80, pp. 78-82. 'ELLIOTT, 
25BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 6 OW See Politics- 
261)e Lisle had bow advisW about the need for Irish disestablishna. c-MO by Bcpj4w. asmior Irish RC Clwýbasw in 
Rome; LCRO, MF 482/DOLP, letters of 3.6.1832,21.5.1831 and 17.1.1832. 
21ROANTREE, D. S. (1901), p. 99 and p. 204-5. aM PAWLEY, M. (19m), p. 30. 
"PURCELL, E. S. (1900), Vol. 1, p. 186-7; A do L to Rev. I Spencer, 25 Feb. 1860. 
'NOM", E. (1984), p. 21& ckirg ALLEN, letters of AP de L to Mortalembert, in Dubin Revi&w, 228, No. 463(1954-- - ). 318 
(Jan. 1849). 
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Catholicism pior to the "Famine" exodus. Mathew (1936), Bossy (1975) and Norman 

(1984) all sum the pre- 1850 Irish input. 30 What situation did the earlier Irish migrants 

enter into? 

The Midland District c. 1850, which included Leicester, had a reputation for 

promoting low-profile gentry CatholiCisn. LM A standard work notes that "until the 

establishment of the Priory of Holy Cross in 1817, there were very few Roman Catholics 

in the towzL"" 
A discreet mass centre at Causeway Lane operated from c. 1771 to c. 1785; and 

did so again with the Irish inflm A local source questions Kfinberlin's figures (see Table 
33 1) for numbers of Catholics c. 1815. This would suggest that in the Catholic revival in 

Leicester, the Irish arrivals were finportant. In 1798, a permanent chapel, dedicated to 

St. Michael, was established on an upper factory floor in Causeway Lane. According to 

Kimberlin: 

The old chapel in Causeway Lane was still used and Mass was said there 
on Wednesday mornings, certainly up to the year 1850, but the precise 
date it ceased to be used is not known. 

TABLE I ROMAN CATHOLICS IN LEICESTERSHIRE: 1676-1829 

LOCATION c. 1676 c. 1767 0780 c. 1829 

Hinckley 4 18 8 40 

Leicester 41 24 1 37 1 400/500 

Loughborough 2 4 

Notes: 
(1) Source: McKINLEY, RA & SMITH, C. T. (1958), which questions the reliability of the Leicester 

figures. 
(3) 7lic priests who swvcd Lzicester at this early period (1785-1825) were Dominicans, seeKIMBERLIN 

(1946) pl 1. 

In fact, a solid case can be made for Causeway Lane being the focus of Irish settlement, 

both before and after 1841. Even after Holy Cross opened in 1819, "Causeway Lane, 

3*See HICKEYý J, (1967). P. 61,65,87 and 95; JACKSON, JA (1963), The Irish h Brfain. pp 3-7. aid MATTHEW, D 
(1936/55), NORMAN, E., (1984), pp. 6+7, quafing BOSSY, J. (1975), p. 287. 
81 HUSENBETH, F. C. 0 862). Ub af M&W, P-97. 
"TRAPPES - LOMkX, (1954), VCHL, Vol. 11. P-64. 
"NlCHOLS, J. (1815), The Histoiyaindft Anfiquifiss offt County of Leicester, Vol. 1, Part 11, p. 389. "d is Seduded from 
obsenoebon, being shided behind the house of to dficialft priest ..... he makes no proselytes. ft a believed thd not a family 
or in*., idual have bow added to this small congregation in the Space d fft years. I rather think S0V0r8l have seceded in that 
space of time., 
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however, was still kept up, for we find it in use much later. " This 1898 source is quite 

informative on Causeway Lane after c. 1841: 

It was the custom of Fr. Nicholds to say Mass in Causeway Lane on 
Wednesday mornings, and on Tuesday evenings he frequently gave 
lectures there on the subject of some Catholic doctrine or practice, when 
the chapel was crowded. It is unknown when this ceased. 31 

An 1863 source notes that "Causeway Lane Chapel is still occasionally used,,, and also 

uses the term "present chaper. Causeway Lane site was therefore still in use C. 1863.15 

This extended operating period for St- Iýfichael's fits with the picture, bome out by, 

census evidence, of a centre servicing a large 'Tamind"-inspired influx of Irish into 

Leicester necessitous of facilities for both worship and education. 

St. Michael's was overstretched even before the 1840's. A Catholic 

philanthropist provided a large factory room, a situation typical Of early migrant 

settlement. 36 St. Michael's was the author of its own ultimate desuetude, for'Once it' 

came into use as a permanent chapel, its increasing attendances overwhehned the space 

available. ý 7 This overcrowding factor is also used to explain the project for building'an' 

entirely new church, on what was to develop into Holy Cross on the fashionable New 

Walk. A Flemish priest, Fr. Caestryck, arrived c. 1815; the Dominican priory opened in 

1819. " This demand partly came from demobilised Irish catholic soldiers and'their 
families who were settled, or stationed, in Leicester. (See below). 

Kimberlin contrasts Holy Cross's low numbers with Causeway Lane's crowds. 
' 

He states that Causeway Lane was used for Mass up to around 1850.39 It is 
ve ry, 

probably the case that in Leicester, as in some other towns, a move was being mad' to e 

offer the English and Irish separate provision: St. Mchael, s was to be kept separate 
from Holy Cross in it suburban milieu, which was an ideal base for a much more slowly 
hicreasing, largely Engliý and partly middle-class, clientele. ' A more proletarian Irish 

mission expanded, based on settlement close to the Causeway Lane site, in the years 

3YJMBERUN, (1946) pp. 16 and 19, St Mdiaels was do, ish9d in 1939, ANON (1898), Prixy Chu of H. C. 
p. 8 + 9; the souroe was Dorninican. 

rch Lebuter 

36Mle's Diwtory, 1863 pp. 174-5. 
mKM3ERUN, (1946), p. 16; alsoYOUNG, U. (1933), L#boftvmwSSper)w, p. 82talksof an&wW. Midiards jyýssjongt 
Aston In a converted warOhOuselchalA r"l to small hOum sw'Ang as sacristy and presbytery c. 1 M; sirnilar amnVies 
we In SAAAJEL, R, in SWIFT, R& GILLEY, S, (1985). pp-267-300. 
87McVJNLEY at al (1958). P-389. 
"GILLOW, J. (1885). BAb. Dict of Engish Cadx*s, I. P-372. ghm 1814 for Fr. Caestry& in 3 wrW Leicester. 
"KIMBERLIN, (194), p. 19. 
408DA; ft Csdmk Laitls Diactorbs for 1818-20 mid I= Indicate V* Holy Cross had an ongoing fi p nericiai roblem. 
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1820 to 1850.4 ' Holy Cross was something of a "white elephant" until c. 1840. It 

endured serious resource limitations as late as 1835. " 

If efforts were being made to cater for Irish arrivals, they were misdirected if 

based on the Holy Cross site, for the evidence places most Irish arrivals in the Belgrave 

Gate area of cheap housing development in the already overcrowded Anglican parish of 
St. Margarets, close to Causeway Lane. The Leicester Dominicans chose to keep their 

main efforts in an enterprise physically removed from what after c. 1850 became the base 

for the impoverished and socially embarassing Irish arrivals. 
A standard history gives c. 1826 as the starting point for Irish arrivals, with an 

acceleration c. 1840.4' An analysis of the surnames in the earliest baptism Register, for 

1785-1814, tabulating only readily identifiable Irish, throws up 19 per cent (16/85) 

exampleS. 4' There is a clear association between Irish men and British military service 
during the French Wars 1802-11, for 8 entries, one half, involve Irishmen in the British 

Army. Especially important is the fact that, as all 16 baptisms are on the 1785-1814 

register, they pre-date the building of Holy Cross church, and strengthen the claims of 
Causeway Lane chapel (St. Mi&els) to being the centre for Leicester Catholicism at 

this period. 
Of the combined Leicester/Hinckley Baptismal Index (1785-1814), the 

incidence of all Irish surnames fisted is 26 per cent (56/218), just over a quarter of all 

entries. This compares well with the 19 per cent of Irish surnames (children only) in the 

Leicester 1785-1814 sample discussed above. " So far then, the combined baptism 

figures reveal the Irish impact on Leicester's Catholic catchment: 
1800-1815 19 per cent (Leicester, St. Michaels) 
1785-1814 26 per cent (Leicester & Hinckley) 
1814-1819 27 per cent (Leicester, St. Michaels) 

This same data helps to establish the ratio of Irish/English baptisms from 1815- 

35. If all the entries for the 1815-35 period in Leicester are considered, of 

"BDA; Laity's DirectofY, 1822, page re Leics, refers to Ho! y Cross's Ongoing financial problems. 
'2BDA; The Catholic Magazine (1835), p. CCXXVI. 

43 TRAPPES-LOMAY, T. B., (1954), V. C. H. L., Vol. 11, p. 70. 

"SIMMONS, J., (1974), Lelcester Past and Present (//), p. 34; the detailed ref was to Brit. Mus. Add. Mss. (BMAS) 32632. 

45BM, 8, S, 32,632, folios 101-120 Leicester and Hinckley Baptismal register, 1785-1814. As Holy Cross new church finally 

opened only in 1819, it is possible to extract the representation of Irish families in the short period 1814-1819 when, for obyjous 
physical reasons, entries must have been made either at Causeway Lane chapel (or, possibly, at the priest's house). Taking 
the entries from II September 1814 to 7 November 1819,13 out of 48, or 27 per cent of parental surnames, were identifiably 
Irish. Or, to express A another wayý 27 per cent of those children baptised had Irish surnames. (Only two, McGinis/Meginis 

and Burke (e), matched with the 1800-1815 selection analysed above. 
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approximately 1600 entries, 485 involve an Irish surname. In other words, 30 per cent 

were identifiably Irish. ' This pattern can be clearly detected on Table 2(a), showing all 
baptisms at Holy Cross from 1816 to 1842, before the great Irish exodus. This 

proportion is significant numerically and indicates a steadily developing Irish presence 
in Leicester's Catholic population - ignored in existing accounts, and an important 

preliminary stage of Irish in-migration. 

Seasonal harvest labour encouraged further migrants. " The Irish moved to 

Lincolnshire, crossing Leicestershire, serving local farmers. " A Leicester Quaker 

family, the Ellis's, noted the regular summer pattern. '9 Peripatetic farm labourers were 

attracted to already existing Catholic centres. 

In August 1858, for example, an ugly incident took place between four Irishmen 

carrying sickles and a group of English labourers close to the wall of the Dominican 

nunnery at Atherstone; it may well have been the case that the Irishmen were working 

in the area because the convent would provide some basic charity, and the possibility of 

attendance at a religious service. " 

The figure of 30 per cent Irish baptisms as an average for the 1815 -3 5 Leicester 

entries can be compared with evidence from the 1836 Report on the Irish Poor in Great 

Britain, which reported 300 Irish in Leicester c. 1835, of whom 200 were "of the class 

of the poor, but not receiving pay as paupers. " This indicates an Irish Catholic 

catchment, two-thirds of whom were impoverished in their new area of settlement - not 

a very promising economic foundation on which to build a new urban Catholic 

community with a building debt to be serviced. A key question was: what proportion 

of baptisms from 1831-33 involved Irish parents? The repHes are laid out in Table 3a. 11 

The Holy Cross baptisms register embrace the 25 years 1816 to 1842.11 (Refer 

Table 2a). The analysis is based, again, on evidence of clearly Irish surnames. For the 

patterns of nwriage from 1841-91, an analysis of the census database has been used (and 

is discussed below). 

46j3MAS. 3Z 63Z folios 121-296 inclusive Vi These 485 Irish surnames were tabulated alpahbetically, and compared v th the 
Irish surnames In the 1841 Census, the results show a 37% co-incidence of names. 
"GWYNN, D., The Irish Migration, in BECK, GA (Ed)(1950), p. 266. 
"'See BARBER, J. Irish Migrant Agricuftural Labourers In 19th Century Lincolnshire, in Soathar, No. 8,1982, p. 106,32. 
"EWS, M. (11883), Letters and Mernori8ls Of Eliza Ellis, P-1 1- 
"LJ 6 August 1858. 

1836 Report on Irish Poor in GB, App. G, No. VII pp 156 and 164. 
"'This period, of 1816-42, covers a quarter of a century', it was physically Possible to analyse because there is a printed, and 
rnore early legible, tanscript of the microfilm; this print-off goes UP Only to 1853. Even then, there are problems of omissions 
In the 1843-53 entries; so the analysis ends at 1842. 
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TABLE 2(c) BAPTISMS AND MARRIAGES ATT 
HOLY CROSS AND ST. 
MICHAEUSIST. PATRICK'S, 1843 

T 
T T 

TO 1860 

Year No. of Baptisms No. of Marriages 

1843 59 4 

1844 77 6 

1845 66 3 

1846 -- -- 
1847 5 

1848 -- 9 

1849 123 7 

1850 19 

1851 100 12 

1852 142 11 

1853 139 25 

1854 130 24 

1855 99 17 

1856 112 16 

1857 132 15 

1858 

1 

115 12 

1 

1859 110 22 

1860 
= 

111 11 

Holy Cross Church (in LCRO); Notes: (1) Parish Records 
(a) Marriage Registers: 1842 - 1908. 
(b) Baptismal Registers: 1843 - 1855 

1856-1880 
(2) In 1842 and 1861,7 and 16 marriages respectively were 

recorded. 
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TABLE 3a Total Nos of RC Baptlarns at Rev. Oxley's 1835 Recent analysis (1995) 
1831-3 C H l Government Return of of Re isters for Irish . ross, o y g 

YEAR Irish 

in Nos as % in Nos as % 
age age 

1831 46 12 26% 20 46% 

1832 55 16 29% 17 31% 

1833 54 1 
16 29% 

1 
14 

1 26%' 

Notes: 
(1) The % ages am the Irish prolmrtion of total RC entries. 

The military factor affecting Irish Catholic settlement in Leicester was replicated; 

the 17th Regiment in 1852 had 50 out of 91 Irish soldiers. 41 of the Irish were Catholic 

(82 percent). Such units clearly needed a Catholic inftastructure. 53 Industrial rather than 

military opportunities brought the Irish Catholic element to the Whitwick coalfield area. 

Whilst in 1841 the Irish presence was negligible, by 1851, Whitwick boasted 120 Irish- 

54 bom which reached 169 by 1861 . 
By the 1851 census, Leicestershire had a total of 234,957 persons; there were 

15 Catholic churches and chapels, with 13 priests serving these. At masses said on 30 

March 185 1, there were 1,893 Catholics; at the same time, those who were Irish by birth 

in the county totalled 1,738. A crude juxtaposition suggests that, assuming all the Irish 

to be practising Catholics, then 91.8 per cent of Leicestershire's Catholics in 1851 were 

Irish. This is an exaggeration; but, given the likelihood that the rural Irish worked in 

agriculture or in market towns, then it may well have been the case that there were 

proportionately more Irish amongst the Catholic population in the areas outside the 

county town. 
On Sunday, 30 Mar'ch'l 85 1, in Leicester, with its population of 61,000 people, 

24,747 attended a church (59.5 per cent); of these, 636 (2.5 per cent) were Catholics. 

At this time, the Irish-born population numbered 877; Catholics in the town were served 
by 2 priests at HOY CrOss-55 These figures, and especially that given for the Irish, which 
does not include offspring born in Britain, explain the great need for expanded facilities 

after c. 1845, and the subsequent opening of St. Patrick's in 1854 to ease the pressure. 

"JENKINS, R. P., 'History, Hebb, Dispositions etc! in For Me Record (NewsWer of LCRO) Sept 1991, No. 15, p. 9-1 C). 
14 1 e4l. 61, HO 107/5961/End and 5971/End. 
061851 Data from HUGHES, P., The English Catholic$ in 1850 in BECK., GA (Ed) (I MO). 
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Most Irish lived mi the Abbey Street core area in 185 1. Given the non-proximity of Holy 

Cross, and the great expansion of Irish settlement, then the desperate need for 

accommodating the Irish arrivals must have been forcefiffly apparent. 
D. M. Thompson's research took the 1851 raw data and offered a revised 

conclusion (omitting "Sunday School Scholars. "). At Holy Cross, the attendance at the 

morning, afternoon and evening services was, respectively, 546,56 and 497 . 16 Morning 

mass was best attended, with 546 persons. Given the 1851 Census total of Irish in 

Leicester as being 877, of all ages, and allowing for the very young, the sick, and the 

elderly being non-attenders, the figure of 546 at mass still indicates a sizeable demand, 

a relatively high level of attendance, and a need for expanded facilities. In Leicester, 

therefore, the Irish factor in the town's Catholic growth was consequential and 

important, as it was in Hinckley, Loughborough and Whitwick also. 
The Irish newcomers to Leicester fended for themselves: 

In 1854 Fr. Nickolds erected a school chapel dedicated to St. Patrick, in 
Royal East Street near Belgrave Gate, at a cost of E1,000. This school 
chapel was served from Holy Cross Church, and a new mission was thus 
gradually formed. The roof was put on by the offerings of immigrant 
Irish labourers who commenced to come over with the famine rush of 
1845-6-7-8. '7 

One local source mentions "Fr. Nickold's gift to St. Patrick's; " no supporting evidence 

is off-ered for this. Certainly the CPSC in 1852 made a grant to St. Patricks of E50.00, 

only a small part of the main sum. It is not known what proportion of the cost was 

represented in the roof "put on by the offerings of immigrant Irish labourers. " A recent 

survey suggests that it formed a significant part of the f-1,000 in terms of labour and 

materials. " Self-help was common then, in labour, cash and kind. Irishmen voluntered 

labour at the church in Barrow-on-Soar in the 18401s. 11 There is evidence from early this 

, rHOMSON, DjA. (1969). TsW 15, p. 66. Thompson's methodology, which allowed for tho debate surrounding the 1851 

Migious data gonergily, was discussed in The 1851 religious census: problems end possibilities, in Vicibrim Stuclios, 11,1, 
aw chooi-ChWel (I W7). Thompson reports just one RC church in 1851; whilst St. P*Ws nS did not open till 1854, this 

1851 figure does not appear to embrace St Michoel's st Causeway Lane. 
vKpA3ERLIN, AH. (1946). pp 22+23. This sum should not be confused with the E1,000 collected Ochkifly in IrelorKr by Fr. 

Cyll Bunce for the erection of the actual Church of St. Patrick (an extension) in 1873; Nickolds was PP at Holy Cross from 

1841-77. 
64LM, 17.2. '95. In 19%, St PahWs was declared a Grade 11 Listed Building, partly because ot its scissor-boom roof, 

structure. see DANAHER N. (1997). St Pa&A: ACs Sdiod, Leicester. 

uses DEWR, J. (1894), P-393 Old 397-8. 



century of Irish physical help being offered to both St. Patrick's and Holy Cross. ' 

TABLE 3b CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LEICESTERSHIRE PARISHES TO I 
THE NOTTINGHAM DIOCESAN MISSION FUNDS c. 1872 

Congregational ADVENT LENT TOTAL 
Collections `1871 1872 
LEICESTERSHIRE 

Leicester, Holy Cross 4 15 7 8 18 2 13 13 9 
St Patrick's 091 0 16 2 153 

Loughborough 150 186 2 13 6 
Whitwick 130 000 130 

(1) Source: NDA, NCM, Vol. 4, No. 7,1875, p. 100. 
(2) The relative wealth of Holy Cross Leicester is obvious. 
(3) St. Patrick's, despite its members, could not match the payments of 
parishes with sWificant Irish segments such as Whitwick and Loughborough. 

lný 

Ilie key contribution from the Irish for St. Patrick's actually came from Ireland 

itself. It is testimony to the long-term poverty of the mission that the fl, 000 spent in 

erecting the church extension in 1873 was in fact collected "chiefly in Ireland" by the 

Irish-born priest Fr. Cyril Bunce, who was justly described by Kimberlin as "a zealous 

worker. " Bunce, a Domuiuican, lived beside his church. St. Patrick's was formally 

separated from Holy Cross, becoming a parish in its own right in 1873. 

Despite the numerical preponderance of Irish at St. Patrick's, the main parish of 
Holy Cross seems to have been (perbaps; not surprisingly) the more favoured in terms of 

allocation of resources. - , This was especially clear in terms of the educational 

resourcing, " and mission collec-tion totals (see Table 3b) from Holy Cross and St Patrick 

indicate the former's wealth in contrast with the latter's poverty. 
Interestingly, the perceived difference in treatment between Holy Cross and St. 

Patrick's in Leicester, ' both Domainican creations, was mirrored in the similar Dominiican 

purlieu ofNewcastle on Tyw. - Tbere, a core parish exhibited clear social class divisions, 

with the largely English rniddle class conspicuous by their self-hq)osed apartness . In 

soOHAASW, ktarAgms wM Mrs Ca&mine Richardson, 1991. Mrs Richardson (n6e Lydon) was bom in Leicester in 1913 
from parents d Dublin wO Galway aftetiOn. HOr father, Williern LYCIM from 8 west of IrOW4 small farm, was a nmew 
tough, how6worldng and hard-drinking character oWdxxQh he did not atend church on a Sunday, he would do jobs for the 
prieK such es, -a x6 the drains. One tirm (in fte 192(79), akhough he had a broken log in plaster, he clirnbed the roof to 
ftK a row bekope to the bell. ' 
"See chapter on educ Ation, especially re funding arid building 
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1905, the poor mission of St. Patrick's was established for a mainly Irish catchment in 

Newcastle; Leicester's similar Domimican inspired Irish "ghetto" parish was half a 

century older. Yet, what Archer remarks about St. Patrick's in Newcastle was equally 

true of its namesake in Leicester: "A sense of attachment to St. Patrick's was generated 

to a degree seldom associated with the main church. " The oral history testimonies 

reflects this same dimension operating very clearly in Leicester. Whilst the church 

leadership in effect attempted the socio-cultural ghettoisation of the whole Catholic 

community, many Irish Catholics in practice rejected this model (for example, by out. 

n-go*e). In Dominican dominated Leicester, the deliberate separation seems to have 

been that of the largely disadvantaged Irish of St. Patrick's from the more English, and 

rather less disadvantaged parish, of Holy Cross. To quote Archer again, this time 

speaking of the "official church of the recent past, ": 

It was the guardian of the Catholic patrimony and, although this 
patrimony had belonged primarily to the Irish in England, and for the 
most part had drawn its strength from them, the church had contributed 
to its preservation by maintaining what was to some extent a distinctive 
culture. " 

Perhaps the most telling if oblique comment on the Irish Contribution to Leicester's 

Catholic development came at the official opening of St Patrick's extension in 1873. At 

the formal luncheon at The Bell Hotel, presided over by Bishop Bagshawe, the last of 

the toasts was offered by a parish lay activist, w J. Fleming (shortly to be an RC 

representative on the School Board): 

(He) remarked upon the slowness of the movement in Leicester, there 
being as many Catholics when the town OnlY contained 58,000 of a 
population (ie c. 1850) as there were at the present time with a population 
of I 10,00. 

nis comnlent was reported in the Leicester pre-A but not in the diocesan journal, which 

'acknowledged the original source as being the Leicester paper. The Catholic authorities 

were afiaw of Mure; where would Catholicism have been in Leicester if it were not for 

the Irish arrivals of 1825-60? 6' 

02ARCHER A (1986), PP-94-5,102-3 and 228; OPresOrvati0n% n0am, Of course, to the church as an Institution. 

wLabwwD*Pbst igAug im, and NCM, Vol. 11, No. 5, Sept. 1875, p-98- The Magazkv rapfinted the 2 column report 

wrbdm, mcw for Flaming's comment which was suppre 41 IF 1. Flarning represented On emancipaW Irish RC, enjoying 

upwardsmoNlity. From c. 1870 to c. 1900 the "Weevate dealers, of tha"marine store category. 
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(c) Religious Observance and cultural Catholicism: 

(1) from the cradle to the grave 

A good idea of what being a first and second generation Irish Catholic meant in 

Leicester can be gleaned from Barclay's memoirs. ' The frequent reference to religion 
L- 
by an avowed freethinker is paradoxical. Despite poverty, the Barclays functioned as 

a Catholic family, with regular standard shared prayers, especially the Rosary. 65 

Despite material inadequacies, Barclay's faith was vibrant; he described his young self 

as "what the Irish call a votem" He even sketched the details of an altar on the farnily's 

bedroom wall. " 

The three influences on a child's religious development were: the parents, the 

church and the school. The school was significant, for he talked in positive terms of his 

teacher, John Mee, even though Barclay attended only part_time. 67 The second source 

of support lay in the church's programme; this was reinforced by daily, weekly, monthly 

and annual rhythms. The adolescent Barclay outlined the manifold network of activities 

and structures available. 

Possibly the most s4*cant input was provided by the parents; more specificay, 
the mother. Barclay's secularist editor willingly acknowledged the emotional, social and 
intellectual predicament fitced by Barclay when he consciously abandoned his faith, even 
though this caused his mother deep pain. " Mrs. Barclay was unusually proficient at 
"self-help"as a Catholic mother: 

She was held to be quite exceptional among her countrywomen in that 
she could read Dr. Gallachcr's sermons in Irish ..... often have I seen the 
tears come 

, 
into her eyes over the sermon on the passion of Our Lord. 

This she'used to read on a Good Friday. "Glory to God but you're the 
one! " neighbours used to exclaim. It did them good to hear a blessed 
sermon read in the first language they ever spoke. " 

64e. g. see LEES, L (1979), pp. 156-8 and 190, and see SAMUEL. R, (11985). p. 283 and 286. 
ssBARCLAy, T. (1934), p. 7 & 8. 
saBARCtAy, T. (1934), p. 28 & 27. Mrs Hide Ready, rN that her brother bulk a detailed replica of the altar at St Patrick's 
C4vcK it stood on * chest of drawers In their bad. ooi the children said their night prayers before It. Both her husband 
(bom 1913) and his b cd a had been altar boys at St. Patricks; 13 May 1991. Also, the Burke family, Manchestec "Aithough 
she nwAr n-Ade me go to church, she had an W* In the front room and would go on her know in front of the crucire, see 
FIELDING. S (1993), p. 54- 
o7BARCLAY, p. 22. The school must ham been St Patricks, now his home. 
weARcLAY, (1934), p. 22,27-8.15 and 47. Barclay respected others'convictions, and he organised requiem mosses for 
both his ftxdWs and sister's WdOntiOns. 
"BARCLAY, (19M). p. 23. 
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Since 1736, Gallagher's Sixteen Irish Sermons in an Easy and Familiar Style had been 

creating an impact on the Irish-speaking peasantry. 7' ConnoUy has referred to them as 
"an outstanding work especiaUy designed for Irish pUjpitS; sM Corish tenned them as 
being "the only addition to the catechism" available for common perusal. " Gallagher 

had built up a reputation of opposition to wake custom; I if his writings appealed to Mrs 

Barclay and her Irish neighbours, these ii mmgrants may have been more favourably 

inclined to forakility d= is sometfines supposed. This may be an early indication of the 

post-Famine inclination towards Tridentine-style observance and outlook. 
There was evidence of informal practice amongst the Irish in Leicestershire. In 

1846, the Cisterican Prior administering emergency relief to the Irish refugee influx, 

noted: 

The numbers of poor hish who, having been out of the church for 5,10, 
20 and even 50 years, stay for a week or a fortnight, make their general 
confession, and go away blessing us and providence. " 

As some Irish migrants gathered at an Irish-speaker's to share in a religious 

experience, an element of allenation from the existing infrastructure in Leicester is 

suggested. A Rosminian (Fr. Signini. who served in Leicestershire, ) had used Gaelic 

among the Irish in South Wales, and in 1850 Fr. Sherlock heard confessions in Irish in 

the Black Country. " The native Language not only provided a continuing association for 

those immersed in often traumatic processes of change; it also served "as a common 

bond of nationality and faith. 1976 

al capital possessed and passed on by ýArs Barclay was the reflection This cultur 

at lay level of the phenomenon described by Samuel as the cultural "familiar relationship" 
77 ý 

which Irish priests could anticipate, utilise and engender with their Irish listeners. &S 

"Gallagher was Bishop of Ral: 4= (1725-37) and of Kildare (1737-51). 
? 'CONNOLLY, S. J. (11982), Priests and People h Pro-Farnine Inwand, 1780-1845), p. 78. 
"CORISH, P. (1985). 7he kish CaMok Experience -A Hislonce/ SurvaY, P. 131. 

"CORISH, P. (1985), p. 135. 
74MSBA, lauer from J. B. Palmer, Prior, to Lady Shrewsbury, 22 Sept. 1846. Aso, see A. Do Usla's War of 1860 (on title 

Page). 
! 'Fr. Caestryck, at Holy Cross C-1814 to c. 1834, spoke Flemish. For neUva Irish speakers, with a probably limited facility In 
Engish, his speech may not him been so easy to understand, an added problem for Irish settlers, to many Of whom English 

was a second language to begin with. GWYNN , D.. The Irish immigration, In BECK, GA (Ed)(1950), P-267-8. DENVIR, 
1 (1894). p. 418. 
"CONNOLLY. S. G., The R. C. Church and the Irish Poor, in SWIFT, R. & GILLEY, S. (Eds)(1985), p. 286. 

"see section c(ii). 
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Barclay was significant because of the reinforcement she provided for a minority religion 
in a mode comprehensible to listeners; and for her community leadership function, 

involving the neighbours, and especially other women. A Dominican initiative made 

religious material more widely available: Holy Cross started a penny Lending Library. " 

11ýs was probably designed to combat Protestant proselytism as much as it was intended 

to further educate Catholics. 
Whilst the hold of Catholicism culturally was threatened by Protestant 

proselytism, Catholics themselves sought similar conquests. The Leicester Conservative 

Standard regularly excoriated popery and fanatically supported the ambitious Protestant 

missions in western Ireland (especially Nangle's at Achill) in the late 1830's, thereby 

conditioning Leicester evangelicals against Irish romanism. 79 The London-based Ladies 

Hibernian Female School Society counted Lady Bacham. of Exton Hall, Rutland, 

amongst its supporters. 'O The Loughborough and Ashby Protestant Tract Society noted 

the "in Ireland ..... The struggle is going on. "" The Anglican Rev Martin of Anstey 

noted how Protestant missionaries were learning Ii ish to take the battle to the enemy. 82 

Martin himself regularly visited the Warrens of Co. Cork, a family central to the 

exclusively Protestant' 'Cork City Freemen, who provided a "framework for sectarian- 

orientated political Warfare, , 83 and who were also related to the Leicestershire Herrick' 

family of Beaumanor Hall. 

A sensational Catholic coup occurred in 1851: an Irish draper, one Brady, 

succeeded in converting an Irish Protestant female to popery, to the disgust of 
Leicester's press. "_ In 1854, a prominent Puseyite Anglican, Rev. Anderdon of St., 
Margarets, joined the Roman fold; at a public meeting "several Irish women mounted the 
benchce' accompanied by "some young men and boys who officiate in surplices at the 

altar of the Roman Catholic'Chapel ..... with their 6es starting with excitement as 
though they were just let loose from a madhouse. " A tumultuous meeting ended with 
the women sarcastically offering "three groans" for the "Protestant Helliance. " 

The counter-pros'elytising_ of Protestants was well-considered. A second 

"BARCLAY, T. (19M), p. 31-32. 
SOeWOLFFE (1991). p. i72; WHELAN, Stigma of Souperism, in PORTER, C. (ED) (1995), p. 139-40. 

*ILCRO, receipt for sub. of 19 May 1843. 
I'LCRO, IAPTS, Is4g, p. 8-9,1850, p. 12-13. 
82LCRO, DG6/D/32. MotnWs. h5ttertoSelirmkc. IB51- 
"EyALTON, 1 (1980). PIrotestant Society and Pofts ki Cork, 1812-44, p. 24,129,132,47-8. 
"LC, 4 Jam 1851. 
'ILC. 25 Feb. 1854. 

It" 
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generation Irish youth, one James Flanagan (1851-1918), converted to evangelical 

Methodism and used his "Celtic imaginatiOlP and "unmistakable Irish accent" to attract 

unwary papists to his mission hall. ' Joseph Dare's Leicester mission boasted in 1850 

a "Scripture Reader, whose especial business it is to visit the CathoficIriSIL,, 87 

Internal missions to bolster the MW were organised amongst the Irish in 

Leicester. De Lisle in 1860 requested the Passionists to preach to "our Irish (who) are 
sadly given to drinking ..... scandal, quarrelling and fighting. 9188 The Rosminians in the 
1840's finported the Italian street preaching techniques (svegliarim) into Leicestershire: 

Gentili spoke in Leicester, as did the second generation Irish Rosminian Moses 

Furlong. " Gentili detested the heartless industrialized culture he saw, and had a long- 

term track record of positive work with the Irish (which may partly have led to his 
dispute with De Lisle); Furlong was physically impressive, and enjoyed special credibility, 
his fiaber being an escaped Wexford insurgent of 1798. The Dominicans held their own 

missions, and Barclay's account of his experience of one as a schoolboy rivals the more 
famous hellfire description in James Joyce's autobiography. 90 Barclay noted the 

terrifying impact of the printed sermons of Fr. Furniss, a phenomenon also commented 

on by GiUey. " Leakage and poor responses were not eliminated. In 1891, the new 
Leicester parish of Sacred Heart hosted the Redemptorists, who sarcastically criticised 
the low turnout of less than half (180/450) the parishioners, describing them as , milk and 

water Catholics. "" Despite this culture of fear, backsliding continued. 93 

-I Catholicism in the home was supported in traditional ways. Barclay observed: 

I went into Abbey Street ..... Enter we a lodging-house kept by a quiet 
widow, who will not have the drunkard and the rowdy insider her door 
if she knows it. The rooms are plentififfly fimiished with drawers and 
crockery; on one wall is a picture of the Crucifixion, on another the 
ascension of Mary into heaven. Rosary beads hang over the mantelpiece, 
and St. Patrick, mitred and crozier in hand, banishes the snakes. ' 

"RUSSELL, P. W. 0M), LhofJam8SFWWw'p* " 29'38'49050'76.7"35'6* 
vDARE, (I e5C)), RLDMS, p. 21. 
81PURCELL, E. S. (1900)Vd. 1, p. IW7; letter to Fr. J. Spencer, 25 Feb. 1860. 
"McHUGH, J. (1958), Gentilf, p-52-3,46-7. 
soBARCLAy (I 9m), p. 28-30,12. 
"GILLEY, S., RC Minion to Irish in Lordon, 1840-60; Recusant Hwbry 10, No. 3,1969, p. 138- 
vSHARp. j. (i geg). RodwVtonisfs ih GB and kabW 1843-98, p. 276, oluciting Apostolic Labores, re 1891, p. 348. 
smARCHEp, (1906) lpý114; FIELDING (19M) noted thet missions o*temporarily boosted sacrarriental aftenciance rates, p. 47. 

-8. 
w7he Kyvwý 2s June 1895; NoL 19Z Val. VIII; p. 149. This echoes accounts byMffyhew. Lis KathImMcDonagh, b. 1911 
d Irish peraft, recalled, an either side of the clock in the ftrity living rocin 2 pictums: 'I sin do Light of ftWorld'and The 
Ascension of Our Lady Into He9vw'; OHAASW; interviews 1990t9l. 
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This popular cultural practice was supplemented with images. St. Patrick 

dignified the entrance to the school named in his honour; Loughborough's convent 
.ý- 

schools received from the Catholic Poor Scools Committee statues of the Madonna in- 

1849 and 1853. This reflects the changing attitudes in Catholic public worship, 

increasingly affected by European manifestations of celebratory Catholic ritual. "' The 

1841 Leicester census told of two young Italian 1%mage dealers71 operating in the Bedford 

Street area, heavily populated with Irish incomers. 11 One wry testament to the strength 

of Marian devotion in 1850's Leicester is to be found in Barclay's autobiography, which, 

is, ironically, peppered with such references. " 

Marian and other devotion was expressed actively in processions. Photographs 

exist of May and First Conununion processions regularly held in Sacred Heart parish in 

the 1890-1940 period; they were well attended in respect of both participants and non- 

Catholic onlookers, thus enhancing the Churclfs irnage internally and externally. " 

Personal evidence testifies to the special significance that participation held for both 

parents and children. These were high profile, town centre events. 

post One female respondent recalled the May procession at St Patrick's -1918, 

when "people fought to keep their fiLith. " She felt that "there was an element of cruelty" 

still in anti-Catholic attitudes. She felt "proud to be IrW an Irish Catholic, " even though 

she was second generation. These Leicester processions clearly mirror those described 

by Fielding in the 1880-1940 period: "Irish Catholics used them to assert their national 

as well as religious identity. 'ý' The processions could still lead to inter-religious tension 

and hostility. 

The May procession at Holy Cross, Whitwick started c. 1843, and continued for 

around 60 years. A fiffl band played; in 1895, the hymns included 0 Sacred Heart, Hall 

Glorious St. Pairick and,, 711sis'the Image ofour Queen; the event thus embraced both 

Marian and Patrician elements. 410,000 attended in 1901, just 700 of whom were 
Catholics; parish sodalities took part in 1899. " 

Whilst the Catholic ', educational process attempted to incorporate and 

, oCpSC AichAms, 2nd Ann. Rapl, 1849, p. 1 13; 6th Ann. RWt, 1853, App. B. 
"Aco. 1841. St. Margarat's parish, Real 9. 
"BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 7,10.12,15,24,26,27.29,31,32,40; 11 references In all between P-1 & P. 40. 
OlSee BURILL, M. (19(16), Sacradh%e SdxxV COf*vmvY. photographs on p. 8-15. 
"See LAM 282-95; PhOlOfmm W TWw COX Of PrOwsskýn c-1935; and LM of 24 Oct 1998, p. 10. OHAnSW: Interv; ewswkh 
Mrs. C. Rew-cism (n6e Lydon), b. 1913, May and August 1991. FIELDING, S. (19M), p. 72 mid 73. 
100ROBINSON. A. E. (1981), Hoty CrossýWWtwick, 1837-1937, p. 29-30. See Table 5. 
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denationalise the Irish, it would seem that where individual clerics had a spirit of 
'independence, and some political acumen, a nationalist Irish profile of sorts could be 

maintained and developed, as Fielding suggests above. Fr. O'Reilly in VVhitwick was 
clear]y such a nm... The hymns at VA*wick in 1895 indicated a strong sense of ethnic 
and religious identity (see Table 4). Litvack (1996) has explored the psychology and 
theology of these hymns. "' "Patrick-Hymns" reflect stability in the face of insecurity, 

and Irish Catholic Esm over Protestant hostility and proselytism; they also acted 

as conduits for confidence-building. Birthright and a sense of exile, geographical and 
spiritual deprivation, were all given expression. The continuous popularity of Hail 
Glorious St. Patrick (1853) sent a clear message, being printed in the diocesan magazine 
in 1875, and positioned rather pointedly beside an article entitled 'The Destiny of 
Ireland. "O' 

The second hymn, 0 Sacred Heart, was originaUy Hymn for Ireland (Francis 

. 
Stanfield, 1865). '0' It has less to do with militancy and resistance, and rather more to 
do with reconciling Irish Catholics with English Protestants; the original setting was far 

more direct in emotional references to "exile, " "Erfifs sons", and "England's shore. " The 

new interpretation, with the removal of almost all Celtic references, is an example of the 
incorporation process depicted by I-Eckman. The reconciliation theme is most 

pronounced in the local stanzas on St Patrick's Day. (q. v) 
This conscious cult of Patrick as national conmumity patron was further reflected 

in Leicester when the Rev. James O'Haire served at Sacred Heart from 1892-4. A noted 
African missionary (1866-75), OHaire wrote a biography of Patrick. A powerful 

Statenx-nt, it catalogued the sufferings of Irish Catholics throughout modem history; of 

the Farnine, he declared: "But as usual the people were fimi, food and clothing were 

offered to them and their children if they would barter their faith, but, despising the bribe, 

the crowds of Catholics died from starvation, in the presence of relentless rulers and 

"See HICIO", FA, InOMPOrMling and Denatknalbing the Irish In England: the role of the Catholic Church, In aSULLVAN, 
P. (EdX1 996), The kish IMOdd Iffide Wd R0110iOn and kkwdY, Pp. 196-216. (Ch. 8). 
'LFIVACK LB, The Psychology of Song'. the thookvY of hymn: smp aid hymns of the Idsh migration, In O'SULLIVM, 
p. (EdXjq%), as above, ChA p-70-89. 
'Oqhis hymn written by a Sr. Agnes in Co. Cork in 1 &53, is still sung in most d Laicestees RC churches around the Fent 
of St psbi* the local Bishop attends a special mass at SL Pabicks In Besuirat Lop. See RAI, Noit Cath. Magazkm, 

I. vd. t Na 11, March 1875, P-220. 
1o4Se@MAyHEW, F; L (1989) Hymns 01dandAfew, Nos. 428 and 191 (a). 
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TABLE4 EXAMPLES OF THE CULT OF IRISHNESS AND OF ST. PATRICK IN USE I 

IN LEICESTERSHIRE IN THE ̀19TH CENTURY 

HAIL GLORIOUS (b) HYMN FOR IRELAND, later 
, ST PATRICK 

II 

Called 0 SACRED HEART 

All 5 verses appeared for diocesan Verse 2 contained a celebration of Irish faith 

consumption in the Nottingham Catholic and a call for the conversion of England. 
-, Magazine; Vol. 1, No. 11, March 1875, Sung at Holy Cross Whitwick, May 1895. 

p. 220 

(C) 
I 

ST. PATRICK'S DAY appeared in The Angelus, Vol. 1. No. 3, March 1876, p. 68. 

It is the good St. Patrick's day, Then hand in hand, our standard true- 
Let wrongs with patience boume, The Cross we'll raise on high- 

Be blotted out from memory's page- If foreign foe invade our land, 

Dear Erin's wrongs we own. We'll conquer or we'll die. 

And Erin would forget the past, 
If we greet her with a smile, 

And its light would be reflected back, 
From the beautiful Green Isle. 

St. Patrick prayed, in that dear land, 
The Faith might never fail, 

And fire and sword her sons will brave 
When foes their Faith assail! 

"Union is strength, "-a motto wise- 
Our banner shall adorn; 

The Shamrock and the Rose we'll wreath 
When Victory wins her crown. 

The Angels and their Queen will smile, 
To see the old feud cease; 

St. Patrick, and St. George rejoice 
Their children dwell in peace. 

Should Albion, once the Isle of Saints, So down the stream of life we'll float 
Embrace the Faith again, No storms the tie shall sever, 

Her tears will flow for Erin's woes, Till anchored in the port of Heaven, 
Till they wash out the stain. Where Love shall reign for ever. (F. L. ) 

7heAngelus circulated in the diocese, this copy being in the NDA. The message of reconciliation 
between "the Shamrock and the Rose' is quite clear; the Ifish are to "forget the pasf' in the 
interests of a united front, in. the face of any foreign threat. The identity of F. L. is unknown. 



mockers of the Good Samaritan. ""' Numerous other examples of the Patrick cult 

appeared in the diocesan Catholic periodical in the mid- I 870's. The variety of topics was 

wide-ranging, such as the promotion of the Nun of Kenmare's (Sr. M. F. Cusack) book 

of devotions, St. Patrick's Manual, for use "especially among the faithful Irish,,, 

temperance approaches in the diocese to celebrating St Patrick's day; and an interesting 

emphasis on how the establishment on both sides of the Irish Sea were joining Irish 

Catholics in the patronal celebration. " A theme common to most reports was 
temperance, signifying the Church's preoccupation with negative images and with 

control. 'O' 

Barclay identified the contradictions that the refigious dimension could introduce 
into the celebration of St. Patrick's Day. 108 Barclay noted of the Leicester celebration 

of 1896: 

There is one thing that some Irish import into their festival that they will 
have to get rid as they have got rid of the drink and the head-breaking; 
I allude to intolerance. They are so bigoted on the question of religion 
that they cannot - some of them - conceive why so many should go away 
from Roman Catholicism. They must learn that nationality has nothing 
to do with religion, and be tolerant to others if they want others to be 
tolerant of them. The Catholic clergy could easily disperse all prejudice 
on the score of religion, and it is to be hoped they will ..... the subject of 
religion must not be introduced in their national gatherings. " 

Ironically perhaps, Barclay hit the secular target but missed the religious point: 
for many Irish then, voluntary identity with their Catholicism permeated and subsumed 
the other facets of their identify. Barclay was in a minority, however logical and 
informed was his stance. Considering that Catholics locally witnessed hostility and 

intolerance persisting into the 1920's and 1930's, he was perhaps asking rather a lot of 

imNDA Cl-WRE, Rev. J. (1871), A Gbve at kWSWS APW& Md IrekWS Faith (Dublin); p. 66; based on 2 lecotures ghm 
at St Mays college, Capetown on 17 March 1871. 
"ONDA; NCA Vol. 11, No. I May 1875, p. 9 + 13; Vol. 1, No. 11, March 1875, p. 220. 

-'O? The Wh&ick-Coa\Me Catholics seem to lvm largely retained their independent Insh identity. up until at least around 1914, 
for at the laying of the foundation stone for the new R. C. school in 1902, the Coalville Town Band included The Shamfock 
of kWand, In 1913, at a civic fun", Whftwick Holy Cross Band included 7he Mjw&W Boy, perhaps the most famous of 
Moora's Irish melodies. ROBINSON, AE. (1987), p. 12 and 30; the Holy Cross Send, all coal miners, contained four from 
one Irish family, the Slatt". 
ioeSee ULLAH, p., F)syd%*Vicd Aspects of kWft amongst the Second Generation Irish, In DANAHER, N. (EdX1 985), kish 
Djn&. =bw h &fth EaLcwbn, conf. Report p. 10-12. See BARCLAY, T; Patron Saints & National Festivals, 7he "rn, 
20/3/1896, p. 351. 
twaarolay, T. -patron Saints and National Fastivels'; The Vlyvem, 20 Mar 1896, p. 351; FITZGERALD (1989) argues that the 
C4&dic Church by a process of gradualism succeeded in transforming the Patrician festival from a ramody to a respectable 
celebration. it is irteresting Out Barclay, an opponent of Church influence, also found this development to be %ery 
satisfactory. 
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a beleaguered cultural group. 
Several methods then, were used by the Church to bolster internal support and 

external image. Given the constant strains within Anglo-Irish relations, there were few 

occasions when the Irish in Britain could comfortably publicise their nationalist 

credentials. Thus l7th 1ýbrch came to be associated with national pride and ambition as 

much as sphitlW affirmation. Fielding has shown that the informal agendas of marches 

and processions were made clear in the muki-fitceted appeal of certain types of hymn and 

in the open portrayal of badges, sashes, banners, slogans and other similar 

paraphernalia. "' St. Patrick's Day in Leicestershire was similarly notable: in Catholic 

schools, the formal recognition of the day was often unforthcoming, or infrequent; even 

so, parents recognised its importance as absence figures indicated (see Education 

chapter); where processions were held, those hymns and songs selected could be 

interpreted as reflecting Irish national as well as spiritual aspirations. 

(ii) The Hibernian Shepherd: guarding the flock 

Raphael Samuel has drawn attention to the preaching methodology employed by 

the Irish Fr. Sheridan of St. Patrick's, Church, Soho, in London, in the 1880's. Sheridan 

-recreation situation, where all present shared a developed a community education 
A beliefs, traditions, and stories cultural'luniliar relationship". This interwove Irish f 

with shared humorous appreciations. "' This "interleaving of colloquial and religious 

effecte' was a'sophisticated didactic tool, and it was used in the Nottingham Diocese. 

ibrary contains issues of the 1870's diocesan journal Loughborough convent li 
112 Se entitled 71e Nottingham Catholic Magazine, and the Catholic Thith Magazine. e 

circulated across the diocese', Leicester included; They both exhibited the 'Tamilk 

relationsW' factor in terms of both fictional and non-fictional material. 
I -diocesa'n Magazine carried national and international items pertinent to le 

Catholics, including delicate issues of politics. In 1874-5, articles included sympathetic 

coverage of Fenian prisoners and the developing Home Rule struggle. A policy 0 f 

political even-handedness existed however, for other pieces emphasised Roman Catholic 

"OFIEWNG, S (1993), pp. 72-78, C&-ddsm mid popular cukurw. The Church and processions. 
111SAPAJEL, (1985). P-267-270. 

_ "'This Caftk Tnith Magazk* was a forerunner of the Catholic Truth Socialys short irm"nshe publications (founded 
1864). See INGUS, KS. (1963) p. 136.. 
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loyalty towards Her Majesty's Goveniment. 

The general approach was Hibernophilic. Fiction included mini-series of 

stories from authors such as Gerald Griffin, (the Irish popular novelist), and re-tellings 

of Celtic myths and legends such as the story of Aodh of Meath and The Seffilsh 

Crotaire. A non-fiction miscellany column from Dublin covered topics as varied as 

faction fighting, Daniel O'Connell, St. Patrick's grave and tourism in Killarney. More 

in-depth cultural commentary was also attempted: in September 1874 the Magazine 

discussed the work of the great Irish composer Carolan (1670-1738) as well as the 

contribution of John Henry Foley (1818-74), a contemporary Irish sculptor of note who 

worked in London. All of this was interleaved, ifterapy as wen as figuratively, with items 

of diocesan and parish news, covering school board affairs, temperance issues, bazaars, 

the work of St. Vincent de Paul society, the opening of new churches and the various 

other minutiae of Catholic community affairs - with the reporting of celebrations to mark 

St. Patrick's Day a speciality. 
113 

Yhe Nottingham Catholic Magazine in its revised mode commenced Publication 

in May 1874, which date coincides with the elevation of Bagshawe to the bishopric of 
Nottingham. ' 14 Given Bagshawe's marked predilection for the disadvantaged and for 

Home Rule, and his public attacks on landlordism and Orangeismit is hard to avoid the 

conclusion that the new publication reflected a policy decision from the very top vis-i-vis 

diocesan authority. This popular journal, therefore, reflected both cultural and political 

support for the Irish in the east midlands, reflecting the familiar , cultural relationship" 

described abbove. 1 15 

The Magazine had specific aims and objectives. Whilst its chief motive was 

"promoting Catholic interest, " it also sought to combat the effects of "infidel and 

hmoral publications. " The new format was designed to win for it "the support of a 

large number of patrons ..... rich as well as poor. " The new editor, Rev. James Dwyer, 

aimed,, 10 make the Magazine an acceptable introduction to every Catholic household. " 

The Irish formed an important segment of the target catchment, and the market 

s13RCAL. NCMVd. 1, No. 3. July 1874 to Vol. 1, No. 12, April 1875; pp. 12-15,17,72-73,70-71,80,91,92-3,100.108-9, 
112-3,150-151,219-220,240. 
I "RCAL, NCM, new series, Vol. No. I May 1874; the old series was added by the second-gerwation Irish cleft Canon 

Harned and the new senes replaced an earfier and apparently less successful magazine. 
"'Ghoon the accession to church pmw of men like Bagshwoe and Manning, it is perhaps not surprising that o9w church 

figures kjantified more openly and to some extent forrrWly with a positive Irish dimension. 
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researchers modelled their agenda accordingly. "' 

This dimension found a national parallel. The Catholic Truth Magazine was 

inexpensive - at I d. it was readily available and accessible. It featured regular series 

about two fictional Irish females: Kate Brady and Biddy Maguire. "' The Kate Brady 

stories deah with serious issues real to ordhiary Catholics in their day to day lives; Biddy 

Maguire approached the status of conununity seanachie (story-teller) and was the 

vehicle for the injection of humour via elements of stage Irishness. Kate's typical 

predkament was centred on the pressure exerted on young, vulnerable Catholics in care 

to be proselytized. Kate was described as "an Irish girl and an obstinate Catholic. " 

These morality tales had all the sophistication of contemporary melodrama: 

cunningly insidious Protestants were constantly engaged in devices to cajole or persuade 

Catholics to break the rules; incredible pressure was exerted by means of enhancing the 

deep guilt associated with such betrayals. "' In certain senses, the Kate Brady saga, 

delivered in ffistalments, corresponded with today's television "soap opera, " for - despite 

the author's disclaimers about sensationalism - the stories were intensely emotional and 

deliberately catered for standard Catholic tastes. There was also the appeal to the Irish 

Catholic parishioner: Kate was depicted as a "descendant of the Irish Kings. " 

Wchrnore directly "Irislf' was a piece entitled 'Biddy Maguire's Letter to the 

Editor. ' It was in the style of humrous and condescending court reports in the popular --- 

press. "' Biddy's "lettee, was full of Irish "bulls", ironic commentary, and a stage-Irish 

phonetic style. " Part of the irony identified was at the expense of well-to-do English 

Catholics. Ina subtle way, the "Ietter" dealt effectively with the problem of the English- 

Irish cultural clash; it hit out at the gentry, taking it to task over seigneurial attitudes to 

clergy such as 'Tr. I Rafferty": 

Oh! many and many a time I've minded them, treating the priest as a paid 
servant like myself, instead of Eke an image of their Lord and Master. 
,, We'll have Benediction at such a time, Father Rafferty. " Will you? 
thought 1, not'if I were priest you wouldn't, if you talked Eke that. 
Thinks I, if any priest has got an horsewhip to lay over the backs of the 
poor, let him lay it over the backs of the quality too. I would if I were a 

IIIRCAI, NCMVol. 1, Na 1, Now Soria, May 1874. p. 10-11. 
117The 13W Nmry slarectoe d the midle, 600d or aidarly Irish Catholic was certainly convnon; ag another Loicater prioet 
to fwy*d Dorninican Fr. Vincent McNabb, prior of Holy Cross from 1 WS-I 4, arnploiyed a 'Biddy in the basernere fornale 
dwider to IN or, certain buic Catholic Viewpoints. 
IIIRCAL. CTM Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1870, pA Barclay Powerfully describes this ugullr Induction; p. 29. 
"IRCAL, CTM, April 1871, p. 8. 
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priest, if they treated me that way, or my narne's not Biddy. 

Here was an appeal to the loyalty of the poor in their support of their priests. Biddy 
NIaguire's letter had as much to say about economically secure English Catholics and 
their attitudes as it did about Celtic stereotypes. "' The overt Irish dimension was not 

accidental: 

The Irish were among the groups most newly touched by education, and 
it was therefore timely of the society to publish material intended to 
protect the faith of working-class Catholics. "' 

The Catholic authorities in the east midlands clearly anticipated this trend. In addition 
- to targeted publications, a variety of formal and infonnal customs, events and 
organisations existed in the Catholic infimtructure to assist in shepherding the flock. 

Some of these were avowedly Irish, or had Irish associations. Miraculous cures were 
in vogue in English Catholicism throughout the nineteenth century. Barclay descritbed 

how his mother's cure for whooping-cough was "a drink out of the chalice. I and my 
brother were taken to the chapel, and kneeling before the altar-rails, the kind priest gave 

us a drink out of the sacramental chalice. " 

Organisational structures with an Irish dimension existed to buttress spirituality 

and piety. At the Sacred Heart in 190 1, the Bishop's appeal "had something to do with 
St. Patrick's Association. (It was St. Patrick's Day. )11122 At CoalviUe, Fr. 0, Reilly, s 

mission boasted of 3 parish organisations, one being the Children of Mary (Boys and 
Girls). A Mrs. Lavin ran the parish library. In 1900, Whitwick Holy Cross boasted its 

ovvn soccer team 4 of whom were Irish, by 1907, male parishioners had a branch of the 
KnWits of St. Coluniba, suggestive of some upward social mobility amongst the IriSIL 123 

Probably the most influential Catholic organisation in the last quarter of the 

century was the League of the Cross, founded by Manning to combat the alcohol 
jwrj=. 

124 rfhe League was particularly impactive in Leicester, due tO the promotional 

ixThe & -mockery and irony, espedally in courtroom mid begging situations, has been remarked kills of the Irish in larrns of self 
upon by several historians; sm. eg, THOWSON, E. P. (1968), p. 477. 

_121INGUS, 
KA (1963), p. 137. 

m7ho Kyvan nxjnd the ChLxdml The Sacred Heart 23 March 1901. Laos (1979) has shown how St Patricks societies 
of vffbA kinds proifferated in Landon from the 184(rs orrwards, see p. 190-2. 
, =NDA; ELLISON, R (1915), A Short Hisýof Ow CoaMle Cagx*- Mission, p-23,38 and 43. ReWhb** football team, 
sm photo in Cc)oMlkD Library collection; and sm stained glass vvindow, donated by KSC (No. 314) at Holy Cmes. 
aLlMs, (1979), p. 210-21 1; Laos amphasises the importance of the League in pushing sobriety and temperance to the top 
of the Catholic agenda nationally. 
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abifities of Fr. Frands Hays (1870-1943) of St. Patrick's. 

Hays possessed useful credentials. His Irish mother was a sister of the famed 

Mgr. Nugent ofLiverpool, founder-member of the League. His experience included time 

with the Irish in Salford and in Stillorgan (near Dublin). From 1894-96 he was curate' 

at St. Patrick's; the Irish of Leicester had a reputation for alcohol abuse (see chapter on 

Crime). His predecessor Fr. Bunce was credited with cah-ning revellers in Royal East 

Street, richly endowed with pubs. "' Heinrick noted that "but for the one vice of 
drunkenness ....... the social condition of the Irish in Leicester would rapidly improve. " 

Joseph Dare, the Unitarian missioner in 1865 highlighted: 

..... the lower portion of the Irish who five in the back streets, from the 
Old Cross downwards, spend the after part of the Sabbath in utter 
disregard of its sacred character. Pitch-and-toss, drinking and brawling, 

make the neighbourhood another Donnybrook Fair. 126 

The arrival of Fr. Hays, therefore, brought new leadership. His obituary noted: 

In 1896 he founded the "Catholic Temperance Crusade" and he was a 
vice-president of the "United Kingdom Alliance" -a non-denominational 
organization of which Cardinal Manning had previously held the vice- 
presidency. "' 

When Hays left(I 896), a tribute was paid to his work amongst Catholics in Britain and - 

Ireland: 

He established the Catholic Total Abstinence League of the Cross, in 
Royal East-Street Schools, inaugurating it with a public meeting. This 
organisation he leaves in a flourishing condition. He did not confme 
himself to his own religious body ..... he promised to do his utmost for 
temperance, and the return of temperance candidates at elections. He is 
an excellent platform speaker, and the Leicester Temperance Societies 
will lose in him one of their best workers. "' 

The 'Schools' were St. Patrick's. (Refer Table 14) 

Hays, work in Leicester was effective in both the short and long terrm In 1895, - 

1-1KIMBERUN, (1946), p. 23, ISW/OHA8Mlnt&vkwwfthC. Rlchardson. 
INLCRO, 20th RLDMS, p. 13 + 14. 
'"ND& Obituaries, Fr. Francis C. Hays, died aged 73,19/5/1943. 
1" 7719 V6w", Na 224, Vol. K7 Feb. 1896, p. 243. 
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Leicester CathoUc Ten4=ance Society (a League branch) met in St Patrick's for its first 

gatirring. Hays chaired an attentive audience of 49; an independent paper noted that the 
Society was "evidently taking root - and promises to be a success. " The newly elected 
council of eight included seven with Irish names-12" A decade later, in 1905,600 

members met for an annual reunion with a mass tea-party and entertainment at the 
130 Temperance Hall. (Two local teachers sang, Ms Belton and Mr Lilley; both were 

destined to be future heads of St Patricks and Holy Cross respectively. 131 

The two most numerous, popular and long-lasting of church-based social 

activities were bazaars and tea-parties. Both were designed to raise funds, involve 

everybody, and keep the men from alcohol. (See chapter on education). "' Press 

reports covering the 'Niagara in Winter' grand bazaa in 1895, and the Catholic 

Temperance Society founders' meeting at St Patricks in 1895 both mentioned Irish 
families such as the Rooneys, the Rochfords, the Fitzgeralds, and the O'Connells. 133 

Research on church bazaars in Canada shows parallels with the Leicester examples: 

The object of bazaa s was to obtain as much money as possible for 
charitable works. They required the participation of all family members 
..... Men and boys constructed the booths, made some of the articles for 
sale and bought others. Women and girls organized the collections of 
goods, baked, knitted, provided various crafts, and worked in the booths, 
often for twelve hours at a time. Children played games, some of which 
were fi= but most of which required a penny for admission. Irish fitmily 
members gained recognition in the newspapers for their dedication and 
effort. 'Me women particularly showed a sense of unified purpose ..... 

Bazaars were inexpensive and profitable; in Canada "all bazaars had to be sanctioned by 

the Bishop who controlled their aims and profits. "" Presumably the British episcopate 

operated similarly. 
These efforts were complemented by the steady work of diocesan and parochial 

'"The VVyvefn, No. 213, Vol. Dý 22 Nov, 1895. 
1107he Kyvem, 30 Dec. 1905, p. 3. 
""See FIELDING, S. (I 9M), p. 64: 'Teachers seem to have been selected less for their professional competence and rnore 
for their devotion to the Faith ..... lay teachers were often church organists, chair masters and presidents of confraternities 
old sodalities., 
""ft Spanish Fair, for warnple, of 1897 was To best managed and brightest the town had saw for Years. ' E1400 

was raised; The Wivern, No. 285, Vol. YJ 9 April 1897, p. 387. 
133The V6wn Na 203, Vd. \411,13 Sept. 1895, p. 327, and No. 213, Vol. IX 22 Nov. 1895, p. 66. AM, *at the Leicester (St 
psrWs) B=W, wtkh has P 11 11KN than M. ' varlous distinguished persons ware present, " NCA. NCM, Vol. 11, No. 
Z June 1875, p-30. 
"'NICOLSON, MW The Education of a PAnority: The Irish Farnily Urbanized; In O'DRISCOLL, FL and REYNOLDS, L, 
(Ed*) (1988), The Untold Slaty The fth k? Canada Vol. 11, pp. 770-771. 
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organisations. Highli&ted in 1874 was'Ihe admirable institution of St. Vincent de Paul, 

which contributes so much to alleviate the necessities of our poorer population. ""' This 

body targeted the Irish poor from its inception. "' 

Other self-help welfare groups operated, such as the Catholic Order of ,, 
Oddfellows. As well as offering a sound democratic and organisational base, attractive 

to the many then unenfranchised males, it included the twin safety-nets of a Sick Fund 

and a Burial Fund. 137 Canon O'Reilly of Whitwick was once a marshal of the Royal 

Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes, a similar organisation. 
Catholic clubs other than temperance societies began to proliferate, but for men 

only. Fr. Hays was regarded as "one of the prime movers in the establishment of the 
13 Catholic Mutual Improvement Society for the benefit of young men. " 'A young men's 

social club formed at Holy Cross was the nucleus of the influential future Leicester 

Catholic Club. 13' Clubs developed at St. Peter's (1912), and at Holy Cross and St. 

Patricks (1914). The traditions of ethnicity and loyalty lasted well; for example, in 1936 

"die Children of Mary put on a St. Patrick's Dance for a new altar in the Lady Chaper, 

at St Mau's in Loughborough. 140 

(iii) Sacramental Observance: theory and practice 

Standard Catholic practice post-c. 1850 encapsulated regular attendance at mass, 

confession and communion. As these were internal yardsticks they will be used here. 

That Catholicism could take strong root in the young is clear from Barclay's evidence. 
His recollection of his first communion, a cultural and spiritual rite of passage, is 

powerful for the, sense of family and community bonding articulated. His early 

commitment was strong, reflecting new Italianate practices: 

I went to confession and conununion monthly, and attended Novenas and 
Quarantores. 

'"RCAL, NCM. Vol., No. 4, Aug. 1874, P-70. it has proved Impossible to got info, about St V do P archives locally. 
'xRCAj, OMEAPA K, (11 UB), F'Vd8Ft* Ozwwm lis Lye old Works, p-362. Reflecting on the failure of middle-class RCS 
to help the Irish poor, Ozanarn noted that N an ordinary Shopkeeper handed you your change wrapped In paper, "How then 

to press the hand of an Irish beggar? *; p. 365. could a gentleman bring himiself 
"'RCAL; NCM. Vol. No. 1, Msyl874, p. 19- Interestingly, the article r6f&red totheAncierd Order of Hibernians, with its 
2o0,000 ffW IK" wnongst the Irish In the USA, with similar welfare funds operating. This positive reference to the Irish- 
American Initiatives is not surprising. 
'"7? wV4-vwn, No. 224, Vol. K7Fab. 1896, P-243- 

The Voývern, P46.285, , Vol. Yj, 9 April 1897. p. 387. 
"CUMMINS, Rev. J. D. (1,949), C; abýok Reference Book, Loughborough, re St. Mmys. 
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r 
As Barclay matured, "the sins of the fleslP began to influence his adolescent 
development, he travelled 7 miles out to Ratcliffe College to confess. 141 This apparent 
sense of guilt reflected the Church's fine on sexual and moral matters. 

The importance attached to religious rites of passage is evident in oral history 

accounts. Fred Jordan, bom 1909, was half Irish. Placed in an orphanage, he attended 
the 3 Catholic elementary schools in succession. He recalled his Confirmation aged 9, 

celebrated with a special breakfast. It was made clear to children that failure to attend 
nmss was punishable: Barbara Morris, third generation Irish, recalled Monday morning 
interrogations at St Patrick's school c. 1937. "' Shnilar episodes were recounted by 

Fielding in Salford in the 1880-1939 period. "' 

In 1879, the diocesan return to Rome, gave Holy Cross 1200 Catholics, with 167 

at school; St. Patrick's, "a good sized church,,, also enjoyed 1200, but with double the 

numbers of children, 319, at school. The 1885 Relationes indicated the social 

composition of the two congregations. Holy Cross included "about 1,000 Catholics, 

chiefly of the better class; a fair number of whom practice their religion. There is a 
mixed schooL attended by 169 cHdren. " The mission of St. Patricks, in contrast, was 

sitwted in 

"The north east part of the town, and has a very poor congregation, 
chiefly of Irish, of whom a great number are poor and devout. There is 
a good church, holding about 300 - and a Presbytery across the street. 
Large schools are attached to the Church, one mixed with 214 pupils, 
another for infants, attended by 217 children. The Catholics of the 
mission number about 1400. ""4 

Vvhat is compeft here is the growth of St Patricks after c. 1880, when it began 

oMy-TParent Parish in numbers ofparishioners, and children in school. to outdisý its f 

Yet St. Patrick's, despite being a mission of the more weU-off Holy Cross, was 

nonetheless the poor relative. In the 1880's, St. Patrick's parishioners and their needs 

were demonstrably greater than those of Holy Cross-"' The Relationes comments, 

obliquely, on the disparity in observance between Holy Cross and its mission: while just 

141WCLAY, T(19934), pp. 17,31,35 & 37. 
1420HAJSW with Fred Jordan in Fab 1992 and July 1994; vvith Barbara morris, July 1993 and June 1994. 
141FIELDING, S. (19M), P-64. 
'"NDA, R6486"S 1879, p. 13; IW5, p. 19 
wHoly Cross had its am problerns: The VVYvem, 24 Feb. 1900, noted that *Leicester Catholics Om Wa waalft bW. 
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"a fair number" of the "better class" at Holy Cross practised their religion, the Irish of , 
St. Patrick's con4)rised "a great number"who were both "poor and devout. " A reported 

typical Sunday at St. Patricks, in 1900 testified to this picture. (see title page) Despite 

the evidences of real poverty, attendance was high and commitment seemed genuine. 146 

Diocesan statistics for 1881 make some comparisons possible with Irish. 

communities elsewhere. Whilst the parish totals for Holy Cross and St. Patrick were' 

1050 and 1000 respectively, St. Patricks had half as mny children again in the 3 to 13 

age range as Holy Cross (339: 220). This would partly account for the lower rates of 

observance noted in Table 5 for St. Patrick's, as would the 20 per cent fewer adults 

(17+). Even so, there is still a notable disparity between the attendance rates for 

Confessions and Communions between St Patricks and Holy Cross, to the detriment of 

the former. 
Leicester's situation vis-A-vis sacramental participation can be viewed alongside 

evidence from Lees (1979) on London, Lowe (1989) on Lancashire and Fielding (1993) 

on Salford. Tbompsorfs data on St Patrick's (Table 5) suggests that in 18 8 1, just 36 per 

cent of parishioners partook of Easter confession, whilst a mere 9.2 per cent (an average 

across the three eucharistic opportunities) accepted communion. In Liverpool in 1871, 

the figure for obligatory "Easter duties" was 32 per cent. Poverty and limited physical 

access to facilities accompanied these apparent derelictions of duty. Lees quotes just 10 

per cent as fulfilling these requirements in London in 1837 (when resources were 

admittedly much worse on the ground). As regards northern England c. 1900, Fielding 

quotes communion figures - for Manchester, Bury, Bolton and Newcastle which give 

an average of 41 per cent., This places Leicester's St. Patricles (9.2 per cent) well 
below this "average"; surprisingly, Holy Cross emerges with 74 per cent and 14.6 per 

cent attendance at Easter confessions and communion respectiveiy. 147 The disparity 

between the predominantly Irish and proletarian St. Patricks and the more anglicised and 

middle class Holy Cross is explicable mainly in relation to class considerations, which 

14lKV#wrvtabwtar Guardign, 32 May 19OZ The NDA gtdMcW retums for 1887 giva St. paftM I 0()o POrSOM as OPPosed 
to Holy Cross's 1050. Sao THOMPSON, D. M. (1969), P-298. 
14'See LEES, LH. (1979), P. 1 W, FIELDING, S. (1993), P-49; wd LOWE, W. J. (I M), p. 119. 
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[TABLE 5 

STATISTICS FOR LEICESTERSHIRE (1881); Re: NUMBERS AND AGE PATTERN OF CATHOLICS, OF 
PENITENTS AND OF COMMUNICANTS 

Number of R. C. 's Easter Communlons 
Place Confes- 

Age Age Age Total alone Palm Easter LOW 
3.13 13-17 17+ Sunday Day Sunday 

Leicester Holy Cross 220 150 680 1050 742 110 240 125 

Leicester St Patrick 339 150 511 1000 359 30 189 58 
J, oughborough 141 49 311 501 358 45 117 61 
Whitwick 246 57 537 840 350 58 60 90 

Notes: Source: NDA; THONTSON, D. M. (1969), p. 298. 

ýZwfflzý- 

TABLE 6 R. C RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCES IN LEICESTER: 1851,1872 AND 1882 

Year '03 No. of 
h 

Accom- 
d ti 

Aftendance 

r 

Churc 
Buildings 

mo a on 
Morning Afternoon Evening 

11851 851 1 --- 546 56 497 

11872 872 2 555 --- -- 

1882 1882 2 900 547 863 

Notes: 
(1) Sources: 

, for 1851: THOMTSON, D. M. (1969) Table 15. p. 66, and LANCASTE& B (1987), p. 64-9. 

(2) For Leicester, Ae Wyvem offered more typical statistics for Parish masses C-1900: 150 at St Patricks (26/5/1900); 

300 at Holy Cross (24/2/1900); 55 at St Peters (31/5/1902) and 70 at Sacrtd Heart (23/3/1901). Thesegiveatotal 

of 575, comparable with the 1872 and 1882 figures cited above, but indicative of a lack of growth in attendance, 

and, by implication, of an increase in leakage. 
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Fielding emphasises as a factor in this discussion. "' 

111is conclusion, however, has to be tentative for, as Table 6 indicates, religious 

attendances in Leicester amongst Catholics remained relatively stable. In terms of 

conipulsory mass attendance, as opposed to voluntary evening devotions (on Sundays), 

the increase in accommodation from 555 in 1872 to 900 in 1882 was not reflected in an 
increase in mass attenders. As ne Wyvern statistics for c. 1900 (when four churches, 

were available) indicate, the total mass attendance observed was 555. visits were to 

one service only; as it was the main service, the pattern suggested is one of decreasing, 'ý 

attendance, of leakage (see note 2 on Table 6), which was a national characteristic. 

In general terms, communion formed part of the mass service. The number of 

masses on offer probably serves as a rough indicator of demand. Patterns of Sunday 

services (mass, rosary and benediction) at Holy Cross and St Patrick's have been 

compiled for the 1850-1914 period. Once St Patricles became a parish in its own right 

in 1873, the number of services increased, matching those of Holy Cross from 1876 until 

1900. Both churches offered 3 masses. This suggests an increasing demand at St 

Patrick's pre-dating independence. 

It is poss, He to obtain a realistic portrait of mass attendance in qualitative terms. - 
Common features applied to the four Catholic churches by 1900 (the new ones being St 
Peter's and Sacred Heart). Identified were the poverty of parishioners, the paucity of 

resources (sometimes startling) and the rather disorganised, noisy an un isc lin dd ip ed 
, starting times" of services (regarding the frequency and continuation of late arrivals - 
at mass. ) Offsetting these factors were the fidrly respectable numbers attending; the 
"reasonable to good" quality of the priests' discourses; and the successful efforts made 
at choral and musical provision. "' This civilising tendency was marked in 1900 even at 
st Patricles. "' 

Gilley has noted this paradoxical culture clash in his account of "vulgar pietyll 

at Londoh's Brompton Oratory. In contrast with symphonic chorales, he noted "the 

tinsel glory of their bespangled and bedizened church-, " the few extant photographs of 
the interior of St Patricles depict it with numerous statues, hangings, prints and ot r her 

vxrking chm parish of St. Patricks in Manchester had the eighth worst '"FIELDING, S. (1993). p-49; the aftWKkr" 
(36 per card) In I 9W. 

'"The IftvernoUicester Guardw, 'Round the Churches'series; see Note 2, Table 6. 
110 The Wyvem, 26 May 19W; sea quote an title Page. 
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decorations. "' 

An appreciation of the Irish communitys commitment is available in the evidence 

of the take-up rates at St Patricles for baptisms, confnnations and marriages. Lees 

noted that attendance at sacraments did not necessarily denote regular active Catholic 

practice. Catholicism mirrored the syndrome where members participated effectively 

only at key moments of their fives: birth, marriage and deatIL (See Tables 7,8 and 9 re 
St Patricks, for 1875-1900). 

By the 1870's, the heavy incidence of Irish arrivals was in abeyance, and this is 

reflected in those Irish surnames identified: approximately 35 per cent (347) of baptisms 

in the 1874-8 period were of children of one or more Irish parents; this is probably an 

under estimate, in that second generation females would not show in surname evidence 
if married to non-Irish spouses. This last point is strengthened by reference to the St 

patricles marriage statistics for 1874-79, where an average of almost 70 per cent (69-4) 

marriages involved at least one Irish partner. 

The figures for confnnations, by their nature a non-annual event, are quite 

revealing, for - whilst the average incidence of Irish names in the 1874-99 period was 

around 49 per cent (48-6), it is clear that the Irish input was markedly greater in the 

earlier half of that quarter century. Between 1876 and 1888, the numbers of children 

with Irish names varies between 61-5 and 46-8 per cent; from 1896-99, the figure hovers 

around an average of 35 per cent. This is an indication of that decline of Irish in- 

rnýgration which occurred nationally after c. 1880. '5' 

nr_ marriage statistics for St. Patrick's illustrate clearly the Hibemian dimension 

at play; whilst an average for the period 1874-9 gives 70 per cent (69-4) as being 

between two Irish partners, for three of these six years, all, or nearly all, the weddings 

involved Irish spouses on both sides. (See Table 9). The Irish proportion decreases 

thereafter, doing so steadily between 1880 and 1900. In absolute term, the numbers arc 

up; relatively, the decrease represents the gradual dispersal of Leicester's Irish from the 

key settlement area around Abbey Street out into the new artisan terraced housing, a 

process underway between c. 1880 and the Great War. Even so, the annual average 

of Ifish/English marriages for the two decades preceding 1900 saw a small Irish 

"'GILLEY, S. Vulgar Piety and theBrompton Oratory, 18W-1860, in GILLEY, SAND SWIFT, R (Eds)(1985), 9.257-9). 
Also, am The vvyvern, 26 May 1900, re St Patricks. 
fuSee jACKSON, Jk (1963), p. 11, in 1861 the Irish fonried 3% of the total population; by 1881,2.2%. by 1891, just 1.6%. 
Early CxAmvfw fKjums (le pre I 8W) for Leicester am unavailable; In Stafford In 1835,6/73 (8%) Involved Irish narnes; see 
HEIRSON. J. (1988). p. 21. 
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TABLES 
7,8 &9 

RATIOS OF IRISH: ENGLISH IN THE BAPTISMAL, MARRIAGE AND CONFIRMATION 
REGISTERS AT ST. PATRICK'S, cl 875-0 900 (io. whom one or both spouses have Irish 
surnames) 

(7) RATIOS OF IRISH : ENGLISH IN ST. 
PATRICK'S - MARRIAGES, 1874-1900 

(8) RATIOS OF IRISH: ENGLISH IN ST. PATRICK'S 
BAPTISMS, 1874 - 88 

Year hish: English %age being Irish Year Nos Of IdEngl %age being Irish 

1874 4/4 100 1874 20/55 36.4 

1875 2/2 100 1875 25/45 55.6 

1876 3n 42.9 1876 13/55 23.6' 

1877 1 2/5 40.0 1877 32/80 40.0 

1878 4n 57.1 1878 1 28/105 26.7 

1879 

1880 

1881 

10/11 

10/14 

516 

90.9 

71.4 

83.3 

Total /Ave 118/340 34.7 

Source: LCRO St. Patrick's Register M/F 179 

1882 

1883 

7/13 

5/17 

53.9 

29.4 

(9) RATIOS OF IRISH: ENGLISH AT ST PATRICKwS 
CONFIRMATIONS, 1876-1899 

1884 1/6 16.7 Year Irlsh: English %age being Irish 

1885 4/11 36.4 1876 80/130 61.5 

1886 8/21 38.1 1878 83/149 55.7 

1887 8/11 72.7 1883 121/268 45a 

1888 3n 42.8 1888 58/124 46.8 

1889 3/8 37.5 1893 32/113 28.3 

1890 8/17 37.5 1896 44/132 33.3 

1891 7/17 41.2 1897 46/138 33.3 

1892 8no 40.0 1899 32/85 37.6 

1893 

1894 
1 9/14 

2/11 

64.3 

18.2 

TotaVAve___ 496/1020 1 49.6 

Source: LCRO, St. Patrick's Registers, M/F 180 

1895 8/13 61.5 

1896 7/15 46.7 

1897 5111 45.4 

1898 7/12 58.3 

1899 7/12 58.3 

1900 IYUU 4UU I" 6/8 75.0 

Source: LCRO, W 180, St. Patrick S Marriage L( L 
Rtgister ie 1 or both partners being Irish 

L 
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preponderance (54-4%). 

In a rather strange way, the cradle to grave hold of Catholicism is exemplified in 

Barclay's references to his mother and sister. Ilis mother was "a sincere and devout 

Catholic; " his sister Kate, another freethinker, eventually "made her peace with the 

Church, and died a Catholic. Barclay happily paid for masses for her eternal wellbeing. 

On his own deathbed, however, Barclay politely refused offers of a priest. 153 

Death from illness and disease was never far off as the chaper on health testifies. 

Various accounts testify to the ravages of smallpox and tuberculosis. 154 Burial statistics 
for St. Patrick's show that c. 1880, as part of the Famine in ux generation was d goff fl yin 

around 45 per cent of fimrals involved Irish persons (44-2 in 1880 and 45-0 in 1881). ", 

'Although by the 1890's, Barclay would comment that: "The wake is gone for ever, 
though small regret have I for that, " the implication is that in the mid-century, the wake 

traditions locally were still extant. 156 Oral history testimonies of funerals probably 

mirrored customs already in place. Coffins had to enter St Patrick's via the school's 

main door. An ex-pupil noted that the tradition of taking the coffined body into the 

home and inviting neighbours and kin to pay their respects continued in Leicester 

amongst Irish Catholic families until the 1950's. 157 

Was Leicester affected by "leakage"? Connolly cites Lee's work on London, 

where formally practising Catholics were calculated at 30 per cent of the total, with the 

Irish in that category turning in an imprecise but lower rate of involvement. Connolly 

makes the point that, just as religious conformity varied across Ireland, then so too it 

must have varied arnongst Irish migrants to Britain. "' In Nottingham, the seat of the 

diocese, the Rev. Thomas Rimmer c. 1840 highlighted the Irish element amongst non- 

attenders. 159 

There are few such references to the Irish in Leicester. Two references to parish 

missions, at St Patricks and Sacred Heart, indicate some need for (see c(i)). As a 

nunority, they may have maintained a group effort not only to build up their 

-communal self-confidence, but also partly as a reaction to the sustained popular anti- 

163BARCLAY, T. (1934), pp. 121-2 arid 140. 
ie4OFK ISW, Mrs. C. Rdwdson (May 1991) and Lis. B. Morris (July 1993). 

LCRO, St paftk's Burial Registen, MF 180. 

The K"em, No. 192, Vol. VIII, 28 June 1895, p. 149. 
'froFLAnSW, Lis B. Morris, 25 July 1993. 
'"See Irish and Cathdic: Myth or RedW In GILLEY, S. and SWIFT, R. (Eds)(1985), p. 226. 
1119CONNOLLY. (1985), P., U8. 
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Catholicism of c. 1835 - c. 1865. " 

An oral history respondent showed how strong the cultural attachment could 

remain. Even though Ms McDonaghs mother would not send her to St. Patrick's, 

because she felt the nuns were too strict, she was not allowed to forego indoctrination, 

attending the presbytery with similar cases every Saturday morning. 161 One way or 

another, the message was transmitted. 

(iv) Marriage, mixed and otherwise 

One of the most sensitive and problematical areas of sacramental formality 

involved marriage, and especially mixed marriages. The rationale employed here will 

cover attitudes to marriage amongst the Irish and use evidence derived from census 

analysis. Connolly has remarked that "the most striking feature of marriage in pre- 
Famine Ireland was the early age at which it was entered into. " Arranged marriages 

were much more prevalent post- 1850. Partners married into their own social milieux. 
A dowry was still the norm. ComoUY argues the view that sexual mores were strict, 

with Irish women being chaste, and a low illegitimacy rate. 
Fitzpatrick commented that "cheap and effortless emigration softened the 

, 1162 
severity of Irish marriage in several ways. Infidelity, bigamy and economic hardship 

could all play a part in migration. The dislocation caused by migration and the 

vicissitudes of industrial life is clear from personal accounts. Barclay, for exam'p , 16" 

relates situations where both father and mother were forced to leave young children: 

while they worked outside the home. Catholic marriages amongst the Irish in nineteenth', 
century Leicester can be looked at in various ways: as a sacramental institution; 'as a 
cultural bonding mechanism; and as a regulator of malc-femalc interaction. Guidelines 

were clear. Uflathome expounded on women7s responsibilities: 

The mother has gone out to work, or is sick, and the child must stay to 
attend to the house, or nurse the baby. The father is at work a mile or 163 
two away ..... 

'"See relevant chapter. 
'4'OHAASW; p& Kaffiklen &tDonagh, 199MI. 
110CONNOLLY, S. J. Marriage in Pre-Farnine Ireland, P-78 W'd FITZPATRICK, D. Marriage in Post-Famine jraW4, P. 126 
In COSGROVE, A., (Ed)(1985), M&7kW ki lrsbnd. 
111ULLATHORNE, (1857). Notes on Ow Edvc8fiOn QuOsdOn, P. 50. 
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- 
Barclay confirmed the picture, describing his own childhood role as surrogate nurse. 164 

Ullathorne's doctrmaiire approach did at least embrace male responsibilities: 

Time was when each labouring man had his cottage, when his partner 
was the good housewife, and spun and made the clothes of the fianily 
with her daughters, baked her own bread, and brewed her husband's 
homely beer. And if the children could not read, the mother trained them 
up as Christians, taught them their prayers, their creed and their duties, 
and the pastor completed what the parents began ..... But to what have 
manufacturers, and mining and railroad making brought working men? 
All is summed up in one word, they have ceased to have a home. And 
terribly in want of a home are our poor, dear, Catholic Irish. "' 

Ullathome signalled the Church's concem generally, and for Irish families in particular. 
Barclay echoed Ullathome's concerns more sympathetically: 

..... mother was the grey mare of our family 
..... All work and no play, 

but still not dull 
..... 

Mother did all that was possible ..... we went 
unwashed ..... 

No fault of Mother's. She was not permitted, even had 
she the money and leisure, to indulge in beer and dominoes of an evening 
hie my father; her consolation was an old Irish lamentation or love song 
and the contemplation of the sufferings of "Our Blessed Lord" and his 
virgin mother. 166 

Mixed marriage put at risk not only religious factors such as Catholic faith and 

practice, childrens' education and, uItfinately, personal salvation; also at risk was the 

question of ethnic, social and psychological identity: 

11rn, ofcourse, I was married to an Englishman. It's more difficult for 
an Irish woman who married into an English family, to try to bring her 
children up good catholics and teach them Irishness, than it would be for 
two Irish people marrying in this country. All the responsibility of 
irishness is on you. "' 

Mixed marriages attracted negative treatment from both Church and State. In Britain, 

it was only in 1871 that mixed marriages celebrated by Catholic priests were 

recognised. 168McCabe (1897) remarked on the pressures of mixed marriages on 

couples and children. ' Fr. McNabb stressed the moral desolation felt by some for 

104BARCLAY, T. (1934). P. 8 uld 9. 
INULLATHORNE. (1867). PP-52-3- 
loBARcLAY, T. (1934), pp. 9 and 10. 
lf? Naw HUI, in LENNON, M. ETAL (Eds), (1988). Acrm ft Water- kish Wwm's LAoss ki Brtain, p. 100. 
, "Sao COAISH, J., Colholic Mwriage undOr ttm Psn8l Code, In COSGROVE, k (Ed) (1985). P. 72,74-5. 
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TABLE LEICESTER'S IRISH COMMUNITY: MARRIAGE DATA FROM CENSUS RECORDS. 
1841-1891 

CENSUS TOTAL NO ETHNICALLY MIXED MARRIAGES BOTH WIDOWS WIDOWERS NOS Or 

YEAR OF PARTNERS MILITAKY 

MAPJtLt4E3 IRISH MEN IRISH WOMEN IR13H PENSICOlEft 
TO ENGLISH TO ENGLISH 

WOMEN MEN 

1841 115 23 59 34 28 4 0 

1851 223 66 71 86 41 7 is 

1861 224 60 55 109 49 10 34 

1171 290 so as 125 55 it 24 

lul 243 69 89 96 45 18 si 

'89' 'g, L 93 84 
--- 

21 59 30 14 

TABLE III SUMMARY OF 184-91 MARKAGE DATA: PERCENTAGES 

CENSUS NSU, IRISH MEN IRISH WOMEN 130TH 

EAR YEAR TO TO ENGLISH PARTNERS 

ENGLISH MEN IRISH 

WOMEN 

[ 

18 8411 20.0 50.4 29.6 

1851 28.9 31.1 40.0 

1861 8 1861 27.0 24.0 49.0 

Irl 8 Irl 27.6 29.3 43.1 

Inj 1281 28.0 36.6 35.4 

1891 9 1891 46.9 
_42.4 

10.6 

Notes: (1) Mkuy PaLsimm comprises all such pension categories: most were listed as Chelsea Pensio - ners 
(ex-Army); a few were Greenwich Pensioners (ex-Navy). Also, serving soldiers enumerated am 
imrporated as putmtial military pensioners (eg. 33 out of 51 in 188 1); these were a Wr portion 
only in 188 1. 

(2) 7be very great majority of non-Irish partners wcm English, for both men and womem 
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marrying in a registry office. " One contributor recalled her sadness when her father re- 
'nufficd a non-Catholic, and when she herself married in a registry office. To her "great 

joy", she re-marricd later, with her husband's agreement, in a Catholic church and "was 

very pleased to be able to receive the sacraments again. ""O 

One can determine the approximate extent of the mixed marriages by identV*g 

situations where Irish-born men and women were enumerated as having non-Irish 

partners. The latter, usually English, were mainly non-Catholic, especially in the earlier 

decades. The presumption of Catholicity is based on the premise that most Irish 

migrants to Leicester were of that persuasion. Marriage data from the Leicester 

censuses from 1841 to 1891 inclusive is tabulated in Tables 12 & 13. It is possible to 

draw some tentative conclusions and to make comparisons with Irish settlement 

elsewhere. 
In terms of the raw Leicestershire data, Irish-born females marrying out generally 

outnumbered the number of Irish-born males similarly involved, especially so in 1841 and 

1881. In 1861 and 1891, the situations were reversed, with a higher percentage of Irish- 

bom men marrying out. In both 1851 and 187 1, whilst more women than men married 

out, the excess was in fact rather marginal. These internal comparisons would appear 

to indicate that Leicester's situations in all year's (except 1841) was on balance pretty 

cvcn; only in 1841 was there a really dramatic contrast when the number of women 

marrying out was approximately two and a half times the number of men. The "bulge" 

of Irish-born women over Irish-born men intermarrying may well be related to the 

availability of husbands with either actual, or potential, earning power as military 

pensioners; the 1881 figures provide the best example of this trend, although there were 

significant male military "pensioners" on the marriage registers in 1861 and 1871 also. 

Ibese mid-Victorian decades are fi-equently cited for the evidence available regarding the 

especially high levels of recruitment of Irish-born men into the British armed forces. "' 

EP Thompson believed that "there was a great deal of inter-marriage. " Lees, 

Lowe and Fielding all examine the subject. " Lowe suggests that "it does not appear 

that marriage outside the Irish community was a major problenL"" In Leicester, 

wMCCASE, j.. (1897). pp. 190.1; McWB, v. (1915), P. 99-105. 

tPoOKAAM; pA Ca&mine Richardson, May 1991. 
viojEMNS. F; Lp., (I ggl). LRO AfewsbW 1991, No. 15, pp. 8-1 0. 

f"LOwE, W. J., (1989), LEES, LH. (1979), and FIELDING, S. (1993). 

f? IDWE. W. J.. (1989). p. 1 21, quoting Dioow of Liverpool, Visbtions, Preston, 18M (Urm RO, RCLV. ). " P. 121-2. 
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however, at aU tin7Aes between 1841 and 1891, there were more mixed then endogamous-, 

marriages. What is not so easily proven regarding Leicester is the question of how 

many of the non-Irish spouses may, in actual fact, have been Catholic. A portrait of 
Salford slum life noted the infrequency of Irish-English marriages: '14 

They certainly did not take place among the Irish population, owing to 
the intensity of the racial problem. The atmosphere was charged with 
hatred and passion against both Rome and Ireland, and it may be that 
these mixed maniages, occun-ed amongst the native English population. "' 

This cvk1ence does not co-relatc to the Leicester evidence which clearly indicates mixed 
English-Irish unions occurring from c. 1840. Presumably the relatively limited Irish in - 
migrant rates helped account for this. 

By c. 1880, most working-class Catholics understood their Church's deep. 

apprehension of mixed marriage situations. Yet ethnically mixed marriages had become, 

statistically significant both in Leicester and Leicestershire. By 1891 approximately 90, 

per cent of Irish men and women were married to non-Irish spouses; and this held true 

not only for Leicester, Hinckley and Loughborough, but also for the Whitwick coalfield 

area where, in 1841 and 185 1, all marriages involving Irish persons had consisted of 
unions where both partners were Irish. (See Table 12). 

Lougbborough too witnessed a shift, from 62 (61.6) per cent of Irish marriages 
involving two Irish spouses in 1841, to only 12 per cent in 1891. In HinckleY, the, 
1891 census revealed no marriages at all where both partners were Irish. These local 
idiosyncrasies are probably explained thus: Loughborough had witnessed an Irish military 

presence in the early decades of this study, as bad Leicester; Whitwick was in rMcrocosm 

more akin to the great Irish industrial settlements of Lancashire, Yorkshire and in 

Scotland, where intermarriage between two Irish partners was more prevalent. Fielding 

has remarked, in the context of his view that mixed marriages were much more common 

174 ROSEM, R(1971), The Oassic Slum, p. 27-3; he added: "&mn up to the oubreak dthie First World War diffem., 
In race, rNigion, Culture &W shitm kept English mid lhsh apart. ' 
`BURKE, T., (1910). Caff*kHbfofYOfLhwPOO1- PP--l67- 
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TABLE 12: MARRIAGE PATTERNS IN LEICESTER, 
LOUGHBOROUGH, HINCKLEY AND WHITWICK, 1841-91, 
SHOWING WHOLLY IRISH, AND MIXED, PAIRINGS (%ages) 

LEICESTER 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 

Both partners Irish 29.6 40.0 48.8 43.1 35.4 10.6 
Female partners Irish 50.4 31.1 24.2 29.3 36.6 42.4 
Male partners Irish 20.0 28.9 27.0 27.6 28.0 47.0 

LOUGHBOROUGH 

Both partners Irish 61.6 41.7 47.2 34.6 32.0 12.0 
Female partners Irish 19.2 41.7 33.3 38.5 40.0 52.0 
Male partners Irish 19.2 16.6 19.5 26.9 28.0 36.0 

HINCKLEY 

Both partners Irish 16.7 43.7 33.3 15.4 0 0 
Female partners Irish 83.3 31.3 33.3 53.8 33.3 77.8 
Male partners Irish 0 25.0 33.3 30.8 66.7 22.2 

wmmwwý 
WHITWICK 

Both partners Irish 100.0 100.0 85.2 9 7 3 9 .5 5 3 
Female partners Irish 0 0 7.4 

L 

1ý .9 11.9 

L 

7.9 .9 

A 

5.1 
male partners Irish 0 0 4 7.4 8.4 8.4 5 52.6 56.4 

Notes: 

(1) Ite . the question ofage at noTbA to the Government question "Do you find that the Irish in general, both males 
and females, marry at an earlier age than the native inhabitants?, " the Rev. Oxley OY's reply was -In this, them 
does not appear. in Leicester, any difference between natives and Irish; " 1836 Report on fth Poor in G. B, 

, 4ppendix G, p. 164. 

(2) It is not possible easily to determine whether any partners were second or third generation Irish. 
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during the middle of the nineteenth century, that "These figures come from a period 

when the Church had hardly begun to build its separate institutional network. After the 

1850's mixed marriages became more infrequent ......... 
6 Fielding cites Herson's data on 

Stafford and Finrnan's on York in support of this view (refer discussion below). 177 Part, 

of the explanation for these trends Res in the gender balance of the Irish marriageable 

population. Taking the four towns in Leicestershire, Irish female partners in mixed', - - 
marriages outnumbered Irish male partners in Leicester from 1841 to 1881, in 
Loughborough from 1851 to 1891, and most impressively in Hinckley in 1841,1871 and, 
1891. In the case of Hinckley this probably means that there were more Iris 11-born' 

females than males because of the local hosiery manufacturing industries which were 

open to and attractive to women employees. Whitwick, conversely, with its industrial' 

tradition of collieries and associated activities, was particularly attractive to Irish male 

migrants, who therefore are predominant in the mixed marriage decennial statistics 

(refer Table 12). There is evidence that after c. 1914, Irish women rather than men 
became increasingly involved injobs which opened them up to assimilating influences. 178 

External comparisons can be made with analyses dealing with London, York and 
Stafford. If 1851 is se 

, 
lected as a base year, the Irish-born in York comprised 5.4 per' 

cent of the population, in Stafford they made up 4.1 per cent, in London they represented 
4.6 per cent, Whilst in Leicester their proportion was just 1.4 per cent! 

According to Finnegan, in York, at all censuses between 1841 and 1871, the 

numbers of Irish males married to non-Irish females outnumbered the representation of 
Irish females married to non-Irish males by between one third and one half In Leicester, 

however, the situation was more complex, and did not show a regular pattern 
decennially. In general in Leicester the reverse situation held good: there were more 
Irish fenWes married to non-Irish males in 1841,1851,1871 and 1881. Common to 
york, however, was the drop in mixed marriages after the Famine. In York in 1 

184 Iý 31.4 per cent of all married persons in the Irish community were in mixed unions; this 
figure decnned to 14.2 per cent in 1851; and to II per cent in 1861; by 1871, it was'stiu'-' 

only 15.4 per cent. The majority of these York mixed marriages were, throughout the 

""FIELDING, S., (1993), p. 70. 
""'See FINNEGAN, F. (1982). pp. 69-71; and HERSON, J. (1988), pp. 80.82. 
"*JACKSON, JA, (1953), ch&4 ard 5; swafto lndiMual accounts in LENNON, M. at all (1988), 69 PP. 96 and 100, N 
Hill's autobiography. 

Oraen 

... Sw- LEES, L. H. (1979), 153-4; FINNEGAN, F. (1982), PP. 69-71. and HERSON J. (1988), PP. 80-82. 
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TABLE 13 IRISH MIXED MARRIAGES IN LEICESTER AND YORK, 1841 TO 187111 

(2nd fig m %age*) 

1841 1851 1861 

YORK LEIC YORK LEIC YORK LEIC YORK LEIC 

Irish maks married to non- 59 23 80 66 89 60 105 80 

Irish femaks 59 20 32.7 29.6 38.2 26.8 40.9 27.6 

Irish femaks manied to 29 58 51 71 54 55 78 85 

non-Irish maks 29 50.4 20.9 31.9 23.2 24.6 30.3 29.3 

Total No. of Marriages 100 115 245 223 224 257 290 

(12) (114) (74) 

1841-71 years, between Irish-born males and non-Irish females. 

Leicester showed distinctively different patterns emerging, with a much higher 

proportion of mixed marriages. The Peak years for Leicester's mixed marriages were 

1841, with 70.4 per cent, and 1891, with a rather startling 89.3 per cent. The figures for 

the intervening years were still quite distinctive, if not as extreme as those for 1841 and 

1891; in 1851, for example, 51 percent of Leicester's Irish marriages were mixed. How 

did these trends affect Leicester's Irish Catholic community? 

A'factionar'exaniple from Leicester c. 1895 came from McNabb whose theme 

was the disaster waiting those who eschewed a Catholic marriage: 

He forswore the God of his native hills and wed her before the State 
official. It was a small thing in the eyes of Court A, who did not share his 
theological opinions. But Mrs. Bridget Concannon, who is now a great- 
grandmother and says her prayers in Gaelic, as if that tongue alone was 
current in Heaven, has been heard to say. 'The poor lad! Shure, the devil 
sould him that day for a mess of porridge. " (Her knowledge of Old 
Testament history is varied rather than accurate. ) She used to say that 
the day of his marriage before the Registrar began his damnation. "' 

M morality tale served a variety of Catholic ideological and moral purposes. 

Herson's analysis of Stafford indicates that barriers between English and Irish 

"Ragffc1ing rnarnage figures for York, the nvming parts making up the totals were mamageS whom sPotmm birth Place was 

not r9coirded: am FINNEGAN (1982) p. 70, and figures in brackets. 

"'AkNABB, V., (1915), P-100. 
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cathOlics were already fiffling away in the 1842-71 period, much earlier than normally 

suggested in the literature. By 1871,35 per cent of the Irish seem to have married 

ethnk*-Enghsh partners. He tentatively suggests that this pattern had, by the 18701s, 

extended to Irish Protestants also, and that Stafford's Irish in-migrants may have 

integrated into the local society more quickly than their compatriots in the massed Irish 

areas of the industrial cities. 

Herson's conclusions seem accurate when Stafford's small-town experience is' 

compared with that of the metropolis. Lees reported that the London Irish genera* 

married within their own ethnic group; there was little intermarriage with people of 

English ancestry. Whilst 24 per cent of her sampled families were listed in the, 1851 

census, and 20 per cent of those in the 1861 census contained one E nglish-born and one 

Irish-born partner, virtually all of the technically English spouses were in fact second or 

third generation Irish. Inter-generational Irish marriages took place between neW' 

migrants and those settled, usually tying in to existing local networks. 

The emerging general conclusion would appear to be that the greater in size t- he 

conurbation, the more likely were there to be marriages between two Irish partners (of 

first or even second generation). Yet, in Leicester, however, this trend was bucked. 

Leicester's small and non-expanding Irish catchment may partly have been the cause of 

this strange pattern, where by 1891 almost 90 per cent of Irish marriages were mixed' 

Leicester's dominant Protestant culture also contributed to this. 

For Irish migrants, Protestant as well as Catholic, the rubrics regarding sex were, 

clear and probably generally understood. These rubrics were promoted by ministers; 
both Catholic and Protestant clerics were trained to have negative Preoccupationson 

sexual matters. " There was also the utilisation of Irish storytelling traditions to get 
jn4)ortant messages across in magazines such as the monthly Catholic Truth Magazi ne. 

This journal ran homely homily series with titles such as the Adventures ofK6 e' te 
Brady. This choice of name, so obviously 1-libernian, would have had instant appeal to, 

Catholic fernale readers of all ages. The elements of sensation and human interest were 

mobilised, dwelling on the "scenes of temptation and trials through which Kate went in 

"183 keeping the Catholic ffflL Each month, Kate Brady fitced a new trial; a situation no n not' 

... LEE, J. J., Women and the Church since the Farrdne, In MOCURTAIN, M. and O'CORRAIN, D. (Eds) (1 7W in kish Society, Me Hiaý Dironsion, P. 40. men 
"3RCAL, CTM, Vd. 2, No. 3. March 1870, p. 4. 
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unfike a TV clifflianger. 

Economic as well as moral imperatives could act as a deterrent to male-fernale 
relationships. Once Barclay had clearly comprehended Vmt he was likely to remain poor 

always, he determined never to marry and beget children to be subject to such horrible 

privations as those through which he had passed. ""' Barclay's was a minority opinion. 

The fact that he lived with one of his spinster sisters, attests possibly to the culture 

clashes provoked by their political and religious idiosyncrasies, and the resulting 
demarcation vis-a-vis both the majority English and mainstream Irish communities. 

(d) The Leadership Contributions of the Irish Male and Female 
Religious. 

(i) The Role of the Priests and Brothers 

I'his section contextualises the contributions of Irish male clergy locally. Gwynn 

(1950) pointed to the inherent difficulty of limited or non-existent evidence. He also 
highlighted the exhausting workloads - physical, mental, emotional and spiritual - which 
these Irish slum clerics took on their shoulders: the creation of new, or expansion of 

existing, physical plant; around-the clock pastoral care for a clientele frequently steeped 
in socio-economic deprivation; and the prevention of "leakage". '" E. P. Thompson 

(1963), stressed the almost symbiotic tie existing between the Irish priest and his rrýgrant 

parishioners, a tie so strong that it stood the test of time and of long-distance human 

relocation. He also underlined political factors: the close support and leadership which 

some priests had offered the revolutionaries of 1798 and O'Connell's Catholic 

Association c. 1810-1840. He also highlighted priests' extraordinary power and 
influence across a whole swathe of family activities: 

Indeed, for many of the migrants the power of the priest increased. Tom 
up by their roots, the priest was the last point of orientation with their old 
way of fife. Literate but not far removed in social class, free from 
identification with English employers and authorities, sometimes knowing 
the Gaelic, the priest passed more frequently between England and 
Ireland, brought news of home and sometimes of relatives, could be 
entrusted with remittances, savings or messages. Hence it followed that 
the most enduring cultural tradition which the Irish peasantry brought - 
to the third and fourth generation - into England was that of a sen-& 

'"BARCLAY, T. (1934), 
"'GWYNN, D., The Irish lmmigratiýn, p. 2n and 289, in BECK, GA (Ed) (I M), 
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feudal riationalist Church. ' 16 

Clearly, an Irish priest ministering to an Irish congregation was ideal for cultural 
interaction. This analyis considers factors such as the individual's status, education", 

experience and responsibilities. Five priests, Egan, Bunce, Hawkins, Hays and OReilly, 

will be examined vis-a-vis their influence, leadership, contnibution and external ' 

interactions. 
Jackson (1963) noted that an underground church of the poor, after surviving I the 

Gordon Riots, could claim both a psychological and practical victory in 1829. "1 Jackson 

also pointed to the iniýnical attitude of many English gentry Catholics towards Irish-born 

priests, noting that the "most distinctive feature" of Irish-style Catholic practice was I 

the fusion of religion and nationalism in the Irish mind. In the centuries 
of struggle against the allen and Protestant master, national loyalty came 
to take an intense religious colouring, even a kind of 'mysticar quality, 
utterly uninteffiole to the continental mind. To be a Catholic was to be 
a true Irishman; to be an Irishman was to be a true Catholic. "' 

ConnoHy examined "the priest as holy man in the nineteenth century gheitto,,, 189 

arguing that the priest is better perceived not so much as a social worker, but rather as 
an "objective bearer of holiness. " Amongst the Irish in British cities, the priest was 

saving souls as much as bodies. "O Connolly pointed to the very real element of "blood 

Sacrifice" involved in serving migrant needs. Heroic clergy, often practising self-denial, 

gave their all for their congregations. "' Leicester later registered its own human 

expiation: Fr. Cyril Bunce, O. P. the highly thought-of Irish-born parish priest of St. 

Patrick's (1872-80), who "died from typhoid fever caught from attending the sick 

poor. 11192 

There were in Leicester a series of vitriolic attacks, transcending lampoonery, 

against Irish priests, concentrated in the mid- I 830's in the rabidly ri t jo eý C7 gh ist urnal Th 
,- Leicester Conservative Standard. Numerous and sustained negative references to 

'"THOMPSON, E. P. (196M), PP. 478-80- 
""JACKSON, JA, (1963), p. 136 wW p. 139. 
... JACKSON, JA, (1963), p. 137, citing HERBERG, W. (1956). prDtestw7t-Q&0W8W, P. 160. 
'"CONNOLLY, G. P., Uttle BrWw be at P680e: The Priest as Hoty Man in the 19th Cent 
Htfory, Vol. 19,1982, pp. 191-206. 

ury Ghetto, In Studes k, Church 

'90CONNOLLY, (1982), Uttle Brothw, p. 1 97. 
"'CONNOLLY, G. P., The Transubstarbition of Myth: b*wds a new POPUlar history d 19th Cent Engl&W, 
In Jo(Ecclesias"Hisý, Vo. 25, No. I., Jan 1984, pp. 78-lo4. 

ury Catholicism In. 

'wGUMBLEY, W, (1955), Obluary N06ces Of Ule Engish Dominicans from 1555-195Z p. 1 12, Entry No. Z)9, Fr. Bunoe is, buried at Mnt. St. Barravis Abbey 

.. 
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Ireland and to Catholics were made as a matter of course. One nine-page article 

concentrated on sexual scandal; a whole series denigrated Maynooth. These presented 

gross Irish stereotypes, damaging to Irish Catholic interests. "' Yet before 1829, Irish 

priests apparently operated locally: a Rev. B. OBrien (1802-8) at Nevin Holt; 191 and 
Rev. Albert Plunkett, who died in Hinckley in late 1814.195 A more regular inflow of 
Irish male personnel came only later. 

Nottingham diocese developed from 1842 an ongoing relationship with the Irish 

sen, unary of All Hallows. From 1851 until c. 1910,7 priests from All Hallows came to 

the Diocese. Just one, Fr. James McKearney, ordained 1899, served in Leicester, at St. 

Patrick's. '" This was presumably because Leicester was firmly within the Domincan 

orbit. Leicester's Irish Catholics may have benefited more from the secular products of 

All Hallows rather than from the rather patrician Dominicans, most of whom were not 

Irish and therefore lacked a basic socio-cultural ffimiliarity with St. Patrick's. 

The Dominicans were c. 1850 the long-serving local providers. Of approximately 

64 Dominicans priests and brothers who served in Leicester from c. 1800 to c. 1900, just 

19 were of Irish origin or descent, not a particularly large representation. Regarding St. 

Patrick's from c. 1800-1900,9 of a total of 38 personnel appeared to have an Irish 

background of some sort (ie 24 per cent). Possibly, some small attempt was being made 

to base personnel with Irish connections at St. Patrick's; even so, the I in 4 rate is low. 

In fact, a majority of Domimicans (15/25) serving St Patricks c. 1850-1900 did so for 

only short periods (2 years or less, on average); this may have been because it was 

regarded as a tough assignment. Only 6 of these were Irish. 191 

The wider diocesan picture vis-A-vis the ratio of Irish/English clergy is available 

for comparison for the period post c. 1880. In 1879, of 57 secular priests, 24 (42 per 

cent) were English and 20 (26 per cent) were Irish. In 1885, of a total of 67 seculars, 

30 (or 45 per cent) were Irish-, of those, 27, (40 per cent) were English. ' 

There is some substance to the criticism that the Dominicans were essentially 

English in their view of themselves. Matthew (1935) makes two salient points; both 

derived from an unimpeachable Dominican source. Pre-1 850, the English Order had 

'"Lekasw C4wwva&e Sb7dwd, Parts I wW 11,1835-7; pages 141-5,202-3,2,57-62,102-3. aid 482-491. 

INTRAPPES-LOMA)ý T. B., (1954), VCAL, 9, p. 55. 
IIGSee St PeWs Parish Mwwkv, Na 399, Sept. 1 9W, Irish Catholic burials from 1827-1858; (Hinckley Lbrary. ). 
'"CONDON, K (1986) The Missbrgvy CWW& ofAI HAIDws, 1842-1891, see p. 82 ard 235. 

"GUMBLEYý W. (1955), ObluaryNobbes; the sbcwem Rley, Portley, Krvanagh, Casey, Conwayand Moran. 

'"ND& Ba9sha%0 fils, Rekftms, 1879 (p. 17) and 1885 (p. 29). 
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,, some of the characteristics of the English yeomanry, declining with it; " in the main the 

Irish passed the order by. " The famous provincial, Fr. Bede Jarrett (b. 1881), was 
described as being "intensely English ..... it seemed his life work to reconcile Catholicism' 

and the English mind. "'" This national view is heavily underscored by uncritic al 

comments on Dominican anglophilia in Kimberlin (1946). " 

Irishmen in strategic positions at diocesan level had some direct and Positive 
impact on the Irish in Leicestershire, but only after c. 1875. Whilst Leicester was in the 

Central District (pre- 185 1), Bishop Walsh, a second generation bourgois London Irish 

priest, was Vicar-Apostolic from 1825, and part of the De Lisle circle. The "caretakee" 

bL, &p ofthe new diocese (ofNottingham) was Ullathorne (1850-5 1), a bluff Yorkshire 

man who at least had an infornied view of the Irish and their needs on his agenda. 20,1 

Joseph Hendren, (1851-3), and his successor, Richard Roskell, (1853-74) show no 

evidence of a special awareness of Irish needs. 

The great exception was the third man in the post, the Rt. Rev. Edward Gilpin' 

Bagsbawe (1874-1901). A bourgeois English Oratorian, he was of great service to the 
Irish community in the east midlands. His political profile was notable for its forthright 

public espousal of Irish political and socio-economic; causes, (see Politics). He recruited 
Irish personnel, although few reached Leicester pre- 1900. The existence of some Irish 

personnel at central diocesan level meant that the commitment to Irish issues, and 

people, went beyond just the personal inclinations of Bagshawe. 

The Relationes files of 1885 show a notable increase in Irish personnel; not all, 
however, received accolades. The very promising Mathew Joseph O'Reilly (a future 
Liberal Councillor and School Board activist), aged 32, was at Barrow: "Irish; ibleg 

amiable and zealous, 'ý has done well at his mission.,, Michael Hunt served Market' 

Harborough; "3 1, Irish, able, well-read and pious; was succeeding excellently, but had - 
a breakdown in respect of temperance which causes much anxiety for his future.,,. ) 
A few Irish clerics lived under a cloud of either suspicion, or Proven wrong-doing. 

The Leicester secularist McCabe noted that "Ireland furnishes MO st of the 

recruits to the English orders and clergy. " Twelve years of experience as a pnest' 

equipped him to comment informatively on seminary life; Of Pastoral work, he remarked 

I "MATHEW, D (1936), p. 267-8; Appendix 1. 
2'KJMBERUN, &H., (1946), p. 12. 

Caftk Dkoctory, 1875 (in BDA), p. U-3; see Education. 
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that: 
Apart from the care of the sick and the dying, and the occasional 
necessity of reproving wandering sheep, the duty "visiting, " which is 
almost their only function on the six appointed days of labour, is far 
from laborious. 

He criticised favouritism towards the rich; "the poor and uninteresting are forgotten. " 

Whilst visits were frequently made to female parishioners, priests internally regulated 
themselves by mutual jealousy; petty abuses were explained as part of an historical 

pattern. McCabe perhaps over-emphasised the negative. "' 

The five most prominent and successful Irish male clerics in the Leicester area 
were Fathers Egan, Bunce, Hawkins, O'Reilly and flays. Their professional and political 

achievements are catalogued fully (see Table 14). Egan and Bunce fall into the 

category of hard-working and devoted parish priests, whilst Hawkins, Hays and 
O'Reilly also developed their political teeth. The latter three were effective 

representatives on local School Boards; O'Reilly went on to serve as a Poor Law 

Guardian and a County Councillor for a decade. 'O' Hawkins, at St. Patrick's in Leicester 

for 14 years, was also a successful administrator (see Education/pofitics). 

The later development of St Patrick's parish was an accolade to the managerial 

and entrepreneurial skills of the street-wise Irish-born Fr. Hawkins. St Patrick's was 

situated between The Woolcombers Arms, The Horn of Plenty and a pigsty. In 1894, 

Hawkins bought 3 51 yards of adjoining property, including 7he Woolcombers Arms, for 

L1,100. In 1898, he sold the public house for E1700 (making a clear profit and keeping 

the rest of the land). In 1911, The Woolcombers lost its licence, and Hawkins bought 

it back for L225. In the meantime, he erected a handsome new entrance wing to the old 
1854 St Patrick's school-chapel - thereby saving it from Department of Education 

closure threats, and later also opened a new and licensed, parish club, thereby recycling 

the profits of drink back into parish control. '" The diocesan reports to Rome c. 1880 

describe Hawkins well: aged 24, his entry read: ,, a pious and virtuous young priest, with 

great energy and prudence; has ..... worked with wonderful success ..... under most 

trying circurnstances. " This shrewd organiser was ideal for St Patrick's, "a poor parish, 

=McCabe. j. (1897), p. 16,20,29,31.156-7,176-7,191. 
2"The Dominicans had a variety of personnel who vmre intelledually and spiritually gded, some of whom also dabbled In 
politics, like Irishman Vincent McNabb. 
214DANAHER, N. (1997), St Pahtk's SchooACWBI 
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where hard work and rough fare is the usual lot of the clergy, but the hearts of the people 

are warm ..... in the Irish quarter. " He took charge from 1894-1907 in "a parish for 

which he was well suited by reason of his forceful character and physical powers. He 

was, in fact, a gigantic figure of a priest, and his heart was large in proportion. "'01 At 

St Patrick's until 1894, the Dominican incumbents had lived in a simple double cottage 

opposite the school-chapel, in the midst of their flock-, ' Hawkins continued this 

t-adition, thereby ensuring that the pastor of the Irish was physically as well as spiritually 
dwelling amongst his people. 

These key Irish clerics were all complex individuals. Hawkins and O'Reilly 

emerge as the least dovelike whilst simultaneously showing high order skills of 

management and enterprise. Hawkins was politically abrasive, whilst OReilly, also 

politically astute, who served in Leicester and Whitwick, was renowned for sorting out 
"rough houses" at an Irish public house. Hawkins was also renowned for his personal 
lack of interest in wealth, and could reach out effectively to non-attenders for support 
for St. Patricles. Bunce too could Calm his Irish parishioners as the occasion demanded, 

and had the foresight to register for government education grants as early as 1874. All 

tried, apparently to the best of their abilities, 101 and their efforts supported an Irish 

community slowly developing in self-confidence. 

(i) The Role of the Sistem 

The great untold story of Catholic expansion in Leicestershire concerns the role 

of the nuns generally, and the role of Irish nuns in partiCUlar. 208 Lee (1978) remarked 

of the nuns that "some of their lay brethren may have conveyed the impression that nuns 

should neither be seen nor heard. (But) the desexualization of women in general had its 

counterpart in the depersonalisation of nuns in particular in the Irish imagination. Nuns 

were dehumanised in public images to a far greater extent than priests. " This 

depersonalisation was also true in English Catholicism, and is reflected in Kimberlin's 

standard account of 1946. Analysis, evaluation and credit are overdue, especially to the 

2"NDA, PýIests of ft Chapter 1852-1955, Cam HwWns; by 1914, he was Diocesan Inspector of Schools., Caftk 
Disclay, 1914. p-323. 
21*KJMBERUN, A. H. (1946), p. 23. 
2*'OHAnSW, interview with Mrs C. Richardson; 1991; ROBINSON, A. E. (1987), Hoty Cross Ift0wick 1837-1937, p. 19. 

2"Janot Now rernaft of Irish women in the USA that "although It was widely noted Out the Irish dominated to American 
Cdhok Church by the late nineteenth century, the role of Irish women - both Iffy and religious - in this phenomenon received 

vary little attention, " see Ourselves Ab7e - Wanen's EtnoTtbn ftm keb7d, 1885-1920, (1989), p. W. 
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Irish dimension, so significant in personnel terms. Also important was the role of the 

nun in an age of change for women. After 1829, private convent boarding schools for 

middle class girls became the norm in both Britain and IrelaW" the Domi'micanesses and 

Rosminians ran them in Leicester and Loughborough respectively. 210 These fee-paying 

schools attracted girls who were eligible as both teachers and nuns. 

That it is not realistic to discuss English convents without reference to Irish 

attitudes and human resources is clear even in the context of Leicester, a town not 

especWly Irish. The modern, profissional outlook of the Dominican convent in Galway 

c. 18 80 may have been reciprocated by the Leicester Dominicanesses, for there were 

contacts involving personnel and fund-raising between Ireland and Leicester. Leicester 

was served by the Dominican Sisters from 1877, who also serviced Hinckley (1887-92). 

The Rosminians served Whitwick (1875-80 and 1888), "' and Loughborough. 

To give an idea of the rapid expansion of convents in the diocese, around 18749' 

there bad been only 6 female communities; by 1901, this number had risen to 26 (16 of 

which provided elementary school teaching staff). "' The emphasis here is on the two 

orders which survived long-term: the Dominicanesses at Leicester, and for purposes of 
213 

comparison, the Rosminians at Loughborough. 

The Dominican house in Leicester was long in gestation. Its fOundress was 
Mother Margaret Hallahan. She had a typical second generation London-Irish 

upbringing, with a number of relatives involved in the religious life. She spent 23 years 

in service (1813-1839) before developing her religious vocatiorL2" Forrnally educated'- 

for just 3 years, she experienced working abroad, in BeIgiUnL Her successor commented: 

, -Mough untrained by human scholarship, she was possessed of a rare quickness of 

perception, a sureness of intuitive judgement and an executive decisive and firm. %') 

That she was shrewd, practical and financially hard-nosed is clear from a 

consideration of the reasons why Leicester fidled, between c. 1843 and c. 1875, to obtain 

moSee dMW an Education, qv see N. CHUILLEANAIN, E. (Ed), (1985), kth Wow - knage aind Act*venmont: ftmen 
j7 fth Culure From Ea&g rynes; am McCURTAIN, R, The Historicat brISM, PP. 37-W. Also wY useful in LEE, j. j. 
(1978) Women and the Church Since the Farrine, In MOCURTAJN, M. at al (Eds), (1978), WaMn k? kth Soobty, ft 
HWaricatDiwsion. pp. 42-43. 
2ioRCAL, prospacbA of Ccnwg of Our Lady of Dokus; mid 'Memorbs of converd sclxx*Jays il Me 1920Y, re DorNnican 
Convent of the NaMy Of 00 BIessed Vvgin it Junction of Foue Rd NorttVGiervrmgd Road., Leicester Mercimy. 4.3.1996. 
21 ' SWEENEY, (c. I M), NDA, MOM A4. P-68. 
r2Afij"w 22 conywft had been set up between 1874 and 11901, none of which survived; SWEENEY (c. 1950), p. 68. 'AJso 
the Dorrinicansem had made several unsucomsful Off0ft to Pwwb*e Lakxster before 1877; see Education chapter. 
'"The Frarsciscan Minoresses come to Melton from 1901. 

4See GUMBLEY, Fr. W. (1938). 
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a pemwwnt Dominicaness presence. Only in 1875, as a result of the 1870 Education 

Act, did a new opportunity present itself in Leicester, leading to a pemianent foundation 

in 1877. Mother Hallahan died in 1868. " 

Ireland contributed to Leicester's development in two ways: as a source of 

personnel, and of funding. Even the critic McCabe acknowledged the finportance of 
Irish female persomel: 

Ireland fwnishes most of the recruits ..... it must be admitted that there 
is a large amount of earnestness and religious sincerity in the vocations 
of women ..... 

McCabe's reflections had, however, a sting in their tail: 

Still the numbers of young girls who are received into nunneries is 
lamentably high, and the anxiety shown by nun teachers to inspire their 
pupils with a 'vocation' is extremely deplorable. 216 

Did the Leicester situation justify McCabe's two contentions? His renwks 

respecting the numbers and quality of recruits drawn from Ireland are bome out by local 
211 

evidence. This also indicates the significant levels of financial support from Irish 

sources, including that which usually accompanied incoming Irish choir nuns. 
Some Irish-born Dominican sisters can be traced by inter-relating the various 

different convent sources Oe Annals, Council Minutes and Necrologies). Between 1892 

amd 1898, the Rev. Joseph OKelly, OP, based at Tallaght near Dublin, advised Leicester 

convent of at least 6 young girls aspiring to be choir postulants. 118 He sometimes 

worked with the Sisters of Mercy of Swinford, Co. Mayo. 219 Sometimes, the dowry 

requirement was waived, on the assumption that the new arrival had, or would soon 

obtain, professional qualifications as a teacher. 220 

nie convent records give numerous indications of fianily support for new entrants 

coming from Ireland. In 1898, with regard to One Ms McDermott, "it was settled 

2"BROMLEY, FL (11974), P-5. 
2NMcCABE, J. (1894 p-234,156-7,176-7. 
O'Each corwent erjoys local meponsibililly for Its own archive. Dominicanesses In Leicester were researcw locally, the male 
order In Edinburgh. 
MDCAL, Counci Record, L16 - A(i), 1888-1893, P-100. DCAL, Annals, L-18, A(ii) 1892-1927; entry of 16 Oct 1898, p. 41. 

"I'This Swinlord conixOm MOY well ham developed further, into to area of matching jot) vacancies in England (in domestic 

Wvjoe) Wkh V-z vxdc wris of young single Irish women. Some oral history correspondents recall a Sr. Banignus in SvAnford 
in the I qWs and Ws, who found jobs for girls in England, and who processed them for departure down to providing UPS 

sb(XA personal hygiene and behaviour, ISW OHA; interviews and tel. calls with Mrs Kathleen Danaher, (19VVW), who 
originated in Charlestown 6 miles from SvAnford, and Winnie Devine, also ex-Chadestown. See SCHWEITZER, P. 
(EdX1989), ACtws V* hth Sea, p. 51-2,160. 
=oDCAL, Councl Records, Li 6 -& (1), 13 June 1892, p. 71. 
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that the Mother Prioress should write and ask her brother Mr Phillip McDermott of 
Mayo, Ireland, if he is willing to give the E300 now, provided we give her board and 
lodging, and laundry, allowing her L5 per annurn for Dress and clothes. "n' 

In early 1892, a Mrs. ONeil of Dublin personally accompanied her postulant 
daughter Josephine to Leicester. Josephine was to become Sr. Mary Catherine; Mrs, 

ONeil and another daughter journeyed again from Dublin specially. For an Irish 

of comfortable farming or lower middle class background, there was the added social 
frisson of providing a child for the service of God and the Catholic religion, which 
brought with it respectability as well as expense. 

In the winter of 1893, Miss Jordan and Miss Griffiths, two new postulants_ from, 
Dublin, were met at Leicester Station by the Prioress and Sr. Clare. In the cl . osing 
months of 1896, a Miss Tormey and a Miss Fallon arrived from Dublin, to enter as 
postulants. Two years later a Miss Murphy arrived - as yet another choir postulant. " The 

spring of 1903 saw Mrs. Reid, another proud mother, journey from Ireland to be at her' 
daughter's first profession as a nun. " 

SO effective, indeed, was the international Dominican recruiting network that' in 
1870, when Mother Gillespie of the American Holy Cross Sisters journeyed to Ireland,, - 
she encountered an unexpected level of difficulty in finding recruits becaus -e "the 
Domaucan Sisters first, then the Sisters of Mercy and their Bishop ..... have thor oughly 
gleaned the country. " Diner's study of1rish women in America noted that the presence 
of large numbers of girls from Ireland may have played a very important role' in 

convincing significant numbers of Irish-American girls to take vows themselves and enter 
some of the same religious communities. " It is clear that some ski! arities existed' i n. 
Leicester. (See Education). 

Did the Dominican nuns benefit from Irish entrants? Detailed crOss-referencing 

of sources has helped esta bM the nature, duration and numbers volved 'te g in m achin 
(see Education). ' When all the Dominican necrologies were consulted, of 16 teaching 

tger at some time, 8 were Irish-born, with a further 4 being of nuns who resided in Lek 

Irish parentage. Of the Dominican Sisters! teaching force in Leicester, 75 per cent was' 
0f Irish background- Almost certainly, some of the second generation Irish -'Were, 

221 DCAL, Amals, Ll"iQ, 13 Aug. 1898, p. 39. 
Amals, L18& 2.2.1893,23.11.1896,15.9.1893,10-4.1903. Also, see SC rMR (Ed)(1 9W), p. 1 10. 

- HWE 
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influenced by nuns, many of whom were of Irish origin. For example, at the private 
boarding school, between 1875 and 1887, at least 4 girls trained as pupil-teachers. 

Taking the necrology records as a whole, of all the Dominican sisters bom before 

c. 1885,17 out of 39 were Irish bom, 44 per cent (43.6), or almost half the total; a 
further 8 were identified as of Irish extraction, which increases the Irish element to 64 

per cent, " virtually two-thirds of the entire complement. The Irish contribution, then, 
to the Dominican sisterhood in Leicestershire was a markedly significant one, bearing 

comparison with international patterns at this period. "' 

Ibis trend is also significant in Rosminian recruitment at Loughborough. 41 per 

cent possessed Irish surnames. ' Irish recruitment could be direct, or indirect (ie. via the 
boarding SChool). 

226 The Admission Register yielded useful data: by 1900,296 female 

students had been entered; this increased to 361 by 1916, when the entries cease. The 
Register provided each girrs fifll name, the dates of her arrival and departure, her home 

residence, her father's occupation, and, revealingly, whether or not she in turn became 

a nun. Of the 361 names, 80 could be clearly identified as being of Irish origin, (based 

on residence or birth-place). In fact, 37 had Irish residence, mainly in towns, especially 
Dublin; where fathers' occupations were entered for these 37, they were generally either 
businessmen or professionals. Just 5 went on to become nuns, around 13.5 per cent, 

which suggests limited success in inculcating vocations. If the 5 are put against the 80 

who were probably Irish, then the percentage of in-house students entering the order 
drops to just 6.3 per cent. 10 students with Irish surnames and rniddle class fathers 

came from Leicester; 2 became nuns. This second generation batch is significant 
in that it points to a few local Irish becoming wealthy enough to send their daughters 

to boarding schools between 1852 and 1909.227 So in relation to McCabe's two 

points, whilst it is true that for Leicestershire, Ireland did fin-nish EngHsh convents with 

a large amount of personneL recruitment from the in-house boarding schools does 

22'The DCAL NeaDlogies (Obituaries) are: Vol. L9 (N), 1927-67; L9 (N) - 4(l), 1935-41; green Vol. L9 (N) - 6(l), 1947-53. 
These omw all sisters in the ordsrý not just the Leicester congregation, but as many nuns served In various locations they are 
ackqua* cross-representative. 
zmag. of the Sisters of St Jouph In Adelaide (Australia) in 1871,64 per cent (811127) were Irish; Irish and Ifth-Australian 
togethercornprisM go per cart gaeTRANTEP, Sr. J.; The Irish Dirngmion of an Australian Religious Sisterhood: the Sisters 
d St Joseph, in O'SULLIVAN, P. (Ed) (I 9W), Religion and kbnfty, The kish Wolid Wide, Vol 5, P-236. 
=RCAL, 13rmf Necrokgy folders; a conversation with the MOw Superior, Sr Bernard, solicited the Orders own Internal 

estimates as being one-third each of English, Walsh wd Irish personnel. In ft can of the Irish, this was clearly an 
underestimation (14.6.1995). 
=RCVýL, Boar" SchoofAch*sIon Reqk*w (fmm 1850); and RCAL, Lettem of Antonio Rosmini Serbad 0 901), Vol. I and 
11; from part 11 of Vol. 1, Latter Na CL\A-CCCLJI (p. 462) 

wRCAL, Adn&sjon Reqttec, analysis. Entry No. 410 was the last Irish one In October 1915; presurnably the feelings raised 
by the 1916 Rising and its aftermath fradured ft Irish connection after this date. 
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not seem to have been as irresponsible as McCabe suggested. 

At this time, especially in Ireland and Britain, the &mxde religious orders provided 

opportunities for able women to exercise their talents in leadership and organisational 

skills. McCabe's comment that "they frequently request priests to secure aspirants for 

their congregations: ' is borne out by the evidence from the Dominicaness archive, where 

it is clear that Fr. O'Kelly was actively involved as recruiter. Given the pattern involving 

him as a regular and long-term contact, both he and the convent obviously had an 

understanding that transformed itself into practical outcomes. " Furthermore, many of 

the aspir&ds were genuinely imbued with enthusiasm, or they would not have survived 

the rigours of novitiate training and discipline. 

Class rather than ethnicity influenced a nun's designation as choir or lay. There 

were important differences involving status, fitmily background, mutual attitudes,, 

convent tasks and apparel. In 1858, the Dominicans in Galway introduced lay sisters so 

that they could do away with hired domestics; this helped improve both disciplineand 

finances. 2m in Ireland, the expectations of lay sisters were not always rigorous. 231 
- As to- 

dowries, these varied in size. A new Dominicaness in Galway in 1908, straight from 

their school, brought with her E500 from her father as her dowry; this compares weU 

with the E300 Mr. McDermott of Mayo had provided for his daughter who entered th6l 
Leicester Dominicanesses in 1898. From C-1850-c-1950, the growing numbers 60f: 

Catholic personnel in Ireland were drawn disproportionately from "ffie respectable and 
farMer:?,. 232 fairly comfortable class of the tenant 

A glimpse into the daily existence of lay sisters in Leicester is provided in St. - 
Catherine's Annals. - In 1889 a new duty rota outlined the lay sisters' tasks: Sr. Veronica- 

ran the kitchen, Sr. PbRomena the laundry, whilst Sr. Patrick was to clean and se In 
1890, the conditions of appointment for lay sisters were clarified: they first had to's I erve 
for at least 12 months as a postulant, and a firffier 3 years as a novice; furthermore, they'' 

would have to secure at least two-thirds of all the votes of the sisters of the whole 

convent at their formal "clothing, " and, indeed, at all, the other stages of the Process of 
formal profession. 

233 The necessity to seek support from the other sisters must have 

229 WCABE, J., (I 897), P. 156 and 176. 
2'CLEAR, C. (1987). p. 94. 
"'CLEAR, C. (1987), p. 92. 
212 GUINAN, Fr. (1903), Prise af)d ftopie ki Dow. cited In LEE, J. J. Worrien OW the Church Since the Fan**, in' 
MacCURTAJN, M. And O'CORRAJN. D. (EDS)(I 978), WOman In kish SoCWY: p. 37; DCAL, L16A 
wDCAL, Cound Reccr*, Ll 6-A (1). 1888 - 1893; entria of 13 Oct. 1 Beg and 4 Jan 1890 respeawy, p. 20 WKI P. 28. 
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placed the onus on lay sisters to be obedient, obliging, and to work hard. 234 

One instance of revolt by an Irish lay Dominicaness occurred. Sr. Philomena, 

(Ellen Flatherty) refused, repeatedly, to carry out certain tasks. She was cautioned in 

December 1892 for being "impertinent" and threatened with expulsion; she repented. 
In August 1893 the Bishop himself came to hear her version of events. Sr. Philomena, 

this time together with a Sr. Agnes, were arraigned for "grave and repeated disobedience 

_and 
disrespect. " Agnes gave in under the strain, and remained in the order, after being 

served with a solemn warning; on 15 August 1894 Sr. Philomena left the convent to 

return to the secular life. At this distance, it is tempting to speculate: was Sr. Philomena 

an early practioner of women's rights in action; was she being singled out for reasons of 

class or ethnicity; or was she just a difficult person to deal with?.. It would seem that 

modernising, liberal tendencies towards female emancipation did not trickle down to the 
level of the lay sisters, but remained a factor only for choir nuns who enjoyed greater 

status socially and financially. 

For an individual of working class background with talents and skills, such as 
Mother Hallahan, the possibilities of the sisterhood in the period were liberating. Her 

successors were humbled by such as Fr. Hawkins, the son of an Irish soldier in the 
British ArnlY. The status of nuns ultimately was in the eye of the male beholder. Whilst 

nuns could be exposed to pressure inside the convent, and could also work on the "front 

fine" as teachers and home visitors, an element of misogyny operated. Even if other 

pressures were survived, the male religious at the end of all enjoyed the ultimate grasp 

on clerical power. To male religious, in the final analysis, nuns were there to obey, 

whether Choir or Lay. 

Conclusion 

Catholic development in Leicester in the nineteenth century clearly had a well 

defined Irish dimension to it in terms of the long-term commitment of lay participants, 

the leadership roles of male and female religious persomeL and its impact on the, 

contemporary social agenda. The body of Leicester Catholics had a numerically 

21"IýI. CandRwords, L16A(l), 'IM-1893, Dec 1892, p. 84-5; 13 Aug. 1893, p. 99; in L16A(ii) 1894-917,9.11; Ajvmb 
Ll 8 A. 1892-1927,15 Aug. 1894. 
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important Irish proportion, even before the "Famine', and one which was prepared to, 

work with English, Protestant, and liberal interests. From c. 1850, in the city, both Holy 
Cross, and especially St. Patrick's, had significant Irish profiles in terms of parish 
catchment and activities. 

Irish Catholics in this part of the east midlands shared many of those cultural 

characteristics analysed amongst Irish migrants in London, the Manchester area, and 
elsewhere. By c. 1900, a large proportion was nmn*g out, despite the fact that in this 

period general religious observance was on the whole frequently maintained. 
Male and female religious personnel, of Irish birth and descent, both in city and 

county, played a significant role in internal and external church aCtiVitieS. 236 -MiS WaS 

especially so after c. 1875, with the added bonus of an actively involved bishop, Dr., 
'1 Bagshawe, who was openly and sympathetically committed on Irish political and sociO 

economic issues, as the incumbent until 1901. The period of intense, overt local anti- 
Catholic prejudice, c. 1830 to c. 1865, was slowly declining across the period, which 

assisted a new spirit of confidence, and a renewed relationship with friendly Protestant 

elements. However, extreme Protestant opinion and activity persisted into the new 
century, and Irish Catholic elements continued to enjoy a varying level of acceptance.: 

Individual Irish priests were proactive, influential and self-confident aboutl Raising 

with the secular authorities, some to the point of becoming successful local politic ians. 
Irish female religious of the Dominicans and Rosminians played an essential role as 
educators. It seems to have been the case that in regard to the male religious, Irish 
interests in Leicester were best served less by the Dominicans than by those key secular 
clergy of the 1890-1910 period, most of whom were Irish born. 

The Mure until mw to recognise and celebrate the Irish contribution to Cathofic 

.e growth in Leicestershire is a reflection of those PrOc sses Of incorporation -and 
denatiomlization which irnpringed on Catholic education. The English-born Bagshawe 1 

9' 
an open friend to Irish causes, was succeeded in 1907 by a cleric with an imperialist 'and 

militarist part, who had f ought with the British in the Sudan. Such an appointment, 
symbolically closed the door on the diocese's politically heretical past. 237 

2"A doWled armlysis of Ove Irish cOntibutiOn Of MOurlt St Bwnwds Abbey is beyond our scope; ft Irish-bom perceiruaft ý 
ý of the personnel were as follows: 1841 (47%), 1851 (M); 1871 (57%), 1881 (40%) and 1891 (29%). 
"'A cartury Wer, Bagshowes nerne stil does not gram any dioý imbtutkn. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EDUCATION: IDENTITY, INCORPORATION AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

-Ibe Cmuniftee have had occasion to remark a great inequality in the resources of schools. One 
fortunate mission may have an endowed school, a wealthy and willing congregation, and a 
successful festive gatheringrar by year, to raise school funds. Travel ten miles, and you will find 
a numerous congregation of hish, numbering among them not even a single shopkeeper, with 
work uncertain and wages low : the priest leading a life of apostolic privation, anxious for his 
school, but without resources to keep it open. The Committee's fund corrects these inequalities. " 

Second Annual Report, 1849, ofthe Catholic Poor Schools Committee. (page 35). 

"J"he poor have come, through force of circumstances, to be a migratory race, and especially the 
poor Irish ..... The battle with their present needs absorbs such strength of mind as they possess. 
Their thoughts am with the trials or relaxations of the hour. They are not much given to calculate 
the future. Many of the poor would not send their children to school were it not for the influence 
ofthe clergy. But in the manufacturing towns, and mining districts, they leave school at seven or 
eight years old, and taldng the average attendance throughout England, not more than twelve per 
cent remain beyond their twelfth year; whilst, in the most populous places, the average of 
attendance is reduced to about ten per cent at beyond the age of eight or nine years at most; but 
after the age of seven and eight, the numbers always diminish very rapidly. " 

Bishop Ullathome, (1857) Notes on the Education Question (page 48. ) 

"Again, parents have a right and a duty from God to educate their children, and bring them up in 
the knowledge and fear and love of their Creator, and of His holy revealed law. They have a right 
to be protected, and, if need be, assisted in exercising this their right and fulfilling this their duty. 
Now however their right to choose the schools and teachers they may think best for their children 
is seriously curtailed and timatened, religious education is made more and more difficult, while 
unlimited wealth and power are given to schools in which every Christ= creed or formulary is 
par, cnbed, and in which no religious tenets may be definitely or authoritatively taught. Too often 
already am Catholic children compelled to attend these schools of religious indifference and 
unbelief. Unless Catholics strive hard they will soon all be forced to go there. " 

Bishop Edward Gilpin Bagshawe of the Diocese of Nottingham (1874-1901) in Mercy and 
Justice to the Poor - The True Political Economy (1885), (page 16. ) 
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(a) Introduction 

There are few in-depth analyses of education provision for Irish migrant 

communities in nineteenth century Britain. Swift recently observed that "the themes of 

poverty, public health and housing have received proportionately more attention than 

education and crime. "' Sources are disparate and geographically scattered; much local 

evidence fies in central government and Catholic national archiveS. 2 partiCUlarly USeflul 

are Handley's accounts and the recent analysis by Hickman (1995). Beales (1950) 

provides a still useful general survey. 
It wiU be shown that the church-state education of Irish Catholics in Leicester 

"was based on constructing children as different not only in tenns of their class and 

religious backgrounds, but also in ternis of their ethnicities. " This reflected the 

institutional differentiation and segregation of the Irish Catholic working class, and 

resulted in a curriculum and infrastructure designed to denationalize and to incorporate 

the Irish in Britain. (11ickman, 1998). 1 

The central aim of this chapter is to examine the educational services offered by 

the Catholic church for the Irish of Leicester. An externally imposed, restricted 

curriculum failed to cater adequately for the pedagogic and individual needs of the Irish 

of whatever generation. The infiwtructure was minimally funded throughout the period, 

self-help being a ubiquitous consideration. Patronage and central grants tended to 

register in the interests of small rural schools; the school which served the geographical 

and numerical urban core of Leicester's Irish community, St Patricks, was permanently 

short of resources. The Dominicans prioritised their central school at Holy Cross Priory, 

to the detriment of St Patrick's mission, even though the latter had the greatest pupa 
numbers and therefore the largest element of needs to satisfy. 

Disadvantage was reinforced internallý by parental shortcomings vis-A-vis 

expectations and atte 
' 
ndance. Irish men and women, especially the Dommilcan nuns, 

played a significant role as teachers, even though this contnibution has until now gone 

'See SWIFr, R The HistorlograPhY Of 00 Irish in Nineteenth Century Britain: Some PersPsctives, In BUCKLAND, P., and 
BELCHEM, J., (Eds) (1993), The kish ki Br&h Labour History, p. I S. 

', ý? ULLATHORNE (1857), Akfts on " EdvcadOO Question, BDA; this is a key document 
3HANDLEY. J. E. (1 W), The kish k? SOOdand, 1798-1845ý pp280-283; and The kth in Wcbm Scoda, )d (19471; 
pp. 191-23P, HICKMAN, M. (1995). ReA00, Class and kbn*f, T7* state of d* Caft* 

mvzf 
Church and ft EdLicawn of the 

fth In BrRah; and Education for 'Minorities': Irish Catholics In Britain, in LEWIS, G. (Ed)(1998), Forffft NaUOM Fro 
Welbre. p. 140-176. ming 
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unrecognized. " Until post-1944, very few Irish achieved upward mobility via their 

education. 
Of the 3 Catholic schools in 1891, only St. Patrick's has not had its early history 

recorded - an indication of its marginalisation. Although children of Irish descent 

attended all 3 schools, St. Patrick! s, as its name implies, and demographic evidence 

indicates, was designed to cater specially for the Irish migrants. From c. 1860 it had the 

largest attendance, but was poorest in regard to gentry patronage and Catholic Poor 

Schools Committee (CPSC) grants. 

In 1829, Catholics were educationally isolated. In 1847, the well-organized 

national bureaucracy of the CPSC emerged. By 1850, Catholic self-help produced a 

basic network of elementary provision. Prior to 1850, Leicester was in the Central 

District; post- 1850, in the Diocese of NottinghaM. 5 

From 1847, Catholic policy-makers sought an equitable share of government 

grants, thereby integrating Catholic schools into state planning; from 1870 until 1902, 

the priority was securing a fair allocation of local rates. Political and religious civil rights 

became as important as fiscal issues. The four main problems post- 1870 were: the 

rating of voluntary schools; the linking of the state grant with the total of voluntary 

subscriptions; the impossibility of obtaining a grant where the local School Board 

claimed it could accommodate the denominational pupils; and the loss of time and wages 

! involved by indigent parents having to make application to the Poor Law Guardians in 

person, during working hours, for remission of school fees. " 

The proactive attitude of the CPSC compares with the wariness of Bishop 

Unathorne, the Midiands; incumbent c. 1850. He was concerned that "freedom and 

independence of action! ' might be lost if state aid was to be received. 7 He pinpointed the 

Irish as a problem: 

Far beyond our natural -share of the English poor ..... we have the whole 
mltmgration of Irish poor thrown upon our una sisted hands . ..... They 

are not only the very poorest of the people, but they are the least 

dDdailed analyses hm been carried out as part of this research on both Irish teaching parsomal and on the attendance 

fguras for Irish coffvnunfty children 1841 -91; the length lirnitations of the thesis prewent their inclusion here. 

%Xxxds for the mid-, oantury are In both the Birmingham and to Nottingharn Diocesm Archives. The Dominican male orcWs 

" archlym are In Blackftim, Edinburgh; the Dorninicams records we in Leicester and at the Mother House in Stone, 

Staffordshire. Other relevant rnaterial is in to LCRO. AM ham been consukW. 

6BEALES, A in BEM GA (1950), pp. 367-8. 

TULLATHORNE (IBM P-7-9. 
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beffiended. 

Leicester reflected Ullathome's conclusion: the Irish were margialised socially 

and economically by their fellow Catholics. The CPSC report of 1849, (see title page), 

gives the clearest hlication of such local pools of unrelieved Irish poverty amidst relative 

plenty. 
J"be early prioritising of school provision over chapel construction is reflected in 

Leicester. Fielding emphasises the importance of the school in "creating a separate 

Catholic identity. " Hickman remarks that: 

..... one of the chief ahns of Catholic state education in Britain has been 
to incorporate and denationalize the children of working-class Irish 
migrants ..... state assisted Catholic elementary schooling came to be 
viewed as the principal long-term means of resolving the "probjerly, 
posed by the Irish Catholic working class! 

Catholic education had a limited dual role: to offer elementary education generally, 'and' 

to service the religious needs of its clientele, especially new and potential converts'. 
Leicester, despite its vibrant Protestantism, boasted two Catholic elementary 

schools founded in 1824? at Holy Cross Priory, and at Belgrave Gate, later to bý'St 

Patrick's, where pupils were taught in a hired room both in daytime and the evening. 10 

(Refer Table I for evidence of situation in 1833 and 1845). In 1833, only SI unday 
School was available for 'both sexes; day school was for boys only; by 1845, there wer e 
five schools (ie schoolrooms) for Catholic children (Holy Cross with 2; Belgrave Gate, 
later St. Patric)es; 

_and 
Shepshed and Whitwick in the county). ' I Presumably the 

Belgrave Gate 1824 foundation lasted until the purpose-built St. Patricles was erecte Id 

in 185422 Irish consumer demand existed; Parish registers indicate Irish in the Belg'rayF', -, 
Gate area who patronised the nearby chapel at Causeway Lane. In 1846, Holy'Cross 

had ,a day and Sunday School, the former attended by about 90, and the latter by 150 

children .... the school was ..... enlarged in 1845 .... in Belgrave Gate is an hiffint Sch6ol, ý 

connected with the chapel; " Oe St. patri&S). 13 

'FIELDING (1993). P. 61; HICKMAN 099502-16. 
'KIMBERLIN, in Catholic EdwAion in Leicester After ft RefaTration, Part 1, HCM, Aug. 1957, No. 4, p. 6. 
"KIMBERLIN, (1946), 1748-IW6. P-19. 
"KITCHING, J, Part II:, 19W, pp. 1-12. 
12RIMMINGTON, G. T. (1978). P-46, fists 3 RC S&Ws In 1851. see T" 5. 
'$Mle's Dkwtory, 1846, p. 91-2. (in DPAL). 
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TABLj: l 

ENEWEE 
Ft C. POOR SCHOOL PROVISION IN LEICESTERSHIRE FROM THE 

RETURNS OF 1833 AND 1846 

DAY DAY & SUNDAY PROTESTANT 
SUNDAY 

1833 1845 1833 1845 1833 1845 1833 1845 

Places 1 5 2 - - 

Rooms 1 7 2 - - 

Boys 80 225 122 - - 

Giris - 205 122 - - 

Totals 80 430 224 - 

NOTES: a) For 1845, no "Day & Sunday" data was sought and no entry was made 
under "Protestant. " 

b) The 1845 returns listed "places required", the figure for Leicester being 
590; a "day and Sunday" category was not included in this year. 

C) Source; KITCHING. J., The Catholic Poor Schools 1800-1845, Part 11, 
in Journal ofEduc. Admin. & History, Vol 11. No. 1, Dec. 1969, p. 2-4. 
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The 1824 founding dates are supported by baptisrns data indicating military 

mobilisation involving Irish Catholic soldiery, whilst the 1836 Report on the Irish Poor. 

estimates 300 resident in 1xicester by this date. " (See Settlement, and the development 

of Catholicism). The evidence suggests that St. Patrick's mission was to be the poor,, 

relation vis-A-vis Holy Cross as its parishioners were poor, low status hmnigrants. 

Catholic activity was partly a reaction to local Protestant competition. Pre-I 850 
1- 

there was a signiflicant expansion in provision, " particularly evident in St. Margarefs, ý 
the largest parish, which absorbed by far the largest number of in-migrants, including the 

great jority of the IriSh. 16 ma In 1832,19 separate Protestant schools functioned. " These 

were a threat to Catholics in a proselytising age. Some few of the Irish may Well have 

been Protestants, whose needs were different; (see (b) iii). Inter-faith rivalry over 

schooling was widespread. Large's analysis of the Irish in Bristol in 1851 notes bitter 

resentment at a local Catholic school attracting Irish pupils from the ragged school and 
local reformatory. Catholics felt equally strongly: 

There is little Barney Branagan in the street ..... quietly going to be 
entrapped into some establishment where he Will be taught to swear at 
the Pope, and laugh at the Blessed Virgin. ' 

The Curriculum 

(1) The joint system debate 

Liverpool Corporation from 1835-41 experimented with the "Irish Systern', in 

their schools. This involved interdenominational schools using agreed and supposedly 
non-partisan religious texts. The defeat of this experiment by an Anglican-Tory alliance. 
which powerfiffly linked hostility to Catholicism with "The Irish Question, " ended' 
prospects for such a system nationally. Hickman notes that many in the Catholic 
hierarchy pre- 1850 "would have accepted interdenominational schools as long as the 

'%=, niadik. UF 144 of Closs (a Causeway Lane) RC BaPOsmal Rag6ter, 1785-1814; original in BMAS 32.682 
T101'120), where 16/185 bOhvwn 18M'1811 lrrý I or more Irish partners, (je 19% of total). 
MW Rep. on kish Poor ki GB, 1836 Vol. XXVIII, P. 164. 

Also, see APPOndix G, In 
"FIELDING-joHNsON, T. (1896/1901) Gknpses OfAjx*W Labaster, pp. 383-5. 

EVANS, FLH., Leicester and Leicestershire 1835-1971, In PYE, N. (Ed) (1972), Leicester and Its Region, Ch. 12, p. 291. ' LCRO, The Lekeshvshime Dkoctory for 1832, p. 39. 
"LARGE, D; The Irish in Bristol in 1851: in SWIFr, R aid GILLEY, S., (19e5), p. 48; BDA, The Rambler, Vol. III , 11ýý I&W'P. XV' 



Church retained full control of the religious instruction of Catholic children. "" Handley 

recorded similar findings in Scotland. The experiment was reflected in Leicester. In 

1828, a plan had emerged for the establishment of undenominational hiffint schools. Its 

authors were Whig reformers; two owned estates in Ireland (Otway Cave, and Paget). 

Lack of funds, and the prevalent Tory-inspired anti-Catholic feeling of the late 1820's, 

211 explain the non-fiuition of the project. 

Given the profoundly Protestant local traditions, there is, surprisingly, evidence 

ofjoint co-operation in Leicester between Catholic and Dissenter "friends of civil and 

religious liberty" prior to 1829; " and in 183 8, a local editorial still vainly suggested that 

"we should follow the system so wisely ordered in Ireland, where the children of all 

religious sects could be educated in common, not falling prey to the storni of party and 

faCtioro22 

Leicester then experienced educational expansion from c. 1835.71be two Catholic 

schools were not properly resourced. In 1832, Dissenters but not Catholics in St. 

Margarets parish received funding. 23 Of 184 schools enumerated in 1851,27 were 
identified as "public day schools"; 19 had religious affiliations : 12 Anglican, 4 Non- 

Conformist and 3 Roman Catholic. The spread of Protestant schools gave Catholics 

concern over competition and leakage. 

(ii) The aims and objectives of Catholic Education 

The ainýs and objectives of Holy Cross School have been described by Bron-Jey: 

Adults and children alike were hungry for the rudiments of the three Rs 
and the elaborate precise moral theology of the Catechism. A proletariat 
which endured the Hungry Forties in their red brick slums were avid not 
for wealth but for literacy, for theology, for philosophy. 24 

19HICKMAN, FAJ, Integration or Segregation, the education of the Irish in Britain In Rornan C; athdic: voluntary-aided schools, 
InBntjoeSockvogyo(Educ., Val. 14, No. 3,1993, p. 297. For a full discussion, see HICKMAN (IM). 

20HANDLEY. J. (1943). The kth k? Scotland 179&184-5. P13260-261; see PATTERSON, A. T. (1954), Ra*-al Leicester 

1780-1850. p. 161. 
2'See chapter on RC growth: and PATTERSON, (1954), p. 163, p. 6s, and p. 101. 
221n 1816, Fr. Joseph Barington wrote to Dr. Kirk that some of their fellow Catholic leaders were much opposed to joint 

leaching: mThey seern to think, at least they say ft. that they would rather the poor Irish children should remain ignorant and 

apposed to proffigacy lhan mcem nomial instruction from a Protestant teacher' BDAC2152. WWof12SePbmnbw1816, 

from Berington to Kirk. LC (n. d) of 1838, cited In WILUAMS, D (1960), Leicester and Education Before 1870; 

23RIMMINGTON, G. T. Educatim, Pbfts and Soci* h Leicester, 1833-1903 (1978), p-39. 
24BROMLEY. R. (1974), 150(h AwkerSNY, H01Y Crws School Leicester, la24-1,974, pp. 4-5. BrOmleY, an ex-Anglicm, 

taught at Holy Cross. 
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The claim that Catholics prioritised spiritual rather than temporal objectives is 

exaggerated. Barclay's experience of being forced from school to work aged eight was I. - 
typical. 1 Yet there was support from Irish Catholics for education, as witnessed by the 

continued expansion ofStPatrick! s. The problem with Bromley's claims Hein the j ir 

over-sophisticated and religiously triumphalist tones. Migrants supported Catholic 

schools for a variety of reasons personal, community, cultural and ethnic, as well as 
religious. 

At root there is a confusion between educational and religious objectives 
Kimberlin indicates the early limitations in provision: teaching was voluntary, limited to 
the evenings, and for poor men and boys only. "' Contact was being made dually - 11fi or. 
all interested in Catholicism or education. " The underlying preoccupation of many- 
English Catholics was the conversion of England. Tri ibutes to the early Domnucans 

confuse the processes of conversion and education. " 

Converts of all classes were targets for Catholic education. Ambrose de Lisle - 
wrote enthusiastically about the growing numbers of poor Protestant pupils at Holy" 

12 

Cross, remarkmg: - "I do believe in 30 years there will not be a Protestant in 
Leicester. "" These sentiments represent a proselytising wishful thinking. A 
caring Catholicism found a fertile field in economically depressed north'-ea' st 
Leicestershire. " Catholic education in Leicester then, was perceived at two levels': 

elementary education with a religious input; and Catholic instruction for converts., 
Kitching elucidates three finictions for the early mission: delivering an education; 

promoting religious instruction; and serving as an embryonic pre-welfare state 
community centre. " The first two explain the dichotomy in relation to Holy Cross 
Schoors developing fizictions. Bromley comments on "an Eng h Domi can tradition lis mi 
that the child ..... should be directed to those books and skills, which will develop his 

personality and culture without excessive concern for temporal gaiM9132 ][-MS is an 

21BARCLAy, T. (1934), p. 14. 
210MBERUN, Part i, in HCM. August 1957, No. 4, p. 5; See also KJMBERUN, AH, (1946), pp. 16-19. This hell: e to ftVain why thare wom no farnaW scholars in the 3-14 age bradqt noW in to 1841 Census; see section (d). 
2'IUMBERUN, (1957) pp 4&5. 
"A do L to Kan*n Dvv in DeLP; 25M 827, No. 1 
"A de UKD, 13 April 1830, De LIP, No. 9. 
10BENCE-JONES, M. (1992) The CaMok Fa. M#es, P-147. 
"10TCHING, J., TheCdhok PoorSchools 1800-IM: Part 1, in jo(Educ. Afth aWHisý, Vol. 1, No. 2, June (19 p. 3. 
32BRONLEY, R (1974), pA 
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oblique defence of a tailored proletarian curriculum, and difficult to reconcile with the 

realities of elementary provision. 
Separate and highly privileged provision was made for middle and upper class 

Catholics. Mathew refers to those few well-to-do Irish who sent their sons to 

Stoneyhurst, the Catholic public school. 3' The 1879 and 1885 Diocesan reports to 

Rome noted around 10 private colleges for around 400 male and female pupils, such as 
Ratcliffe in Leicestershire. Very few indeed of these were Irish, apart from small 

nwnbers of reasonaW well-to-do girls arriving from Ireland to be either nuns, or trainee 

teachers (see section e). 34 

Curriculum and Identity: Meeting the Needs of Irish Pupils, 
Catholic and Protestant 

That the second generation Irish might be different from their parents was part 

of central government's concern in the standard questionnaire of 1836: 

"Do the Irish in your neighbourhood mix much with the native 
inhabitants, and adopt their habits and customs; or do they remain 
distinct from them, and retain their Own Peculiarities; and is there any 
difference in their respects between the Irish who come from Ireland and 
the children of Irish parents born in Great Britain? " 

The Prior of Holy Cross replied: "Dependant on their location, associating with English 

or Irish, as their neighbours may happen to be, apparently Uling into the habits and 

customs in general of the natives. 0' He did not mention the second generation; the 

route to assimilation appeared to be that most favoured by both the Irish and their hosts. 

Catholic education played its role in this process. 

Given the Victorian pedagogic preoccupation with a basic curriculum, payment 

by results, and the consensus on educating people to fit their station in life, it is bard to 

accept Bromley's claims regarding Holy Cross. The paucity of resources and the nature 

of the teaching materials point to Severe JiMitationS. 36 The fact that auto-didacts Eke 

Barclay escaped indicates their tenacity, will power and innate abilities. Holy Cross 

"MATHEW, D. (1936/55), C89011cism k? ErQW70- PP- 185"6- 

"NDA Bishop, s Rekdmw File for 1879, p. 16, and 1885. See HORNSBY-SMITH, M. (1978) Cadxkfc Education 
unob&usw Patw, for a discussion of English Ca&d1c: class consciousness and elifism; p. 4. 

361836 Repoff on fth Floor in GB (App. G, ) p. 164 1W. 
UBROMLEYý R. (1974) p. 4.235 



parish I=Kft Library offered religious books on payment of a penny. A wider learning 

opportunity presented itself when the Free Library opened in 1870: 

..... I was one of the earliest borrowers ..... What, be able to get books 
without buying or renting? ..... Yes, it was no fiction. What rapture! 
Handy Andy, Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry .... 

A motivated second generation Irish child could then explore their cultural inheritance,, 

but only by making independent efforts. Barclay understood the anglicization process: 

outside the house everything was English: my catechism, lessons, 
prayers, songs, tales, games -'Tnglish, quite English. " 

His literacy and cultural identity he credited to his mother's efforts: 

She was well acquainted with the old legends of Oisin, and Fin, and 
Cuchullan, and the Gobawn Sayr, and could sing and recite a goodly 
number of old Irish songs and poems ..... transmitted orally from 
generation to generation But what had I to do with all that? I was 
becoming English! I did not hate things Irish, but I began to feel that 
they must be put away-, they were inferior to things English. How could 
it be otherwise? " 

The class factor also intruded. Clear noted that most nuns would not educate children 

above their station, remarking that "a similar attitude was attributed to Mother Margaret 

Hallahan, an Irish woman. " Hallahan led the attempts to involve nuns in education in 
. 

Leicester in the 186Us. " This was the reality of a curriculum "without excessive concern 
for temporal gain; " it did not augur well for any second generation Irish student with 
intellectual or social ambition. 

A revealing interpretation of the aims of Catholic education came when the new- 
Holy Cross School opened in 1886. The Earl of Denbigh as guest speaker reiterated the 

themes of religious and moral training, attacked socialism, and supported constituted-' 

authority: 

Lately a great number of persons had been admitted to the franchise, and 
asked to choose their rulers ..... Children and older persons alike should 
learn the duty of obedience to constituted authority, the authority should 
come from God, through the Sovereign and officers who were 

VIBARCLAY, T., (1934) p. 15-16,23,24,3 NXI 10. 
"CLEAR, C. (1987), Nuns h Nixftenth Contuly lreAw)d P. 119, Haliam was in fact sooond gem*ion Irish (sm bakAv). I 
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legitimately set over the people. He trusted that education which was 
hqxided at Holy Cross Schools would tend to make its recipients good 
Christians and loyal subjects - good Englishmen and good Irishmen. 
Hear! Hearl" 

The admission that enfranchisement necessitated improved education is interesting 

especially as Denbighs emphasis lay on the traditional value of obedience to established 

authority. Given the topicality of Fenianism. and Home Rule, it was predictable that 

such a dignitary would abjure young and impressionable pupils about the dangers of 

radical Irish politics. ' Some Leicester Irish had supported the Young Irelanders and 

then the Fenians, 41 hence the Earl's injunction to be "good Irishmen.,, 

Bromley's evidence reflects these assumptions about Political consciousness and 

implied loyalty. The Holy Cross Log Book, (1887-1902), celebrated such events as a 

cavalry review, royal birth and wedding days, military victories, and a coronation. 42 

Whilst it is true that all pupils would participate in celebrations of state occasions, for 

those of Irish nationalist consciousness, the schools, activities would inevitably create 

conflicts in childrens' minds. Denbigh's injunction to be "good Irishmen" indicates that 

pupils were still identified as Irish, and therefore needed to be suitably conditioned. This 

corroborates 1-fickman's contention that the Catholic system incoporated and 

denationalized Irish PUP US. 43 

patrician observance provides another gauge of Irish needs in education. (Table 

2). Of a possible 50 occasions (ie between 1880 and 1905 in the two departments) when 

St. Patricles Day could be legitimately niarked, only 9 were celebrated -a 20 per cent 

rate of response. Barclays comments on Patrician observance in Leicester in 1896 tend 

to suggest an active city picture (see notes 3&4, Table 2). As Gilley remarks, "patriotic 

religiosity.... was the salvation of the Irish slum" The Irish colony at Whitwick seemed 

more overt in its declarations of cultural identity (Refer Table 3). An 1895 procession 

included the hymn ail Glorious St. Patrick, and at the foundation of the new school 'H 

3eL8jwSW D* post of 2 Aug. 1886; quoted in BROMLEY, P. B. 

'4oSw 
SHORT, K. (1979), The Dyn&mle INar 

41 BARCLAY, p. 6.1 1. 

42BROMLEY, pp. 12,21 and II- 

4'See HICKMAN in LEWIS, G (Ed)(1998), p. 165-171. 

"GIU. Ey. S., The F; LCMssiontotholdsh in London 1840-1860, in RecusantHislor)ý VU 10, A10.3, Oct 19W, p. 141. The 

WhIMjckHdy Cross Church SIM Band, c. 1911, had four Slatterys in Its ranks, from a laWfarnity of Irish descent; ("o, 

Cogiville Ub. ) 
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TABLE2 RECOGNITION OF ST. PATRICWS DAY AT HOLY CROSS SCHOOL, LEICESTER 
, 1880 - 1905 (from School Log books In LCRO, DE 273511+6, Girls and Infants/Boys) 

YEAR BOYS GIRLS + NOTE IN SCHOOL LOG BOOK 
INFANTS 

17.3.1880 1( Today is a holiday in honour of the Feast of St. Patrick 

17.3.1881 V Holiday - St. Patrick's Day 

17.3.1884 Half Holiday 

17.3.1887 St. Patrick's Holiday given 
17.3.1896 V "A Half-holiday is given this afternoon as it is the feast of St. patrick7, 
17.3.1896 V St. Patrick's Holiday given (afternoon) 

19.3.1897 Feast of St. Joseph recognized 
17.3.1899 V Punch and Judy Show provided (ie no holiday) 
17.3.1990 Feast of St. Joseph recognised 
17.3.1903 Half holiday given in honour of St. Patrick 

1 

17.3.1903 1 0/ Half holiday in the afternoon 

NOTES: I Although no Log Books sire extant for St. Patrick's RC School pre-I 912, later data shows that th e 
School closed for one day, on or around 17 March, annually from 1912 to 1919. 

2 In 1896, Barclay described St Patrick's Day celebrations in Leicester, "One had to be interested-.... to 
see dozens of nvrdy chaps, (having asked a day off from their labour, ) dress in their bM and 
decking themselves with a bunch of shamrock, and repairing to mass, afterwards during the day amuse 
themselves with song and dance and social intercourse. The little children - the "Gorsoons" had thei 
rosettes of green ribbon, not having any relative in Dublin or Mayo to forward them a box of the national 
favour. I mixed a little with the people on the day in question and found, as one would expect, kindly 
feeling prevailing everywhere. I think drunkenness and rowdiness were almost absent and that is , very 
satisfactory. " (The Wyvern, 20 March 1896, Vol. K p. 3 5 1). 

3 LOWE's study of the Irish in Lancs suggests "that the Irish (C. 1850-70) moved beyond osten , tatious 
demonstrations on Patrick's Days is surely a sign of communal self-confidence and maturity. " (p. 131-4) 
Thisisdebateable; priorities would have been different in areas e ic w theircom ly mu lik Le s, ith paritively mu 
smaller Irish communities. 

4 See references to Patrician influences in Ch. n RC growth. 
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TABLE 3 OBSERVANCE OF ST. PATRICK'S DAY IN WHITWICK/HOLY 
CROSS SCHOOLS c. 1 864 - 1905 

(1) from ( Juniors) Lop Book 1863 - 1900 

17.3.1864 "Many of the Irish children away" 

17.3.1865 ...... consequently a great scarcity of Irish men in attendance" 
(presumably refers to adult night school) 

17.3.1869 "Illis being St. Patrick's Day some of the Irish children away. ") 
19.3.1886 
17.3.1890 "in consequence of a little local festivity today the Rev. Manager has 

given a half-holiday this afternoon. 
had to give half-holiday this afternoon, as this being feast of St. 

Patrick only about twenty boys presented themselves in the afternoon. 
17.3.1891 "Gave holiday on Tuesday being St. Patrick's Day. "' 

17.3.1893 "Gave children holiday this afternoon it being St. Patrick's Day. " 

(Ij) from Infants Log Book 1872 - 1917 

18.3.1887 , The school room being required for a Tea-party on Thursday the 
Festival of St. Patrick, the children were dismissed at 3 o'clock in the 
afternoon. 99 

18.3.1892 "School not kept on Thursday afternoon St. Patrick's Day. " 

17.3-1893 School was closed, low attendance due to a snow storm and St. 
Patrick's Day. 

17.3.1896 A half-holiLaZ was given in the afternoon. 
ýNENMMUMEW==== 
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in 1902, the CoalviUe Town Band rendered 'The Shamrock ofIreland t. 45 

Photographs survive of Patrician observance at Holy Cross (Whitwick) and St. - 
Patrick's (Leicester). The Whitwick school groups, (1905 and 1910), show shamrock, 

being wom by both pupils and staff. The key point is that in Whitwick, St. Patricles Day 

came to be clearly identified officially for celebratory purposes. The photograph from 

St. Patrick's c. 1914 is of a troupe of six teenage girls in stylised Irish peasant "cailiifl 

costume. Two wear St. Patricles Day symbols: a ribbon and a harp badge. Clearly, 

some considerable effort had been expended. Both scenes suggest a school and it Is 

conununity with a residual pride in its ethno-cultural roots and a willingness to profile 

this positively. " (See note 5/Table 2). 

One might expect that, given the Irish catchment, St. Patricles Day would be 

celebrated quite regularly. At Whitwick, observance was irregular and rare; only from 

c. 1890 did it feature regularly as a recognized holiday. The probable reasons are 
threefold: a personal factor, in the arrival of the Politically conscious and proactive Irish 

parish priest, Fr. OReilly, in 1888; the positive effects post-1 875 of Bishop Bagshawe's 

commitment on Irish issues; and the press coverage surrounding Feniamism. and Home. 

Rule. In the intervening years, the log books indicate a pattern. of illness coinciding 

with March l7th; the Irish community was making its point for purposes of cultu" a ral 
celebration when the schools failed to formally recognize the feast. The Whitwick 

pattern was repeated in the city schools (see Table 2). St. Patrick! s marked the event 
S. 47 

regularly, by holding parish tea-partie (See Note 2, Table 2 and (d). ) 

Whilst St Patrick's Day was actively celebrated, it was to some extent tokenistic. -' 
Other manifestations of Ifishness were much less apparent by the mid-18901 s: the 
succeeding generations knew no Gaelic, anglicised their names, and showed little 

enthusiasm for traditional music, song and dance. 49 The priorities of a utilitariar 
establishment-ordered curriculum partly explain Barclay's observations; as wen'as 
cultural pressure to assimilate, the standard educational package served the processes'of 
incorporation and denationalization. Many Irish males in Leicester across generations 

41ROBINSON, A. E. (1987), A Brief Hlsýof MRwick, p. 3o. P-12. 
"Courtesy of Whitwick R. C. School, photos with Log Books, and Leicester photographs Courtesy of Ms Barbara Morris 
(19930HAnSWArchhm). Mary Patterson similarlydescrib6d the Leads Irish community: . "There were the concerts by the school children to oalelyste the feast of St Patrick when the girls in their whits dresses and emerald sashes 

iven 

sang the Irish songs and their parents, proud and happy, came along to applaud thern.. The Ham 
and ribbons 

Shank, 0 94M3), p. 10. -- -- -I- 4'SIMPSON, D. (1992), Manning, The Peq; *s C at Ordin , PP-15-18 and 20-30. KIMBERLIN, Cath. Educ. in Leic. 
Reformation, Part 11, In H. C. M. Oct. 1957, No. 5, p. 5. aftw 

"The Vlyvem, 28 June 1895, No. 192, Vol. \All, p. 149-150, Tom Barclay 
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served in the British Army. " 

From c. 1895, a reassuring statue of the saint reposed by St Patrick's new main 
entrance, on a pedestal decorated with interlaced shamrocks, a design suggestive of 

ethnic and cultural identity. Whilst it was a public declaration of the school's identity, 

the process and content offered within undermined that identity. " 

Ethnic identity was bolstered by the leadership of the three Irish-born priest- 
managers of Sacred Heart from 1886 to 1894, who - in their respective ways - 

maintained a relatively high Irish profile. Rev. J. OReilly (1886-7) became active in local 

and Irish nationalist politics; Rev. W. McKenna became Diocesan KE Inspector; and 
Rev. James OHaire, a renowned African missionary, wrote a best-selling life of St 

Patrick and history of Irish Catholicism. Having priests with an ethnic profile and a 

commitment to the parish, it is not surprising that pupils and teachers at Sacred Heart, 

with the support of parents, once worked right through a summer holiday in order to 

save their parish school by preserving its grant. " 

The social signfficance of processions and first communions is dealt with in the 

chapter on the development of Catholicism JoCally. 52 What is clear from oral history 

is not just the ceremonial, but the personal involvement factor and the sense of a wider 

general appreciation of the public face of Catholicism, especially from c. 1880 onwards. 
Catholic educationalists encouraged Catholic societies, for boys and girls of all ages, for 

both leisUre Pursuits and missionary endeavour. Mrs de Lisle employed new visual aids ii 

as early as 1853 ; 53 lantern slides served to reward attendance, to generate further 

enthusiasm and to shed a suitable moral light. m Similar effective audio-visual techniques 

were used in the city at Holy Cross. 55 Curriculum standards and age levels were linked. 

(Table 4). 56 The utilitarian philosophy and practice were reflected in the gender bias 

in the girls' curriculum The Holy Cross Log Book reflects the 1870-90 agenda of 
diocesan and Government Inspection, standards maintenance, and examinations - all 

40 Berciay (1895) ncted that virtually ovary Irish farnily in Leicester sart sons into the arrny. 
msepia soLmnir photos c. 1910 show the statue in the niche. Thelgil C* MOP shows theextension to St Patricks c. 1895. 
See DANAHER N (1997), StPaMWs Sdmd, p. 10. 
61BURRILI, M. B. (1986), Sacradhisart ScimolLeAvester, 1886. -19W: cenbrmvy. (Bunill was recently heacl teacher. ) pp, 
Z3 ard 5. O'Haire is in NDA 
62SOe chapter on growth of RC Church. 
"De LP.. Lde L Diary, 24 Jan. 1853. 
14The V&vem, No. 252, Vol. X 21 Aug. 1896; p. 275. 
wBROmLE, 6 R (1974), p. 23. 
"CES/CPSC, 23rdAnnu8l ROPOff Of 1870. 
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central to "payment by results. "" Textbook analysis explains the political and cultural 

curriculum offered. Ironically, many of the texts were Irish. In 1851,4 of II books 

used at Whitwick were of Irish origin. " 

Even the redoubtable Unitarian, Joseph Dare, utilised the prolific Irish School 

texts; one of the set books for his 18+ class was the "4th Book of Lessons for the use 

of the Irish National Schools. "" It is possible that the purchase of 36 sets of Burn's 

Series for Standards LH and III by Holy Cross Leicester in 1875 also represented 

purchase of Irish materials. ' Whilst state-aided education developed slowly in England, 

Irish texts were cheap and, for the time, well produced. 61 In 1852 the Treasury forbade 

direct Irish imports. As Akenson remarks, "the parents of school children in the British 

voluntary schools had to scrape more than ever to pay for their childrens'textS. "62 It 

if therefore clear that the Irish Catholic community in Britain was disadvantaged not only 

in curricular but also in financial terms by this development. 

The experience of the children of the Irish migrants in Leicester was similar to 

the pattern elsewhere. ' The curriculum in London schools was in fact more contested 

than Lees portrayed. " The fare for most pupils was basic, supplemented by religion. For 

the minority (10 per cent) who studied any history at all "Irish history was excluded. " 

Ahhough VAitwick used f7anagan's Bfidsh and kish History, the text would have been 

anglocentric. Even though certain sets of texts were modelled on series produced for 

the Irish market, Catholic schoolbooks "defended and exalted the status quo ..... The 

political status quo was accepted too. "' Handley details parallel developments in 

Scotland. 66 

Leicester's Town Clerk raised the religious issue in his report on the 1870 Act. 

Samuel Stone remarked that "Roman Catholics might object to the authorized English 

version" being used. He went further, advising that the use of the neutral "Scripture 

si, BROMLEy, F; L (1974), p22-23. Also, sea Table 3. 
"DdP; L Do L's DAM% 30 Sept 1851, and POP. 
"LCRO. Ist RLDMS' , 1846, P- 19- 
90sROMLIM R., (1974) ftorn Log book for I st Nov. 1875, p. 22. 
"AKENSON, D. H., The Irish TeAbooks Contrvitarsy and the Gospel of Free Trade, In i o(Edw. Admh and Hist. Vbf. I//, 
Alo. 1. (Dec. 1970). P-1 9. 
"AKENSON, (1970). p. 22. 
NDANAHER N., Irish Shows Across the Diaspora; in O'SULLIVAN, P. (Ed) (1993), The kish Worid Wde, VOI 14 pp 226- 
256, contains sorne discussion on this poinL 
"LEES, LH. (1979), Exi" Of Elih pp. 203-5; HICKMAN (1998), p. 157-164. 
*LEES, (1979) P-205- 
ImHANDLEY, J. E., (1947) P-206-7- 
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Lessons prepared some years since under the direction of the late Archbishop Whately 

and others for the Irish National Schools, with questions not suggestive of doctrines 

'distinctive of any particular denomination, ' might be Of great value, and be extensively 

used in rate-supported Schools. " " Whately was an anti-Catholic Scottish bishop 

referred to by Handley (above). The "Scripture Lessons" Stone referred to were that 

series of "extracts" first marketed in the 1830's as part of the "Irish Systerre'. Hickman 

(1993) identifies the clear Protestant ideology permeating this apparently neutral 

selection of texts. "' 

Catholic text books were targeted by the Protestant Alliance in the early 1870's. 

This campaigmng body, which had a branch in Leicester, listed offensive traits which it 

said appeared in Burn's Standard Reading Books I-V; these included such basic 

concerns as "confession, pilgrimages, papal supremacy, relics, prayers for the dead, 

Protestant pupils in Catholic Schools, carved images, reverends to whom money is paid 

and Religious Instruction. " All these issues were raised again in the Alliance's pamphlet 

of 1872 on Roman Catholic School Books. 

The irate authors isolated the Irish factor in their examples of typical Catholic 

textbook misinfonnation: 

"Christianity was first introduced into Ireland by St. Patrick" and "the 
people of Ireland have constantly preserved the faith which they learnt from 
St. Patrick; that in the north, where colonies have been established from 
Scotland, there are many Protestants, but the great mass of the Irish people 
remain unshaken in their attachments the Catholic faith. s169 

The comnwnts from the Diocesan Inspectors of Religious Education indicate the 

paramount importance of this in the curriculum Lees and Fielding make the point that 

religious education and insiniction were a disproportionately focal, underpinning aspect 

of Catholic education. " Leicester reflected this trend, especially at St. Patricles. In 
1898, Sacred Heart and Holy Cross (Infitnts, Boys and Girls) all received positive reports 
for religious education . 

7' The most glowing commendations, however, were reserved 

$'STONE, S. (c. 1870), Report on ft EbmIary Educabion Act 1870 
"HICKMAN, (190 p. 291. 

for Leicester cvporwm. 

0M. EDVI 7, protests of Protestant AJIL -75; list of topics fro Wule InCa against tmd books used In RC Schools; cl 872 m 
letter to HM Governrnerit; quotas from 4-page Pamphlet C. 1872; 2nd of which quoted BURNS, Book 111. p. 162. 
"LEES (1979), p. 204; FIELDING (1993), p. 64; Fielding sti ssm the aspect of 3 8, Wti into aC 

of dogmaL ronmerit as beinigi)(110 Undertft IrriportanCe OW the b"n*SiOna 
oci on atholic WM 

"File E. 35.04, School Reports 1892-1900-, Sacred Heart 4.12.1898; Holy Cross 7.11.1898,7.12.1898 both; St. p 
Infarb 25-7.1899 mid 16.7.1900, MbW 25.7.1899 arid 16.7.190o. atrick's 
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for St. Patricles. This may have been an indication of ethnic, religious and cultural 

cross-identity between the Diocesan staff, Frs. McKenna and Ffrench, who were of Irish 

extraction, and the young pupils whom they observed. Of the Mixed Department in 

1899, Fr. Ffrench noted: 

This school is excellent - Great credit is due to the Teachers for their care 
- One can clearly see in this school that Religious Instruction is the first 
thing thought of and that all the teachers have it at heart. I was much 
pleased with my visit to the school. 

His comments a year later were almost eulogistic: 

This is excellent, and keeps its reputation as the best school in the 
diocese as regards religious knowledge. " 

it could be argued that St. Patricles was, in dilEcult circumstances, delivering a cultural 

package which parents consciously'sought for their children. It is paradoxical that, 

whilst diocesan inspectors' reports extolled the religious training offered, an acute 

observer within the Irish community noted4 vhtually simultaneously (1895), that the Irish 

were becoming "quite English, you know. 1113 The assimilating effects of Catholic 

education were clear, reflecting the power of the institutional context, notwithstanding 

Irish clerics, teachers and accents. The Church addressed the issue, belatedly, in 1984. ' 

Catholic Irish pupils were not alone in facing up to the cultural effects of 

assimilation. Comparatively few Protestant Irish children lived in Leicester; these too 
I were subject to similar pressures. Unlike most Catholic pupils, the identifiably Protestant 

Irish were middle class boarders; of 12,6 were from today's Northern Ireland. There 

my well have been a small number of working class Protestant Irish children, sons and 
daughters of the regular numbers of Leicestershire regiment soldiers frequently stationed 

on long-term postings in Ireland. The evidence fies in the Census data for 1851 and 

1861. " 

How did these Protestant Irish Youngsters at the Collegiate School fitre? Their 

N. DAFUE-35. ()4; SchOdmPOrtsl8g2-1900- We know that c. 1&58, Barclay spoke only of going to Sunday School, not 
day school, pp. 3 and! 37, Kftching (Part 11,18W-45) p. 5 remarks OW religkxA instruction slow was oft In Sunday 

Schools. 
7sARCLAY, T., Leicester Slums in The KYvern, &b. 19Z Vol. Vill, 28 June 1895, p. 149-150. 
74 COSGRAVE, A (Ed. ) (1984), Leaffft From D"aly -A Chalbnge for Cagwk EdIxethn - ApPendix D: A Minority 
Emwience - The Irish; PP-76-77- 
mACD, 184 1-9 1; 1851 (R" 25) and 1861 (Real 99). HICKMAN (1995); p. 10; argues that camrage of Irish Protestants is 

prd*mft on two grounds: scarcity of evidence, mid OW they 'were not prdAematb: ed as 'Irish' nor systematically Subject 
10 sow the racist discourses or the discriminalory practices which Insh Cathdic vqxdenced. * As this section suggests Irish 
proleetart pupils may how been adyersely affected in different wvys. 
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parents clearly could afford secondary education; Collegiate served the Anglican 

bourgeoisie. The Earl Howe and Viscount Maynard were Vice-Presidents; the Bishop 

of Peterborough was Visitor. " Howe (see chapter on popular anti-Catholicism) was 

prominent publicly in local anti-Catholic campaigns; Irish Protestants would have felt 

secure in trusting their children to a school associated with such strong views. Even 

architecturally, the school promoted its ideology: niches in the front wall held statues of 

two local Protestant martyrs, Latimer and Wycliffe. The nearby Nfidland Railway 

(1840) facilitated a commuting Irish clientele. 

Whether this educational experience was still regarded by Protestants as useful 

as time went on is questionable. Many Irish Protestants became involved in Home Rule, 

and Celtic revivalism and scholarship. An Irish journal analysed the growth of 

Protestant national consciousness: 

Irish schools, however, do not play their part in this work .... many 
parents send their children to be educated in England ... and the result is 
that the Irish boy sent to be educated at an English school is placed in an 
environment less favourable than that to which he rightfiffly belongs, and 
the parents who so treat him are doing him an irreparable wrong. n 

The factor may weU have applied in the Leicester situation. 

A small percentage of Irish-born Catholic middle class females was being I '' -, 
educated in Leicester. The Dominicanesses ran a private school from 1875; details of 

pupil intake, however, are unavailable. The Admissions Register for the Ros ini minian 

private school in Loughborough, however, offers useful insights. Between 1858 and 
1915, of 410 enrolments, just 37 (9 per cent) were of Irish birth. Their parents, 

occupations included a land agent, a builder, a draper, an engineer, a bank manager and 

a plain "gentle=n. " These pupils commuted termly from Ireland. In all, 80 (or 19.5 per 

cent) possessed Irish names, indicating that a significant proportion of female scholars 

were from relatively well-to-do parents of Irish birth or extraction. 
of pupils from Leicester, 10 appear to be of Irish extraction, with paternal 

occupations covering jobs such as comn-ercial traveller, web manufacturer, currier, boot, 

manufiwt= and leather trader (a reflection of Leicester's expanding shoe industry, and 

ieLCRO, M#e, SDkqcgoryjbr I= FREEBODY. N. Ketal(1967), The History of ftC4jqgjajeGkt,, 
1867-1967 pp. 7-24. The boys school closed In 1866. Chý il Leicesýr 

"CREAGH4UTSON, E, 'Irish Sctx)ds - an exhortation, 'In fth Revbw, 3, March 1913 - Feb. 1914, pp. 1.7. 
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of a small Irish management niche within this). The type of curriculum on offer was 
typical for the school of its time and place: "besides the usual branches of an English 

education, French, Italian, Music, Singing, Drawing, Plain and Ornamental Needlework" 

were offered. As with the Protestant Irish pupils' schools, good rail connections were 

seen as a seHing point. Only a smaU number of pupils went on to become nuns. There 

is no evidence that awareness of Irish politics or female suffrage had any impact on this 
79 

CUMC-ulunL 
As to leavers; from the elementary Schools, what is clear is their early leaving age. 

The Nationalist W, T. P. O'Connor, outlined in the 1920's his plan to create post. 
or pupils of Irish descent; he lamented their early leaving age elementary scholarships f 

of 14, and their entry into "blind alley" occupations. He contrasted the high-profile 

ý successes achieved by some of the AMeriCan IriSh. 79 

O'Connor had identified the absolute necessity of secondary education as a 

stepping-stone. However, "very little headway was made" in Leicester until 195 1, for 

only then did a Catholic secondary sector open up. 80 Sadly, at St. Patrick's, opportunities 
to give boys basic skills training were ignored: "It may ... be worth while to point out 
that the older boys here who are of a type to benefit most by Manual Training are not 

receiving any, although the Centre is close to the School. " Boys entered the jobs market 
fitted only f6r general labouring. 

Ironicafly, those numerous male juvenile offenders of Irish descent at the KC. 

Boys Refonnatory at Mount St Bernards Abbey had enjoyed a more vocational 

curriculum in the 1860's than did the boys at St Patricks at the turn of the century. They 

were taught agricultural and craft skills (tailoring and cobbling) and were consequently 

much desired as workers in and around VtUtwick, where some married and settled. " 

Burke, an influential Irish Dominican, also highlighted the relative success of the 

Irish in America. Predictably, he prioritised the "spreading of the word. " In England, 

great emphasis was laid on creating seminaries and Catholic public schools (such 

as Ratcliffe). Massive resources went into this effort - commensurately much more 

7#RCAL, Bosi" SdxdAch*sbw Rqgister. late 19th century advertiswrient for the school, detailing curriculum, Mas aid 
a*=. Interestingly, Uwe ware no further Irish anbants after 1915 -a result probaNy of tension caused bythe 1916 rising 
in Ir9WA and to attitudinal afterwath an both sides of the water, after the Anglo-Irish War of 1918-21. 
"FYFE, H. (1934), TP. OrLomr'Or, PP-333-4. 
NBRoMLEY, R. (1974) p. 6; IUMBERUN, AH, Part 11, in HCM, Oct. 1957, ft. A p. S. 
siSt paftk-S Log Book (1912), re HIVII Report 1915, p-44; Del. Pnian rby Sanvny Heywood, LoughboDugh Echo, 
26.5.19V, wat numbers of boys of Irish descent were sent to the colony. for each pair of figures, the first Is the Irish4)om 
and ft second is tome with Irish surnames; 72/256 in 1861; 198/267 in 1871; SW87 in 1881, when it closed; source ACD. 
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for a few than went into creating a system of mass education for the mapy. 82 

It is clear that in both the elementary sector for the vast majority of pupils of Irish 
descent (as well as in the private sector for a tiny minority) the curricular emphases 

militated against the maintenance or even exploration of any sense of Irish identity. If 

any sense of cultural conscioumvw or ethnic identity remained, it did so only because of 
the efforts of individual pupils, their parents and a few teachers. Most of the children of 
the Irish migrants were subsumed into the Catholic sector of state maintained provisio n, 
and underwent politico-cultural incorporation and denationalization. 

(c) The Allocation of Scarce Financial Resources 

(i) Patronage and Grants - c. 1840. c. 1895 

The poverty-stricken Irish were generally viewed as a burden by Catholic 

educational plamiers. T. W. Allies, CPSC Secretary, in 1859 highlighted the Irish pauper 
factor as part-explanation of the deficiencies in Catholic education: 

The immense majority of poor Catholics in Great Britain is either of Irish 
birth or Irish extraction ..... Moreover, the Catholic body in England, 
possessing a very restricted upper class, and scarcely any of that middle 
class which fornis the great mass of contributors to English charities, has 
had and has still the most extreme difficulty to procure either men or 
means for the education of this large mass. " 

The lack of middle and upper class patronage explains the situation in Leicester. 

From 1849, the CPSC Annual Report spelled out the problem graphically. Their 

comment, (see title page), stressed the existence of inequalities in resources due to socio- 
geographical factors: whilst one Catholic community might enjoy a wealthy, willing and 
wen organized congregation, a nearby Irish parish may be made up Of working-class 
families with no job security, on low incomes, and with no middle-class elements to 

provide ready financial support. " Lees remarks that in London "only 4 per cent of the' 
Irish household heads sampled in 1851 were shopkeepers .... networks of Irish business' 

homes and services were not sufficiently compact to constitute distinct geographic, 

"LACEY, AC. (1985). The Second SpriV in Ownwood Forest, p. 9,15,17, and esPsciallY Chapter 3, p .1 p 9.29. 
61T. W. Ailies to 1861 Report on Popular Educabbn P-41 ard p. 30. 
"2ndAnn. Rept 1849, CPSQ, p. 35. 
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neighbourhoods. "" This seem to have been particularly applicable to St. Patrick's 

School - which would seem to have depended very much on its own means - in 

comparison with the Catholic elementary schools elsewhere in the City and County. 

Catholic gentry such as the De Lisles, provided a consistent level of support for the other 
Catholic schools in Leicestershire, leaving St. Patrick! s to decline materially until it was 

threatened with summary closure by the Education Department in London in the mid- 
1890's. 86 

The De Lisles were supportive to Wbitwick not because of the Irish, but because 

they enthused about the numerous missionary conversions made by the Rosminians. De 

Lisle regarded local converts - and the Irish - as a means to the wholesale conversion 

of England. 97 The diaries of Laura de Lisle, Ambrose's wife, show at length how the 
family subsidised and supported their area with direct payments, textbooks and 

childrens! clubs. " In 1896, whilst St. Patrick's school in Leicester was in serious danger 

of closure, " Laura de Lisle was preoccupied with the Whitwick Catholic Schools' treat. 90 

other wealthy patrons serving the county's Catholic infrastructure included the 

wife of the Duke of Norfolk, patron at Ashby in the 1870'el; the Worswicks at Holy 

Cross in Leicester and at St. Alban! s Barrow on Soar; 92 and in Measham the Countess 

of Loudon who paid; C2OO for a chapel-cum-school in 188 1.93 As early as 1849, the 

CPSC surveyed needs: "Husbands Bosworth, (nothing wanted). No school at present, 
but will no doubt be set going and supported by the Turville family. 1194 The Turvilles 

were one of the long-established Leicestershire gentry Catholic families. 

Mathew has rightly remarked that: 

"the masses coming from Ireland were perhaps insufficiently considered 
during the first half of the century ..... the growth of the Irish town 
population was hardly perceived by the English Catholics on their estates 

"LEES, LH. (1979), P-87. 
"E. 3504/1894/NDA; DepL of Educ. to Noft. diocm; COPY 94MM. 
"ROBINSON, AE, (1987), A &WHisý of Hoty QWS Kb#wick, 1837-193r, p. 6, quoting PURCEUý p. 1 12. 

wLdg: s Diary, 18 April, 18/4142,2/l/43,13110/51,2111/51.13/4/48, Oct/Nov 151. 
" LdWs Diary, 15 Nov. 1893; see also CRUICKSHANK, APU (1897) Laura do Lisla, p. 23; Do LP. 

loLdeUs. Diary, 24/1/96, Do LIP. 
"HIIIJER K (1984) ASMY dig /a ZbUch, P. 263- 

'EMERY, A. (1939) St Abans, p. 71 and Dbcsw of Notts. Cenftrwy Book (1950) p. 27. 

"GREEN, Mr. & Mrs. (Eds) (1981). A Shoff HbIbry of St Chaffas, k0easham, p. 5. 

942nd Rqpj of CpSC, 1849; Appendix - Statistics of Caffidic Schools, p. 55- 
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The county and town parishes were very separate. 95 

This crucial obserýation reflects the urban-nn-4 the migrant-host, and the class divisions 

in Leicestershire Catholicism The contemPorary commentator Heinrick, (1872), 

confirmed the continuing low status of the Irish community in the city. 96 

That St Pattick's was sked in the Belgave Gate slum area is not surprismg. '- As 

Samuel remarks: "The Catholic Toor Schools', to which the Church devoted so 

remarkable an effort in the third quarter of the century, were planted in the very midst 

of the poor, quite without regard to the reputation of the 'low Irish neighbourhoods. "" 

One of the most telling comments about this poor Irish mission is contained in the 1852 

CPSC Report, which remarks that "the erection of a new schoolroom in a remote district,, * 
containing more than 200 children, ahnost exclusively Iri* would meet the present 

deficiency in education; but there is a want of funds.,, " (See Table 8). 

This is a neat summing up of the situation existing in Leicester immediately prior 

to the formal founding of St. Patricles School-Chapel in 1854. Clearly, the 1824 

initiative was inadequate to meet the needs of the local Irish concentrated in a "rernote 

d-- 11 fAc istrict. 
,,. the entries refer in detail to county sites, "remote" here has to refer t6the 

fringes of the City). St Patrick's is in fact a mere 10 minutes walk from Holy Cross. 

P ibly the remoteness was a distance of attitude rather than space. " Kimberlin states ossi 
that "in 1854, Fr. Nicholds; erected a school chapel, dedicated to St. Patrick near 
Belgrave Gate, at a cost of E1,000. This school chapel was served from Holy Cros's 

Church and a new mission was thus gradually formed. The roof was put on bythe 

offerings of irmnigrant Irish labourers who commenced to come over with the famine 

rush of 1845-6-7-8. " He noted that by 1854 "St. Patricles had grown out Of'a all 
proportiorC9100 IU Irish community, despite its poverty, was fimcing its own facilities. 

Ti, is pattern replicated itself in 1873, when Fr. Cyril Bunce, an Irishman, "went 

to reside in Archdeacon Lane, and St. Patrick's was then separated from Holy Cross, and"' 
became a parish of its own. Fr. Bunce was a zealous worker, and collected money, 

chiefly in Ireland, spending another fl, 000 in erecting the old St. Patricles Ch4ch 

"MATHEW, D,, (1936/55). PP. 165'6- 
"HEINRICK H. (1872), The #ishh EhgjvW pp. 39-40 

OISAMUEL, K The Roman Catholic Church and the Irish Poor, in SWIFT, R. and GILLEY, S. (Eds) (I 9M). 73 
"5th Report of CPSC, 1852, Educ. Stab AI)Pendbý Leicester., p. 90. 

P. 2 

"DAE, FmAirice Re&&Ws Book, 1834-M, PSW re Leicester. 

IOIVJMBERUN (1946) p. 23; VJMBERLJN, Part 1, In H. C. M., Aug 1957, No. 4; p. 5. 
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attached to the schools. " 101 Here is clear evidence of the inwrtance of Irish self-help. 
St. Patricles received grant aid from the CPSC in 1855. (see Table 9a below). 

This is evaluated by juxtaposing St. Patrick's grant with other grants made locaUy; it is 

also useful to compare the nature of the assistance offered, which could be in cash or 
kind. It is clear that local Catholic gentry had their priorities, and that Leicester 

reflected the national pattern, in which the physical needs of the Irish were not at the 

apex of the recognised Priorities. 

Government returns for 1875-95 provide data on pupil numbers, average 

attendance, and grants awarded (see Table 9b). It would appear that, as was the case 

with CPSC grants, the only schools receiving govenunent aid in the 1870's were those 

within the de Lisle orbit in the county. St. Patricks (Leicester) emerges by far as the 

largest school population in both the 1880's and 1890's, (taking average attendance as 

the pertinent indice rather than number on roll). This is how funding was allocated; see 
Table 9(b); St. Patrick! s received double the amount granted to Holy Cross in 1881/2 

and 1894/5 which indicated clearly the relative centre of action in terms of numbers of 

pupils taught in Catholic schools in the city. Poor schools, which generally included the 

Irish catchment, struggled in those early days of state support. Relief came only with the 

legislation of 190220' 

(ii) The Role of the Catholic Poor Schools Committee 

This Committee, founded 1847, strategicaDy allocated government fi=ce to 

Catbofic scbools, whilst simultaneously reflecting Catholic interests. CPSC activities 

were clearly outlined: support for shnple inspection; grants for buildings, fittings and 

books; stafling (pupil-teachers and trained teachers) and salaries; grants for schools in 

specific urban, rural or social situations; and school EbrarieS. 103 'Me CpSC 1852 Report 

described Leicester's "three schoolrooms, " with 159 pupils (83 boys and 76 girls). 104 

im Whilst becorring a parish In b own right ft was sfill in the Domink: an od* k becarne a dioman responsibility later, in 
1894; KIMBERUN, (1946), P. M. 
"PRO. ED/17/42; ED/17/52; & ED117/65 reSP8CtJV*- 

io3ft Rep. of CpSC, 1855, pp. 82-3. 

1*15M Rep? Of CPSC, im, Lakmter. P. 90. 
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I TAB 

I DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS IN LEICESTER IN 1851 1 

No. Of No. Of Average No. Of 
Schools Pupils Pupils per School 

AngUcan 

I 

12 1766 147 
Dissenting 4 1040 260 
R. Catholic 13 159 53 

19 1 2965 153 

Source: IUNiWNGTON, G. T. (1978), p. 91, Census. 

The educational position in Leicester was still "far from satisfactory.,, In 1849 

Dare estirnated that only one-third of Leicester's juveniles, (5,099), attended a day 

school. " Of these, I 10 went to Catholic schools -a figure COMParable with the 1851 

census figure of 159 quoted in Table 5. The average attendance period of a working, 

class pupil in Leicester at a day-school was just two years. 106 This was comparable with 

the expected attendance of a Catholic child; (see below). 

Kitching noted of the resources situation pre-I 847 that: 

"Sometimes nobility and gentry acted as leaders, but the welfare of 
destitute Catholic children in the towns depended on the enterprise and 
financial support of tradesmen and better-off artisans, the pennies of the 
poor, and occasionally the contributions of Protestant supporters. " 

In 1826 the Leicester Civil Defence Society met monthly. The society 

was "composed of Protestants of several denominations and Catholics"; 

several Irish names feature prominently. ' It could be assumed that such 

persons would be sympathetic to a struggling education initiative. (See 

Poutics). 
Despite De Lisle's patronage, Holy Cross (Leicestff), had its fulancial problems, 

as Spencer indicated to de Lisle in 1832.111 At Ascension Day services in Leicester in 

"IMARTIN, J. D., The City of Lbicester - Pdmary and Secondary Education, In McKJNLEY, RA (Ed) (19W) V. C. H., Laqcs.. 
- 

Vol. IV, p. 330. 
, WTEMPLE PATTERSON, p. 161. 
'O? KITCHING, PL 11969, P. 5. 
'**YOUNG, REV. V., (19M), Life of Fr- oiaWs Spencer, C. P., p. 70. 
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with the ChapeL but we are sorry to say that, although the attendance was numerous and 

respectable, the receipts were barely sufficient to defray the expenses. it 109 This suggests 

a niggardly attitude towards education for all the poor, Irish included. 

The CPSC raised fiuids through special collections amongst parish congregations. 

For Leicestershire data for 1849-52 and 1875-6 see Table 6. Bearing in mind the 

post-"Famine" influx from Ireland to Leicestershire, it is not surprising to see 1850 as 

a peak year for donations. Thereafter, local contributions apparently tail ofL with only 

Leicester and Loughborough holding collections in 1852. Contributions data re-appears 

c. 1875; this indicates that in 1875/6 the bulk of Leicester's offerings came from Holy 
ibuted little or nothing. St. Patrick's appears to Cross parish, whilst St. Patrick's contri 

have been in a constant state of impoverishnient. The funding crisis of the 1890's related 

to the condemnation of all City Catholic Schools, vktually simultaneously, by the 

national Department of Education. 

In 1900, a local journal still described St. Patricles in depressing socio-economic 

terms: 

"In the heart of Leicester slumdom you will find St. Patrick's Church. 
Like the neighbourbood in which it stands, it is a seedy-looking place" I" 

Was CPSC munificence spread widely and evenly, or was it concentrated in ý' 

particular parts of Leicestershire? The ongoing pattern of need and shortages is clear 
from an examination of the CPSC data for 1849-75, as laid out in Tables 7,8 and 9 a/b 
below. "' Leicester, with the largest number of Catholics, received only an amount 

similar to the total sums received by the much smaller county towns. Whilst the bd Uil ing 

grant of ESO to St. Patricles in 1855 is the largest single allocation, there are no top-up 

gmft for maintenance and development. The CPSC needs analysis for 1852 (Table 8) 

and the details of CPSC support for 1849-75 (Table 9a) show certain common features., 

Whitwick appears in neither tabulation, which strongly suggests that the De Lisle 

patronage there excluded any need for CPSC involvement. De Lisle decame a conmiittee 

members of the CPSC; 112 the probability was that he would have been inclined ýto 

support bids from the traditional English Catholic rump in the county. 

'**B. D. A, The Cadloic MaWk*. 18-V P-COOý'A- lrdeRWOO 
The Wyvem, 26 May 1900. 

"'CES/CPSC, hfbnfh4, Jour*, PO- K MOY 1852- 
mFor darty and one or comperion, Tables 9,10,11 and 12 are grouped togedw towards wrjusion of th 
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De Lisle networked. with English gentry Catholics via his wife, Laura Clifford, 

and the Nevill and Digby fianilies. 1 13 The 1852 data demonstrates a geographical link 

between Catholic out-stations and Catholic county gentry. For example, Bosworth Hall 

School was organised by the wealthy Raby ffimily, who had financially assisted Holy 

Cross in 1819.11' Husbands Bosworth had links with the Turvi1les! " Norman(1984) 

remarked on de Lisle's distaste for Irish migrant Catholic nationalism"' This was 

reflected in the allocation of CPSC monies and resources from c. 1850 -a period 

when the Irish of Leicester retained a low economic status and supported Fenmiuism. 

Marshall, State Inspector of Catholic schools, insisted in 1852 that being a good 

citizen was of far more importance than being in a state of knowledge. "' This outlook 
helps to explain both the paucity and the selected targeting of resources in Catholic 

education. 
In 1852, the CPSC needs analysis prioritised Loughborough elementary, (See 

Table 8), a mere year after its opening. It was in May 1852 that de Lisle became one of 
the three diocesan representatives on the national Cpsc; l 19 he was well placed to service 

and assist Loughborough, which enjoyed ongoing success between 1849 and 1875; (see 

Table 9a). Melton Mowbray, a backwater, received E67 in comparison with 
Loughborough's 04. Leicester, with what was by far the largest single total of Catholics 

- and of Irish Catholics also - received only 00 across this period. The industrial town 

of Hinckley, which also had a significant number of Irish Catholics, received only 07, 

a contrast with the E65 allocated to the much smaller Shepshed, another de Lisle purlieu. 
The Loughborough schools also received two donations of statues of the Madonna 

indications of the nuns priorities. 
The funding question then, from c. 1840 to c. 1875 was one of ongoing concern 

and manoeuvring to obtain, and to eke out, whatever resources were available. The 

CpSCIs aid to Leicester, to St. Patricles school in particular, was clearly essential; yet, 

in contrast with a more regular "drip feed" of finance to smaller county schools, St. 

patrick! s obtahied just a one-A pump-priming grant. In terms of self-help amongst the 

IIVME-JONES, m. (1992), The QýFamffies, P. 148; JONES, G. (Ed) (1989) The Descent Of Dissent- A Guide to 
jVW. CaAvmist Records at Me LCRO, P-55-6 
114KjFA3ERLJN, (1946). P. 18. 
IIIJONES, G. (19W) DeSC6W0fDi&9ent, P-55- 
""NORMAN, E. (1984), p. 218. 

j 
5ý, '60: 7155-716. "'LEES, L (1979). p. 198, qualing'Gan. Rap. for 1852 an R. C. Schools in Brihiin for 1852- 

1 'ICES, CpSC Afarft Joumal, No. IX May 1852. 
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Irish locally - and from collections held in Ireland - St Patrick's illustrates only too 

clearly Gilley's comment that "collecting in Ireland was popular with slum priests of all 

nationalities. ""' CPSC aid apart, St. Patricles was in effect dependent on its own efforts. 

Kitching notes that pre- 183 5, "Catholic philanthropists made a significant contribution 

to the spread of poor schools, especially in the days before the Irish famine 

in, migration. 020 The emphasis implies a cessation of assistance subsequent to the Irish 

influx - as the Leicester evidence demonstrates. 

In 1850, the Leicester schools did not enjoy the professional and systematic 

fund-raising of the CPSC of Birmingham, whose Annual Reports (1849-51) show a 

level of organisation and planning absent from the Leicester situation. They list 

approximately 300 subscribers, many of whom were Irish -a clear case of advantage in 

numbers. 121 

A discussion of internal fund-raising for education follows; the external input via 

the new School Board grant system is discussed in the chapter on politics. Leicester's 

financial efforts were to flower later in the period, in a series of initiatives and activities 
dealt with in Section (d) of this chapter, ranging from such varied efforts as organising 
bazaars and tea parties, to systematic, planned begging. 

(d) Funding and Buildings: bazaars, begging and tea parties 

The physical situation mid-century is well documented in the 1852 CPSC Report. - 
(refer Table 8). The ffiniting factors itemised centred on the shortage of resources. Dual 

use was therefore made of schools as chapels: St Patricles (1854-75), 122 Sacred Heart 
(1882) and Measharn (188 1)12' are all examples. 

The 1824 mission school in Belgrave Gate must have become over-crowded and 
ill-equipped, 124 reflecting anationalproblem! " Leicester showed a shortfall of 110 

places out of 200 for children listed as "requiring gratuitous education. " 126 (See Table 

"GILLEY, S. The RC Mission to the Irish In London, 1840-60; In RecusanfHisý, Vol. 10. No. 3,1969; p. 127. 
'"KITCHING, R. J., Part 11; Schools - D&AOVrdmt and Distribution, In JEAH., vol. 11,1, Dec 1969, P. 7. 
121 BDA, File B. 2154 Ist and 2nd Reports Of BifmiVham CPSC- 
izzND& hardwritIgn arci, *Ats bON. relmirish histories - in prep; the mission of St Patricks became indep& KlOnt two years- 
earlier, In 1873. 
"'GREEN (1981). St. 0xvAgs, M*Wham, P-5. 
124 KIMBERLIN, (1W), pp. 14-16. 
126 

eg see FINNEGAN (1982) on York p. 124; Less (1979) on London, p. 175; SAMUEL in SWIFT & GILLEY (1985) an London, p. 273-4. 
'"CPSC, 2nd Report of 1849, p. 55; see TABLE 10 in pmcedirwj sectionof this chapter. 
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1). The mid-century then was a period of relative stagnation in terms of expansion; it is 

only after the commencement of Bishop Bagshawe's episcopate, in 1874, that growth 

once again accelerated. 

The reluctance of Catholic authorities to engage with state parameters vis-A-vis 

grant-funding and building regulations limited growth. "' This may partly explain why 
St. Patricles managers submitted no bids at all after 1855. Significantly, such views 
influenced Mother M. Hallahan, foundress of those Dominicanesses who commenced 
teaching in Leicester in 1875. This would explain her fiLilure pre- 1875 to successfiluy 

establish a convent and school base in Leicester. 128 

The Dominicanesses found that limited resources restrained expansion. From 
1843 to 1857, the Dominicanesses considered Leicester on five occasions. Building and 
finance issues blocked development, as well as "little prospect of more vocations. 9%129 In 

February 1860, the sisters believed that their night school n-dght succeed. A final effort 

was made to settle in November-" In 186 1, the community again withdrew. 131 Mother 

Hallahan commented sadly: "It is souls we want, not money ..... I am sorry for the 

people of Leicester. " 132 The losers were the young adults and children of Leicester, 

many of whom were Irish or of Irish descent. 

The situation in the main City Catholic schools was less than satisfactory, and in 

the case of St. Patrick! s was acute in the extreme. Sacred Heart's temporary parish 

Church was built in 1882; a temporary school opened in 1884.133 It catered for 

-- cant numbers of pupils of Irish background. In 1886 a one-roomed school opened; 

eventually 180 pupils were accommodated in two roomS. 134 The Inspectors in 1894 

noted that sacred Heart needed a new hiffints base, and that toilets needed re-locating. 135 

of St. Patrick's, the educational base for most pupils of Irish descent, the 

Inspector's report was unifornilY damning; closure was scheduled for October 1895, 

irULLATHORNE, (1857). pp. 13 and 14; In NDOk 
12'See GUMBUEY, W. (1938), Mottw Malpret Hafshan, p. 73: in 1846, Mm Haliahan foragook Laicater for the West 
Midlands min order not to loee tie beneft of Doctor UIL*"*s guidance. - N. call with Sr. M. Hugh, archivist at Stone 
Coment on 4.6-94, re-NunS'worinas of Gawernrrmt) 
'AGUmBLEY, (1938), p. 73; BROMLEYý(1974), p. 5 & 6, DRANE, F. R. Sr. (le6g/1934), Lie of miottwmatparetHajahan, 
p. 452, DCAS, T 865 (1860) pp 2 and3; record book kept by MothOm Drane and Hal"; entry for 13 Feb. 1860, and PA, 
111. 
111oDCAS, T865 (1860), p. 4 and p. 1 1. 
131DCAS, typed note file with TW5. 
112DCAS, T1038 (1861), PA letter of MMH of Sept. 26th; 2(ii). 
'33V. C. H. Leicester, Vot IV, p. 390; Ch. on Rornan Catholicism. 
ImBURRIL1, M. B., SacredHeart Cav*wy, in NDYB, (1987), p. 152. 
116NDA, E3. S04,94/85603; Departrrient of Education; 10 May 1894. 
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overcrowding was serious (attendance averaged at 350); the Upper Mixed and Lower 

Infant areas were condemned, as was the steep main stairway and the restricted 

playground space: 

The school is built in a low quarter of the town ..... This appears to be the 
most serious question amongst the schools of the Diocese, but I should 
say in the interest of the children, the school has not been condemned a 
day too soon. "' 

Oral accounts noted that coffins always went through the school because of the limited 

access to the church! "' 

Fund-raising efforts via the holding of bazaars, many with Celtic themes, had in 
fact started c. 1880, which indicates the longevity of impoverishment: 

At the end of February 1890, a very successful bazaar called the Irish 
Faie was held in the Floral Hall, Belgrave Gate, in order to obtain funds 
for the reduction of the debt on the schools. The bazaar was opened by 
the Marquis of Ripon and patronized by the most influential people of 
the town. By this effort E800 was realized. 111 

This was aimed at helping Holy Cross School alone, which was completely rebuilt in 
1886 (see below). The wider fmancial problem had not been successfidly addressed, and 
another, more ambitious, bazaar had to be organized, only four years later, to save the 
neglected twin institution, St. Patricles, which, by 1894, was on the verge of forcible 

closure. 
There was sympathetic coverage for the resulting St. Patrick! s bazaar in 1895: 

We have pleasure in drawing the attention of our readers to a Bazaar 
which will be held in the Floral Hall next week. The objective is to 
completely remodel the existing schools of St. Patrick's, Royal East. 
Street, according to the request of the Education Department. An earnest 
appeal is made to the public for assistance. Thirty years of useful work, 
in the poorest neighbourhood of Leicester, has been carried on in these 
schools. The bazaar will take the character of "Niagara in Winter, " and 
will no doubt receive the support of the community. "' 

The account depicted an ambitious, week-long spectacle, with free entertainment. One 

'"NDA, E3. SO4,94/&W2; Deparbnent of Education; 10 May 1894. 
ll'ISWOWý Ms Barbara Morris, on 2517/1993; FikD 3, p. 3. 
'"KIMBERUN, (1957). HCM No. 5, p. 5. 
'39 The Kywm, 6/9/1895, p. 310. 
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of the 15 stalls, 9 of which depicted national tableaux, represented Ireland. The week 

ended with "a concert of Sacred music, " designed to appeal to the middle class 

supporter. 

The Bazaa , as we announced last week, is in aid of the schools of St. 
Patricles Mission. No schools in the town are more needed than these, 
and unfortunately they have fallen under the condemnation of the 
Education Department, on account of deficiencies, etc., in the matter of 
air space for the children. This is such a poverty-stricken district that it 
cannot be expected to help itself Father Hawkins and Father Hays, who 
are doing such good work in the neighbourhood, have therefore pluckily 
appealed to the general public for support, through the agency of a 
Bazaa . They have obtained most influential patronage each day, and the 
proceedings have been opened by some well-known lady or gentleman 
..... some excellent tableaux vivants are executed in the titheatre. iO40 

Bazaars then had a crucial impact on successful fund-raising as Handley noted. 141 

, Niagara in Winter' had a rmjor finpact on Catholic educational fund-raising in Leicester. 

1889 saw a "grand fancy fair" in aid of the new school-chapel at Sacred Heart, with an 
"extraordinary intermingling of gaunt grey Irish castles with gorgeous oriental palaces 

and Hindoo pagodas! "42 For an impoverished audience even the promise of the exotic 

was alluring. 
The positive press coverage signals the gradual change in attitude to Catholics 

in a still predominantly Protestant cultural milieu. "' The diocesan bishop, Bagshawe, 

despite his support for Home Rule, had his stinging attack on the workhouse system 

reported without critical comment. In part, this would have been a result of Bagshawe's 

public gratitude to local Protestants for their support. The presence of the Borough 

Police Band, and County Councillors, gave a formal imprimatur to the proceedings. 
Priority status was again accorded by the Dominicans to Holy Cross School - 

despite the greater numbers at St. Patricles. 111 The new Holy Cross school of 1886 was 

superbly built and equipped. "' Despite benefiting from the 1890 bazaar, Holy Cross 

enjoyed the proceeds of another three-day Bazaa in 1902.146 

140 The "m, 13GII 895, p. 327; and 20/9/1895, p. 343. 
"'HANDLEY, (1947). P-223. 
"M 16/11/1889- 
14sSee Chapler on popular anti-Catholicisrn. 
144NDA files, R"ones, for I 8Ws 
"'aFrom ft LebestarDak)y Post of 2.8-1886; quoW in BROMLEYý p. 5,6 and 8; KIMBERLIN, A. H, Part I In HCM, August 
1957, No. 4. 
'"KJMBERUN, (1957), HCM, No. 5, p-6. 
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Next to bazaars, the most important fund-raising social event in parish life was 

the tea party: 

The annual tea-party (was) held in each of the schools. The St Patrick's 
School party was held on St Patrick! s Day ..... The ladies of the parish 
used to give what were called 'trays' (i. e. they provided all the food for 
at least twelve people) and sold twelve tickets to their friends and others. 
In this way, and by donations towards expenses, the running of the 
school was possible. These tea-parties continued until the 1914 War, 
and I well remember them and what joyous times they were. They were 
truly parochial, and all members of the parish, whatever their station, 
were present. 147 

Barclay recalled: we "had no amusen=A or recreation of any kind but a school tea-party 

..... 
11149 Another Irish &mily, the Rochfords, told how: 

St Patricles was indeed the church of the poor. "A poor mother told me, 
that once, going to a party in the lower school, she fed her baby, 

wrapped it up, and placed it on a bench upstairs in the chapel whilst she 
had her tea" 1.149 

Bazaars and tea parties underlined the symbiotic status of the school as a focus both for 

education and for parish community life. 

Bazaa s provided leadership and management opportunities for Irish female 

parislioners; they also utilised positively the manual skills of male Parishioners, At the, 
1895 event, the Ireland stall was staffed by women including "Miss Mikew, Miss Mien 

and Miss WeW-" the Misses Fitzgerald, Noon, Rabbitt, Rochford, Downs, Brennaný 

Farrell, Sýmnons, Rooney, Connolly, Flood, Flynn and Brophy also assisted. 110 These' 

elaborate social gatherings, taken together with a slowly awakening political 

consciousness, reflect the post-1880 emerging self-confidence Of the Irish in Britain. 
The traditional mode of fund-raising was, quite simply, begging, and numerous -, 1- 

exan, ples feature in the archives of St Catherine's Dominican Convent. Such funds were -I, 

raised towards normal expenses, including education. Begging occurred locally and 
further afield, in Ireland and even the USA. The international dimension suggests 

planning and preparation of a reasonably high order. These operations are significant 

"'VJMBERUN, (1957), HCM No. 5, pp 5-6. 
'"BARCLAY, T., (1934), p. 26. 
`? GMBERUN, (1946), p2I. As with rksolised servic", teG PartieS senooed to add sane Spica to the predictable grind of the 
daily pattern of life for many. 
"OThs Wyvwn, No. 2M, 131WI895, p. 327. 
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indicators of self-help from Ireland and Irish America. 

In 1877, within only two years of its foundation, the Dominicanesses looked to 
Ireland. The skills of an internationally renowned preacher were enlisted: 

"On November 25 [1877] Fr. Burke preached at St. Saviour's Dublin, in 
aid of the charities under the superintendence of the Don. =-can Sisters 
in Leicester. " They had incurred a heavy load of debt, and in their 
dffficulty turned to the everflowing fount of Irish charity. " I 

The Convent unanimously agreed to give a special donation of E5.00 in 1893.152 

1890 saw a typical Irish begging expedition: "Mother Rose sent from Ireland, 

from March to April,; E6.00""' Sr Rose was to remain in Ireland, gathering funds, until 
September, provided that she submitted accounts! "' The decision was taken that "Sr. 

Dominic should be taken out of school and sent to take Mother Rose's place in 

Ireland.,, "' There were begging expeditions from the mid-1890's to Coalville, 

Nottingham and indeed the USA. 116 Holy Cross used a novel method of fund-raising: 

audio-visual technology; 1901 saw a "Lime light lecture on Switzerland in the evening 
in aid of the schools. ""' Pupil enthusiasm encouraged parental attendance, and 

contributions. 
Fund-raising for Catholic education than from c. 1850 saw much initiative 

expended on imaginative and co-ordinated methodologies. Furthermore, there was a 
distinct Irish dimension to this in Leicester, in themes and personnel. Ironically, Irish 

fignmes were in fact supporting a system that intrinsically excluded their ethnicity; they 

were underlining in effect their "otherness. "The Catholic gentry and bourgeoisie on the 

whole directed their endeavours towards more rural locations and the more salubrious, 

and less ethnically Irish, suburbs of Leicester. 159 

Questioned regarding Dominican favouritism. toward Holy Cross, Bromley 

recorded the , feeft amongst many secular clergy and some Catholics in Leicester that 

the Donuimicans had concentrated their efforts on those people in the southern (ie. the 

, $, FITZPATRICK W. J. OWS), The Lfe of Tbwm N. Buf*e, OP. Vol. 11, p. 261 (in DCAL). In 1844, COftli Preached in 
Leicester son behalf of the schools for poor Cal: holk: childmn-w PAGANI (1851, Lh of Genti, p-204, NDA. 

152DCAL, L16A(i). Council Records, 1888-1893,15/10193, p. 102. 
163DCAL, Council Records, L16-A(1), 1214/90; P-34 
151DCAL, 1-16, M), 517/W. P-36. 
'"DCAL, L16-A(i), 14/9/W; p. 39, and 1611OW, p. 40 
INDCAL, Convant Annals 1892-1927; LISA 16.9.1895; 10.10.1895; 27. T. 1896; 1900, varbA enb 
161sROMLEY, R, (1974), p. 23, cifing Log Books.; HICKMAN, M. (1998) p. 144, cibng Cohen, 1988. 

'"The nuns thernselves usW the term "begging". 
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more well-oft) section of the town. ""' The Irish in St Patricles then, in the northern part 

of the town, looked of necessity to self-help. 

What did St. Patricles bequeath to the Irish Catholic community? Sadly, the 

legacy was limited, as government reports indicated: 

The conditions under which the work is carried on are as in previous 
years. Most of the children come from poor homes; the accommodation 
is such that thoroughly good teaching is extremely difficult, and the 
teachers, as a rule, have little experience of work under favourable 
conditions. (1913) 

Inevitably, noted the Report, this problem adversely affected the standard of education 

offered. Teacher morale clearly affected both teachers'and pupils' performance. That 

this problem was endemic at St. Patrick! s is clear: 

Even allowing for the special difficulties under which the school labours 
in respect of its premises and general environment .... the standard of 
work is far from satisfactory, and the classification, as already noted, is 
a low one. 160(1915) 

(0) The Role of Irish Nuns as Teachers 

One can construct a revealing picture Of the contnibution of Irish sisters from, 

1875. The Dominicaness's Annals, Council Minutes and Necrologies, taken together, 

cast a fascinating light over issues concerning their ethnic origins, their sources of 
financial support, their professional needs and development, and conflict with male 

authority figures in the Catholic Church, whose jaundiced view does a disservice to the 
female religious. The nuns' contributions need to be re-evaluated. In Leicestershire. 

where much local history emphasises the "Englishness,, of the "Second Spring"'161 the 
Irish female dimension was crucial. 

How many teaching nuns were Ifisýh, or of Irish extraction, at St. patrick, 
Holy Cross and Sacred Heart? Necrologies data is informative. 112 Of the sisters 
who served in Leicester in all capacities, and who were bom before 1885, 

'"TaImphons IntenAm N. Danaher/R Bromley. 8 April 1994; 8nd OKA of 13 April 1994. 
'wSt Pafttk's Log43ook 191Z, see p. 14 & 15 for 1913 Govemmwd Report see p. 42-3 for 1915 Report 
'slog KIMBERLIN, (1 W). ard LACEY, AC, (1985) The Second Spr*V j7 Chamwood Forest, p. 58. 
"'DCAL4 Necrology L9(N), 1927-67; Necrology L9(N) - 4(i), 1935-41, Necrology L9(N) - 6(i), 1947-53. 
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17 out of a total of 39 were Irish-born (ie. 44 per cent); of these 39 a further 8 were 

second generation Irish; if these latter are included in the Irish group, that group has to 

be regarded as contributing 64 per cent - virtually two-thirds - of the total personnel. 
If one identifies just those Irish sisters who were involved in teaching, of the 16 

listed in Table 10 (excluding the foundress herself), 8 were of Irish birth, indicating that 

50 per cent of the teaching nuns were Irish. That figure increases to 81 per cent if we 
include the 5 second generation (on surname evidence). Surprisingly perhaps, St 

Patricks was not targeted with Irish nuns (see below). 

The foundress, Mother Hallahan, was in many respects herself a typical second 

generation Irish child. " What of her recruits? Those who came from Ireland may have 

been influenced by practice there. Between 1880 and 1900, some Dominican convents 
became active in the can4xaip for womens' access to university education. 164 This late- 

century, hivrated viewpoint contrasts strongly with the reputation of some senior nuns, 

such as Mother Ballahan, as being reluctant to educate children above their station in life. 

(see (a) iii above). This unwillingness to push poorer children, even able ones, helps to 

account for the apparent failure of many second generation Irish children in Leicester to 
improve their socio-economic status. The nuns became gradually aware of the crucial 

need for professionalism and training. 

The convent archives articulate these concerns from the arrival of the 
Domimicanesses in Leicester in 1875. Two sisters who stayed in London had to 

relinquish school work in 1871 because they were unable to fiffi the requirements of 
the 1870 Education Act. "' Presumably the four arrivals in Leicester were appropriately 

equipped, for they took charge of Holy Cross and St. Patrick's at once, and in 1876 

commenced work at St. Peter's school in Hinckley. There is no fiirther mention of 
fulfilling legal requirements to teach for at least another decade. 

On 24 August 1890, there is a hint of dissatisfilction amongst the sisters vis-a-vis 
their salaries as teachers: "Salaries at Sacred Heart School talked over, but nothing 
definitely settled. " Three weeks later, with all members present -a sign of the 

seriousness with which the issue was coming to be regarded, the Council Minutes 

record: 

"'Biographical details on Motlw MM Hallallan from GUMBLEY, W. (1938), pp. 38-39 aW PP- 73-74; and DRANE, F. R. 
(I 8WI 9U), Ufa of Modw Margaret Hallalm, PP-452-3- 
104CLEAR, C. (1987). P-109. 
185DCAL, files L 1-4 ard L 1-5(i), an Earty Days in L&Nter. 
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I 
School salaries again discussed - It was agreed that as Fr. McKenna 
refused to raise the-salaries that Sr. M. Dominic should be taken out of 
school and sent to take Mary Rose's place in Ireland and that Sister Celia 
should remain provided her salary was fixed at; ESO. 166 

There was clearly a problem over long-term funding, quite apart from salaries. On 26 
October that year it was agreed that "a larger house be taken so as to be able to open a 
private school after Christmas. ""' In November 1892 they advertised a "High Class 
Day School for Girls - Preparatory School for Boys" and a "BoardingSchool for Girls 

wishing to become Pupil Teachers'-). 168 It is clear that some women at least regarded a 
"high class day school" as appropriate initial training for aspiring pupil-teachers. There 

is an echo here of Irish Dominican ideology, which may have influenced the English 

private school model. In the Dominican private school at Wicklow, the nuns, when 

planning their curriculum, spared no effort "to keep their studies in line with the 

requirements of the day, and while thus securing a solid education, the necessary 

acconiplishments are given due prominence. " 16' The Leicester Dorninicanesses were, 

consciously or unconsciously, reflecting the long-term historical trend in relation to the 

education of middle-class women. McCurtain remarks that Donuinican nuns were 

amongst the pioneers of education for rniddle-class women in Ireland. 110 

In the early 1890's a preoccupation with teacher qualffications emerges as a 

strong theme in the Leicester convent. Various expedients, even involving reduced 
dowries from qualified teachers, or temporary secular qualified appointments, were 
tried. "' These concerns, involving balancing the need for certificated staff with 
sacrifices in income, were ongoing. The Leicester situation was reflecting a major 
concern of Catholic education nationally. 

There is evidence of a pro-active approach to what is today termed in-service 

training and staff development. In the late Spring of 1893, the Annals record that the 
Mother Prioress and Sister Clare (who taught at St Patrick's) journeyed to Liverpool 

"to see the working of some of the best infant schools.,, In 1902, a similar event was 

'"DCAL, file L16A(i) Cound Minutes Book 1888-1893enbies on 24.8.1ago and 14.9.1890. 
'I'DCAL, file Ll 6A (i), 7 Novamber 1892. 
'"DCAL, Ll 6A (0, January 1893. 
'"CLEAP, C. (1987). p. 121, qualing from an adwrtisanwd of 1900. 
17OMcCURTAJN, M. T The Historical Image, p-47 in Ni CHIJILLEANAIN, E (Ed. ) (1985). fth w 
Achigvernert, pp. 37-50. 

Of"On Inive ar)d 

ITIDCAI, Caffro Minutes 16-A (i), January 1893; (i), Noyamber 1893, 'pp 103-4; (ii), 21/411895; (i), Saptembsr 1891 p. 51.; 
(1), 22110/1891, p. 52; (1), 10/5% p. 70; (i) I W7192, p. 76; ftcro*)gy, L9(N), Sr. Margaret Melver, died 12.10.1954. 
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recorded; the Prioress and Sister Cecilia Collins went, again to Liverpool, "to gain 
knowledge and information regarding Schools and the new code of education. " 172 This 

was an initiative probably related to the impact of Balfour's Education Act of the same 

year. 

As well as promoting external professional liaison, there is evidenc ,e of the 

continuation of ins-house staff development. In 1902 again, the Irish-born Sister Ignatius 

RusseU is recorded as having passed her Scholarship; this may weU have been the 

coveted Queens Scholarship much sought after by trainee teachers. 173 

The experiences of the Leicester Dominicanesses in developing their 

professionalism as teachers was not unique; the same pattern was evident amongst the 
Rosmfiiians at Loughborough. In July 1865, Sisters Philomena, Doyle and Bernard Egan 

were sent from Leicester to Newport (Monmouthshire) , to show Sr. Philomena -th6 

working of the Girls' School. " According to necrology evidence, 41 per cent of 
Rosminian Sisters who died pre-1900 had Irish names - the presumption must be of a 
significant input of Irish personnel, both first and second generation. 174 

In Leicester the issue of salaries became a discomfiting one. Notwithstanding the 

sisters! endeavours at professional development, the school managers, invariably pj arish. 

priests, were unwilling to adjust pay fiftly for reasons of parsimony, church politics, low, - 
levels of certification, and possi rL guar en in ibly sex discriminatio The ded refer ces, the - 

nuns, record suggest a very real sensitivity over this issue. As early as 1891, the first' 

hints of trouble arose in Hinckley, when the convent Council voted unanimously to' 

withdraw the sisters, "' finally doing so in 1894.11 

The crisis peaked in May 1895 at St Patrick 's scbool, where the Manager was the', - 
Irish priest Fr- Hawkins, who was blunt, methodical, and relentless, as his dealings as 
a School Board member k1dicate (see Politics chapter). The nuns were to prove unequal 

as contestants. The cause of the dispute is not touched on directly in the convent 

evidence. The nuns sought Bishop Bagshawe's help, to no avail. 177 On 23rd May, the 

'"DCAL, Annals, LIS A, 1892-1927; 19/5/93,10/5/02. 
'"DCAL, LUA, Annals, 1892-1927; 8/=, RC. 
"'RCAL; Diwy of a 1.18W - 3L 12 1869, enbies for I3fj2/Ie62 md 1&12118 or for 
19.2-1880, entry fdr 4/12/1876; Diwy of & 1.1862 -3 for 

62; *y 2617 865; Diary Of 16. '6.1875 
1Z 1869, enbie6 19/11/1862 and 12ro/1 863* CaklftiOrk Of 41 % bill"dOndkein NocnicigimS (grow We )MLOughbmiughconvant, ew ; birth pig= ncit rOcwd8d, dats COMpiled fmm all howm In EngWrd. 

... DCAL, L16-Ni), 24110/1891, p. 53. 
"fKARRISON, M. (1958). H, p. 42 
'"DICAL, Ll"H), CounclRecords 1894-1917; 121511895, p. 19; 19/511M5. 
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Annals recorded: "Feast of the Ascension. Today Fr Hawkins disnuissed Sister Paul 

from the post of Headmistress of St Patrick's Mixed School without either notice or 

payment in lieu of notice. "" Sister Paul, in her lay existence a Ms. C. Doyle, left the 

convent to return to a secular life. '" By early June, the convent archive noted: "Fr. 

Hawkins is dismissing Sister Paul from St Patrick's - asked if there is any other Sister that 

could take her place as Headmistress. " ' There was not, and the Council therefore 

responded in the negative. "With regard to Sr. Paurs salary, it was decided that if the 

three months salary in lieu of notice was not paid to apply to the Bishop. " II 

it must be presumed that the Dominican sisters did not receive satisfactory 

treatment. Attitudes in both quarters hardened. The Council minutes declared: 

Since the treatment received by the Sisters at St Patricles from Fr 
Hawkins is of such a nature, that it is quite impossible to continue 
working under it, - it was decided ..... to give in the notice to leave the 
School at the end of three months ie. 30 January 1896. The other 
Councillors were of the same opinion that it was better to give up the 
school than allow any member of the community to work under such 
difficulties. "' 

The Bishop was informed. On the same day, 30 October, "Sister M. Clare and Sister M. 

Gertrude sent in their notice to give up the charge of St. Patrick's Infant School at the 

end of January 1896 as the treatment received from Fr. Hawkins being unbearable. 082 

So ended twenty years of the nuns' work in St Patricks. Fr Hawkins may have wished 
to reflect the newly-found independence of St. Patrick's as an independent parish from 

1894, out of the Don*&an orbit, by removing the last vestige of Dominican influence - 
the nuns. Holy Cross was still served by Dominican fathers, brothers and sisters, as was 
Sacred Heart School. The salary issue, which brought matters to a head in 1895, was 

probably the occasion, rather than the cause, of the dismissals- 

An important and demanding contribution of the nuns was as Head Teachers. 

Both at Holy Cross (1875-190 1) and Sacred Heart (1886-1920) around 50 per cent of 

111DCAl, LIS-& Annals 1892-1927; 23 May 1895. 
1143CAL, LISA 25W895, Sister Pail was, apparently, a rvAm, which suggests she may have been lacicing in wqxvience 
X-d mgj how been rather too young to hardle the post of had teacher. (Possibly txwmw, there may hwe been two Sister 
POU151) 
`DCAL, L16-A (ii), Cowed Reconk 1894-1917,9&1895. 
III DCAL. L16-A (ii), 30 October 1895, p. 25. Whatever the reason for the nuns'dismissal from St. POWs, concern ow 
certification persisted early in the row century eg. St. Ignatius 1-10.9y was a teacher before entering, and therefore 
ep&Wa4 and, as source L9(N) notes, "So she was going to be useful in our schools. ' She taught at Sacred HMt School 
*for a good number of years, * becoming Headmistress 1912-20. 
112DCAL, LI 8A Arvwft. 1892-1927,30 Oct. 1095. 
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the heads who were nuns were of Irish descent. Even when not a Head Teacher, a nun 
might find her school role competing with her convent responsibilities. A typical entry 
for 1890 reads: "An assistant should be applied for to take Mother Prioress's place in 

school so as to enable her to remain at home when necessary. ""' 

St Catherine's convent arcbives present a picture of St Patrick's staffing spanning 
dm decades. From 1867-95,15 named nuns worked at St Patricks, only 4 of whom', - 
bad Irisb backgrounds. Only a minority of teaching sisters can be unequivocally 
identified as being certificated; there must have been a sizeable proportion who trained 
in situ. The involvement of male Dominicans in education would, in most cases, have 
been limited to matters of religious instruction, pupil discipline, and management. In the 
1870-1890 period, of 14 priests and brothers who worked at St Patricles School, 3 were 

of Irish origin, and 3 of Irish extraction. There is no evidence that this was an issue of, 
staffing policy, or that their Irish backgrounds in any way contributed directly to'any 

sense of active ethnicity in the mission school. The same is true of the nuns. Possibly, 

teachers with Irish backgrounds were, indirectly, supportive to pupils of Irish 
background. 

Nuns represented unpaid and compliant labour. Irish male teachers were -I 

resented financially by the Church (if they had a family to care for) and po tic y, as' li all 
suspect democrats or radicals. '" In 1873, Laura de Lisle opined that the I sh ters' ri mas 
were not popular, even amongst children. "' Teaching was one of the few avenues for 
upward social mobility available to the Irish. "6 However, pupil-teaching schemes were 
rudimentary, with a stringent eniphasis on keeping the aspirants very firmly in their social 
place. "' Available evidence suggests very limited and uneven advancement by t- his 
route. From 1861-4, for example, John Cassaday, son of an Irish miner in Whitwick, 
tried - unsuccessfiffly - to meet the academic demands of being a pupil-te her at Holy ac 
Cross; he too became a miner. The staff lists of Sacred Heart 1886-1904 are littered_ 

with short-term appointments of pupil-teachers and monitresses of Irish descent. 188 

'"DCAL, Ll GA (i), Councl Mimtes 1888-93; 18 Januay I 8W, p. 30 
'"2nd Rep. On Elam. Edum Act p. 407 mid 397 re wage derrands and suspea polkics. 
'"PAWLEY (1993), p. 3W, aid Rep? on Pbp Educ 1861-2, p. 176, which referred to 16sh4)an teachem 
unsafisfactory. 6 

as "incompahwt and, , 
'"See DEWR (1894), p. 3W GLYNN in BECK (1950) p. 284; W'd JACKSON (1963), p. 131. 
'I'ULLATHORNE (1857) P. 34-6; AWES (1861) Rep? on Pbp Educ., p. 32.3. 
'"Hoty Cross (MMick) Log book, 17/11/63,1/9/64,11/1154; See BURRILL (1986). P2.3 + 5. 
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By 1891 the teaching nuns were coming under several pressures. Government 

standards regarding infiwtructure and personnel, local parish and diocesan politics, 

and inimical male attitudes (in part a reaction to the worneifs movement of the period) 

all contributed to the changes taking place. The nuns performed a socially useful task, 

for Leicester fidled to attract young, trained Catholic teachers: in 1875, only 5/365 (1.3 

per cent) of Hammersmith trainees came to Leicestershire; in 1896, the figure was 5/750 

(0.7 per cent). "9 

A final view of the nuns should come from themselves and their closest 

observers, the pupils. One pupil recalled her headmistress, Sr. Clare, being "very 

strict. 1490 ýAs Kathleen McDonagh explained: "My mother went to St. Patrick's School, 

and hated it, as did my sister - they found the nuns harsh. ""' Opinions were mixed. 

The nuns, for their part, were more positive in their recall, which is perhaps to 

be expected. "' Sr. M Rose Munroe (1877-1952) of County Mayo, "seemed very 

specially adapted for teaching infants and got the best out of them by her childlike 

manner. " Of Sr. Anna-Marie (Columba) Murphy of County Dublin (1851-1939), the 

obituary records "her whole religious life was spent teaching in Elementary Schools:, 

Sr. Ignatius Russell, bom in Ireland in 1877, and dead by the age of twenty, was 

recorded as "a splendid teacher. " Mother M Lucy Hickey, born in County Tipperary 

in 1878, was "much loved" in Leicester Schools; she died in 1947. Given the nature of 
the teaching commitment, and the discipline of the convent, then perhaps 'Requiescat in 

pace, seems the appropriate final comment for these teachers. 

Subsequent developments suggest that, despite their shortcomings, the nuns, 
including their important Irish representation, had done a reasonably good job in the 

classroorn. 1"he lay successors to the nuns were not, apparently, able to do the job any 
better for the HW Reports on St Patrick's for both 1913 and 1915 seriously criticised 

the quality of teaching offered. 193 

mMS/Cp$C, a An pap? I&% p. 79r, I Ift Ia58 App. G. p. liv; the fip. refer to Hwwrwsmkh RC Training College. only 
3 of the 9 taught in Leicester. 
'"BROMLEY. R. (1974), p. 10- 
wOHAASW WerAms with Kathleen McDonagh, Cadmine Richards, Barbara Morris and Brkl9d Toseland. 

lo2DCAL, Necfdogy 1927-67, L9 (N) - 6(i), and AbcnAW 1947-53; DAAS, G. (1991), The kish ki Betairr, 1815-4-1914; on 
p. 141 he refers, rww trft*, to a tendency for Catholic mid cow non-Angfican primary sources to be mW-sculixtory 
is hardly any one group's monopoly;, all sources are potentially suspect and should be b as such. 

this 

'"St pa&bts School Log Book, 191Z p. 14-15 aid 424; also see Note 3, Table 4, for details. 
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(f) Conclusion 

In most respects, the developmt of the Cathofic education service in Leicester, 
, 

in its involvement with the Irish community as both consumers and providers, probably 

mirrors the wider national experience. Catholic poor schools pre-1 845 had to promote 

and maintain Catholicism amongst the urban poor; social relief and education were- 
integral, and based on self-help. 

Protestant pressure came from two directions: the establishment of rival schools, 

often better equipped, and the attempts to provide a "balanced" doctrinal input into the 

curriculum. Internal pressures limited achievement also' minimal attendance, often on 
just a once-weekly, evening or half-time basis, combined with absurdly early school 

leaving ages, seriously hampered individual achievement. 

There were clearly some positive factors at work, in the sense that community, 

and personal initiative, assisted by committed work from both male and female, layand, 

religious, represented a high level of mobilisation amongst the Catholics of Leicester. ': '- 

Irish pupils, and teachers, were prominent in these considerations. Recent 

commentators, such as Lowe (1989) and Fielding (1993) address similar aspects of the 

picture in Lancashire. 

Fielding remarks that "despite their important place, within mmugrant culture, 

conditions inside Catholic schools were often very unpleasant. "194 This reference to 

physical conditions, to buildings and equipment, certainly applied, as has been seen, to, ' 
Leicester. Parsimony in provision - for the Irish clientele - can be laid in part at the door' 

of their more well-off fellow English Catholics; it is clear that St. Patrick's was created 
from self-help amongst the Irish both in the city and in Ireland, and from one singlý 
CPSC grant. After 1875, the Dominican nuns still sought alms for their work fro1n! 

Ireland as well as in Leicester and the surrounding county. 
On the question of parental interest in, and support for, denominational 

schooling, Lowe identifies three main ingredients attracting Irish Catholic families: a 
basic formal education, social orientation, and the religious instruction required to bý 

good Catholics and sound chizens- Lowe fails to address the simultaneous attempt to, 
denationaUz, c ethnicaUy and to reinforce Catholic identity. Again, one is reminded of the' 

"'FIELDING, S. (19M) WW LOWE (19W), p. 123-5 arid 209; BROMLEY (1974) an Holy Cross School Wars a SkNIw 
waysis of werital wiorý. 
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thrust of the Earl of Denbigh! s Speech at Holy Cross in the mid-1880's, when he 

entreated social conformity and the eschewing of political non-conformity. Just as many 
Irish-born parents would have been products of the post- 1831 experiment in national 

educational provision, which identified schooling with advancement, so too their 
English-bom children were being inculcated with similar values, which accentuated 
"civilised" behaviour via both the process and content of Catholic education. 
Denominational schooling in theory should have hindered, or even prevented, cultural 

assimilation; however, the variable attendance rate, the ever-increasing impact of popular 
mass culture, the predictably unadventurous curriculun-4 rooted in middle-class 

prescription, and the political outlook of the Catholic hierarchy all ensured an 
assimilative conditioning. 

As Lowe argues in the case of Lancashire, Whilst Irish migrant identity, with its 

recognisable religious and political overtones, would logically be assumed to be a 
hindrance to assimilation, the Church's close commitments to social conformity and 
political legitimacy ensured that Irish Catholics were drawn into, rather than left outside, 
the structural norms of British society. Barclay's observations on adolescent attitudes 
to authority linked priest, teacher and constable as oppositional elements; also tellingly 
described by Barclay were patterns of teenage social behaviour and promiscuity, patterns 
observed by virtually all young people of both sexes in the Belgrave Gate area, the 
location of St. Patricles parish and school. "' Popular peer culture threatened ethnicity 
as much as it did faith. 

In attempting to define the conditioning effect of Catholic socialisation on Irish 

ethnic group identity, it is helpful to make reference to similar experiences in the North 

American context. Lowe argues that Catholicism was crucial to both immigrant identity 

and to Irish Community formation, whilst simultaneously it acted as a focus for "No- 

popery" and anti-Irish sentiments in Britain, and for nativist attacks in America. Lowe 

further argues that the Catholic Church in England promulgated an English 

interpretation and idealisation of Catholic culture which represented the inculcation of 

safe, predictable and essentially conservative values. "' Fielding takes the analysis 

further, arguing that as well as reinforcing ties of class, gender, faith and nationality, 

Catholic education in Britain, as in the United States, directed Catholic and Protestant 

191SMCLAY, T (1934), p-16. 
""LOWE, W. J. (1989). p. 209. 
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pupils into reactions ranging from sporting rivalry to outright hostility. These aspects 

of popular cultural behaviour are investigated further in the section of the next chapter 

on the mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism. " As Hickman cogently puts it: 

"Education was the crucial national arena in which the issue of the relationship between 

the nation state and religion was aired. What emerged ..... was an education system 

which segregated and differentiated sections of the working class by religious 
domination and thus, by ethnicity. "' British Catholic education became the means of 
incorporating and denationaUzing the Irish Catholic migrant community. 

From the problems fitced by a struggling Irish Catholic community, isolated from 

wealth, power and influence, as described in the CPSC Report of 1849 (see title page) 

education provision for the Irish in Leicester moved into the framework of debate and 
development on the lines described by Bagshawe in his 1885 message concerning the 
issues of mercy and justice for the poor (see title page). Provision slowly improved after 

c. 1902; all, however, was at a cost in social and psychological aspects of ethnic group 
identity. '" VA-fflst the daily process of Catholic schooling ignored ethnicity, the irony' 

is that the Catholic authorities regularly permitted St Patrick's to be used for political 

meetings in support of Home Rule and the Land League, for St Patrick's celebrations,,, 

and later for classes in the Irish language. We shall never know how consciously such 

contradictory decisions were made. 

"'FIELDING, S, (1993). 1880-1939. P-64- 
'"HICKMAN, M., (1995), PP. I%-7. end OM), P-16-r-71, 

,, ee seclion on C*diew aw popuiar cuiture in Religion chaptw, BAGSHAWE, Bishop E. G. (1885). Memy and JusUce` 
to Ov Poor - The Tnje Poftat Economy, p. 16.1 
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CHAPTER 7 

RACIALIZING THE IRISH THROUGH THE MOBILISATION OF POPULAR 
ANTI-CATHOLICISM IN LEICESTER. 

If9ky? d 8W if* ROMM Cad)oft - Every Papist belom that his salvation is secure. He 
totheholyRornenCatholic Church. Small sins am nogreatinathm gatfingdrunk, 

or swearing, or fighting, are mere Pardonable frolics. AM his wild passions are unreclaimed - 
they lie doffnart within him, only awaiting an occasion of their being called Into action - he 
Is Be a barrel of gunpaAoder - like a vassal charged with electric fluid - he is taught to hate 
dam . The demagogue comes - he spouts tenon - he kindles his hearers into a rage 
- there am no consequences to be few - herefics we the objects of their vengeance - their 
fury is raised to an ungovernable pitch - &AW they gol breathing blood, and wounds, fire, 
slaughter, end deeth, to all their cppmff - while the crown of glory is the Imaginary r&Awd 
d any uniucky casually. This is the true theory of Irish disturbances. Irish papists cannot 
live together In peace. If they are not fghting with protestants, they are fighting with one 
another, under the name or white feet or black feat or some other equally absurd and 
ridiculous denomination - How can manufacturers thrive in a country whom the constant 
tendency of the operativa is to slay one anoffier? How can men or property help desiring to 
he , wtw their tenants at home are under the influence of an Incessant appetite to 
shoot at Own? 

The Lekester ConservaNe Standard, Vol. H0 &16-7), P. 10 

Well in 1847 came a failure or the potato crop in Ireland, and it being their principal food, 
they died like , ottai sheep, and were drivan to this four comers of the world. (you must 
excuse my peculiar figures of speech, for this is an Irish article) I have often heard them 
blamed for their sea, ing inability to got on, for living In slums, for not dressing wall, for 
h&Jng no regular trade; but suppose you are an agricultural tabourer, ajortaken by such a 
calamity as a famine, and you are forced to flee to a Stange country whom labourers are 
already pWMA, aid the ways of that country are rid your ways, and you do not understand 
its Wnguage, and know nothing of its trades and callings. Suppose, further, gut them is a 
prejudice against you as an Intruder, a prejudice against your awkwardness, your religion; 
and a little unreasoning race hatred, none the better for being pretty mutual, - wouldn't it 
think you, take all your English pluck and enterprise to surmount all these difficulties? 

Tom Barclay in The Wyvem, No. 192, Vol. Vill, 28 June 1895, p. 149 

Whenever an English man or woman did anything disreputable, my mother was wont to 
remark OM wall, sum, what better could one eM)ect from do bread of Ving Harry? " The 
Sasmach was isp by us with a mbdure of contempt and hatred. God had made him 
it Is true mid Jesus Christ had died to save him, but we clean forgot that, and only saw him embodied In Calvin and Cranffw, the lustful Ving Henry VIII, Queen Bass the 
Persecutor, the Orangeman's idol, William of Orange, and uthe bloody Cromwell. - Them 
wtire tough a few good Englishrrien no doubt like Alfred the Greg, Sir Thomas More, and 
William Cobbett who wrote the history of the Pmtestant Reforination. 

BARCLAY, T. (1934), Mennirs and Medeys, P-6 & 7. 

On the re-esWishmerd of the hierarchy, however in 1 SM. bigotry became ramparit in the 
twý aid an angry mob, after burning an effigy of Cardinal Wwrian, in Me market piece, 
prodaimed their k ft tkx of pulling down the Catholic Church ..... Fr. Egan had the church 
andsarrislyfullo(peoplepr*Q. HeplaoWriotrustinanyotherweepons. Oneoldman, 
however, from The Rushes, 'an Irishman, whose name I forget, got a huge chopper, and 
slai Kk an the house S*s declared abud that he would cleave through ft first man that 
sat fcd #xm Father Egan hood the man shouting, and, opening the door, bode him 
and come into the house. 'Let me alone. Father, 'Said he, 'I'll keep thern off. ' 'Come In at 
once, ' said Fr. Egan, and he made him kneal and say his prayers ..... 

HIRST, J. (c. 1898), Lleo(Vie Rev. Andrew Egan, p. 84-5, PP of LoughbauQh. 
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(a) Introduction 

(I) Irish Catholics: "Aliens in blood, language and religion" 

The aim of this chapter is to analyse the origins of anti-Irish racism and anti- 

Catholicism in Leicester. This is attempted by examining the effects on Irish Catholics 

of the efforts of those Protestants in Leicester who indulged in the major fornIs of anti- 

Roman Catholic action, be these violent acts, anti-Catholic petitioning, creating anti- 

Catholic organisations or promoting anti-Catholic literature. Hickman (1998) observes 

that anti-Irish racism and anti-Catholicism. have been central to the formation of the 

British national identity, are essential elements of British culture, and have moulded' 

government and institutional practices regarding the Irish in Britain. ' 

That Catholicity generally represented a separateness, an alien force, is stressed 

by Swift, who contextualised the Protestant perception of difference against four 

considerations: the deeply Protestant British tradition; the impressive force of the 
Evangelical revival; the upsurge in forthright "no-popery" feeling in Anglicanism; and the 

2 
advent of Orangeism in Britain as well as Ireland. All of these factors were pertinent in 

Leicestershire in the matters of opinion formation and attitude maintenance towards the 
Irish as Catholics. Bishop Ullathome noted in 1857 that "poor Irish Catholics ..... are. 
but too often regarded with the secret feeling of being aliens and intruders. 'Aliens, ') as 
Lord Lyndhurst expressed so pithily the popular feeling, 'in blood, language and 
reEgion'. 

The evidence from Leicestershire wiU show that Victorian anti-Catholicism, 
incorporated the articulation of anti-Irish feeling. Those voluntary groups involved, in' 
the main middle-class, used public meetings, petition drives, cheap tracts, the popular 
press and public lecturing in an inter-related approach to anti-Catholic action. In, 
Leicestershire, there is significant evidence of aristocratic and gentry involvement. The 

popular element of seeking entertainment arose in heated public meetings and occasio'ns 

of serious disorder, which sometimes drew forth a reaction from Irish Catholics in 
Leicester. 

An understanding of the religious ideologicai'milieu awaiting Irish Cathofiý 

'See HICKMM, M. EducatiOn fOr'MinOrkies': Irish Cathdics In Britain. Parts. 3&4. RaciaNý and Problormhution of to 
Irish In Britain, In LEWIS, G. (1998) (Ed) FbrmkV Nabbn, Fhwft webre p. 143-152. 
'SWIFr, R The OL*md Irish in the British Victorian City". Problerns and perapectim, in fth Hjmý st"*. " XXXV, No. ' 
99, May 1987, pp. 264-276. 
$BDA; ULLATHORNE(1857), AkftsonftEducsfimOuftUOn. P. 9. 
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migrants in Leicester in the nineteenth century is a basic requirement for an evaluation 

of both host and migrant reciprocal attitudes. Paz (1992) remarks that: 

Anti-Catholicism, in one form or another, has been an English 
characteristic since the Reformation and was especially marked in the 
nineteenth century. It rests upon three fundamental ideas: that of the 
Protestant Constitution, that of the Norman Yoke, and that of 
providentialism. ' 

Anti-Catholicism formed part of the processes of isolating and racializing the Irish in 

British society, and of depicting the Irish as "other". 

Given the low rate of Irish in-migration, the Leicester experience' was perhaps 

unique. How far anti-Catholic prejudice was based on actual anti-Catholic conviction, 

and how far this related to anti-hish prejudice, could amount to the same thing for most 
Irish, as the great majority were Catholics. " Evidence win show an Irish dimension to 

popular anti-Catholicism in Leicester. The post-1829 political agenda, and the 

statistically modest Irish Catholic in-migration both contributed to the resurgence of anti- 
Catholicism and the racialization of the Irish in Victorian Leicester. 

Protestant mass movements locally were of significance in racializing the Irish 

for four reasons: the relatively large numbers involved; their social status; the numerous 

visits carried out by their agents (such as Joseph Dare of the Unitarian Leicester 

Domestic Mission); and the vast amount of literature promoted. The Protestant 

Societies, until recently largely neglected, merit analytical investigation in regards to the 

intersection between the mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism. and anti-Irish racism 
in Leicester. 

O'Tuathaigh noted of anti-Catholicism "that this antagonism was an odd 

compound of religious, social and political elements. " He remarked on "a strong anti- 
Catholic prejudice present in many levels of British Society for most of the nineteenth 

century. " Even if overt violence was not endemic, the numerous peaks of anti-Catholic 

agitation in the century "represent a continuous enduring and deep-seated popular British 

suspicion of Rome, its influence and intentions. " O'Tuathaigh's contentions are borne 

4PA7, D. G. (1992), P-2- PcPu1arAn6-C8dxkism A7 Morian Erqkv)d. The'Norman yoke' concW is hwAly Ironic in this 

conte)d, given the Irish O)perjance of English colonialism. 
$The Protest8nt Irish migrants, and the style of Irish migrant Catholicism, we dealt with Education, Catholic growth and 
Politics. 
aSee, for Ba7ple, o7L)ATHAJGH, G., The Irish in 19th C. Britain: Problems and PersPectives. In SWIFT, R. & GILLEy, S. 

(Eds)(1 M). As early as 1894, John Denvir called the English Insh relatiQnship 'The war of class and creeds; * p. 1 So. 
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out fully in the discussion following in relation to Leicestershire. 

Like Paz, Wolffe (199 1), reached the firm conclusion that: 

One cannot divorce negative anti-Catholicism from the positive 
development and influence of Protestant forms of Christianity, with their 
roots deep in nineteenth century British life and forming an essential part 

7 in national consciousness. 

Wolffe isolates three stimuli in particular: the spectacular advances of Romanism in 

the 182040 period - especially noticeable in Leicestershire; the implications for 

British society of the mass kfkix of Irish, who were criticised regularly and graphically 

in the Rev. Joseph Dare's annual local reports; and the increasing influence of - 
Ultramontanism. in the Catholic Church under Wiseman's leadership, " a factor also - 
relevant to Leicester. Wolffe notes that 'Irish inunigration transformed the social Profile 

of British Catholicism and the Protestant arrivals played a significant part in 'No- 

Popery' can4Wgns. 119 The slow but steady Sh'earn of Irish entering Britain increased 

to a flood in the years from 1815 to 1860. Leicester shared in these development s 
pre-c. 1860; it also welcomed Protestant Irish. WOlffe stresses that "the Catholic Irish. 

were separated from the mdjority of their British co-religionists by ethnic origin as well 

as by social status. "" 11e statistics of Irish immigr ation to Britain indicate, as Paz noted, 
that: 

..... it is true that the Roman Catholics whom English Protestants met in 
daily life were most likely to be Irish, even in the 1860's and '70's, when 
Irish immigration slowed down. " 

Paz's basic point holds good, despite the under-representation of the Irish mi extant_ 
histories of the Catholic revival in Leicester. " 

The question then arises: was anti-Irish feeling merely a matter of emotion, or was 
it part of a more structured, pronounced, and scientifically-based, racism? Anti-Irish, --- 
racism was based on a construct of hierarchical racial typologies, amalgamated ' 

with '- a 

701-UATKgUGH, (1985), p. 2r,. 7. WOLFFE, (1991), p. 143-4. The Ph*sWd Crusade j7 Great Brisin, 1829.1860. 
%VOLFFE, (1991), chapter 5. 
9WOLFFE, (1991), p. 18. 
NVOLFFE. (1991), p. 19, citing BOSSY, J. (1975), PP. 307-10; ROBERTS, D. (Ed) (1979) MOdem Scofth Ca , Ux&, isýn 
1878-1978, p. 23. 
"PA7, (1992), p. 51. 
12Sae chapter an RC Church growth old dvjSWnsnt 
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national and Protestant myth centred around the idea of the "free bom Englishmn. 1113 

Paz however, argues that the issue is of culture rather than race, and that the 
debate is rnore about concern over the Irish as a threat to British people's jobs, 

houses, language and culture: 

With respect to the reception of the Irish in the period from 1830 to 1870, 
the attitudes of the various sub-groups of the host society to religion was 
the determining factor. " 

GWey remarks that the Evangelical phenomenon, together with the resurgent 

political fear of Ireland occasioned by O'Connell's Irish Catholic radicalism, directly 

contributed to the resurgence ofNo-Popery. " He argues that the evidence suggests that 
English No-Popery was less concerned with the Irish in Britain, than with Catholicism 

in Ireland, the iniquities of international Catholicism, and the threat to the Anglican 

constitutional settlement c. 1850. The Leicester media reflects Gilley's analysis, ie that 

most Victorian anti-Catholicism. was theological and historical. It should nonetheless 
be stressed that, via a process of "guilt by association7, the acerbic asperities heaped up 

on all Catholics had to reflect negatively on the Irish community, as most of that 

community was Catholic, practising or otherwise. The Irish were already held in 

contempt by many contemporary observers; as the works of L. P. Curtis and others 
demonstrate, the Catholic factor simply edged them flirther into a situation of almost 
being beneath contempt. In the fight of Leicestershire evidence, Gilley is not totally 

convincing when he states of the Irish: "'Ibey were ignored rather than scorned, and 
f ed. "')16 scorned rather than ear For Irish Catholics to settle happily in Leicester, where 

historic links with Protestantism were being still recalled and celebrated, was not an easy 
task. Repeated and public expressions of religious prejudice must have discouraged 

many migrants from staying on. Paz (1992) stressed that statistical evidence indicates 

that the type of Catholic an English person was most likely to come into contact with, 

even in the 1860's and 1870's when Irish immigration decreased somewhat, was still an 

"See section on media trestrnent of Irish in politics chapter. 
"PAZ, (1992). p. 79. 
f'CýS., Protestant London, No-Popery and the Irish Poor 1IM60 (Pat 1,1830-50) in RecusantHislbryý Vol.. 10, No. 
4, ion 1970, p. 211-13. 
IsFor a usem discussion of historical stereotyping see L. P. Curtis, AjVb-Saxons and Cogs: a sttA* ki an6-CeUjOk prqudke, 
Conference of British Studies, Bridgeport Conn., 1978; Apes andAngeb. - ft lr&#Vw k? Vckvian Catature, 1,971. 
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Irish one. " Gilley perhaps lays insOicient Stress on the association between anti-Irish 

feeling and anti-Catholicism. The dominance of anti-Catholicism as an active ideology 

in Leicestershire is confirmed in two ways: through the identification of the widespread 

patterns of anti-Catholic and anti-Irish feeling, and the high number of prominent people,, 

who were consistently prepared to support such politico-religious agendas. 

Nominating religion, at the expense of race or ethnicity, as the most disabling 

factor misses the discursive link with the developing national ideology. Hickman(1998) 

argues of anti-Irish racism and of anti-Catholicism that 

Both phenomena contributed to a complex categorizing of Irish migrants 
in nineteenth century Britain. (They) have been integral to the forniation 
of British national identity, are consistent elements of British culture, 
and ..... have shaped government and institutional practices regarding 
the Irish in Britain. 

Those who found themselves outside the category of being a freeborn and racially 

superior English (or British) Protestant were "other, " which implied that they were 

uncultured, uncivilized and subhunkn A code of breeding reflected itself in the rigidities, '- 

of the British class system, Whilst the respectable middle class lifestyle was seen as the, 

nomi for all; on both counts the working class, including most of the Irish, were not M' 
the picture. 

The constructing of a British national myth had little room for bestial, 

demoralized Celts from Ireland, especially as these outsiders were also white, a nd 
therefore needed c1mly differentiating from English whites. The emancipation of 1829' 

threatened Britishness by weakening Protestant power and by apparently elevating the 

position of Catholics, and therefore the position of most of the Irish: 

The popular discourse of the Protestant nation intersected with anti-Irish 
racism and defined where the danger to the nation lay. These fears were 
embodied in the shape of Irish immigrants, who were perceived as 
threatening the union of Church and state, and therefore 'the English 
peopleg. 18 

Tbs chapter now exanines the widespread and effective articulation of anti-Cathoficisni 

1? GUEY, S, ProtaqWtLcrKkr% No Popery, andthe Irish Poor, in RecusantHjstoryý Val.. 10, No. 4 Jan 1970, p. 211 .G hw"' 
to hosft d rnany English Catholics to the k="*V Irish, it is hardly surprising but English Protestants, Y*h addec! rnotiyes, 
woum fed sirvilarly ilw*xxw. 
"HICKMAN, M., in LEWIS, G. (EDX1998), FOfmk? 9N8bOn, FnwnkV Webre, p. 147. 
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and anti-Irish propaganda in Leicester, and its role in the problematization of the Irish 

in Britain. 

(ii) An introductory local chronology 

Emancipation for Catholics in 1829 represented a key episode for Protestants 

also. The Evangelical renewal, the new self-confidence amongst English Catholics, and 

the increasing effects of the Irish on wider English society all acted as spurs to the 

Government enquiry of 1836 into the Irish migrant poor. Leicester made a return, even 

though the city did not have a particularly high profile in either Catholic or Irish senses. 19 

An overview. of the chronology of anti-Catholicism. in Leicestershire provides a 

context for discussion. Between 1837 and 1850, the tempo of anti-Irish and anti- 

Catholic disputes increased markedly in number and in acrimony. All Protestant groups 

opposed the Maynooth grant. " A serious church rate dispute strengthened links between 

some Non-Conformists and Catholics in their joint anti-Anglican endeavour; O'Connell 

made a celebrated speech on the case in Leicester. The influential Loughborough and 

Ashby Protestant Tract Society (LAPTS) began its operations in 1835. " 

By the 1860's the Maynooth issue was superseded by the movement for 

disestablishment and by populist issues concerning convents, which provided the excuse 
for a deluge of prurient "news" coverage. In the 1870's, however, anti-Romanism 

became less public and popular, being increasingly confined to the political and 
intellectual spheres, only to break out anew c. 1895-1905 in anti-ritualism agitation. 

The terms of the debates altered somewhat by the 1860's; Darwinism challenged 
Protestant polemicists; Irish internal affairs and Irish in-migration both seemed to have 

reached a plateau; and Puseyism. provided a rather more obvious target. The anti- 

ritualist canVaigns of c. 1890-1910 in Merseyside, Cumbria and elsewhere were reflected 
in Leicester. Suprisingly, Leicester did not host William Martin Murphy. By c. 18 9 1, it 

appeared that moderate brands of ProtestantLqn were triumphing over such inflammatory 

ideas as Orangeism, which survived locally in the Primrose League (see Politics). 

Leicester's Protestant infrastructure was wide-ranging and extensive. A plethora 

'IS, C. Report on State of ft lifsh Poor h GB (1835), Appendix G, report by Rev. H. L O'x* of Holy Cross Church. 

2opA7_ (1992), pp. 5 and 193; this was an annual state subsidy to an Irish RC seminary. 
21 For the case of Edward Baines, see Politics. By M50 this stylee of adiw co-oýtion had disappeared In Leicester. 
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of 34 foundations, seating 28,000 persons, was faced in 1846 by just one nmin CathoHc 

Church: 

Religious institutions, for the propagation of the Gospel both at home 
and abroad, are liberally supported in Leicester, both by members of 
the Estabished Church and the various congregations of Dissenters. 22 

To zealous, crusading Protestants of Leicestershire, this propagation included missionary 

amongst the benighted Catholic Irish of the west of Ireland. Part of the Protestant 

agenda from c. 1830 was a fundamental concern with the problems of the social and', 

political condition of Ireland, and of the Irish. 23 These same Protestants must surely 
have looked askance at Irish papists who made their way like a contagion into 
Leicestershire. Conteniporary anti-Catholic and anti-Irish critics such as Kay nationally'' 
and Dare locally habitually used the term "contagious! ' to describe the in-migrants as a'- 
threat. 2' Resources, organisation and planning were pivotal to this Protestant awakening;, 

-. for example, the Leicester Auxiliary Bible Society, (1810), had a Leicester depository, - 
and county branches; it remitted to its London headquarters E1,200 yearly. this I 

sophistication was to be typical of both the LAPTS and the several branches of the' 

various national Protestant activist organisations which were represented so well 
locally. " It is no surprise to find that a local history in 1958 remarked succinctly that 
"Leicester has been a flourishing centre of non-conformity since the seventeenth 
century. 9, )26 

(b) The Inheritance of Anti-Catholicism in Leicester's Protestant 
Tradition 

In his recent study of the Trotestant crusade" c. 1830-60, Wolff, e notes its 
Reformation roots, and the continuity and similarity of its manifestations in time'. 27 This 

section summarises, the local inheritance Of anti-Catholic tradition which gave Leicester 

'LCRO. Mite's Directory, 1846. 
"PAZ, ('1992), p. 107. 
24 See HICKMAN, M., in LEWIS, G. (Ed)(1998). p. 150-1, and Chapter 4 hem on Darg. 
2'Giilley the irr"dance Of the popular Protestant bodies in their *continuing witness to ft Sam fi Church of RaW in the carisd of the Irish migrants; see GILLEY S., papists, Dad hatred d the 
In Studies In Church Hisloryý Vol. 8; 1972; p. 266. 

Protestants and the Irish in Lorxion. 1835_70, 

-"See 
McKINLEY, RA & MARTIN, J. D, Protestant Non-conformity, in McKINLEY, RA (Ed)(1958) V. C. H. Leics. p*390; at least 10 bi a of Protestantism were idei iti Vol. IV,, in 1%8- O'TUATHAIGH, G., The Irish In 19th C. Britain: Problema of Integration, in SWIFT, R. & GILLEY, S. (Eds)(1985), PP. 26-27. 

2'WOLFFE, (1991), 1829-60p. 8-9. 
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c. 1900 the deserved title of "the metropolis of dissent. "29 

Pressure groups promoting Protestant anti-Catholic interests were a central 
fi2ture ofreligious ffe in nineteenth century Lekester. Their Propaganda was prolonged 

and pervasive, and demonstrably effective in terms of arousing anti-Catholic and anti. 
Irish feelings. The agenda concerned both the Catholic restoration locally and the Irish 

arrivals. It remained the case that, whilst hostility to Catholicism preceded the Irish 

influx, the Irish nonetheless featured on the agenda of paranoia in their capacity as 
Catholics. 

Leicestershire Protestants were understandably proud of their historial 

eVerience, which actually preceded the Reformation. Anti-Catholicism. in Leicester had 

irrvessively early roots in John Wycliffe's local Lollard movement and the martyrdom 
of Hugh Latimer. 

During the 1850 'Tapal Aggression, " (restoration of the Catholic hierarchy), at 

the great local County Meeting, the heroes of the Protestant tradition were recounted: 

they would recollect that it was from the County of Leicester that the 
ashes of Wickliffe were thrown into the river (hear, hear, ) and they would 
also recollect that in the torturing fires of Oxford the candle of the 
Reformation was lighted on the body of a native of Leicestershire. 29 

Wycliffe's contribution was recalled in 1835, when the LAPTS published a Life 

of Wy cI iffe. 30 In the 1860's, Lutterworth Church was hailed as the 'Sirthplace of the 
Reformatiorf'because of its associations with Wycliffe; his Lollards were portrayed as 
heroes of English nationalism. Latimer too enjoyed a revered place in the martyrology 

of English Protestantism, ` meriting inclusion in a LAPTS publication in the 1840's. 32As 

the Irish settled, both Wycliffe and LatinxTc. 1860 were honoured, rather paradoxically, 
by loving statues dedicated to them placed outside the Protestant Collegiate College. 33 

In the 1890's Wycliffe was invoked by those organised agitators, the Wycliffe Preachers. 

Led by the Kensit fitmily of Merseyside, where Protestantism was una dly 

aggressive and sectarian, the Kensit campaigners descended on Leicester in 1898 and 

2$ The Vvyvem, 30 September 18M. p. 383. 
2'LC, 30 Nov. 1850, P-1 - 
'*LCRO, LAPTS, 1835 Repoit p. 18; arA pp. 19-22. 
"CHESTERAG. (195411978), Hugh LaWwApostiq to fj)e Engfth, preface, p., Aj. pp. 10,29 and 84. Ldiardy wwm earty 
Muerm on Latinw. 
12LCRO, WTS Reports, 1835, PA 8; 18W. p. 25. 

"FREEBODY, N. K (1967). ft Hktory of ft CoAgoate Gkt, School, Leicester, 1867-1967. ý p. 22. ft is ironic that such 
prdaw icawints we thus cmvTwnoraW. 
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1904. (See (e) i). 

Anti-Romani. st culture was feted in other ways. In 1861, a Leicester paper 
featured the infmous St. Bartholomew's Day massacre in France of 1562.34 Even 

street dedications celebrated Protestantism: the 1891 Census listed Ridley Street, 

Latimer Street, Tyndale Street and Luther Street. 35 A century ago, the names of 
Protestant heroes and what they implied in historical, cultural and religious terms, was 

still a gerniane factor in Leicester's popular Collective consciousness. 

The local Protestant tradition was also reflected in Puritan traditions of john 

Howe and George Fox. " Their works and fives were still being celebrated, just as Irish 

Catholics were arriving. Leicester hosted resident and peripatetic Irish Protestant', 

clergymen; the issues facing Protestantism in England and Ireland were aired repeatedly 
in Leicester's media. Catholic growth in Leicester c. 1840-60 was accompanied by 

vigorous reaction from militant Protestants. Catholics theref ore until c. 1875 tended to 

maintain a low profile. This explains Yjmberlin's account (1946), of the Catholic entrie 

as a purely English Catholic phenomenon and the cultural isolation of St. Patrick, s 
School-Chapel in the slums. 

The Irish contribution to institutional Catholic growth had two effects. Firstly, 

it drew negative attention to the Irish involved; also, the resulting hostile reaction in local 

Protestantism possibly served to influence Irish Catholic migrants either to avoid 
Leicester or not to stay permanently. Certainly, at all censuses f rom 1851 to 1891, the', 

element of Irish-born always hovers around the J, ooo mark, showing no p roportional 
increase in line with Leicester's own overall dramatic population growth. NNr Ith other 
socio-economic factors, the problems Of historic religious prejudice played a significant 

part as a disincentive to Irish Catholics. Inglis has suggested that an "active hatred o-f 
Popery" in British society, together with internal Catholic weaknesses, meant that the 
Catholic Church was ill-equipped to deal with the pressures of English society. 

The level and intensity Of anti-Catholic prejudice in Leicester was evident in the 

residual impact of the remaining Penal Laws: local Catholicism was secretive, guarded 
r1.37 A close relative of the Catholic Turvilles of Husbands Bosworth and semi-hidde 

34LC, 31 Aug. 1861; P-6. There is SISO 8 WYcliffe SecmdarY School, a Blind home mid a voting ward. 
"In 1883, a special lecture marked tI-M 400th annKwsarY Of UJ&Oes birth; see The Diary of Ada Jack,, mn, PA 16, (1 
"RAFTERY, M. (1984), The Wriers of LeiceStershka- P. 42-3. FODeS fame was celebrated only recw*, LJW of 26.5.95. - 
"The standard but dated work on the Ca"ic M-01val In Loic"ter is VJMBERUN, A. H. (1946). AJSO, am INGUS, KS. 
(11963), The Churches and the WorkkV CkkSWS k1 MOrian Ergland, p. 128. 
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wrote from Dublin to give early warning to his family in Leicestershire of the 1798 

Rebellion and the arrest of the United Irish leaders. There is, then, ample evidence of a 
Catholic sense of caution and wariness. " 

The Irish Catholic dirnension locally is explored in Barclay's autobiography, (see 

title page), where religion and prejudice are conjoined in a historical context. " Barclay 

shows how the generality of Irish migrants shared a historic perception of English 

religious intolerance and misrule. 

(c) Orangeism and its Leicestershire Supporters 

The impact of Orangeism has been described thus: 

The first and most problematical of the anti-Catholic organisations was the 
Orange Order, brought to Lancashire by militia and soldiers who had 
helped suppress the United Irish revolt of 1798.41 

Leicester's Orange organisations feature in the 1835 Report on Orange inEtration, 41 and 

this at a time when an Irish Catholic presence also was building up. Two cells met 

monthly in Leicester: Lodge No. 107 met at The Generous Briton inn on Wharf Street; 

the other Lodge, No. 188, at The Sailor's Return in Bridge Street. Also listed, as Lodge 

No. 260, was the 17th Leicestershire Regiment, 42 which recruited locally. 

The low socio-economic status Of the membership was typical of British lodges, 

and effectively explained the lack of appeal to middle class elements; however, Joseph 

Brookes, listed as a Deputy Grand Master in Leicester in 1832, appears to have been a 

respectable stationer and bookseller, in Belgrave Gate, 43 an area already being settled by 

irish newcomers. John Stockdale Hardy, registrar of Leicester's Archdeaconry Court, 

was a supporter of Orange principles. (See below). Open support for Orangeism outside 

the working class seems to have been limited to a few committed individuals. The only 

-"YJMBERUN, (1946). pp. 7.8,10,15 and 16. LCRO, Tunville lettem, DG 39=13, Wer from Frederick French to Mr 
Turville, 17.3.1798. 
*aNRCLAY, T. (1g34), p. 6&7. WOLFFE, J. (1991), convnen On tile significance of CobbWs work for Catholics p. 15. 
WpA7, (1992), p. 33. See SENIOR H, (1966), Orangeism In IrSAWN)dBrtaki 179&1836, especially Ch. \111 On the British 
Orange Lodgm, 1795-1822, pp. 151-176. The English connection is fully explained in NEAL, F. Manchester Origins of the 
English Orange Order, in Manchester Region Hisý Review, V01 4, Alb. Z 1990-91 -I- PIP. 12-24. 
41 orange ka&vtion of Great artab, 1835, CW Disturbance, Vots. 1,5 + 6, Sebd Cmtee Report 

42SOI CffjwRqpt onvVeism 1835W I inAppendix 19, p. 142-3 and p. 164. Lodge No. 1071s also recorded as submitting 
E0.9. Od. for "dueso for the 12 months to April 1833; compared vvith the returns for other lodges, I toes figure sawn 
a lift; 0w, comparing membership numbers vvith sum submitted. it could in" that Leicester members twoded to be from 
less walpaff sectors o(the cornmunity. (Val. 1, p. 83). 

Wz&, $ DkeClory, Lots (1846), p. 127 & 172. 
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extensive data concerns the Lekestershire l7th Reghnent of Foot, posted to New South 

Wales, in 1833-34. ' 

The town ofLek: ester itself hosted 4 lodges in August 1835. Nearby towns, such 

as Deft, Nottingham, Northampton and Coventry, hosted none; Leicester then enjoyed 

a unique Orange status in the east midlands. The only west midlands towns listed are 
Birmingham and Kidderminster. Most locations cited were in northern England and in 

Scotland. Of 47 towns listed, Leicester appears typical of the 28 towns which claimed 
6 or less lodges. 45 Who were the supporters of Orangeism. in Leicester? 

The answer is probably to be found in the military connection between Leicester 

and Ireland. Specifically, it is the involvement of Leicestershire units, both Militia and 
Fencibles, in the savage repression of the 1798 Rebellion and its aftermath, that Is 

significant. Senior, like Paz, commented: 

The exchange of Irish and English militia units in 1798 and the founding 
of Orange Lodges in British regiments serving in Ireland provided the 
means by which Orangeism. took root in Britain. 16 

Other supporting evidence revolves around two personalities: John Stockdale Hardy. ' 

the prominent and articulate Anglican leader, and George Finch M. P. of Burley on"the' 
Hill (in Rutland). 

Hardy (1793-1849) a prominent Anglican, was a successful anti-Catholic 
pamphleteer and national petitions organiser. He opined that Wellington would surely 
not risk prejudicing the liberties won by the immortal Orange chief in 1688; it was the, 
duty of Protestants, declared Hardy, to adopt as their watchword that Of the "Prentic e 
Boys of Derry, shout No Surrender! " It is significant that in an English midlands to' wn 
such strong support for the Protestants of Ulster existed. Hardy's petition was seconded' 
by the Earl Howe, another name synonymous locally with serious anti-Catholic 
agitation. " 

Hardy was also in communication with the prominent London Orangem an-- 

44 S. C. Rept Orangeism, 183, % Vd. 1, App. No. 21, p. 157. 
"S. C. Roo on Orangeism, 18U V01.1. App. 20. P. 145. 
"SENIOR, H. (1968), p-151. One eye-vAblas N= nt, 0* of Ove United Irishrnan Mles Byrne, rernaft: -No doubt , the I 
propaganda of the orange lodgm waS ancOUM98d in &MY rnildia regirnent both by ft cokxý mid by the gov&Tvylwd, - 

- BYRNE, M., (186311972), Afwm*s Vol. I., P-305. 
47Sse NICHOLS, J. G. (Ed)(1852). ThO LAWW ROMO*7s OfJOhn Stockdals Hw* pp. 20()-201 &p mr, Egi Howe'is-Wso 
deaft with In Ove section on anti-CaftAic icleologY. Whilst being a most affactý* anti-Romanist Propagandist Hardy was cautiota abotit any public political affiliabon. 
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Lord Kenyoný" who bad expressed his admiration for the anti-Catholic activists of 
Leicester: I arn glad to hear that the County of Leicester is inclined to stir in support 

of the Protestant Cause. In Earl Howe I have perfect reliance; but I hope the thing Will 
depone in a high style in that county. "" Kenyon clearly valued Hardy's local agitation 

and organisation skfils. 
That there was *Wathy in the conservative Leicester media for Orangeism. 

is quite clear, especially after 1829.50 A scan of the Journal file for 1829 showed anti- 
Catholic, anti-Irish, pro-Protestant and Orange-oriented spreads virtually on a weekly 
basis throughout the year. " The constant reiteration of such views rnaterially 

conditioned the level of awareness of the Leicester readership in a distinctly anti-Catholic 

and anti-Irish direction. Irish in-migrants c-1835 were moving into a hostile host 

situation on both the religious and ethnic counts, (see Barclay's two conunents on 

title page). Barclay persuasively itemises the criteria for alienation, concluding with "a 

prejudice against ..... your religion; and a little unreasoning race hatred. " Notably, he 

states of the Irish that "I have often beard them Mvned" for a catalogue of shortcomings. 
In other words he suggests a pattern of repetition (often reciprocated). The evidence 

which fbHows strengthens his contention. This together with economic disincentives, 

helps to explain Leicester's limited absorption of Irish rnigrants, and the flowering of the 
Prinrose League locally later in the century. 

If Orangeism can be associated locally with one prominent individual, it would 
be George Finch, (1791-1858), of the Finch-Hattons, Earls of Winchelsea and 
Nottingham; he occupies a central place in the mobilisation of anti-Catholic feeling in 

Leicestershire. Finch lived at Burley-on-the-Hill in Rutland, on Leicestershire, s border. 12 

The Finches shared a radical protestant outlook, one that was extreme even for 

that time. G. W. Finch-Hatton, (1794-1818) the Finch who succeeded to the rmin titles 

and estates in 1826, served as Deputy-Lieutenant for Kent. A religious activist, he was 

particularly noted as being almost the only English aristocrat willing to identify himself 

with Orangeism. in Ireland, and he regularly denounced in fiwtic terms Daniel 

4aReW of SC on orange Lodge, Vd. 1, App. 2, pp. 11,29 and 30; also see App. 19, p. 141- 
"NICHOLS, J-G. (Ed)(1&52), pp. )diiand)dv. Hardy was to be totally unsympathetic on the Famine issue. 
"W, 31 July 1829, p. 3. 
GIThese articles vvere now short ranging from at 1888t two columns to a V. a full page in Wvth. Most adkions wwo also 
hwAly wrded with anti-Irish humourous stories; see dwgw on media aid politics. 
agipl; raphical details from GOTCH, JA on AlsWe Hundred (Burley) in PAGE, W. (Ed)(1 935), VCH of Ruuand, Col. 2 p. 116. 
aid Mite's DireciorY, 1846, p. 607. 
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O'Connell and Maynooth. Occasionally he chaired meetings at Exeter Hall, but his 

intemperate language exempted him from becoming a leader in evangelical politics. He 

vehemently opposed Emancipation. " At Pennenden Heath in Kent he chaired an anti. 

Catholic mass meeting in 1828.4Winchelsea's publicly declared willingness to identify, 

himself openly and closely with Orange interests in Ireland and England was significant 

in that it was passed on in the wider family. The Burley property passed to the George 

Finch of this study, whose Orange connections were, if anything the most subversive and, 

influential in the east midlands. Finch wasan MP, alocalJ-P., and Deputy Lieutenant 

for Rutland. " 

These political liaisons were complemented by Finch's rigorous Protestant profile. 

He was "a strong supporter of the Evangelical Church. "" His activities were on a 

national scale: in 1831 he chaired an anti-Maynooth grant meeting in London. "' What 

has remained undisclosed is George Finch's secret and subversive role in representmg_ 

Orange interests whilst he was a serving member of the parliamentary committee 

enquiring into Orange abuses in the early 1830's. 

A scroll entitled "Orangemen's Testimoniar' lies in LCRO. Dated 183 5, it was 

addressed "To George Finch, Esq., M. P. late one of the Parliamentary Committee on the 

Orange Institution7' and it was "signed and Sealed on behalf of the Brethren7' by 31 

Lodge officers of 17 different numbered Orange Lodges of the Glenawly district of 

county Fermanagh. " 

159 This telling document belongs to the period of the 'Orange Conspiracy 1831-6. 

In 1835, a Conunons Select Committee had probed Orangeism. Of its 27 members, '8' 

were Orangernen, one of these being Finch. The final Re port indicated that the Orange 

lodges were politically and constitutionally a danger, and confirmed Orange infiltration; 

both the 17th Leics. Regiment and the town of Leicester were cited. The testimonial 

from the Glenawly Orangemen is evidence of overt pressure exerted in the Orarige 

interest: 

13D. N. B., VoI-)aX(1889)- p. 21. Emder Hall was ft London H. Q. of to Proinstant nabonal pressure group, the Refamution 
society. 
6'LC, 1. Nov 1828, 
"FINCH, P. oqoumstwy of Buriley-w4w4m, Rudwid, Vol. 1, P-339. (in LCRO). 
"FINCH, P. (1901) History of Burley, Vol. 1, p. 339. 
"The Cadnk MaWkm 18-31-2 (April), p. 188 (in BDA). 
"I=, DG7, Elox 49MGen. 6, orangerrien's Tesfirrionial to G. Finch of Buday an ft Hill, c. SePL 1835. Rec"uI&r, '3,, /, '' 
x I% fed apprcK sciro upper half; 17 wax sad$ Of 0111i'Ve Lodges on bw half. 
"SENIOP, H. (1966), pp. 254-273. 
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We, the Masters and Officers of the Orangemen of the Glenawly district 
feel that we are bound by every tie of gratitude and respect, to follow the 
example of the Grand Lodge of Ireland, in returning you "our warmest 
and most heartfelt thanks! 'for your able and unwearied exertion on behalf 
of our Institution before the Committee appointed by the House of 
Commons to enquire into its nature and character, an enquiry which our 
enemies fondly hoped would prove its niin but you, by your prudent and 
sagacious examination of the witnesses produced before the Committee, 
both elicited the truth, and convinced the British Public, that the charges 
brought against us by our enemies were as fidse as they were futile. 60 

Clearly, the Glenawly Lodges believed that George Finch had confounded their 

critics and preserved their reputation nationally. The fact remains that at this sensitive 

period, an influential local Protestant leader was overtly involved in defending and 
filrthering Orange interests at a national level. It would have encouraged Orange 

supporters in Leicestershire to know that such a powerful figure shared their sympathies. 
orange activity in the county served therefore as a harbinger for militant Protestant 

action, which continued in the forms ofpress attacks of startling virulence, of invitations 

sent to radical anti-Catholic preachers to address meetings, of encouragement offered to 
local and national anti-Catholic organisation, and of organised series of anti-Catholic 

public meetings. 
In terms of a direct impact on Leicestershire's mobilisation of anti-Catholicisrn, 

the attenVts by Tory Ukras to revive Orangeism were somewhat limited in effect. It is 

nonetheless, probably true to say that it was a useful foundation for future anti-Catholic 

and anti-Irish action- Rather more initiatives were to result from the activities of the 

varied Protestant pressure groups operating from the 1840's to the 1860's, " The last 

open nwffestation of Orangeism came in the 1880's, when Bishop Bagshawe delivered 

a ferocious Public attack on the mushrooming Conservative pressure group, the Primrose 

League (see Politics chapter). 

(d) The Petitioning and Memorialising Campaigns 

Leicester was well represented early on in expertly organised anti-Catholic 

petitioning, an activity which appealed to "Poorer, more marginal and less literate people 

"LCRO, DG7, Box 4970, Gen. 6; Orange Testimonial to Finch, c. SepL 1835. 
I'Afw World War 11, when dernographic evidence points to projestant Orange saMement in the Coventry arm Leicester 
hoded the Laicesw LMdw Socisty (founded 1951); its card Portrayed the Red Hand symbol, and Its guest spe&ar at Its 2nd 
Annual Dinner Danom In April 1952 was Adrniral Sir Witfred Patterson, KCB, CVO, CBE, Presklent of the Society, It Is now 
defund 
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who were dependent on "that traditional, largely oral culture in Which Protestant 

intolerance was so deeply imbedded. "' It was contemporaneous with the start of Irish 
Catholic in-migration to the town. In the 1850-51 campaigns, of 42 counties, Leicester 

ranked seventh amongst memorialists and twelfth amongst petitioners; a pretty high 

rating on both counts. " The origins of this campaign indicate the Orange dimension at 

work before the 1840's Irish influx. 

In 1825 Hardy, leading Anglican and secret Orange sympathiser, organised a 

petition at St. Mary's Vestry. He shrewdly suggested the formation of a committee to 

work as a "still, small voice" rather than as a body designed to promote "illegitimate 

popular excitement. "64 Simultaneously, Irish-born Catholics in Leicester were beg' InnIng 
to campaign jointly with Non-Conformists, in the body known as the Friends of Civil and 
Religious Liberty (see below). Local battle-lines were being drawn. 

In 1828, Hardy organised a second speech and petition against Romanist claims, 
for the Leicestershire Pitt Club, at the Three Crowns Inn. " He introduced an Irish edge, 

viewing "with great alarne' the Roman Catholic Association and its work "in the sister 

country. ""' Hardy's successful campaign was seconded by three influential local figures: ' 

Earl Howe, the Duke of Rutland and Mr Legh Keck. All formed part of the developmg 

anti-Catholic and anti-Irish caucus. 

This early campaign in Leicester is also important the large-scale response of 
36,788 anti-Catholic signatories. Petitioning was especially significant for the large, 

numbers of working class female signatories it attracted; all supporters were expressing 
their national identity via anti-Catholic action. Wolffe points to the national anti- 
Maynooth petitions of the Protestant Association; Leicester's campaign of 1847 (see 
below) fits into this pattern, and again involved Hardy. 

The most spectacular petitioning drives were those associated with the Tapal 

aggression" of 1850-5 1, ̀ (see Table 1), a time of heavy Irish in-migration to Leicester., 

The protest signatures are as useful a measure of public opinion as are newspapers. 
Almost 70 per cent (69.18) of Leicester's population supported the Memorial, putting 

"HICKMAN, M. In LEWIS, G (Ed) 1998). P. 146. citing Colley, 1992. 
03 PA7-, pp. 40-43. A full discussion of these nxxies of anfi-C8#xgic action can be found in this work. 
"NICHOLS, (1852), p. 189. 
NICHOLS, (1852), p. 200. The sarne Inn hosted the 1836 meeting In aid of distressed Protestant clergy in Ireland, 
organisad by J. S. Hardy. a"n 
"NICHOLS, (1852); pp 200-1. 
6"WOLIFFE, (1991), p. 100. 
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the town high (seventh place) in the national listings. Almost 20 per cent (19.75) signed 

the petition, placing the town twelfth in national ratings. (see Table 1)" The great 
"County Meeting" 27 November 1850, where these protests were formulated, is 

discussed below. 

Convened by the High Sheriff at the Castle, it was mainly an Anglican affair. The 

non-Anglicans gathered the next day at Trinity Non-Conformist Church. Massive press 

coverage included tributes to those twin local icons, Wycliffe and Latimer. The Town 

Council which also met contained important Anglicans as well as Dissenters. " One 

speaker persisted in raising the issue of political unrest in Ireland, an example of the 

problernatization of the Irish by linking them with disloyalty and disorder. " 

An important meeting was held in Leicester in April 1845 to discuss the 
Maynooth College grant. One speaker moved resolutions for the Lower House. At 

this, a"Mr. Day, of the 'Daniel O'Connell' public house (a Catholic)" intervened. Day 

was almost certainly an Irishman. Quoting the Tuam Herald, he reiterated O'Connell's 

argument that acceptance of grant support did not undermine the principle of 

voluntaryism "We want to have a portion of the immense revenues now plundered from 

the Irish people for the support of the Protestant parsons allocated for the support and 

education of the Clergy of the Irish people . 1171 Day threw out a challenge: if they were 

opposed to Catholicisrn, "Why did they not put it down in England first, and then go over 

to Ireland and do the sameT Day proposed universal voluntarism, concluding that all 

should show reciprocal respect. He won general applause. Day was clearly self- 

confident; the name of his public house evidently reflected his politics and his probable 

identity. 

He is probably the Day mentioned in Catholic journals which referred to 

"Leicester Friends of Civil and Religious Liberty, " an organisation of Catholics and 

Dissenters known formally as the Civil Defence Society of Leicester. This body publicly 

supported Catholic emancipation and the Catholic Rent. Meeting monthly at the White 

Bear Inn on Redcross Street, several Irish surnames featured: Day, Hennan, Flinn, Linch 

GOSee PAZ, (1992), pp. 42-47 for a full discussion of these patterns. 
"The LC, 7 Dec. 1850, p. 1. The moderate voice supporting freedom for the cathoiic on f John B-a POs'fi was that 0 iggs. th 
oppow of the amendment was Mr Macaulay. A strong anti-Catholic tradition eccisted in the Macaulay family. 

? 'LC, 7 Dec. 1MP. 1- 
"LC, 12 April 180. 
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TABL 

ORGANIZED ANTI-CATHOLIC PROTEST IN THE EAST 
MIDLANDS: Mernorialists and Petitioners per Thousand 

People, ranked by County, 1850 and 1851. 

COUNTY MEMORIALISTS PETITIONERS 

% Rank % Rank 

Derby 54.94 15 46.23 2 
Leicester 69.18 7 19.75 12 
Lincoln 39.15 23 20.79 10 
Northampton 120.35 1 6.96 35 
Nottingham 39.16 22 52.61 1 
Rutland 6.26 42 0.00 42 

Notes: 
(1) Adapted from: PAZ, D. G(1992), p. 43. 

Source: 185 1, LIX (84), 649-739; Report ofthe Select Committee 
of the House of Commons on Public Petitions (Session 1851); 
Irensus of Great Britain, 1851: Population Tables, 1, "PP, 1852- 
3, LXXXV [1631], 106. 

and Finigan. Prominent Dissenters included Messrs. Seal, Podd, Wright and Kni 72 
This was at a time when comparatively few Irish lived in Leicester, and were only just', 
beginnin to be perceived as a numerical and Cultural threat. 73 M=9 

The outraged reaction to the "Papal Aggression7 was encouraged by the 
explosive treatment accorded to the issue by Leicester's local media. Speaking of the 
impact made both in London and the provinces in late October 1850, Paz remarks th - at 

"die provincial press published the text a day or so later, and it is wrong 
to think that the subsequent furore was the creation of the metro politan 
press, or of the Times alone. "7' 

Catholics in Leicester, whether Irish or otherwise, would have been under no delusiom 

as to the near-hysterical and hostile Protestant reactions of 1850. Any advance'fbr-, ý 
Catholicism undermined the emerging national ideology. Leicester's newspapers had 

? tAE, The Tng**r (W. W. E. Andrews), 14 October 1826, p. 67; 16 December 1826, P-394-5; the Lakmstershim eiect ions - d i8m focussecl in a bitter dispute on the CWx*C issue, whilst Ov Ca&dIc: propagandists Wmere Campaigning Wwally an ft Issue of arnwrApeficin. 
"Aftugh Day does not feature in the 1846 DirMCbV Or the 1841/51 censuses, he appears tO be well Settled. HICKEY(1967), 
makes this point about earty 1m century Irish migrants in Cardff, see Urban Ca#)ojCS, p. 6". 
74PAZ (1991). p. 9. 
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earned this oblique accolade. Their exhaustive reporting in the 1840's and 1850's 

complemented their peculiarly Protestant profile and reinforced anti-Catholic and anti. 
Irish feelings. As in the Day case, they could excite Irish Catholic defensive interests. 

(0) Racializing the Irish via Popular Anti-Catholicism: 

(1) the Local Contributions of National Anti-Catholic agitators: 
Stowell, Gavazzi, and the Kensits 

A key method of mobilising anti-Catholic feeling was to hold public meetings 

addressed by nationally and internationally renowned figures. Leicester protestants 
invited some of the most effective speakers and leaders of both anti-Catholic action and 

anti-Irish invective to share their expertises. 

In January 1853, Leicester hosted a "Great Protestant meeting" provocatively 

close to Holy Cross; it comprised local nobility, gentry, and Protestant clergymen. 

Charles Frewen, of the deeply committed Non-conformist county fitmily, attacked 

Maynooth, being seconded in "a long and able" speech by George Finch, M-P, erstwhile 

confidante of the Fermanagh OrangeMen. 75 Finch thundered "the Romish priests of 

Ireland were notoriously tyrannical and despotic, and that they grew worse instead of 
better ..... Thus, for the last half century, had the Irish nation been the despair of the 

British Government ." The fink between Irishness and Catholicism was made explicit. 76 

The "guest speaker" was "warmly received. " He was the Rev. Hugh Stowell, a veteran 

of anti. Romanist and anti-Irish action. 

As early as 1839, a midlands Catholic journal had issued a warning about Parson 

Stowell's invective. 77 Kirk, in an analysis of negative responses to Irish immigration 

1850-70, describes Stowell's role thus: 

Hugh Stowell, a leading figure in Manchester and Salford Protestantism, 
warned that the Catholic Church intended 'to get England under her 
power ..... to persecute and prosecute every Protestant ..... to set up the 
inquisition on our land ..... and to make Queen Victoria a papist. 179 

79-ft Fmwen far*s fierce brwid of Non-conformity and *ulent &*-Papism is splorad elsewhme In this chiow, Charjes 
Fmwen was mP for East SussaK as well as being donýdled In Laicestershim. 
? vLa2gjgn. IM, p. 1; aIlquotations on this ff*Wng which follow are fmm this soume, which was a rnessheropcxt of 1% 

sides A5 size sheet 
"EIDA, The penny Cadiold MaWkv, 23 /Vm 1839, No. II Vof. L, pp. 91-9Z open btfor of M. P. Haynes. 

"KJRK N., Ethnicky, Chas arid POPulOr TOrYism, 1 WO-70, pp. 734; In LUNN, K, (Ed), (1980), Hosts, knmow#s and 
Mkvtbs. HistoricW Responses to Afewcomets in Brfth Socbty 1870-1914; quafing the Manchester Guarclan of 6+ 16 
Nov, and 7 Dec. W90. 
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Stowell's role in Leicester in 1853 was a central one. He elaborated on threats 

to Britain's pofitical integrity, externally from the Papacy and internaDy from Catholic 

dupes. His style was not subtle. He declared that "The watch-crY in Ireland with the 

Romish priests bad long been 'a Roman Catholic representation for Roman Catholics in'' 

Ireland. ' Should not, then, the counter-cry be 'a Protestant representation for Protestant 

EnglandT " He then digressed into a prurient account of life in female convents. ' 

Stowell rallied his audience thus: "he doubted not there were men in Leicester, able and 

wMing to meet those perverts in fidr and candid discussion. " 

Stowell's inTect was undoubtedly effective, for the evening session was "densely 

crowded. " An Irish Catholic reaction ensued: 

The audience was quite a mixed one, consisting of Churchmen, 
Dissenters, Romanists and men of no faith at all. There appeared to be 

several Irish of the lower class at the bottom end of the hall, and one or 
two of them occasionally evinced a supreme contempt for the lecturer, 
denouncing his remarks in language very emphatic but certainly not very 
polite. 79 

Some of Leicester's Irish were confident enough to venture into the enemy camp. Thew 

denunciations were perhaps to be expected, for the evening speaker, Rev. Hugh 

Bardsley, another regular member of the anti-Catholic, anti-Irish preaching circuit 

commented that: "The mind of a Romish priest is the repository of all the'-, '. 

crimes, filth, and pollution of the parish. "'O Bardsley analysed superficially criminal- 

statistics purporting to show that Irish Catholics were inherently more criminal than'- 

protestants, a common practice by such critics. He concluded by reminding his audience' 
to ýmore earnestly support the Protestant Alliance, whose meetings would be held next 
week. " This is a good example of the networking and organisational skills involved in' 

the process of problematizing the Irish. 

This networking linked Stowell with Alessandro GavazzL the internationally 

known ex-priest and anti-Papist polemicist. In 1854, the Manchester Guardian reported 

a meeting addressed jointly by these two. " Gavazzi (1809-89) wrote extensively and 

71LC, 29 Jan. 1 B53. 
-To* oW an Kii qm discussion of the failings of RC clergy, in Ireland and elsý, is %virtually comionplace. KIRK 
o9ep) includes Bardsivy, with Sbmd as one of the *Prorninent figures in the Manchester area, * p1ol. The deliberaft misuse 
of ortninal statistics to blacken Irish Catholics is dealt with in ft chWW on CMW see NEAL, F. 0 991), A Crirdnal profile 
of the Uyerpool Irish. 
$'HAU. B, Alessandro GrA22i: a Barnabits Friar aid the Risorgirriento, In BAKER, D. (1975), (Ed), Chufch, Society and 
Poffics, Vol. 12 in Church History Swim, p. 349. 
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spoke powerfiffly in Britain, the USA and Canada. Sylvain (1960) rightly gave 

particular attention to Gavazzi's north American visits, setting them against the 

American 'know-nothing' anti-Catholic movement, and the serious anti-Catholic riots 
in Quebec and Montreal which resulted from Gavazzi's visits. 

Handley describes Gavazzi as a harbinger of religious and racial discord directed 

against Irish Catholics, calling him "the most spectacular of these charlatans.,, In 1851 

Gavazzi spoke in 21 Scottish towns. Handley credits GavazzL rather than the Orange 

Order, as the instigator of "rabble-rousers" in Scotland in the 1850's. 92 Gavazzi was 

active in Wolverhampton in 1851-2, and Leicester in 1854, where he was extensively 

and sympathetically reported: 

The appearance of the lecturer naturally enough excited notice and 
interest, as he retains ..... his ecclesiastical costume; while his dramatic 
action and animated gestures, the accompaniments of the fervid oratory 
of the south, enhanced the effect produced on the minds of the spectators 
..... 

his mimicry of the hypocritical Romish priest in the pulpit ..... must be 
seen to be appreciated. "" 

Swift's conclusion that this "popular Protestantism was not accompanied by 

violence, " underplays perhaps Gavazzi's catalytic role . Whilst Gavazzi was no William 

Murphy, it could be argued that preachers like Gavazzi were more successful in that 

they succeeded in being actually listened to, received relatively positive press coverage, 

appeared in numerous towns and cities over a long period of time, and were therefore 

more effective and less easily discounted than disorderly trouble-makers and mob 

orators. Norman remarks that "Alessandro Gavazzi and William Murphy ... were the 

ones whose addresses most frequently inspired disturbances. "" Gavazzils impact on 
Leicester was so extensive that the report was printed over a fortnight's editions of the 

Chronicle. 

Gavazzi was specifically anti-Irish. Hall suggests that Gavazzi's repudiation of 

Wmman was based in part on Wisennn's part-Irish parentage. Also, in c. 1870 Gavazzi 

spoke at Birkenhead, the entry fee being fixed at I shilling in the hall and 6 pence in the 

gaIjely, Hall remarks that 'These prices suggest that by comparatively expensive tickets 

'HANDLEY, J. (1947). p. 97-9. 
@35WFr, R, Arx*wstafford Sbed Raw, in SWIF17, FL &GILLEY, S. (1985). p. 189, quofing Wbhwtmwrpfbn Chronk* of 
4 Feb. 1851. Lc, Apdl IS=, 1854. 
04NORMAN, G. (1985), Roman Cadx*cism Jh Eng*vid. p. 71. 
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Irish labourers might be kept out. " Hall also poses the essential "question of where, and 
with what consequences and how often, Gavazzi was attacked in towns where a large 
Irish population existed"? ' Leicester, whilst it does not qualify as a town with an 
especially large Irish segment, nonetheless had a significant proportion of Irish in-, 

migrants. To many Irish Catholics, Gavazzi's anti-Catholicism. alone would have been 

sufficient cause for offence. " 

Gavazzi's Leicester discourse was the occasion for his clear denunciation of the 

menace that the Irish represented to the English: 

The Inquisition was now, in England, covertly and secretly at work. An 
Irish feelings were at the priests commands. When Protestants had 
Roman Catholic servants in their houses, they had the Inquisition. When 
he was asked out to dinner in Canada, they prayed him not to speak so 
loudly, because the servants were Roman Catholics. Beautiful. That was 
the Inquisition. " 

Gavazzi was directly inciting Protestant employers to be wary of Irish Catholic 

employees. He warned his Leicester audience that English Protestants may have just, 

cause to fear Catholics, as did their religious brethren in North America. Punning' 

clumsily on the double meaning of 'Teter" and "rock", Gavazzi commented: 

"Ibey called the rock St. Peter; therefore, the Irish coming to kill him in 
Canada, came with their pockets filled with St. Peter. " (Laughter). " 

What the Irish of Leicester thought of Gavazzi once these denunciations of their 
confrires had been published is not on record. 

In 1850-51, Loughborough hosted a female anti-Catholic speaker, one Edith 
O'Gorman. There is no other record of this apparently Irish lady preacher. - 
Loughborough then contained a significant leavening of Irish Catholics, and the parish 
priest, Fr. John Egan, an Irishman, served there for 39 years (1850-89). O'Gorillangs 

visit in fact took place against a more extended background of anti-Catholic action'an d 
hostility (see below). 89 

Whilst anti-Catholic campaignmg by several organisations continued with' 

"HALL, B. Awsarxiv Gavazzi, in BAKER, D. (Ed) (1975) p. 347-9. 
86HALL, B., Allessanctro Gavazzi P-343-4. 
"LC, 22 April 1 W4. 
"LC, 22 April 1854. 
"RAL; HIRST, Rev. J. (N. d. r- 1890). Lft of ft Rev. Andew Egm, p. q. 
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regularity, major individuals re-appeared on the Leicester scene only towards the turn 

of the century. The two John Kensits, flither and son, active Merseyside anti-Romanists, 
feature prominently in studies of sectarianism in Liverpool by Waller (198 1) and by Neal 

(1988). Kensit senior was invited to Leicester in 1898, and his son (also John) followed 

in 1904. Paz has described the Kensits' organisation as "the last great Victorian no- 

popery society. " Neal has summarised their basic appeal as anti-ritualistic extremism.. ' 

Neal's interpretation holds true for Leicester, where active support for the Kensits 

existed. " John Kensit senior (1853-1902) founded the Protestant Truth Society in 1889 

and the activists corps called the Wycliffe Preachers. In 1898, his national campaign 

attacked ritualism's roots in Romanism. Prominent Anglican bishops denounced Kensit 

as unchristian, and to some extent this view emerged amongst the milder protestant 

elements of Leicester. 

In September 1898, Kensit Senior visited Leicester. Press reports were 

supportive if analytically critical. They likened him to his source of inspiration, Wycliffe, 

a link with Leicester's glorious Protestant past. "' His remarks in Leicester also brought 

criticisrn: , his long and moody meditations on Rome and things Roman has undermined 

the judgement he once might have possessed. " It continued: 

So Mr. Kensit came to Leicester, in his assumed role of flickering 
firebrand, to disturb the religious harmony of the town, and to stir up that 
worst of all passions 'religious anhwsity. ' A more unwholesome part for 
a man, for a body of men, or for the Women's Protestant Union to play, 
flm that of arousing the bitterness of religious contention cannot possibly 
be conceived ..... There was no reason why Mr. Kensit should come to 
Leicester ..... Does not Leicester bear the reputation of being the 
metropolis of dissent? ...... 

93 

The ongoing ideological role ascribed to Leicester as a national bastion of low church 

Protestantism, with all that this claim implied for relations with, and attitudes to, Irish 

Catholics, was being underlined, Leicester did not need Kensit to remind it of its historic 

role. " 

NPAZ, (1992), p. 151 and NEAL, F. (1988), Sectarian Viabnce, the LAmrpoolExperierm, 1819-1914, p. 199. 

olKansk senior was John; Kensk junior was John A The folkvAng biogral*ica details arefrom: NEALE, F. (1988), pp. 20r>. 
215; and from WALLEP, P. J. (1981). Dernoorwy and Sedarianism in Lkerpoof, pp. 191-3,260 & 497. 

v7hq Kyvem, 30 Sept. 1898, No, 361, Vol. )OV. p-384,2nd. Aft* by Thos. W. Allen, Mr John Kensf-A Ctmvwter Sketch. 

w1bg Wyvem, 30 Sept. 1898, p. 383; piece by C. Kirk. It would be less than honest to Ignore the referanoe In the article to 
the areligious harmony of the tme, but the fact remains thid only places harbouring blogtry were prepared to prOV40 a 
phdorm for Kansit. 
o4The faryvus Anglican, Canon Donakhm, a committed Christian Socialist did speak out against Kamit. 
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Kensit senior's death in a Merseyside fracas led directly to Kensit junior's visit 
to Leicester in 1904. MacRaild (1998) has shown that Kensit's Wycliffites were, at this 

time, a serious threat to the social order in Cumbria, which had significant numbers of 

settled Irish. Kensit junior now inaugurated "the battle of the Second Reformation, " 

based in the old London headquarters of the anti-Catholic Reformation Society-93 A 

report in April 1904 proclaimed "Nft. J. A. Kensit in Leicester - Much sympathy at the 
Temperance Hall ..... the audience was enthusiastically with the speaker through his long 

oration (95 minutes). There was not a single dissentient voice". Kensit attacked both 

Ireland and Catholicism, claiming that "In Ireland, again, there was a great protestant 

revivaL" Ibis was fbHowed by a reminder to the Leicester audience to be aware of the 
Celtic priestly menace; to safeguard Britain's future : 

he would like to see a redistribution of parliamentary seats in 
Ireland. Ireland was scandalously over-represented in the House of 
Commons, and the result was that both political parties were at the 
mercy of the priest vote. 

Wbatever confidence local Catholics felt about becoming increasingly accepted the old 
prejudices still remained. Leicester's protestant radicalism may appear dormant, only to 

rise when occasion demands. The roots of Leicester's intolerance towards the Irish and 
Catholicism were implanted deeply in the local consciousness. 16. 

(ii) Local and National Anti-Catholic Organisations In 
Leicestershire, and their local leadership. 

Leicester hosted aU the main rational anti-Catholic bodies, thereby further -- 
alienating many Irish Catholic migrants. As Chartism, declined and Irish arrivaLs 
increased, the various small and largely middle-class Protestant organisations tried to 
incite an anti-Catholic outlook amongst operatives. Kirk identifies these bodies as the'- 
Orange Lodges, the Protestant Reformation Society, and the Operative Protestant 

"WALLER, (1981), pp-192. -3. 
"The Kýnmn, No. 653, Vol. XXA 30APrU 1904, p. 7. M&cRAlLD (1998) has mq)IOFW -ft \40lerve and Cal llnurud cluffacbm wohich surrounded ft visk of JOhn Kbnsfs Wycliffe Preachers to Barrow in 1903; * fts coincided wtj part d U*r irnpad on Leicester, In J 903 Wane #we We 30 Preachers who hold 2,561 rneetings in 441 places. distbifing 20o, 000 
pffr#*ft. -Tbe go tm d to VVycldffdas lay in U*r ability to unffy Pmtestaft of differard socio-econorr cl a asset nd confessions. p. 171 " 190-6. In 1969, Melbourne Hall, a sbalgly evangelical free church in the cKy. Invbd Ulstmes Rev. Ian Paisley to address a Leicester audience. 
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Association. 97 It is abundantly clear that Leicester was reflecting the national pattern of 

militant Protestant activism in terms of anti-Irishness and anti-Catholicism, and thereby 

contrilbuting to the racializing of the Irish. 

Central to developments, in Leicester and nationally, were the British 

Reformation Society, founded 1827, and the Protestant Association, set up in 1835. 

Whilst the former was very much geared towards proselytism in Ireland (and was so 

extreme that it embarrassed moderate Irish Protestants), the latter body was more purely 

political. Two key events were the foci for further organisational growth. The first was 
the debate in 1845 surrounding the Maynooth grant, which led to the foundation of two 

new bodies, one of which was the National club. The second was the "Papal 

Aggression7' of 1850 which spawned three similar bodies, one of which was the 
Protestant Alliance of 1851. All four of the organisations identified played a significant 

anti-Catholic role in Leicester, displaying an unambiguous hostility to Ireland and the 
Irish, and therefore by extension to Irish migrants in the locality. As there were several 
Protestant societies, some of whose activities overlapped in terms of time, space and 

supporters, Table 2 has been included to provide a simplified overview. 91 

The aims and objectives of the anti-Catholic societies involved the mobilising of 

protestants' thoughts and actions. (See introduction) All such activities were the 

province of the Leicestershire anti-Catholic organisations, and the Irish in Leicester, per 

se, were therefore problematized in term of a range of social, religious and associated 

political factors. Barclay remarked that it was no wonder that youngsters of Irish. 

descent and Fmglish children engaged in inter-comMunal strife "While grown-ups, backed 

and abetted by college professors and ministers of Jesus Christ" also fought with just as 
little sense-99 His comments on anti-Catholic prejudice as "race hatred" have already 
been noted. " The Irish locally then, were self-perceived to be powerless in the face 

of the twin phobias of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irishness. The impetus for these 

attitudes came from Leicester's anti-Catholic Protestant pressure groups. 

PKIRK N. in LUNN, K 09W) P-101. 
"in T" 2, #0 Leicestershire date has been addec! to Wdfts original frarnework. 

, *SMCLAY, (1934). P-5. 
ioeWcLAY, T. -Leimter Slww', In The Wyvem. No. 192, Vol. \All, 28 June 1895, p-149. See The BanvNe Dignes, 

. k1srals cia Norhk CamakvW 18=44 (1986, VIRGOE, N. Ed); the Eds. rernark d Wedord Cal: holic Larry Banville #* 
, is nabonalkyo religion and job an combined to make it \4dually krpmbW for him to be fully 80cepted In that ccxrewnfty, o 
P218. 
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Woffe rightly states that the Protestant Societies 'ýnerit careful investigation. ""' 

Gilley too remarked on the singular importance of analYsing the mobilisation of popular 
anti-Catholicism. by the Protestant pressure groups. '02 The fact that Gilley raised the 
issue in a debate concerning the Irish migrants shows just how significant these bodies 

were in problematizmg the Irish Catholic arrivds. 
The Reformation Society was centralised with a nationwide structure. By 1839, 

I- had divided Engbnd into four zones of operation. The Protestant Association, on the t 1- 
other hand, had 50 branches operating between 1834 and 1844, but many were only 

short-lived, being overly dependent on visiting speakers. As a result, it received much 

publicity, but became increasingly concentrated in specific localities. As to regional 

power bases, chance factors, such as powedW personalities, were uppermost. 103 

By 1846, Leicestershire hosted branches of the Refonmation Society at 
Loughborough, Ashby, Melton MOWbray and Leicester; these were contemporaneous 

with the local Loughborough and Ashby Protestant Tract Society. " Clearly, there was 
felt to be no duplication. The modus operandi of all the Protestant pressure groups was 

similar, and in place in time for the great Irish influx: 

In November 1839 the Protestant Magazine published advice on the 
formation of local Protestant Associations, recommending an initial 
private meeting to establish basic principles and circulate tracts in 
preparation for a public meeting. Potential subscribers should be quickly 
enlisted before their enthusiasm waned ...... the 'poor' were welcome at 
a reduced subscription. The duties of local associations were to be the 
diff-usion of information by means of public meetings, sermons, and 
publications, petitioning, and the collection of funds. 105 

The year 1835 in Leicestershire witnessed three separate but finportant 

manifestations of anti-Catholic mobilisation. A government report highlighted the our f4 

Orange Lodges linked with Leicester; 116 the Leicester Conservative Standard 

commenced publication, a journal noteworthy for its ruthless and undigressing pursuit 

of all ramifications of Romanism; and the Loughborough and Ashby Protestant Tract 

mWOLFFE, J. (1991), p. 7. 
"'GILLEY. S. (1972), papists, Protestants and ft Irish in London, 1M-70; In Stu*s In Chumh Histoty, Vol. 8,1972, 

pp. 259-266. 
toMLFFE. j. (1991), p. 154; ft preceding paragraph is distilled from WOLFFE (1991), Chapter 5, pp. 14-r.. 157. 
wCALL. Ey, S. prokw9ant London, No-Popery aid the Irish Poor, 1830-60, Part 1 (1830-50) In ROcusant Hislb% Vol. 10, No. 
4, Jon 1970, P-221; APP- I- 
106WOLFFE, J (1991), P-150. 
106S. ae (c) abova 
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Society was successMy launched, a consistent, efficient and effective body in the anti- 

Catholic cause, whose membership embraced Leicestershire's social and political elite. 

Both its functions, and the I tone and ideology of its annual Reports, receive attention 

here. 10' The influence of this polemical body was rather wider in the county than its 

name would suggest. It operated with regularity up until 1850. 

Two aspects of the Society's structure deserve close attention: its membership 

list, and its 'List of Tracts' for purchase and distribution. These indicate the high level 

of organisational skill and the powers of dissemination enjoyed by the Society; indeed, 

its anti-Catholicism was frequently accompanied by hostile references to Ireland and the 

Irish. 

A small selection of comments illustrates the extreme line sometimes taken. In 

1848 the Society's Report deliberately conjoined local "Romish out-of-door preachinge, 

with "Chartist processions, ""' a local reflection of Irish involvement in Chartist 

radicalism. O'Connor's visit to Leicester in 1842 had been denounced. 'O' Attacks on 
Chartism and Romanism continued to appear regularly. "O This '1winning" of Popery 

and Chartism, was a local reflection of the wider national trend, analysed by Saville 

0 987), who suggests that in 1848 both middle class and proletarian English opunons 

about the Irish were influenced adversely by anti-Irish prejudice. "' Aggrieved 

oundations appeared as lengthy items in 1838, resentment at new local Catholic f 

1844,1846 and 1847. The message of disapproval was unmistakable for all Leicestershire 

Catholics, whatever their place of origin. The reports also dwelt with concern on the 

new Catholic schools and nunneries, "' most of which had Irish personnel or clients. This 

almost paranoid concern with Romish growth was reflected in the widespread of the 

Society's membership, not so much in geographical terms as in numerical and social 

class terms. The Society in fact percolated throughout the north-westem part of the 

county, (see membership location Map 1), and bad influential adherents in Leicester-, 

itself. 

1*7LCRO, LAPTS ReportS. 7 183-, "-50, * as no O&w documentation has been found outside Ovse dates, it has been assumed 
tA this 15 yew period represents the lifespen of Ow Society. 
106LApTS, lp8 Report p. 14; discussed furffw In chapter on politics. 
`LAPTS, 1842 Report, p-6. 
"OLAPTS, IMReport, pp. 15& 16; jagRoport, p. 5&6; 1"Maport, pp. 6&7; 1847Reportpp. 7&8. 
... SAVILLE, J. (I WI); 1848, The BrNsh Stab and H)e Charftt Asovement, p. 74. 
"2LAPTS, 18-47 Report pp. T and S. 
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MAP 1 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE 
LOUGHBOROUGH AND ASHBY PROTESTANT TRACT SOCIETY IN 

1835, and activity locations of the Reformation Society and the 
Protestant 

Association in Leicestomhire. 1825-1860 
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The list of the Society's subscribers in 183 5 totalled 193 individuals; of these, 31 

per cent (61) were clerics. This impressive representation of the professional religious 

was complemented by the high number of lay persons, many of whom were important 

in local dlites. The aristocratic element totalled 7, including three Ws, the Earl Howe, 

a noted promoter of protestant interests, and the Duke of Rutland, the premier local 

aristocrat. Such individuals conferred respectability and access to power and influence. "' 

Not surprising, given the Society's editorial line, was the set ofjoint subscriptions from 

the proprietors of the vehemently anti-Papist local paper The Leicester Journal. - 
The LAPTS also enjoyed support and influence through a wide cross-section of 

the local gentry. Approximately 25 subscribers enjoyed landed gentry status; these 
included three of the Frewen family of Cold Overton Hall, and two of the Frewen- 

Turners. ' 'I Other important gentry elements included the Herricks of Beaumanor HA 

and Clement Winstanley of Braunstone Hall. Winstanley's fitther was erstwhile' 
Commander of the Leicester Fencibles who had fought against the French invaders and', - 
Irish rebels in the West of Ireland in 1798. Here was a pillar of Leicester societY who had 

experienced Irish rebelliousness at family level. There were so many other "Esquires, " 

it is clear that the LAPTS included numerous elements of the dfite of county society. 
This powerful county and city lobby seems to have been the crucial focus for 

anti-Catholicism. pre- 1850 in Leicestershire. It was alocalised response po to st-1829' 
Catholic expansion, and it kept the flag of crusading Protestantism flying until the great 

anti-Papal campaigns of 1850-51. Its fife span, 1835-50, would suggest that at this 

period the well-springs of anti-Catholic lobbying were in the county rather than'the 

county town itself-, "' in 1844, for example, the Duke of Rutland was responsible for 

part-fimding the 5th November bonfire celebration in Leicester. Paz howeverg suggests 
that "organized anti-Catholicism was primarily an urban aCtiVity. 11116 Certainly at this 
time the urban Irish were locatable and recognizable targets (see Crime chapter). After 
1850, with the apparent demise of the LAPTS, the focus of activity swings towards 
Leicester. Yet, there were local branches of the larger national Protestant associations 
in several of the county's smaller towns as well as in Leicester itself 

"'Rder Table 4, re: the LAPTS'kYWdance vis-" Other na vmlWvxxvnnsfionalariti-Cathdicorgmisations. 
114L4pT, % 1837ROpcK pp. 19-23, List of Subscribers. This category utilises addresses with: Hall, House or PWk (LCRO).. 
mit has had to be assumed #*the LAPTS ceased aDdstence in W50, as Its. scol donotappowinLCROforanyoftt* 
subsaqLwt years. 
116PAZ D. G. (1992). p28O. In 1841 In Laioeý. the shrine of Our Lady an the West Bridge was removed; which pmsun*-*y 
gladdened the hwts of low church protest&-ft. see KIMBERUN, AR (1946), p. 8. 
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How far did the healthy membership level of the LAPTS survive in the sixteen 

years of the Society's existence? By 1850, membership had roughly halved, to 108 

persons, 47 of whom were Protestant clerics. One name, that of the Venerable 

Archdeacon Bonney of Leicester, topped the list both in 1837 and in 1850.117 

Bonney was of stout Protestant mien. In 1847 he successfiffly campaigned 

any financial support for Catholic institutions in Ireland or Britain. "' 45 other 
clerics of city and county signed; many also subscribers to the LAPTS (for example, 
Revs. Burnaby, Merewether, Gwatkin, Babington and Phillipps); almost all of the names 
figure prominently in Table 3. There was a close professional connection between 

Bonney and John Stockdale Hardy; it is conceivable that they would have discussed 

strategies and priorities in their campaign. 
In 1836 for example, a meeting supported by Rutland, Howe, Bonney and Hardy 

was held in the Three Crowns Hotel "for the purpose of opening a subscription to relieve 

the present distress of the Irish Protestant clergy. " This clearly illustrates yet again 
Leicester protestant proactive campaigning on Irish affairs. Of those involved, 14 feature 

prominently on the table of Protestant activists (Table 3). The list of subscribers 

exceeded 60 in nurnber, and included Rutland, Howe, Winstanley, and Hardy. ' 19 The 

sums raised totalled an impressive E770. Many contributors were LAPTS members, who 

also attended the great anti-Catholic meetings of the early 1850s. The mobilisation of 

clerical LAPTS members in January 1847 included the Revs. Babington, Merewether, 

Hoare and Morgam"O (See Table 3). The 1850 LAPTS membership list still contained 

a high proportion of clerics (43.5 per cent) and of gentry (24.1 per cent) as well as Ws 

and aristocrats. Included still was the owner of the Leicester Journal, the solidly anti- 
Catholic local paper. Rutland, and especially Howe, were both prominent in the anti- 
papal meetings of the early 1850's. How far did the LAPTS reflect national trends vis-a- 

vis the numbers and ty7s of supporters attracted to the mainstream Protestant pressure 

groups? It is possible, combining Wolffe's 1991 research and LAPTS local membership 

lists, to conduct a comparison. (Refer Table 4). 

In terms of peers, other titled laymen, and NIPs, there are no great differences in 

117LAp7-S, 1&, 5o RWW pp. 32-35. Ust d Subscribers. Presum" ft Socie(y becam part of tte larger ScOm Of Protestant 
regcbw to the *Papal aggression' of the I SWs- 
IIILC, 5& 23 February 1847. 
IIILC, 30 Jan. 1836. 
I"LC 20 Jan 1847. Rev Hoare was probably an ex-Irish incumbent see Note (9) to Table 4. 
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numbers supporting local and national bodies in both the 1830's and 1850's. In respect 

of clerical support, however, the LAPTS enjoyed approximately 50 per cent more in 

1835, and around 100 per cent more in 1850, in proportion than did either the 

Reformation Society or the Protestant Alliance. This suggests that Leicestershire 

Protestant clerics in the period c. 1 835-c. 1850 had a very high degree of commitment to 

the anti-Catholic cause, compared with the national clerical representation. In respect 

of the category of "laymen styled Esquire, " the county figures show a significant drop 

in c. 1850 when compared with the national organisations. 

However, the group labelled "laymen styled Mister" enjoyed a stronger 

showing, hidicating a substantial and ongoing level of middle class support, for it held as 

steady in the 1850's as it had been in the 1830's. The number of women supporters 
dropped by two-thirds, whilst support from senior aristocrats maintained itself. Both of 
these categories tended, in any case, to be marginal. It would seem that in terms of total 

numbers of supporters, Whilst the Reformation Society nationally increased its 

membership by approximately 50 per cent, the local LAPTS saw a decrease in total 

membership in approximately the same proportiom Whilst the local membership 

therefore declined, nonetheless an important element of Protestant clergy and of those 

"laymen entitled Mister" provided the backbone of what was still a relatively well- 

supported local Protestant pressure group. 

one influential family, the Frewens (Frewen-Tumers) of Cold Overton Hall, 

featured as LAPTS members: 5 in 1837 and 2 of these in 1850. There was a significant 

Irish perspective to the Frewens' anti-Catholicism. They had influential contacts 

nationally as well as locally, and were related by marriage to a Miss Mary Clark Whi 

(1793-1883). "' John Frewen Turner, MP, (1755-1829) was married to Mary M6hi, s 

sister Eleanor (1786-1879). Their eldest child, Selina (born 1809) married the Anglican 

Rev. Mr. Martin of Anstey, near Leicester, who hunted in Ireland and corresponded in 

detail about Irish affairs. " These are significant for indicating not only the links which 

existed between PrOtestwits in Ireland and in Leicestershire, but also because those links 

were with the most powerful, reactionary and anti-Catholic elements in Cork. "' They 

121LESSER, M., (1964), Cjw*ey -A Porfralf h Letters of Mary Clarke MW (I 793-18M). 7bcm8sFriwmwssOneOf#* 
A, and was an MP, as was Chmiss. WpM Wxjmý in Englat-d a cAMO randw in Urw 

122LCRO, Marfin Mss., DG. 6/D/` series. 
wSee gyALTON, 1, (1990), Pfoftsiarf Society and Poffics k) Cork; 1812-1844 pp. 23-24,132,134 on Ve Wo, 61 farnily who 

W" sssocjgW wth to Wtins of Laics. and we discLasW in Me sacbm an proadyfism. 

.- 
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also indicate the "colonial playgrouniT' status of Irebnd in the eyes of the British well-to- 
do, in the context of hunting estates and lodges, and great house parties. 

In Leicestershire circles, the Frewens were typical of an upwardly mobile 

mercantile middle class who were challenging the established family power blocs in the 

county. The VCH remarks of the Frewens that "this new class looked to liberalism and 

radicalism, to free trade and Free Church, to solve the problems of the dangerous social 
ferment of the early 19th century. "" The Irish, 'whetherin situ or as migrants to Britain, 

were viewed as part of this burgeoning threat, and accordingly problematized. 
Mary M6W was bourgeois, PartlY Irish, and politicaUy a Whig sywathiser. Each 

Summer, she vacationed in Leicestershire, with Eleanor. "' Eleanor had married into an 
ideological milieu aptly described as "perhaps the most conservative section of a 
society which was in general inclined to insular complacency. ""' 

Mary, a religious neutral, had to make due allowance for her relatives' negative _ 
Protestant attitudes: 

.... The one departure from - convention at Cold Overton was in a 
disagreeable direction: Eleanor ( ..... and her whole circle) became 
strongly Evangelical in their views and practices. Like Evangelicals in 
general, they did a great deal of good ..... but about all things non- 
Evangelical they seemed to Mary maddeningly narrow-minded. I find, ", 
she said, after many fierce battles, "that the only way of living in peace is 
to let the poor Catholics be called all the names in the dictionary 

..... What is it to me! -I am no Catholic! My politics are of the blandest 
gi, 127 

17hus was the scene set for the bitter disputes of the 1830's to 1850's in an influential and 
typical Leicestershire Protestant family. The general atmosphere for Catholics, be they 
English converts or Irish arrivis, was both unfriendly and uninviting and it is therefore 

of little surprise that Irish Catholic movement into Leicester remained low, and 
consistently low, relative to Irish migration into other towns, and relative to the rapid 
growth of Leicester's own population in the nineteenth century. Ideological factors 

could be an active disincentive, as much as economic ones might attract migrants. 
However poor one was, there were presumably limits to what some migrants would put 

114 PWMB, J. H., Polb: W History 1530-1885 In HOSVJNS, W. G. (ED) (1954) VC. H. Laics Vol. I/ P. 125. 
'"All biographical deWs from LESSER, M. (1964), 'CAvkey*, pp. 1 0,11 and 12. 
121LESSEP, U (1984), OC&W. p. IZ Waft nobas fW Frawan voW with Coramvabm on 9 May 185, On RC hwarachy 
p-262.. 
12'LESSER, M., (1984), p. 16 & 17. 
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up with, in terms of constant criticism and vilification, and the concomitant factors of 
unpleasant employment situations, or even reffisal. to employ. "' 

Barclay, born in Leicester in 1852, experienced anti-Irishness and anti- 
Catholicism at first hand; he recalled as a child being "hounded and harassed 

... we were 
battered, threatened, elbowed, pressed back to the door of our kennel amid boos and 
jeers and showers of small missiles. " Occupational opportunity was minimal; "Stick- 

Selling, mat-making, rag and bone dealing and fim-labouring; no possibility of learning 

v)129 a handicraft ... Bearing in mind Barclay's objectivity, these descriptions are hardly 

the stuff of encouragement to settle in Leicester. He had earlier, in 1895, reached similar 

conclusions; (see title page quotation). "' 

Henimck described the Irish in Leicester in 1872 as being still "with few 

exceptions ..... literally the hewers of wood and the drawers of water. ""' An 

environment so hostile was unlikely to promote the desire to settle; if Mary M6hl, s 
description of the Frewens was typical, then the Irish, being in the main Catholic, stood 
little chance of escaping the processes of racialization and problematization which set 
them apart. The Frewens bad close links with dissent in Leicester itself. Trinity Church, 

(1883), stillevangelical today, was paid for by the Frewen Turners. "' 

Three individuals in particular compel attention as local leaders of anti. 
Catholicism: the Duke of Rutland, The Earl Howe, and John Finch, NW. Rutland's 

father bad played an important role in suppressing the 1798 Rising, being commander 

of the Leicestershire militia. 113 He was associated with Political pressure to preserve 
E*sh poWcal influence in Ireland. It is perhaps not surprising then that the son was 

a member of the LAPTS in both 1837 and 1850; 134 chaired the 1836 meeting for 

'"There are NrIPIG modern 9000 mts of Irish persons being refused accommodation "or employrnent In a 20th century 
ca see JACKSON, JA. (1963), The fth in Main, P-102: outside the traditionally Irish hwq Industries c. 1940, 'tham 
was S good dew of initial suspicion anid distrust of Irish workers by employers, " and sAcconvrodation promw som of the 
greatest difficultiM as lodgings ware very hard to find In any case and local prejudice made it harder to find them for Irish 
workers. - If Suspicion and resantrnard of the Irish was by Irish rmutrality In 1939, to prolonged and repatbm 
pattern of Irish rrmb, many Of Which involved 1 hire trom postings, In the 150 years preceding, wcuid hm had 
sirnilar effectS. 
129BARCLAY, T. (1934), pp. 5& 11 
ixMRCLAy, T., ujoester Slums: Abbey Street and Green Street in Me ftý, Na 192, Vol.. VIII, p. 149; 28 June 18%, 
SmClsy used Ole norndo-ourne of *Annw To" for this series; see Eddoes Epilogue In Memoft and Afedays (I 9U) p. 123 
for verification of this. 
111HEINRICK, H., (1872/19M), P-39. 
1=VW*Ws Dkqc"yCfL8jm, (1846), pp. 40-41, Trinity Church is at the Junction or Regard St and King St., about 2 mins from 
Holy Cross. 
Iml-Jis father had accepted the post of Lord-Lieuteniant of Ireland in February 1784. He accepted the necessity of legislative 
union between Britain aid Ireland . DNR Vol. - VOM, PP 46-7. citing COMAPM)019", (1890), PP-1 8-19, and p. 47. 
134LAPTS. 1837 Report, p. 22; 1850 Report, p. 35; in LCRO. 
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relieving the distress of the Irish Protestant clergy; lent his name (1842-5) to the anti- 

Catholic Loughborough Protestant societies; ̀ and backed "The County Meeting" in 

November 1850, " In 1846, he served as Lord Lieutenant and as a commander of both 

the Militia, and the Yeomanry. His brother, Charles Mamers, was a local NT. 137 At a 

populist level, Rutland bad supplied the band for the Guy Fawkes celebration at Leicester 

in 1844, the Anglican Collegiate School supplying the bonfire and fireworks. This 

provides a clear example of the respectable face of anti-Catholic activity in action 'in 

Leicester. 139 

Earl Howe (Richard Penn) was also a LAPTS member from 1837 to 1850.139 A 

major donor to the 1836 campaign, " his position as Deputy Lieutenant of the county, 

burnished his image as a figure of local power and respectability. 141 Like Rutland, Howe 

made his supportive position absolutely plain in November 1850.142 In 1835-6, be was, 
Patron of the Leicester Conservative Society. 143 With Rutland, be was involved in the. 

Protestant counter-attack following the numerous Catholic conversions and Irish m- 

migration around Mitwick in the 1840's. Howe was recognised in 1846 as being "highly, 

distinguished 
..... 

for his liberality and indefatigable exertions in the promotion of 

religious instruction. "44 

More outspoken and more active than either Rutland or Howe was George Finch, 
(1794-1870). Finch's politics consisted of rabid anti-Catholicism, and a close liaison 

with Orangeism. In the agitation of the 1850's, he emerged as the key mover in local 

terms, and as a man omnipresent in anti-Catholic campaigns, often with an Irish cutting 
edge. Finch, NT for Rutland, was "a strong supporter of the Evangelical church. "145 

_ In 
183 1, he chaired a London rnecft Opposing grants to Maynooth; an Irish rector, from 
Power's Court, an Anglo-Irish Ascendancy demesne, was also present - an indicatio,, 

of Finchs early propensity for direct collaboration with Protestant elements in Ireland. 146 

IwAmbrose de Lisle wrote to Lord Shrewsbury in 1842 that Oft was a silly thing of the Duke of Rutkrd putting hkrg*f 9' 
'- -- - 

head of the Loughborough Protestant Associvitim; I should think he regrets it now ..... P. 150, 
t the 

PURCELUS De Lisle, Vol. - 
I. P-109- 

letter Of 22 Dec 18842; in 

`LC 30 Nov IM PSge I 
131Kftft, S Dkoctory Laics (1846); section on local govemmat 
"See the LJ of 8 Nov. 1844, cited In PAZ (1992) P-244. 
130LAPTS: 1837 Report, p. 21; 1850 Report, p. 33. 
'4'LC 30 Jan. I 8M. 

mant uterm '4' Kftb S DkOckfY, 184 I0cW 90*4m 902etteer- The 00W Deputy Lie int in 1846 was Ckvnent Winstanleys SMý 14'LC, 30 Nov. 1850, pop 1. 
143Lekestef Cmsma&e Shvxbrd, Vol. 1. (1835-6) p. 60. 

MWes Dkec-fory of Lobs, W6, p. W. 
'"FINCH, P., (1901) Historý ofBurjey-on-#*-H#, Ruoand, p. 339. 
1"BDA; The CaUnk Magazine, 1831-2 (April), P-188; report reprinted fmm ft kWunw. 
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It is not surprising that Finch features in Wolffe's recent study of the "Protestant 

Crusade". on Finch's national role in the Reformation Society Wolffe remarked that he 

was one of its "two most important lieutenants. " The Society's Publications fist included 

a work by Finchwho made two Irish tours of duty for the Society, clear evidence of his 

commitment to the anti-Catholic cause in specifically Irish terms. 

Finch continued his key role, particularly in his involvement in cementing the 
interests of Anglo-Irish Protestantism and Conservatism in the 1829-44 period. A 

Church of Ireland rector, Mortimer O'Sullivan, and the Rev. Charles Boyton of the 
Dublin Conservative Society, commenced a speaking tour of England their itinerary 

included Leicester. O'Sullivan "spent sometime staying with George Finch of Burley-on- 

the-Hill in Rutland, assisting him with his election campaign at Stamford. "147 This was 
the period which coincided with an ultra attempt to revive the Orange Order in England 

and Finch's liaison with Fermanagh Orangeism. 

In 1852, the Chronicle devoted its entire front page to 'The Protestant Alliance - 
Important Meeting in Leicester. ' The first names mentioned were C. H. Frewen and 
George Finch. The meeting was packed with local Protestant churchmen. 148 A Scottish 

Free Church minister, a Mr. Traill, charged Catholics with responsibility for the rising 

of 1798, and the subversive political activities of Daniel O'Connell, John Mitchell and 
William Sinith O'Brien. 14' Here was that intersection of anti-Catholic and anti-Irish 
demonisation, and the resulting problematization of the Irish. 

Finch was also present at the great Protestant backlash, the meeting of the British 

Reformation Society on 14 September 1852. "o The Chronicle noted the "large and 

respectable audience"; which included C. J. Frewen: 

During the first year ..... a large number of tracts, Protestant catechisms, 
and pamphlets, were gratuitously distributed; amongst them were the 
admirable letters of Geo. Finch Esq. (a free gift from himself to the 
Society). 

Another praised the success of Protestant missions in Ireland. At the packed evening 

session a Rev. Mr. Stockdale (of the Stockdale Hardys) was present, as was Mrs. 

Frewen Turner. George Finch was in the Chair, "and opened the proceedings of the 

141WOLIFFE, J., (1991). p. 37,38,81. 
'"See LCof 31 January 1852, P. I., unless otherwise stated. 
'"An Irish Protestant cleric. in the person of the Rev. W. King of Dublin, added authenficity 
'wSee, LC of 18 Sept 1852. The Reformation Society started in Leicester on 15 March 1851. 
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evening in an able manner. " 

In 1853, at another anti-Maynooth mass meeting, notables present included the 

Berners, Noel, and Frewen families, George Finch, Hugh Stowell, and Bardsley. Finch 

'in a long and able speech: ' attacked Maynooth, convents, and auricular confession. He 

celebmted the British Empire, comparing a peaceful and progressive British mother state 

to a priest-ridden and chaotic Ireland, thereby invoking the construction myth of the 

British nation. "' 

It is the case then that anti-Catholic, pan-Protestant mass meetings in Leicester 

were very widely supported in the late 1840's and early 1850's. Furthermore, leadership 

Frequent negative references were made to Ireland and Catholicism, which portrayed 

Irish priests and people as prone to superstition, ignorance, and criminal behaviour. 
- 

Such references would hardly inspire confidence or trust in Irish migrants arriving in'. 

was avaBable from promhwnt Protestant clericaL aristocratic and gentry representatives. 

Leicester, especially as they were published fiffly, frequently and prominently. 

The Protestant crusade of 1850 was ably assisted by the City Council. In 

December, the Councillors, citing the threats of the Spanish Armada, Cardinal Richelieu,, 

and the Inquisition (unusual preoccupations for a rather quiet midlands town), declared 

that: "the inhabitants of the county and town of Leicester were determined to have 
152 

nothing to do with Popery. " The Irish link was simultaneously established'. Daniel 

O'Comell, who "wras in the confidence of the hierarchy, " had said "let us only once I get 

rid of the Church of England, and we will make short work with the Dissenters. ", 

Catholic emancipation had not quietened Ireland said another, so why accept the 
Romanist hierarchy? 

This process of mobilising anti-Catholic and per se anti-Irish sentimentwas 

strengthened by the external support of the London-based Reformation Society, whose 
impact on Leicester bmwbes can be proven to have been greater than on any other area 

of the country. It had 37 branches by 1837. In London, it appointed four Scripture 

Readers specially to proselytise and evangelise amongst the Irish of St. Giles. 153 

james Gordon, one of the Society's first and most important leaders, "was 

151 LC, 29 Jan 1853. See HICKMAN, M. in LEWIS, G. (19W), citing Cohen (1988) and Colley 
declared that he spoke from personal stperienoe, 'he 

0 992) CH Fr&Am, Mim, 
being vmll mquainted with every part of Ireland'. haMng Vr 

country annually. 
Ited the 

"La 7 Deoerrtw, 1850. These references am, 0 course, to PusWism, to Tractarlanism, to the Oxford Movement, and to 
the high Church Amglo-Cathdic tendencies of the Rev. Anderdon, Who Wantually apostasised to Rornanism. 

I '"All details on the Reforrnation Society nation* are from GILLEY, S., Protestant London, No. Popery and the Irish'Poor, 
1830-W. Part 1,1830-1850, In Rwusant History, Vol. 10. No. 4, Jan. 1970, pp 210-230. 
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sufficiently perceptive to appreciate that (Irish) political nationalism was inextricably 

bound up with loyalty to the Irish Roman Catholic Church.,, Furthermore, he was a 

close and active ally of the Society's main local aristocratic supporter, George Finch. " 
The Society's efforts spread to Leicester quite early on, in 1833. "' 

A CathoficjOurnal reported the 1833 visit. The speaker was one Rev. Maurice 
Farrel], probably an Irishman, one of a chain of peripatetic Church of Ireland ministers 
in Britain. Perhaps the Irish preacher was designed to undermine the faith of any Irish 
Catholics in the audience? Given that English Protestant preachers were prepared to 
learn Irish before departing for the wilds of the Galway and Mayo mission fields, this is 

quite plausible. 116 When Farrell W concluded, a provocative question was posed: did 

the Catholic Church prohibit scripture reading by lay persons "to keep the people in the 
dark"? A Catholic attending shouted "we are allowed to read thern, " but was then 
monitored by a policeman. "' The Society's secretary replied that "the bishops of 
Ireland had concurred" in the papal condemnation of scripture usage. One wonders, 
given the Irish references in this reply, if the questioner was one of Leicester's newly 
arrived Irish Catholics? "' 

GiUey notes the use of Irish CathoUcs as targets in "systematic house-to-house 

visitations. "159 The same system, involving regular door-to-door visiting, specially 
trained scripture Readers, and regular monitoring was utilised in Leicester by the 
Unitarian Joseph Dare ofthe Leicester Domestic Mission Society. Writing in 1852, Dare 

descnbed how: 

The Scripture Reader, whose special business it is to visit the Catholic 
Irish, informed me that as many as twenty grown-up persons may be 
often found herding together in these private houses. 160 

There could not be a clearer indication that Dare's mission was making special efforts 

vis-A-vis targeting the Irish newcomers. 

1"WOLFFE. J. (1991). P-18. 
, NSDA The Cadwk Magazhe, October 18U PP-M-9. Mille OM P-60) describes this meeting as bekV one %vhich 
was vary poorly attended! 
iuLdogeAes lmvtwwnwt with such pros**m is in chapter on RC growth. WOLFFE (1991) p. 18, m*ft the point thet, 
in the contod of Irish irrwrigration, *ft Protestant wrivals played a signWcart part In 'No Pqx*Y campaigns! This is true 
of a WW number of Church of Ireland visitors to I ter. 
, PSDjý The Caftk maWj7e, OcL 1833, p. 1 87-8. 
1 "Gilley (1970) suggests that time lay workers parallalled the Operative Au)dlWria6 *ho were the apara-1, N11twims of the 
Protestant Association. another skTAW mqOr Pressure group- 
159GILLEY, S., Protestant London, No-Popery mid to Irish Poor, 1830-60, In Rocusad Hisfo% Vol. 10, No. 4, Jan. 1970, 
p. 218. The jW5 prot AjfianoeAGM in Leicester noted similar ýAsftafions carried out by Rev. J. NLxjeM see Section (vii). 
wDARE, j., (I 8W) RLDMS 7M Report: p. The use of to word "herdhV seerns to be dellb8nite. 
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By 1846, Reformation Society representation in Leicestershire was, revealingly, well 

above the average for the regions. No less than 4 branches, or 13.5 per cent of the total 

regional figure, were located in the county, at Ashby, Loughborough, Melton Mowbray 

and Leicester. Thus powerful and militant Protestant activism operated in Leicestershire. 

Loughborough was termed an "Operatives! 'branch, being an area which attracted a high 

level of Voluntary actiVity. 161 Wolffe points to Hugh McNeile (1795-1879), an Ulster 

Protestant and founder of the Reformation Society, as the man behind the setting up of, 

the Protestant Operative Association (on the Conservative model) nationally. These 

bodies enjoyed the benefits of lecture programmes, specialised library facilities, in-house 

publications and similar support structures. '6' Strict control was in fact exercised by 

those middle class elements who were in control of both the Reformation Society and 
the Protestant Alliance. Given the active role of the Protestant Tract Society operating 
in the Loughborough-Ashby area from 1835, it comes as no surprise that these two 

towns hosted branches of the Reformation Society 

The Reformation Society made its mark in Melton Mowbray, where Irish 

migrants had also settledL Its early efforts there, in 1838 and 1844, coincided with the 

Irish migrant build-up. In 1844, Catholics noted its 'ýmost virulent spirit of hostility,, and 

"the evil workings of bigotry. " Aswell as some ofthe laity, two of the priests it n his 

otherwise quiet rural market-town were Irish, Fr. A. Mc Derinott (1844-5) and Rev;. 

Andrew Eagan (1850). '63 The Irish physical presence excited a Protestant response. The 

Reformation Society therefore successUly maintained its vigour in city and county from 

c. 1845-65, the period in which Irish in-migration to Leicestershire was most apparent. ', 
The Protestant Aflimce too made progress during the 1850's. It was another 

national body, also with finportant representation in Leicester. In 1854, the Chronicle 

reported on its national AGM in London. "' The Chronicle in 1855 covered --the 
Leicestershire Alliance's AGM. Many were present who had participated in the County 

Meeting of 1850; the Alliance's work and successes in the Loughborough-Ashby areas 

mC. jLjLEy., S., probugart London, No-Popery old ft Irish Poor 1830-60, (Patti 1830-50) In RecusantHiskvyVOI. 110, 'Noý. 
4, Jan. 1970, P-221. AWOrldix I- 
"'WOLFFE, j., (1991), p. 171-2. The Ref. Ws NoWnghem mauling of 29.8.1844 was part of a we" programme 
organised joinUy wth the PRAWtxt Opergive Assoc*ian, CUMMINS (1977), p. 19. 
114DA C4ft* RegfsW, 1838, pL3t NDA Csftk RsgWw, 1844, p. 43; NDA, Cad)ok Re*ter fOr 1844 (p. 42); 1845 (oft 
Car" Distrid); I&W, (p. 43). 

'61Cý 4 Fab 1&%.,,, This rapat was fobiAd iny i OdW* by an Oirish Rem; k is hard to believe tlud ft proodmity of elfte, 
kens was nwely accider". 320 



were celebrated. "' 

Another nationwide Protestant pressure group, the National Club, also made its 
impact in Leicester c. 1841 -50, a period Wolffe aptly describes as the "high-water mark 

of Protestant activity in the nineteenth century. " The National Club's core issue was 

concern over governrnent expediency regarding the Irish political situation generally. 
Membership included two familiar individuals, the Earl of Winchelsea, and C. H. 

Frewen. 166Winchelsea (George Finch-Hatton) is dealt with above; as is Frewen. Other 

Club seniors who were also involved in Leicester were John Dickersteth, John Cumming 

and Mortimer O'Sullivan (a friend of George Finch). The Club appealed twice to 
"Protestants of the Empire" in Leicester; this terminology reflects the intersection of 
Protestantism with British nationalism in the developing national ideology. 167 

A Club letter of 1847 suggested limiting the rights of all Roman Catholics, 

especially priests. These arguments labelled virtually all Irish Catholics as traitors, even 

though 80 per cent of the 51 Irishmen then in the Leicestershire Regiment Light 

Company were Catholics. "' As this series of letters was published in the Leicester media, 

the effects of such repeated propaganda were not negligible, serving to agitate 

Protestant opinion ftirther, and ahenating Catholics generally, and Irish Catholics in 

particular. An added bonus for extremists was the fact that this angle of analysis drove 

the wedge deeper in between English and Irish Catholics and migrants in Britain. In 

Leicester, this is reflected in the physical "otherness" of St. Patrick's in its Irish 

proletarian setting, away from the mainstream life and activity of the Dominicans, main 

site at Holy Cross, amidst English bourgeois respectability and gentility. "I 

In the cross-fertilisation of individuals and organisations in England and Ireland 

involved in anti-Catholic propaganda in Leicester, one family in Particular, the 

Bickersteths, was Prominent- John Bickersteth, Rural Dean and Rector of Sapcote, had 

supported the 1847 clerical mass meeting. This local connection with an anti-Catholic 

family of national repute provided an important link in the chain of national anti-Catholic 

mobilisatiorL17' Gilley describes the well organised world of the Protestant missionary 

"'LC, 21 March 1855. The Prot. Alliance went on nationally to orchestrate in the early 187as a carnpaign against RC 
indoctrination in education, in twftooks especially;, see education. 
'"WOLFFE, J.. (1991), p-213, T" 6. 
117LJ, 12 Nov. 1847. 
'"Li, 26 Nov. 1647; and JENKINS, R. on Leics. Regt. c, 1851 in For the, Recon*LCRO, 1991, No. 15. 

lesSee: The D&AWIpment of Now Walk (BBC Radio Leicester talk by G. R. WATTS), in BROWN, AE. (Ed), (1970), The 
Growth of Leicester, p. 53-61, for details of this early wmffq* of *gentril'ication'. 
vloLeicester Chronicle, 23 January 1847. 
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and anti-Catholic associations in London at this period, and remarks that "notable among 

them were the Bickersteths, whose ties with Ireland were especially ciose. "171 The family 

focus was the Evangclical Edward Bickersteth (1786-1850), who in 1847-8 led the 'Irish 

Church Missions to Roman Catholics. ' This aimed at "converting starving Catholics 

while feeding them" Gilley refers to the Society's "=rally dubious beginnings in the 

Great Hunger; " this Society by 1850 had 500 permanent staff, an annual 0 Of inc me 

; E30,000 and an agenda for the straightforward subversion of Irish CatholicisnL'72With 

the Leicester Bickersteth connection, there was the opportunity for the views espoused 

by the London Society to be finported into Leicestershire. Whether this Bickersteth was 

such a conduit cannot be conclusively proved; available evidence, however, does point I 

to much active Leicestershire support for, and involvement in, such Irish missions. 173. 

In 1854 the Reformation Society announced a lecture by the Rev. Dr. 

Cunningham of Edinburgh, editor of the well-known periodical The Bulwark 

(Reformation Jow7wl), published in Scotland from 185 1. Its guiding spirit was the Rev 

James Begg, author of the scurrilous Handbook ofPopery, 174 "a vitriolic opponent of 
CAtholicism. all his fife. 99175 Agah here is evidence of Leicester's undiminished taste for 

repetitive anti-Catholic material. Serving as the house journal of the extremist Scottish 

Reformation Society, the Bulwark "ww of considerable importance as a stimulus to anti- 

Catholic feeling in England as well as Scotland. 99171 

The 1854 AGM of the Reformation Society in Leicester was opened by the 
indefatigable George Finch; the branch was thriving, publishing its lecture series, - and 

planning future action. 177 By 1867, an apparently new Protestant "umbrella group", the 
Leicester Anti-Romanist Association, had mounted a series of lectures. New nanies 

replaced those of the 1840's and '50's; a new generation. As their agenda was primarily 

maLLEy, S., Protestant London. No-Popery and the Irish Poor Part 11 (1850-1860) In RecusW HWO(Yý Vol. 11,1971'-72- 
pp. 22-3. 
mWoft(1991) sbounderlines Edward Sickerstath's caft irnportanceinthegrowthof "-Catholic IdsolWyand action; 
he pokft OLA that BicimstMN logetf m with GeaW Frich, was at the core of the Reforrrvitlon Society. Woft 8160 desoibed 
Edward Bickmtsth as as major sponent of the historicist pre-rnOlennialist application of bbical pmphwym (p. 113). - 
i? vThisisdseussWfulyinsecUanonProseýftrYL There was much Leics. interest in, and Support for, such n*tion to RC&'--- 
inlreland. ironically, a current Bickerstath cleric has joinedthe RC Church, and through contad with his son, a fjvTj ly 
Woryan1huskK $orns facts about John hm come to fight. Som in 1781, he was 'Evergelical, but not low churchO: 
and had mrwxs rgWjws in positions of pow in mid-19th C. Anglicaniarm John cwmtoSSPC&, O In 1837, and died them 
inj&ga InjeWhevaserve, baroftheLAPTS. (Tel. Calls& letters from Justin Bickersteth of Hove, Swmao,.. SepL19%). 
Also, see Note 3 to Table 3. 
114 HANDLEX J., (1947). pp-99401- 
"OHANDLEY. J. (1947), quoting D. Carswell's book Brodw Soots, pp. 71-72. 
17GSee woLFFE, J., (1991); p. 161, quoting The BuWark, Vol. 1. (1851-2), 1-2. 
177 How lorg the Reformation Society actually lasted In Leicxý has not been dObOnylined b8cAusa of the disproportionate 
arnount of tim that would be needed to clock succxmrm AGIVIs m news files 8VNW* only on mjcoý-fjlm. 
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scurrilous and prurient, it is more likely that this. body was of the fiinge of anti-Catholic 

action, rather than the mainstrearn. " The active and virulent strains of anti-Catholicism 

seem to have become dormant by the end of the 1860's. Probably closer to the main 

current of Protestant action was the apparently still extant Protestant Alliance. The 9th 

annual meeting in 1860 contained some fimýiliar names (such as the Revs. Wing and 
im). 179 

Irish perspectives, in terms of personnel and agenda, were clearly prominent in 

those organisations co-ordinating the mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism in 
Leicester in the 1835-60 period. These factors conditioned negatively the attitudes of 
the wider, predominantly Protestant community in Leicester towards those Irish Catholic 

migrants who were arriving in Leicester, and would have thereby made the town a 
relatively unwelcoming prospect. 

Protestant Association branches operated in Leicester, Loughborough, Ashby and 
Hinckley between 1836 and 1845; the Reformation Society operated for a much longer 

period, 1827 to 1860, with branches in Leicester, Loughborough, Melton Mowbray, 
Ashby and Stamford (in Rutland). '80 The Reformation Society therefore enjoyed much 
greater longevity, probably had a wider appeaL and was better organised. At the 
Protestant Alliance AGM in 1855, its proselytising activities were highlighted; these 
involved the Revs. Hill and Nugent, "' two clerical activists. (see Table 3) Therefore both 
Leicester and the county acted as twin foci for the mobilisation of anti-Catholic action, 
virtually equallirig Lancashire and Yorkshire for commitment. As these northern areas 
absorbed far more Irish than Leicester ever did, the vehemence of Leicester's antipathy 
is almost startling. 

wbilst it could be argued that given Leicestershire's relatively small absorption 
rate for Irish migrants 1841-91, anti-Catholic activity must therefore be explained in 

generally Catholic rather than specifically Irish Catholic terms, it can be equally well 

argued that the inherent strength and vehernence of such anti-Catholic activity would act 

as a double disincentive to the Irish to settle. Confirmatory evidence lies in Barclay's 

conclusions, written with a sense of perspective in 1895 and 1924 (see above). They 

"'W22Noyarntw1867. Paz(1992), ivnw that1herecan be nOd0Ubt that some ma1eSn&C8ff)0Ik: 3 found In this a gWty, 
upliffing and acceptable w8Y Of consuming POrrx)graPhy, * p. 275. 
"*LC 28 April 1860, p. 1; see Ch. On RC developmert. 
IwAll data in this section an Laics. Branches of Protestant arti=Caff-dic campaigning bodies is from WOLFFE, J. (1991),, 
pp. 150-154. 
"'LC, 31 March 1855. 
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lend weight to the argument that anti-Irish and anti-Catholic prejudice intersected 
-in 

Leicester and thereby contributed to the racWizing and problematization of Irish migrant 

families in the towrL 

The Intersection of Anti-Irish prejudice and Anti-Catholicism, 
In Leicestershire c. 1845-50 

The origins of this local religious conflict, in the rnid- 183 O's, had an Irish 

dfinension. 182 The first priest in Loughborough resided at the public house of an 
Irishman named McElroy. "' Ambrose de Lisle used an old Irish woman and an Irish 

paviour as contacts for his conversion, an act deeply upsetting to local protestants, - In, 

Loughborough in April 1836 Daniel O'Connell delivered a powerful speech attacking 

the Union. 181 sinuitaneously, local papists invited the renowned Birmingbarn-based Rev. 

Tbomas McDonnell to rout the Reformation Society in Ashby. 115 McDonnell had close 
links with O'Connel's campaign for Catholic Emancipation. Leicestershire Catholicism 

therefore had an early hibernian edge. The Reformation Society branches m- 
Leicestershire therefore were created between 1833 and 1846 to counter the Irish and 
Catholic expansion locally. 

The flag-ship of Leicestershire popery, Mount St Bernards, with its Irish monks' 

and numerous Irish refugees, attracted wrathful protestant attention, a propagandis - t, - 

pamphlet being printed by Hextalls of Ashby in 1845. The Hextalls were also LAPTS'-- 

ibers from 1837 to 1850. "' The Monastery was denounced publicly in January subscri 
1849. ibis story broke in Whitwick - with its lawless mining town atmosphere - where 
Protestant workers threatened to bum down the Catholic School and blow up the 
Monastery. "' By 1851 there were 120 Irish-born persons in Whitwick, including farm 

and conjery labourers. "' The press had already highlighted crime and disease amongst 

the Wlitwick Irish, a typical example of the problematization of the Irish in Britain as a 
contagion. 

The press= burst, dangerously, over the'Tapal Aggressiorf' of 1850. Much of 

-The W knom contacts Wmen Laighimugh P04* and RC pnests occurred in 1824, and are discussed in the avow 
on the growth of WsolicArm 
'ONDA; CUMMINS, Rev. J. D. (1949), CSU*k Reference Book, "rhe Church in LoLghborough'(no. Page no.; ist Side). 
'"LC. 9 April 1 W6. 
1"BDA. The Caffvk MaWine, 106-7, P- C)Ocl- 
leeLAp. T . S., 1837RBpat p2j; 185o Report, p. 34; in LCRO. LACEY, A. C. (19W SecondSpriV, onp. 27 N)dACD., 
"'LACEY, A. C. (1985) The Second S P*9 k7 Ctmvnwood Fiorest pp 36-7; full deWls Of t* case we Provided herein: 
'"AM. 1851, Whkwick 4ft 2084. 
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this centred on the persons of Fr. Egan, an Irish-born priest in Loughborough, and an 
Irish parishioner who wielded an axe in defence of his chapel. "' (See title page 

quotation. ) 

Fr. Egan came to Loughborough in 1850. Keeping a low profile was his tactic 
for survival. During the No-Popery agitation of 1850-5 1, a group of men burned the 
Pope in effigy, fiuitlessly menacing Egan for money. In his diary for Sth November 

1852, Egan recorded that '1he effigy of the Pope was burnt in the market-place, several 
thousand people being present. "'" Earlier, in the 1840's, the Irish Rosmm*ian Moses 
Furlong had provocatively preached a premature version of "liberation theology,,, 
berating the depredations of laissez-fidre capitalism. 191 

Tile revised parish history of St Mary's in Lougborough tnentions other incidents 

of effigy burning and hostile demonstrations throughout 1850-52, which are remi'miscent 

of the accounts of Irish Catholic community self-defence during the Stockport Riots of 
1852, and other similar events. " Leicestershire then provides evidence of Saville's 

contentions, that, c. 1848, working-class communities targeted the Irish, and that Irish 

revolutionary politics impacted on the British domestic agenda. "' 

The factors attrilmted as causes of the Stockport riots help to explain the north- 

west Leicestershire outbreaks. Whilst economic factors, especially job competition and 
decreasing wages, were laid at the door of Irish migrants, mention was also made of the 

underlying importance of religious differences. Millward suggests that Stockport , Can 

also be connected with the activities of the political and religious groupings outside the 

working class. "" Both Stockport and Loughborough involved the acquiesence and 

support given by normally responsible leadership elements to agitators. The Stockport 

Protestant Association had close links with the local press and Conservatives; so too 
links existed between the LAPTS, the Leicester Journal and local Tories. In Leicester 

aLqo then, local government, press and Protestant leadership joined in the popular 

101-IRST, J. (No d^ c. 1898), Lh offt Rev. Arx*vw Eoan, pp. 84-85; in RCAL NDA, the tvVO Oldest Irishmen k4ng in 
The Rushes at this time vwere pefer Dxn a 60 yew old unnwried labourer and jan O'Brien, a married hwAwr of 56 years 
cj age; possibly one of these Nvo was the st@6wt woman. 
'"HIRST, J. (C-1890). p. 86,87 & 88. 
MLACEYýAC. (1985), pp. 41-42. HIRST, J. (nd. C. 1890), p. 67. 
11"DENVIR, J. (1894). The kth b Bnbh, pp. 261-2; SWIFT, R., OAroodw StBlford Strad ROW": Law, Order and On Irish 
presence in Md-Victcrim WdmhffMkA PP-188-95- MLLWARD, P., The Stockport Riats of 1852. A study of ArftýCafildjc 
and Anti-Irish Sentiment, pp. 207-224; both cluVAI am in SWIFT, F; L & GILLEY, S. (Eds), (1985). 

193SANALLEý J, (1987), 1848, The Brfth State and the Chartist Akvemenf, p. 223. 
191MILLWARD, P., in SWIFT, F; L & GILLEY, S, ((1985), p. 217,207-8. 
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protest against the Catholics and the Irish. 191 The LAPTS, with its middle-class, gentry 

and aristocratic membership, and the local branches of the British Reformation Society, 

both contributed to the politico-religious ferments. There was also the interaction 

between county Protestant clergy with the more mainstream protests organized Mi, 

Leicester (see Table 3). 

Specific similarities between Stockport and Loughborough included the 

destruction of priestly effigies, parades, and threats against Catholic property and 

persons. Millward cites a procession as the occasion for the Stockport outbreak. In 

Loughborough, self-assertive Catholic practice was noted, " and in June 1843, '. th-e 

children's procession especially offended the LAPTS. 197 In 1838 and 1842, increasing I 

concern was expressed by the LAPTS: 

..... the lofty pretensions of Romanism, have in this immediate locality, 
as well ..... as at Leicester and Derby, degenerated into a union with 
Chartism. ..... the Chartists meet in their own hired barn, and thence 
march, in procession, to the Romish place of worship ..... 

198 

Here, the problematization of the Irish as a joint political-religious contagion is made, 

manifest. 
The link with the Irish was given expression f orcefiffly in the LAPTS's 1844 

Report, which underscored the important role played by Irish newcomers in the local 

Catholic revival: 

Though the villages near the Monastery on Charnwood Forest have 
been constantly visited by the Priests, very little has occurred in them 
worthy of notice; the main attack having been made on Loughborough 
in which about thirty families of Irish Roman Catholics are now located. ' 
The Priests have taken due advantage of these their natural allies, aided 
in no small degree two or three zealous persons of a high order, lately 
settled in the place. '" 

200 Catholic proselytism locally was too successful for its own good. 

"MILLWARD, P., OW), P219- 
'"HIRST, J. (N. D. c. l&qO), p. 69-70. 
1wThe LApTS snadcad Vie Confraternity of the Living Rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mmy in a lengthy analysis in its Report 
of 1843, p. 10. 
1961LAPTS, 1842 Report, P-6-7. The tcr ff. %millage first referred is In fact WhW* the fo*O- to p. 6. of Report stressft 
the Chartist liaison factor * At Deity, the Chartist Petil don to the QUOen was confided for Presentation to ft Rarnan cathdic 
Priest - The Tknw, Jan. 2,1842. The LAPTS 1848 Report, p. 14, sbvVIy re-emphasised ft Cathdic-Chartist ods. - 
'"LAPTS, 1844 Report p. U 6. 
2110HIRST, J. (c. 1890), P. 87-8. 
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Not surprisingly, the LAPTS's Report for 1848 went to great lengths to fink 

Chartism and Catholicism in their readers' minds. There was an attempt to drive a wedge 
between those English converts of "respectable" background, such as the local man de 

Lisle, and disreputable and ignorant Irish proletarian elementS. 201 Anti-Irish expression 

and anti-Catholicism. intersected in the LAPTS Reports of 184448.202 

Interestingly, 1835, when the Protestant Association re-ernerged in Stockport, 

was also the year when the LA1117S and the Leicester Conservative Sý andard co nced t mme 

their activities. Given the local Orange connections, it is clear that the mid-1830's 

represents a most hWortant staging point in Leicestershire development regarding both 

anti-catholic and anti-Irish action. Catholic-Irish interests could be seen as being 

provocative: 

The poor are tenipted with worldly advantages - money, food, clothing, 
employment, or gratuitous education for their children. Others are 
solicited to read the Romish books which are everywhere obtruded, 
such as "Cobbett's History of the Reformation. 1203 

Cobbett's work was popular with local Catholics, for Barclay noted his parents' 

admission that'There were a few good Englishmen, no doubt, like ..... William Cobbett 

who wrote the history of the Protestant Reformation. "204 

Local Protestants who might have complained of Irish intrusion could only have 

been accused of carrying out their research efficiently- If the small numbers of Catholic 

Irish in the county ruffled Protestant feathers, then the relatively larger numbers of Irish 

Catholics in Leicester itself can only have produced similar reactions amongst concerned 

and militant Protestants. 

Anti-Catholic feeling and activity was not confined just to the poor and the 

ignorant. An historian of religion has indicated the impressive longevity of anti- 

Catholicism in British culture. 10' Leicester was no exception. Oral history ftunishes 

ample further evidence. Catherine Richardson, of Irish Parents, at St. Patrick's 

elementary school in 1918, recaUed "an element of cruelty; Roman CathoEcs were stiH 

caUed Papists, and Pope-lovers-" Kathleen McDonagh, born 1911, stated that her 

WLAPTS, 1M8 Report, p. 14. 

wiýýS; IM8 Report, p. 14; 1844 ROW, P-576- 
2"LAPTS, 18-47RapOft P. S. 
mS4jtCLAy , T. (1934), p. 7. WOLFFE (1991) mmeft that CobbWs work'suggested ft redefinition of ft pabictic radical 
tradkion belf in a manner which rGhW)il"t0d Ca"icisrn- It had a wide Infl- P. 15. 

20g -1985, p. 131 ASTINGS, A, (I 9W), A Hi6fory of ErIgIsh Csw*6w*, 1920 
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mother, a second generation Irish child, had told her that "The kids had shouted 'Protty 

Doe and 'Cat-Licks' at each other" in her mother's childhood in Leicester during the 

1880's and 1890's. Another local fimily, with Irish roots in the 1850's, mentioned 
incidents in the 1930's when Holy Cross pupils did battle with Anglican pupils after_,,, 

school hours. I Memoirs of Coalville Catholics in the 1900-1915 period, where there 

was an overt Irish presence, also mention incidents of minor violence, such as stone. -, 
throwing? " These patterns show that Barclay's type of negative childhood experience 

persisted as a problem of prejudice into the new century. 101 

That religious strife was fi-equently the root cause of internecine stress was quite 

clear to Barclay, who argued that youthful religious prejudice was not surprising when 
it was "backed and abetted by college professors and ministers of Jesus Christ. " Barclay 

indicated how a pious and committed Catholic upbringing could lead to an intolerance 

of its own. ' Is this evidence of Catholic prejudice and intolerance, or is it evidence of 

a Catholic lack of self-confidence and a laager mentality? Addressing the question of- 

why the Irish in England were blamed for a variety of social, economic, religious and 

political ills, in effect problematizedBarclay suggested the answer- 

"Suppose ... that there is a prejudice against you as an intruder (and) 
your religion, and a little unreasoning race hatred, none the better for 
being pretty mutual, - wouldril it, think you, take all your English pluck 
and enterprise to surmount all these dffrICUJtieS? "210 

Conclusion 

Leicester and the county in the period c. 1835-50 reflected the national pattern, 

where anti-Catholicism intersected with anti-Irish prejudice in the process of ttie 

racialization and problernatization of the Irish. Anti-Catholicism by its intrinsic nature 
involved an anti-Irish perspective. This is particularly clear in the various interview's 

Nlayhew conducted with first and subsequent generation Irish individuals in the 18601s' 

m4SW/OýK k*nhme wfth Mrs. C. Ricýon ard Va. K McDonagh. WIUIX)ND, B. (1991), A Hom* of Our Own-- 70 
Yews of Cound House MWro**S A" Leicesbr. SaCtion WUW "Irdedude - 193Z (no page rat). 
2"EWSON. P, (1915) A SkytHist Of CO&Wb RC iftsý, Ch. V. Passion, Prejudioe and Peacd. 
2"BARCLAY, T., (1934), pp 6,7, and The Vvgvem, No. 192,28.6.1895. 
2wBARCLAY, T., (1934),, p. 1 9 and 27. 
21OThe V4, mn, No. 192, Vol. Mil, 28 June 1895, P-150. 
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in London. "' 

Pa-z, s contention that: 'With respect to the reception of the Irish in the period from 
18304 870, the attitudes of the various sub-groups of the host society to religion was the 
determining factor"" is overly limited. As the nineteenth century developed, argues 
Paz, the English became increasingly secular, and therefore stopped disliking the Irish 
because of religion, but continued to find them unprepossessing because of their 
Irishness. This is a suspect interpretation, for the reason that despite increasing 

secularism amongst English Protestants, not to mention lapsation amongst Catholics, the 
traditional religious labels still stuck. It is a disingenuous approach for two reasons; 
first, it artificially separates religion from the Irish cultural experience; second, it ignores 

the rich evidence of British racist attitudes to the many creeds, colours and cultures that 
became entwined in the British Empire. (Ironically, some Irish, both Catholics and 
protestant, were part of this imperial construct, engaging with the majority culture and 

power-baseS)213 
ne unifilring Rwtors in tenns of anti-Irishness are continuity and longevity in the 

context of media treatment. The very prevalence of anti-Irish sentiment in its manifold 
manifestations was an omnipresent consideration. In discussing the problems of 
integrating the Irish in nineteenth century Britain, OTuathaigh emphasised "the long list 

ofpubfic agitatione, accompanying the "a strong anti-Catholic prejudice present in many 
levels of British society. " Even the secularist Barclay noted specifically the religious 
prejudice that the Irish migrants in Leicester endured. "' 

From 1830-70 in fi4 anti-Irishness crigaffised around both refigion and poNtics, 
a pattern reflected in Leicester. Whilst anti-Cath0ficism could exist without an overt 
anti-Irish element, for those who were both Irish and Catholic, an attack on one facet 

was hard to separate from the dualism of identity felt by the majority of migrants. It is 

worth reiterating that those Roman Catholics whom English Protestants met in daily life 

wSOA for gampie, MAYHEW, H (1849/50). The kth ki London (P&Vuin, Ed. V. Nauberg, 19s5), p. 261.3; and espec. p. 
13745 re rrointenance of RC faith and practice, and p. 57-60. The point Is continually made In other contemporary woft by 
Irish &, mors: see HEINRICK H. (1872). (Ed: aDAY, 19W), DENVIR, J. (1894). 
212PAZ (1992). p. 79. 
:, %Vd Wom wayples include John Mitchell of 1848 fame, who hold 8ntH31ack opinions on sWvffY In US& Darcy Magee, 
"o became a senior component of British Colonialism In Canada; and the average member of dw RIC at any time In that 
foroe's history. as wall as these Dublin officials hmn "Castle cathdics. - 
2140ýATKAIGH. G; The Irish In I 9th C. Britain: Problems of Integration In SWIFT, P, AND GILLEY, S. (EdsXj 985),. V27. 
and 7hq Kymm, No. 192, Vol. %All, 28 June 1895, article by Tom Barclay an Irish slum around Grow SbOOL aTuavuigh 
also noted that -anfi4nsh stM des vAn not simple varieties d an&CathOlmm, though religious Preludice undoubtedly entered 
into it, " p. 27. 
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were most likely to be Irish. ""' 

Saville highlights the links made between the Irish Catholics in England and 
Chartism, a pattern reflected in Leicester. He emphasises the increasing exposure given 

to Irish affairs, especially in terms of political and criminal violence, and in terms of 

socio-economic problem originating in Ireland and spreading to Britain, in the wake- of 
Irish migrants, Eke a contagion. The Irish were increasingly seen as uncivilized and 
different physically and psychologically, so that anti-Irish sentiment achieved a. 
"Specif JCally racist Component. 99216 

Leicester's record in terms of its Protestant ideological inheritance, its penchant 
for hosting both local and national Protestant organisations, and its predilection for 

inviting in purveyors of outspoken anti-Catholic invective, puts it in a position of-not 

only regional but national significance. A recent modem history of Leicester dismissed 

internecine Sectarianism as "triViaV'217 and continued "there is little to be heard in 

Leicester of the extremes of belief that unsettled so many more volatile COMMUnitieS"1219 

Tbere is no recognition here of the institutional fimmwork, the organisational skills, and, 

the propaganda expertise that regularly punctuated the mid-century decades as , 
manifestations of popular anti-CatholicLqn, and the implications of this for Irish Catholic 

incomers. Nor is there any cognizance of later reactions, such as Kensitism, or the 
ideological residue in the public and popular mind. 

Anti-Irishness was an integral part of anti-Catholicism. Punch in 1850 depicted 

a complacent Pontiff fitting a cardinaYs mitred hat on to a recumbent and dorrnant John 
Bull. AtthePope! seidewas a priest whose features are unmistakably of the sinlianized 
Celt type. Thus "Papal Aggression" and the Irish were linked (see cartoon). Tbomas 

Amold, headmaster of Rugby, directly associated Ambrose de Lisle's active promotion 

of Catholicism with the "barbariaif' Irish: 

'Lord Shrewsbury and other wealthy Catholics are devoting their whole 
incomes to the cause, while the tremendous influx of Irish labourers 

...... is tainting the whole population with a more than barbarian element. 1219 

2"PA7, (1992), p. 51. 
216WALLE, J (1987); 1848, p. 38. 
"'SIMMONS, J. (1974), LeteSWP8& andPnKW? t V01 One, P. 169. 
"SIMMONS, J. (1974), Vol TWO, P. 34. ManY of ft isgues thrown up in this exarninsfion of antý4aaffmlic and anfi4ri 

, 
sh 

prejudice In Loicestso wwo also kWtNW in lFinnem's study of ft Irish in York. 
21kkqjERVVOOD, S, in Hkb-y Today, YJII, 4 April 73, p-273-5. Whilst the reference to ft Irish was s r- t 10 Lancs )d pecW 

, 
of- 

-- W. Scodand, it has a wider applicafim; Wber to Baron Bunsen. The Punch cartoon appemrW hem. 
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Document 1: Cartoon from Punch (1850) relating No-Popery issue to Celtic 
simianized stereotype. 
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Catholic expansion locally is openly coupled here with the threatening influx of Irish-, 

untermenschen. Anti-Ifishness was at all levels of society inextricably intermingled with 
anti-Catholicism. 

The plethora of anti-Catholic institutions, and the survival long-term of anti-_ 
Catholic prejudice in Leicester, indicates the depth of penetration into the local 

Protestant consciousness. The clear association the county's Protestant leadership with 
anti-Catholicism was manifest. On occasion, local Irish Catholics reacted. This rarely 
made the cohmms of the local press, but fitct that some incidents are on record indicat I es 
that Irish Catholics in Leicester saw an attack on their religion as an onslaught on their,, -, - 
conununity identity and presence. 

Anti-Irish prejudice existed amongst English Catholics. 

"It may be ..... that there was little anti-Irish prejudice as such ..... But 
there was opposition, and the immigrant no doubt found it of little 
interest whether he met it wearing one hat or another. 020 

If this was true of attitudes within the Roman fold4 how much more true must it have 
been vis-A-vis the attitudes of crusading Protestant revanchistes. Whilst the Leicester' 

Dominicans pointedly celebrated the participation of local protestants at Catholic social 
events, the Irish mission of St. Patrick's remained culturally, socially and financially 

isolated from its core parish. An ex-Dominican historian has commented on the 

similarities to Newcastle-on-Tyne, where another core Dominican parish had an isolated 

Irish off-shoot, also called St. Patrick's. He noted that: 

The clergy were still able to regard the growth of Catholicism in 
England as due to the decline in prejudice against it -a curious reflection 
for the Irish - and to see (in 1889) the day of the return of the ancie nt faith as certain, if delayed. 221 

Archer is right to question the existence of a decline in the Irish dimension of anti- 
Catholic prejudice, and the Donu*m*cans9 eagerness to be accepted as part of the- 
established order served only to underline the prejudice exhibited internally as well'as 
externally towards those Catholics who were Irish in Leicester. The evidence fron, 
Leicester reinforces the theory that the process of construct the nation i eteenth ing n nin 

22'DOYLF- P., Bishm d UYWPOOI 0 865"72) and ft inVadanoe of being English, In MEWS, S. (EdX1 982), Rblgk)n 
and National kW* (VOI. 18), p. 445. 
2"SmeARCHEP, A (1986). The Two Ca#OkC4xffches: A Stucty in oppression, p. 89, ctng NewcastF9DatyChrt)f*h 

of 21 Mwch 1887. 
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century Britain involved the racialization of the Irish via their cultural and general 
Catholic identity, and their problematization as threats to the social and political order. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CRIME AS CONTAGION: THE PROBLEMATIZ-ATION OF THE THE IRISH 
OF LEICESTER 

"Should not the Irish generally be referred to their own priest? They are a great caWnity to 
our large tDwns. Whemver they locate they introduce cmne, &sease and wretchedness. There 
is scarcely an Irish case deserving of relief. The police should have orders to clear the public 
waM and race-courses -... of all such objects.... " 

The Rev. Joseph Date, Unitali'm mission orpnLser, in his Report of the Leicester Domestic 
Mission Society, 1854, page II 

w ... but for the one vice of drunkenness - almost the only vice which degrades and disgraces our 
people all through England - the social condition of the Irish in Leicester would rapidly 
hprove. That they are eminently fi= from the taint of ordinary crime is attested by the fact - 
for which I have the authority of one of the Dominican Fathers, an Englishman, who is 
chaplain of the jag - that on the criminal calendar for the whole of Leicestershire there is not a 
single hish name, and within the borough jurisdiction but dim or four, for offences which are 
the merest trifles - cases of petty larceny or offences wising out of drunken brawls. " 

A Survey of the Irish in England (1872) pages 3940; Hugh Heirtrick commenting on Irish' 
migrants in mid-Victorian Leicester. 

Two or three Irish children were observed by a benevolent lady on the race course the Sunday 
before 1, jsL elm children were in such a"ragged My condition as to be a disgrace to a Christian 
country. Could anything be done for them? " I made inquiries of a respectable neighbour whom 
I have known for twenty years, and who has known these same Irish families four or five years. 
Tile mother of two of the said children lives in that respectable locality "Pork-shop Yard. " She 
has offipring by several men - is enceinte and perpetually drunk. She sends out her children in 
this condition on purpose tD excite commiseration; if the children were dressed up tidy today, the 
clothes would all be stripped of& sold for drink and the children driven forth half-naked to play 
the same game tomorrow. The other Irish case is that of a man, a widower, who shortened his 
wifes cx&mce by ill-treatment. He lives, hhnsel& by gathering rags and bones and begging. He 
takes no care whatever of his children. They are sent at large in rags and dirt to obtain 
subsistence in any manner they are able. A better garment or a pair of shoes would be 
immediately taken from them for drink. the boy seen on the race-course was recently in prison 
for thefL Should not the Irish gener* be referred to their own priest.? They are a great calamity 
to our brge towns. VA=ever they locate they introduce crime, disease, and wretchedness. There 
is scarcely an Irish case deserving of reliet The police should have orders to clear the pubhc 
walks and race-courses, especially on a Sunday, of all such objects as referred to above. They 
are sent there for the "press purpose of preying on the unwary. 

Rev. Joseph Dare, 9th Report ofthe Leicester Domestic Mission Society, (1854) page 10-11. 
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(a) Introduction: crime and the problematization of the Irish 

The objectives here are to evaluate the primary evidence available, and to establish 

the proportional involvement of the Irish in local crime. That they were Publicly identified 

as a crirne problem there can be no doubt; (see Dare's comments of 1854, title page)., Swift 

(1985,1987,1989 and 1992)' and Neale (199 1) stress the need for tentative conclusions, 

and for more, and varied, detailed regional studies. Their work provides an agenda'and a 

research finmework. This chapter attempts to link current national analyses with the picture 

which emerges of the Irish community in Leicester c. 1841-91 in relation to policing. ' 

criminality and issues of justice. Analysis of local statistics confirms already established 

mm&; it also throws light onto the extent of the involvement of the Protestant Irish, Irish 

women, and second generation Irish in terms of types of offences committed and the rate 

of prosecutions. The problematization of the Irish as a threat to the socio-political order, 

an outlook resulting from Kay's polemic of 1832 on the dangers of the "moral and physicar, 

traits of the working class, created a certain inevitably regarding Irish migrant culpability for 

industrial Britain's social problems, especially in relation to crime, disease and poVerty. 2 

The whole area of statistical evidence about crime is problematic, as Neale (199 1 

reminds us. Factors contributing to an inaccurate final picture are the facts that not all c rime 
is discovered; and that actual law, and police practices and interpretations, vary in time and 

place. Pre-1856 figures in particular are variable because of the differing rates of 
constabulary creation from 1835. The Police Act of 1856 led to the first comprehensive 
Judicial Statistics being published. 

Certain problems of interpretation affect any discussion of the Irish dimension'e. g. 
police national returns fbf? 'tramps and beggars" were samples for 1863, but were not for 
1865; thus these figures are useful Only if it is borne in mind that vagrants would have sought 

casual work in rural surroundings in Spring and Summer, but would probably seek poor 
relief in a context of urban anonymity during the Autumn and Winter period. There are 

'SWIFT, R, "Anoew Stafford Strvet Row"- Law, Order ww the Irish Pmsence in Mid Victorian WoNerhenvton, in SWIFT, P, 
aid GILLEY, S. (lW5); SWIFT, R; The Outcast Irish in the British Victorian City. Problerns aW perspectkft in kish HisfttW 
Shxbs, Vd. XW, Na 99, May 1987; SWIFT, R, Crkne ant! the 16sh in nineteenth century Britain In SWIFT, R and GILLEY, S- 
o9mandswiFT, R., The Historiogrv^ of the INsh in 19th Century Britain in (YSULUVAN (. Ed) (1992), and NEALE, F., A CriminW prorile of the Uyarpool Irish, in Trans of Hist Soc of L&vs and Ch9shke, Vol. 140, Dec. 1991 
2See HICKMAN, M; Educafim for Mftritiffi: Irish Catholics in Britain, in LEWIS, G. (1998). FOrmbg Nabon, Frarnbg Wq&m. 
p. 150-6. 
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problems in defining the seriousness of different types of assault? 
For Leicestershire, the only surviving set of sufficiently detailed data is A admission 

records for October 1876 through to April 1877, (and the colder part of the year at that. ) 

This provides a comprehensive picture across both City and County, enabling sophisticated 

analysis of the total of 1,260 persons. The four criteria used here are: birth place, 

occupation, religi and offence. The patterns identified enable tentative comparisons to be ion 

made with Walton Jail in Liverpool (1865), and Barlinnie Prison Glasgow (1882-83). 

Caution is necessary as Leicester does not share the same numerical significance as the other 
two in terms of Irish migration. Other useful sources include newspaper files, local and 

national government records and census data. The latter is limited because of its decennial 

nature; newspaper files do not to present all cases, and are frequently partial; local authority 

reports rarely mention the Irish directly. However, sampling linked with surname analysis 

gives some useful pointers. 

The question of defining crime is problematic. The State, the legislators, 

adniftlistrators, powerful social interests and public attitudes all were determinants of official 

crime statistics, of news reports and of perceived "crime waves. t4 Evidence is in effect 

compiled from middle and upper class sources. The Leicester media continuously 

CI ontributed to the stereotypes of the "low"Irish, emPhasising their inherent criminality; (see 

nlain Introduction). 

The perceived lawlessness of the Irish bad various origins. Both Protestant pressure 

groups and anti-Catholic commentators attempted to influence public opinion in Leicester 

in relation to the Irish and Catholics. Irish lawlessness in Leicester was in part a product of 

external pressures from policing policy and practice, religious and ethnic prejudice, and 

unequal opportunities. The long-term association with petty crime was damaging internally 

-a's 
well as externally. 

Leicester requires analysis tailored to the details and trends of local historical 

developments. Whilst the Irish share the problems of wider national and local economic 

variations, their contribution to crime must be measured against their place in the socio. 

ý-ISINDALL R (19W), S&wtVOb'7Cek? ft 19t4 Century: Made Panic Or ROWDsngef? SwChl(PP. 16.28). 

4SINDALL(19W)P5. 
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economic structure of the host community. They were part of the population at risk -'- 

especially the working-class community to which most of them continued to belong 

throughout the period, as both census evidence and contemporary observation confirm. 
The question ofwhat types of crime were the Irish most associated with is important. 

The Leicester Irish conform to the general national picture, where most Irish-related crime, 

was in the petty and less-serious categories, and involved alcohol abuse, assault, theft and 

vagrancy. Despite the same factors affecting the behaviour of the host cormnunity, Swift ,: __- 
(1989) notes that the Irish seem to have endured three times the prosecution rate and five 

tknes the miVnsomnent rate of notional national averages. The Leicester data reflects these 

paftems. 
With regard to the stereotyped "Irish rows" and riots, more definition is needed, - and 

on three aspects: do they result from internal factionalism, external pressures, or a mixture 

of both; in the case of riots, are they classifiable into the two typologies as described by 

Phillips (1974); and, in the case of Leicester, does either type predominate? 

Second generation Irish youths enter the Leicester picture in two respects: as 

children of families in residence, and as juveniles from surrounding Roman Catholic 

dioceses sentenced to ten-ns in the Catholic boys! refonnatory at Mount St Bernardýs Abbey. 

Youth offenders can be suspect: "It was often advantageous to lie about one! s age and 
identity. A juvenile offender may have given an older age in order to be sent to'pnson 

for a short period of time rather than to a reformatory for at least two years. "' 

These issues will be examined in the broad contexts of- statistical representation of 
the Irish-, the evidence regarding women; non-Catholic as well as Catholic Irish; the'second 

lana: nm generation; policing and the quality ofjustice; exp tions and causes of Irisli c e; the 
influence of contemporary negative stereotypes; and finally, the conclusions that 'Can'be 

drawn from local and national debates about the Irish contribution. The evidence is 

examined in relation to vagrawY and lodging houses; crime patterns in religious, gender and 
generational terms; the issue of alcohol; media portrayals, and the types of riot situations 

which occuffed. 

'SINDALL(1990)P. lg 

.. 
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(b) The now Police: the Irish experience reflected 

The Leicester Borough Police was created in 1830 Mr Frederick Goodyer was 
recommended for the post of Chief Constable by Col. Charles Rowan, commissioner of the 
London Metropolitan Police. ' This Rowan had himself been recommended to Sir Robert 

Peel by senior British army generals in Ireland, and was the son of a distressed Ulster 
landowner cum clergyman of Scottish descent from County Antrin-LO At this early, seminal 

s tage in his long police career, therefore, Goodyer was being supported by a Protestant 

Irishman unlikely to feel any *Tnpathy for the Catholic Irish. Goodyer from 1831 had been 

serving in London as Inspector of W Division Metropolitan Pohce. Tle London force 

was influenced in both policy and Personnel by earlier experiments with the Irish 

Constabulary. Some Irish in-migrants would have brought with them critical recollections 

of the policing practices, political attitudes and militaristic methods of the Irish 
-- Constabularies. Some Irish migrants were therefore pre-conditioned into attitudes of 

hostility towards Victorian policing bef ore even setting foot in England-9 Leicester was to 

the fore in modernising its police service, being the sixth area nationally to take advantage 

of the enabling legislation of 1835. In August 1836, Goodyer set about monitoring crime 
in the localities. Detailed beats and patrol areas were allocated, marking the systematic 

policing of the working-class area of the town generally, and the main streets of Irish 

settlement in particular. 10 Of 23 beats laid down, one quarter were concentrated in a 

relatively small area (see Map 1). These patrol areas can be related to the Irish-born and 
their families residing in core settlement locations. 

Using 1841 Census data, the beat patrols listed in Table I cover a total of 353 out 

of the 621 persons in the Irish conununity, or 56.4 per cent; more than half of the Leicester 

Irish were concentrated in 25 per cent of the beats. Ibis reflects concentrations of the Irish 

$PATTERSON, A. T. (1954) Rocks( Lakester -A History of Leicester 1780-1850 p. 223 
YPALMERS, S. (1988) Police and Protest j7 ErqWd and lrebd, 1780-1 &50. p. 294 

sPALMERS, S. (19M) p295. HICKMAN, M. in LEWIS. G (1998) notes that many police wale ax-soldism with Irish service who 
thardore had preconceptions about the Irish and ciin p. 152. 
@ELLjOTT. B. (1gog) Lakestershke Constabulary 1839-19M, P. 6. Elliott has mitten axtensk* on Catholic affairs In Leicester. 
See GMFFIN, B., Such Vwn*t: The Dublin Police and the Public, 1 &38-1913, In kish Studies Review, No. 13,199ss, pp. 21 - 
25. - 
'OSTANLEY, STL, A Canterwy Tribute to FfOdffick GOOdy0r, Laicesters Fnt Chief Constable, 1836-76; In TL. HAS. Vol.., U 1975. 

. 
76 p. 16; and LRCO Watch Committee Min. CM 4211, Jan. 1836 - Doc 1 &39. See also STANLEY, C. R., The Birth and Early 
History of Lsics. Constabulary in 77m Leicestershire Historian, Vol Z M. 2 1971172. 
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MAP 1 POLICE BEAT PATROLS IN THE IRISH AREAS OF LEICESTER IN 1836 

(see also Table 1, which details routes of each beat and numbers of Irish residents 

per street. ) 
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KEY: 0 Delineation of beat patrol areas covering core Irish Streets 

NOTE: This map depicts Leicester in 1828; this N. E area was substantiall". the same in 
1857 (see Spencer's Map) but with in-fiffing up to the line of the '"Navigation" 
(Canal). 
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in streets of recent growth, with a developing reputation for poverty and poor housing. 
Corporation records for 1836-9 offer some evidence Of the monitoring by the new regirne 
of Leicester's Irish community: 

"27th August, 1839. The Inspector reports that a disturbance took place last 
Saturday between the English and the Irish and that windows in Abbey 
Street and Green Street were broken to the amount of 22 shillings. "I 

The Watch Committee ordered "that the damage be made good and the amount charged by 
mr. Goodyer in his next bill for sundries. 11 Presumably responsibility for the damage did not 
lay with the Irish, as their streets were under attack. 

An earfier similar case, in 1836, is more informative as regards Perpetrators, victims 

and motive. What amounted to a local anti-Irish riot erupted around James Skerry 12 "a 

, dacent, Irishman" - and his wife. On Saturday night, between 12 and I otclock, Skerry "sat 

up late - keeping his wife company, while she was 'doing up, some mob caps for the 

neighbours. " 

NUMBERS OF IRISH-BORN AND THEIR FAMILIES FROM 1841 CENSUS 
RE- BEAT AREAS OF NEW BOROUGH CONSTABULARY - 1836 

TABLE I 

BEAT NO. STREETS PATROLLED (No. In brackets = No. of Irish-born NO. OF IRISH 
and their Irnrnedlate families) PER BEAT 

No. 8 I st part of Wharf St; Humberstone Gate (10); Russell Sq (10); 100 
§ Bedford St (80) 

No. 9 2nd part of Wharf St; Wheat St (11); Carley Street (10); 29 
Metcalf St (8) 

No-10 3rd part of Wharf St (20*); Denman St (4); Belgrave Gate (24) 48 
No- II I st part of Belgrave Gt; Grosvenor St (5); George St (2) 7 

Crab St (5); Woodboy St (4); Foundry Square (2) 11 
No-12 2nd part of Belgrave Gt; Green St (2 5); Abbey St (8 1 129 

Mansfield St (12); Goddards Place (11) 

No-14 Archdeacon Lane (15); Margaret St (7); Thames St (7) 29 

N-00; § Around this time Barkby Lane was renamed Bedford Street I 
353 

I 

* The 20 cover all 3 parts of Wharf St beat 

II LCRO, CM 42/1, WSItch Ccmmfte "ns, J2n. 1836 - Dec. 1 M9. 

12AP quatO from LC report of 13.2.1836. The speech marks around the adpcbve am thie krAO crwm reportees. 
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James, a labourer, had his wife, a lodger and no family. " In Court, James stated "that he 

kept an orderly house, and had not the least idea! ' why the attack occurred. Although four 

persons had been arrested, only Glover, a "young countryman, " was tried. In the end, the 

matter was settled by and between the complainant and the defendant: Mr Skerry accepted 
L4.00 in settlement:; E2.00 for the damage and E2.00 compensation for injuries. The report Mi 

unfortunately leaves some questions in the air: did Glover the "countryman" resent 

competition from Irish labour, or the Irish as strangers? As Skerry initiated the eventual 

settlement, the presumption must be that justice was done. James Skerry of 23 Green Street 

is cited in the Reports of the local Office of Health on 9th June 1854 for keeping swine 

injurious to the health of the neighbourhood. " Perhaps this practice annoyed his 

neighbours. 14 

The 1839 Watch Committee report hints that disturbances "between the English and 
the Irish" were to be expected. The evidence cited elsewhere in respect of Leicester's strong 

Protestant tradition, and its record of media hostility to both Catholics and Irish, would 

explain why the Irish per se were expected to cause trouble. Given the developing 

concentration of Irish in Leicester, the two incidents suggest that organised policing was not 
just to control Irish disorder, but possible anti-Irish disturbances as well. 

The need to police. the Irish strictly was evinced in the local press, and especially so 

in Conservative outlets. Local papers regularly carried syndicated copy; Irish cases 
frequently featured. Davis (199 1) has remarked that "the practice of reprinting news from 

other provincial newspapers did fink the Irish with violence. " Leicester would appear to 

provide a clear example of this practice. " 

There is a contrast in the primary and secondary source material regarding the 
importance of the Irish in Leicester at the time of the f6undation of the Borough 

ConstabuLvy. A respected local historian, Temple Patterson, quoted the Leicester Journal 

of 22 January 1836 as calling the new police "a threat to the liberty of the subject": 

13ACD, 1841, p. 16 
"A similar case In St Helans, in 1874, cOrMnOd fm 20 year old males in a Vicious and mothelass assault an a 74 year old 
Irishman and No wife inydvirg the use of quick-linm to blind Ve ; cited in SINDALL(19W), p. 62, from Th@ 7-k 301`114 - CW* no Doe 
1874. It woto be Interesting to know ths aDdwt mid fmquency of such attacks on Irish persons in that period and whattw or not 
paitems of hwasgmemt are evidart LCRO 20D 72-55, Health Commiftee Nnules, 1 B54. 
"DAMS, G, (1991). The fth J7 Elffsh 1815-1914, p. 71. 
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For different reasons, a similar view prevailed among the turbulent and 
crhinal elements of the population; and the lot of the policeman whose beat 
lay among the Irish of Abbey Street or the unexplored recesses of Wharf 
Street was usually not a happy one. Scuffles were frequent and injury not 
uncommon. 16 

The original source in fact reads: 

Consiclerable pains have been taken with the new inspector to initiate him in 
the mysteries of Belgrave Gate and the unexplored recesses of Wharf Street, 
which, we have no doubt he will readily avail himself of. " 

Ac there is no mention of the Irish, (even though Belgrave Gate was already developing as 

a core area of Irish settlement), Patterson's remark may be an example of street folklore 

being passed down. Finnegan's (1982) study notes the tendency of Irish recidivism to be 

buoyant in the collective local "folk memory" in relation to certain streets and locations. 

A reputation for violence, once gained, was not easily lost. Mary Booth, a relative of the 

pioneer social scientist, wrote to Beatrice Webb about the declining iron and coal community 

near Whitwick c. 1900: "We have a fearfully poverty-stricken population, left behind in the 

race ... a violent Irish element, disorderly. "" 

(c) The policing of the Irish and their Lodging Houses 

The City Constabulary proved so successful that in 1839 Leicestershire established 

own stipendiary force. Within a few years, police stations had been built in its 
Loughborough and Hinckley, both of which had sizeable Irish proportions to their 

populations-19 Large numbers of these Irish, particularly around Whitwick and later at 

CoaMUe, were attracted to jobs in coal mines and ironworks; ongoing problems of law and 

order were to be associated with such communities throughout the period. 

in the City, working-class St Margarets, by far the largest parish, contained most of 

iepATTr=FtSON, (1954), P223. Ewn the standard RC history of 1946 ar matit this linw. the Dayinicans, up to 1895 were credited 

wkh"IWAV a vxrdwU ~ on the people rMrV in the neighbourbioW, they being able to perish Into the dark courts and alloys 

whom no policeman dare show hknselt, "KIMBERUN, (1946), P-23. 

IILC 28 Der- 1839 
isjACKSON. JA (190). P-87 
, EUjC)TT. B (1989), p. 7 
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the Irish population. " (See Settlement). Certain key indicators were applied in the mid - 
Victorian period to the urban workers and poor. They were regarded by most of the 

"flihft" and n&g section of society as a great potential danger -a sort of human volcano 

- of crime, immorality and disorder, that might at any moment burst forth to disrupt the 

intemal domestic tranquillity of mid-Victorian Britain? ' The Irish were frequently perceived 

as the core of this threat, in both internal and external terms. The continued need to police 
the Irish and proletarian areas of Leicester can be traced further in various local primary 

sources. 
There was a perhaps understandable reluctance on the police's part to patrol certain 

areas of the town, areas that in many instances included Irish families: 

The lot of these very early policemen must have been hard, especially 
amongst the Irish inhabitants in Abbey Street or in the unexplored areas of 
Wharf StreeO Assaults upon them were so commonplace that in the period 
from the formation of the Force in February 1836 to the end of that year, 
records show that 116 charges were preferred of assaulting the police and 
15 of rescuing or attempting to rescue persons being taken or, in fact, taken 
into custody. " 

These same figures are also quoted by Temple Patterson (1956) and by Elliott (1989). This 

raises the interesting question of frequency and type of riot situations in Leicester and, in 

particular, Irish-related riots. (See (i) below) 

The Watch Committee Minutes for the late 1860's indicate that two of the most 
heavily populated Irish streets in the town were still drawing attention to themselves. On 

12 February 1867 is recorded: "Abbey Street : Complaint as to noisy games and obscene 
language". 24 this may relate to Engfish-Irish hostility between children and adolescents, as 
Barclay descnibed. ' 11v following year, the Minutes reveal that: "Complaint is made as to 

the insufficiency of the Police in the Belgrave Gate beat (from Haymarket to Navigation 

Street). tiM 

20SM 
, Chapter on Settlernient 

21 DAVIS, G (1991). Ch. 2. pp 51-82 
22An echo of the quote queried aboye, see foob-ae 10 
21STANLEYý C. R (1975-6); p16 
24 LCRO, CM 42tg, p. 241 
"See BARCLAY (1934), p-8. 
"LCRO, CM 4219, p. 315 
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The continued need for policing certain areas is clear froný the notes of Mr. Joseph 

Howe, a Leicester policeman from 1872. New uniforms were introduced: "The helmets 

were strongly made with a 'pistor top, as was indeed necessary, for the Belgrave Gate- 

Wharf Street area contained a very rough element, and in October 1873 Mr. Howe was 
brutally assaulted in Russell Square, when attempting to disperse a Crowd. 07 The streets 

mentioned are in the core Irish area. 
I : r-ý W data about the foundation of new police stations This smrne source provides usefi 

at Sanvey Gate in 1878 and at Woodboy Street in 1880. Both were areas of working class 
bousing; and both, especially the latter, 28 contained significant Irish elements. Barclay lived 

in-and around Woodboy Street throughout his childhood. He makes clear the attitude of 

a rnale working class teenager to authority: "Schoolmasters, priests, police, parents are all 
09 in a conspiracy to withhold us from the joys of life ... police are molesting trespassers. 

In 1845, local J. Ps had recommended that police sub-stations be set up around 
iate because of its reputation as a disorderly district. Ibis was not carried through Belgrave G 

twi due to financial resh aints, even though the suggestion was made ce subsequently (in 1874 

and again in 1877). 30 That it was difficult for police to operate there is indicated by a note 

(4-january 1859) recording that "Tbe Superintendent reports the presentation of 10 guineas 

to PC Langham by the inhabitants of Belgrave Gate for his regular satisfactory 

performance. 01 The constable earned his bonus by operating efficiently in a tough area. 
Some light is shed on the policing level in the , Iish ,, in the mid- I 870's in the 

32 
Duty Diwy of Sergeant Preston. On Wednesday, 9th December 1874, Thomas Conner 

of 34 Abbey Street had had his shirt stolen; it had been sold to a lady in nearby Bedford 

Street for 4d. - in a wet state! Thomas! s fiaher, an Irish labourer and widower, and Thomas 

himself aged 14 had lived in 1871 at Lower Green Street; 33 for the poor, a shirt was an 

expensive item to replace. Sgt. Preston made enquiries via Pawnbrokers and second-hand 

VLCRO. MISC; Police, 189 

20BARCLAy' (1934); p. 12 and p. 4 

"BARCLAY, (1934) p. 16; 81 youth is nothing now. 

3OLCRO. MISC 189, police; I st july I so; Swift notes that in Wohmrtw*on in 1854, the police sited a row station In Stafford 
'ArsothOr Stafford Rov/; Law, Orde Street in order . 10 maintain an tincemsN vigill off the Irish Conymmity'"; sea SWIFT. R, Street r 

and the Irish presence in Wolverhampton, In SWIFT, R. and GILLEY, S., (1985), p. 186 

"LCRO, MISC. 189- POfice 

! 2LCRO Box 19, D54/4 
"ACD. 1871 (P-901 M, P. 18 
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clothes dealers, a group identified by Mayhew as being on the fringe of organised crime. m' 

On Tuesday, 9 June 1874, the Duty Diary reads: "Duty 6-10 p. m., with Inspector 

Wilkinson. Re: 2 books left at OLeary's Public House, Belgrave Gate, property of Mr 

Marshall, Book Seller. " OLeary, almost certainly an Irishman, had told Mr Marshall that 

he (OLeary) had lent money on the books to a Frank Richards, - but OLeary subsequently 
denied this to the police. " 

The Metropolitan Police set the precedent for the close and regular monitoring of 

working-class areas. A superintendent's order of 1862 stated "Public houses to be visited 
by Police in plain clothes ... between the hours of II at night and 2 anL; " persons "likely to 

commit street robberies ... are to be kept under observation; " their movements were to be 

logged in detaiLm The Duty Diary is heavily punctuated with regular and repeated visits to 
Lodging Houses and Public Houses - presumably in a similar trawling, patrolling or even 
harassing capacity. There were one or two visits per week to establishments "frequented by 

strangers". This exhibits the continuing concern, two decades after Dare's oft-repeated 

condemnations of the inhabitants of "the ready-fimiished pest-hole, or the common 
lodging house. 07 There is ample evidence of Irish involvement with these in Leicester, both 

as customers and managers (see Chapter on settlement and housing). 

In 1845, one of Leicester's Irish lodging house keepers, "Blind Jack" or John 

Corbett, was involved in a drink-related incident with another Irishman, Bill Jennings. Both 

used violence; despite his apparent disability, Jack came off best. " Corbett in 1841 was a 
labourer; he presumably saved a little, for by 1851 he was married, held the job of 
manager/keeper, had one "servant" and three young agricultural labourers as lodgers - all 
Irish, except his wife. " The Corbett's were clearly well settled; both appear in Abbey Street 

as lodging house keepers in 186% by 1871 only his wife Am remained. 
11v 1845 incident as presented portrayed multiple stereotypes of the Irish. Jennings! 

14MAYHEW (I 862)(Cluennall 1960): London's Underworid, Vbf. IV., pp. 305 and 307. 
"LCRO, 19D, 5913 
'Cked SINDALL (1990) P. 1 10. Mebwolftan Police ordws, 16 July 1862, PM. MIPOU7/14; Swift points to close police monitoring 
of lodging houses frequented by to Irish In WoNartwnpton, Particu" foIbMng the Lodging Howm Act of 1851; see S"FT 
In SWIFr, R. and GILLEY, S (1985), P. 186 
"RUM, 1854, p-10 
"L. C 23 August 1845 
"ACD 1841151rolf7l. 
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was described thus: 

"The complainant (whose hat was as battered, coat as seedy, and walking. 
stick as odd-shaped as ever had any Milesian) presented a most pitiable and 
shocking appearance ... nearly his whole fight cheek was a mass of contusion 
and clotted blood - he seemed to think his wounds were themselves 
honourable marks of distinction; for he bad exhibited them very graciously 
to everybody in court long before the business commenced ... "40 

The keeper called a witness, identified in the news report as "a rare specimen of the Irish 

The article opened up the question of sexual morality: "In the room where Jennings 

was to have slept one woman was lying by him, and one or two on the floor and near the 

door. besides the usual complement of men! " The piece combined violence, humour and a V 
whiff of prurience. 

Shmim hints at Irish immorality appear elsewhere at this time. Handley quoted from 

the ,I police's reply to the Poor Law Enquiry of 1843. In- the section dealing with "Queries 

regarding Lodging Houses for the Poor ... II Lower Class, " was posed the question: "Are 

Lodgers of all ages and of both sexes promiscuously assembled together in one room 
llyeS, 41. -Me reporting of the 

, YA&ut respect to characterT It listed the answer as a blunt 

local murder case involving Irishman Edward Lally, in 1857, permitted itself a gratuitous 

hint of incest. 42 

Illere was clearly the potential, even if only partly exploited, for sexual innuendo at 

the expense of the Irish - an innuendo even more damaging if the subject happened to be 

Catholic as wen as Irish. As will be seen in relation to reporting on other Irish offenders - 

and on orders of nuns - this latter element seems to have been an early and well-tried 

for, 'nlula which predated the more well-known sensationalism of the press in the later 

nineteenth century. 

4 is subtly racist for Owy Invaded Ireland, not from Europe, but from Scythia, 
C 23 August 1.845. The reference to PAINiar 

, via EyWt and SPO" am COLLMk P-. (1954). A Thwsw Of MM FOklbre, P. 43-4. The ScYthiam Mrs rather nJthkns 'barbarians' 

from the eastern Euro*Asis frontier area- 

4, HMDLEY, J. (1943), 17984W, p. 245 

'62SOG section (VXS) Of this chapter, and footnote 75 re LC report of 7.2.1857. 
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(d) The Irish and the vagrancy problem 

The alarmist and sensationalised crime reports carried in the Leicester press 

sometimes reflected the series of Annual Reports of the Leicester Domestic Mission 

Society, (1846-77), conViled and edited by the Unitarian Joseph Dare. 

The quotation from his 1854 Report, (see title page) establishes his essentially 

negative viewpoint of the Irish. Dare's commentaries analysed local and national 

government reports on social problems. His concerns about the Irish were uniformly 

negative, critical and uncaring. The 1836 Report on the State of the Irish Poor in Great 

Britain divided Irish workers in Britain into three main categories: seasonal labourers; 

drovers; and beggars and vagrants. Dare was pre-occupied with the latter category, 

especially the Irish sector within it. " 

The 1836 Report saw beggars and vagrants as nomadic migmts between Britain and 

Ireland who hawked for a living and sheltered for the winter in the poorest quarters of 
Britaids cities. In Dare's mind, and that of his many readers, beggary and vagrancy were 

associated less with poverty than with crkninality. In 1854, he pronounced: 

"I have no doubt that much of the undetected crime is committed by the 
wandering inmates of the common lodging houses ..... there are about 
50,000 vagrants passing every year through this county, the majority of 
whom are obtaining their subsistence by very questionable means. " 

Dare continued: "The greater number of those who frequent the common lodging houses 

obtain their subsistence by preying on the public. Scarcely one of them pursues any honest 

means of fiving"44 

The theme of the symbiotic relationship between the criminal classes and their 

residential accommodation was a major long-term concern. In 1854 Dare referred to poor 
relief applicants from the common lodging house and the ready fiwnished room: 

11 ... they pass from place to place, taking up their temporary abode ... an 
in: Wrtant moral and sanitary knprovement might be effected if all these sort 
of "lodgings for travellers" could be consolidated in one public building, and 

43DARE, J; RLDMS(1855)p. 10. In fact LbkmSterwitnessed Irish d all three groups. 
"DARE, J, RLDMS (1854) P-10 
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placed under regular inspection ... the two worst cases were amongst the 
irish. "45 

One case involved disreputable Irish parents who used their children for dishonest begging 

at the local race course on the sabbath, the other involved an Irish widower who had ifl- 
'treated his wife, and not cared for his children. ' (See title page). 

Dare, s prejudiced comments on whether and how the Irish should be treated clearly 
indicate the contemporary process of problematizing the migrants. Dare's stature as a 
positive force for change, argued for persuasively in a recent local appreciation, is chaUenged 
by his attitude to the Irish. (See Introduction, and discussion on poverty).. 

The Chronicle renwked: 

"Every home occupied by a poor family ought to be lime-washed, 
particularly in such places as Abbey Street and its vicinity, where vagrants 
from all parts of the Kingdom nightly take up their abodes, and are huddled 

sometimes half a dozen or perhaps more in one apartment, a together, 
circumstance of itself sufficient to generate infectious disease. 1147 

-The 
key reference here is to vagrants from all over the Kingdom. By 1855, Dare could 

quote Supt. Goodyer on the dfimnsions of the problem: "There are in Leicester 38 common 
lodging houses registered; these are registered to acconimdate: nightly 587 persons; weekly 

4,109 persons; yearly 213,688 persons. The above includes the families of the keepers of 

the lodging houses. , 49 Census data throws some fight on the Irish contribution to this 

sector of the population; the Irish component is relatively small, as Leicester was rapidly 

absorbing rural families from its own and the surrounding counties. (See chapter on 

Settlement and Housing). 

Contemporaries associated vagrancy, lodging houses and crime with the poor 

. generally, and the Irish especially, as a moral contagion. The attitude locally to vagrancy 

evolved gradually. Public flogging ceased c. 1818; local magistrates now made a systematic 

attempt to cope by setting up a Vagrant Office. Private relief was discouraged; instead, 

"'Report On ft fth Poor, (IBM) P-469. 

"DARE, RLDMS (1854) P-1011- 
471_C 12 Nov. 1831- The 16cal work cited is KAYNES. B. (1991), WbrkkV Cbss Lie in Morim Leicas* ft jo3eph Dive 
Reports. 
"DARE, RLDMS 1855, P-10 
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beggars were to be given tickets and referred to this office. The Poor rates financed the new 

system. Impostors would be charged under the Vagrants Acts; genuine cases would be 

relieved; and this system pertained up until the Poor Law was amended in 1834. "It failed, 

however, to justify the expectation of some of its promoters that it would greatly reduce the 

number of disease-ridden Wging houses, mostly in Abbey Street and its viCinity, "49 the Very 

core of Irish settlement in the 1840's and 1850's. 

News references to vagrants give some idea of the human face behind the often 

grim statistics. In 1833 the Chronicle, quoting the Glasgow Argus (reinforcing the point 

about syndicated news of Irish offenders), reported an Irish vagrant cum confidence 

trickster; under his rags he had over a week's supply of food collected, as well as a set of 

serviceable clothes; he was returned "to his own dear native land. 160 The latter phrase was 

the Leicester reporter's. 
A siniilar itern entitled A Vagrant - James Fitzgerald, a tramp, from Glasgow dealt 

with an incident in 1854 in Birstall, two miles from Leicester. Fitzgerald was begging in the 

village and on an hnpulse entered a house "wrenching off all the brass knobs, handles and 

ornaments he could find. " He was caught by a servant, and received three months hard 

labour as a rogue and vagabond. As the offence occurred on 23rd December, Fitzgerald was 

perhaps desperate for something to exchange for ready cash in order to get lodgings for 

Christmas. " 

The items stolen, metal for scrap, supports patterns Mayhew described in the London 

underworld, where there was a dubious entrepreneurial scene in which second-hand dealing 

co-existed with the fencing of stolen goods of any kind. One type of dealer, operating in 

what were tenned "Marine-Store" shops, dealt in "old Copper, Brass, Pewter, Lead, Iron, 

Zinc, Steel, etc. " as well as rags, bones and other items for resale or recycling. 52 In 1851, 
Catherine Dempsey, an unmarried Irish lady aged 80, a marine-store dealer, was an hirnate 

of the Borough Jail. 53 Dealers in metal had a ready rnarket in sales to "iron founders, 

"PATTERSON, A. T., (1954) p. 120-1; LC 12 Nov 1831. 
"L C 28 Sept. 1833 
BIC23 Dec. 1854, Fr. V. MCNabb. Dominican chaplain at Leicester Prison 1908-14, noted: "Arxtw prisciner. constw* In and 
out of gaol, UsW to bra* a w4ldom when he W`anted to get inside MA Of the cold; " See VALENTINE, F. (1955), Faaw Vgxwg 
AtNabb; the prisoner quoted preferred to pr1son, whom he "anW his own mom, to the alternathe of the Workhous% p. 
FINNEGAN (1982) found sirrdlar exernpleg re - Irish in York, p. 146 

229. 

52MAYHEW (1851) p. 277 Mayt*Ws Urdon (Qu&. vW Edtn. 1969), p. 277. 
631 851 ACD, p. 40. 
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coppersmiths, brass-founders and plumbers. There were, in fact a number of Leicester Irish 

who operated as marine-store dealers from the 1840s to the 1880's; (see Occupations). 

Mayhew remarked that "the rag and bottle and the marine-store shops are in many 
instances but dfferent names for the same description of business, " - with one difference: 

the fonner rather than the latter are concerned with "the purchase of dripping, as well as of 

every kind of refuse in the way of fat or grease. " 

At Hinckley Petty sessions in 1867, again in late December, a Patrick Killigan was 

-charged with the theft of 5lbs of grease; in value, I s. 3d. He soon sold it on to a tallow. 

chandler for 10d. The candle-maker ruined Killigarfs aliK who claimed he was after only 

rags and bones. The P. C. "knew the prisoner, he had resided in a lodging house in the town 

kept by James Crosby. " Crosby, an Irishman, was operating in 1861 and '71; this episode 

neatly ties offence, vagrant and lodging house together. " Killigan received 14 days hard 

Labour. 11m is a clear hint here of the same sort of heavy policing of lodging- houses that 

was carried out in Leicester. 

Dare's 1855 strictures against vagrants, especially the Irish, were reflected in a case 

presented before Leicester Petty Sessions in June 1866: 

. Monday - Before the Mq)vr- Joseph Johnston, a wretched looking creature, 
who stated that he came from the county of Cork, was charged by P. C. 
Robinson with being a vagrant. He was discharged on promising to leave 
the town. "" 

over the 50 year period there can be detected contrasting forms Of official reaction 

to the issue of vagrancy, ranging from Fitzgerald's sentence of hard labour in 1854 to 

johnston! s discharge in 1866 on promising to leave the town. It would appear that if 

vagrancy was aggravated by serious theft, the sentence imposed Would be correspondingly 

severe. The Town Clerles reports56 for 1844-48 offer this picture: 

"LC 28 Dom 1867. ACD 1861f7l. 

"L. j or 8 june 1866 
"STONE, S., (1848) SWWý of Crkm In ft Borough of Lekester. 1844-8 (L352, LCRO). 
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TABLE 21 A B L E 2 L VAGRANT ACT - BEGGARS: NO. OF PERSONS CHARGED 

PP ri eriod 1844-48 pe ri 0 d 184 01 1846 1846 1847 1848 TOTAL IN 
4 YEARS 

c 

FVawcy 

Offences 71 76 34 111 292 

If 11, TO: To I of all, Total of all Offences 1638 1533 1713 1825 6709 

v gm cy Vagmncy a, Vaffcy. a. Laý %/i= 4.3 4.9 1.9 6.0 4.3 

There is a surge in 1848 - clearly coinciding with the Farnine, in Ireland as Britain 

met the "knock-on" effect. In this period, when it might have been reasonably expected that 

sympathy would be extended to Irish vagrants, the local media exhibited the tendency to 

problematize the Irish, reporting local concern and efforts to repatriate, 57 whilst 

simultaneously berating the Irish as the authors of their own ill-fortune. The Chronicle in 
November 1847 carried three lengthy reports about "finther outrages" and an "atrocious 

murder" in counties Limerick, Tipperary and Fermanagh (all three incidents had clear 

political-economic motivation, involving attacks on landlords), whilst at the same time 

carrying a piece entitled Irish Mendicants' taken from the Morning Advertiser of London: 

... many of the Irish mendicants who are now sent over daily by ship-load, 
consist of persons who were formerly passed back to their own country, and 
that many others, immediately on landing, betake themselves to robbery by 
force. 

In one edition, the Chronicle succeeded in embracing Irish terrorisn-4 mendicancy and 
migrant criminality. Vagr&lts in general would find it difficult to get fair treatment in either 
the press or in prison, and in the politics of the period the Irish are successfully portrayed 
as both a social as well as a political threat. 

Whilst the Irish were over-represented as vagrants, the Town Clerles reports cited 
above do not specifically memion them or single them out for any category of crime, which 
seems surprising. A sample from the Register of Convictions for Idle and Disorderly 

persons, and Rogues and Vagabonds, comprising summary jurisdiction data, " gives a 
statistical frequency for Irish names ranging -from 12.6 per cent to 23.5 per cent under any 

61C 23 January and 5 February 1847 
"LCRO QS 85/2112 p. 590 and OS M 
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one letter listed. " The true figure must be nearer the 12.6 per cent, and even this figure is 
much larger than the proportion of Irish in Leicestershire at any time in the 1841-91 period. 
According to Stone's paper, the city vagrancy figures for 1848 were 3.8 per cent of all 

crimes charged; if this average is accepted, it serves to suggest that the Irish were over- 

represented to say the least. ' 

For the detailed analysis of all crimes - including vagrancy - the best complete set 

of records are those for the City and County Jails for the period October 1876 - April 1877. 

In respect of vagrancy, 124 of the 1,260 listed in these were Irish; of these 124 Irish - which 
includes both first and second generation, 24 were listed either as being tramps, or of no 
fixed abode, which is approximately 20 per cent of all Irish offenders. Of these rootless 24, 

only 5 were arrested for begging, almost all the others being jailed for dninkemeSS. 61 By 

the late 1880's, of a sample of 18 traceable Irish charged with offences, 2 were for vagrancy 

(i. e. II per cent) which still suggests evidence of over-representation in this category. 61 

(e) Analysing the patterns of crime: 

Crimes dealt with under both summary jurisdiction and Quarter 
Sessions procedures 

writing of Leicester in 1872, Heinrick analysed the criminal record of the Irish in the town; 
I 
(see title page). He stressed the central problem of drunkenness, and the generally petty 

nature of most Irish Crime. 61 Heinfick's analysis is fairly objective, not being unduly 

coloured by his political and social syn4xithies- Most modem commentators agree that Irish 

crime was in general poverty driven and directed more against property than persons (Swift, 

1989). The Leicester evidence bears this out. 

In the Town Clerk's crime analysis for 1844-48 there is no direct mention of the 

Irish, which suggests that they were not perceived as a major problem by this corporation 

8, LC . R0, C)S, 8501, p. 590 and a$ 85/2. The samples were taken from names starting with "0" mid "MacW In Order to obtain 

,~ Irish names: 23.5% offt, a listings for 1842-1911 were Idsh, 12.6% of"W/Mae listings for 1842-80vvem Irish. it 
is probable hUASW, Vvj ft pkWm is signted becam of the preponderance of Irish names prefDW by 0, Mc/Mac, and because 

6004 garwgW* must be an the files 

OOSTONE (1848). LCRO, L352 

OILCRO Prison, DE33701 DE34M' 

02LCRO, 31 D. 71166 QS Papers Michs0knas 1889 and Easter 1886 

"HEINRIcK, H (1872) A SurvvY Of Ow k1sh in Bfla7, PP, 39'40 
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corporation officer, in either summary proceedings, or in the more serious cases of 
felonies and misdemeanours. Drunkenness accounted for 23 per cent of crimes, assault for 
21 per cent and larceny for 13 per cent "The average annual charges appear to have been 

3.6 per cent of the population! '-, " (Le.. of a total population of around 54,000, with the 1851 
figure for the Irish-born being 877 (1.4 per cent) and the figure for the wider Irish 

population being 1,320 in 1851.6) If Stone's 3.6 per cent average is accepted, then the 
following tabulations suggest that the Irish, though over-represented, were not at this time 
drastically more "criminal" than the host population. 

The Court Order Book for 1847-59 details offences brought before the Quarter 
Sessions of the Borough of Leicester; it is therefore a record not of summmy jurisdiction, 

but of more serious crime (i. e. beyond the level of competence of the JPs). An analysis by 

name, covering the whole of the alphabet, gives a reading of 37 Irish names out of a total 

of 836; this represents 4.4 per cent of the total listed. A crude measure is to contrast this 

with the figures obtained from the numbers of Irish-born in Jail in the City at each census. 
Table 3, which indicates these numbers of Irish-born prisoners at census points between 
1841 and 1891 is in broad agreement with the figure from the Court Order Book cited, 
giving 4 per cent for both 1841 and 1851, and 6 per cent for 1861. 

A sample of 19 (approximately half) of the 37 with Irish names in the 1847-59 Q. S 
records (see Table 4) shows clearly that every offence was either theft or theft-related; of 
these, only 4 involved large amounts of goods or cash-, almost all are thefts of food or 
clothes, thefts of necessities that were unlikely to redise much if sold on for cash. The 
heaviest sentences clearly went to that minority whose offences involved the greatest degree 
of theft, and who in some cases had a previous record of wrongdoing. Interestingly, 7 of 
the 19 offences were by women. " (See section g). 

A local editorial on crime in early 1856 listed 60 offences, 3 involving the Irish. 
Their offences comprised 5 per cent of the total -a figure again close to those above from 
the Census data and the Borough Quarter Sessions records. In one case Denis Galigher 

"STONES, S, (1848), (1-352), LCRO. P17,18. 
"ACD. 1841-91. 
"LCRO, 31 D. 71/1; FINNEGAN (1982), reyork, rKftd #A as well as disorderty behaviourwTbe other offence mostfrequenUy 
001witled bY the in"trants, "'aft was usuallY Of a trivial kind, often, am in On War part of the period, r6flOCling the continued 
paArty of the nwhy a*4edaKx #XM"P-152. See KENEALLY, T, (1998). The GreW Sham, p. 1 14, re similar hansportaljon 
offence pattems. 
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and Edmund Joyce received a stolen pair of trousers; Galigher was the actual thief. "' In 

1851, a Demis Galliker (aged 50) was fiving at 30 Abbey Street, with his wife Hamah 

(40) and his two daughters (aged 10 and 8); as DennWs occupation was Clothier's labourer, 

it seems likely that Dennis stole the trousers from his employer. " 

The Irish were occasional1y involved in more serious crimes, such as murder and riot. 
(see Section (i) re-riots). Whilst violence accompanied riot, very few examples of 

straightforward violence have been discovered. The only known incidence of murder by an 

Irish person occurred in Whitwick, the mining village 15 miles from Leicester. Victorian 

mining towns had something of a "wild west" frontier atmosphere, attracting tough and 
hardy types; the Irish in Middlesborough, for example, gave that iron centre a similar 

"frontier town" image. 69 

Edward Lalley, a young Irishman of Whhwick, aged 23, was remanded in early 1857 
for the murder of 75 year old Wffliarn FuUalove, who was knocked down in the street around 

IIp. rn., and died 50 days later of a serious headwound. Lalley "left 4 of his companions to 

seize the poor old man while they all ran off: 

"It will scarcely be credited that when Lalley ... was apprehended by P. C. 
Pool and ... the Parish Constable ... he was found in a low lodging house, in 
bed with his own mother, who is a native of the West of Ireland, and cannot 
speak a word of English. Surely, the laws of the country are strong enough 
to put an end to these disgusting abominations. "' 

This account succeeded in encapsulating a "low lodging house", a hint of incest and a non. 

assimilating parent - as well as covering the original tragic story. 
An equally serious but differently resolved situation occurred in June 1867, reported 

as Manslaughter at Shepshed. It was a tragic case; the innocent victim, James Cullen, being 

an Irishman of Whitwick. A group of miners, including the eyewitness, Philip OMara 

(from another Whitwick Irish family), were drinking at a wayside beerhouse when the local 

"LC 8 March 1856 
"ACD, 1851 Real 26 
OSeeCHASE, M, The Teesside Irish in the 19th CenturY, (1992), The Ifish 11h Brifth L8bOUr HiStOrY, P. 4748, for details of Irish 
ornwW n-We cufture In ft iron industry. 
'*LC, 7 Febnjary 1857. 
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[TýA: B LE4 

IRISH PRISONERS IN LEICESTER BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS RECORDS --A SAMPLE 

No. NAME OFFENCE (Theft In all YEAR SENTENCE 
cases) 

166 BRENNAN, Denis A hat @ 2/- 1851 2 rn HL 
164 BUTLER, Thomas* 70 lbs hay @ 3/- 1851 2m HL 

,, 211 BURNS, James (Glass Turnbler@ I/-) x2 1858 3 yrs PS 113 cigars @ 2/- )previous 
- 190 CASEY, Bridget (f) I lb butter @ 1/- 1852 14 ds HL 

236 DOWD, Matthew Coat @ 10/- (previous) 1854 4 yrs PS 
182 GALLAGHER, Bridget (f) I Book@ 1/- 1852 2m HL 
359 HEARN, Joseph 1140 pairs of gloves @ L5 1857 6 yrs PS 

50159 KILPATRICK, James (Coat @ 10/6 1849 7 yrs PS 
(items ?@ 30/- (previous) 

3 KELLY, James Coat @ 10/- 1847C 2m HL 

153 McKENNIS, May (f) ?@ 3/- 1851 3 rn HL 

183 McLOUGHLIN, Peter (waistcoat, handkerchief 1852 NOT GUILTY 
(trousers & shirt @ 4/6d 

308 McNICHOLLS, William 130 lbs tobacco 1855 4 yrs PS 
' 3 counts 30 lbs tobacco 

30 lbs tobacco 

153 CARROLL, Susan (f) (purse@ 10/- 1851 9m HL 
I pick pocket @ 2/- 

169 O'DONOUGH, Charles I loaf bread @ 6d 1852 6 wksHL 
RILEY, Mary If 18 cash and purse + 

(blankets@ 15/- from 
1854C 9m HL 

104 ROURKE, Bridget (f) mistress 1850 1m HL 
230 ROURKE, Bridget (f) Candlestick @ 1/- 1852 7 rs; HL 
270 VEASEY, Joseph Theft & receiving (previous) 1854 

y 
2m HL 

177 WELCH, Joseph pair of overalls @ 2/- 1852 12 m HL 
(purse, f 15 
I+ shawl @ Ll 

NOTES: 

KEY 

Prisoner listed in census of 1851 c 
HL - Hard Labour 
PS . Penal Servitude 

. Female M 
Previous - Previous convictions 

, -''Sentences .m= month; yrs = years; ds days; wks weeks 

(1) re-Irish Namel: Surnames 
that may be Irish, but which 
cannot easily be proven to be, 
have not been listed eg Smith, 
Brown, White. 
(2) Source: LCRO, Court Order Book, 
1847-59; (not summary jurisdiction 
cases. 
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"Shepshed men became very quarrelsome, and after several vain attempts to raise a fight 

one ofthern named Hillyer conmxnced an attack upon an unoffending man named James 

Cullen. " Cullen fell, and struck his head fatally. "Deceased had nothing in his hand ..... 
but he cried for peace till the last moment before he was struck. " A verdict of 

manslaughter was returned against Hillyer, who was committed to the Assizes for 

trial. " This case provides an interesting contrast with Lalley's; when an Irish offender 

was charged with murder, and an apparently equally guilty English defendant was 

charged just with manslaughter, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the law was 

stretched in the case of the native offender. A recent study of nineteenth century 

street violence reveals no direct concern with the Irish in relation to the issue of street 

violence. Apart from a predictable reference to Orange-Green factionalism in Liverpool, 

the analysis does not mention any national press concern over an Irish contribution to the 

problem of street violence. ' 

Complete and informative records survive for the six months October 1876 - 
April 1877. These two volumes fist in total 1,260 occasions when prisoners were 

committed to jails: 784 and 476 to the City and County respectively. " Multiple 

committals for some offenders are included as in original data, as their repetitive 

convictions would have in any case registered in the public's perception and in the minds 

of ofEcialdom. In fact 63 out of the 91 Irish-born in the City Jail in this 1876/7 sample 

were Leicester residents (Le. 69 per cent); even in the County Jail at this the, 19 of the 

33 Irish-born, or 54 per cent, were residents of the county. These cases would have had 

local media impact in terms of the ongoing reporting involved. 

The thoroughness of these records enables some comparison to be made with 

data from Liverpoors Walton Jail for 1865 (Table 5) and Glasgow's Barlinnie Prison, 

for 1882-3 (Table 6). Although the dates of collection vary, the analysis pursued is 

ii similar. (See Table 7 for combined City and County Totals; Table 8 for City only: 

Table 9 for County only). Most of the analysis here is of the combined totals. " 

T'LJ. 14 June 1867; ACD 1861. The Feninan alarms of 1867 may have affected the quality of jusbce. 
"SINDALL, R. (1990). 
13DE 3370, City. DE 349211 county, LCRO. Each individual record is highly detailed. 
"Llverpool data from BURKE, T. (1910) Cadx), t History OrLivqrpoot . 171 B inn df FI ATR C , PP. 168 OW arl is ata rorn TZP I K, 
D., A Curious Middle Place: The Irish in Britain, 1871-1921 in SWIFT & GILLEY (1989) pp. 27-29. The fields for Leicester 
and Badinnie are almost exactly the same, the only difference being that a small number of I ter offences that did not 
easily fit into any of the three given categories were subsumed into breaches of the peace. in the case of Walton Jail, Fr. 
Nugent concentrated on similar categories, which he described as Felony, Vagrancy and Assaut the main difference hem 
being vagrancy as opposed to breaches of the peace. 
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I [T-ABLE 61 PMSONER DATA FOR WALTON JAIL, LPVERPOOL, 1866 1 

From: BURKE, T., (1910), Caffiolic HLstory of LivWpool 

(a) Number totals 

CATHOLIC MALES PROTESTANT MALES 
Felony 336 433 
Assaults 708 470 
Vagrancy 869 898 
Drunkenness 479 

2,738 2,280 
CATHOLIC FEMALES PROTESTANT FEMALES 

Felony 248 215 
Assaults 431 246 
Vagrancy and Prostitution 1,520 772 
Drunkenness . 1L 

-579 
1 

3,083 
1 1,812 

(b) Percentage breakdown 

CATHOLIC MALES PROTESTANT MALES 

Felony 12.3 19 
Drunkenness 13.1 20.6 
Assaults 25.9 21 
Vagrancy 31.7 214 

100 100 
CATHOLIC FEMALES PROTESTANT MALES 

Felony 8 11.9 
Drunkenness 28.7 31.9 
Assaults 14 13.6 
Vagrancy and Prostitution 49.3 42. & 

I 
100 100 

DistrIbutlon by province (c) 
IRISH-BORN FEMALES 

LeInster Connaught Ulster Munster 
936 571 412 274 

IRISH-BORN MALES 

LeInster Connaught Ulster Munster 
649 566 337 205 

Notes: 
Father Nugent was careful to define clearly the meaning of the terms he employed. 

Felony - All offences against property; against the Criminal Justices' Act, Juvenile Offenders for 
Reformatory, Juvenile Offenders Act; whether summarily dealt with or convicted at Sessions. 

vagrancy - All persons tried and convicted at the Sessions.; those remanded for fiulher enquiries 
and afterwards discharged at the Police Courts; misdemeanours; not accounting for; and all offences 
against the Merchant Shipping Act. 

ast the person, wounding, eevious bodily harm and threatening 
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TABLE 6 PRISONERS ADMITTED TO BARLINNIE PRISON, GLASGOW, 
1882-3 

Offence No. Irish Other % Irish Other 

Total RC Other RC Other Total RC Other RC Other Total 

Breach of peace 12 2 19 24 57 19 9 15 10 12 
Assault 33 11 40 81 165 52 48 31 33 36 
Theft 19 10 71 142 242 30 43 55 57 52 
Total of above 64 23 130 247 464 

General Labourers 

Breach of peace 7 - I1 10 28 26 - 21 18 20 
Assault 11 2 20 9 42 41 50 38 16 30 
Theft 9 2 22 36 69 33 50 42 65 50 
Total of above 27 4 53 55 139 

Other occupations 

Breach of peace 5 2 8 14 29 14 11 10 7 9 
Assault 22 9 20 72 123 59 47 26 38 38 
Theft 10 8 49 106 173 27 42 64 55 53 
Total of above 37 19 77 192 325 

Note: The table classifies convicted criminal prisoners by birthplace (Irish or other), religion 
(Roman Catholic or other), occupation (general labourer or other) and broad category of 
offence. Prisoners analysed are those admitted between 15 August 1882 and 13 March 
1883, excluding 72 convicted of offences not falling within the three stated categories. 
Source: Glasgow (Barlinnie) Prison, Register of Criminal Prisoners (1882-85), Scottish 
Record Office, Edinburgh, HH. 21.70/1) 
From: FITZPATRICK, D., A Curious Middle Place : The Irish In Britain, 1871-1921 in 
SWIFT, R. & GILLEY, S. (ED) (1989) p. 28. 
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Just under 7 per cent of the total of these Leicester crimes were by the Irish. 

born; of this total, 5 per cent were by Roman Catholics, with 2 per cent being by 

Protestants ie. 38 per cent of the crimes of the Irish-born were by non-Catholics, which 

seems rather high, being more than I in 3. The contrast is not so stark when 

compared with Burke's citing of Fr. Nugent's research for Liverpool in 1865 (see 

Table 5) where 41 per cent of the total Irish cases on prison files were committed by 

Protestants. In Barlinnie, the non-Catholic Irish accounted for just 26 per cent of the 

total of Irish crime. Handley advised that "The evidence of an Irish name as a clue to 

the religion of the prisoner is untrustworthy. Hostile commentators might be led to 

modify their views if they took the trouble to scan at random the school registers 

and learn thereby the proportion of Protestant Ryans and Regans and Catholic 

Robertsons and Ritchies. "" Leicester was a powerf Uy Protestant city and y, U ma 

tlýerefbre, have been a "magnet" for Irish Protestants. There is certainly evidence of 
interest in, support for, and communication between Leicester-based and Irish 

Protestants (see chapter on anti-Catholicism). 
? Whereas in Barlinnie, around 25 per cent of the Irish-born prisoners were 

rom Ulster), ' 23 of the 116 Leicester Irish. Protestant (with three-quarters being B 

born 
-were 

Protestant (with 9, or 39 per cent, being from Ulster). In other words, of 

Leicestees Irish-born criminals, 20 per cent were Protestant -a figure approximate to, 

though slightly less, than Barlinnie's. Given that 38 per cent of the crimes of Irish-born 

persons were by Protestants, it would seem that the Protestant Irish crimin I pro e ma fil in 

Leicester was higher than the Catholic Irish criminal profile (i. e. 38 per cent of crimes 

were committedby20 percent of the total Irish-born). This is an interesting finding 

- iven the anti-Irish/Catholic propaganda that was prevalent throughout the century. It 9 
is a possible indication of a greater degree of social and emotional stress amongst Irish 

Protestants who were trying to come to terms with their lives in Britain; presumably their 

sense of dislocation was heightened by non-acceptance in a society that they presumably 

erentia1ly welcome therrL (See discussion on identity). believed would pref 
All of the Irish were literally unsettled to some extent; only 13 per cent 

of the 116 individuals listed appear in either the 1871 or 1881 Censuses, which suggests 

IOHANDLEYý J. (1947) The kish h kbdem Scodmid P-325 

_"FITZPATRICK 
(1989) p. 28 
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that the rootless were most prone to offend. In terms of Irish criminag provincial 

backgrounds in Ireland, the Leicester figures are of some interest: 39 per cent originated 

in the south and west of Ireland, whilst only 27 per cent originated from northern and 

eastern provinces. The main counties represented are, in order of precedence: Limerick, 

Galway, Dublin, Antrim, Mayo and Cork. Bearing in mind the large towns and cities in 

the leading counties, the 63 per cent they represent (42/67) is not really surprising. 

(H) First and second generation Irish, and non-Irish, Catholics: an 
analysis of Roman Catholic representation. 

Of the total of all committals (1260) in the main sample, II per cent were of 
Catholics. Of these 5, per cent were Irish bom (60 persons) and 6 per cent were 

non-Irish born (75 persons)(see Table 7). Therefore almost half of all Catholic crimes 

were committed by Irish Catholics (i. e. 60/135, or 44%). Of the 6 per cent non-Irish, 

that is, the 75 Catholics born outside Ireland, 35 were clearly committals of second 

generation Irish, going by names, street of residence and other evidence in the census 

and prison Mes cited. A few examples depict the human face of this second generation. 
James McDermott, (20), No. 390, is also enumerated in 1871. His parents, 

Patrick and Mary, were, respectively, a bricklayer's labourer and a factory hand. James 

was the oldest of six children. The family lived in the cramped, terraced housing in 

Garden Street (Court B, in 1881); James, sentenced for assault, was a Borough Labourer 

in 18 8 1. The tendency to remain in an Irish area was also shown by the Garritty family. 

Martin (No. 213) was a 17 year old shoe rivetter. His father, Patrick, was an agricultural 
labourer, and his mother a rag sorter. In 1871 the Garritty's lived in the core Irish area 

of Abbey Street. The Prendergast &mUy can be traced across three censuses. John, No. 

484, was described as a 20 year old shoe finisher, living in Abbey Street, jailed for illegal 

pawning. His family too stayed within the confines of a relatively small area. In 1861, 

'71 and '81 they lived in Green Street; Johns father, Thomas, was an agricultural 
labourer and his mother Mary a hosiery seamstress. 

Two conclusions emerge: firstly, 47 per cent (35/75), or almost half, of crimes 

conmitted by non-Irish bom Catholics were ahnost certainly carried out by the second 

generation Irish in Leicester and the County. Most of the offenders were bom in the 
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City or County, or in the East Nfiflands area, with the residue coming from as far away 

as Liverpool or Glasgow. Secondly, if crime data for the Irish bom Ron= Catholics 

(60) is taken together with the crime data for second generation Ron= Catholic Irish 

(35), then 95/135 Catholic crimes, or 70 per cent, were committed by the Irish or those 

of Irish descent. In London, Wybew had frequently noted the existence of second (and 

third) generation Irish in his crime commentaries. He frequently mentioned "Irish 

cockneys" (Le. second generation) in relation to felons, thieves, burglars, urchins and 

pick-pockets. " 

Certain patterns emerge when the occupational pattern of Catholics is examined 

more closely in relation to the crime pattern. Of the 60 Irish Catholic offences, 29 were 

committed by general labourers, and 31 by those in other occupations. Of the 75 non- 
Irish Catholic offences, only 25 were committed by general labourers, whereas 50 were 

the work of those in other occupations. 
Tberefore, WhUst vhuaDy half of the corrmittals of the Irish-born CathoEcs were 

of men in the general labourer category, only one-third of the "English" Catholic 

comnittals were representative of that specific group. However, of these 35 "Englislf, 

Catholic offences which were almost certainly in fact by second generation Irish, 15 were 
by labourers ie. 15/35, or 43 per cent, of second generation offences were by labourers. 

It is noteworthy that this 43 per cent figure in regard to second generation labourers 

represents almost the same ratio as was the case with thefirst generation Irish prisoners. 
This would seem to indicate that Leicester reflected the wider national picture, with a 
virtual absence of any element of upwards social mobility amongst the second 

generation. Adn-dttedly the generations being compared are those with prison records; 

yet the occupation patterns also show a limited range of social mobility. The number of 

offences by non-Irish Catholic labourers was 25. Therefore, of all Irish Catholic' 

offences, wWch were committed by both first and second generation (i. e. 29 plus 15 

respectively), 33 per cent (44/135) were cornnýtted by labourers. 

As weU as offenders indigenous to Leicestershire, Mount St Bemard'S, 
-: 
-'" 

Reforrnatory was also home to nun-crous Catholic juvenile delinquents - some of whom, 

were Irish born, most of whom were of Irish descent. The data in Table 10 shows 

'"MAyHEW, H. (1 8U) LondDn's UrxbrwoM (Vd. N) Ouarv)M OIM 0 W9) PP- 269-229-188- 197- 278'80 
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clearly that in both 1861 and 1871, fiffly three-quarters of the young offenders were of 
Irish descent. INs group, and their impact locally, xnerit attention; see section (h) (H) 

of this chapter. Some further conclusions about the Irish contribution to Leicestershire 

crime can be drawn from the 1876/7 records. A comparison of the city/county data is 

of interest. 

The percentage of total offences by non-Irish Catholics was the same for both 

City and county (Le. 6 per cent). However, in the case of Irish Catholics specifically, 

they contributed 5 per cent of the city's crime figures but only 4 per cent of the county 

total. These proportions are reversed in the case of Irish Protestants, who account for 

only I per cent of county crimes, whereas in the city context they account for 3 per cent. 

This would seem to suggest that Irish Protestant migrants were more likely than their 

Catholic counterparts to target the cities for their places of residence; they would seem 

to have hailed initially from the more urbanised areas of Ireland (i. e. from Limerick, 

Cork, Galway, Dublin and the Ulster region) according to the prison data. Presumably 

they felt drawn to the urban rather than the rural environment. 

Both Irish and non-Irish Catholics were over-represented in the general labouring 

category regarding the occupations of offenders sentenced in Leicester i. e. 10 per cent 

and 9 per cent respectively, compared with 5 per cent and 4 per cent in regard to 

offenders comrnitted in the county. As regards other occupations (Le. not general 

labourers), non-Irish Catholics were more prevalent in county statistics; but, as we have 

seen, most of these were second generation Irish in any case. (The juvenile offenders of 

the county RC Reformatory, being a demographic implant, would distort local statistical 

analysis and have therefore been examined separately in section (h) ii. ) 

Public Disorder and the location of Irish settlement amidst social 
deprivation 

(i) The fear of public disorder 

one "cause' of Irish responsibilfty for riots and other crimes was alcohol abuse. Infact, 

this reflected conscious policing priorities specifically aimed at working class targets; as 

Hickman remarks, 'lish areas in official discourse became increasingly synonymous with 

disorderly conduct. "" Leicester did not experience the violent anti-Catholic Murphyite 

"HICKMAN. M., in LEWIS, G (Ed)(1 998), p. 150-1. 
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riots. Those intcr-communal riots that the city did undergo tended to occur in the 
--* -1 nuddle decades of the century (c. 1835-1860). It is clear that in Leicester the causes 

were varied, and certainly could not be laid solely at the door of the Irish community. 
The 1876-77 data exhibited the problems of alcohol-induced crime. 

Extrapolating from the three broad categories outlined, of the total of 124 Irish offences, -, 
81 were breaches of the peace (65 per cent), 22 were assaults (18 per cent), and 21 were 

thefts (17 per cent). The assault figures were greater for "English" Catholics, suggesting 

that a problem lay with the second generation's attitudes. The 65 per cent rate ofjai_l 

convictions for breaches of the peace is associated with drunkenness (Le. 43.6 per cent 

or 54/124 cases). It is also the case that many of the assault cases were drink-related (18 

per cent). 

The drink-related pattern started to show in the 1830's - shortly after the, 

introduction of the police - an indication of the priorities of the early constabularies. 
Regular detailed news hems helped develop a low status i=ge: "John Branning, an, 
Mshman, charged with being drunk and disorderly and assaulting John Cole on Sunday 

rnoming in Belgrave Gate. " He had had 13 previous arrests for disorderly conduct; 51- 
I! -- - line or 14 days was the sentence; he was not enumerated in 1841. Thomas Regan, Hugh 

Conroy, Patrick McMahon and Hugh MoUoy were iderAified as four Irislunen, drunk -and 

disorderly, who assaulted a beer-shop keeper. The first two admitted being completely 
into, -dcated, and received 5/- fines or 2 weeks gaol; the other two got 2/6 fine or 7 days. 79 

Only Hugh Conroy features in the 1841 census. They were probably itinerant harvest 

workers, slaking their thirsts too thoroughly. Many of the drink-related offences 

occur in the harvest perk4- and nmy also are at weekends, when men had their, wages 
to spend. Some h6dents border on the ludicrous: Henry Lowe, an Irish cattle cl; over, 

in a state of intoxication and irmnobility in a druggists, was taken in by two constables, - 

his pockets full of several yards of lace-edging. On pleading to the judge that he had no 
fimds, and if let off would imn-cdiately depart for his brother's place at Hull, the judge 

agreed, and waived the Ss fine. " 

Ilie relationship between alcohol and crirm was summarised in this reply by the 
Leicester authorities to a govenunent questiomaire in 1852: 

"LJ, 21 August wd a Selpt 1837, pokq Rspofft. 
"LC 13 Feb. 1836 
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Rev. William Fox, Chaplain County Gaol: is enabled to say from seven 
years e)qperience, that the operation of public houses and beer houses, in 
the production of crime, is beyond any other instrumentality. " 

Fox, an Irish-born Protestant, had settled with his fiunily in Leicester. 82 His background 

may partly explain his vehemence about the evils of drink. Foxs evidence was supported 
by the police: 

"Mr Frederick Goodyer, Chief Constable: Beerhouse keepers of an 
infizior class to the licensed victuallers, and magistrates having no power 
in granting their licences; generally low-rented, and kept by persons in 
low neighbourhoods. "" 

Given that the Irish resided in the oldest, most run down part of the town, with 

most of the beer-houses, their experience is encapsulated in the 1852-3 Report. St 

Patrick's school-chapel existed check-by-jowel with The Shamrock Inn, the 
Woolcomber's Arms, and The George, all in Royal East Street; this was not untypical. 
Barclay noted that: 

Public houses were allowed to open far into the night, and all night, at 
this period (Le. c 1860) and children of any age were allowed to go in and 
out of them: often have I gone to the Woodboy public house for a 
farthing's worth of small beer ..... When father came home boozed there 
was a row in the house; singing and shouting and abuse: we were all 
frightened and upset. 

Barclay himself "had the ordinary Irish penchant for a drop of whisky;,, " he made clear 
the dominant influence of alcohol in popular culture throughout this period, affecting 

male and female alike. " He described his mother's shocked surprise at finding him the 

worse for drink, whereas she had come to expect it of his brother and their lodger; she 
had thought he would "never get into the hands of the police", unlike the other two. 16 

Clearly, the police and steady imbibers were expected to make frequent contact. 
Contemporaries of Barclay conceded the problem ODonovan Rossa., a Fenian 

prisoner in Nfillbank prison in London from 1865-7 1, commented: "almost half of those 

men were of Irish parentage, and their crimes were substantially traceable to poverty or 

$'Rap of SOW COMMMOO' Of RAW Howes (1&52-3) mmikl; p. 45 
$21851 Census Real 28 
83see footnote 81. 
64BOrclay (1934). p. 12,14,81; 1881 OS Map. 
"Dad vAth in 2 artides HAYNES (198,9), and HAYNES (1990); see Bibliography 
DOBARCLAY. (1934). p. 51 
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whiskey. "" In 1894, John Denvir, underlined the analysis: 

"When he (Fr. Nugent) became jail chaplain he saw that the main cause 
of almost all the crime among our people was drhik, and that, without it, 
they would be as free from crime as in the most virtuous parts of 
Ireland. "" 

Whilst the latter point probably romanticises somewhat, the statement in general 

supports the specific comments made about Irish crime in Leicester by Hugh Heinrick 

in 1872. (See title page). 

(f) (ii) The Context of social deprivation 

The root causes of Irish crime lay in two sets of migrant experiences: the rural- 

urban transition, and the cultural identity question affecting the second generation. An 

attempt at defining the roots of such crime was made in 1855 by the Abbot in charge of 

the Catholic boys Reformatory. His analysis obviously made an impact, because it was 

reprinted for wider distribution. " 

The Abbot remarked on "seven principal causes of the present great degeneracy 

of morals amongst the children of the poor, whether English or Irish, whether Catholic 

or Protestant. These causes were: 
1. Ignorance 

2. Bad example 
3. The want of self-restraint and self-rule, and of contentedness with poverty 
4. The want of ffimily regularity, order and personal cleanliness and neatness 
5. Idleness 

6. The force of long and confined habits of vice 
7. The constant presence of dangerous occasions. " 

Whilst. reflecting common Victorian and Catholic notions of morality, it shows 

some perception based on critical observation. It is necessary to draw a distinction', 

between first and subsequent generations of Irish in this context. For the migrants_, the, 

tminsition to an urban and alien culture was problematical, and the failure to cope led' at 
times to crfiniral behaviour. Items (2) and (4) may be laid at the door of the parents; and 

"'ODONOVAN ROSSA. J (1882), kish Robeh J7 Engish Pdmm. p. 159 
"DENVIR J.. (1894). pp25O-251 
"MSBA, 83527; The CWok Stwxbra 4.11.1855, Wso in BCA. 3rd PAWt Sarin B, Part 1,1830-70 
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even then only with due sympathetic allowance. If parental neglect there was, it in part 
came about because of the necessity to earn in order to survive. (See discussion on 

poverty). 
There is a tone of reflective resignation and realism in Barclays autobiography 

that counters the morahs& assumptions inherent in the Abbot's thesis. " The same point 
was made by Mayhew in 1862: 

The Irish constitute the poorest portion of our people, and the children, 
therefore, are virtually orphans in this country, left to gambol in the 
streets and courts, without parental control, from their very earliest 
years; the mothers, as well as the fathers, being engaged throughout the 
day in some of the ruder forms of labour or street trade. The 
consequence is that the child grows up not only unacquainted with any 
industrial occupation, but untrained to habits of daily work, and long 
before he has learned to control the desire to appropriate the articles 
which he either wants or likes, by a sense of the rights of property in 
others, he has acquired furtive propensities from association with the 
young thieves located in the neighbourhood. " - 

Heinrick's observations independently confirm part of MayheVs analysis: 

" ... the condition of the Irish people in England, and particularly in the 
large cities, is such that it cannot be contemplated in all its relations, and 
leave a doubt that dreadful ruin to faith and morals must result from the 
associations surrounding them. They come here poor. They have to 
herd as a consequence among the poorest and most degraded of the 
English masses. Their immediate neighbours are of the "criminal,, 
classes. The language of vice is the vernacular of their neighbourhood, 
the crimes they abhorred at home are incidents in the every day life of 
those among whom they are forced to live. "' 

In the case ofLeicester, it has been established that the Irish, from their earliest days in 

the town, resided mainly in the newly policed areas. These were the poorest, most 
crowded sectors of the city, already hosting numerous indigenous in-migrants. The 

censuses of 1841-81 indicate that the Irish tended to remain located in St Margaret's 

parish. 
Barclay, bom and reared in Leicester's Irish "rookeries, " noted in 1895: 

In Lower Green-street ..... a couple of houses are to let, owing to a late 

"BARCLAY (1934) pp. 8-9 
*'MAYHEW, HAND BINNEY, W(1862), 7he C4tniWPisons of London P-403, quoted In JACKSON (1963) p. 171. 
12HEINRICK (1872) p-29 
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family quarrel- Tbc chicfaggressor -A-as a woman too (save the mark) 

..... they arc awful people for drinking and rowing. Tbe quieter 
neigbbours arc heartily sick of thern. Most Irish have such an excess of 
energy that, apparently, they must fight now and then ... 

AU this is 

changed both in Ireland and EnglancL The G=n-street fights are past 
93 

Of the 124 'Irish" offences in the 1876-7 sample (above), including 47 per cent second 

generation, 58 can be traced to that firWwTished Irish sector of St Margarcts parish 
described above. Barclay's autobiography concoded the cffccts of material and parental 
deprh2tion. ' Parental dcpri, %ration, particularly maternal, was especially criticised. by 

the Abbot, by Heinrick, and by Ullathorne. The part played by Irish women in the 

criminal milieu is examined in the following section! ' 

Women's roles In the pattern of Irish crime locally 

In his 1872 review of the Irish in Britain, Heinxick rcfcrrcd to womcns roles in the 

pattern of Irish crime, relating the problem to drunkenness: "the vice is nearly as 
common with the women as with the men. "" Does the available evidence for Irish 

women in Leicester bear out He*tnn*ck! s contention? 
There is a range of anecdotal and statistical eNridence supporting this picture. 

Once the new police were introduced, there -A-as - not surprisingly -a steady and 
increasing stream of reports concerning the drtmk-cn Irish. Although most examples 
involved men, women too were represented. For example, in 1837 Catherine Moore, 

alias "Irish Kit", and her mother, wcrc brought bcfom the Bench by P. C. 27 for being 
drunk and disorder1r. '11he %-rctched old worrar-4 who, was the mother of 7 chHdrcn,, %&-as 
discharged, and her dau&cr,, Abo is a notoriously bad character. was sent to the House 

of Correction for a fortnight. "" 
TWO of the three Irish persons in the Borough Jail in 1851 were female: Bridget' 

Ayrrsboroug14 a manied takrcss of 57, and Cathcrinc Dempscy, a marinc-store deaki,, 

"BARCLAY. T.. J? w KywmNoLl92. VctVUI. 2$Jur* 1895. P. 149 
9, LCRO pngcn re=ds, DE3370 and DE34M. SAACLAY. (1934). pL3-12. 
tobtSM a=; HEINPJCK (I OM, p-50; & ULLAnX)RNE (I WT). P. 53-4. in BOA, 
"HEINR)MP-39,40-M See also VVrM B, Me Ratuse d thor ooon Nabort. Cr"" Confassbis d 18th C. Irish 
Wornol. in Mo StLxjes Revew Na 14. Sp" IM. pp 12-16. Ow two a cortarmorwy suggesticn Vat lrishfan*e'ý 
crknolals in Lg-dw betw. W urAr*fAy Oas a corwe*mvo da bm*dowm In Nwd. pobwnW ard mwiW raWWns. "- Poor 
edxobm mrd poor ýxigý d ffWe pe ba, as vAN as mois dwwwom Wso PWyed a Pwt 
O'Li. Ia Aug. 1837 
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of 80! " Dare made an acerbic comment in 1853 about a promiscuous Irish woman who 
was pregnant and "perpetually drunk7; (see title page). " Of the representative sarnple 
of 20 Irish taken from the Court Order Books of 1847-69,7/20 were women, or 35 per 

cent of the total Irish representation of4.4 per cent. Of these 7,5 were for theft of either 
food, or for small iterns such as candlesticks; only 2 were for more serious offences, such 

as receiving and pick-pocketi . 
In respect of the detailed combined sample of 1876-7, some more substantial 

conclusions can be drawn about female representation in the crime pattern. Of the Irish- 
born, of all religions, of all entries (including multiples for repeated offences within the 

period covered by the log): 29 per cent (36/124) of all offences were committed by 

women; of these, 33 per cent (12/36) were by Protestant females; the other 67 per cent 
by Catholics. With regard to the total register of both city and county in 1876/7 (not just 

the Irish bom): the total number offernalee offences in the City Me (DE 3370) was 75 out 

of 784 (about 10 per cent); the total number of wornens' offences on the County file (DE 

3492/1) was 25 out of 476 (about 5 per cent). 
Ilerefore when combined, there are 100/1260 offences committed by women, 

or 8 per cent of all convictions. This general rate is lower than that for the Irish-born, 

female rate, which is 29 per cent. The causes for this are to be found in Irish womens, 

particular vuhrrability to their environment due to the socio-economic factors associated 

with deprivation. (see conclusion). 
Of the 36 convictions of Irish-born females, the crimes involved, and their 

frequency, were as follows: drunkenness (26), assault (4), theft (3), prostitution (1), 

wffW damage (1) and illegal pawning (1). Clearly, drunkenness was the most common 

Irish female offence. In terms of occupations they were mainly charwomen, stitchers, 

hawkers or machinists, with odd examples of laundresses, tailoresses, shoe operatives 

and even a labourer! A glance at the detailed prison records reveals the person behind 

the data. 

Hannah Green was a 43 year old Limerick born Catholic widow, working as a 

laundress. She was 5 feet in height, and Nistone in weight. Of "decent" appearance, 

"erect" carriage and "proportionate" figure, she had three grown up flanily (ages 13,27 

and 22). With her parents and her spouse dead, she presumably fell on hard times, for 

"ACO, 1851. 
"DARE J. RLIDW, 1854, P. 10 
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-be had no previous convictions; her offence was "illegally pawning a sheet and a shirt 

... to the value of 151-" INs earned her 4 calendar months bard labour. 100 

Mrs Green compares favourably with the 37 year old Londonderry Protestant 

Ann Edwards, a charwoman and laundress, married to a drayman, with four offspring 
(aged 17,14,9 and 3). Between December 1872 and August 1878 she had committed 
14 offences; 9 were for drunkenness; one, for a breach of the peace, earned her 3 

months bard labour, three others were for the theft of bed-finen and illegal pawning; 
her tour de force was her sentence of 3 months in 1878 for "threatening her husband. " 

At 5 feet in height and around 9 stone in weight, she was described as having a"sallow" 

complexion and as having a visage which was "oval (Irish)". "" Ann Edwards appeared 

regularly in both city and countyjail registers. Perhaps alcohol was the soporific which 
helped her through what must have been a bard life for all of her status, place and 
background. 

The only female listed in the sample of summary convictions 1886-91 was an 
Ellen Joyce (probably Irish) for being dnmk. In 1881 and 1891 only two Irish women 

are listed on each occasion as prisoners, their occupations fitting into the pattern 
described above. "" (In 1891, Martha Mullaney, one of the two jailed, had her 5 month 

old son Michael with her, an exarnple, possibly, of confinement in more than one sense). 
VirtuaUY aU commentators remark that Irish women were either absent from or 

only very marginally involved in prostitution; "' (with the exception of Liverpool, mainly 
because it was a seaport). The only Leicester reference relates to one Ann Gallagher 

(29), born Glasgow, presumably of Irish descent, a hawker of no fixed abode; she was 
Anglican, married, with two previous offences. The Irish fink here is rather tenuous. A 

vague reference by Barclay in the 1890's referred to the Irish areas of the town (Abbey 

St and Green St). He remarked, somewhat ambiguously: 

"In Green Street ..... a couple of flunished rooms have been let to people 
who, ..... though belonging to the weaker sex, are no worse than the 
stronger sex which supports them in their strange calling, and meanwhile 
escapes blame. But inspectoes know more about these things than I, and 
they have been turning certain lodging houses in Abbey Street upside- 

"LCRO, DE33 70 
""LCRO. DE3370 rM DE349W 
"1861 Cansus Red 128.1 a9l Cansus fiche 2542 
"*SWIFr (I geg), p175-a 
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down""' 

Barclay does not mention actual Irish involvement. Given his usual 
forthrightness, it is probably safe to assume that the Leicester situation imitated that of 
York - namely, although residing "cheek by jowl" with prostitutes, Irish females 

generally managed to avoid involvement in the practice. "' Mayhew, a ready critic of the 
Irish, stressed the self-respect of Irish women who had, because of circumstance, to 
lodge in "the filth, dishonesty and hmorality of low lodging-houses. " Describing the 
criminaL concupiscent atmosphere of these shehers, Mayhew noted that - despite the 
desperation of their situation - "almost the only women who ever hid their faces or 
marffested dislike of the proceedings ... were poor Irish women, generally those who live 
by begging. to 106 The exclusion of Irish males from these caveats suggest that they tended 
to conform to the mores existing in their surroundings. 

The Lekester police offendersphotographs file" throws some light on persistent 
female offenders who, on surname evidence, were of Irish descent. "' The intriguing 
flictor is their relative mobility regionally. Mary McVoy, aged 28 in 1872, a "travelling" 

pick-pocket from Nottingham had convictions at Leeds, Birminghmn, Nottingham, and 
Leicester. Mary Anne Groggins, alias Callen, (aged 26 in 1872), had "no fixed home, 

gays at low Public Houses, a Prostitute" received 9 months hard labour at Leicester in 
1873 for "robbing a man in the street". 

In terms ofa human casualty, consider Louisa McDermot, sentenced to 7 years 
penal servitWe at Leicester in March 1874 for shop door robbery. Aged 16 in 1862, she 
had been arrested, destitute, in April and was given 4 years at Reformatory in may. She 

absconded mid-sentence, and was separately sentenced 5 times between 1870 and 1874 
for offences as varied as shop door robbery, obscene Language, theft of clothing and 

assault. The prima donna in the "mug shot" album was one Annie Maria McClewes 

(alias Hannah McHugh or McCue). Aged 60, born in Coventry, she had 13 convictions 

across the midlands; 3 were for "frequenting", the other 10 for picking pockets; " her final 

101BARCLAY, 77m V6vam No. 19Z Vol. Vill, 28 June IN5. p. 149. Ambrose de Lisle, a rnan not Inclined to be over-generous 
to his Irish fallo*C-dhoks, rded I ollen haer Anglican clergyrnen who have made tours of Ireland say how chaste the young 
vwn-an and man of Ireland we cornpared with those of theW own country parishes here in England, whom alml vim is nmN 
nearly as general as I the people wwo headws. "; DeLP; Ww to Fr. Ignatius Spencer 25 February 1860, cited in PURCELL 
(Vol. lX1900), P. 1186 
1*61FINNEGAN (1982), pp. 13-4 
'"MAYHEW, (1861) Ma~s Lorxtn, Quennell edition. p. 152 + 155 
`LCRO. 19 D54; PhatoAbm + Key BooK c. 1873-7, prisoners. 
"ONarnes; chedwd against McLYSAGHT (11964/85) The Sumarms oflrebW, 6th edition 
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theft offence earned her a sentence of 5 years in 1884. 

(h) Media conceptions of Irish criminality: (I) early problematization 
The 6emes covered in the reporting in Britain of crime perpetrated in Ireland as 

weU as crffi= cormitted in Bdtain are predictably famUk. An item headed A Native 

of the Green Isle involved a ludicrous story about a London Irislu=i; the courtroom 
dialogue provided numerous examples of stage-Irisk "humorous" stereotyping. ` 

Another London sampIc, ' 1* Disturbing a Religious Congregation, concerned 

one I Driscoll and 50 compatriots who "tunmltuously assembled" to disrupt the service 

ofa Rev. Dr. Rippon. Rippon stated that "a number of low Irish issued from a gin shop 

and commenced a fight". He went to quicten the crowd, only to be struck by the 

prisoner. Police, equip* with swords and pistols, wcrc called. As the prisoner showed 

remorse, Rippon asked the court for mercy-, aI rnonth gaol sentence ensued. 

TUs is the earliest mention (1818) discovered in the Leicester nrAia of the use 

of the term"the low Irish"; this type of report prepared the attitudinal ground well in 

advance of the actual arrival in numbers of the Irish to Leicester. In addition to regular 

syndicated court reports, three other types of coverage dealt with the Irish: a regular 

weeklyjoke column; frequent extended articles of "foW Irish burnour; and regular 

and often graphic accounts of serious crime in Ireland, much of which -A-as in fact a 

reaction by an unenfranchised peasantry to political, social and economic subjection. (See 
Introduction re the Leicester media). 

The most negative and substained coverage of Irish crime ran in the Leicester 

Conservative Standard, in monthly numbers, over the two years 1835-7. It dealt 

thoroughly with what it regarded as the propensity of all the Irish for immorality and 

crime. %ilst presuming the accuracy of its statistics relating to crime in Ireland 

(borrowed from biased Government sources), it effectively ignored the political, 

economic and social causes and motivation of much of that crime. It editorialised on the 

general negative tendencies of the Irish: "In morals the Irish are far below the common 

swxlard of humanity ... "; therefore their crimes result from "the depth of depravity into 

which they have sunk. " Ilie commentary noted that a "reckless indifference to every__ 

mral feeling" was "strongly branded on the Irish name. " The Irish Catholic priesthood 

"LC, 8 Amg. I MS 
"*LC, 13 June 1818 p2- Cod 



was held to be responsible. The connection then was clearly made between Irishmen 

and Catholicism in regard to criminality. 
The following year, the Standard returned to the same topic for further in-depth 

analysis. Commenting on the "crime and barbarities which are a melancholy 
characteristic of this unhappy people", the writer was "unprepared (to) associate them 

with the casualties of hunger and poverty. " He continued: "Heavy as the catalogue of 
Irish crime will be shown to be, and overwhelmed as the calendar assuredly is by the 
enormities ofthe most hideous character, " the cause was not "the cravings of individual 

necessity and deprivation, " but rather is the result of "the influence and instigation of 
some cunning vis-a-tergo", and "the dictates of deliberation, calm-thinking villainy" and 
the "machinations" of "those who are possessed ofjudgement and intelligence to guide 
their malice. " Thus conspiracy theory was added to a natural criminal tendency. "' 

Considering that this journal was professionally produced and distributed, and was the 

official organ of the ruling Conservative party in local government (until I st January 
1836), it would have had a significant number of influential readers. It must therefore 
have been of considerable importance in propagating an apparently reasoned, 
statistically-proven analysis of the inherent criminality of the Catholic Irish -a criminality 
which was currently being imported into Britain generally and Leicester in particular. 
The analysis went on to defend the position of the land-owning "Protestant farmer, " a 

victim of manic Irish Catholic arsonists. This is relevant because a significant number 

of Leicestershire gentry families held extensive estates in various parts of Ireland at 
that time. 112 For example, Thomas Noel, second Viscount Wentworth, of Kirkby 
Mallory in Leicestershire, wrote to his sister thus: 

"I have more than half a mind to go Ireland ... These Teagues tho' are 
such a turbulent race of mortals that I am almost afraid to venture my 
peaceable carcase amongst them. ""' 

A balanced view came from a European traveller in Ireland in 1836; Von 

Raumer filed a column entitled 'Ireland Sketched by a Foreigner' for readers of the 
Leicester Chronicle. Von Raurner objectively described the poverty and desperation he 

"'LCSVd-fl. l836-7. pp672-673 , 
112LCSVd. 11 1836-7. P675; see ;;, l in LCRO, filed for ref. in BROUGHTON, H (1991), Faa* &id Estate Records; 
agý. OTWAY-CAVE wit 23 D. 57, In Nenagh, Co. Towary aM hem; FINCH estites, p. 12; HARTOPP ast 1804-7 1, p. 16; 
BOYLE asts In LkrwicK Cork and Kany, p. 33 
113ELWIN, K (Mn, P241. The Abets and the MAbankes, Their leffm thr 25 yeaws, 1767-1792, p. 241, War of 25.6.1784. 
(Ironically, a LOW gerwation of Noels was to convart to Romanisml) 
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saw around him, remarking: 

"When I recollect the well-fed rogues and thieves in the English prisons, 
I admire (notwithstanding the very natural increase of Irish criminals) the 
power of momlity -I wonder that the whole nation does not go over and 
steal, in order to enjoy a new and happier existence. ""' 

Unfortunately for the Irish Von Raurner's perspective was very much a minority one; the 

media stereotype of the Irish crfininal preceded his arrival in Britain and continued to be 

portrayed throughout the mid and late Victorian period. "' 

(h) (ii) The Effects of the Boys' Reformatory on the Image of Irish 
Catholics in Leicester. 

The great extent of Irish and second/third generation Irish crhe led to concern 
both inside and outside the Catholic community. Mention of the Reformatory to the 

monks still provokes a response disassociating the monastery proper from the penal part 

of the foundation. "' This emban-assment is not surprising given the publicity germinated 
by incidents at the colony - incidents thoroughly reported in Leicestershire papers at the 

time which gave a negative image to the whole initiative. The names of the re-offenders 

were almost always Irish. (See Tables 10 and 11). 

The Reforniatory (St Uhry's Agricultuml Colony) was established in old buildings 

in the monastic demesne in 1856 to provide training and elementary education for 

Catholic juvenile delinquent boys. In fine with the Youthful Offenders Act of 1854, it 

provided for males in the 7-16 age bracket, the aims being to avoid contact with adult 

convicts and to reform character through demanding labour. "' 

By 1857, the Reformatory had become the largest in the country, with an 

average population of 250 boys, (compared with an average of 70 elsewhere. '"). In 

1863, the government insisted, for reasons that will become clear, that the Cistercians 

relinquish control to the diocese of Salford, which set up a controlling body. "' The 

constant problems facing the managers led to Home Office misgivings. It was estimated 

`LC, 17 SWember 1 &36 
"'See LC of 17.9.1836 and both Of the volumes: CURTIS, LP. (1978) Arxib-Saxons and Cefts :A Study ki And-Camoic 

. artature. P*udke, and CURTIS, LP., (1971) Apes and Angels: The kthman in Vtjorjan C 
'"Conversation with Brodw JonAhan, Monastery archhoist June 1990. 
"'SMITH, S (1 9M) Hist of Whtwick p. 36 
'"SMITH, S (1984) p. 36 
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TABLE 10 1 MOUNT ST BERNARD ABBEY - PENAL COLONY AND 
REFORMATORY FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS (1856. 
81): ADMISSIONS (from Census Data) (ACD) 

I 

DATE JUVENILE PRISONERS 

Total No. Of No. Of2nd % age of 2nd 
Nos. Irish-bom Generation Generation 

Irish Irish 

1851 198 Mainly from London, Liverpool 
(in 1857) and Manchester (10- 18 years old) 

(from Leicester Chronicle of 13 November 185 7) 

1861 10 219 53 166 76% 

1871 267 69 198 74% 

1881 87 59 128 32% 

Reform atory closed in this year 

1891 
Notes: alldatafromACD. 

TABLE II NUMBER OF BOYS IN THE COLONY c. 1863, AND 
THEIR ORIGINS BY R. C. DIOCESE 

DIOCESE NO. OF BOYS NOTES 

Liverpool 93 FROM: Mount St. Bernard Is 
Salford 52 Reformato? y - Statement of the 
Birmingham 13 Pecuniary Relations Between the Mnt. 
Shrewsbury II St. Bernard's Reformatory and the 
Westminster 8 Diocese ofLiverpool (1868) (M. S. B. A) 
plyrnouth 3 From the start, in 1856, until 1863,602 
Southwark 2 boys had passed through the institution; 
Menevia & Newport 2 330 of these were from the Liverpool 
Beverley I diocese. 
Nottingham I This internal figure of 186juveniles from 

1863 is slightly lower than the 1861 
census return of 219. See Text for 
details re - high percentage of Irish 
background. 

TOTAL 186 

37.9 



in 1862 that 50 per cent of the boys who finished their sentences became recidivists. 110 

Despite a successful start, 121 when the staff were descnibed as "zealous, self- 

denying and devoted, " disturbing incidents were thorougbly reported, causing reactions 

ranging from disquiet to pubUc consternation. The suicide of Henry KeUy, aged 15, was 

reported in 1858; " Patrick Lawlor (16) was found guilty of the manslaughter of a fellow 

inmate, Francis McEwan (12) in 1870.11 Interspersed with these one-off incidents was 

a series of mutinies and revolts reported sensationally and graphically in the county 

media. 
In 1856 a visiting local cleric, FrJames Luke of Shepshed, who had worked in 

a boys! reformatory in Van Diemerfs larid, expressed concem about the boys' interactions 

with the community of monks; their inter-actions with the outside community were about 

to commence. 
124 

A brief "rebellion in the Colony" broke out in May, 1862.125 In 1863, the 

Jourwl's "special reporter" filed a Reformatory report titled "Conspiracy and Mutiny; " 

40 boys, gathered in one dormitory, illegally lit up pipes, broke up the bedsteads for iron 

bars, and struck a PC Challoner seriously on the head, necessitating the calling of police 

reinforcements from Whitwick and Coalville. Eight constables had to be stationed 

at the Reformatory for two weeks. 
12' Five 15-17 year olds, appeared before the Ashby 

magistrates. 
121 

They were described as "youthful Ronmn Catholic criminals, or those of parents 
of that belief. " This serious outbreak, The Riot at Mount St Bernards, was covered in 
the summer assizes column of 1863; questions were raised in the House of Conunons. 129 

The five defendants were punished: John Glennan (15) and John MacNamara (IS) 

received three years penal servitude; Thomas Hughes (IS) got nine months hard labour; 

and Joseph Shiel (15) and Joseph Green (15) each received six months hard labour. It 

was not really necessary for the article to use the word Irish, the names alone made the 

'"SMITH S, (1964) P-37 
"'LC I Nov. 1857, P. 53 
`LC 6 August 18W, P-5 
'"LM 16 July 1870 
"Ietter of 21 Aug. IM MSBA 
'"Guest Book, 1858-66; MSBA 
124SMITH, S (1984) p-36 
12'LJ 17 April, 1863, P-8 
128SMITH, S. (1964) p-36 
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boys'background sufficiently clew. 
129 

ýM_* 
I. A. inipact of these events on Leicestershire Public opinion was compounded in 

June 1864 with, 4nother Revolt at Mount St Bernard Reformatory being announced. 
Tbe Journal described those responsible as "evil-doers" and "desperadoes"; "so serious 
was the attitude of the delinquents that it was deemed desirable to invoke the aid of the 
constabulary. " The outbreak spanned a fortnight; Inspector Ward and five constables 
from Ashby had to be reinforced by seven more police from Leicester; at one stage 22 

of the recalcitrant offenders were publicly flogged to dissuade their peer group from 

continuing the action. This news item rounded off a long Est of abscondings, offences 
and punishments with this pronouncement: "We think it desirable again to invite the 
attention of the Government to the Reformatory System at Mount St Bernard Abbey. 11130 
In November 1875 the local police bad to be called in yet again when over 50 inmates 

tried to abscond, some getting as far as Market Harborough. " 

A briefperiod of relative calm descended, only to break again with a vengeance 
in the summer of 1878. The Journal reported an "extensive mutiny", in the course of 

which "Tbe boys got complete mastery over the establishment ... such excitement was 

never before known in Loughborough on a Sunday. T'his is the third outbreak that has 

occurred within a short period, and no doubt a strict enquiry will be made into the 

cause of it. it 132 

The Loughborough Advertiser bluntly described the delinquents as , Convicts,, 
who approached the police "in military style, armed with sticks' stones, knives and other 
weapons. " Of 60 boys who fled, only 2 reached Manchester; 8 boys were never 
recaptured. Michael Hanlon, a ringleader, resisted the police viciously, making several 
attempts to stab the apprehending officer before being overpowered. In Elliott's words: 
of... news of the battle had been spread abroad and since nothing Eke it had happened in 
Loughborough for generations, intense excitement was generated. According to the 
Loughborough, 4dýeniser, thousands ofpeople flocked to the scene and as the captured 
delinquents reached the police station they were cheered heartily. ""I The ensuing Home 
Office enquiry gave two reasons for the outbreak: the punishment system was too 

"'L. J 17 July, 1863. p-8 
'3'L. J 3 June, 1864, p. 8 
"'ELUOTT, B (1989) P. 14 
132LJ 2 Aug, 1878, p. 7 
133ELLJOTr, B (1989) p. 15 
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excessive, and the premises were too insecure for the type of institution. " Serious and 
habitual offenders could be punished severely: solitary confinement; public display of 

names; deprivation of games, recreation, posts of trust, family letters and visits, and of 

part of food rations, were all "means of correction" in the "section on Discipline and 
Disgrace. "13' The weekday timetable, covering work, recreation and prayer, was 15 

hours daily (5 am to 8 pm). The regime and work were certainly not soft. Some local 

opinion is more positive. Many of the youths benefited from vocational training, and 

settled and nwried locally. Local employers were often keen to take them on. "" (See 

Education chapter). Eventually, the buildings needed renewing. 
The cost of a complete renovation was Proluibitive; the Refomatory had its 

certfication withdrawn, and it officially closed on 30 June 1881.96 boys were still 

resident; because of the institutiods bad reputation, however, no other Reformatory 

would take the boys and they were, quite simply, discharged. 137 There was a brief re- 

opening in 1884-5 to house offenders from Liverpool, who had burnt and sunk an ex- 
Admiralty hulk used as their home; in 1889 the Liverpool inmates sunk a second ex- 

warship, but the Whitwick premises were too dilapidated to serve a final time. If the 
Liverpool inmates represented the average, it is perhaps no wonder that St Mary's 

Colony had had such travails over its 25 year history. A parliamentary Report of 1897 

described the "vast majority" of the boys as "coming from the lowest orders of the 
Catholics of Liverpool, who are frequently of foreign extraction or descent"; in other 
words, they were Irish. "' 

The refonnatory schools were the centres of debates which have echoes today. 
Protagonists have been divided by one researcher (Stack, 1982) into either 
"humanitarians" or "realists": ideological concerns centred on whether institutions 

should be private, such as St NWs, or run by central government. The outcome on the 

ground depended on the interplay of three pivotal groups: the owners (in this case, the 
Roman Catholic authorities), the central government, and the magistrates and police. 
As early as 1857, in a generally positive report, a local paper suggested that the monks 

139 were overpaid and profit-motivated. 

114SMITH, S (1984) p-37 
-? 4BA, Rubs &. Id Statutes p. 13 
-The Louvv)mxvh Echo of 26.5-1M9 In Do LP. na. rof Surdny Heywood. 
13"SMITH. S (1984) p. 37 
"'Reports on Refoffnatofy and kxIusW Schools 1897, p. 857 evkienoe of CqAm Yorg& 
'"LC, 13 Nov, 1857, p-5 
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This criticism is echoed in the context of the exploitation of cheap labour, in 1884. A 

witness to the Commission on Reformatory Schools, noted the "Strong interest in the 

managers to keep the children too long, they naturally like to have their school full; " he 

also added that "the industrial labour of the elder children is of course much more 

remunerative. " From c. 1 811, Irish-born Michael McCarthy was Head Master, employing 
11serni-niffitary discipline. " He succeeded in getting external work placements for his 

charges; their popularity my have been due to the cheap labour factor. 140 

The foregoing episodes give some flavour of the recidivist vivacity of the boys 

and the resulting reportage that ensued. Even though the descriptive terms "Irish" or 
"Catholics" were not widely used in press accounts, the existing knowledge and the 
instances of surnames were probably sufficient to maintain a negative level of public 

consciousness about the miscreants and their northern and midlands Irish community 
backgrounds. 

(I) The question of riots and the Irish in Leicester 

The nineteenth century saw the consolidation of the Irish image in terms of 
f1riots1f, Ilrowsit . "rebellions" and "randies". Leicester featured in this process; how, and 
to what extent, are the questions now addressed. Table 12 has been constructed to help 

contextualise and catalogue Leicester's contribution to the Irish "riot" debate, which 

centres on the issue of the type of riot and the degree of seriousness and disorder it 

encapsulated. The most useful tyWIogy is that offered by Philips (1974). 14' He divided 

riots into two broad categories: type A and type B; the criteria for both are listed in 

Table 12. Type A was the more serious, with a political dimension, and involving a 

military presence; type B was less serious, involving attacks on police. 
The two disturbances in the late 1830's (see (b) above) can be described as 

relatively minor inter-communal. clashes between English and Irish residents, as can the 

event of August 1848. This latter affair, referred to in the Leicester Chronicle as "An 

Irish Rebellion on a small scale", which in itself has interesting political overtones, even 

"'Rap. on Reitinnabriss and kidustriief Schoof C*? w*sibn Evkbnce, PP (1884) XLV, 5; quoted in STACK J A, I nterests 
and kleas in 1 9th Century Social Polky- the mid-Victorian Reformatory School, in J ofEdvc. Ac*nk, & Hist, Vol. XjV, No. 1 
jan 1982, p. 4. Sea unklentffied news cutting dated 31.8.62 in MSBA re McCaMy, MSBA, 
141pHILJpS. D., PjCJS and Pubic Order in the f3lack Country, 1835-60, in QUINAULT, R and STEVENSON, S. (ads); (1974), 
popwar Protest and Pubic Order - Sbf ShAdes in BrNsh History 1790-1920 
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142 
reached the pages of the Nottingham JournaL 

The reporting of this incident was a model of its type. Basically, a quarrel over 
the cost of a shoe -repair job on a quiet Sunday morning escalated into a major inter- 

conununal affray, where the Irish used sticks, stones, sickles and forks; the natives 
replied with stones, and the police intervened. All the streets mentioned were core 
areas of Irish settlement; the Irish were described as "madmen" who "brandished in a 
terrific manner" their assorted weapons and who "ran into the lodging houses" to escape. 
A number of shillelaghs were found on the ground near the Fleur de Lis public house. 
Despite the active anti-Irish response, from ordinary English residents as well as the 

poUce, when some of the battered Irish appeared in court the Chronicle conunented that 
the wounds were "the proofs of affection which the combatants had dispensed to each 

other with true flibernian finpartiality. "" To be fair, the Irish had exacted a human cost 

at the constabWar3ýs expense: 

The English forces became the stronger, for the whole of the Irish were 
driven back again and bad to take refuge in their lodging houses. Blows 
were dealt freely and brickbats flying on each side.... 

The pofice were caRed and 

... had to use their staves freely upon the insurgents, and to make a large 
number of prisoners, with the assistance of the people the police were 
enabled to do. This was not effected without several police being 
bruised, Sergeant Fossit's leg being cut to the bone with a sickle, and 
Sergeant Tarrat's head being laid open with a brickbat. 

The Chronicle revealed that one of those apprehended had tried to effect the rescue of 
another prisoner, a typical symptom of a B-type riot. 

Of the 36 Irish persons arrested (including two females), 17 were discharged, 

although all were implicated "more or less in the disturbances, or in opposing the 

entrance of the police to the lodging-house; " II were bound over for various periods and 

only 3 were given a montifs bard labour, with the option of a fine. Just 9 of the 36 were 

enumerated in 185 1; therefore 75 per cent of the group had left Leicester within three 

years - an indication of the high rate of temporary, transient labour opportunities 

available. Given the timing of this and similar incidents and the abundance of sickles, the 

142 LC 2 SaPt, 1848, p. 1 and the Not&Vham Journaf, I SqA 1 M8 
143 unless stated othenwise, all quotas follovAng are from LC article referred to In footnote 142. 
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situation reflected the presence of a migrant group of seasonal harvest labourers, with 

sonic resident, 0-time agricultural labourers. " Of the 8 enumerated in 185 1, only one 

was named as an agricultural labourer; there was one husband and wife - the husband 

being a lodging house keeper of Abbey Street, and both no doubt had a degree of self- 
interest in protecting their dwelling. The legal resolution of the "rebellion" was a 
balanced decision. The defending lawyer asserted that: 

his clients had turned out to repel the mischief offered to them when the 
police came up, (and) after they had been assailed by the lower portions 
ofthe towns people, who had jeered them and broken their windows ... 
the English people too often took occasion to trample upon and among 
the poor hish, against whom they had conceived a groundless prejudice. 
In the affray the Irish had manifested a disposition to discontinue the 
disturbance, but were provoked to continue it by a number of idle and 
mischievous young men. 

The sentences and disn W*sals would seem to reflect this summing up. 
There were two riot situations in particular which are not easy to catalogue vis-a- 

vis their exact Irish connections: those of August 1842 and May 1848. The Chartist- 

inspired riots of August 1842, celebrated in local folk memory as "the battle of 
Mowmacre Hill", are included because they were serious incidents involving the 

mobilisation of military power. Although local historians have ruled out any Irish 

involvement, thisjudgement is inaccurate (see Politics and Occupations chapters). 
The 1841 and 1851 censuses show an Irish connection with Leicester's staple 

fiamework knitfing trade; a sipfficant number of Irish-born women married into textile 

trade ffimilies in Leicester, and that them was a marked strength of support for Chartism. 

arnongst ftnework knitters, especially fcm* activists. This important Irish support for 

Chartism. in Leicester may have manifested itself in riot participation. 
The second riot situation needing clarification, that of mid-May 1848, received, 

major treatment in the press at the time"' (and was blamed4 unfairly, on O'Connor and 
the local Chadists). 14' This outburst, over several days, was a deeply felt local response 
to the harsh situation created by the Poor Law. Not one Irish name is mentioned, but - 
almost every street in the list of a dozen or so named had a high proportion of Irish 

residents. it is difficult to imagine them lying back as neutrals, especially when they 

'"FINNEGAN (1988) desatft permarm* rasidert Irish agricultural labourem in Ycrk. 
'"LC 20 May, 1848. 
'"FIELDING-JOHNSON, T (1906) Gkipm OfArscbd LebesW p. 422 (2nd Edtn). 
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gained so little from the Poor Law themselves locally (see Chapter on poverty). To quell 
the serious unrest, a mixed patrol of 300 men, comprising police constables, military 
pensioners and troops (with fixed bayonets) cleared the streets: clearly a Type A riot 
situation. 

As with crime generally, the Irish are not formally linked with riots in the Town 
Clerk's report of 1849.147 Apart from the unique and specialised situation at the penal 
colony/reformatory, this judgement seems to reflect Swift's contention that the 
"dangerous classes" were, by the 1880's, beginning to be less of a perceived menace due 

to their increased commitment to and involvement in their own and other new structures 
(eg trade unions and the expanding franCbiSe). 149 Apart from the Mount St Bernards 

outbreaks, there were to be few riots, of either type, in the period post- 1860. 
The riot near Atherstone of Ist August 1858, though real, was in part a 

humorous canard, a journalist's creation. Billed locally as An Irish Riot At Sheepy 
Magna, it is as notable for the court reporter's vocabulary as for its intrinsic importance 
to the riot debate: 

"Sheepy Magna had occasion last Saturday to call out for the ghost of 
Father Mathew. Seven sons of Erin ... holding intercourse rather too 
long with Sir John Barleycorn, the hot blood of Ireland boiled over ..... For once the Shamrock took the colour from the rose, and the sight of 
English blood flowing from the constables maddened them with victory. 
l'be yell and the brandishing of sickles filled the village with terror ... 11149 

The event consisted of an altercation and several brawls occasioned by the -inebriated 
reapers, (presumably seasonal work migrants), refusing to pay part of their account. 
Despite the florid humour, the emigr6s were also described as "blood-thirsty rioters ... 
instilling the terror of the neighbourhood. " Some of the seven attempted to release one 
who had been arrested; the episode qualifies for riot Type B status not only for this 

reason, but also because it involved a serious assault on the parish constable and led to 

""STONE, S. 1849 PPA &5 
14&SwIFT (1992) p-66; arid SWIFT, (1985), p. 199 
119L joumd6 August 1858. This is typical of such incidents nationaly, eg. see evid. of Rw J. Barton, on 401851, re -a 
clash between Irish and English harvesters in Kent the Englishmen waited outside a public house to affaa Irish labourem 
workiing nearby, and drove Own MW, PROMO 4513472, QS-ff 27/8/9 
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an extended series of violent occurrences. It is difficult to take it too seriously, given 

the "hurnourous" treatment initially accorded it in the news report. 
One series of incidents accorded rather more serious treatment in the 

Leicestershire press occurred in the mining village of Whitwick. A recent parish history 

notes, of the 1840's, a "continuing flow of Irish Catholics into the area for work. 11150 

(See chapter 2& 3). In 1849, matters came to a head over the perceived inroads being 

made into the county's Protestant tradition by the monks of Mount St. Bernards. 

Protestant workers at Whitwick, already facing Irish competition for jobs, threatened to 

raze the Catholic school and to blow up the monastery. (See chapter 7). This merits a 
Type 'B' riot classification. Owen (1984) suggests that Irish migrants in Whitwick 

continued to react with elements of the local residential work force; the resulting rioting 
led to injury and great damage. He cites as the underlying causes two factors: 

general overcrowding in the village, and the pressures created by outbreaks of smallpox 

and typhoid in the later part of of 1857. The Irish were regarded as carriers of contagion 
into the community, sustaining it in their overcrowded dwellings. In 1851,184/248 (74 

per cent) of heads of families in Whitwick were in mining; of these 184,113 (61 per 

cent) were outsiders. "' This 61 per cent included Irish, Cornish and other workers. 
Census analysis indicates 37 Irish coal miners and colliery labourers, of whom 5 were 
heads of families. 

Owen's cited references (see earlier sections), however, refer mainly to the 

murder carried out by Irishman Edward Lally. There is a suggestion of smouldering 
hostility in one of the articles (7 Feb 1857) which remarks: "The outrages committed by 

the Irish in this place stiff continue, It has not been possible, however, to find sufficient 
further "outrages" to catalogue - so if the riot designation is to be accorded in this 
instance, at most it can be only a Type B. The Irish featured as victims in the anti- 
Catholic disturbances in Loughborough in 1850; a mob burnt an effigy of Wiseman in 

the nwket place and threatened to tear down St NWs, whose priest was the Irish-born' 

Fr. Egan. An Irish male parishioner made ready to defend the church, wielding an axe. 
(see chapter 7). This situation is in the Type V riot class as a crowd disturbance, but 

"'HUSSELL, C. (1987), Church of #41* Cross M*Wick - 1837-1987 P-6; mid ROBINSON, A. E. (1987ý h4ay Cross 
VO*&**, A BrWMsý, 1837-1987, p. 7 
"'OVVEN, C, (19114) The Lekostershko ond Soutt; DOfbYshiv C08ftd, 1700-19W, P. 202. Owen cites four references for 
his obsonAtions (L Chronicies of 7 Feb., 28 Mar., 4 April and 20 May, 1857; most of these in fed refer to ft murder 
conyrAted by Edward Lalley, discussed alsewtiere In this chapter. Again, such disturbances were common : see Ww of 
W/1866 km Chief ConsWe of Cumberland & WestrnorelwW re -a not between English and Irish miners at Millom, where 
5W persons were kriolved, and public houses were looted and wredved, PRO, HO, &W&%. 
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can be classified as an 'A' Type in that it was a sený-political outburst at the restoration 
of the Catholic hierarchy. Irish rioters often used sickles. Some were resident and 
conunuting fitrm workers; many, the majority, would be transient seasonal migrants. 
Many reported crimes occurred in late summer, at harvest time. 

Leicester fortunately never hosted the Murphyite riots. Almost an of the riot 
situations in Leicestershire comprise Category B in Philip's typology - the less serious 
definition - with such manifestations as assaults on officers, attempts to rescue arrested 
parties, and crowd disturbances or brawls. The Leicester police were tightening their 

grip on popular, rough pastimes and rowdy behaviour; in 1839, they stopped a large 
"Prize Fight" on the Hinckley Road. "' Barclay commented how in his youth (the c. 
1860-70 period) authority figures including the police were "our enemies, continually 
interfering, restraining, repressing tv. 153 As Phillips points out, the Irish - some of whom 
in each generation were newcomers to the urban scene - would take time to absorb the 
lessons of stricter policing, and would, for some time, react with resistance and attempts 
to liberate those apprehended. 154 

0) Conclusion 

Justice was rarely done in specifically media terms. As well as the nationally 

established pattern of "humorous reporting replicated in Leicesters' media, there was 
the ideological factor that Neal refers to: "a prominent feature of the propaganda war 
between Anglicans and Ron= Catholics was the use by Anglicans of criminal statistics 
regarding the Catholic population. ""' This practice is exemplified in the issues of 
Leicester Conservative Standard already referred to. 

There are some examples, in news reports and court judgements, where 
humanity and fair play appeared available to Irish defendants. In 1837, an Irishman 

nan-cd Quinn. shopping for a bargainjoint of meat negotiated an advantageous deal with 
the butcher, who reneged after payment. The police were called, to be struck by the 
butcher, who was arrested. "The Mayor said that the policetnan, when appealed to by 

'"M 28 Dec. 1839 
'"BARCLAY (1934) p. 16 
114PHIUPS, D. (1974) p. 173 
'"JACKSON (1963) P. 58 
'"NEAL, F., A Crirnind P. of the LKerpool Irish In Trans. Histort Soc. of L&xs and C4*shke, Vol. 140, C)OC I Sn 1. p. 1. 
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Quinn, would have neglected his duty if he had not interfered. ""' 

A rather more serious case concerned an incident of violence at Atherstone in the 

summer of 1858. John Dogherty was charged with cutting and wounding an English 

labourer with a sickle; it was unclear in evidence where the original fault lay. "After 

some consultation, the magistrates agreed to commit prisoner for trial - but not for the 

capital offence of cutting and wounding - merely for the misdemeanour of common 
assault. ""' Dogherty may have been innocent; if not, he was at last liable to a less 

severe sentence on the lesser charge. 
Heinrick in 1872 stressed the poverty of the Irish migrants and their proximity 

to deprivation, temptation and crime. This is clearly important in explaining both local 

as well as national Irish involvement in crime statistics. His remarks on the Irish 

generally are supported by Dare's comment on the poorest parts of St Margarefs parish 

- the very parts which were the centre of Irish settlement in Leicester in the 1840's, 50's 

and 60's: 

"There are particular localities in all our large towns well known to the 
Missionary and Scripture Reader, and the policeman, where the reckless 
and improvident reside. The backyard and the rookery are their 
favourite resorts, and the strolling beggar may be traced back to the 
common lodging house, while the striving poor are found here and there, 
amongst the more respectable class, struggling to keep up a decent 
appearance. " 159 

The accuracy vis-A-vis the Irish of Dare's comnient is borne out by the residential 
locations of Irish offenders in 1876-77 (see sections (e) and (0). It reflects the overall 

picture accurately. The Irish in Leicester were predominantly unskilled, poor and 

relatively uneducated, especially so in the earlier decades 0850-8026' Ofthel24first 

and second generation Irish in the 1876-77 jail data, only 16 possessed occupations that 

could be defined as skilled; if certain factory jobs are defined as senii-skilled, this adds 

only 6 more persons. 161 

It therefore needs to be stressed that whatever fraction they represented of the 

"'M 28 Jon, 1837 
'"W, 6 Aug, 1858 
"ýDARE, in RLDMS kr 185: % pp 6&7. DaWs agenda raflected faithfully that of KAY (1 &32), who linked pauperism, disease 
and disorder as the ills of te national *body"; sm MOONEY, G. 'Remoralizing'em Poor?; Gander, Class and Philanthropy 
in Veorian BrUn In LEWIS, G. (Ed)(1998), p. 26-31. 
'60HEINRICK (1872) p-39. 
"I LCRO DE3370 AND DE3492 1/2 Prison Records 
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total city population (see Table 3), the Irish were a much more significant proportion of 
the unskilled working class - the very group that was most at risk in regard to law 
breaking. Care is thus needed in describing the Irish as being over-represented in the 

city's crime statistics. In any of the census years examined from 1841-91 the Irish-born 

alone, without adding the second generation, are over-represented. The 1876-77 
detailed prison data gives, as we have seen, a figure of 7 per cent of all committals being 

the responsibility of the Irish-born; this 7 per cent represents 83 committals (from the 

combined city and county figures; 83/1260). This calculation, from the prison records, 
is complemented by the following findings: 6.9 per cent of the actual Irish-born in the 

city of Leicester were committed to prison c. 1876. This finding is reached thus: 63 of 
the 1876-77 city committals were of Irish-born persons. The Irish-born population 

according to the 1871 census figures for the city totalled 876, and the same figure for 
1881 was 948 persons. By splitting the difference, we reach a notional; Irish-born 

population for c. 1876 of 912 persons. The percentage of the Irish-born who were 
committed to jail is therefore 6.9 per cent (63/912). 

Although by no means negligible, the absolute figure is not drastically high 

compared to the size of the Leicester Irish-born population. This analysis can be applied 
to the wider Irish community. If to the 63 first generation Irish are added the 19 

committals identified as second generation Irish, we have a total of 84. This combined 
figure can be set against a notional mean figure for the total Irish population (ie. not only 
the Irish-born, but partners and children also). This latter figure is derived by splitting 
the difference between the 1871 and 1881 figures for all Irish: ie. 1582 persons. The 

percentage of the Irish community committed to prison would then be 5.3 per cent - 
rather lower than the figure for* the Irish-born when considered on their own. (See 
Tables 3,7,8 and 9 for figures used in abov6 calculations). 

The argument then, that the Irish, and the Irish as Catholics, were more prone 
to crkinal behaviour is not supported in the case of Leicester. Indeed, the analysis of 
the 1876-77 statistics has shown that it was in fact the Protestant Irish who were over- 

represented when compared with both Catholic Irish and the wider community. 
Protestant migrants experience difficulties in relating to the host population in the same 
sense that Catholic migrants do; this must be more disturbing and dislocating for 
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Protestants, who would expect to be accepted as cultural, social and political equals. "' 

Swift has pointed to the Victorians' belief in a Unk between vagrancy and crime 
being particularly problematical vis-i-vis perceptions of the Irisý As Section (d) of this 

chapter has attempted to show, the Irish in Leicester were over-represented in the 

vagrancy figures throughout our period, and would therefore have been pre-conditioned 

as vulnerable targets for criticism, as exemplified in Dare's Reports. No allowance was 

made for the pattern of long-term transient labour, or for the Famine catastrophe. 
That the Irish could expect attention from the constabulary was attested to by 

Barclay's mother, who remarked when he returned one night drunk: "to think that the 

only steady one I've got that I can rely upon to work, and come home quite, and never 

get into the hands of the police -A well, let us pray for him! ""' His hard-drinking 

brother Martin, aged 18, a fimneworker knitter of Abbey Street, served one calendar 

month for being drunk and disorderly. " 

The Irish Dominican prison chaplain, Fr. Vincent McNabb, wrote a "factional,, 

account of a typical Irish prisoner, Patrick Glennon, whose wife's desertion led to his 

subsequent descent into alcoholism, physical and mental disintegration, attempts at 

suicide, and increasingly frequent spells in prison. McNabb stressed the repetition of 

often minor crimes exacerbated by alcohol misuse. The pattern of Irish crime in 

Leicester certainly refiects these twin phenomena. "' 

How did Irish community attitudes towards the police eventually develop? The 

answer probably Res somewhere between hostility, and a grudging respect. SHgo-born 

Roger McDonagh served in the Leicester Borough Police from 1899 to 1926. His 

daughter relates that there was much opposition from other local Irish families to men 
joining; Whilst her father persisted, her uncle, under pressure, dropped the idea. From 

that time on, there was social tension, with the McDonaghs no longer mWng socially ii 

with other Irish familes. "6 

14*AJLEYý J. W., The Ulsler Diaspora: som reflectiOrm Of the nOrthsm Protestant Gotperier" of rnigrabon, In DANAHER 
N. (Ed) (1993), Report on IOM Conference of kish Dinmsim k, &fth Educatfon, ISW pp. 40-41. 
113BARCLAY. T. (1934). p. 51. Martin. whose father was listed as an agricultural Wxxxrer, was aged 3 and the youngest 'of 
four children when the farr* Oved In Wood)oy St. at to 1871 cm us; a decade War, the farrily still resbW In the sum 
streK at No. 6, A Court aid Martin is listed as a scholm. By 1876, he had grown up, W On farnily harm aid received a taste 
of prison life. 
114LCRO, DE 349M, gad register, and ACO. 
"'McNABB, Fr. V., (1915), Ain InnOOOM in 77m Waysbe-A Riesrs Gb&4W'pp-99-105. (in DCAL). Rafeningtothe 

190(ý-1914, McNabbstabd "bythe Graceof God I was chaplain to prisonei in Leicester for sb(yms. Ibiedtoleem 
those poor prisoners; w p. 229 In VALENTINE, R. (1955). Fadw Vincent W-Nabb. 

'"Aft Kathleen McDonagh, OHAASW, Leicester, 1991. TNs is presumaNy skWIar to the pressures operienced by young 
Afro-Carbbe and Asian recruits to Vie police at the present tirns, where cormiunity loyalties con up against comunity 
policing. 
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Although the locating of new police stations in working class areas had obvious 
motives (see sections (b) and (c) above), experiences of individuals could differ. The 

self-assured Barclay had no trouble in humorously dealing with pompous policemen. 167 

Other respondents recaUed the police helping lost children, and patrolling the Belgrave 
Gate public houses. 169 Many of the descendants of the migrants were still living in 

the same, run-down central area, until the slum clearance programmes of the 
1930's. Experiences and therefore opinions obviously varied. The police, for their 
part, ran a special fluid and clothing distribution charity for needy children around the 
turn of the century, and numbers of flarnflies with Irish names appear on their case record 
Sheets. 169 

Irish hi-migrants were pre-conditioned to attitudes of hostility towards the new 
policing practices by their experiences of the two main Irish constabularies. The police 
forces in Ireland and Britain exercised a much resented social and cultural control over 
working-class conununities. Griffin suggests that the troubled relationship between the 
Irish police forces and the lower classes "reveals a state of affairs similar to that decribed 
by Storch in nineteenth century England between the English police and plebeian 
Englishmen. " Hostility was provoked not so much by police political partisanship, but 
by "their enforcement of social control in working-class areas. " Griffin emphasises 
Oliver MacDonagh! s point that Ireland was used by the British authorities as an 
experimental base for developing centralised, professional policing. Despite some 
individual Irishmerfs interest in joining the police, attractive because of the steady pay 
and subsequent pension, the majority probably felt some element of detachment if not 
active hostility. Some of the few economic avenues open to Irish migrants, such as 
lodging house keeping and licensed hawking, were activities either needing legal permits, 
or subject to police monhoring. "O Whilst some Irish arrivals brough with them *'* .1 inmucal 
attitudes to the new policing, the opinion-makers hosting the Irish tended to see them as 
a disorderly contagion and a catalyst for revolt. 

Irish crime in Leicestershire can be related to the general experience of the Irish 

"'BARCLAY, T. (M4), pp. 134 and 7" 
108kh Barbara Morris, OHAASW, Leicester, 19M4. 
"'LCRO, Police Aided Association for Clothing the Destitute Children of Leicester; files on Frederick Callaghan, Thomas 
Mien. 
111GRIFFIN, B, Such wffninr: The IDublin Police and the Public, 1838-1913, in kth Studiss Review, Alb. 13, WWw 199&V, 
pp. 21-25; Grffm bases his concksions partly on two articles by STORCH, RD.; "rho Plague of Blue Locusts : Police 
Rafam and Popular Resistance In N. England, 1840-57, ' In k0emational R#Wm of Soc. Hist Val. 2o. part 1, (1 97s); p. 61. 
W, and The Polics ia as Dornestir L%3ionwy: Urban DiscOine and Popular Culture In N. EnglarW, 1850-W, in J. of Soc. 
Hist., Vd. K No. 4 (1976), pp. 481-509. MacDonagh's theory Is expounded in his book: kvkvd (1968). q. v. 
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in Britain. The raw statistics need to be viewed in the context of the effects of migration 

on the migrants as individuals. The rural-urban or peasant-proletariat transition is 

norm* discussed in terms of alienation and demoralisation, characterised by idleness, 

pauperism, alcoholism dehquency and prostitution. A parallel solvent effect is noted 
in regard to the maintenance of religious fidth and practice. 

D'Arcy suggests that, rather than exile producing demoralisation, the Irish in 

Britain were more likely to find themselves existing in a continuity of conduct and 
experience rooted in the everyday practices of nu-al Ireland, and that this helps to explain 
the pattern of Irish migrant crime. , For the first generation immigrants, there is 

something in DArcy's argument; it is Less convincing vis-A-vis subsequent generations. "' 

lbe final comrwnt hem in regard to the Irish and crime in Leicester comes from 
Heinrick: 

The Irish population scattered through the whole shire must be something 
near 4,000. In such a population so small a percentage of crime furnishes 
the highest evidence of the character and moral worth of the people. Here, 
as elsewhere, however, a discount must be made for the fallen and lost; but 
it is trifling in comparison with what is to be found in other towns. " 

What Heinrick does not acknowledge is the damage caused to the community by crime 
being formally presented as an ongoing social, and thereby domestic political threat, to 
Britain's emerging national self-concept. This problematization of the Irish was to be a 
recurring factor. 

"See EYARCY, F., The Irish In 19th Ca" Britain: Reflections an thoeir Role and E)qxdenoe, in HUTTON, S. at al (Eds), 
Irish History Workshop Ald. 1., 1981. The indicators CYArcy refers to other Ow criminality and deginquency are discussW 
alw4we in this reseeirch. 
'"HEINRICK (18M), p-40.394 



CHAPTER 9 

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE IRISH COMMUNITY: 
THE THREAT TO THE BRITISH BODY POLITIC 

But hem even amid the most adverse and depressing influences, we met with evidences of the force 
of IrM genius and the power of Irish patriotism. The educated intelligence is limited, because of 
the position ofthe peopir4 but the exceptional cases are strildng and creditable. The steady and sober 
of the working classes, in an Irish population of nearly 2,000, is comparatively very large; and 
among them, in conjunction with a limited number who have arisen from the ranks of labour, the 
patriotic spirit is marked by the foundation of a Home Rule Association, and the large support, in 
proportion to nurnbers, which they give to Irish national literature . ..... The Home Rule Association, 
which numbers over one hundred members, is under earnest, energetic, and intelligent guidance, 
and promises in the future to become a force of much influence in the municipal and parliamentary 
affairs ofthe borough. What is wanted here to aid the leaders of the movement in stimulating and 
extending the organisation, is periodic visits and addresses from trusted and accredited political 
leaders, who would WA and act in the name of the parent association. This remark applies with 
equal force to the other towns throughout England. The meetings recently held in the large towns 
have had excellent results; but something should be done to extend similar benefits to the smaller 
towns, where in cornparison to popWation the Irish element is equally influential. In Leicester much 
has been dam which is highly creditable to the zeal and patriotism of our fellow-countrymen; and, 
under the earne-31 and patriotic guidance which has effected so much, I have every confidence that 
much more will be accomplished in the future. 

fi, om: Hugh HENRICK, (I 872ý A Survey ofthe Irish in England, pages 39-40. 
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(a) Introduction 

The Irish in Leicester, though small in number, developed a political profile from 

the earliest stage of settlement pre-c. 1840. They survived sustained and long-term 

negative media stereotyping, which reflected the racist ideology fundamental to British 

nationalism. Throughout the period they were perceived as a threat to the health of the 
British body politic. Both the migrants and their hosts had specific and evolving political 

agendas. In general, Catholics found it easier to deal with national rather than local 

government in terms of meeting prejudiced opposition. ' 

Ilie formation of British national identity involved important anti-Irish and anti- 
Catholic perspectives, which in turn shaped government and institutional practices 
towards the Irish in Britain. This chapter explains the political context into which Irish 

migrants were entering, and provides a framework for understanding the political 

responses they encountered. After 1829, "the popular discourse of the Protestant nation 
intersected with anti-Irish racisin and defined where the danger to the nation lay. "2 Irish 

migrants were thus perceived as a threat to the established Church and State, and by 

extension to the whole English population. Tories revelled in the Irish threat, 

propounded endlessly in the local media throughout the period. Even Liberals, Radicals 

and Non-Conformists, groups with positive interfaces with Irish Catholics, were 

ultimately susceptible to this ideology of racialization. The parallel process of 

problematizating the Irish was reflected in the exaggerated fear of public disorder, and 
the Irish political threat internally (from Chartism) and externally (from Irish rebels and 

agitators). Both government and media opinion feared a merger of discontent between 

the British proletariat and the Irish peasantry. 

Local Liberals admired O'Connell, and some of the Irish in Leicester co-operated 

with English dissenters pre-1840; they also made their mark in local Chartism, a 
development previously denied by local historians. They Participated in trade unionism, 

and a few leaders, especially Barclay, were powerful influences in the labour movement. 
From c. 1870 the Irish made their appearance in the contexts of local government, 
Anglican disestablishment and education debates. In terms of Irish nationalist activities, 

a grass-roots Fenianisin existed, and both Land League and Home Rule bodies emerged 

'HICKMAN, M. (1995), Reigion, CAsss and Adenffly p. 183-4. Whilst concentrating on Church/State relations ro-education, 
Ve issues mplored ham a much wider signiftance. 
'HICKMAN, M., Education for 'Minorities': Irish Catholics in Britain in LEWIS, G (Ed) (1998), FormkV Natiorý FramiV 
We#hre, p. 144-6. 
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in the town. By c. 1891 the Irish in the town had the problem, common to all the 

migrants, of balancing Irish and Catholic interests in the Libeeral-Tory mainstream 

interplay. 

(1) The Irish migrants' political agenda c. 1 841 

A high degree of political consciousness existed amongst Irish migrants. Some 

of the incoming Irish had participated in structured opposition through secret political 

and agrarian societies and in the campaign for religious emancipation, usually in 

opposition to established authority. ' Barclay's mother had an important cultural role as 

a disseminator of historical mythology-, his fiWw's knowledge of history and politics was 

shRarly passed on. " 

Barclay's father, a labourer, had read Milner's polemic, The End ofReligious 
Controversy. ' This partisan work had a powerful effect on literate Irish Catholic 

migrants: it "would seem to have been the average Catholic who most appreciated and 
benefited ..... (it) gave back to the generality of the laity an intellectual confidence. "6 

Ward noted that "most of those of Irish extraction ..... sided with Milner. ̀Milnerls 

observations served to "defend the Irish from certain prejudiced views of their 

character. "' It crossed generations of Irish migrants, helping to develop an Irish 

Cathohc migrant political agenda whilst imparting a nascent sense of power and purpose 

to it. In Leicester, the pre-Famine Irish developed an agenda, relevant organisations, 

and co-operation with sympathetic English Protestant interests. 

Barclay noted his father's Young Irelander propaganda, and Irish community 

support for Fenianism. Religion and politics were symbiotically entwined in this 
ideological upbringing, ' and were clearly acknowledged in Leicester by Barclay: 

My filher was a Limerick man and we were often hearing eulogies of the 
hero Patrick Sarsfield, and the women of Limerick who fought and 
repelled the English during the siege of that city. How we gloated over 

'See eviclence on popular POlkk: W 81109iwcft is clay pipe motifs. 
'See LEES, LH. (1979). p. 214-222; and BARCLAY, T. (1934). p-23,10 & 11,6 & 7. 
GBCVý The End of Reigkxx ConblOvOrsy, (1818) 
'MATTHEW, D. (1936), COMOkism k7 E? QW7d 1535-1935, p-151. See HICKEY, J. (1967), Urbw CaUnks p-61-2. 
'WARD, B. (1911), The Eye of Caftk EmarK*atbn, Vol. 11,1803-29, pA 80-182. 
'HUSENBETH, F. C; (1862), Life of&sý Mkw, p-14. Milner dealt with Maynooth seminary, the work of the nuns in 
education and chwU* institutions, the besuly d the Irish landscape aid the artafect treasures and archaeological remains 
of Irish history. 
$BARCLAY, T. (1934), pp. 11.6 & 7. 
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the way the Irish Brigade defeated the English at Fontenoy 

Just seven lines on in the text came the call to prayer: 

..... before going to bed we all knelt down, and after a supper of Indian 
rmaL on the bare uneven brick floor recited the Rosary ..... and we arose 
feeling good and comforted and strengthened for the morrow's work. 10 

Many writers of Irish descent have testified to siniflar personal experiences. " 

There was serious opposition to any Catholic revival in Leicester 12 but in 1826-27 

a body calling itself the Leicester Civil Defence Society set up the Friends of Religious 

and Civil Liberty. " The title was a clear reflection of the agitation for Anglo-Irish 

working class unity organised. in the north-west by the radical orator Henry Hunt. Lees 

has demonstrated how Hunt's influence operated sfinilarly amngst the Irish in London. 14 

Leicester's Civil Defence Society met monthly at the VVhite Bear Inn where the 
Landlord, Hanunond Shipley, was an English Catholic. Irish sumarnes crop up repeatedly 
in reports about early Catholic-Protestant co-operation in Leicester. A politically 

articulate Irish population then, albeit small (300 or so), existed in Leicester before the 
"Famine" amvals. 

The Irish surnames fisted are Heman (or Hamon or Heenan), Day, Flinn, My, 

Linch and Finigan, 6 names, which compares well with the 7 English names (Shipley, 

Smith, Hall, Seal, Wright, Podd and Knight). 16 A growing degree of Catholic and Irish 

Catholic self-confidence was evident in Leicester. The October Friends' meeting passed 

various resolutions on Ireland. The 6 with Irish surnames voted on the resolution. it 

would appear in Leicester that virtually all of the Catholics involved in dialogue with 
local Protestants were Irish rather than English. " This suggests an articulate Irish 

presence amongst City Catholics pre- 184 1. " Three of the 6 appear in the RC baptismal 

IDBARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 7. 
, log. See various personal aom nts In LENNON, M. Et al (Eds)(1 9M), Acnw ft WaW: fth Ktmen's LAes in &takl, 
pp. 213-217, p. 147-148; also see HICKMAN, M. In kish SAdes in Bnfairf- 
12See chapter on w6r4d-olic prejudice, PATTERSON, A. T. (1954). Racital' Lebester. 
13See BELCHEM, J. English Worldng Clan Radicalism and the Irish 1816-50; In SWIFT, R& GILLEYý S. (1955). p. 88. 
"LEES, LH. (1979),, p. 237, a group of LorKlon Irish in 1828 oWiSW the Asscm For CMI and Religious Liberty, and they 
lisisad with English radicals. Belchem (1985) rarnaft that both Hurd n-d later O'Connor saw ft incorporatim aid 
moboi2stion of the Irish as a 'top prbW; p. 87. 
16BDA; Andrews, W. E. (Ed. ), The Truffdebr, 14 October 1826, p. 67 and 16 December 1826, pp 394-5. 
191be Protestants - are Iderffied by creed (John Knight the SocWs Secretary, was a Dissenter, as was Mr. Seal; Messrs 
Wright and Podd were Protestants, whilst Mr Day and Mr Smith WOM Catholics. Presumably those remaining unklentffiW 
ram are Catholicý paty because they would appew to be Irish. SEARSON (c. 1&50) notes that Richard Seal was Sec. of 
the Radical Association In 1836, which embraced Irish Corporation Reform, p. 66. 
"log NORMAN, E (1985). Roman CaUxA; ivn ki ftirid, p6+7. 
IfThe 1841 City census hold a John Lynch, p-12; and a Mark Flinn, p. 14; the Mr Day referred to may h" been the licensw 
of the Daniel O'Connell public house c. 1 840, see chapter on anti-Catholicism. 
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registers for 1815-35, where approximately 30 per cent of all entries were Irish. " Post- 

1798, it is not surprising that Irish rather than English Catholics sought accommodation 

with radical protestants. This important political co-operation was to be lost in the great 

waves of anti-hish and anti-Catholic feeling occasioned by the profound local impact of 

the Trotestant Crusade", the "Second Reformation, " in the middle decades of the 

century. 
Leicester also hosted persons from, and people sympathetic to, the Irish 

Protestant and unionist traditions. As a result of the active involvement of Leicestershire 

trooPs in the suppression of the 1798 Rebellion, these units imported Orange ideology 

and organisation into the town. 

In common with the north-west of England, but unusually as regards the 

n-Adlands and south, Leicester came to host no less than 5 lodges of the Orange Order 

by the mid-1 830's. (see anti-Catholicism)" Senior notes that "it is probable that most 

of the men jo ining the lodges were Irish Protestants who had enlisted in English militia 

regiments or who had come to England to work. "' The 1841 and 1851 Leicester 

censuses show that in 28 ethnically mixed marriages, of Irish women to English men, 

several men were ex-military with pensions. ' Some of these Irish migrants, male and 
female, were undoubtedly Protestant. 

The 1798 experience was of long-term significance in Leicester's popular culture: 
66songs composed then were still sung around many Leicestershire hearths. " On its 

return, the unit was Reted locally, receiving royal and parliamentary congratulations. " 

In addition, the regiment began from in the 1850's to include the Irish harp in its badge 

as a recognition of its work in Ireland; in 1881 this was renewed, "the Harp of Ireland" 

appearing on Militia badges. " 

Thus most of those Irish who came to Leicester from c. 1840 onwards, bringing 

their Catholic and ethnic identity with them, were moving into a milieu where a tradition 

of militarily containing Irish nationalist revolt was remembered and celebrated, where 

"BMAM, 32,632 folio 121-296. 
20S. C. Repofton Orargeism, I= Vol. 1, App 20, p. M; App. 21, p. 157, App. 2. p. 30, p. 12. See SENIOR, H. (1%6). 
p. 151-2 and 174. 
21SENIKA, H. (1966), oraVoism p. 152. The 17th Regirrent was in Ireland 1826-9; their lodge warrant was obtained in 1828. 
AJso, the Laic. Fencibles and Militia served In Ireland c. 1798. 
221841 and 1851; see discussion on maWfamale migration In settlernent section. 
"LCRO; REED, FL (1881), MbdamLsioester, P-135. Readreonted a letter of lqýýfrorn the NCOs In 1798; this was just 
when tension was building ow Home Rule. 
2'LCRO: WEBB, EAH (1912), History of ft Services of ft 17th (Leics) Regirnent, p. 257- It should be noted Out draft 
from the militia fed the regiment of the line, thus intermbdng the personnal with 1798 experience Wth the 17th Foot. 
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Orangeism uniquely found physical expression in the midlands, and where the locality 

remained proud oý and practised, its mVressive Protestant historical inheritance, despite 

the short-lived collaboration of Irish (and English) Catholics with liberal local 

Protestants. 25 

The early and ongoing development of negative Irish 
stereotyping in the Leicester media 

This section will anabw the local media outlook on the Irish, as this represented 

a continuous fundamental conditioning of the host community's mind-set from the 1820's 

onwards. This formulated a generally negative stereotype of the Irish as being violent 

in politics, of limited intelligence and lacking savoirfaire in the most elementary of 

situations. Less vituperative by c. 1890, it was often disguised as humour. By constant 

repetition and recycling, underlined by pseudo-scientific "researclP, a negative 

perception of all things Irish and Catholic was implanted in the readership's collective 
16 psyche. 

Jackson, J. A. (1963) noted that: "the Irish were distinctive and noticeable 
Economic, political and religious motives often lay behind the attack. "" He cited dress, 

accent, language and a "foreign churcW' as being part of the construct. In Leicester, 

frequent and similar descriptions of Irish reapers and labourers were given in court 

reports (see Crime) and in comic anecdotes. " 

Leicester c. 1860 possessed a representative political cross-section in four main 

newspapers. The Leicester Journal (1753) expressed strongly Conservative sympathies, 

as did the Advertiser, the Leicester Chronicle, (1810), was an advocate of VVhig 

principles; the Leicestershire Mercwy, (1836), was the organ of the advanced Liberals . 
21 

A radical "alternative" press appeared c. 1890 which embraced openly leftist news and 

perspectives; Barclay seems to have used The 95, Tern (189 1) for socialist writing, and 

2sSee chapter on nxblhmfw of popular antlaCatholicISM. - 
xSee KjRKALDY, J. M. G.. The Return of the Irish Joke, Qua&wt May 1980, p. 14. and CURTIS, L (1964) Nodft but ft 

The Roots of ar#4jsh Racism and O'SUUJVAN, P AN, Saw Od skvy The Irish Joke, In O'SUUJV P. (Ed. ) (1994) The 
fth Wortd wde, Vbf 3 The Creafive MovW, pp. 57-82. 
27 JACKSON, JA (1963). p. 154. See John Denvir (1894) where in Ch. )00 he uses the subtitle Ihe war of creeds and 
Ram;, HANDLEy also dealt df6*my with these Issues In his 2woft on the Irish In Scotland, published In 1945 (Ch. Vill, 
Native Attitudes towards the Immigrant) and 1947 (Ch. IV, Religious and Racial Discord). 

-"JACKSON, J. A (1963), P. 156. 
29LCRO, Kftft's Dkecirvy (1863); p. 189. See GREENAU, R. L (Ed)(1 980), The Leicester Newspapws 1&W-74: A Gukje 
lbr Historians, for a usdul Introduction to the Leicester Press Of this period.. 
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also for airing rnatters of (Erect Irish interest in the toWTL30 

A press catering specificaUy for Irish and Catholic interests appeared in the east 

midlands only c. 1875. Diamond's Irish Tribune circulated from 1885 in Nottingham 

Diocese. " The only other outlet for Irish Catholic interests was the Nottingham 

Catholic Magazine of the 1870's (See Section (c) (ii)). 

Sorm of the Leicestershire readership was influenced by pseudo-psychological 

ideas about hurnoralism and phrenology. The local Literary and Philosophical Society 

appreciated a paper on 'Phrenology' from a local cleric in 1838. L. P. CURTIS has 

shown the underlying importance of these concepts for negative attitude formation about 

Irish Catholics later in the century. Many Victorian administrators believed in pemianent 

inherited Irish biological inferiority, beyond any amelioration or control by English 

influences. This was very much the line of the Leicester Conservative Standard, 

publishedc. 1835-6. This view complemented "'scientifically" the explicitly hypercritical 

and racist views espoused by some historians since c. 1700 . 
3' A reading of the 

descriptions of the Irish which were prevalent in the Leicester Journal and the Leicester 

Conservative Standard clearly indicate the stereotypically negative picture presented of 

the Irish; similar patterns of more subtle denigration also appeared locally. 

An example of Paddy's apparent cunning - in reality his desperation - reported 
by the Unitarian, Dare, in 1854, concerning an Irish firewood seller who sought credit 
from suppliers whilst having gold coins secreted in his coat. 33 (See chapter 4 (b)). Dare 

unfidlingly highlighted the Irish as malefactors. He was influential, as Unitarians formed 

the leadership clique of the ruling Liberals. 

Media artifices were used on Irish targets by Leicester papers across the entire 

period. Daniel O'Connell, for example, was encapsulated in a range of Celticised images 

and stereotypes: chapels, shamrock, the St. Gile's rookery, Hibernicised English 

expressions such as "ould", "rnisthet" and "n-ýmber, " lugubrious salutations, building 

workers, and the ubiquitous pot of alO 

30aARCLAY, T. (1934). P-52,68,76-80,110 and 123-e. 
"DUDLEY EDWARDS, 0., and STOREYý P. J., The Irish Press in Victorian Britain, in GILLEY, S and SWIFT, p, 
(Eds), (1985), pp. 173-4. No copies appear in LCRO, NDA or BDA. 
wCURTIS, L. P. (1971). Am andAngaft, Me k1shman in Victorian Cartature, p. 9-10, and p. 96. See also TLLPS, 1838-9; 
paper by Rev. W. Bird, P. 42. 
83 77)e M RLDMS, M54, P-1 I- It may conc*vaUy have been the case t1na this artful Irish persuader of 1854 had been 
gwxk* *foodless and penniless* as a "Farnine refuges only a few years previously, the mcpariance would ham been such 
M his resolution new to find hirrad in a sirnilar stuabon again would help to explain what to Dares ears was his dishonest 

'DARE, T., RLDMS.. 9th of 1854, P-1 1. M 21.3.1829. 
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Other later descriptions were overtly destructive. The Journal in 1847, at the 
height of the "Famine', bitterly judged the Irish people as a whole: 

The Irish, as a people, present a strange jumble of the most extraordinary 
characteristics. Their idiosyncrasy is one of no common kind. It is an 
aptitude for quarrelling with everybody, and most with those who evince 
the more earnest desire to do, and wish them well. Conjoined with this, 
there is reckless hidifference to consequences unpardonable in the savage 
and untutored mind... In place of lamentation there is cursing; in lieu of 
prayer, blasphemy and ungrateful murmurings instead of Thanksgiving. 
When lowly mindedness and humiliation could be shewn we meet with, 
too often, only the ravings of madness or inebriation. " 

The Irish are not just a 'jumble" but a "strange jumble"' of characteristics ofthe 
"most extraordinary" nature. Somewhat tautologically, their idiosyncrasy is itself 

uncommon. Even their passivity is ascribed to insanity or drunkenness. The Journal 

echoed the extended and vindictive stereotypes of the Leicester Conservative Standard, 

facilitating the continuance loc* of the customary negative portrayal. Even the milder 
Chronicle could be condemnatory: "The best friend to the Irish would be he who could 

effectually persuade them that the fault lay entirely with themselves ..... Their extreme 

poverty is simply the natural result of their extreme JaZineSS. tý36 

systematic scan of the Leicester Journal for the 1820's reveals a weekly 
inclusion of humorous Irish material. This reflects editorial policy and popular"taste". 
The period around 1829 witnessed a plethora of such content. Typical of the genre was 
the following sample: 'Nothing Like Whiskey', 'Characteristics of an Emeralder', and 
'Donnybrook Fair. ' All ofthese were from six to eighteen inches in column length, and 
appeared in just a few weeks in August and September of 1829.37 

The piece on Donnybrook Fair was a stage Irish linguistic masterpiece. In 

popular English usage, a "donnybrook" was a violent, disorderly gathering. 39 In 1865, 
Dare linked Leicester's Irish with the disreputable 'Donnybrook Fair, " a link frequently 

made. 39 This patronising lampooning buttressed existing prejudices across the century. 
There was a virtually unbroken local tradition of featuring such anti-Irish inaterial. 

35Lj, 23 April 1847, P. 3. 
3GLC, 5 Sapt. 1846 p. 1; and 10 October 1846, p. 4. 
31LJ. 4th Septernber 1829,21 March I M. 
3@Lj 7th August 1829. Donnybrook Fair was a byword for public disorder and Irrmorality, in Imland until it was banned In the 
I W)s; Its use in an English situation was of course deliberate. 
39DARE, Rev. J., RLD. M. S., 20th of 1865. 
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In 1835, the year when both the LAPTS and the Leicester Conservative Standard 

appeared, the Chronicle offered that "evergreen7 topic, the Irish bull, for its readers' 

consideratioe In 1838, it published Laughter from Year to Year; ' the main story was 

'The Furlough: An Irish Incident', which "gathered a few samples of Irish character. 
The host community was then conditioned prior to the 'Tamine" influx. 

In 1854 an Irish 'joke" piece was sandwiched beneath a serious report on the 

Protestant Alliance and above a sensationalist report on a freak aninial. The 

juxtapositioning of the Irish itern was an interesting example of editorial layout. " Similar 

material appeared regularly through to end of the century. In 1855, the Chronicle 

highlighted a bunch of harmless if verbose Dubliners, "Pat Mooney, Dan Finnegan and 
Mike Kelly, " patronisingly portrayed evaluating the new Lord and Lady Lieutenant in 

the expected simple, good-humoured dialogue style. 'An Irishman's Will' appeared in 

1875; its theme of reinforced stupidity was universal to the Paddy image. "' One critic 

notes that such pieces presented the Irish peasant "as he is with his ..... innocent delight 

in his own absurdity (and) the comical twists in his reasoning. " 

Certain Irish melodramas may also have contributed to the formation locally of 
the Irish stereotype. In Leicester in 1861, Boucicault's The Colleen BMM was "Well 

received7by local audiences. " Much of its success was due to the Myles-na-Coppaleen 

character: "a lazy, lying rogue, a horse-thief, a poacher, and an operator of an illicit 

whiskey still - everything that was anathema to respectable Victorians. " Were 

audiences laughing at, or with, the story? Abbey playwrights later condemned 
Bouccicault for presenting stage-Irish characters. Could an English audience empathise, 

or were theyjust being enterwhied? Arrah-na Pogue played in 1872, to similar audience 

reaction. 
As late as 1895, a titillatingly humorous account of a potentially bigamous 

misunderstanding, entitled 'Paddy's Two Sweethearts, ' was published by the Chronicle. 

Even towards the cenWs end, therefore, Leicester papers still regarded such items as 

normaL From c. 1820 to c. 1895, specific Irish stereotypes continuously appeared. This 

'M 8th August I M5. See CURTIS, L0 984). P-34. re the Edgeworth's rebuttd or bulls. 
`LC, 14 April ISM. 
42LC (extrv) 6 May I W. 
4'LC, 5th May 1855; Lats. D. Post, 11 . 8-1875. 
4`WILLIAMS, WMA (1996), Twas Or* an kttvnens Dr9am, the kTRW of IrelaW and the frish in Amerim Popular Song 
Lyri=, 1800-1920, p. 77; cbV SYMINGTON, A, Samuel Low, p. 96. See Laics. D. PC&, 11.8.1875, On Title Page of Ch. l. 
"LEACROFT, H&R. (1986). The Theatre h LeksstwVgre, p. 58. 
"FAWKES, R. (1979), Dion Boucicaul, p. 117. 
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was crucial in public attitude formation, and undoubtedly affected Leicestees views of 
the Irish newcomers. 

Tibe form and thrust of anti-Irish and anti-Cathofic propaganda in the Nlidlands 

in the hist century had been foretold by "W. E. A. " the Catholic polernicist and editor. " 

He related the slanted and biased coverage of Catholic affairs in England to the similar 

coverage given to the general affairs of Ireland: 

That you should be ignorant of the situation of your fellow-subjects in 
Ireland, who are represented by the Bible distributors and Baptist School 
supporters as enveloped in Egyptian darkness, is not a subject of wonder, 
because these men have the press of England at their beck, and the public 
papers of Ireland are not current amongst you. Thus whatever you see 
of that ill-fated island comes through a polluted source, and you are 
therefore as ignorant of the real state of Ireland, which forms a part of 
the British empire, as you are of the state of the inhabitants of Hindustan, 
towards whose amelioration you give your pennies with the same degree 
of credulity as you do to remove the mist which you are told surrounds 
the mental faculties of the Irish people. " 

Media attitudes towards the Catholic Irish remained a problem. 
A rather different approach to Irish matters was evident towards the end of the 

century in the serious discourse published by local learned societies. The Transactions 

of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, founded in 1835, offer revealing 
insights. A Prof Matesdorf wrote enthusiastically in 1892 on the topic of 'Old Irish and 
Anglo-Saxon Art. "' Given the year, and his probable German origins, the inclusion of 

such a positive topical piece is not surprising for the Gaelic League was in gestation and 

several contemporary Celtic scholars such as Kuno Meyer were Germans. 50 In the 

introduction, Matesdorf commented: 

They were hearing now a good deal ofIrelaiA but it was more about her 
present political position than her art. Comparatively few people were 
aware that Ireland could boast of an epoch of art life at a time when the 
rest of Europe was barbarous. 

41"W. EA, * was W. E. AWrvm, a well-Imown conftwsialist and a loýng Caffidic editor. 
48BCA; R220; The TnA TeW 25 Saptwber 1824. 

'MkTESDORF, Prof., Old Irish and ArgloZmw Art in T. LLP. S, (rom quartedy series), Vd. 11, part XJ, April 1892; pp. 4a2_ 
5. 
wMeyer (1858-1919) was a Gaffnan-born Ceft scholar, at UVarPOOI UC and at Barfin Univ. 
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This piece highlighted Ireland's "golden age" at a period when the Home Rule issue was 

clouded over by the Pamell. split amongst nationalists. A learned piece on flora and 
fauna was entitled 'Notes From Galway'. " Another was a safari-style report, 'Three 

Weeks in the Wilds of South Kerry, with Notes on the Insects and Plants, ' containing 

reflections on the native inhabitants: 

The people around us were most hospitable, and the peasantry charming, 
always ready to do one a kindness. Even at the wildest of mountain 
cabins we were always made welcome to a glass of milk, and the giver 
would be greatly insulted if payment were offered, but if children were 
about, they had not the Eke scruples. " 

The intrepid explorers had found the indigenous inhabitants to be quite friendly. The 

experience reads as if it had been a colonial expedition, and indicates Ireland's status 

within the then British Empire. It is not difficult to imagine the resulting culture clash 

when people from"the wildest of mountain cabir&' made their way to an urban centre 

such as Leicester to find work and to settle. 
A predominantly negative stereotype of the Irish featured regularly and 

prominently in Leicester's media throughout the period. Images of the Irish could be 

contradictory, compounded of humour, violence, wit, drollery, racism, bigotry, and 

occasional1y even objective comment; the end result, however, tended in general to be 
demeaning. De Nies has recently examined the role of the British press in formulating 

an Irish identity for its British readers: 

In the early Victorian period, racial contrasts and stereotyping were 
consistently employed to fi=e and maintain British and Irish identities. 
In many Famine-era periodicals, Ireland's misery was presented as 
ultimately a product of her Celtic identity. Her only salvation, it was 
believed, lay in Anglicisation. 11 

1he popular press in Leicester, as elsewhere, was aimed at a politically literate, middle- L Liu 
class readership, and both local and national government figures looked to it as a major 

source of insight into the minds of their constituents. Cultural as weU as biological 

parameters were used to describe the Irish disparagingly (landlords as weU as peasants) 

slCRuTTwEijý Rev.,, Notes from Gal*W, 'in T. LLP. S Vol. V, Part X October 1900, pp. 528-533. 
&'BoUSKELL, F, lbmWeelcs in the Wilds d SotAh Fawwith Notes on the Insects and Pkvft'. in T. LLP. S. VoIAAII, May 
I 9M - April 1904 pp. 49-60 W4 pp-1 52-3. 
"De NIES, M., The Farnine, Irish kientRy, and the Brifish Press, In hth Studies Review, Vol. 6; No. 1; 1 M; p-27- 
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and Leicester's media was as representative as any in this respect, thus layiqg an 
ideological fouridation for public ophibn formation which combined misinformation with 

prejudice. Thus the press directly helped forniate the racialization and the 

problernatization of the Irish. This political agenda was set, and was in place in time for 

the Hibemian arrivals into the town in the 1840's and 1850's. 

(b) The Irish and Working Class Politics in Leicester 

(1) The Irish in local Chartism: a threatening presence 

According to local historians, there was no Irish dimension in Leicester's 
Chartist struggle. Patterson (1954) in his pioneering work on Leicester radicalism, 

emphasised the quietness of local Chartism. in the 1838-42 period, and the prevalence of 

moral rather than physical force in the local context. One of his reasons was that there 

were fewer Irish mignints in Leicester. As the Irish were associated with physical force 

Chartism, and they were more prevalent in northern industrial areas, Leicestees brand 

of Chartism was by implication less violent. Simmons (1974) conceded an "occasionally 

riotous" element, but, like Patterson, concluded: "It is also worth noting that the Irish, 

who formed a considerable element wherever 'physical force' Chartism prevailed, were 

always few in Leicester. "' Was there then any Irish proffle to Leicester Chartism? 

There in flict was a recognisable Irish proffle to Leicester Chartism, operating at 
two levels: it involved certain key individuals, of either local or national importance; and 
it involved also significant numbers of Irish women who were married to English 

fimnework knitters, men noted for the harsh economic predicament of their trade and for 

their serious comnliftr&nt to Chartism. There was also a residual aspect, in that Chartist 

survivors lived on to finpart their beliefs to a new generation; Barclay recalled a meeting 

addressed by the controversial Leicester Chartist leader Tbomas Cooper. " 

The long-term economic problems and consequent social misery of the, hosiery 

workers were what lay at the centre of Leicestershire Chartism. Trade cycles, 

unemployment and disappointment with fitiled trade union initiatives worsened by 

54pATrERSON, AT. (1954), Ra*W Leicester, 1780-1850 P-302; SIMMONS, J. (1974), Leicester Past ard pre$ert- Vol. 
2. Modem CA5ý p. 162. Ottw useful sources Include: PLLIMB, J. H., Polkical History, 1530-18W In HOSKINS, W. G. 
(Ed)(1 954). VCHL Vol. 11, p. 1304; and LANCASTER B, (1987) Radicaftm, C64paratibn end Socisism, Leicester 
Vla*hg. ow poltics, 18w. 19M re"nfluence of Chartism. See also EVANS, PLH., Parliarnantary History in McKINLEY, 
RA (EdX1 958), VCHL, Vol. IV, p. 213-5. 
"aWCLAY, T. (1934), p-67. WALTON, J. (1952) A History of T Usm h Leicester to and of 19M Cwjury, p. 143. 
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c. 1835. InI830 John Doherty, the Lancashire based Irish Protestant cotton spinner 

organiser, set up the National Association for the Protection of Labour. It reached out 

to Leicester, but lasted only two years, leading sadly to a fi-agmentation of effort 

amongst Leicester's fi-amework knitters. Dohertys efforts might have inspired other 
Irishnnen, in Leicester as elsewhere. Also his was one of those Irish names associated 
in the public mind with radical politics, such as Daniel O'Connell, Feargus O'Connor, 

Bronterre OSrien and Michael Davitt all of whom visited Leicester and left an impact 

in media terms. " 

Phunb (1954) divides Chartism in Leicestershire into two distinct periods: from 

1839 to 1840, and from 1848 to 1849: within these time limits the county and the town 

respectively were the centres of agitation. At Shepshed and Loughborough in early 

1839, agitation was superseded by weapons nmufacture; cavalry were sent to Hinckley. 

These fiictors suggest a serious threat of violence. What can be said about this stage is 

that Irish settlement already existed in these areas: in 1841 there were 621 Irish in 

Leicester, 20 in Whitwick (near Shepshed), 155 in Loughborough and 35 in Hinckley. " 

There are, in &ct, several pointers to Irish involvement in and influence on local 

Chartism at this early period. A local historian noted that: 

Its public advocates were for the most part able but violent partisans of 
their cause; and Mr. Feargus O'Connor, one of the principal Chartist 
leaders, delivered an inflanunatory address in the Leicester Market Place 
as early as 1838. " 

O'Connor (1794-1855), bom in Co. Cork, was a Repeal NT by 1832. He fell out 
with O'Connell, founded the Chartist paper The Northern Star, and by 1838 was one of 
the best known of the radical Chartist leaders. O'Connor enjoyed political credibility 
because although of Protestant landlord extraction, his father had participated in the 
United Irish rising of 1798-, 9 the son was openly identified with Irish nationalist 

"O'Connell was vary popular wfth Leics. Lberals; eg in March 1836, he had to turn down an irrAgfion to visit Leicester, 
sib bAk ig the Invitation 'to a generous sympathy for the people of Iraland whose advocate I am; w paget Letters, LCRO, DE 
1274/13; D. O`C. (Lcridon) to T. P09K 25-3.1836. O'Connall made a celebrated deform in Lisioestees Theatre Royal (1841) 
of one William Sairies, a dissenter Jailed by a CofE church court for ro-j-pgyment of church rates (see SIMMONS (1974). 
P-167). As Ideas IM, Or-CrInd spokein 1-60116terto aTriands of IrelarKr gathering at the Crown mid Anchor tavem; see 
La 2&1646, p2- In 1844, the "only Political demonstration of the yaw was hold by spress syrTipathy with Daniel O'Connell 
Mp,,, as "he had not had a fair VW for Wition; am SEARSON (1850), p. 115. (in Apd 1836, O'Connell had spoken 
eloquently In Loughborough an to Problems of Ireland Cai by the Union with Engiand; see LC of 9.4.1836). 
"ACD 1841-91; those 1841 figures include spouses and offspring, as well as Irish-born. 
"FIELDING JOHNSON, T. (1891/1906). GkrpmofAnc*d Leicester, p. 417. 

- *The Leicester Chartist Cooper noW OW Vie connection of his fernillY With ft *United Irishmen" and pab*& sufferers of 
theladcar", ionder him a natural representative of the cause Of Political liberty, " COOPER T. (1872), Lie, p-179-180. 
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aspirations, including abolition ofthe Union. He maintained his Irish agenda, and aimed 
to build an Anglo-Irish alliance ofthe common peoples in a single agitation for social and 

political reform. 10 

iberal, described O'Co Searson, a contemporary Leicester Li nnor's contribution 

at the "great Radical demonstration7 in Leicester in 183 8 as an "inflammatory harangue, 

which put dangerous thoughts into peoples heads. "' Plumb does not mention this 

m3portant 1838 public demonstration. The original news coverage explains the relevance 

of O'Connor's impact. 

A crowd of 2,000 crammed the market square, surrounded by numerous large 

banners, one ofwhich proclaimed'Away with oppression, and Justice for Ireland. ' Three 

possible explanations exist: the crowd contained either Irish Chartists living in Leicester, 

or Leicester-born persons who saw Ireland as a relevant issue, or both. Lowe has 

described how Irish issues received sympathy amongst Lancashire radicals. "' A Mr. 

Woodhouse (from Nottingham) "would not say anything against the Irish (God Bless 

them! ) and there was not a man who would sooner fight for the Irish people than 

himself"" O'Connor developed his anti-OConnell line, which may have served to 

alienate rather than captivate Irish Catholics present. 

Also significant was the presence on the platform of two English Protestant 

brothers, John and Richard Seal. They are the link with the earlier campaigns in 

Leicester for Catholic emancipation in Ireland and Britain. Both Seals were members 

of the Friends ofReligious and Civil Liberty, that English-Irish, Catholic-Protestant body 

which had functioned Leicester c. 1826, (see above). John Seal, a bookseller, went on 
to publish The Midland Counties Illuminator, Leicester's own Chartist imprint, edited 
by Thomas Cooper, whilst Richard in 1836 became Secretary of the Radical Association, 

a Chartist precursor, which supported Irish Corporation Reform. " Other important 

Irish-born Chartists who operated in Leicester included George White and James Duffy, 

neither of whom are featured in existing accounts, and whose contributions therefore 

challenge the conclusions based on an absence of an Irish input. 

'MATHER, F. C., (190), Chartism. 
01 SEARSON, G. F; L (1850), A Quarter of a Cer*Ws Lbwahm in Lakeslar, p. 80, describes o, Connoes fierce gd&x* an 
Robert Br&Mn, the Libwel Mayor. 
42 LOWE, W. J. (1989) The kish Jh MkPVcldrJar; Lancashke: Ow Sh*09 ofa Wodft CAns C; ornmLffjij)6 p. 1 79. 
" The LC, 24 Nov. 1 &18; p. l. Whilst genuine, his wpression PSftfY ClOded a venomous personal aftack on O'Connell and 
the Leicester Whigs. 
11 RAFTERY, M. (1984), 77w Ktbm of Laicestwwýke - entry re Thomas Cooper, p. 31; W&O see SEARSON (c. I mo), 
Lberaism, P. 66. 
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George White, bom in Cork (1811), was a fine orator; newspaper reports rarely 

mentioned his "thick Irish brogue. 65 Originally a woolcomber, he operated in Leicester 

from the late 1830's. As he was a Chartist leader in Leeds in 1839-40, and in 

Birmingham in 1841, he almost certainly must have campaigned in Leicester in 1838, 

when O'Connor addressed the large demonstration. As one of White's political mentor's 

was another Irishman, one John Smith (of Limerick), this suggests that an Irish ethnic 

leadership element was evident in Leicester Chartism. in 1838. According to another 

account, White organised the Chartist committee in Leicester. " He was jailed whilst at 

Leeds, c. 1840- 1, and at Kirkdale in 1849.67 Within Chartism, WMte was a reporter and 
fiffl-time agent for The Northern Star, and by inference an ally of Feargus O'Connor. 69 

Despite leaving Leicester, he still attempted to influence events in the town in the early 

1840's (see below). 

Another Irish activist operating in Leicester by 1842 was one James Duffy, whose 

involvement is best analysed in the context of Thomas Cooper's activities. Cooper 

(1805-92), editor of the Midland Counties Illuminator, was utterly loyal to O'Connor, 

and correspondingly critical of Bronterre OBrien; in effect, Cooper sowed the seeds of 

serious local division based on allegiances to the two Irishmen. Cooper's memoirs of 
1842 make clear his adulation of O'Connor as "The Lion of Freedorn" "there was 

much that was attractive in him ..... his conversation was rich in Irish humour. "" Cooper 

lauded O'Connor's inspiring work in Leicester. " Much later, he came to regret his 

unfairness towards OBrien. Cooper's ambivalences were problematic, for on 
teetotalism and adult self-education, Cooper followed policies in Leicester in conflict 

with those of O'Connor, who opposed the teetotal lobby. " Given the acknowledged 
Irish pattern for contact with alcohol, such purism may have served to fend off some 
Irish and other proletarian elements interested in Chartist ideas. ' 

wWRIGHT, D. G. (1987), The CharffstRisbgs1nBredf0fdp. 2; 38. See also JONES, D; Chartism &)d Char6sts. p. 177. 
OOJONES, D., p. 177, points out (p. 96) that a Chartist koft called Kftt Is a Chartist was translated into Walsh and Irish, 
which is an indication of the likely reading markets for such political indoctrination. 
"THOMPSON, D. (1984), The Ctmvftts, PbpularPokicskiftkxkjs&WRovoktuw, p. 144. In 1841, White was insisting 
to Bkminghern Chartists that the Whigs old the midft classes could not hold power without working class assistance; see 
EPSTEIN, J. (1982), The Lion of Freedom. Fsargus =4nnor, p. 285. 
"THOMPSON, D. (1984), P-48. 
"COOPER T. (1872), The Lie of Thomas Ccq)er, p. 176,17M. 
14jear c(Coqxrto Robot Gammag% 26 Feb. 1&%, cited in PLUMMER, A (1971). Bronterre -A Poffice/Bbgraphy, p. 174- 
5. 
"See BARNES, F: L The Midland Counties Illurninator -A Leicester Chartist Journal; In TLAKS. (1959) Vol. XXXV, p. 71. 
r'ScM HEINRICK (1872) and BARCLAY(1934) make nurywous allusions to the drink factor arnongst the Irish in 19th century 
Leicester. 
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With Coopees rebtionship with O'Connor in perspective, DufVs input can now 
be considered: 

James Duffy (a militant Irishman who had been sentenced to three years 
imprisonment in 1840 ..... ) was left in joint charge of the Shakespeareans 
when Cooper left Leicester in August 1842. But his stay was too short 
to make any lasting impact on the town. " 

Harrison's conclusion needs revising, as it pays insufficient attention to the events of 
1842 featuring both O'Connor and Duffy. When O'Connor visited Leicester in January, 
it was Duffy's section of the movement that met him at the rail station. 74 Later in the 

year, as political tensions increased, Duffy features prominently. As well as Harrisons 
(1959) verdict, Evans (1958), firnýy contextualised Duffy in Leicester Chartism in 1842: 

Fit-st the colliers of Whitwick and Snibston struck; then the glove hands; 
then the Chartists, exhorted by agitators like Duffy, an Irishman from 
Lancashire, tried to turn the movement into a general strike for the 
Charter. " 

August 1842 saw a major outbreak of agitation and threatened riot. Searson 

noted that "the colliers at Whitwick, advised by Chartist orators, had struck work. " 
Mining witnessed three causes of serious unrest, mass meetings and strikes: these were 

coffiers'grievances,, Chartist oratory and general extremist activity. Whitwick, which as 

early as 1841 had a small number of Irishmen and their families (20 in all), featured 

prominently in the unrest. Leicester framework knitters, a proportion of whom were 
either Irish, or married to Irish women, took fright from the rumours circulating in the 

coal areas: 

Night after night hundreds of framework knitters met in the Market 
Place, where Mr Duffy, a Lancashire Chartist, worked upon the 
discontent of the men, and advised them to visit the factories and compel 
the hands at work to leave the frameS. 76 

At 6 am. on Thursday, 18 August, a parade of 1,000 men with band and flags trooped 

the town- The Yeomanry Cavalry were in reserve; the Mayor read the Riot Act. The 

13fmHARPJSON, J. F. C., Chartism in Leicester, In BRIGGS, A. (1959172XEd) CtwfttSftjcf9s p. 133. CooWsfojWwv 
had their HO In Vie Shakespeare Rocin 
74SEARSON, G. R. (1850), p. 103. 
"EVANS, (1958), p2l3. These sb %we port of a widW vfiw, in the north of Erg*W and the Potteries. Evans also notes 
that Coopers loýý to O'Connor alienated moderate Leicester Chartists, p. 212. 
71SEARSON, G. R. (c. 1850). p. 106. A "lar account is gfm by FIELDING-JOHNSON, p. 419-420. 
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next morning, 1,500 men, armed with stones and bludgeons, moved towards Belgrave 

along Huffiberstone Gate. They were charged by the new police and mounted yeomanry 

at Mowmacre Hill; 4 were arrested. Pre-emptive limited violence %N-as used by the 

authorities to overawe a potentially more violent outbreak. The contention, then, that 

Leicester's Chartism. was not charactcrised by violence, and that this was so partly 
because of an absewe of Irish agitators, is untenable. O'Connor, White and Duffy made 

strong contributions to a vibrant, vigorous, and at times violent, manifestation. " 

There is contributory evidence which highUghts this Irish dimension. A 

Kiddermfilqer Chartist, the Rev. Humphrey Price, went bail in 1842 for the Irish Chartist 

lecturer John West of Macclesfield. West, a noted orator, A-as an exiled handloom silk 

weaver forced from Ireland by the collapse of the textile industry. A mainstream 

Chartist, "he was always ready to defend the cause of Irish independence and to speak 

and write in favour of the repeal of the union. " The fact that Pricewas thankedý and that 

publicly, by the Leicester Chartists for supporting West, provides some indication of at 

least a latent sympathy for the Irish predicament amongst Leicestees Chartist body. " 

There is also some significant statistical evidence which suggests that Irish 

women my have been heavily represented amongst those fonmfly enroHed in Leicester 

as Chartists. In general terms, "the most dramatic gro%lh in membership occurred in the 

East Midlands; " Leicester had 3,100 signed-up Chartists in the year 1841-42. Only 

London could beat this figure. " George White ignored formal membership, and aimed 
deliberately at the widest possible rjm4xuleic audience, signed up or othemise-'O Table 

showing Chartist activities and rncmbcrship in Leicestershire 183948, indicates how 

far the movement had penetrated the locaUty. 

In Leicester ahnost a quarter of the population (of 1841) had signed the first 

Chartist petition of 1839, and the affiliated bodies included a branch of the Female 

Radical Association. " The Li1kral Searson, writing c. 1850, described the forrnation in 

7"n" wwo Woo wmW Otto kdMdu*. bwtfW n pcimrWy Insh by r*Tw My. cp&*M wr*Vst Laicestees Chaftts: 
George I" may hem been M Fýmm 9kx inthe 1826 Frierds d CM and Religkxx Uberty. the lobby d EnglishArish 
RCs ard Prowst" wtkh wes Pro-ErroxipatiM a Chaw frarreAmork knitter, Fm who chaired the La". Ardi-Cm Low 
A%=in1840, hmdiKkkessedcpvWYWnmsb in 1837(as had I ofthe saws) -see SEARSON (1&50) p-79; am Finian. 
a Reform League worker, spoke in I Water at lent once; a G. Sam% A Leicester Radical. wmte a parrolat called ftysical 
Force'o see HARMON. J. F. C. in BRIGGS. A (IM(Ed)). P-119 ard 137. SEARSON (1850) mentions or* Mr Riley as 
an acthe Uberal in the 183as. he does not fe&xe as an Irish artry on the 1841 cm us, despite the sumam 
71THOMPSON. D.. (1964). The Ch&rtisfs. p. 171 ard 22741. 
"See EPSTEIN, J. (I W2), nwrtership table, p. 231. 
wEPSTEIN (1962). P. 233; George Wift speech d JJy 1842 to the "land retaiiers! ̀ on the NCA ExamAhe. 
'IT" 2 is based on data in THOLVýO. D. (1984), AAowxix. 
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May 1839 of the "Female Political Union"'. Given these evidences of female political 

activism. in Leicester, an analysis of Irish bom females in 1841 shows that there were 28 

"mixed" marriages (ethnically) of Irish wives to English husbands. Most males were 
Leicester-born fiwwwork-knitters, (some of whom had presumably met Irish wives 

whilst on military service in Ireland). Twenty of these couples were both aged over 40, 

and were therefore less economically flexible; the 19 Irish single males who were 
framework-knitters or weavers in 1841 were all married, to either English or Irish wives. 
Of the unmarried Irish females, 12 worked in occupations with textile connections 
(fimnework-knitters, seamstresses, stocking makers, worsted makers, and lace and dress 

makers). Four of the second generation were involved. " All this suggests a survival of 
the domestic system of manufacture, with Irish men, women and children bringing over 

skills already developed in Ireland. Collins and Lees have shown how significant 
imported Irish female industrial labour was for Britain's burgeoning industrial areas. 
Leicester was probably a similar scenario, and Irish females married to native framework 

knitters probably helped produce the disproportionately high numbers of active women 
Chartists recorded in Leicester (See Table 1). In 1852, for example, 327 of the 390 

fiwwwork knitters with votes were Liberal supporters, and these formed 14 per cent of 

the electorate. " 

That Chartism may have contaminated Catholics in Leicestershire was held 

to be fiLct as far as organised Protestantism was concerned. As early as 1842, 

the Loughborough and AshbY Protestant Tract Society declared solemnly: "the lofty 

pretensions of Romanism have in this immediate locality, as Well as at Leicester and 
Derby, degenerated into a union with Chartism ..... (they) march, in procession, to 

the Romish place of worship. " Again, in 1848, the Society publicly recalled "the 

connexion of ..... Romanism with that of Chartism ..... This again needs no proof beyond 

the universal impression made on the minds of those who have witnessed Chartist 

processions and Romish out-of-door preachings. "85 A direct parallel was being drawn 

82SEARSON M50). P-88. 
"ACD 1841. The 19 Irish males includes 2 tailors and a worsted worker. 
"COWNS. B. Irish Emigiatioi to Dundee and Paisley in the first had Of the I ft cal. ry, in GOLDSTROM, J. M. and 
CLARKSON, LA (Ed)(1981). The kM PbpLAdbri, EconomY and SOCW LEES, LH., mid-Victorian Migration mid the Irish 
Family Economy, In Wtorian Stuclies, Vd. )K No. 1. Aut. 1981. Poll Books data cited in LANCASTER (I 9e7). p. 78. 
05LCROr, L4PTS. - Repoft of 1842 and 1848, p. 7 and 14 respectiv*f, the 1642 noted: "At Derby, the Chartist petition to the 
CKAW was cof for pmaeration to the FLC. priest - The Tmes, Jan 26: 1 W. Bourgeois RCS also few Charfism-. 
A great deal of alarm a)dsts about the Chartists - and people wall Informed In the highest quarters think ft country is in a 

* Ambrose do Usle to Rev. S. A. Procter, OP, wy criticei smile. God grant all mey turn out for the good of his holy church ..... 00 
Holy Cross, 21 May 1839. The work of Roerninian missionaries such as Gentilli and the Irishman Furlong amongst the poor 
troubled #i classCatholicelene ; Gentiliwas also symPatheficto Irish causes. DaLislawasConserv&yetothecore. 
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between Irish agitation, Chartist rhetoric and the svegliarini techniques of the 
Rosminians. The leading Rosminian, Gentili, was noted for his open denunciations of 
English capitalism and of the demoralising effects of industrialisation. The tendency of 
the national press to play the Irish card in relation to Chartism nationally only underlined 
this tendency in Leicester. " 

O'Connor's election as NT for Nottingham in 1847 ensured that he would be 

often present in Leicester whilst en route to his seat. He was cheered as he passed 
through Leicester station in April 1848; two months later, at Loughborough, the 

authorities banned a meeting of around 8,000 of O'Connor's supporters and dragoons 

were brought to the town to keep order. Searson alleged that "agitators" and "plotters" 
from London, Manchester and Liverpool, "advocates of physical force, " had visited 
Leicester. These were all Irish areas of settlement, but apparently cool heads prevailed 
in Leicester. All the same, an April meeting attracted 3,500 to the Amphitheatre. 17 

This LeicesteT meeting of April 1848, which called for the undiluted programme 
to be enacted, was notable for the Irish dimensions expressed. O'Connor was praised, 

almost messianically: "Ilry might expect that in very few days ý& O'Connor would be 

among them. " Sympathy was expressed for those "Irish people hissing the soldiers - 
could they blame the poor Irishmen if the streets were to run down with the blood of the 

aggressor. " An ex-soldier who "had recently returned from Ireland" took the platform, 

and "described the misery he had beheld in Dublin, and the county of Tipperary. "" Such 

an atmosphere justified central government apprehension of a joint Irish nationalist- 
Chartist insurrection. 

"On the 8th May Feargus O'Connor paid a visit to his 'Chartist children' in 

Leicester ..... a procession of 2,000 persons escorted him through the town, 10,000 

surrounded the hustings to hear and cheerthe Lion of Freedom' "89 O'Connor "was 

received at the railway station with great enthusiasm by his many local admirers. A 

carriage and four conveyed him to the Bell Hotel, where he addressed the assembled 

crowd from the roof of its portico ....... Despite the fact that local Tories demanded the 

employment of constables with staves, and the presence of Yeomanry Cavalry 

"See BELCHEM, J., English Working-class Radicalism and Ithe Irish, 1815-50 In SWIFT & GILLEY ONS). P. 93 re Irish- 
Charfist a)ds in the mad! a. 
PHOSIONS, W. G. (Ed)(1 9540), V. c. H. Vol Z p. 132, citing LJ. of 28/4/1848 and 16/6/1848; Sw also SEARSON (1850). 
p. 138-143. 
"M 8 April 1848. 
OSEARSON, G. R. (1880), p. 143. 
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throughout, no violence was offered. Yet, a serious riot caused by Poor Law distress 

a week later was laid firmly at O'Connor's door: "The recent presence of Feargus 

O'Comor in Leicester had no doubt added to the spirit of lawlessness and resistance now 

manifested. "91 What is true is that this poverty-inspired riot did take place in the core 

area of Irish settlement, but this seems to have been coincidental, for the subsequent 

court cases did not contain Irish names. This does not mean that these marchers were 
in hostile territory; those Irish just arriving in Leicester by 1848 would have been 

primarily "Famine' refugees trying to settle in to finding work and accommodation, and 

presumably were too preoccupied to risk further calamities. " 

Despite the most drarnatic riot being rooted apparently in Poor Law protest, 

Chartist fears, based on threats of violence, were present locally in 1848. Plumb points 

out that meetings increased as summer drew on; riots occurred in Countesthorpe; and 

reports that marchers drilled with pilces in Earl ShIon were recorded. 9' Perhaps 

Leicester's historians have preferred to avoid discussing the very real threats of serious 

radicalism and violence in local Chartism, and in doing so wittingly or unwittingly 

expunged evidence of Irish involvement. It would seem that the early example of 
"liberation theology" practised by the radical Rosminians in north-west Leicestershire 

empowered those economically subjugated converts to Catholicism to become 

supporters of Chartism. As the Loughborough-based Protestant Tract Society pointed 

out in 1844, "about thirty families of Irish Roman Catholics are now located" (in 
Loughborough). "The priests have taken due advantage of these their natural allies. " 

It would have been strange for these Irish not to have been associated with the Chartist 
demands. " 

That a residue of Irish-influenced Chartist ideology remained in Leicester minds 
is attested to by the miquisitive Unitarian missionary, Joseph Dare. Expressing concern 

about the politically unsuitable reading habits of the working class, he constructed in 

1850 a survey of the average circulation ofweekly pemy publications. Amongst various 

radical, atheistic and secular Publications, noted Dare, were 7he Red Republican, edited 
by the Irishman HarneY, and Pie National Instructor, edited by O'Connor. They sold 
66 and 76 copies respectively. Indirectly, an Irish radical influence was still at work 

"FIELDING JOHNSON, T. (1891/1906), p. 422. 
"See chapter on Crim 
12 PWMB, (1954), p. 132. 
"LCRO; LAPTS, Report of 1844. 
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amongst Leicester's working-class readership, an influence that burgeoned into other 

republican and radical organisations later in the century. " 

(11) The Irish presence In trade unions, In the Labour Movement and 
in local government. 

It would be misleading to utilise Barclay's high socialist profile to buttress the 

case for strong support existing for the labour movement amongst the Irish in Leicester. 

There is some evidence of Irish involvement in various working class political structures, 

especially post- 1850, centred around Barclay and a few similarly committed activists. 
Statistical evidence of a significant proportion of Irish committed to trade unions is not 
there, although there are some links with the Leicester co-operative movement. In 

Leicester, two prominent Catholic leaders were associated very publicly with justice 

issues: the bishop ofthe diocese, Edward Bagshawe, and the famed Dominican preacher 
Vincent McNabb; these provided a context for local Catholics to consider socialist ideals 

without compromising their basic religious doctrine. " 

Some migrants may have imported trade unionism as they settled. Catholics in 
Ireland could enter craft guilds from 1783; as English and Scottish workers were 
sometimes ffiWrted as "blacklegs, " these Irish combinations must have been effective. ' 

By the early 1890's, Irish trades unionism had made almost as much progress as the 
English organisations had, especially in the trades of transport and general labouring, 

textiles, and clerical and teaching occupations. Mgrants may have transferred 

membership or joined a new union when re-settling here. The Webbs noted that Irish 

trade unionism by the 1920's "had become fired with nationalist spirit and almost 
revolutionary fervour; " and Mchael Davitt was prominent in this development. 97 Davitt 

visited Leicester twice, in 1886 and again in 1906; his speeches on these occasions are 
examined below. Generalising also from the Irish input into the great London Dock 

Strike, one has to assume that New Unionism attracted Leicester's unskilled Irish. 

Doherty's national pioneering work in 1830 was discussed earlier; his name and 

94DARE, J., RLOMS, 1850, P. 13-16. 
95There were a number of Christian leaders In I ter hugely sympathetic to the working people and their causes; most 
notably, Canon Donaldson of St Marks (CofE), Belgrave Gate. Much of this support focussed on the 1905 march of the 
Leicester urwriployed to London. 
ORYAN, W. P (1919). The kish Labour Movement ftm dw Twentles to Our Ovm Day, pp. 54-73. See also BELCHEM In 
SWIFr & GILLEY (I 985), p. 88 re O'Connell and Ws. OConnell's opposition to unions undoubtedly deterred many Irish from 
seeking membership. 
97WEBB, S&B (I 9M), The Histbiy of Trade Unionism, p. 472-3. See Eduq. Ch. Re TUism amongst Irish n-We teachers. 
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reputation may have attracted some of those 300 Irish then in LeicesteO' More likely 

to have promoted their involvement was Richard SeaL a shrewd and radical knitters' 

leader who opposed sectionalism and who would therefore have supported Dolierty's 

ideas. This same Seal became a Chartist, and in the late 1820's was prominent in the 

Friends of Civil and Religious Liberty, the combined Catholic - Protestant committee 

which contained several Irishmen. Seal would have enjoyed the trust of many local Irish, 

who may therefore have responded by supporting causes of mutual interest. " The Irish 

in Leicester in 1836 were identified with no one particular trade. They were paid the 

going wage rate "if of equal capability; " the fact even that "very few, if any, were 
bricklayers' labourers" indicates that only a negligible amount were in skilled 

occupations. " The testimony of Barclay and Heinrick indicates little amelioration 
before the 1870's. From census evidence, it is clear that movement into semi-skilled and 

skilled occupations by the Famine (and succeeding) generations was significant only from 

c. 1880.10' There was c. 1841 some small but significant representation of the Irish-born 

in framework knitting (in terminal decline): there were 15 males and 28 females, the 
latter married to English knitters. The knitters' enthusiastic support for Chartism 

suggests that they would have readily embraced trade unionism. 
Even in the building trade, in the strike of 1869, bricklayers' labourers, where by 

then most of the Irish in the trade were concentrated, were forced to accept the status 

quo ante. "' One Dick Taylor (1901-91), a practising Catholic who had helped build 

both Holy Cross and the second St. Patricks, "was also a long serving Labour Party 

member and trade unionist. "101 

Irish involvement in trade unions is more evident from c. 1890. In 1906, for 

example, at a Labour election meeting attended by Michael Davitt, the president and 

secretary respectively of the Leicester Trades Council were a Councillor Kemy and a 
Martin Curley. " Both probably had Irish connections. Curley, a socialist shoemaker, 
became a power-broker in the Labour Representation Committee, a supporter of the co- 

"WALTON, J. (n. d. ). Trade Un'OnS ýn Leicfl$19r, P. 143, citing WEBB (I M), P-121. (in LCRO) 
"PATTERSON, AT. (1954), p-183. See BELCHEM in SWIFT & GILLEY (1985), wt Irish and Engl hp 
membership of various radic4d oWisations shoAmed evidence of signif 

we is ersons, 
1c. ant ovartaps in personnel. 

1836 Report on kish ftor i7 GB; AM. G; p. 164. 
`BARCLAY, T. (1934). pp. 10 mid 11, and 14; HEINRICK, H (1872). p. 39-40, A CD 1841 -91. 
112LC, 12 June 1869. 
"U, 8 OCL 1991 '. CIALlarY article. Orquiries at parish church suggest the deceased was of Irish eodraction. 
""Lebester D* Post 15 Januwy I 9M; hwe was a William Kenney, an Irish-born shoe finisher, living at 228 Belgrave Gate, 

. with 6 children, in Ov 1881 census; ACD 1881, p. 5. 
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operative mDvemcnt, and a strong mover for worldng-clm representation on school and 

poor law boards. Barclay's influence may be perceived here, for Curley was heavily 

influenced by one of Barclays ideological pUpilS. 105 

The McCarthy fitmily was particularly involved in the co-operative movement. 

Dominic McCarthy was on the 1910 General Committee of the Leicester Co-operative 

Society, " and also in an official photograph of 1915? " In 1866 the Co-op opened a 

store in Sanvey Gate, and later in Belgrave Gate branch, both were within the orbit of 
Irish settlement. The McCarthy flunfly were close friends of Barclay (although Barclay's 

socialism was much more left-leaning). Dominic's wife also was Irish. He supported 
the 1905 unemployed march to London; was elected as Poor Law Guardian for Castle 

Ward, and had been a national organiser of the Boot and Shoe Union. "" Neither Barclay 

nor McCarthy can be said to be typically representative of their ethnic community, yet 
both indicate that basic Labour orientation common to most of the Irish in Britain in the 

twentieth century. " 

Barclay in fact made real efforts to indoctrinate his ethnic compatriots. He 

founded the Labour Club which propagated Independent Labour Party and Social 

Democratic Federation ideals, in 1893 in Bedford Street, in the core area of Irish 

settlement; in 1889, he had lectured on the meaning of Socialism at Leicester's Irish 

National Club. "O His personal intellectual development, which embraced every feature 

of leftist thought from anarchism to social democracy, is only partly relevant in terms of 
the wider Irish community. His radicalism would have influenced only some of his 

compatriots: 

The lecturer then drew a vivid picture of two great castes - rich and 
poor - which he showed are not brothers but enemies ..... Mr Barclay 
passed in review the different proposals for the mitigation and 
extirpation of poverty - emigration, thrift, trades unionism, co- 
operation and Parliamentary action, repudiating each and all ..... the 

IOSee LANCASTER, B. (1987), for a full discussion of Barclay's and Curleys roles. Curws convnitrrot to cocpar*je 
principles may Indicate a ciose working relationship with the Irish leader in OW sector, Dominic McCarthy. 
"'THOMSON STEVEN, J (1911), Social Redamption, or Me 50 Years StOly of ftLaics. CO-011P SociWY Ltd 1860.1,910. 
p. 40 and p. 30-31 and 86-7. 
107ANON: LCRO; Laicester-A Souver*offt 47M CD-CP CaVress (1915). pp. 155 and 166. 
101 ISWIOKA; interview with John W McCarthy, 1988 and 1991; his sisters worked In local Cocp administration for many 
years. AJI 3 of his sisters were deeply Immersed in Irish language, poetry, dance and other cultural actiVitim, as their 
survi%ing collection of Irish books teefirms. AlsA see Barclay's mernoirs, P. 138. 
"*JACKSON, JA (1963), The kish ki Brfain, p. 124. 
"OSee section on Horne Rule. 
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lecturer concluded with expLaining and appealing for socialism 

Barclay now embarked on the Marxist programme of HM HyndmaWs SDF. He was 

a powerful advocate and agitator, both in city and county; he edited, wrote, and 

organised propaganda. He converted many non-Irish, and perhaps a few Irish too. 

Signing off in 1897 as "Eireannach" (or Irishman); he concluded: "I shall never Eve to 

see the 'Social Revolution! that I believed nine years ago must take place almost 

immediately. "' 12 The pursuit of Irish language and culture became a retreat from 

politics; socialisnYs apparent loss was the Irish cultural renaissance's gain in 

Leicester. "' His well-known secularist and Marxist profile militated against Catholic 

conversions. He was also in competition with Bishop Bagshawe of Nottingham and later 

Fr. Vincent McNabb for the political souls of the Catholic Irish poor in Leicester. "' 

(Bagshawe's support for Home Rule is discussed separately). 
Bagshawe's commitment to issues of social and economic equality were 

highlighted in his Bffiningham Town Hall speech, published in 1885, Mercy and Justice 

to the Poor - The True Political Economy. Tackling the issues of rural and urban 

poverty in Britain and Ireland, Bagshawe denounced the basic economic injustice 

underpinning modem industrial societies and the principle of wealth accumulation. More 

controversially, he outlined and cmphasised the rights and duties of the state and society 

towards the poor. Abuse arising from capitalism was excoriated, giving added incentives 

for Tory opposition to Bagshawe's various other viewpoints. His socio-economic 

priorities gave his opponents, inside the Church and out, a powerful weapon. His 

advocacy of Irish Home Rule was seen as yet another policy designed to undermine the 

established structures. His speeches and publications were widely reported, and drew 

fire; presumably in many Irish eyes he was highly regarded for his political and social 

candour. Prior to the minimalist pre-1 914 Liberal reforms, Bagshawe's arguments must 
have heartened and given hope to those of his flock, including the Irish, who desired 

political and social change, with little support from other members of the Catholic 

hierarchy, Manning included-' " In contrast to Bagshawe's radicalism the speech given 

111L. M, 30 Nov. 1889. 
112 The KAyvern, Vol. X 31 July 1897, No. 301; p. 383. 
1138&rWs irnportant contribution to Irish cultural developrnent in Leicester is discussed alsewfiere in the thesis. 
11477)e VVyVeM, Soclaiism in Leicester -A Retrospect No. 301, Vol. )ý 31 July 1897, p. 383-4; and BarcWs Memoirs, Chs. 
FV, V and MI. 
I "CUMMINS, M. (1977/94), Notfir#w Cad*" -A Hisloty of Caftk Abbvham, p. 48; Bagshme"spearheaded the 
C*dc socw wbwrfft in this ccýrý, " to this day his nwa Is recognised in a Eurqmw poftel perspective, and church 
historians assert that his vW*s coobtuted to ft enCyClical Rewn Novarum, 'On the condition of this Working CWnft. 1 

.. 
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by the Earl of Denbigh at the opening of the new Holy Cross School in 1886 espoused 
the monarchy and the constitution and roundly condemned socialism (see Education 

chapter). 
Bagshawe's egalitarian message did not die with hfin; in Leicester, the Ulster-bom 

Fr. Vincent McNabb ofthe Dominicans maintained a high proffle, critical view of public 

affairs. Whilst presenting argun=ts that were "not meant to be a defence of Socialism, " 
McNabb in flict managed to do exactly that (and apparently not completely unwillingly). 
He went on to question the withholding of priestly absolution to committed socWists. 1 11 

McNabb was one of Leicester's most revered preachers, and was as popular outside 
Catholic circles as within. "' McNabb's views were more ambivalent than Bagshawe, s, 

and for many ordftimy Catholics there was confusion with the mixed messages emanating 
from their leadership. "' A few Irish looked to local government for personal fuffilment. 

There are indications of Irish and Catholic inputs into local government bodies 

from the 1870's onwards. In school board elections, one Josiah Fleming served from 

1874, being replaced in 1880 by a Matthew Brady. This was the first indication (on 

surname evidence) of Irish representation. An Irish presence may also have graced the 
Poor Law Guardians: one Comelius Finn served for St. Margaret's Ward from 1876-83, 

together with a Joseph Leeson in 1873. Josiah Fleming represented No. I ward in 

1883.11' It would appear that some Irish representation was emerging at this period in 

Leicester; which broadly reflects the pattern of the slow pace of political integration of 
the Irish in London from c. 1860, as described by Lees. "' (Seesection (e)). 

For all Catholics, the attractions of socialist solutions were dirnmed by fear of 

anti-clerical action. Barclay founded the ILP in Leicester; Fielding points out that "those 

most hostile to the church were on the left of the (Labour) party, and were especially 

numerous in the ILP. ""' If Barclay mirrored the ILP ideology, he, and most of the Irish 

Catholic community in Leicester, would have found it extremely difficult to develop a 

modus vivendi with each other. 

"OVALENTINE, F. (1955). Fr. Vincent Mcivabb, p. 400-403, App. 11, 'Tomards Social Thinking,. 
"? rjml3ERUN, AH. (1946), McNabb was at Holy Cross from 1908-14, his views had diraloped OW a long poied. 
"'FIELDING, S (1993), p. 109-113; Fielding explores the ambiguities surrounding Um RC message, which at times 
simultaneously crificisaid both socialism and communism as "I as CaPitalism. 
119SEARSON, GTL (Sam) (1883), FbfBook 183543, P. 104-8. Flaming may have had Irish connections; Finn mid Lemon 
am Irish surnames. 
'"LEES, LH. (1979),. 235-7. 
ImFIELDING, S. (1993). p-106. (Similar debates envwgW in Leicester In the 19278, when a prorrinent Catholic Wfmffian, 
also a Labour Party member and qualifled social worker, Dom Emily Forte, became a member o(the education &W health 
Committees). 
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Signs of these tensions within Irish community politics were evident during 

Michael Davitt's visit to Leicester in support of the 1U1)-1&' Broadhurst and the LRC's 

Ramsay MacDonald, who were both standing in 1906. BiHed as the "great progressive 

raUy, " the meeting was significant for Davitt's attempt to deliberately exploit the Irish 

vote in the Labour interest, and Broadhurst's associated cWrn that labour, far from 

being a "godless"party, was a Christian caring one. 
These attempts to define agendas were not mere window-dressing. Davitt was 

expficit in his search for the Hibernian vote: 

..... this was the sixteenth great meeting he had addressed during the 
last ten days in support of Labour candidates in England. He had 
found a wonderful awakening of political self-consciousness and duty 
amongst working men everywhere ..... The message he had was that 
every Irish voter in Leicester should on Monday record his voice for 
the two Progressive candidates. 

Broadhurst's claim was designed to ease Irish Catholic consciences. Although the 

number of Irish in Leicester never matched the high proportion of those elsewhere, 

contemporary politicians clearly felt that they counted, and were worth courting. 
History suggests that Labour's early efforts with the Irish in Leicester were not 

wasted. For the 1923/4 elections, Mr Pethwick Lawrence was adopted for West 

Leicester. 122 A ten year old pupil at St. Patrick's later recalled Pethwick Lawrence's 

campaign .: elivery men brought huge baskets of heavy boots, for all those children 
in need; Lawrence spoke. "' Pethwick Lawrence offered Irish voters more than boots, 

for Labour 1VTs worked for Irish prisoners in British jails after the 1921 Truce; ̀ some 
IRA prisoners were in Leicester JaiL which may have been part of the agenda for the 

meeting. 125 

The fiLct that various prominent politicians either of Irish background or with an 
Irish agenda, visited Leicester is not a reliable indicator of the strength and activity of 
local Irish lobbies. Barclay was well-known locally, but he was never an active office- 

seeker, and was therefore effectively confined to the margins of formal political life. 

'2'McKINLEY, RA & EVANS, FL, in McIQNLEý RA (EdXj 958). VCHL. Vd. IV, p. 245 
'"OHAASW; Mrs L Richardson, 13 May 1991. 
'lee COUETTE, C., So Uftly Forgoden: hish Prisonen; MW the 1924 Labour Goverrowk in HERBERT, M. (Ed), Ak*jh 
West Labour Hisý Journaf, No. 16,1991 -9Z p. 73.7; PeewAck Lamwm w9s listed gs a sVrnpSMjw. 
'2'LCRO, DE4486, LOCIUM notes and letter of Irish prisoners in Leicester prison, 1921; the notes concerned bomb-m*jng 
materials and madiods. 
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By contrast, Michael McCarthy of %itwick, teacher turned entrepreneur, was 

ambitious. A student from Glasnevin Agricultural College, he left west Cork in 1868 

for the post of deputy headmaster at the Reformatory at Mount St Bernard's, home of 

hundreds of Irish juvenile delinquents (see Crime). He settled, married a publices 
daughter, and fitthered a finily of 13. He eventually succeeded in business and fiwming. 

A popular figure with the local mining community, many of them Irish, McCarthy 

became Town Surveyor and planner of the new industrial town of Coalville. Elected a 

member of the Local Board, and then urban district councillor in Coalville for the 

Liberals, he remained unbeaten for 32 yearS. 126 The flunily were, not surprisingly, 
influential and active in Catholic circles. His political career should be considered 

alongside that of Fr. OReilly, another local councillor for the area, for these two must 

have represented quite a strong Irish Catholic lobby in Leicestershire political circles by 

c. 1890. The picture in Leicester was rather a different one. 

It would appear that the marginal impact of the Irish on local government in 

Leicester was only to be expected, especially in the fight of an analysis of the recruitment 

of office-holders in the town between 1861 and 193 1. Although the number of places 

available on the Council, Guardians and Bench increased graduany in the period 1861 - 
1914, the number of participants was never as great as the number of places available. 
Despite various limited reforms, the propertied dealers, businessmen, and professionals 

continued to dominate appointments. Even the more modest posts were beyond most 

working-class and Irish asphtions. A councillor needed property, spare time, and ready 

resources. The turnover of membership of public bodies was limited at all times, except 
for 1891-94, when conflict in the shoe trade, the foundation locally of the ILP and the 

decision of the Trades Council to select a candidate to challenge the official "Lib-Lab" 

Broadhurst, rocked the electoral boat. Whilst it is clear from the foregoing that some 
iris h individuals were involved at this period with these activities, they represented a 

minority rather than a majority interest. 

In terms of voter power, ODay has argued that the Irish working-class nay have 

faired better under urban voter registration drives than has previously been supposed; 

such registration drives were undertaken by the Liberals in Leicester, but the percentage 

of Irish involved (if any) is UnknoWn. 127 Even so, the Irish in London post-1885 could 

12OWhkwick Historical Group, from The Caftk Sbxiwd (Dublin) 7 Feb. 1969. 
'"See Sectim of this chapter on Home Rule. . 
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not, despite apparently high numerical representation, seriously affect election results; 

this is therefore even more doubtful in the case of Leicester. 128 

Men of few nmns were in fict limited to aspiring only to positions as Poor Law 

Guardians and School Board members, and this accords with the evidence available on 
Irish involvement. Ile one area where Irish Catholics made an impact was the School 

Board, when priests and laymen successffilly sought election. "' Between the 1860's and 
1914, an average of 7 per cent of the working-class served as magistrates, 10 per cent as 

town councillors, and 5 per cent as Guardians. If these are the : figures for Leicester 

generally, what hopes had the Irish, especially given their rather low demographic 

representation. "0 

(c) Irish Nationalism in Leicester 

(1) The Impact of Fenianism 

The threat of Fenianism and the shock-waves of its "outrages", had an impact 

locally reflected at three levels: in Irish migrants' minds and attitudes (and pockets); in 

the private writings of the local English middle classes; and much more widely in the 

sensational and thorough coverage given in contemporary local newspapers to Fenian 

activities in the British Isles and in Canada. 

The reactions of the Irish settled in Leicester were described graphically by 
Barclay in 1867: 

Fenianism is rife about this time: I remember our parents rejoicing 
over the escape from prison of - the Head Centre, James Stephens (I 
think it was): Also, we were greatly excited by the news of the 
blowing up of Clerkenwell Prison. We lamented the hanging of the 
Manchester Martyrs and our English neighbours danced and rejoiced. 
What wonder? Some priest said hell was not hot enough for the 
Fenians. 

Barclay, aged 15, was referring to key events reflected strongly in British public ophiuion, 

and the differing reactions of the English and Irish communities. 
Such migrant reactions to Fenkism were not m=ly emotional; they were based 

"'See OTAY, A, Irish Influence on Parliernentary Elections in London, 1 B85-1914: A Sknple Test, in SWIFT & GILLEY 
(1985) P. 98-105. 
120 See section (e), below. 
110JONES, P, The Remitn a. of Office H. cklars In Leicester, 1861-1931; In 71AHS. Vol. LVII, 1981-432, p. 64-77. 
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on a reasonably sound grasp ofthe main outlines of Irish history and Anglo-Irish current 

affairs. Of his father, Barclay noted: 

He had read Byron and Bums and Tom Moore, but I often wonder 
how he acquired some twenty numbers of a periodical called The 
Celt, he ahvays pronounced the nam "Sek"; it was a Young Irelander 
periodical I believe. "' 

Mr Barcla: 3ýs reading matter was reflected in his wife's mora. Hy disparaging view 

of the traditional enemy: 

Whenever an English man or woman did anything disreputable, my 
mother was wont to renwk "Ah well, sure, what better could one 
expect from the breed of King Harry? " The Sassenach was regarded 
by us with a mixture of contempt and hatred ... (we) only saw him 
embodied in Cahin and Cranmer, the lustfid King Henry VIII, Queen 
Bess the Persecutor, the Orangemares idol, William of Orange, and 
"the bloody Cromwell. " 

M. r Barclay senior reinforced his wife's ideological thrust with his own nationalist 
interpretation of history (see above). With an agenda spanning 350 years, wherein. 
England's cruelties were highlighted and Irish victories celebrated, there has to be 

conceded some relatively well informed politico-historical agenda existing in the minds 

as well as the hearts of the incoming Irish. 

Quinlivan remarks that "Fenianism drew upon romantic nationalism in the myths 

m-A legends ofthe Fimm" Barclay recalled how his mother, an acknowledged Leicester 

community seanachie, "was well acquainted with the old legends of Oisin, and Fin, and 
Cuchullan, and the Gobawn Sayr. "" 

There is evidence that support for Fe ii n1an'sm was Practical as well as emotional. 
Although the Midlands was a difficult area to organise, efforts were made. "' Reports 

exist on political fund-raising in The Universal News (1860-69), which descni*bed itself 

as "the only organ of Irish Catholic opinion in England. it 134 The recorded effects of 

13, BARCLAY, T., (M4), p. 6, the priestiden to here is the bellkme anti-Fanim Bishop of Kerryý Dr. ktriiiirty; 
, P. 10. This 

dxwmticn ffwy have helped fuel Bamir/s ared-cleftalism in Igor life; QUINLIVAN & ROSE (1982) undedine ft coffwrlcn 
factor of anfi-cla&alism amongst both Freethinkers and Mandsts; Bw'day figures on both counts, P. 167. 
132BARCLAY, T. (1934). p. 6-7 aid 23. OUINLIVAN, P. & ROSE, P. (1982). The Feniawb Eng*d 1w5.72, p. 167. 
133SOe WOLLASTON, E. P. M., The ksh AWixW Awwwrit In GB, 1886.1XI8, London Univ. MA Thesis (History), I %a. 
p. " "Mbrds had many Irish, yet hard to organise ... 

0; ref. prmAded by John Dunlearvy (researcher of Do& in Haslingedn) 
to this author, latter of 16.1.1994. 
134MOODY, T. W. (1982) Davit and bish Ravokition, 1846-82; p. 53. 
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Fenian activity on Leicester suggest a mixture of the dramatic and the traumatic. The 

local press provided saturation coverage of the main events of 1867 in Ireland and 
Britain; Leicestershire had a peculiar local interest in the wider international Fenian 

picture for the very good reason that locally recruited men were involved in containing 

the ambitious and imaginative Fenian invasion of Canada, mounted from across the 

United States border, in 1866. 

The positive attitudes of some Irish migrants to Fenianism, have been touched on; 

what practical efforts did these synTatbisers make? The answer lies in financial support, 
however modest. Bearing in mind the low standards of living for many migrants, it is 

perhaps surprising to find any cash spare for Fenian fund-raisers. The amounts donated 

by the Leicester Irish to the Manchester Defence Fund are in pence; to some individuals, 

3d or 6d was not insignificant. Out of 44 donors in the month covered, 9 were 

anonymous "friends", presumably shunning publicity. William Dix (Dicks) senior seems 
to have been the local focus, sending much larger amounts than other contributors. "' 

Dix was not Irish but his wife Elizabeth was (from Newbridge, Co. Kildare). In 1861, 

Dix described himself as a "carpet slipper maker, employing one man; " his wife was a 

shoe binder in their family business. 

Whilst the Dixs were a small family business, the rest were clearly working-class, 

ranging from skilled and semi-skilled workers through to labourers. Most were in either 
hosiery or footwear. As in Ireland, support for Fenians in Leicester came from the 

poorer classes: labourers, school-masters, shop-keepers, clerks and urban workers. "' 

The Leicester supporters' addresses correspond exactly with the core area of Irish 

settlen=A: Bedford Street and Abbey Street. Some were neighbours; other family units, 

sometimes including a relative or lodger. 

The two young Dillon brothers, James and Thomas, were close friends of their 

next door neighbours, the Barclay fimifly. "I In 1867, they were mature enough to 

make their own political choices; as well as lending Tom a volume of Shakespeare, 

they probably also shared with him their political convictions. The sums subscribed 

peak in the week before the executions, and then tail off. Of 44 donors, 35 of whom 

MThe UnmvsaAb" bertfW Dbes address as being 22 Northurnberland Street, which may hm been a work or office 
address. 
'"MOODY, T. W. (1968), The Fenim Mbvem&#, p-106. 
131BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 15,. nentb the loan of"DicWs shilling aditim ... by another Irish chap, one Jam Dillon, rad door, 
a little better off then myself. " 
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were prepared to be identified in the press, it could be said that a committed and 

significant minority of Leicestees Irish were willing to be openly identified as to their 

politics; inost were young (under 40) with four being second generation Irish. Clearly 

Barclays comment was not an over-emphasis in regard to the local "rejoicing" 

surrounding the Fenian actions; Leicester's organized political fund-raising reflects the 

organised pro-Fenian activities going on simultaneously in London. "' 

The gender breakdown of contributors comprised 26 males, 15 females and 9 
In Leicester therefore over one-third of supporters were female, a noticeably 

high figure. Dunleavy, an expert on Davitt's work in Britain, has observed that it is 

"noticeable how many women were active in fimd raising at this time. " The MDF 

Secretary was one Ellen Forrester, of a Lancashire Fenian family heavily involved in 

revolutionary organising and arms procurement. 139 The Leicester donations were sent 

on to Mrs Forrester. Although John Denvir felt it necessary to defend the Fenian heroes 

from the charge of having "squandered the money of the Irish servant girls, " there is a 
basis of truth in the existence of an important dimension of female support for Feni'anism 

Oust as there was for Catholic church interests, as shown by Hasia Diner). 140 A Leicester 

historian reiterated this point in 1881 (see below). 

Some limited local English support for Fenianism. was forthcoming. The noted 
Leicestershire poacher, James Hawker (183 6-192 1), a self-educated and politically aware 
individual, served in Ireland: 

In 1854 the Militia was Called up for Garrison Duty. I was sent with the 
NorthanVton Regiment to Dublin ..... I had wondered many times why 
we took our Rifles and 20 Rounds of Ball Cartridges to Church. I Dont 
wonder now. We could not Trust the People. There is Something 
Rotten in the State when we Cant Do that. A Kinder Hearted Race of 
People never Lived. I mounted Guard Several times at a Prison called 
Mount Joy. It should Have been called Misery. It was full of Political 
Prisoners. I was Full Corporal and I had a Chance sometimes to Slip a 
Bit of Tobacco into the Hands of these Soldiers. Don't Forget these Poor 
Creatures. 

, %W Law now of Landonthai: "Both first-wd-second germation Irish joinad the IRS; * see LEES, LH. (1979). p. 233. For 
London dernonstrations, see NEWSINGER, J. (1994), Fenimism in Mid-iorctodan Befth, p. 62-3. 
IuLmw to this author from John DunWW, 16.1.1994; see MOODY, T. W. Md)ael Dw&, P-50-51 re Mrs Forrester. There 
mm an krpmtwt supPort Cor, mi led bywwm qxv*V In Bradford. In 1854 a'Phoonbe'Quinn was reported as residing 
it 15 Abbey St.; any connection with ft Phoenb(Sociaty, a soubriquat for the Fenlans, smns ScCidantal, as In Ow census 
the nerne is given as Felbq see LCRO, 20 D. 72-55, MOH to Board, 1 Doc 1 &54. 
140DEWR J. (1894), p. 217-8; and DINER, H, (1983). EM's Daughtws h Amm*a. 
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Hawker was aware ofthe injustice of impnisonment for political motives, of the cultural 

oppression meted out to the Irish, and"' the general moral vacuum surrounding British 

administrations in Ireland. Sympathy and support in Britain for Irish nationalism were 

slow in developing; radicals such as Bradlaugh were consistently positive, whilst the 

Liberals came to adopt Home Rule in the constitutional context. 
In 1891, Charles Bradlaugh W, the radical republican reformer who hýd advised 

the Fenians on the drafting of the 1867 Declaration of the Irish Republic, died. Tom 

Barclay was discovered by a friend, distraught and weeping at this news. 142 He and 
Bradlaugh shared a commitment to both secularism and to republicanism; perhaps part 

of Barclays reaction of respect was for Bradlaugh! s contribution to the Irish cause. 
Bradlaugh was one of the 'intellectual giants" who "brought together the early Marxists 

and gradualists of a more traditional strearif' in the interests of Irish aspirations; he was 

crucial in reaching out to moderately socialist Irish Catholics. 143 

The Catholic Church publicly condemned Fenianism for its secretive, socialist and 
revolutionary aims. The influential midlands cleric, Bishop Ullathorne, publicly attacked 

the Fenians in his Advent Pastoral of 1868: "upholding the duty of obedience to 

constituted authority, he denounced the spirit of rebellion, and the increasing power of 

secret and unlawful societies, among which he named that of the Fenians. " In January 

1869 Ullathorne, referring to his see at Birmingham, asserted that "for two years past 

there has been a Fenian conspiracy to alienate the Irish people from me. "" Although 

he had helped Irish migrants and prisoners in Austr" his pronouncement "divided the 

Irish congregations and caused a great deal of internal hostility" within Catholic ranks. "' 

This confusion of loyalties for Irish Catholic migrants was a problem for Irish 

communities all over Britain, the midlands and Leicester included. 

Not surprisingly, mimucal views of Fenianism emanated from various 
Leicestershire quarters. In 1871, a noted local historian compared the impact of the 

Fenians with that of the United Irishmen of 1798: the latter's ambitions were of such 

""See BENNETT, J. D. (1988), Let& Portraft and HAWKER, J. (Ed. CHRISTLAN, GX1961), A Vcforjanftacher-James 
Haw*aes journa4 p. s; with the NorUwft Militia In 1853-7, he switched to Ow Laics. Militia in 1858; wiginal spellling. 
`9n 1871, a Democratic W RSPLblim) Association was founded. led by working man such as Daniel Merrick, once Pres. 
of 1-6-- Trades Council. it lasted 10 years; in practice it operated as a radical vving of ft Liberals, see EVANS, R. In 
McKINLEY, R. (EdX19W), VCHL Vol. IV. P-224. In 1888, Tom Barclay and 20 odw radical wadws, met in King St. to 
honour the Paris corrmune, and to found ft Socialist (Leicester I abcx r) ClIub, see LANCASTER B. (1987), p-22. 
141SSO QUINLIVAN, P. mid ROSE, P. (1982), P. 68-69 and p. 171 re Bradlaugh; and BARCLAY (1934) p. 122. 
'"BDA, ANON. (1892), Leffem of Archbisý Ulaffxvne, p. 206. 
"NORMAN, E, (1984), The Engish Cadiok Church h ft Ift Cwdury, p. 218. Lomm (I 9N) has suggested tA whilst 
official RC hooft retarded Fenian growth in Lancashire, in practice, many Irish Ca&dics ware capal* of reconciling their 
nationalism and Visir religion; p. 1 91. 
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"nugnitude that they formed plans like the Fenians of our own day for the expulsion of 

the English and the overthrow of their authority. tv 146 

The "Fenians of our own day" certainly created an impact in Leicester in media 

terms. Two major foci received coverage: the two Fenian invasions of Canada, and the 

complex of events in 1867. In April 1866, demobifised Irish veterans of the American 

Civil War, sympathetic to the Irish cause, and under American Fenian control, invaded 

New Brunswick, reaching Fort Erie. The 2nd Battalion of the 17th (Leicestershire) 

Regiment proceeded by river steamboats to Toronto in Jul Y. 147 Throughout June the 

Leicester Chronicle andMercwy covered the campaign. Whilst there was no panic, the 

paper clearly rewnted the amazing impudence of such an attack, and employed damage 

limitation techniques in its reporting: "The American press now almost universally 

denounce the whole contrivance as an unscrupulous and wicked imposture. "' 

Another local historian, writing in 1881 of the military campaign record of the 

2/17th Leicesters, belittled the preparedness of the Fenian incursion: "the paltry invader 

... owed any equipment he possessed to the savings of well-meaning, but ignorant, Irish 

helps. " He quoted an anti-Fenian marching song of the period: 

Tramp, tramp, tramps; the boys are marching! 
Cheer up comrades, we will come, 
And beneath the Union Jack, 
We will drive the Fenians back 
From our own beloved Canadian home. 149 

The battalion provided the permanent guard in Toronto goal for 120 Fenian prisoners 

captured at Fort Erie. To those troops who took part in suppressing the Fenian raid, 

a special medal was struck (in 1899,33 years later). 150 ironically, of a total of 130 

recipients in the 17th Leicestershire Regiment, 26 possessed Irish surnames (around 20 

per cent, another evidence of the high representation of Irish in the British army in 

148LCRO; THOMPSON, J. (1871), Hist of Leic In 10 Century, P. 224. 
141C, 22 June 1868, WEBB, EAH (1912), A Histotyofffie Serkeso(Ow 17fhL9icsRqgkn@W, p. jM7. 
141ag LC of 16 June 1866 also implied that ground lost could not have been irnportart, as it had not been prqxwty defended. 
ai*en has noted the erasure from history and reosiontarn which surrounded FenianIsm untli comparm&., Wy rem*f 
HurhVtheFaniwpid)W. ! nthe histotiographyofa secret organisation, In O'SULLIVAN, P. (EdXI994), The fth Kiwid. 
Wd&, Vol a The Creative Mowt. Ch. 6. p. 1 34. Also, notes Quinihm, "it Is ... customary to dismiss the Fenian raids Into 
Canada as having been no red conuquences, " p. 153. This tendency was evident in Leicester am asomritsunfolded. 
IOU=; READ, R. (1881), Modern Leicester, p. 108-9. Ironically the US CMI War melody which this sorV was set to, was 
to be affpbyed shorgy aftw by the Fenians as a hymn of pra" to the 3 Vanchester MarW exacul: ed In 1867, 'God Save 
kekve. The reference to Irish 'helps* is wx*w testimonial to fernale Invohmment in Fanianism. 
'"See BERRESFORD ELLIS, P.. Ridgway, the Fenian Raids and the Maldng of Canada, In O'DRISCOU, R. AND 
REYNOLDS, I. (EdsX1 988), The UnW Story, em frish In Canada, Vol, 1, p. 541-2; and Now York Henwd 6 June 1866, In 
CRAWFORD, M and ARMSTRONG, K (1979), The Fenians (facsimile pack No. C21). 
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Victorian times). 
Whilst the 17th Foot was not specificaBy mentioned in the news reports 

(presumably for security reasons) the Fenian incursion into Canada did have some local 

media impact. This was repeated, on a slightly smaller scale, in May and June of 1870, 

when a second abortive Fenian attack was mounted across the US-Canadian frontier. 

The Chronicle's editorial described it as a "most wanton, senseless, and indefensible 

outrage. ""' It also carried a report about the "considerable excitement" surrounding the 

arrest for purchasing illegal arms of one Michael Davitt, providing a link between the 
Fenian and Land League stages of development in Irish nationalism The Liberals, most 

of whom in Leicester were sympathetic to Irish constitutional reforin, drew the line at 

supporting physical force. A speaker at an Irish Church disestablishment meeting in 

1868 argued that this measure "will make Fenianism an impossibility" by removing a 

serious grievance and inculcating loyalty. "' 

As weU as the extensive coverage given to the 17th Regiment's involvement with 

Fenians in Canada, as late as 1883, the Chronicle's weekend literary supplement carried 

a lengthy (apparently fictional) story entitled A Fenian Night Attack. This interesting 

piece combined stereotype, wishful thinking and melodrama. The gist of the story 

concerned a dissolute Irish peasant, evicted for self-incurred rent arrears, who organised 

a revenge attack on the "Big House. " The story also utilised the racist physical 

stereotype: "Villain was plainly written on his beetling brow and low receding forehead. " 
As late as the 1880's, therefore, the Fenian menace was being invoked in Leicester for 

the bifurcated purposes of denigrating Irish political enemies and reinforcing domestic 

morale. "' 

Extensive and sensational coverage of Fenianism occurred around the central 
events of November and December 1867. There was minute coverage of the 
Manchester incident, the dramatic trial, the executions and funerals, the Clerkenwell 

explosion, and police action against a pro-Fenian meeting in Birmingham. The Journal 

editorial announced its own verdict: 

"'Muswns in Leicester hold 3 of the Canada General Services Medal, 2 of which bow Irish sumarres. See LC for 21 and 
28 May, and 4 June, 1870. 
"'LC 4 April. 1868, thevisiting spedw was a Mr. Mason Jones. 
153LC, 22 Sept. 1863. QUINUVAN notes that "By the 18WS R was being used in England to describe not only active 
members of the IRB ..... but any supporter of Irish independence, and so, by analogy, those who shamW the slightest 
sympathywkh Irish nationalism, "in CrSULLIVAN, P. (Ed)(1994). Vol. 3, p. 141 
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We are sure that all our readers rejoice in the termination of these 
exciting Fenian demDnstrations, intrigues and crimes ..... Ireland's wrongs 
will never be remedied by insurrections. 

A note of panic was creeping in locally. The Journal noted that "precautions against 
Fenianism! ' bad taken place in Warwick and Leamington. " Leicester authorities decided 

to issue their stock of cutlasses to night duty officers, in the fight of possible Fenian 

threats. 15' 

A slightly hysterical note crept in to the local press; false and unlikely assertions 

were reported: barrels of gunpowder were observed, deposited by mysterious strangers, 

at Burbage Wesleyan chapel, Hinckley and Leicester Baptist chapels, and at Hinckley 

railway station. A man with "the appearance of an Irish man" came from a "common 

lodging house' to measure the Free School for demolition! "" After reciting the rumours 

at length, the report dismissed them. For the credulous however, the seeds had been 

sown. 
Rumour gave way to outrage after the ClerkenweU bombing. The Journal 

denounced this "Fenian Atrocity" as a "diabolical outrage"; this "fiendish crime" would 
be, 'indelibly stanýed upon the recollection of all. " The editorial went on to declare that 

"the avowed design of the Fenian desperadoes is to create a war of races. " 157 These 

conlmnts represented considered views; the Journal spoke from its heart to the citizens 

of Leicester: 

01 of all individuals most likely to set a good example to individuals of 
other climes ... the Englishman stands foremost ..... Again, of all nations, 
England is perhaps the strongest and knows best how to manage her 
strength ..... It has been reserved to Ireland to introduce into Europe a 
new species of warfare ... We in Leicester were, with the rest of the 
civilized world, struck with terror and amazement ..... Modem history has 
no parallel to offer to this terrible butchery ..... No punishment that man 
can conceive could be too severe in chastisement for an act surpassing in 
its inhuman attributes the most murderous design of a Thug ..... No part 
ofthe kingdom is safe. Leicester may be visited tomorrow. The nation 
must unite in waging relentless war against the enemies of England. 11151 

114LJ, 29 Nov. 1867. 
165ELUOTT, B., (19W), Lebesterst*e Constabukvy 1839 to 1M, p-6. The cuthmm WOM first Issued In 1843, In 
connection with Chartist disorders; a cased aDdlibition is Iocated at the County police HO, Enderby (foyer). 
'"M 28 Der- 1867. 
151C, 21 Dec. 1867. The day pivAous, ft paper had printed a vkuper*%e and bitter parody of the Fenim anthmn ýGod Sam 

'"Lj, 20 Det-, 1867; uniquely, Irish violence is linked vAth Indian Thugee attacks. 
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These outraged tones were reflected in private writing. Eliza Ellis, prominent 
local Quaker, was reflective rather than vengeful: 

....... Much distress prevails now here as in many other places ..... These 
Fenian outrages add to the feeling of gloom and uncertainty that prevails; 
but diabolical as they truly are, I do hope they will be the means of doing 
some good by compelling the Government to set themselves earnestly to 
consider the condition of Ireland, and to remedy the grievances that exist 
there, for, however little the more sober part of the population in Ireland 
may sympathize with these outrageous doings of the Fenians, there can 
be no question that, but for our neglect in taking earlier measures 
towards bringing about a happier state of things there, Fenianism, could 
not have existed. ""' 

This philosophical and mature view of British responsibility was complemented 
by that of contemporary melodrama, presented in Leicester in 1872, by the Irish 

dramatist Dion Boucicault. 160 Arrah-nd Pogue would have been viewed by some 

sections of a Leicester audience as being MU*rU'Cal to British interests. The plot centred 

around 1798. Boncicault co-authored the play with Howard House, an anti-British 
American. The Irish nationalist song The Wearing of the Green was up-dated by 

Boucicault for the production, with extra anti-English lyrics included. 16' A distinctly 

anti-British message would not have been lost on an Irish audience. 
Lowe and Quinlivan have pointed to evidence that young Irishmen in Britain 

enlisted in volunteer military units in order to secure basic military training, but for Irish 

nationalist motives. Whilst Barclay noted that "there is scarcely an Irish family in the 

town that has not for the last thirty years furnished one son - generally the eldest - to 

serve the Queen, " there is no evidence discovered that in Leicester any such Fenian- 
inspired enlistment occurred; military recruiting seems to have been motivated by 

economic circumstances rather than political commitment. " 

Despite Ullathorne's criticism of Fenianism, Catholic attitudes later softened 
somewhat, at least in the local diocese. The new Nottingham Catholic Magazine of 
1874, under the influence of Bishop Bagshawe, an open supporter of Home Rule, 

"'ELLIS, M. 0 883), Lfiff" SW hbM061* Of Erza Ellis, letter to H. L., 20 Der- 1867, p. 313. 
'"QUINUVAN (1994) observes M Boucicault's mwytwship of the Fenians is not confimied; also, see LC, 6 My 187Z 
"'FAWKES, FL (1979), Dian Boudcauk A Bbgraphy, p. 15". 
IwSae LOWE, W. J. (1989). 7he*MkiWVicbdmLanca&hiop. 193-7; QUINUVAN, PJ., In aSULLFVAN, P. (EdXI994), 
pp. 133-153; mid BARCLAY, T., in The V4wý, 28 June 1895, p. 149. 
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regularly ran items of nationalist interest. In May 1874, it reported positively on a 
deputation of Irish MPs to the Prime Minister seeking the release of the remaining 
Fenians in goal. "' 

After 1867, Fenianisný bad shot its bolt, and the nationalist debate in Leicester (as 

elsewhere) shifted on to the question of Home Rule. O'Day argues that this represented 

a partial disillusiomnent with Fenian violence, and a growing recognition of the 
difficUlties facing Irish activists living and working in England. The outcome, reflected 
in Leicestershire as elsewhere, was increased support for the Irish policies of Gladstone 

and the Liberal party. 164 

Whilst it is difficult to chart the internecine twists and turns of political radicalism 
in small town localities, it would seem that the Barclay family were at the cutting edge 
in regards to the transmission of Irish political values in Leicester. Mrs Barclay was a 
fairly important figure in Irish community terms, being articulate and wen able to pass 
on aspects of romantic cultural nationalism. Her son was to exhibit those traits 

underlined by Quinfivan and Rose relating to the encompassing and cross-generational 

nature of Irish nationalist ideology. Barclay recorded in his Memoirs how he had been 
influenced by Chartisin, French republicanism, and socWisin, all of which contributed to 
A- - the general debate on the Anglo-Irish relationship. Barclay's work with various radical 
groupings helped him to support and invite to Leicester persons with sympathetic "track 

records" on Fenianism. and other Irish issues, such as Bradlaugh and Annie Besant. 165 
Indirectly as well as directly, Barclay, and Perhaps some other anonymous migrants, 
helped to fan the embers of Irish nationalist ideology in that period between the demise 

ofFenianism and the emergence ofthe Land League in British politics. If Fezuanism was 
overtly nationalist but tangential on socio-econornic issues, the Land League was to be 

more overt on the socio-economic, and more subtle on links with nationalist aspirations. 

(11) The "Irish Question" In Leicestershire : Home Rule, the 
Primrose League and the Liberals 

The Irish land question and the Home Rule issue emerged as important issues 
locally in Leicestershire. This was partly because two key personalities, the Catholic 

"'RCAL, NCM, VOL 1, No. 1, May 1874, p. 17. 
1640DAY, A, The PcilticA OrganisaWn of the Irish in Britain 1867-90, In SWIFT, R. &GILLEY, S, (1989)(Eds), p. 183-211. 
lelsee BARCLAY (1934) p. 68, and QUINUVAN &ROSE (1982) P. 69. * 
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Bishop ofNottiný Dr. Bagshawe, and the local land-owning English Catholic Tory 

W, Edwin de Lisle, clashed publicly, seriously and at length over these matters. 
Bagshawe's undoubted Irish sympathies were highlighted in the east midlands media; de 

Lisle became the focus of a bitter, anti-Irish political reaction, which had ramifications 

across Leicestershire. These concerns were also evident as priorities in the local Irish 

community, which not only had a branch of the Land League in Leicester, but became 

actively involved for some time in Home Rule agitation and organisation. Ile city itself 

returned Liberal NTs (until the impact of the organised Labour movement was felt) and 
their record vis-d-vis the Irish agenda is examined. " 

The most accessible secondary sources for local politics at this period are the four 

Victoria County History Volumes. 167 These have to be supplemented with recent works 
by ODay and Fielding on Irish political organisation in Britain 1867-90 and by new 

evidence presented here from local archives, especially regarding the Home Rule and 
Primrose League agitation. '" The Primrose League was knportant as it represented both 

the public face in Leicester of serious opposition to Irish nationalist aspirations and the 

structural support developed for Ulster Unionism and Orangeism. by the Catholic 
Conservative de Lisle. 

This period, from the late 1860's to the turn of the century, is important for the 

role played by Irish persons and organisations and British sympathisers in the politics of 
Ireland, for it witnessed the coming together of Conservatives, divisions amongst the 
Liberals, and the reinvigoration of Ulster Protestant power. All three factors were to be 

reflected in the Leicester experience. 
The forces behind Irish nationalist development in Leicester were twofold: the 

committed suppoM intellectual, moral and political, of Bishop Bagshawe of Nottinghan-4 

as well as that of several pronihient Irish Catholic priests both in Leicester and the wider 
diocese; and the internal organisation of the Irish in Leicester and its environs into 

formally constituted bodies representing both the Land League and the Home Rule 

national organisations. 

Irish nationalist bodies certainly existed in Leicester: Barclay recalled "an Irish 

'"The local polifics surrounding to disestablishmg of the Church of IrelaW are discussed IaW in this chapter. 
"'See EVANS, FL & McKJNLEY, R. in McKINLEY, R. (EdX1958). V. C. H. Vol. /Vp. 213-245. 
'"See(YDAY, A, in SWFr, R. & GILLEY, S. (19M) and FIEU*Z, S. (1993), ch. 5, The Politics of Hom Rule, p. 79-104. 
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National Club. "' The nationalist writer Hugh Heminick covered Leicester's branch of 

the Home Rule Association in his fact-finding tour of July 1872; (see title page). 170 

Heinrick's analysis points to a community leadership limited in numbers, and resulting 

mainly from the self-education and career success ofJust a few people. 171 Barclay, aged 
20 in 1872, would have been a likely candidate as one of this small leadership cadre. 
Heinrick implies that despite Leicester's small Irish catchment (relative to Irish 

settlement elsewhere) the numbers involved in active support for Home Rule were 
high. " This may have been an Irish community reaction to the high degree of Protestant 

religious prejudice which prevailed in Leicester from c. 1835 to c. 1865 (see relevant 

chapter). As Butt started the Home Rule lobby in 1870, and Leicester had a thriving 

branch by 1872, some Irish in the town were clearly proactive. 

Whilst praising the leadership elements, Heintick acknowledged limitations. Ile 

early generations of Irish nationalist party leaders were, in generaL socially conservative. 
"" Hemn*ck's optimism about Leicester's branch promising "in the future to become a 
force of much influence in the municipal and parliamentary affairs of the borough" was 

to prove a great exaggeration, even though Leicester's presiding Liberal power bloc 

offered substantial support on Home Rule and other associated Irish issues. Concern at 

the initial success of Home Rule agitation soon came from Ambrose de Lisle; in 1873, 

he complained that "The Home Rule movement has been most disastrous to Cathol. ic 

interests ..... I think nothing can be more deplorable than the extreme fine which zealous 
Catholics are taking everywhere in England (and) in Ireland ..... in the British Empire 

they are trying to identify their cause with its dismemberment, or at any rate with what 

most people believe could lead to that ....... 
174 Ambrose's son, Edwin, had serious 

aspirations in Conservative poRtics, which were to have a dramatic impact on 
Leicestershire's Home Rule supporters in the late 1880's. 

As in religious affidrs (see relevant chapter) the de Lisle-Monsell-de Vere nexus 

"II&ARC[AY, T. (M4), p. 62 Barday was cartainly disillusioned wfth the English working mans'failure to use poelthely their 
1 alba Clubs, aid this may be rarected in his apparent lack of enthusiasm m4he Irish club. His M*noks, m*an just WW 
the Ci%41 War in Ireland (c. 1 924), certainly Indicate a disillusionment wfth Irish polrdcs at M bme; sea p. 138-9. 
'"HEINRICK H. (1872); p. 39-40. 
'T'Sae chapter an Occupations rw. the minority of upwardly mobile Irish. 
InTham is sane supporting vAdonce for this in the archaeological finds of cWy pipes wfth Irish poiftel mobft and mnsson 
found in Laicester and the midlands; see below. 
f73SGe FIEMNG, S (1993), Ckm andEfttfy, p. n on the leading personnel of the H. F; L mmement In Ow Manchaglar Mrst 
v" ware"n-only drawn from the upper reaches of ft immigrant population. " The young and W-aducotad Barclay, aged 
20 In 1872, may how been an over-aager young radical, and doubly susPed to some of V* Irish for being of the saoond 

Arct*As, DJAn, 1075rNl 8; copy In DeLP; Mw from A do Usle to Morsdl, 3 SepL 1873, from Baffraft, N. W" 
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provided the ideological incubus for the de Lisle dimension on all Irish questions. "' 

Monsell, a fair Protestant landlord, who converted to Rome, inevitably had a "vested 

interest in the established order. " The Land League he came to regard as both horrifýring 

and communistic. With advice from such Irish moderates, it is small wonder that Edwin 

de Lisle developed his fanatical opposition to Home Rule, and to all aspects of Irish 

Catholic political ambition, in Leicester and elsewhere. 
The Irish Land League (founded 1879) boasted a Leicester branch. The land 

issue surficed locally in 1870, when Bradlaugh spoke to Leicester's Radical Association 

at a meeting "densely crowded by an audience composed almost exclusively of the 

industrial classes. " He was blunt: "it was the Conservative aristocracy that stole from the 

Irish their lands and drove them across the Atlantic, and starved them out of the land. " 

There followed some factual, if emotive, descriptions of evictions under military 

protection. The large numbers and the enthusiasm generated suggest that the Irish land 

issue was a Eve one amongst Leicester's proletarian groupings '1`6 Which conceivably 

would have included an Irish element. Barclay describes "the wretched emigrants, 

victims of the 1848 potato famine" as "perinfless-tradeless" with "no hope of ever 

returning to your own country. "" Clearly, the trauma of the dispossessed was brought 

across the Irish Sea, and transmitted meaningfully to the next generation. 
Even the conservatively inclined Ullathorne conceded in 1881 the justice and 

relevance of the Irish land issue: 

..... What I have told English politicians is, that they will never understand 
the Irish question unless they study the Brethon (sic) laws ..... the land 
there originally belonged to the tribe, originally one family ..... Now turn 
to the invasion of Ireland ..... by confiscation the land was passed to 
Englishmen and Scotsmen ..... This is the real point of the question, and 
the key to the feelings of the Irish people; and until our legislators study 
and understand this, they will never know what they have to deal with. "' 

Given these views, Ullathome's later negative reaction towards Bagshawe is surprising 
(see below). 

The founding date of Leicester's Land League is unknown. In 1887-8 a G. 

"'For details of ft group mid Ow ideas, see POTTER, kt, William MonSSll, First Baron Emly of Tervoe, in The Old Ljrwtk 
Joumal, No. 32, Winter 1995, pp 58-63; the quotas follcvAng we from p. 57,60-63. 
"'M 29 January 1870, local reports. See reference to memoirs of James H*Mw. 
'"BARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 11. 
"'Lamers of Uledwne (1892). O'Meara, from Oscott, 4th Fab 1881, p. 405-6. 
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Fleming of Royal East Street was listed as the Manager of the "League Hall" 

refreshment rooms. "' Leicester branch of the National Land League of Great Britain 

met in May 1882 at St. Patricles School in response to the Phoenix Park murders. A 

large attendance was supplemented by "many Irishmen residing in Leicester but not 

members of the League. An intense feeling of horror at the outrage prevailed throughout 

the proceedings. "" The fact that St. Patricles was the venue for such a sensitive 

meeting indicates clerical support and therefore political acceptability in the Irish 

Catholic community. 
There is corroboration of the dismay felt amongst the Irish, for the Chronicle 

printed in fiffl the Trotest of an Irishman in Leicester. ' The author, Barclay, showed a 
high degree of political astuteness. After sharing in the general detestation of the crime, 

he made his points: 

Sir, - Will you kindly allow me as a man - as an Irishman especially - to 
take up a brief space on ..... the cowardly and brutal murders ..... I know 
I shall not be expressing my own feelings merely, but those also of my 
Irish fellow-townsmen, when I say that the cold-blooded assassination of 
the new Irish Chief Secretary can only be regarded with the greatest 
abhorrence ..... the present murder is of such a character as to make 
Irishmen hang down their heads. But the ruffians ..... have, it is to be 
feared, done an incalculable amount of Mi ury besides. They have created 
a prejudice against Irishmen and the Irish cause that win not be easily 
dissipated. Just at the time, too, when the Government had agreed to 
abandon the policy of coercion; when the prisons were flung open, when 
the arrears were to be dealt with and who knows what large and generous 
measures besides? "' 

In this one edition, no less than 26 articles were devoted to the murders and the ensuing 

reactions. In Leicester, reactions were recorded from Irish organisations, both political 

parties, the Non-Conformist Board, the Borough Magistrates, the National Union of 
Operative Boot and Shoe Riveters and various notabilities. There was nonetheless a 

cautionary note, advising the government not to tar all the Irish with the brush of 

responsibility. The Editorial conceded that despite the "savage tragedy . ..... we cannot 

and do not hold either the Irish people or their acknowledged leaders as directly 

`LCRO, KtWs Nactory, 1867-8. A Fleming was already Invoked In local politics as a Catholic representative on the 
School Board c. 1874-83 (see a) This may be the same man, serving his Pdftic&I apprenticeship on the School Board 
before moving into national polifics. 
ls*LC, 13 May 1882. p. 4. The whole broadshed page was devoted to the generally horrif'Od reactions on all skies to the 
assassinations. 
"'LC, 13 May 1882; see'Side Aspects of the Assassination, 'and'Laicester Working Man NW the Dublin murders. ' 
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responsible. " The footwear union speaker sounded a similar note, opining that "the 

outrage had no connection with the Land League or the Irish people. ""' 

However, a note of panic did creep in. An unfortunate rail traveller passing 

through "had a Yankee appearance, spoke with an American accent, and was wearing 

a slouch hat and a long overcoat, which gave him a suspicious look. " He was soon 

released; the incident indicates a consciousness of the diasporic element of threat: in 

1866 and 1870 the Leicestershire Regiment had served in Canada countering the cross- 

border Fenian raids; the Hibemo-American dynamitards had yet to make their 

appearance. In Leicester the connection was not lost. 

That the land campaign came into increasingly sharp focus in the east midlands 

as the 1880's unfolded, was due largely to the political commitment and propaganda 

skills of Bishop Bagshawe of Nottingham (1874-1901). Bagshawe went public most 

effectively, which resulted in the RW airing of Irish grievances, a correspondingly hostile 

conservative press, and increasing acrimony towards Bagshawe from all those 

conservatively inclined interests in Catholicism. "' 

The level of public consciousness vis-d-vis Irish current affairs was raised very 

effectively by Bagshawe in the east midlands. For Irish Catholics in Leicester, a 

cimnipim such as Bagshawe can only have raised ideological morale and community self- 

confidence. '" In 1875, for example, within a year of his arrival, he personally presided 

at the opening of the new church extension at St. Patricks, in Leicester. ` Bagshawe 
identified consistently with the socio-econornic and political problems of both Ireland 

and its disadvantaged diaspora. 

Co-inciding with his accession, a new series of The Nottingham Catholic 
Magazine, an attractive and professionally produced popular journal, was published. 
Throughout its monthly runs from 1874-6, it carried numerous articles positively 

reflecting Irish concerns. The scope and depth of the pieces is illustrated across II 

different articles in 1875-76 alone; particularly interesting is the awareness of the editor 
(Canon James Dwyer, an Irishman) of the diasporic element of Irish migration (especially 

in America), which represents a sophisticated internationalism. Bagshawe therefore 

... LC, 13 May 1882, editorial comments. 
103ag In NDA; see NottiVharn Journal of 8/1Y1 882. 
10413arclay gives no hint of Bagshawe's ccintributions 
INC64, The ACK Vol. 11, No. 5, Sept. 1875, p. 98. Interestingly, the PP, Fr. Cyril Bunce (an Irish-borri Dominican), thanked 
"semral Prolesiants" for their valuable help, an indication of some alleviation of the bitterness occasioned in Leicester by the 
"second reformation" c. 1830-1860. 
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was from the beginning highlighting publicly and sympathetically Irish nationalist 

political concerns. M wide personal agenda included, in 1876 alone, distress and famine 

relief in Ireland, the iniquities of British rule, support for the Land War and Home Rule, 

and confrontations with Unionism. 

In particular, the bishop's two publications, Mercy and Justice to the Poor - the 
True Political Economy (1885) and The Monstrous Evils of English Rule in Ireland, 

especially since the Union (1886) damned, him in critics' and opponents' eyes as a 

communistic agitator and Irish revolutionary respectively. The former work included 

Irish instances to illustrate the evils of unbridled laissezjaire capitalism in a most 

outspoken manner: 

Unhappily in England the State, governing chiefly in the interest of the 
wealthy and land-owing classes, leaves this unjust and barbarous power 
almost uncontrolled. We see this in the rack-renting and evicting which 
has gone on fbr so many years in Ireland, and still goes on with but little 
mitigation, which has caused the ruin and death of millions, and most 
mischievously depopulated that country. 

Týe later address concluded with a blunt denunciation of the Protestant ascendancy, of 

unfair financial burdens, of disabilities suffered by Catholics, of the mijustices of the poor 
law system, of the continued use of coercion, and of English misrule generally. In 

Leicester, Bagshawe sowed a political whirlwind which came to involve his average Irish 

parishioner: 

The internal administration of Ireland by England and the English 
Parliament, and especially since the Union, has not been distinguished by 
justice, beneficence, or success, but on the contrary has been inspired 
throughout by selfish greed, and has inflicted innumerable horrors and 
ruinous desolation on that afflicted land. It is time that Ireland should be 
allowed to administer her own internal affikirs. " 

In early February 1885, a group of influential progressive English Catholics including 

Bagshawe, openly associated themselves with the Home Rule rnovement. 187 

Bagshawe issued on 10 March a formal circular forbidding Catholics in his diocese from 

joi i the Primrose League, an official Conservative front organisation, 1=9 aimed at 

'"ND& BAGSHAWE. E. G. (1886). The Monstrous EvIs of Engish Rula h keb7d, p. 23. 
left cow influantial RCs who openly supported Home Rule wam #w Eari of Ashbumham, Lord Clifton, Edmund Lucss, 
W. S. Blunt end J. G. Kenyon. 
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attracting working class popular support, in order to promote Irish Unionism and to 

undermine Home Rule. Bagshawe was perhaps provocative; yet his was a brave (if 

risky) political ploy. "' More cautious English Catholics, including virtually all his 

episcopal colleagues, were dismayed at the possibility of being "smeared" with 

Bagshawe's sympathies. "' Bagshawe denounced the League, accurately and 
justifiably, for its total commitment towards Protestant and Orange causes. The 

Leicestershire Catholic magnate Edwin de Lisle emerged as Bagshawe's most dangerous 

opponent. De Lisle and other Conservative Catholics secretly lobbied Rome, and within 
10 days Bagshawe was forced to rescind his statement. This represented a classic 
instance of the man paying the piper (de Lisle) calling the local Catholic tune. With an 

establishment media accusing bishops generally of collusion with the National League 

in Ireland, and Bagshawe in particular of being involved with the enemy within (the Irish 

in England), Bishops Ullathorne, Manning, Clifford and Vaughan all undermined 
Bagshawe's position in pontifical eyes. De Lisle defied Bagshawe's ban by a co- 

ordinated and provocative announcement in the east midlands and national press of his 

intention of founding and promoting a "habitation" of the Primrose League in the 

VvUtwick colliery area, a part of Leicestershire heavily populated by Irish labour: 

..... with a view principally to counteract the pernicious example and 
influence of the Irish National League which your lordship has established 
in Nottingbam in support of a party "steeped to the Ups in treasoW . ........ 

Whilst Bagshawe obeyed Rome's instruction to withdraw his ban, he did not feel 

impelled to be silent. On 25 March 1886, he renewed his verbal offensive at a large 

gathering in Bimingham Town Hall, later published as The Monstrous Evils ofEnglish 
Rule in Ireland. A ferocious pamphlet warfare emerged between the pro and anti Home 

Rule lobbies, the authors in the main being Bagshawe and de Lisle. 

Edwin de Lisle was elected as MP for Loughborough for the 1886-92 

parliament; otherwise, from 1885 to 1914, the seat remained firmly Liberal. The Home 

'"Flanshme was quite correct in his ftBluation of the Primrose Loeque, which in 1893 hold 5/36 seats (14%) on the Ulster 
Unionist Council, a representation second Cný to the 9 hold by the Orange Order, see BUCKLAND, P. (Ed)(1 973), Ulster 
Unbnjsm IM5.1923 a Documentary History, No. 68, p. 134. See also BIGGS-DAVISON, J. at al, (1984), The Cross ofSt. 
Fatick - The Caftk UrAnW TnWKvn J7 kabind, P257, which notes Out the Irish Unionist Alliance of 1891 had the Primrose 
League centrally represented. 
'"The discussion here re Bagshawe is inforrned by source data available in O'CALLAGHAN, E, Engfsh Ceftks and V* 
Irish Ques6on 187"3, PhD, N. U. 1,1975 pp-269-295; copy In NDA. 
101NDA, OrALLAGHAN, E (1975), quoting St, Jernes Gazette, 16 March 1886; for "habitation" read "loW as in Orange. 
Aiso, see Leicester Memury of 13 March 1886, and Mornkig Post of 19 March 1886. 
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Rule issue was the reason for de Lisle's victory, for Gladstone's firm declaration in favour 

of Irish devolution split the Liberals locally as well as nationally. "' De Lisle deliberately 

forced the issue in Leicestershire, for his widely syndicated letter announced that "I am 

about to found, promote and attend" the new Primrose League branch arnongst the 

VVhitwick Collieries, in the very heartland of local Irish support for Home Rule. His 

speech was published as Unreason in High Places, the title an ungracious insult to 
Bagshawe. 192 

De Lisle's speech, of II May 1886, attempted to drive a wedge between English 

and Irish Catholics on the issue of loyalty and the integrity of the Empire: 

"It is the solemn, premeditated and undying object of the Primrose 
League to smash and pulverize the Irish National League ..... now that it 
pleases him (Gladstone) to make friends with Mr Parnell, Mr Davitt and 
the Irish irreconcilables, and to say that all their violent speeches and 
letter against England and England-loving Irishmen mean nothing ..... we 
do not believe him. We know what the whole movement is subsidised by 
England's bitterest enemies in America and Ireland ..... we are also 
opposed to every republican aspiration ..... I sincerely hope that before 
the summer is over, Leicestershire may be studded with Habitations, and 
the principles of the League deeply rooted hi the County. " 193 

Given the heavy incidence of Irish settlers in the mining townships around Whitwick, 

trouble ensued at the meeting. De Lisle's mother recorded in her diary: 

II May 1886: Edwin ..... went to the National School at V; ffitwick 
..... 

to inaugurate the Gracedieu Habitation of the Primrose League. It was 
a very riotous meeting, marred by the Irish, as Edwin is not a Home 
Ruler. 194 

The national papers picked up the story; the uhra Tory Morning Post reported that de 

Lisle was shouted down "by a phalanx of colfiers" who kept up "a steady barrage of 

cheers for Gladstone, Parnell, Davitt, Bagshawe and Morley. ""' At a Catholic gathering 
in Loughborough shortly after, Canon Monahan accused de Lisle of having "outraged 

the feelings of his co-refigionists, " and of scandalising many non-Catholics to boot "by 

1917he LaChbovigh Lberal caxkWe in 1886, JE Johnson-Ferguson, SUPPorted Gladstone, but many boW party marnbWs 
spid over Horne Rule, letfing Do Lisle in. By I 89Z Lilwal unity was restored and Um sag was re-CalAured; sea ELLIOTT, 
B., Edwin de Lisle MP, The Catholic Orangernen, Bubefin of Me Lboro Arch. Som (1992) p. 49-50. 
19'De LP, nurnemus entries In Laura de UsWs D&iss, q. v. 
103DeLP; De LISLE, E., Urveason ki High ftras, delhared II May 1886, pp. 3.4 and 6. 
104De LP; Diary of Lan de Lisle, 11 May 1886. 
'95Mbtnkpg Pwt, 13 May 1886, cited in OtALLAGHAN, E, p. 287. 
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his extraordinary conduct mi reference to his ecclesiastical superior. "" 

Not surprisingly, in the next month the local Home Rulers continued to hit back 

hard, with a pamphlet of their own, Plain Reasons why the Irish Claim the Right to 

Manage their oim Affairs (June 1886). The author, identified only as U. C", was an Irish 

miner and innkeeper, Jarnes; Commons, settled in Whitwick. "" Ambitious in scope, the 

work rehearsed convincingly the evidence of Irish grievances, and various evidences of 

anti-Irish prejudice. With relish and statistical accuracy, it proceeded to demolish de 

Lisle's claims about Irish support for the status quo, exposing the Primrose League as 
the English branch of the Orange order, and ably defending Bagshawe's stand. "' 

The defeat of the first Home Rule Bill of 1886 was only the start of a long, 
drawn-out local struggle. The local Conservative opponents of Irish devolution 

continued to develop and expand the number of Primrose League Habitations in the 

county. The rate of progress was, hMressive. It is clear that the League was not a mere 

passing fid, being operative continuously from 1886 until 1893 (and beyond). "' It had 

numerous branches; in Leicestershire these included Leicester, Loughborough, Hinckley, 

Whitwick and Shepshed. Whilst de Lisle can be perceived as a focus, it reached out 
beyond him as a mobiliser of ideas and personnel in the pro-Union cause. 

'11c Primrose League's growth was, of course, a reflection of the Irish nationalist 

agitation and organisation which it was set up to counter. The Leicester Liberals also 

showed a clear commitment to Irish issues (see below). 

The emphasis which the Land League made on the recruitment of priests was 

reflected locally, in a "top-down" model. The exemplary contribution of Bishop 

Bagshawe (1829-1915) was outstanding. 2w He held the see from 1874 to 1901, possibly 
the most crucial period for Anglo-Irish relations in the last 200 years. He was a focus 
for nationalist clerics. Of 94 diocesan priests c. 1870-19 10, approximately 40 were of 

either Irish birth or extraction; many progressed into positions of responsibility. Some 
became prominent politically on Irish issues, such as Fr. Matthew OReilly (Leicester 

'" The Tablet, 17 July 1886, cited in O'CALLAGHAN, E. p. 287. 
"'I am indebted to the Whb** Historical Group, who appear to have the only copy egant it was printed in Leicester. 
196Ses BIGGS-DAVISON, J at al (1984), p212: *The Primrose League and the Prirnmee Dernes as vmll as the Irish Loyal 
and Patriotic Union led the opposition to Ham Rule. 0 Randolph Churchill founded the League in 1883; am MARTIN, R. 
Jewde, The Lle of Lady RarxW ChurchA7, p. 170.2; it soon had 2 rnillion mernbers. 
"'The Prkmee League rernaine an dficiel cornponent of the UK CormerwM Party today. The de Usles kept up the 
pressure on their q)ponwb: in Dec. 1893, Gowd do Usle supported Beckworth against Fr. O'Reilly for the Co. Council; 
DeLP, LdWs Diary, 2.8.92 28-12.1893. 
2waDAY. A, The political organisation of the Irish In Britain 1867-90, In SWIFT, R. and GILLEY, S. (19M), p-194-6. 
Bagshmes Innure of office ended in 1901 under a cloud, mainly bwame of his unrelenting adherence to support for Home 
Rule and social justice Issues. 
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sacred Heart, and Whitwick, Holy Cross), who supported the resolution condemning the 
Tory government and praising Gladstone at the Irish National League meeting at 
Loughborough in November 1889. '01 

One incident in particular encapsulates the diocesan 1-hibernian dimension at work; 
this centred round the candidature, of Provost Harnett for election to the School Board. 

Bagshawe managed the meeting adroitly: gauging that some school board electors fclt 

that Eknett might not be mfficiently pro-Home Rule, the Bishop declared that whatever 
Harnett night or might not feel on the Irish issue: 

He (B. Bagshawe) could only say that whatever Prov. Harnett's feelings 
on the matter were HE was a Home Ruler (applause) 

..... 
he felt 

excessively strong the importance ofHome Rule, and that it was the first 
question of the day. He should, therefore, sympathise with a man as a 
Home Ruler, but he did not think it was necessary he should be declared 
in a case like this which had nothing to do with Home Rule at all (hearl 
hear! applause) ..... 

He begged, as a personal favour of all Home Rulers 

of the town, that they would by the H. R. question aside on this occasion 
and not disgrace the Catholic party and show it's influence in the town 

202 to be weaker than they hoped it to be and believed it to. be. 

A consummate politician, Bagshawe kept his fines open to the local Liberals, by 

indicating that the school board election was an exception to the general rule of 

supporting the Liberal interest in return for their support on Irish constitutional matters. 
This rapport between clerics and Home Rulers was part of a wider national pattcm, as 

observed by Fielding in the Manchester area . 
20' Not surprisingly then, Dcnvir in 1894 

referred to Dr. Bagshawe as "a firm friend of our cause. "' 

Home Rule organisation and structure in Britain declined. Throughout the 1875- 

86 period, it was a members' dog wagged by its Irish leaders' tail. Once Gladstone 

altered direction in 1886, however, the whole organisation, on both sides of the Irish 

Sea, had to orient itself alongside Liberal Party priorities. This caused two problems: 

that minority of politically radicalised Irish, such as Barclay, felt that other socio. 

economic issues were also priorities, whilst the majority of cathoUc Irish had to try to 
balance what they felt to be hifinical about the Liberals (on matters such as education and 

21"NIA Ak* Guadw, 30 Nov. 1889, aRailly becarm a School Boord nwrdw, a poor Lsw Guwdion, LkwW County 
Councillor. 
"2NDA4 Ak* Guardian, 16 Nov. 1889; quote as presented In wchhm. 
213FIELDING, S. (19W), p. 92-3. 
2('DENVIR, J. (1894), p. 429. 
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Boards of Guardians) with Gladstone's clear conversion to Home Rule. 

Barclay's Memoirs offer surprisingly little on Home Rule. Being immersed in 

succession in every variety of post- I 870's leftist thought, ordinary Liberalism would have 

had little appeal. In the mid-1 890's he and anarchist colleagues were purged by the 

ILP. He was disillusioned, and "soon left Leicester for London and a short career in the 

Gaelic League. "'O' Given that Home Rule still attracted only a small proportion of the 
Irish in Britain; given that many Irish settlers had advanced inevitably along the paths of 
integration and assimilation; and that the leadership propelled the movement into 

integration with main stream parties and politics; many Irish sought an outlet in the 

alternative attraction of the Irish cultural renaissance of the 1890's. Barclay and the 
McCarthy family provide typical Leicester reflections of this tendency in action. " 

What was the nature of the links in Leicester between the Home Rule Liberals 

and the Irish comaninity? There is some clear evidence of Leicester Liberal support and 

enthusiasm for Home Rule in the late 1880's and the 1890's, and this would have earned 

some Irish support. In February 1886, a Letter from the Free Land League was accepted 
for consideration (outcome unknown). In April 1886 the local Association met 
"specially to consider the Irish Home Rule and Land Purchase Bills. " In June the branch 

submitted a vote of confidence in Gladstone's Irish policy; the Executive Committee 

declared its intention "to support you in your noble efforts to do justice to Ireland". In 

March 1889 they formally endorsed the aims of Pamell's Irish National Party. The 

advance towards Irish Home Rule was again urged by Leicester's Liberals in 1890-91, 

and they remahled supportive throughout most of the Parnell imbroglio. " This reflected 
their commitment at the time of the Ist and 2nd Home Rule Bills (April 1886 and 
January 1893 respectively). 

In October 1892 the local Association endorsed the suspension of the Irish 

Coercion Acts, as well as repeating its support for Irish devolution, and in the March 

following it announced its "unanimous support" for Gladstone's second bill. ' The 

genuine vibrancy of support for Home Rule was evinced in the intense activity 

216LANCASTER, B. (1987). p. 111 and 113. 
"See also RYAN, W. P. (189Q1970), 77*kthLftf8(Y Revival, rs History, Pbvm and Pbssk&6es re the Irish cultural 
mnaissanoe in Britain. 
2"LCRO, 11 D57Z Lfik- LA PWtYWBk 1882-9Z entries for 8.2.1886,, 11.6.1886,16.6.1886,25.3.1889,3.12.1890, and 
27 Jan. 1891. See below recWbction of Pamell aW Nationalists, aW affect an local Liberal altitudes to IfeWw. 
"%X=. II D57 3; Lak- Lb. Asscn. W Bk 1892-3, ardries for 12.10.1892 " 8.3.1893. In the City, to Um-W Manftto 
for ft 1895 G&wd El@cWr4 endorsed both to Home Rule and Idsh LWd Bills, the carxiWates being Henry Broadhurst and 
Waftw Hazell, see 7he V4, mm No. 193, Vol. VIII, 5 July 1895, p. 162. 
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surrounding the election of 1889, when the Irish issue dominated packed meetings in the 

city and county. In just 5 weeks in November/December the Liberals organised no less 

than II pro-Home Rule mectings across Leicestershire. 

There is not a great deal of direct evidence of Irish community involvement in 

Liberal Party planning or campaigning in Leicester at this period. There is evidence of 
long-term commitment from many Leicester Liberals, including the leadership, and there 

is evidence of some willingness amongst non-Irish Liberals to identify in politically 

awkward or potentially embarrassing situations. The following are persons identified as 

attending the Leicester Land League meeting on May 1882 held in response to the 

Phoenix Park murders. " A Mr Kirkland, an Irishman who proposed the motion of 

condemnation and *mvathy in 1882 was, for example, also present when Michael Davitt 

spoke as a guest of the Leicester Radicals (Left Liberals) in early April 1886.111 Also 

present at Davitt's meeting were Councillor Butcher, Alderman Hart (a future Lord 

Mayor and friend of St. Patrick! s School) and the Rev. J. P. Hopps, all three of whom 

were also present at the important Home Rule support meetings in Leicester throughout 

December 1889. 

Also present at the 1882 Leicester Land League meeting were a Dr. O'Malley, 

who seconded the motion, one L. OTarrell, who spoke in support, and a G. O'Shea who 

was the branch president. O'Shea can possibly be identified as a Liberal Party member, 
for an A. O'Shea was present at the Leicester Liberal Party meeting of 4 October 1893. 

So too were a W. Beamish and a J. McCall, which suggests that there was an element, 
however smalL of Irish membership amongst the Leicester Liberals. On surname 

evidence, these last two may have been Protestant Irish. 211 

It is the case that Home Rule and Liberalism in Leicester were in reality not 
dependent on an Irish numerical input. Strong support for Irish issues was forthcoming 

from Liberals, whether leadership cadres or rank and fde. 212 James Hawker, a self. 

educated Leicestershire poacher, offered an eloquent analysis of the Home Rule issue. 

219LC, 13 May 1882, p. 4. 
"OLCUpril'1896. Fmiding (19M) suggests that byr-19W most Irish Nationalists In England had corneto accept Davitfs 
view, viz. that Home Rule could only be won with the support of the English working elms. Thaefore a strong tabour 
mmenwit was an essartial proMuisite, whilst Lib-Lab pacts were to be preferred to doctrinaire ILP onslaughts on Liberals. 
Do& spoke son in Leicester in 1906, at aft longest political meeting hold In I ter In nvxlem tirnes. " 6,000 attended 
this "great progremm rally ..... 

"in support of the 2 Labour candidates, Mr Broadhurst and Rarngay 
MacDonald. D&A declared that mewery Irish YoW in IW should ..... record his votes for the two progressive carKjkWe6, % 
and he dwelt at sorne length on this, and the need for Horne Rule, sm Lakester D* Post, 15 Jan. 1906, 
211 LCRO, Laic. Ub. Assc PAn Sk, II D57 3, entry for 4 Oct 1893. See FkLYSAGFfT rosurnarnes. 
212 HAWKER, JA (Ed. 1961) CHRISTIAN, G., A Victorian Pbwher, Jams Ha"ees Journal, p. 74. Hawker shared 
BarcWs views on the gullibility d their own class; he went on the Wigston School Board as a Moroi. 
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In a critique ofJoseph Chamberlain, the man who caused the damaging Liberal split on 
Home Rule, he wrote: 

..... After the assassination of Burke and Cavendish (in 1882), he told 
Parnell and Justin McCarthy that if he could only be Chief Secretary for 
Ireland, he would assist them ..... in Home Rule. 

What is this man! s attitude to Home Rule today? There is no 
bigger enemy. But if the Irish was deserving of Home Rule then, why 
not now.? ..... As soon as the Old Man brought in his Home Rule BA 
Joe turned traitor. He wrecked Gladstone's government. "' 

The views of such an ordinary "man in the street" complemented the contribution of 
local Liberal leaders such as the 1VT for Market Harborough John VIAliarn Logan, who 

was returned in 1891 at a by-election. Well travelled, Logan, a railway engineer and 

contractor, was part of the Liberal ilite, but one who related well to the local working- 

class. He spoke out regularly on Home Rule, and was available for numerous meetings 

at various locations. In 1892, his own workforce presented him with an impressive 

illuminated address for his generosity in keeping his men in fiffl pay whilst heavy snow 

stopped all work for eight weeks in the winter of 1890-91. Ile signatories included 4 
214 Irish names. In March 1892, his photograph featured on the cover of The Wyvem, 

with a very positive appreciation of his profile as a Liberal MP. Logan! s success was 
based on a genuine reputation, his full commitment to Home Rule, and the 

careful groundwork of his election team, which brought sophisticated techniques for 

arousing the interest and support, and the formal registration of voters, into the smallest 
211 of local villages. It must be assumed that Irish electors, especially those lately 

enfranchised, would have been garnered, however few in number. Certainly there is 
evidence of this development in 1906, when Davitt again visited Leicester, to specifically 
urge Irish voters to give the Labour candidates their support . 

2" The Conservatives 

showed their concern: the Earl of DenbigJ1, guest speaker at Holy Cross School in 1886, 

noted that "lately a great number of persons had been adrnitted to the franchise and 
asked to choose their rulers ..... (they) should learn the duty of obedience to constituted 
authority ..... ;" he hoped they would be "loyal subjects ..... and good Irishmen. " 

If the labouring man fornWised his poUtical ambftions in the 18gos, it is clear 
that popular political allegiances on Irish issues were made evident in other ways. There 
is evidence of a popular political consciousness in the armunt and variety of Irish 

21lSeemdO&EY, RA, Pdft; W History 1885-ig5o, in HOSKJNS. W. G. (Ed)(1954), VCHL, Vol. jj, p. I37; andpjKE, T. W. 
(1902), Lekester and Ruft-6COnfenr0rary Biogrv#*S, p. 85. in LCRO. 
214 LCRO, Misc. 323; Iffurninated Address to J. W. Logan MP, 25th January 189Z from the worluren on the Manichester, 
Sh~ and UrfcxftNm RaiWvy- 
"'The Wyvem, No. 21, Vol. 1. IS March 189Z cow and P. 323; also, 23 August 1895. p. 323 re Logen's *Spin doctor" 
Charies Cappack, ex-medis nvn, and LMWs political secretary frorn 1 NZ 
2"Laicester Daly Posý 15Jan. 19W, andUqg. 1886 
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poli&A mc)tifs and messages to be found emblazoned on clay pipes. '17 Recent British 

and American research suggests that customers purchased their clay pipes much as a 
modem football supporter sports a team scarf- allegiances were thereby exhibited, and 
informal messages relayed to both friends and opponents: 

Many of the Irish, both in the United Kingdom and here in America, 
openly flaunted their objections to what they considered unfair treatment 
by smokin i6erately designed to solicit sympathy for their 
causes. 21 8g 

clay pipes deli 

Clay pipes with significant Irish emblems have appeared in Leicester 

archaeological sites quite firquently; all are post c. 1850. (See Table 2) The finds 
indicate areas where the Irish lived and worked. "" The Elbow Lane site in Leicester 

was adjacent to the old St. Michaers chapel used by the earlier Irish settlers in Causeway 
Lane (the precursor of St. Patrick! s). The two most popular Irish political motifs were 
the shamrock, and the harp. (see Nos. 3 8,105 and 106). These were home produced 
copies directed at the Irish migrant market. The local incidence of "Dublin7' and "Cork" 

models reflects the significant numbers who migrated from these areas to Leicester (see 

settlement chapter). 
By the 1880's, ranges of pipes were being marketed which reflected both sides 

of the Irish national political debate. Most models reflected nationalist interest, and 
distribution predominated in the midlands and the north. Relief portraits of individuals 

such as Parnell and Gladstone, competed with models displaying overt political slogans, 
such as "Home Rule". "Ireland a Nation", the "Gaelic League" and the "Who Fears to 
Speak of '98" . 

'0 Leicester in mid-century had its own Irish clay pipe-manufacturing 
family, the Coxes (1815-44), who would have known the likely market for the Irish 
models. "' Their base in Bedford Street was in the most Irish area of the city. Some 
finds in Leicester represent a Unionist, Loyalist, anti-Home Rule outlook. The main 
motifwas a capital L, surmounted by a crown, inside a circular border. They may have 

2'? eg Barclay described "'the old caWs in plain shoulder-shawls and bordered caps who used in these parts, years ago, to 
squat an their hunkers and snooke dud*emm see The VVYvern, Akx 192, Vol. \All, 28 June 1895, p. 150; he was referring 
tothe cors Irish arm of AbboyStGram St. AboseeOOWK P. (EdX1967), A Tnwwy o(kish FbOdbre, p. 399-400, quoting 
74 Pipe of Irish MY from 77w CWW, Sept. 1904, p. 312, and DANAHER K, (1962), on Td)a=, in kab7d LongAgo, p. 64- 
71. 
216 See ALEXAN DE K LT., (N. D. ) Hisicitt CJay Tobww P*)Os Stuales, Vol. 3 (USA), pp. 69-75. 
21%w HK)GINS, D. (1985), Lakester Cley Tobww P**S, P-295.300.304-5; the dig In Elbow Lane In 1977/8 found pipes in a V*k layer of soil and dornestic rubbish in houses built betwmen 18021182s, otMously, the "Irish- pipes of the post-I &50 
period we found buried in these rahm disposal pits. 
1211'he best articles on clay pipes are by Peter Harmwid; see Tradb Poes, In Anfique Soffib ColactiV, Nov. 19W, p. Io& 
11; Mary Fýw, Air, Dec. 1980, p. 6&7; OwynernoraM P#vs: 1. Ifl; ABC Aug. 1980, p. 14-16; ABC Oct 19M, p. 16.18; 
and Paftib6c Pioes - 11, kob-d, ABC In May 1981, p-24- 
22'See DANIELS, JA, The Malting of Clay Pipes In Leicester, In TLAHS, Vol. X, 1964-5, p. 59-62. 
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JABLE2 POPULAR NATIONALISM: IRISH POLITICAL MOTIFS I 
DEPICTED ON CLAY TOBACCO PIPES, c. 1 850-c. 1 900 

Notes: (1) The 3 pipes at top of page (A) are from the Elbow Lane archaeological site in 
Leicester; the others are finds from across the Midlands generally (B). 

(2) SOURCES: HAMMOND, P; GREEN, MJ; HIGGINS, D (details in footnotes). 
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originated from HoUand (indicating a possibble Orange link). ' As to Home Rule, the 
dreams of the smokers remained just that - pipe dreams. 

AC 
,. the Liberals had supported the disestablishment of the Irish Church in 1868, 

their credentials remained sound to a majority of Irish Catholic voters. When J. A. Picton 

replaced PA Taylor as Liberal candidate c. 1880, Picton may have seemed less attractive 
personally to Irish voters, as he was celebrated "nationally as the author of a eulogistic 
study of Oliver Cromwell. " The local Conservatives maintained their unionist stance for 
the 1885 Election, their new man, William Millican, embracing a political "faith which 
(also) led him to insist that the Irish Union must be maintained. " Under Picton's control, 
local Liberals, "embarrassed perhaps by the defection of the Irish vote under Parnell's 
instructions, maintained some reserve about Ireland. " Although the Leicester Liberal 
Association remained loyal to Gladstone's Home Rule policy, in 1886 a split nonetheless 
occurred, and Liberal Unionists broke away. The Tories attempted to exploit the 

situation by working through the local Liberal Unionists, and Central Office resurrected 
the Bickersteth factor (see chapter on prejudice). They put up Robert Bickersteth of "a 

well known evangelical family distantly connected with Leicestershire, " who had been 
W for N. Shropshire. Despite the Protestant profile, the Liberals won, with a 
decreased ma rity. " In Leicester, the Irish Question proved to be the catalyst for a long- qo 
fermenting Liberal splitým when certain leading employers and businessmen shifted their 

allegiance rightwards. The long-term legatee of the Liberal split was the Labour 

movement, which developed healthily from around 1890, attracting external support 
from speakers like Davitt, which in turn engendered Irish proletarian backing. 

(d) The Disestablishment Issue: the Irish Perspectives In the Politico. 
Religious Debate In Leicester post - 1860 

As the vociferous anti-Papist campaigns of the 1850's grew less strident, 
disestablishment was a continuing issue for both Catholics and Non-confonnists. 

Ambrose de Lisle opposed Disestablishment. " His wish for a modus operandi and 

eventual unity with Anglicanism inevitably conflicted with Irish Catholic political 

222See GREEN Kip 964), Cjay Tobacco Pow and Pjoe Makers of Lebester, P. 21. Also, discussions and correspondence 
with P. Harnmond mid Peter Davey, Archaeology DePts Univ. of Liverpool; the fact that the "Loyalist" pipe was particulariy 
popular in the Scottish market supports the fink with Unionist-Orange Interests. (An "ulster cutty" model displayed the Red 
Hand of UMwcn thesideof the bowl). ALEXANDER notes that "in addition to Ireland, Scotland and Holland also produced 
such pow, particularly for woport to the USA and to England; " $08 Historic Clay Tobacco, PtOe Studies - Vol 3 (USA), p. 69 
z! 'See EVANS, FL & WIKJNLEYý FL, Paiamentary History, In McKINLEY, R, (Ed)(I 958), VCHL, Vol. IV, p-225, quoting Leic. 
Afercury, 20 Feb. 1886; P. 226.228-231. 
224PURCELL, E. S. (19M), Vol. 11, p. 2%. 
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objectives. "' He was out of step with contemporary developments. Pressure for 

deregulating Anglicanism was building up nationwide. Irish Catholics found his views 

very difficult to sympathise with. 
In April 1868 a crowded meeting at the Temperance Hall had Liberal Party 

support; the visiting speaker was a Mr Mason Jones. "' His address denounced the 

Reformation in Ireland, the Protestant plantations, and the penal laws. He lauded the 

achievements of Protestant Irish patriots, recalling Fitzgerald, Emmett and Tone. 

Sympathising with Catholic and moderate nationalist considerations, he made effective 

use of the financial arguments to undermine the case for the establishment. 
Disestablishment and subsequent land reform would isolate extremists: 

You will make Fenianism an impossibility; You will take away the fuel 
which feeds it, and transfer the whole of the population to the side of 
loyalty and order. 

At the next meeting, in the Town Hall, one speaker declaimed, dramaticaRy: 

How long would the Protestant people of England submit to a Catholic 
ascendancy here, a Catholic Church dominant, and Catholic priests in 
their pulpits? 22' 

'Me opposition, the Leicester branch of the Irish Church Society, responded. Two 

guests, Church of Ireland clergymen, attended specially; the proposed chair was C. H. 
Frewen, of the well-known local Non-Conformist evangelical Frewen-Tumers, 

prominent in the widespread anti-Catholic activity of the 1835-60 period. "' As the 

meeting turned heated, interruptions started and "The Chairman suggested that the 
interruptions emanated from a few Irish Catholics. " The visiting speaker charitably 
intervened to lay the blame not on the "Irish Catholics! ' in the audience, but on local 

"Leicester Radicals! '. The following harangue ensued: 

He (Dr. H. ) Then proceeded to speak of the objects of the society, and 
was remarking on the way in which the Bible was excluded from 
Catholic families through the agency of the priest, when a little scene 
occurred. An IrishnWI, named Reilly, in the body of the hall, called out, 

'PAWLEY, M. (1995), ch. 9, pp. 226-304. 
2"LC, 4 April 1868, p. 8. 
127 LC, 9 May IBM, p. 3. 
ILC, 29 Aug. 1868; p. 8. The visitom we Rev AP. Hanlon from Mount Shanngn, and Rev. G. Blake Colcannon, of D. cm 
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"Its Use; I've had a Bible in the Irish language six and twenty years. I 
brought it with me from Ireland: it was a free gift from the priest for 
services in the school. You say the priest doesn't allow the reading of 
the Bible. I wonder how you dare stand there and make such a 
statement. " (Great uproar) 

Dr. Hanlon: I will see you to-morrow: what is your address? 

A prominent local Liberal, Mr. W. Stanyon, finally succeeded in getting the meeting to 

pass a mDtion "to express its unreserved approval of his proposition to disestablish and 
disendow the Irish Church. (Tremendous Cheering). "" 

The Conservative response was their "Indignation Meeting" of June 1869.1" 

They again invited Hibernian protagonists: a Dr. Corran from Enniscorthy with his 

brother Rev. W. Con-an of Templesdigan, representing the Central Protestant 

Association of Ireland. An entry fee of 6 pence was charged (a fee which presumably 

would exclude working-class and Irish Catholic elements). A heckler was closely 

supervised for the rest of the meeting by a policeman. 

William Connor Magee (1821-91), the Irish-born local Anglican Bishop of 

Peterborough from 1868, made a celebrated speech on 15 June 1869 in opposition to the 

Bill, which some described as the "finest speech ever delivered by any living man in either 
house of parliament. ""' Mageee was a tolerant evangelical. Given his strong Irish 

antecedents as a Protestant of Cork - Dublin background with an education at TCD, it 

is interesting to speculate on the part he might have played in finihering the liaison 

between the English and Irish allies on the pro-establishment side. Did he assist with the 

visiting speakers for Leicester? Was he pro-active in recruiting Irish Church clergy for 

Leicester, either as a matter of policy, or as a barrier to Irish clerical unemployment, for 

the census 6gures indicate that some Protestant Irish-born clerics worked in the city. The 

answers are elusive. 
In the study period, there certainly were Irish-born Protestant clerics resident 

locally. - the Rev. McCormick at Coalville c. 184 1; the City Prison chaplain, Rev. William 

Fox c. 1841 -, "2 the Rev. Brassington at Hoby in 1851 and Ragdale in 187 1;.. and Rev. 
234 Linklater in Leicester in 18 8 1. Perhaps the grandest was the Rev. La Grange Leney, 

2"LC of 17 Oct. 1868, p. 6; all subsequent references we from this same source. Stanyon was vary prominent In agitation 
to secularim edwAion In Leicester, see section on Educabon politics. 
23OLCM, 5 June 18% In the source for this particular gadming. 
21'D. N. B, entry on W. C. Magee. p. 760. 
m1641 ACD, and see FISHER, R. (c. 1988), Remkibconces of CoatvNe, typed MSS in Coalville Ub. 

D31851 and 1871 ACD. 

234ACD for 1881, p. 35. (Real 125) 



M. A., son of a physician and surgeon, bom in Wicklow, educated at TCD. From 1884- 

90 he was Vicar of Horninghold and from 1890 Chaplain to Hinckley UniOn. 2" 

Quite apart from personal associations with Irela4 Leicester's pro-establishment 
Protestant community had for long publicly sympathised with those economically hard- 

pressed Irish Church clergy. Packed supporters meetings had been held in Leicester 

from c. 183 5, such as that supported by the Duke of Rutland and John Stockdale Hardy 

in January 1836, and attracting the signatures of 65 prominent local Protestant clerics 

and gentry. 236 

Even though the Irish Catholics of Leicester were, in the late 1860's, still 

relatively deprived economically and socially, they would have nonetheless been aware 

of the issue of Irish Church disestabEshment. Some of those born in Ireland would have 

experienced unjust exactions and would have been fully aware of the implications in 

terms of undemocratic and inequitable practices. As the news reports indicate, some at 
least felt confident enough to make their voices felt at public meetings on the issue, 

however anonymously. There was a long-term local Protestant lobby in support of the 

Irish Church; and this was prepared to go to the trouble and expense of inviting Irish 

Protestant clerics to Leicester to plead their case. 

The Politics of Education: Voluntaryism versus State Provision, and 
the Impact of National Issues. 

The 1870 Act "exacerbated political controversy as vigorously as ever" in 
Leicester. School board elections came to be hotly contested on political lines. Non- 

Conformists, Catholics and Anglicans in Leicester formed associations (mirroring the 

national pattern). The Liberals could not heal internal rifts over education, a situation 

worsened in that "they were fficed with the formidable opposition ..... over the Education 

Act of the Roman Catholia237 

Amidst the obvious wnbiguities in the legislation, the Catholic Church "insisted 

unequivocafly on a Voluntary System fiffly rate-aided. 038 Anglican and moderate Non- 

Conforniists inclined to the same view, unlike those of openly seculuist oplimion. 

"'PIKE, T. W. (Ed)(1 902), Laic$. & Rudwd at Me OPenbg of d* 20M Century - Confernpomy Biographies; Pikes Now 
Century Series, No. 7; In LCRO; p. 113. This was a local Who's Whd; with photos to boot. 
ILC, 30 Jan. 1836. 
"'See EVANS, FL & McKINLEY, R., Partanwntary History in McKINLEYý R. (Ed)(1 958), VCHL, Vol. IV, p. 225-7, citing LC 
of 7 Feb. 1874. 
2"BEALES in BECK (1950); p. 373. 
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Anglican feeling was ably articulated by Bishop Magee, (1868-1891), 239 who Was 

skilffilly supportive of voluntaryi=2' From 1872, his twin policies were to maintain 

existing Anglican schools, and gain a footing on the new School Board. "' Was 

Magee's policy for east midland Anglicans consciously allied with or sympathetic to the 

parallel efforts of local Catholics? There is little direct evidence available either way. 
In Lancashire, Anglicans and Catholics co-operated. 242 At a school board meeting in 

Nottingham in 1889, where Bagshawe had to perform a juggling act on the Home Rule 

issue, he concluded with "a lengthy diatribe on the Church of England, the Act of 
Uniformity, etc., "; this is hardly suggestive ofjoint policy or planning by local Catholics 

and Anglicans. 

The typical stalemate that emerged in most areas was exemplified in Manchester, 

where, from 1875, a compromise operated between "Unsectarians" and Anglicans on a 

minimalist religious education package; this had the twin effects of isolating Catholics 

on School Boards, and of encouraging increasing numbers of Protestant Schools to 

merge into the Board system Leicester Anglicans gradually merged their schools into 

the Board system. - by 1900, of 49 grant schools, 23 were AngfiCan. 243 

How did Catholic educational interests in LeicesterpaMcs, &re betwee, &. 1870 

and 1902? Many of the themes noted in the wider national conteXt also Wear in 

Leicester. The Catholic authorities quickly grasped the need for joining and negotiating 

with elected local officials; also, their firreasing self-confidence led to a decreasing focus 

on the Protestant School threats, and a new focus on the inadequacy of Protestantism 

as the religious core of the new national system. The sen-d-official proselytism of 
Catholic pauper children began to diminish with the delinquency and poor law reforms 

of 1866/68. The Catholic Church"would not now be satisfied with anyting other than 

separate schools for Catholic pauper children, " ' this new dimension emerged locally. "' 

Representation on Leicester Boards has been analysed for 6 of the II Boards 

elected from 1871-1903. Of 53 persons, just 3 were women. Most were clergymen; 

23OMcKINLEY, RA, Elerrmftry Educabon In HOSKINS (1955), VCHL Vot. /11; p. 248-250, 
211D. N. B., Col. )GI, p. 760; In 1861 he published a successful cWence of vdurft-ytm. 
2"McKINLEY, RA in HOSKINS, W. G. (1955), V. C. H. L, Vol. Ill, Elernertary EdLrAtion p. 249. 
242FIELDING, S. (19M). P-62. 
143McKJNLEYý RA, P-250. 
2"HICKMAN. (IM), p. 183-5. Leicester was no exception. 
246GILL. A, The Leicester School Board, 1871-1903; in SIMON, B.. (Ed), (1968). EdUcem in Lakestershke 1540.1940. 

.,. 177. An factual data In this secfion Is from Gill. See LANCASTER B, (1967), pp. 78-79; UbKW paqdornination, pp. 15r 
kc* and nationally, was refleý in School Board elections which "breedied now life into the old COnbvwsy on the role of 
the established church in ft early 187(Ys, " especially after the 1867 Rdbrm Act enlarged the local aledonte. 
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8 Anglican, 4 Non-conformist and I Catholic. 33 were middle-class; 8 were "upper" 

working class; 9 were "artisans. " Most also had a genuine interest in education. The 

contril)ution ofFr. Hawkins, the Irish-born parish priest at St. Patrick's, was important: 

There was usually one Roman Catholic on the Board, but of these, I. 
Fleming (1874-83) and G. Evans (1886-95) voted with the Liberal Party 
and only when Fr. Hawkins was elected in 1895 did any distinctive 
attitude emerge. He objected to the extension of educational facilities by 
the Board on the ground that Roman Catholics could not take advantage 
of them, but otherwise was not always at one with the Church party (ie 
Anglicans). 246 

Kimberlin's account makes clear that Catholics had a deliberate policy of maintaining a 

continuous presence; Fleming was possibly of Irish descent. Fr. Hawkin! s emergence as 

a Board member is the first definite sign of an Irish-born Catholic emerging. 2", Fleming 

211 was replaced in 1880 by one Matthew Brady, also probably Irish. In Leicester then, 

Catholic representation on Boards commenced early on. Ullathorne had been concerned 

about Catholic representatives becoming isolated and lapsing. 21' Fr. Hawkins, WhUst 

making friends and gaining respect for both himself and his Church, was quite able to 

engage in vociferous public debate in a series of strenuous defences and justifications of 
Catholic interests. Manning felt Catholic representatives were essential because : "Their 

presence and vigilance are the only securities we possess for the safety of our children, " 

these members could "guard against our greatest danger, namely, the committal under 

the Industrial School Acts, of Catholic children to Protestant Industrial Schools. 050 

Hawkins supported this be totally. 

In January 1897 the School Management Committee noted that Fr. Hawkins 

wanted a blind Catholic boy (Higgins) to be sent to a Catholic institution. The 

Committee agreed. "' The Liverpool R. C. institution was investigated and approved; 
Higgins was then sent there . 

252 A similar case involved Nellie Walsh, an epileptic pupil 

*OGLI, A, in SIMON, B. (Ed. 1968); pp-164-5. KIMBERUN, AH. (1946), p23 confirmsthis. See READ, R. (1881), p. 78. 
Evans was chair of Laics. Co-op. Soc. Flaning was Mngr of ft Home Rule Club. 
247 GILL (1968) examines the multi* vote system for school board ehx1lons, and the pouNlibes for targeting groups or 
individuals; oplumping' (le giving all ones votes to a selected candidelte) was used to ensure Fr. H&Mdn's election In 1900; 
hevwas7thof20cm "jow, gaining 14,421 votes as opposed to 17,254 for that most popular cwtdkMe; a good performance 
for one with such a RC aid Irish profile. 
"ISEARSON, G. R. (Senior) (1883). The Lakesler MunA#W Barough and Counly Pbl Elook 1835-83, pp. 104-8. 
'A useful review of this can be found In SELBY, D. E.; Manning, UlWdxxm and the School Board Question, 1870- 
1876, in J of Educathn Admii. & Hist, V01 V, A10.1. January 1973, PP. 21-27. 
2wquoted in SELBY, D. E. (1973), P-25. 
251 School Managernwd mi7ute Book, 1895-97 LCR 19 D59=1 7; p. =. 
212Marmg&7wt Book, ja95-71, p. 226. 
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at St. Patricles. Her parents, via the Head Teacher, asked the Schools Sub-Committee 

for Nellie to be sent to an institution; St. Patrick's was in Fr. Hawkids purlieu. "' 

Through the intervention of a well-known local Secularist Independent named Gould 
251 (see below), Fr. Hawkins obtained a place on the Industrial Schools Committee, 

where he was able to protect the interests of Catholic children. 
The threat to the maintenance of Catholic faith and practice was real. James 

Patrick Riley, although baptised at Holy Cross and educated at St. Patrick's, married 

outside the faith. From 1884-6 he had been in care, at the Countesthorpe Cottage 

Homes for orphans. This may explain his later detachment from his religious roots. 
Concern was articulated by Fr. Hays, curate of St Patrick's (1894-96): 

He always endeavoured to bring the interest of his own co-religionists to 
the front, and last September he made applications to the Guardians for 
the removal of the Roman Catholic children from the Cottage Homes to 
the duly-certified Catholic Homes. In this he conipletely faed to gain his 
object, but in two series of newspaper correspondence which arose from 
this, he proved his ability as a writer, and on both occasions he came out 
with credit. "' 

The Dominicanesses were stiU expressing serious concern in 1906 about poor Catholic 

children at Countesthorpe: 

Having received a petition from Mr Harrison the Cathol. ic Poor Law 
Guardian, asking us to take in the Catholic Poor Law Children from the 
Protestant houses at Countesthorpe, it was unanimously decided that we 
should get the home certificated for 12 girls from 3 to 12 years of age, 

116 the Guardians to pay 61- per week per child. 

Aewell as tackling leakage, the clergy were actively involved in the campaign for .A 10 
a fair share of rates expenditure. On 4th March 1895, Fr. Hawkins moved that the 

Leicester School Board copy the Manchester School Board, which, "in the interest of 
justice and religious freedonf 'had ordered that "the School Board Rate ..... should be 

shared in by all allke ..... whether Board of Voluntary School. " It was agreed 

unanimously that the memorial should be on the agenda of the next meeting. On the I st 

26'Mihutes Schools Sub-CommItee, LCRO 19 D59MV34; p. 82,26 June 1904. 
2"See Gill, A, In SIMON, B. (Ed) (1968) p. 165. 
ImAHOASW Collection; Interview with Mr Pat Piley, a farnity historian of Irish descent; re-vised version (1991); The Kyvem, 
Alo 224, Vol. X, 7 Feb. IWO, p-243-. it has not been possible to tam the Cos. pondence. 
--4DCAL, L16-A(ii), Cound Records, 1894-19IT; 9 December 1906, p. 73. - 
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April, a proposal "that the memorial He upon the table" was followed swiftly by an 

"Amendment moved by the Rev. H. A. Hawkins and seconded by a Miss Gfinson: That 

the Memorial of the Manchester School Board be supported by this Board. " Only 2 of 

the 14 voted in favour: Fr. Hawkins and the Secularist Miss Girnson. This was another 

occasion when Catholics and Secularists co-operated. The amendment was lost. 2" 

The good working relationship between Catholic and Secularists on the School 

Board centred on the facts that both parties were naorities and Independents. The 

Leicester School Board usually had a Liberal majority -a common occurrence in most 
towns at the time. Twice, in 1871-74 and 1900-1903, was the balance held by 

Independents. The Anglicans enjoyed substantial representation but never held a 

majority, and naturally reflected Conservative opinion. Non-conformists allied 
themselves usually with the Liberals. Magee's Anglicans generally aimed to preserve 
Anglican Schools; Liberals and their allies pursued a non-doctrinal perspective, whUst 

simultaneously reserving their rights to influence religious and moral teaching. 
'I'he Liberal interest was not ashamed to use its power subjectively. In 1895, for 

example, Liberals reserved the chairs of sub-committees for their representatives; both 

the ILP and the Catholic members objected, Fr. Hawkins denouncing such "hole-in-the- 

comer arrangements. " The Liberal preponderance generally prevented Independents 
from making a great impact. The Catholic members before 1895 normally voted with 
the Liberals; Hawkins, however, voted according to each issue. Anglicans and Non- 

conformists started to unite against the Independents who desired the introduction of 
"systematic moral instruction. " Hawkins believed that all members voted on political and 
religious lines, which was in fact correct . 

21' Hawkins is a typical example of a powerfid 
Irish Catholic cleric committed to a pro-active approach to community politics. 

Ilat Fr. Hawkirfs did not mellow with age is clear. In early 1901, in an editorial 

sub-titled r1be Tirade of Fr. Hawkins', yhe Leicester Guardian whilst admiring his strong 

convictions and fearless advocacy, and accepting also that "non-conformists get a good 
deal more good from Board Schools than churchmen or Catholics do, " felt impelled to 

point out: 

2"School Minute Books, LCRO; l9D59AAM; Ah Mwch 1895, p-364; UtApril 1895; P-300. 
2"GILL, A4 in SIMON, B. (Ed) (1%8) p. 1634; AND IN. 
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"But when be says that his church regards attendance at a Board School 
as a mark of sin, we are inclined to think that he is making certainly a 
bitter, and possibly a stupid statement. " 

The editorial noted that Hawkins was damaging the Church's ambition to reconvert 
Britain, and the geneml]y positive reputation of the Board SchoolS. 211 Considering that 

the Guardian was liberal-left and even-handed in its religious reporting, this editorial was 
basically fidr. Hawkins was giving local expression to Cardinal Vaughan's unequivocal 

remark: "Catholic children will go to Catholic schools - or nowhere. 060 

Fr. Francis Hays, the League of the Cross activist and curate to St. Patrick's 

(1894-6), also succeeded in making a positive impact: 

He always took an active interest in public matters, and his stirring 
addresses on behalf of the Catholic candidates at the School Board and 
Guardians'elections will be long remembered... "' 

Another renowned Irish priest, Fr. O'Reilly of Holy Cross, Whitwick, had served 
his political apprenticeship at Barrow on Soar, where he was elected to the School Board 

262 in 1883. A decade later, the Catholic Laura de Lisle contentedly recorded: 

"Whitwick Board Election: Dr. Burkitt (a Conservative) elected by seven against three - 
Fr. O'Reilly defeated, " - an example of political blood being thicker than religious 

water. 263 

In January 1896, Bagshawe posited two public resolutions outlining the essential 
Catholic objections on the twin issues of religious teaching and fair financing. He 

concluded: "We confidently hope that you will attend in great numbers to support the 

action of your bishops, and not be wanting to your duty on an occasion So important. 064 

The Wyvern defended the status quo in Leicester against a resurgence 

of sectarian wedge-driving. AW William Stanyon attempted, unsuccessfiffly, to 

stir up strife in the local Press. In November 1895, The Wyvern observed that if 

voluntary schools could match the standards of Board Schools in secular education and 

250 The Laimstef GuwdkvVThe Kyvwn, ft February 1901. 
'SNEAD-COX J. G. 09100he Lie ofCarc*W Vaughan, Vol. 1. P. 110; quoted In FIELDING, S. (1993), p. 62. 
"' The VVyvem, Ab. W4, Vbf XXIV, 23 May 1903; see also The V4, vem No. 224, V& W, 7 Feb. 18%, p. 243. 
202 GIRAUD, S. L. (1906) The Histoty of VWAWick RC Mission p. 29 (in NDA). 
mDeLP; L do UsWs Diary, 26 January 1894; Board two Is assumed to be School Board. 
2"N. DA, Bagshawe file, E fo 6/3; dated 14 January 1896. 
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in non-partisan religious education, no problems would arise. 265 

A cartoon accompanied the story. Reproduced here, 'The Schools'Chavlon' 

shows Stanyon in a stereotypical "Irish" format, with shillelagh, a trailing coat, a battered 

hat, a small clay pipe tucked into the hat band, and a sturdy policeman. Irish leltmotifs 

were employed, but Stanyon had no Irish connections. It may have been an indirect 

comment on the forcefulness of the Irish Fr. Hawkins. It is interesting that the Irish 

aggressive stereotype was still seen, in 1895, as an appropriate vehicle. 
In the gathering debate which ensued in the run-up to the 1902 Act, 

Catholic interests stepped up the pressure. Bagshawe issued a rumbustious Pastoral in 

September 1900, uniting Catholic opinion against Liberal education policy before the 

impending General Election. Irish Nationalists such as Fr. O'Reilly, and Bagshawe 

himself, were, paradoxically, recommending voters to desert the party most attuned to 

the aspirations of constitutional Irish nationalists and to support Conservatives 

personified locally by the vehement anti-Home Ruler, Edwin de Lisle. Fielding has 

pointed to the severe political cost of defending Catholic schools. 2" The serious 
dilemma this represented for Irish Catholics in Britain is fully reflected in Bagshawe's 

trenchant Pastoral. The vocabulary he employed against the Liberals included the terms 

"iný', "injustice", and "unchristian, godless and disreputable schools". He ended his 

prolonged denunciation with a historically-referenced emotional appeal. 267 This powerful, 

negative denunciation of the Liberals was a bitter task for the man who had, only four 

years earlier, delivered a stirring address on Home Rule . 
26' The contradictions posed 

for Bagshawe were probably most manifest in the furore surrounding the candidature 

of the Provost Harnett, for the Nottingham School Board in 1889. (See section c(ii) 

above). 
The issue of Church-State relations in education became even more heated during 

the 18Ws. Efforts were being made to finance re-building as the City Council joined the 

Department of Education in its critical assessments of school premises. Leicester's 

'71he Wjwm, 22 Noyember 1895, No. 212, Vol. IX The only o#W accessible reference to a Mr. StSnyon is asa hosiery 
and footwear manufacturer of Belvoir Street in Leicester, who gaw evklenm to the ROYal Urnryission an Children's 
Employment, 2nd Report (1864), quoted in LANCASTER, B (1987), p. 28tg. Stanyon was invoKfed by the 18Ws In the 
cocoWcoffee promotion temperance movement, which Indicates that he was almost Certainly a Non-Conformist - this would 
explain the attitudes attributed to him in the news report. Also quoted In LANCASTER, B., (1987) p. 51. A Stanyon Is 
montioned by name in a news report an a meeting of the Leics. Protestant Affiance (see LC, 28 April 1860, p. 1); If this is the 
sane man, it confirms his Protestant CrOdentials. 
mIFIELDING, S. (1993). P-93. 
26'NDA, Bagshawe Conesparxience, E. Fol/3; September 1900. 
2"NDA and Del-P., BAGSHAWE, E. G., address ghoen at Birmingham TOM Hall, 1886; printed pamphlet. 
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7HESCHOOLS 

CHAMPION@ 

'00, WWI-- 

THE SCHOOLS' CHAMPION. 
MR. WILLIAU O'STAN'YON (badly in need of an opponent). -Sure thin, who'll tread on the tall o# mj -Cit? 

The Educabon In I in the 18Ws: Mr Slanyon, a Protestant Dissenter in a stereotypical Idsh cartoon *Wing. 
Stwim is trgiling his cod *in Ddence of Non-Sectarian Schools* whilst Wielding his shillelagh ("7be Ready Letter Writee). 
His caubeen (hot) has fallen off, complete with clay pipe stuck Into the band. A policeman approaches, taking up the 
challenge. Source: The V4-mm*, 22 Nov. 1895, No. 212, Vol. IX 
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Catholic Schools were once again under pressure. St Patrick's had almost been closed 
in 1895 over building issues; in 1904-5 Sacred Heart too was fitulted, not just for 

material inadequacies but also for "the previously reported inefficiency of the teaching 

stafF. It survived with Hawkins' assertive leadership. 

These disputes between Catholic Schools, local authorities and central 
Government raise the question: did Catholic parents, by their loyalty to creed, 
disadvantage their children by supporting what were always overcrowded, often under- 

resourced, and occasionally poorly staffed schools? The class and gender based 

curriculum inhibited all working class children. Presumably the sense of purpose and 

spirit of community that were generated in Catholic Schools partly made up for the 

physical drawbacks. Certainly, in oral history and school memoirs, much feeling tends 

to be positive. Negative reactions tend not be be put on the record. It was probably 

mounting staffing problems due to training and qualification issues, leading to Fr. 

Hawkids intemperate dismissal of the Domi*ru'can Sisters from the Leicester schools in 

the mid-1890's, which forced Catholics to reach a modus vivendi with the secular 

authorities. 

(f) Conclusion 

In Leicestershire, the foundations of Irish community political activity were laid 
down before the "Famine" migrant influx. As in most other locations, the composition 

of the migrant body was overwhelmingly working class, especially from c. 185 1; and this 

remained an accurate description of most of Leicester's Irish until c. 1880. "Justicefor 

Ireland" was an issue on the existing Leicester political agenda as early as the late 1820's, 

continued to feature in Chartist agitation, and transformed itself into the land question 

and nationalist formats inthc period c. 1870 to c. 1900. Unusually, the land and national 

questions were taken up prominently, formally and effectively by the local Catholic 

Church leadership (in the person of Bishop Edward Bagshawe, 1874-1901). The Irish 

as a group, however, seem to have been cautious about mass involvement in English 

radicalism before c. 1850, because both Daniel O'Connell and the Catholic Church 

counselled caution, whilst post c. 1845, Irish migrant community involvement with the 

structures and activities of the church of the majority of the migrants gave a valuable 

central focus to Irish community life and expression. 
Perhaps the most important Political agenda item for the Irish in Leicester, a 
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predominaritly working class community, was the issue of control of education. It was 
internal, local, and all-embracing, even if the poor attended school for only a minimal 

period. A paradox developed: the separate system for Catholics nurtured religion , but 

simultaneously incorporated and denationahwd the Irish in wider terms of identity. 

Whilst certain Irish individuals embraced left-wing ideologies and organisations 
(especially Tom Barclay), Irish active attachment to such ideology was slow in 
developing. Barclay's measured views on the problems presented for progressive Irish 

people in Britain in the 1920's by the Irish Civil war and by the Free State's occasional 

culturally retrograde initiatives (such as literary censorship) indicate the type of strains 

which would have given pause to those politically progressive Irish Catholics who 
considered flirtations with radical politics. It may have been the case that the majority 

successfully managed to combine their more radical tendencies with their Catholic faith 

and practice, and successfully avoided the crises de conscience which could affect a 

certain minority. Certainly, there is some evidence (admittedly sometimes sparse) of 
Irish Catholic involvement from c. 1870 in local government administration in relation to 

the poor law and to education; by the 1970's, a century on, Leicester had three Irish City 

councillors, two of whom were Labour, and the leadership of the Labour county group 

was held by another Irishman. Two were active trade unionists (in the National Union 

of Miners, and of Railwaymen); one became Lord Mayor of the city, the other leader of 

the County Council. 'Ibe groundwork for these achievements was laid a century ago. "' 

2eq3y cornparison, however, to post-1 960 Asian car, N, unity, largely East #ýfrlcan, entered into Lzbour politics vary quickly, 
achiWng offm as City Councillors and akxbng an Asian MID in the 19BUs. 
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CHAPTERIO 

CONCLUSION 

Question No. 8. Do the Irish In your neighbourtlaod rnix much vAth the nathm 
hhWAwb. aid adopt their habits and customs-, or do they remain distinct from 
them, and retain their own peculiarities; and Is Uwe any difference In blase 
respects between On Insh who came from Ireland and the children from Insh 
parents bom in Great Britain. 
AnswwAia & Dapendant on their location, associating with English or Irish, as 
their neighbours may happen to be, apparently failing Into the habits and 
customs in general of the naNas. 

Fran Uw 1836 RVorf on Vv k1sh Poor i7 GreW Mairt, Queries set to R. C. 
CWgfm, No. \Al, Vd. XKMII, p. 1 56 u)d 164; respondert Rev. H. L Oxley OP, 
d Hoty Cross Priory, Lakmter. 

The graeceens were the row recruits tha came mw every summer to reW the 
harvest before the advent of the reeping machine. They had new been Out of 
Efin before, and were regarded as greenhorns by our Anglicised Irish, who 
regularly chaffed and tassed Own to the point of a row ..... The Green street 
fighits am post more than haff the Inhabitants of ft streat we English, aid the 
rest, - the Irish - are (alloN me the bull) 'quite English, you know. ' We haven't 
a wad of the old language of the mother country, and divil a taste of the brogue 
rarnains with Us either. I am talking of to present generation Their sons and 
grandsons know nought and cam nought for the history and language of their 
race Many of thern ham dropped the CYs and Mac's of tlvmr names In daferarme 
to English fealing; Crochans have become Crowsons, Munroes Roma, Faheys 
Fays. The brogue that once you could haw cut with a knift so thick was it, is 
wdinct; and not a soul krKws the differance between *The Boyne WaW and 
"The wearing of the Green. ' The wake is gone forever ..... but 0 Iffilyra s'fhrue! 
The absence of ft flutaqleýw, and the shaking of the foot toApplas in Winter, ' 
'Miss McLaods Real, ' 7ha Connacht Man's Ramble, ' and 'Haste to the 
Wedding! 

Tom Bat* cn Abbey S&W and Green Sftet, In The Wyvem, 28 June 1895, 
Na 192, Vol VIII, p. 149. 
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CHAPTER10 

CONCLUSION 

The central aim of this thesis has been to pioneer an in-depth study of the wider 
Irish community, in the largely unstudied east midlands town of Leicester, across the 

half-century 1841-91.1"be Irish experience in Leicester is contextualised against current 
historiographical debates about the Irish in nineteenth-century Britain, and is contrasted 

with that of Irish settlers elsewhere, including where relevant the wider diasporic 

fi-mrwork. Social, economic, political and cultural agendas have been addressed within 

a wide-ranging analysis, locating local developments within a national context. Patterns 

of migration, with reference to diachronic decennial analysis and the issue of transience, 
have been examined. The thesis has addressed: the centrality of prejudice experienced 
by the Irish via a prejudiced media and the mobilisation of popular anti-Catholicism.; the 

social structure of the migrant and settled community (re: housing, health and poverty); 

occupational patterns in relation to class, gender, ethnicity and generation; the important 

but ignored contribution of Irish males and females to local Catholic growth, especially 
in terms of leadership, persomel, infi-astructure and resourcing in education; patterns of 

criminal behaviour, including variations occasioned by differing religious and gender 
backgrounds and the situation of second as opposed to first generation Irish; and finally 

the community's political development vis-A-vis both local as well as national agendas. 

Thus the Irish community was identified in a wide sense, embracing the "effectively 

Irisy' (ie spouses and siblings) as well as the Irish-born, as this was felt to be a more 

valid way of evaluating developments. This approach also facilitates comparisons 
between the Irish-born sector and the wider Irish community when appropriate. 

The analysis was based on an extensive specially compiled database using all 

relevant identifiable entries from the censuses for Leicester from 1841 to 1891 inclusive. 

Extensive integrated use was made of prison, poor law, corporation and other sources, 

such as local media files and religious archives. 

The thesis concludes that, whilst the Irish were, and remained, a minority, with 

very little expansion in relation to the host community's growth, this did not deter the 

development of a sense of community. Whilst a Protestant, anti-Irish and anti-Catholic 

culture permeated the town, and probably intersected with economic factors to limit in- 

migration, it was not powerful enough to deter the models of religious and political 
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internal community development that were taking place in other Irish communities in 

Britain at that time. By c. 18 91 then, the Leicester Irish had not been assimilated; they 

bad achieved levels of integration which in employment terms reflected the situation of 

c. 184 1, when there had been some small representation in jobs outside the unskilled 

sector. In ethnic and cultural identity terms the Irish experienced upturns and 
downturns; in the case of the latter, especially via formal education, and this took place 
despite the hibernophilic attitude of the local Catholic leadership from c. 1875. An 

identifiable Irish Protestant dimension existed, and this group may have been more 

widely represented in Leicester than elsewhere. 
As NlacRaW (1998) has recently shown for the Irish in Cumbria, current research 

must consider the Irish in small town situations, the plural nature of Irish migrant society 
(especially in religious terms), and the patterns of Irish migrant life outside the artificial 

and narrow limits imposed by over-concentration on the 1840's and 1850's. By 

addressing these issues in relation to the experience of the Irish in Leicester, a picture 

gradually emerges which counters the "ethnic fade'and assimilation presumptions which 

are common to much of the work of the last two decades. Importantly, the evidence 
from Leicester challenges the conclusions about community reached by Herson (1999) 

about the small town of Stafford. The Leicester conclusions, that Irish large town 

experiences can be replicated in small town situations, and that small town size does not 

automatically indicate assimilation, have hnportant implications for similar research. 

A central problem with the debate about the nature of the Irish community in 
Victorian Britain is the question of agreed definitions and tenninology. Modem 

definitions, although out of context in temis of tirne, can be useful. Two problernatic 

temis, cornnionly ernployed, are "integration7' and "assimilation7; for present purposes, 

the following definitions are offered: 

"integration7' into British society implies being involved in the fiffl social, civic, 

political, religious and economic life of Britain, having achieved some degree of 

occupational and residential mobility, but without developing any allegiance to 
Britain and without loss of Irish cultural identity. 

"assimilation! ' assumes identificational and cultural absorption into the 

mainstream society and its structures, with a probable loss or even denial of 

ethnicity. 
Using this definition of integration, the Irish in Leicester c. 1891, despite Barclay's 
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observations of 1895 (see title page) and the subsequent decade of the diasporic Irish 

cultural revival, were struggling in term of becoming integrated, let alone assimilated. 
Whi1st some elements of social acceptability were increasingly in evidence, most Irish 

remained outsiders, as indeed did most of the working class in various respects. The 

limited suffrage, the failure to impact significantly in local government and the skewed 

occupational structure c. 1890 all indicate a social group which was less than integrated. 

Although numbers served in the British military, this was an occupational as much as a 

political decision; the loss of identity was influenced by cyclical cultural upheavals and 

renaissances; Barclay's parents were literate in respect of politics, religion, history and 
folklore in the early part of the period; their son transmitted the end-of-century Gaelic 

renaissance to Leicester, and continued to do so well into the 1920's. 

With such a wide range of evidence pertamimig to the Irish in Leicester, what 

conclusions can be reached about the nature of the Irish community there? Debate for 

over two decades has generally polarised around the integration/assimilation continuum, 

and has focused on the relative speed and impact of the "ethnic fade" factor. The most 

recent contribufions stress the importance of current research on specific localities rather 

than regions. ' Leicester can be viewed usefully within this context. Furthermore, the 

existing philosophical and analytical framework for overviewing the Irish experience in 

Victorian Britain has been seriously challenged by I-fickman (1999), who promotes an 

alternative historiography to the prevalent integration/assimilation model, one which 

suggests, convincingly, that the Irish experience should be contextualised within 

pertinent broader debates about British social and political history, in particular about the 
formation of a British national identity. 11ickman also argues for a more pronounced 
diasporic dimension, an approach which this writer already recognises, and some effort 
has been made to draw relevant parallels. 

The concentration on "the local dimension7' in Swift and Gilley's new volume 
(1999) is then a relevant starting point. ' Even though Leicester's Irish population Eke, 

for example, Stafford's, was relatively small, the evidence does not suggest that 

Leicester's experience was simply idiosyncratic. Unlike some of Herson's conclusions 

about Stafford's Irish (eg in relation to the low impact of Feniianism and Home Rule), 

, Sao SWIFT, R& GILLEY, S. (Eds) (1999) The kM J7 Vviddan Bdair The Local Nnension, especially those contributions 
by John Herson and Mmy Hickman. See ENNiogrqft. 
2SO@ bibliogrq)hy for essays by Belchmn, Chinn, aml HutchinsoWO'Day in SWIFT & GILLEY (I M), 
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Leicester is a microcosm in regard to the generality Of issues and experiences of the Irish 

in Victorian BritairL This is not to deny that we are considering both family and 
individual responses as well as the monolithic community response to the problems of 

settlement and survival. 
To contextualise this conclusion, it is useful to consider the three key social 

forces identified by Herson (1999): migration, community and integration. Migration 

was dynamic: the Irish did not simply arrive and settle. Some had travelled (often 

widely) beforehand prior to settling permanently; others kept on the move; some re- 

migrated to the USA, Canada and Australia. Leicester provides some evidence of these 

patterns, especially pre-settlement mobility; however, it provides considerably more 

evidence to challenge notions of integration and assimilation. 
Some Irish families and individuals settled in Leicester only after sojourns of 

varying duration in other parts of England, in Wales and Scotland, in the wider British 

Empire (especially Canada) and in the USA. The analysis of evidence relating to the 
birth-places of the children of the Irish-born settling in Leicester showed a clear and 

consistent pattern. Leicester was rarely the priority destination for most of the n-dgrants. 
At all the censuses studied (1841-9 1), two-thirds of Irish families had already spent some 
time in the wider Midlands region and in the South. Interestingly, Chinn's (1999) study 
of the contemporary Birmingham Irish concludes that the =jority migrating to 
Birmingham came from Roscommon, Mayo, Galway, Dublin and Cork, a finding which 
parallels the Leicester evidence, and which lends weight to the notion of migrant mobility 
in a cross-Midlands context? The oral history of the Geraghty-Sharratt family indicated 

the far-flung international nature of the migrants' geographical targets: some went to 
America, and others to Britain. Those in military families experienced regular postings 

abroad; deferred gratification came in the form of pensions. By the 1890's, some of 
Leicester's Irish in lower middle-class clerical work in government bureaucracies made 
the same choice volunta*. to work as a tax or customs official in Britain and enjoy the 

accompanying pension rights. Interestingly, these were the people O'Day and 
Hutchinson (I 999Y identify as being the backbone of the Irish cultural revival in London 

from c. 1890, and Barclay describes similar personnel coming to work near Leicester, and 

'CHINN, 0, In SWIFT & GILLEY (IM), p. 74. Also, sas Ch. 3 (c) re-Sgricuftur8l labOurers'moUlity In Mid*KIS. 
4HUTCHINSON, J. & ODAY, A, The Gaelic RvAW in Lorxion, 1900-22: limits of ethnic klentity, in SWIFT, R. & GILLEY, 
S. (1999), p. 254-276. 
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thereby helping him to set up Leicester's first Irish language class, c. 1905.5 
Do such cultural manifestations suggest an Irish community in Leicester unified 

by ethnicity? As early as 1836, and again in 1895, witnesses suggest that the Irish 

sloughed offtheir cultural identity, especially in the second and succeeding generations 
(see quotes on title page). Whilst this picture is true for parts of the study period as 
narrowly defined, it is misleading for its artificial "cut-off, points of c. 1841 and c. 189 1. 
Barclay travelled to London in the mid- I 890's and joined the Gaelic League in the hey- 
day of its influence and expansion, and shared his experience with the wider Irish 

community in Leicester and Whitwick by starting Irish language classes (at St Patrick's 
in Leicester), by organising Irish dancing lessons and by sharing his knowledge of Irish 
traditional music via his acknowledged abilities as an accomplished tin-whistle player. 6 
His parents, a half-century previously, had similarly exhibited a strong Irish cultural 
awareness. 

The relationship between ethnicity and nationalism was tackled squarely by 
Barclay in one of his regular columns in The Wyvern. In a piece entitled Patron Saints 

and National Festivals in 1896, he admired the Welsh for "having preserved their 

national tongue" by speaking the language and supporting Welsh-language media. "Irish 
Gaelic is rapidly becoming a dead language" he noted. Moving his discussion onto the 
festival of St Patrick, remarked cogently: 

There is one thing that some Irish import into their festival that they will 
have to get rid of ..... I allude to intolerance. They are so bigoted on the 
question of religion that they cannot - some of them - conceive why a 
man should go away from Roman Catholicisrn. They must learn that 
nationality has nothing to do with religion, and be tolerant to others if 
they want others to be tolerant to them ..... As the Scotch are organised 
here, and as the Welsh are organising, so I hope to see the Irish re- 
organise. They were organised once, they must be so again; and the 
subject of religion must not be introduced in their national gatherings. ' 

The Church had tightened its moral grip on the Patrician celebrations ever since the 

1870's in an effort to make the event less fiesta-Eke; perhaps Barclay was asking too 

much of an Irish festival based on the paramount Celtic Saint's memory and reputation. 
In fact, the Catholic Church assisted the process of incorporating (as opposed to 

'BARCLAY, T. (1934), Mbmoks, p. 101-2. 
OBARCLAY, T. (1934), p. 101-2,43,108-9; espec. Ch. VI, from p. 95. 
? BARCLAY, T. in The KVvern, 20 March 1896, No. 230, Vol. IX p. 351, 'Britains' is In the original. 
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0 assimilating) the Irish by legitimi ing peaceful democratic Irish nationalism (Leicester's 

Land Lwgue met at St Patricks) and by accepting a place within a British state education 

structure for its numerous pupils of Irish Catholic descent. 

Integration leading possibly to assimilation, as opposed to the forniation of a 

sense of community based on ethnic identity, were processes that were mutually subject 

to similar pressures. A community unified by ethnicity was formated by birthplace and 
kinship links; the areas chosen for residential settlement; religious, social, cultural and 

political affiliations, and negative sub-cultural influences derived from the host 

population (eg a criminal underclass). Paradoxically, there were similarities here with 

those forces impelling integration, such as housing and educational needs; church and 

parish relations; occupational pressures; and varied social, political and cultural factors. 

The Catholic Church's repeated efforts to prevent state proselytism in terms of 
institutional care (in workhouses, prisons and hospitals) reflect its conscious and 

voluntary approach to incorporation via education, where the interface of community 

was under church control. 
The primafacie evidence regarding Leicester in the 1836 Report on the Irish 

Poor in Great Britain and in Barclay's comments of 1895-6 support the indication of a 
limited sense of ethnic community both at the start and end of the study period (see 

quotes on title page). The 1836 evidence suggests that, regardless of the ethnicity of 
their neighbours, the Irish in Leicester were "apparently fidling into the habits and 

customs in general of the nativcs. " As 200 of the 300 Irish resident were classified as 

poor, this poverty factor probably affected the physical ability to identify (cg by not 
possessing appropriate wear to attend church). Also, in 1841, over 70 per cent of the 
Irish-born in Leicester marrW out. In the mid- I 890's, Barclay talks of "ourAngficiscd 

Irish" who described themselves as "quite English, you know. " The succeeding 

generations c. 1895 had no knowledge of the Irish language, of their history, and of their 

traditional dance and musical inberitance. Many even changed their names. Someofthis 

is suggestive of reaction to negative pressure, not surprising given the tone of Leicester's 

media treatment of the Irish and their affairs. 
Yet, of the 1850's, Barclay speaks of the impact of national feeling, and of public 

reaction by the Irish to the Fenian escapades. Home Rule and the Land League featured 

prominently in the Leicester media, and in the post-1870 diocesan magazines. By the 
late 1890's and early 1900's the Irish cultural renaissance is being imported back into 
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Leicester by Barclay and like-minded supporters, and this was not an isolated trend, but 

part of a national pattern affecting the midlands and the north of England! 
Other evidence supports the trend towards integration in Leicester. Street 

settlement patterns indicated steady dispersal, away from the core areas (which were at 
no stages ghettos), and into the newly-built artisan terraced periphery. Leicester, 
however, was a small city - Catholic churches and schools were possible to reach on 
foot, and cheap public transport was being developed before c. 1900. 

Marriage patterns analysis offered some elucidation of the Leicester situation. 
In 1841 and 1881, Irish-born females marrying out outnumbered those Irish-born males 
doing similarV, the excess was less significant in 1851 and 1871, but nonetheless present. 
In 1841, prior to the Famine exodus, the number of women marrying out was around 
two and half times the number of men. Despite Church strictures, by 1891 

approximately 90 per cent of Irish men and women in Leicester were married to non- 
Irish spouses (a trend reflected in small urban centres in the county: Hinckley, 
Loughborough and Whitwick). The national trend suggested that the larger the urban 
centre, the more likely both partners were to be Irish-, Leicester's pattern was not typical; 

probable reasons included the relatively static input of fresh Irish-born migrants, and the 
dominant Protestant culture prevailing in the city. 

The h=A towards integration was reflected in the diachronic decennial analysis 

outcomes. Whilst at each inter-census decade (excepting 1841-51 and 1861-71) around 
25 per cent of the Irish stayed On) the corollary remains that around 75 per cent moved 
on. As in more than 80 per cent of marriages the wife was Irish and the husband English, 

the propensity of Irish working females in Leicester post c. 1870 to work in hosiery and 
footwear especially meant that they were arguably more open to the forces of 
assimilation through the workplace situation (whereas men in labouring, for example, 
were less exposed). In terms then of both contemporary evidence and modem statistical 
analysis the idea of integration assumes some central importance. 

However, there are several significant flictors which suggest that Leicester (unlike 
Stafford, for example) supported a multi-faceted sense of Irish ethnicity and community. 
Unlike Stafford, Leicester's Irish community exhibited socio-economic trends 

comparable to the wider picture of Irish settlement in Victorian Britain. In Leicester, 

'RYAN, W. P. (1894), The kish Lierary Revival. 
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FcnWiism and Home Rule were more than just surface issues; Irish community reactions 

and organised activity are on record. Leicester's size meant that it could support Irish 

pubs and clubs, such as The Daniel O'Connell c. 1830 and The Shamrock Inn c. 1880; 

both establishments had names with implied messages, political and ethnic. 
Agah Leicester enjoyed a plural Irish cultural identity; as well as a mainstream 

Catholic body, there were Irish Protestant soldiers, students, clerics and administrators. 
Even the Orange Order made its presence felt. As Leicester's economy settled down and 
finproved post c. 1 870, opportunities existed for men as well as women in the hosiery and 
boot and shoe trades. A negative sense of community identity was provided by the 

media-, the local press not only stressed the ethnicity of criminals (especially pre-c. 18 85), 
it also fimýshed a regular pattern of prejudiced and stereotypical material, both formally 

and informally. As in Liverpool, a small but recognisable Catholic bourgeoisie, actual 

and aspiring, was emerging-1 Belchem talks of , class, creed and country" in this respect; 
the model can be applied to Leicester, despite the demographic differences. Irish 

nationalism in Leicester showed a number of similarities with the manifestation in 

Liverpool: it was politically conformist; it was opposed to violence and therefore 

supported by the Catholic authorities; it dissociated itself from socialism and radicalism; 

and it reflected professional respectability and citizenship. 
The evidence from Catholic education and Church-supported politics in Leicester, 

however, supports Hickman's interpretation centred on the process of incorporation. 

She argues persuasively that'lhe strengthening of Catholic identity became the principal 

objective of Catholic elementary schools. TUs was a strategy designed not only to arrest 

stagnation but also to weaken Irish national identity ..... This was a strategy of 
denationalization. "" The contradiction in the church's position in Leicester was that it 

simultaneously used church media, personnel and buildings, especially after 1870, to 

support constitutional Irish nationalism and Gaelic revivalism. The Catholic authorities 
dreaded splitting their flock on issues such as Feniamism and social rights. The strategy 

of incorporation was subtle; by keeping Irish priests away from posts of prelates (which 
is why Bagshawe was so outstanding in Irish eyes) and by controlling indirectly the 

political agenda of the Irish in Britain, the Church maintained its presence on its own 
terms. Hence the paradox of offering a curriculum denying Irish identity whilst offering 

'See BELCHEM, J. In SWIFT & GILLEY (19%), P-1 90-211 re Irish mkkfle class in VOorian Livwpool. 
"HICKMAN, M., in SWIFT& GILLEY (1999), p. 249, and HICKMAN (1997), p. 111.120. 
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school buildings for Irish political meetings. 

It would seem to be the case then that in Leicester, the extant Irish senses of 
community and identity were tempered by the incorporating and denationalizing 

processes. There is no substantial evidence indicating that by c. 1890 the Irish of 
Leicester had become assimilated. There were some indications of integration. Of 

underbring s4nificance were the Catholic Church's two strategies of incorporating whilst 
denationalizing the Irish. The evidence shows the existence of interest in cultural identity 
both in the 1840's and 1890's; the evidence for political awareness is there across the 

period. If the Irish of Leicester bad been assimilated, if their ethnicity bad totally faded, 
it is hard to explain the ongoing and steady exhibition of anti-Irish prejudice (even if that 
involved hurnour) in the local press across the period. Assimilation would have made 
targets unavailable. Finnegan's (1983) conclusions on the Irish in York, that the popular 
view of their anti-social behaviour was exaggerated, and that it resulted largely from a 
plethora of misleading material based as much on racial, religious, social and political 
prejudices as it was on fact, have equal validity when applied to the Irish of Leicester. 

A modern definition of 1ntegration7' suggested that it is best viewed as "not a flattening 

process of assimilation but as equal opportunity accompanied by cultural diversity in an 

atmosphere of mutual trust. "" Perhaps the chrysalis of this dream was just begmiruing to 

emerge in regard to the Irish of Leicester at the turn of the nineteenth century. 

"JEMONS, Roy, (1966), An Addaw GMw on 23 May 19W to a A*mft c)(ft VOAN#wy LiWsm Comm&ws; Uxxlon, 
NCCL 
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